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ABSTRACT

There are two temporally differentiated sources of information about Jews, no

longer present in southern rural Moroccan communities, and the question is: which factor

is paramount in the formation of memory? Is it the long-circulated narratives of shared

life experiences between Muslims and Jews? Or do actual current events in the Middle

East have greater weight in forming opinions, attitudes, and ideology about Jews and

their relationship to Muslims?

This dissertation examines the memories formed by successive Muslim

generations about their former Jewish neighbors in southwestern Morocco. I am

interested in how social memories of Muslims about erstwhile local Jews are generated,

maintained, and reproduced through oral testimonies, personal narratives, images, urban

sites, family manuscripts, personal experiences, and media. I interviewed four cohorts of

great-grandparents, grandparents, parents, and young adults who allowed me to record

their personal narratives, family and village stories, jokes and sayings in the spring,

summer, and fall of 2004.

Drawing on sources as diverse as personal narratives, family manuscripts,

archeological evidence, Islamic legal manuscripts, media, and textbooks, I use a

generationally stratified sample to understand how four age cohorts (all from the same

region and whose life experiences correspond to specific historical events) think of,

understand, and represent Jews. Using Labovian apparent-time sampling methodology, I
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argue that there is a strong correlation between the historical and ideological period and

the attitudes of the cohorts about Jews. My data show that the fracturing of the traditional

indigenous model of knowledge transmission has led to the emergence of new convoluted

discourse about Jews. The young generation’s knowledge about Jews is partly

appropriated from Western and Christian anti-Semitic discourse before being

“Islamized.”
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INTRODUCTION:

INDIGENOUS TRANSMISSION OF KNOWLEDGE IN CRISIS

There is now a creeping, nasty wave of anti-Semitism and hypocritical
righteousness insinuating itself into our political thought and rhetoric. One
thing must be clear in my firm opinion: We are not fighting the injustices of
Zionism in order to replace them with an invidious nationalism (religious or
civil) that decrees that Arabs in Palestine are more equal than others. The
history of the modern world—with all its political failures, its human rights
abuses, its stunning military incompetences, its decreasing production, the fact
that alone of all modern peoples we have receded in democratic and
technological and scientific development— is disfigured by a whole series of
out-moded and discredited ideas, of which the notion that Jews never suffered
and that holocaust is an obfuscatory confection created by the Elders of Zion is
one that is acquiring too much, far too much currency.

Edward Said 1998

In the course of recent years, many Western and Muslim scholars have posited the

existence of a clash of civilizations involving the Islamic world and the West.1 The events

of 9/11 popularized the idea that the Muslim and the Western blocks are at a point of no

compromise with respect to cultural and social issues. The latent animosity that has been

fueled by suicide bombing operations in the streets of London, Madrid, Afghanistan,

Bali, and Casablanca has led to the rekindling of stereotypes’ and the consumption of

1 A number of studies on the “clash of civilizations” argument include: Huntington, Samuel P. 1996. The
Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order. New York: Simon and Schuster; Hunter, Shireen.
1998. The Future of Islam: Clash of Civilizations or Peaceful Coexistence? Westport, Connecticut:
Praeger; Habeck, Mary R. 2006. Knowing the Enemy: Jihadist Ideology and the War on Terror. New
Haven: Yale University Press; Sheikh, Naveed S. 2003. The New Politics of Islam: Pan-Islamic Foreign
Policy in a World of States. London and New York: RoutledgeCurzon; Esposito, John L. 1999. The Islamic
Threat: Myth or Reality. New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press; Blankley, Tony. 2005. The
West’s Last Chance: Will We Win the Clash of Civilizations? Washington DC: Regnery Pub.
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negative beliefs formulated by members of both groups. The insensitive publication of

the Danish cartoons of the Prophet Muhammad in 2006 followed by the vengeful call for

a competition of Holocaust cartoons by the Iranian government represent the nadir of this

“clash of civilizations.” In the midst of these ideological wars, ordinary people are caught

in a vicious circle where they continue to be fed and formulate their own demonizing

stereotypes, either instigating fear of Muslim terrorists2 or calling for the slaughter of

occupying Jews and Christians.3 These simplistic and negative ideas are contributing to

the social production and transmission of the competing demonizing stereotypes of

Muslim Judeophobia and Western Islamophobia.

Given this cultural antagonism, prototypes of negative representations of Jews by

Muslims and of Muslims by Jews and Christians continued to gain ground among the

youth of both camps. Idealized representations of cultural enemies by different groups

continue to be stored in the group memory, generating a list of negative demonizing

attributes of every individual who happens to be Muslim or Jew. In the following work, I

will look at the relationship between different cohorts of Muslims and the negative as

well as positive attributes they associated with Jews in Morocco. I am aware that some

Israeli and other Western scholars have been looking at similar representations of

2 Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, the spiritual leader of Israel’s ultra-orthodox Shas party, referred to Arabs as “vipers
and snakes” and that “it is forbidden to be merciful to them . You must send missiles to them and annihilate
them. They are evil and damnable.” 
3 Mahmoud Ahmadinajed, Iran’s president, has referred to the Holocaust as a “myth” and called for the
“elimination of Jews and the eradication of Israel.” 
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Muslims by Jews and Christians.4

My anthropological and historical study of Muslims’ representation of Jews in

Morocco is part of a trend of revisionist historical writing that has been tolerated since

the early 1990s by Hassan II, and supported by King Mohammed II. Although this

revisionist trend is happening more at the level of media than social science research, it

establishes the beginning of a new culture of debate and discussion and encourages a

national public sphere where conflicting ideas are welcomed. Within the domain of

Jewish studies, Germain Ayache remarked that after independence, Muslim historians

were concerned:

d’abord d’un passé marocain considéré dans son ensemble, c’est-à-dire un
passé à dominante très largement arabe, sous le rapport des sources, berbère,
quant à l’éthnie est musulmane, quant aux croyances et aux institutions. Et
c’est bien en ce sens que les premiers travaux ont été orientés. C’est dans ce
sens que, d’une manière fondamentale, ils le seront aussi à l’avenir (1980:32).

Given this postcolonial reality and the search for a homogenous nationalistic

identity, studies about the Jewish question within post-1956 Morocco were left for Jewish

scholars. Muslim researchers who wrote on Jewish topics are limited to Ahmed Tawfiq,

Aomar Afa, Mohammed Kenbib, and Mustapha Hassani. Ayache contended that these

4 Daniel Bar-Tal is one of the leading Israeli social psychologists who looked at social stereotypes and
prejudices against Arab Palestinians by Israelis. Some of the studies on stereotyping of Muslims include:
Daniel Bar-Tal, 1996. Development of social categories and stereotypes in early childhood: The case of
“the Arab” concept formation, stereotype and attitude by Jewish children in Israel. International Journal of
Intercultural Relationship 20:341-370; K. Benyamini, 1980. The image of the Arabs in the eyes of the
Israeli youth: Changes over the past 15 years. Studies in Education 27:65-74 (in Hebrew); K. Benyamini,
1981. Israeli youth and the image of the Arab. Jerusalem Quarterly 20:87-95; Daniel Bar-Tal and Yona
Teichman, 2005. Stereotypes and Prejudice in Conflict: Representations of Arabs in Israeli Jewish Society.
Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press.
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Muslim researchers put the Jewish sub-text into the general national history of Morocco

and that more research should be done by local Muslim historians. He called for Muslim

historians to enter the terrain of Jewish studies because after the Jewish migration to

Israel and other Western territories, Muslim researchers are well placed to describe and

discuss the general attitudes of Moroccans towards Jews and Moroccan Judaism. Ayache

proposed collaborative research involving Jews and Muslims:

Quant au partage entre équipes, celle du Maroc et celle de l’étranger, il est
apparemment, en bonne logique, assez facile à faire. A celle de l’étranger,
constitutée de Juifs, revient l’étude de tout ce qui, dans la communauté, se
perçoit du dedans: rapport sociaux, institutions, rituel, mentalités, arts et
littérature. Un remarquable fruit de cette orientation nous est déjà fourni grâce
aux travaux de Zafrani. Quant à la position de la communauté dans la société
marocaine et aux rapports entre Marocains, juifs et musulmans, l’équipe de
l’intérieur sera sans doute la mieux placée pour les décrire et les analyser
correctement (1980:35).

Within this context, my study of Muslim memories of Jews is not only an attempt

to carry out the research done by the first generation of Muslim scholars, but also to find

out how accurate are the descriptions of many scholars about the nature and frequency of

anti-Jewish discourse in the Arab world. Although I shrink from using the word “anti-

Semitism” in this context, I recognize the existence of an anti-Jewish discourse within

Morocco. This discourse is influenced both by traditional local historical relations

between Jews and Muslims and foreign discursive elements about Jews. Many studies

that have looked at Muslim representation of Jews tend to be devoid of fieldwork

experience and data collection. My study (despite its limited scope and lack of

representation of Moroccan society, given the small sample I used) is an attempt to
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describe and analyze the nature of Muslims’ attitudes towards Jews in Morocco by

looking at members of different cohorts who came of age in different historical and

ideological periods.

The 12-month ethnographic and archival research for this project was completed

in December 2004. I carried out my ethnographic fieldwork among the rural communities

of southwestern Morocco with a long historical Jewish presence. Although the largest

part of my data was collected in Akka, my fieldwork sites included other small oasis

communities such as Foum Zguid, Tata, Tizounine, Tissint, Allougoum, and Mhamid.

Akka was home to one of the largest Saharan Jewish communities. Jewish merchants and

peddlers were central to the Saharan trade networks. The other communities of the Anti-

Atlas mountains were also considered because they were important entrepôts of the local

and regional trade where Jewish peddlers were highly involved. Muslim cohorts from the

generations of great-grandparents, grandparents, parents, and young adults were

considered in this study because they allowed me to trace the shift, continuity, and

deconstruction in the transmission of memory.5 Before we analyze the cohorts’ views and

attitudes towards Jews, it is important to understand the local model of transmission and

how it works. This entails an understanding of the social and cultural relations involving

the different categories.

A. The Youth Cohort Factor

Since my arrival in Akka, I had stayed at the Hotel Tamdult, located at the center

5 See chapters VI and VII.
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of the administrative quarter of the commune. The hotel’s rundown window overlooks

Tamdult, the long-gone busy center of trans-Saharan caravans. Throughout the hot day of

May 27, 2004, and across the windswept eastern part of the neighboring Anti-Atlas

mountains, sandstorms roared. Specks of dust covered a folded worn-out blanket and a

white plastic table. A swarm of flies crawled across a rusty tea plate. At times, these bad

weather conditions instigated in me a lackadaisical attitude towards the whole process of

ethnographic research in this part of Morocco. Dusty winds which had not abated for

weeks had pushed swarms of hungry locusts north of the southern fringes of the Sahara.

Summer had already begun in this poor region of Morocco; the blazing heat and the

annoying sandstorms kept me that morning from traveling to the village of El Kasbah to

interview a descendant of a Muslim judge. I could not run the risk of damaging my

recording equipment, which was highly sensitive to dust. The day felt long, and apart

from the swarm of upsetting flies over my head, there was a state of silence in my hotel

room. I felt bored. Nevertheless, despite the disturbing sunbeams that passed through the

dilapidated blue window of my room, I was successful in stealing a short nap before two

faint knocks on my door interrupted my sleep. I was excited to find out that my unusual

visitor was Ahmed,6 one of my main informants from the village of Agadir Ouzrou.

Ahmed, in his early fifties, is a descendant of the SâliH (religious saint) sîdî ‘abdallah ’u

mbarak l-aqqâwî. His father is a member of a lineage of Muslim scholars and judges in

6 I am using pseudonyms instead of my informants’ real names for the sake of protecting their identity. The
only real names I used in the text are names of people who provided historical accounts and documents
about the history of the region.
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Akka.7 Their genealogy is reportedly traced back to ‘umar ibn al-khaTTâb, the second

Muslim Caliph. In the last ten years, Ahmed had been leaving the oasis for short periods

of time in search of seasonal jobs in urban centers such as Fez. Once back in the village,

he spent most of his time taking care of what was left of his family’s agricultural fields.

After five months in the field, I developed a special relationship with Ahmed and

other informants, who impressed me with their knowledge of the oral history of the

region, the traditional legal system, and the complex tribal relations. Coming from a

family of traditional scholars, Ahmed had been exposed to legal texts and scholarly

interpretations of the Hadîth and the Qur’an. As Ahmed stood on the doorway of my

hotel room, he said:

- I am heading to Guelmim for some administrative papers. My bus seems to
be late. As summer starts, they usually have as many as two or three flat tires a
day. It is frustrating. But what can you do? We are fortunate to have a daily
bus linking our village with the main urban centers in the region. Anyway, the
hotel owner told me that you have not left your room today. I guess it is
because of these storms. What about having a teapot of strong mint tea
together before my bus shows up?

- With pleasure, sîdî Ahmed! I responded. 

As we headed down towards the hotel’s lobby, full of military personnel on their

way north for their short summer vacation, Ahmed expressed his concern about the

economic situation of the region. Since the beginning of the Western Sahara issue in

1973, the municipality of Akka and other rural centers of the province of Tata had

7 My main ethnographic site is sometimes referred to in some French ethnographic accounts as Aqqa or
Vaqqa. For the sake of consistency, I will use, throughout the dissertation, the names of all the sites as
referred to in the government administrative registers.
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become a major frontline in the conflict. Fighting erupted on May 20, 1973, ten days after

the establishment of the Front Polisario by Mustapha Ouali and other Polisario members

(Park and Boum 2006:326-327). The separatists launched attacks on different villages of

Akka in the period between late 1970s and early 1980s. At the end of the 1980s, the

Moroccan army division stationed in Akka was moved to the southern fringes along the

Dr‘a River after a truce agreement was signed between the Moroccan government and the

Saharan separatists. The army revived the economy of Akka and its surrounding

communities. Today, with few soldiers left in Akka, people are experiencing drastic

economic problems which have worsened after successive drought seasons. Equally

important, tourism has not played a major role in the regional economy because of the

poor infrastructure. In fact, despite the historical and cultural characteristics of the Anti-

Atlas communities, a thriving tourism industry has not grown despite an emerging

ecotourism movement. 

As we sat around a rusty table sipping our hot mint tea, a group of individuals in

their military attire shared personal stories, cigarettes, and even small teacups. The air

was filled with human sweat and cigarette smoke. Occasionally it was hard to breathe,

especially when the wind stopped blowing. As loud conversations emerged from every

corner of the smoky room, Ahmed interjected:

In the old days, Akka used to be a booming commercial center where hundreds
of trade caravans exchanged salt and other sub-Saharan products for dates and
other articles on their way to the northern coastal port of Essaouira. Historical
documents also describe a strong relationship with other regional economic
centers such as Ifrane and Tazarwalt. Today, Akka had nothing to offer to its
local population! [silence] The majority of households live below the poverty
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line. The center of political and commercial power had shifted to interior urban
places where a largely Western-educated urban elite ran our daily lives. In the
past, Akka produced its own local scholars who not only played a significant
role in managing the region’s daily legal and political activities, but also
provided an example for the younger generation to follow. Family education,
largely supported by traditional Muslim scholars and schools, was built on
respect of elders and our traditional Islamic heritage. Today our youth ignore
their parents and see their knowledge as backward and useless. They want to
live in the West and relinquish their ancestors’ way of life. They have their
own version of Islam. They have their own version of education. Unlike other
regions, our local youth have not benefited from the state educational system.
Therefore, they have not been able to access key administrative positions. We
live in an economic and social crisis!

This vignette highlights the issues of a generational gap and a crisis of

transmission and interpretation of knowledge that transformed social relations between

different generational cohorts within the communities of southwestern Morocco. Youth

socialization, traditionally influenced by older people, was replaced by emerging forms of

Western global knowledge, the state, and modern political parties. “The generation

conflict is represented (by the elders) as a disrupted process of evolution, or the

discontinuation of a ‘natural’ process of reproduction” (van Leeuwen 2000:201). For

instance, my interviews with members of the generations of great-grandparents and

grandparents showed a consistent belief in the loss of patriarchal authority which used to

serve as a go-between the youth and social environment.

The youth are transgressing the honor matrix and the established patriarchal order

that have structured social relations. The fading of the authority of the father within the

household resulted from the historical, economic, and political changes which emerged

after Moroccan independence in 1956. The family’s role as a source of economic support
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is in the process of decreasing, leading to the emergence of a subject whose main concern

is the realization of his individual success barra lablâd (outside the country). In the

absence of a participatory public sphere to voice these individual feelings, jokes (nukat)

have emerged as a medium of individual expression. Bennani-Chraïbi gives a nukta

(joke) to exemplify this shift in youth behavior:

A young man wakes up in the middle of the night and sees that an earthquake
is separating Morocco from Africa and is pushing it towards America. Once it
has arrived off the coast of the United States, the young man puts his foot on
the American continent and, with his other foot, pushes Morocco back towards
Africa (2000:146).

The joke expresses a number of themes such as clash between individualism and

cohesive tribalism, divorce from tradition, distrust of the group, egoism, etc. The

references to “young man,” “night,” “earthquake,” “America,” and “Africa” denote a

complexity of social and psychological forces that are competing within Moroccan

society in general. The “West” is seen as an outside territory where the individual can

achieve autonomy outside the restrictions of the traditional local system of patronage.

“The subject tries to assert [him/herself], even if it means breaking with peers by

emigrating; s/he expresses a desire to participate to different degrees in the consumer

society, tries to achieve an individual fulfilment, to live life, even if it means sometimes

transgressing sexual and religious prohibitions” (Bennani-Chraïbi 2000:145). Great-

grandparents and grandparents conceive youths’ behavior as a rebellion against their

traditional values. The youth see traditional values as an obstacle to their social and

economic mobility.
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However, despite this seemingly clear-cut generational gap, members of both

generations cross their group boundaries and try to participate, integrate, and benefit from

the opportunities that other competing value-systems provide. On many occasions,

members of the grandparents’ and parents’ generations, for example, communicated their

desire to migrate to the West and expressed their social frustrations with the economic

and social realities within Morocco. Although this is more the result of economic than

cultural factors, the elders’ changing attitudes reflect their own weaknesses and personal

liabilities as representatives of traditional values struggling to compete with influential

global forces. Nevertheless, and despite the negative attitudes of the young people

towards local traditional values, Islam remains a benchmark of social identity among all

cohorts. As a normative action model, Islam is resorted to by the cohorts when an identity

crisis emerges. Although the interpretation of the model differs among the cohorts,

Islamic principles are usually seen as key factors for the community to emerge from its

moral, economic, and social decadence.

B. Memory as Transmission of Cultural Values

In the last decades, Moroccan scholars, especially Bennani-Chraïbi (1994) and

Rahma Bourqia (1995, 2000), have shown an unprecedented interest in youth as a

“crucial site for understanding issues of religious memory and cultural transmission”

(Berliner 2005:576). Studies have been conducted among university graduates to

examine the mechanics of intergenerational cultural and religious transmission given the

significant religious and economic changes caused by globalization and regional
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conflicts. My study of intergenerational transmission of knowledge about Jews in

Morocco is part of the discourse about the dynamics and crisis of transmission of

knowledge in present-day Morocco. Previous anthropological studies of knowledge

transmission about Jews in Morocco are rare, if not non-existent. There is a tendency to

focus on the generations of people who lived with Jews, instead of looking at the

particularities and the processes of transmission between people who lived with Jews and

people who never met them. While the government continue to voice the uniqueness of

Morocco as an Arab-Islamic country with a ‘historically tolerant culture’ towards its

Jews, the terrorist attacks of May 16, 2003 which targeted Jewish lives and property and

the debate that followed it about the status of Jews in Morocco raised questions about the

trope of “cultural respect and tolerance.”  

I use the concept of memory here as the combination of collective and individual

perceptions, attitudes, and values about Jews transmitted across generations and cohort

clusters. This involves looking at the dynamics of remembering by focusing on the

production and metamorphosis of cultural values about Jews across the cohorts. In order

to understand the subtle processes of this inter-cohort cultural transmission, it is

important to consider youth as active agents of transmission rather than simpy idle

recipients of cultural knowledge.

C. The Fracturing of Generational Transmission

In order to understand how the youth within Morocco emerged as a key factor in

the indigenous cultural transmission of, or failure to transmit, knowledge, it is important
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to revisit some of the anthropological theories about the formation and transformation of

knowledge. Moroccan elders exhibit nostalgic feelings about the past and mourn a golden

history of Jewish-Muslim cooperation and understanding. This lamentation of a past

“friendly relationship,” as many informants refer to their former encounters with Jewish

neighbors, highlights the issue of social memory, cultural transmission, and reproduction

of social values and attributes. Cultural transmission involves how “one generation is

‘moulded’ by the superior generation, [and] how it assimilates and perpetuates its cultural

heritage” (Fortes 1970:14). In the cultural transmission of knowledge about Moroccan

Jewry, younger cohorts are active agents of cultural production and interpreters of the

transmitted memory.

Youth are not mere idle recipients of an ancestral cultural memory. Hammoudi

argued that the traditional indigenous system of social and cultural behavior was built

around a master-disciple relationship where “signs of femininity—in the form of

submission and service— are displayed in the relation of domination between father and

son or superior and subordinate” (Hammoudi 1997:5). The master-disciple relationship

has been at the heart of the social and political structures. The disciple reproduces the

same knowledge that the master teaches without any effort of interpretation. Hammoudi

refers to this teaching process as an instance of insemination (139). As a saint who

possesses charisma called baraka, the master embodies natural social values that set him

apart from ordinary people. The transmission of baraka is achieved through different

methods such as “teachings, silent or chanted incantations, dancing and trance states, etc”
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(1997:138). The transmission of religion between al-shaykh (religious scholar) and al-

murîd (student apprentice) takes also the same form.8 This process of feminization puts

the disciple at the mercy of his master’s domination. This paternal relationship is

exhibited in the political interaction between the sovereign and his subjects. Hammoudi

goes so far as to argue that the “schema of authority seen in the master-disciple dialectic

is therefore the same as the one which shapes all precedence relations, including the

superior-subordinate relationship that forms the backbone of modern bureaucratic and

political order” (1997:141).

In this model, Hammoudi does not exclude the disciple’s protest against this

authoritative social order. He writes:

Quarrels arise between the shaykh and the murid, as noted in the hagiographic
literature and seen in the current life of the brotherhoods. Nor does it preclude
dissent and violence. The biography of Haj ‘Ali discloses a case of attempted
murder, just as the biography of a mahdi reveals the master’s distrust of some
overly ambitious disciples. It must be pointed out that, from this point of view,
the way a disciple relates to his master is not radically different from the way a
son relates to his father. It entails the same kind of submission interspersed
with outbreaks of disobedience, which may lead to heartrending separations
(1997:139-140). 

This father-son disagreement can be exposed at the level of the transmission or

lack of “funds of knowledge.” As the cultural and strategic resources that households

contain, funds of knowledge are “dynamic in content and change according to changes in

empirical reality” (Vélez-Ibáñez and Greenberg 2005:54). Vélez-Ibáñez and Greenberg

8 For a discussion of the relationship between al-shaykh and al-murîd, see Ja‘far ben Mansur al-Yamani,
The Master and the Disciple: An Early Islamic Spiritual Dialogue [ ت ##ك عااب## ##ل غوام##لا## ##ل الم## ]. James W. Morris, ed.
London & New York: I.B. Tauris Publishers.
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argue that funds of knowledge available to U.S.-Mexican populations in the southwestern

United States are “rooted in either historical or contemporary rural experiences of each

household or cluster” (2005:53). Vélez-Ibáñez and Greenberg’s study looked at these

funds of knowledge of U.S.-Mexican generations and household clusters in order to gain

insight into how they are “deployed in a broad range of relationships, and how Mexican

children acquire their cultural identity” (2005:59). Vélez-Ibáñez and Greenberg are

primarily interested in the fracturing of literacy comprehension and cognitive

development among U.S.-Mexican children in public schools in Tucson. The parents are

usually only literate in Spanish; this restricts their ability to participate in the the initial

literacy activities of their children because the public schools demand a proficiency in

English. The lack of access to English “fractures” parental ability to transmit their funds

of knowledge to the following generations. Vélez-Ibáñez and Greenberg conclude that:

This process of fracturing has enormous implications for the acquisition of
literacy abilities, cognitive understandings, and complex organizational
thought.... This fracturing process between generations, then, may be partly
responsible for the shape of negative academic performances too often
associated with U.S.-Mexican children (2005:64).

In another study on Ritual and Knowledge among the Baktaman of New Guinea,

Fredrik Barth looked at “how bodies of knowledge are produced in persons and

populations in the context of the social relations that they sustain” (Barth 2002:1). Barth’s

study was concerned with the process of perpetuation and transmission of all the

knowledge and skills of the Baktaman population. Barth captured:

the basic premises of Baktaman knowledge in terms of the explanation of self,
man, and the environment which they transmit to each other through discourse
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and ritual, much of which is organized in an instituted system of male
initiations (1975:15).

The Baktaman tradition of knowledge involved a process of seven steps whereby

novices were initiated under the supervision of cult masters. The Baktaman knowledge

that was received from ancestral cult figures was supposed to provide the Baktaman

youth not only with a way to understand the world, but also ways to think about and act

upon it. The condition of secrecy was an essential feature of the initiation of male

novices. Secrecy of knowledge transmission in the Baktaman consciousness “provided

the validating organizational form in which the knowledge was produced and

transmitted” (Barth 2002:4).

Ahmed, my informant, raised the issue of a crisis in the transmission of memory

as cultural values, attitudes, experiences, and representations. His vignette highlighted a

breakdown of traditional cultural transmission of knowledge in southern Morocco.

Although many elders postulated that young adults tended to lack memories of local

social knowledge, my interaction with many young villagers proved that this assertion

was wrong by noting their discussion of many memories of the history of village.

Nevertheless, the younger generation assimilates and perpetuates different interpretations

of their memories of the past. By looking at memories of four generations of Muslims

concerning former Jewish neighbors in a diachronic perspective, I have tried to show the

different modes of transmission that differentiate members of the older and younger

generations. The memories of Jews presented by members of the older cohorts were not

consistent with the knowledge of the younger generations, not only in terms of registers
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and attributes but also in terms of world view. 

Following Hammoudi’s analysis of the father-son relationship, I argue that

southern Moroccan youth has revolted against the traditional social structures and the

master-disciple framework. Like Barth’s Baklaman groups, they have developed their

own secret discourse which defies the traditional frame of reference of the elders. This

cultural protest has led to a breakaway from the models offered by the state. Remy

Leveau claimed that mass education, the media, and the Western influence of modern

society contributed to the questioning of traditional social values by younger generations

(1995:267). The young adults lost faith in the older generations’ leadership and the

unkept promises of the state. The master-disciple model broke down because the master,

in this case the paternal leaders of the social and political order, were as “feminine” as

their novice disciples. “Femininity” was demonstrated in an inability to keep social and

economic promises and counterbalance a Western hegemony. This state impotency drove

the youth not only to reject the traditional knowledge of the older generation but also to

take:

their destiny into their own hands. That attitude may equally lead to the
construction of an imaginary counter-society at a global level as to the
organization of brotherly ghettos that are forbidden to others. That strategy,
which borrows from political Islam the elements of its discourse and the
structuring factors of its behaviours, has an emancipating character towards
family and the primary group (Leveau 1995:268). 

In fact, in their attempt to establish a distinct individualized knowledge, the youth

continue to borrow from the traditional and indigenous “cultural resources available to

them, while at the same time taking a roundabout route and distancing themselves from
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their own group and from the different groups to which they refer” (Bennani-Chraïbi

2000:144). This system of knowledge centers around an Islamic religious discourse.

“The Islamic discourse as defined by modern Islamic political movements has rapidly

infiltrated the collective imaginaire of the young people of the Maghreb, thereby putting

the bureaucrats in a state of siege” (Leveau 1995:265).

The breaking off the traditional master-disciple model does not mean a complete

rejection of the indigenous Islamic discourse and its core elements. The hiba (respectful

fear) of the rulers and the elders, which is an essential factor of Hammoudi’s model, is

less demonstrated among the rebellious youth. This has created a new phenomenon that

Bennani-Chraïbi termed internal siba (dissidence). Youth were not able to question this

homogenous discourse, but were able to free themselves from its paternalistic social and

cultural order. However, in this process of debunking knowledge, they created a new

discourse by:

mixing up the languages they speak under the influence of close and far-away
images and music. Most of the time, the result is unlike anything seen in
previous generations. They reject any model which is too definite, starting with
that of their parents or the official discourse model; but they usually prefer to
react simply by resorting to mockery or evasion rather than presenting a
soundly based alternative. Moroccan youths no longer believe in the founding
myths of power, and when they look for a collective meaning which would
give more content to their individual quests, it is more likely to be within the
small groups and communities that they create in the secondary school, in the
university or in their neighborhood that the discourse rejecting the society in
which they are living is elaborated  (Leveau 1995:272).

The youth’s deployment of a modern discourse appropriated from Western

cultural references and a traditional knowledge borrowed from political Islam is part of a
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new syncretic Islamic knowledge that separates youth from the traditional master-disciple

model. This mixing is accomplished through the development of a new cultural model of

knowledge. Younger generations are not only reproducing certain cultural definitions of

Moroccan Judaism, but also importing other external and contradictory attributes

suppressing the new dichotomy under certain specified economic, social, and historical

conditions. According to Jane Hill, this new syncretic model “admits that interlocutors

may wish, variably, either to highlight or to obscure some dimension of the way that they

understand histories of their utterances, in order to construct some new synthesis”

(2000:244). Hill studied the phenomenon of linguistic syncretism among speakers of

Mexicano, a Uto-Aztecan language of central Mexico. She argued that syncretism is

manifested in a continuum that ranges from “more Mexicano” to “more Spanish”

linguistic production. Hill concluded that these speakers are not “defeated” by the

structural rules of the language; instead, she observed that they “were manipulating it at

every turn” (2000:245). I found that a similar syncretic cultural project takes place among

the youth of southern Morocco in relation to their views of Jews. In both cases, the

subjects “draw on their understandings of the historical associations of linguistic

materials to control meaning and to produce new histories by variably suppressing and

highlighting these histories through linguistic means” (2000:246).

As an anthropologist of racism and stereotyping, my focus is on the increasingly

subtle and popular forms of anti-Jewish practices by Muslim cohorts that have part of

their origin in European and Christian anti-Jewish discourse. This revival of negative
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Jewish stereotypes is part of the global discourse that Muslim youths are borrowing from

and appropriating to generate a new register conditioned by local and regional political,

social, and economic forces. Nevertheless, the fracturing of the traditional mode of

transmission is the result of a new system of relations between education, knowledge, and

power within southern Moroccan society. This system is based on a new definition of

education that shifted from Qur’anic schools to present-day institutions of knowledge.

D. Youth and Transmission: From tbarguig9 to Net-intifada and e-djihad10

Schooling turns out to be one of the key factors in the political sensitization and

the socialization of youth. Nevertheless, students of modern systems of education, to

some extent, tend to escape the domesticating machinery of schooling as opposed to

students who attend Qur’anic schools. The master-disciple model dominates the

Qur’anic schools, enforcing rote memorization. Although interpretation is advised and

encouraged, it is limited to people who have attained an adequate level of scholarship to

ensure the reproduction of the master-disciple model. Modern schooling produces a

different form of knowledge that theoretically inspires questioning the disempowering

and assimilationist master-disciple model. In Controlling Knowledge: Religion, Power,

and Schooling in a West African Muslim Society, Louis Brenner contended that changes

in Islamic education in Malian society were the result of a shift in the transmission of

9 A Moroccan Arabic term that stands for “gossiping.”
10 Moroccan youths are seen by international security agencies as among the most active hackers of
websites. Recently, a group of Moroccans attacked many Israeli and American websites as a way to express
their anger about the Israeli invasion of Gaza. These attacks are referred to as net-intifada and e-djihad.
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Islamic knowledge from an esoteric episteme that informed the pre-colonial institutions

of knowledge to a rationalistic episteme introduced through new schools established by

French colonial administrators (2001).

I argue that similar patterns have shaped the young cohort’s transmission of

knowledge about Jews in Morocco. The transformation of educational institutions largely

influenced by outside Western forces has contributed largely to the emergence of a new

syncretic “Islamic understanding” of Jews. These prototypical representations of Jews,

which differ between the old and young cohorts, are manifestations of the fracturing of

the indigenous funds of knowledge. Nevertheless, these new funds of knowledge are seen

as “unbelievable” because they are not “trustworthy.” Ali, a young informant, claims that

Moroccan schooling has not only failed to produce “useful” citizens but has contributed

to the domestication of misinformed youth who spent most of their time in tbarguig in

coffee houses.

Tbarguig has emerged as a social institution of “knowledge” transmission

whereby information is created, edited, transmitted, and socially ratified. The rigid

traditional form of knowledge production and transmission whereby religious scholars

train their students is replaced by an informal system of communication. Tbarguig is used

by youth as a substitute for information inculcated in the master-disciple framework.

Given the need for information about Moroccan Jews, youths create their own knowledge

and disseminate it through their own means. This syncretic knowledge is informed by

Western and local sources and interpreted through an Islamic framework. Leveau argued
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that by using Islam as a reference, youths aspire to ideological separation of their version

of an Islamic world view from a Westernized ‘elsewhere.’ Nevertheless, ironically, the

Western elsewhere is perceived as model to be followed if not mimicked. This breeds

contradictions at the level of perception, worldview, and knowledge (1995:273).

To conclude, we can argue that after independence, traditional religious scholars

were extremely marginalized by emerging intelligenstia influenced by Western

knowledge. This shift played a key role in the transformation of the Moroccan indigenous

system of knowledge transmission. The construction of an Islamic identity and

knowledge is no longer solely controlled by religious schooling. Instead, the identity of

youth is conceptualized as a movement of appropriations and re-assortments of attributes

that are religiously significant, but are located and motivated within a broader social,

political, and economic context. 

This breakup of the master-disciple model of Hammoudi at the level of father-son

gave rise to the individualistic agency of youth that creates its own knowledge.

Nevertheless, this knowledge lacks the element of ‘authority,’ at least from the

perspective of the elders who believe that the younger generations have lost all traditional

roots. Youth’s knowledge about Moroccan social life and its history becomes a bundle of

tbarguig and noise that reigns within the public arena, leaving them confused and

dreaming. Haj Thami, an informant from the older generation, argued:

These youth do not know anything about life. They refuse to listen to their
parents and imagine that they know better than them just because they attended
these French schools. At the end of the day they still do not respect their elders.
They think that they are more religious than us and that we are not practicing
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Islam as we should. They want us to give up our beliefs in religious saints and
brotherhoods. Look at our water, it is drying out because we no longer believe
in the baraka of the shrines. They are destroying children with their stupid
interpretations of Islam. They want us to be Saudis who pray in a specific way.
If we do not abide by their new teachings we are infidels, Jews and Christians.
They are the Jews and the infidels because they are cultivating disorder among
the community. What kind of Islamic knowledge is this? What kind of
community life is this? They want to severe their link with our conservative
ways of life which they see as backward. Their whole world-view, just like
women’s, is built on a shaky foundation (lakhwa) [ ْوَ########خَ########ل ] and revolves around
tbarguig.

According to this vignette the youth’s knowledge has no foundation; it is a rumor that

people are prepared to believe. Youths are also prone to believe in these rumors because

they are irresponsible. It is ironic to see that tbarguig is part of the private domain and

that women are more likely to excel in it than men.

If we approach the knowledge produced by youth about Jews as part of an

imaginary set of rumors, we can argue that its transmission works in ways similar to the

social memories of elder cohorts about Jews who used to live among them. According to

Allport and Postman,

As rumor travels, it tends to go shorter, more concise, more easily grasped and
told. In successive versions, more and more of the original details are leveled
out, fewer words are used and fewer items are mentioned [...]. As leveling of
details proceeds, the remaining details are necessarily sharpened. Sharpening
refers to selective perception, retention and reporting of few details from the
originally larger context (1946-1947:505).

According to Allport, the level of selective perception, reporting, and retention of

stereotypes about Moroccan Jews is sharpened among the youth cohort because two

essential conditions of rumor transmission are met: importance and ambiguity. On the

one hand, the Palestinian issue is a key political issue in their daily discussion. On the
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other hand, Jews as a group form an ambiguous social category. Almost all of my

younger informants have never met a Jew. In order to understand the intensity level of

rumor transmission about Jews, we can use the following mathematical formula:

R ~ i × a
In plain words this formula means that the amount of rumor in circulation will
vary with the importance of the subject to the individuals concerned times the
ambiguity of the evidence pertaining to the topic at issue. The relation between
importance and ambiguity is not additive but multiplicative, for if either
importance and ambiguity is zero, there is no rumor (Allport and Postman
1946-1947:502).

Given this ripe environment, youth are highly engaged in constructing prototype

representations about Jews transmitted through narratives, myths, and jokes. This culture

of rumor has been taken to the electronic world where the youth are now engaged in an

“electronic activism.” This activism is interpreted as a form of “djihad” against Israel and

the United States. On June 28, 2006, and after more than 850 sites were attacked by a

group of young Moroccan hackers called “Team Evil,” a message was posted reading “as

long as you kill Palestinians, we will kill your servers.”11 

The discourse of prototypical representation has shifted to become an active

electronic political riot and protest. It does not solely express youths’ views about

Americans and Jews through electronic blogs in major Arabic newspapers and satellite

channels; instead, they see themselves as soldiers who fight in an electronic terrain

through an e-djihad. Youth are now part of cyberspace militant activism whose objective

11 Abdellatif Azizi. “Activisme informatique. L’intifada des hakers Marocains.” Available:
http://www.telquel-online.com/233/maroc3_233.shtml
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is to fight the United States and Israel. The unemployed urban youth are now active

participants instead of idle, impotent bargaga (gossips). They contrast their political

protest with the impotency of the Arab and Islamic failures and their inability to

challenge Israel and the United States at the political, economic, and scientific levels. In

fact, according to an Israeli participant in one of the online blogs, Arab youths are as

“intelligent as Israelis.” In his response to the hacking of the Israeli and American

websites by Moroccan youths, the Israeli teenager comments:

Arrêtons de prendre les arabes pour des abrutis et de croire que nous sommes
les plus intelligents de la planète. Ils peuvent pirater les sites les plus sécurisés.
Qu’avons-nous pu faire? Rien, sinon constater les dégâts. Et nous, en menant
les actions les plus criminelles, nous réussissons juste à nous faire passer pour
des bourreaux aux yeux du monde entier.12

Youth are trying to revolt against their ancestral cultural and political system that has

failed in its encounter with the West. This challenge is celebrated by the Moroccan public

as an act of ridicule of “Israeli Goliath” by a “band of kids.”

The following study is divided into an introduction, seven chapters, and a

conclusion. The first chapter enumerates the demographic, geographical, historical,

economic, and administrative characteristics of the ethnographic site. It also describes the

Jewish and Muslim communities of the Anti-Atlas oases of southwestern Morocco. The

second chapter discusses the role of colonial knowledge, especially travel narratives, in

the historical picture of southern Moroccan Jewry. I argue that historians of rural

Moroccan Jewry have to seek a common ground as they labor in their use of Arab

12 http://www.telquel-online.com/233/maroc3_233.shtml
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sources and European archives. I also use the example of Mardochée Aby Serour, a local

Jew from Akka, to provide a description of role of southern Jews in the trans-Saharan

trade and their un(official) relationship with the colonial institutions of knowledge. The

third chapter examines the local perception of my ethnographic study of Jews and my

anthropological quandary as I try to negotiate my positions as local and “intellectual”

whose role is to describe and analyze the representation of local Jews without worrying

about pleasing the public. The fourth chapter is a historical account of the traditional

social and economic relations between Jews and Muslims in Akka and other neighboring

communities as reported through the local legal Islamic manuscripts. I argue that the

nature of the political system in the risky tribal environment motivated the Jewish

peddlers and merchants to organize into a trading diaspora along ethnic lines to survive in

a political and legal system where social factors tried to curtail not only their social

movement but also their ability to make large profits. The fifth chapter looks at the

representation of the Jewish communities of Morocco in the different newspapers. This

chapter, based theoretically on Habermas’ notion of public sphere and Weber’s idea of

the routinization of charisma, looks into the Moroccan press, especially newspapers, as

institutions of the public sphere where Muslim and Jewish parties engage in political

discussions. I focus on the formation and transformation of the public sphere and the role

of a small set of charismatics (Jews and others) within that sphere. The debate concerns

the status and role of Jewish Moroccans/Moroccan Jews (depending on the newspaper’s

editorial board) within the nation state, and their relationship to Israel and the Zionist
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movement. I argue that certain ideas and prejudices about Moroccan Jews were

constructed during the colonial period by certain leaders as a reaction to the Palestinian

issue and the underground activities of Zionist organizations in Morocco. The sixth

chapter uses a Labovian linguistic methodology to argue that a cohort’s educational

experience and socialization in the context of specific ideologies explains the

prototypical attitudes of Muslims towards Jews. The final chapter looks at specific

narratives by members of the different cohorts by applying a discourse analysis method.
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I. THE ETHNOGRAPHIC SITE:

MUSLIM AND JEWISH SOCIETY OF A SAHARAN OASIS

In Akka, a market without Jews was like bread without salt.
Local saying

Akka is one of the main economic, historical, and political centers of the Anti-

Atlas mountains of the Moroccan southwest. The word ‘Akka’ refers to the valley of

palm groves which opens at the mouth of Oued Akka, one of the tributaries of the Dr’a

River. Akka is an aggregate of multi-ethnic villages which include Irahalan, Rahala, Ait

Antar, Tagadirt, Taourirt, Agadir Ouzrou, Qabbaba, and Kasbah. Traditionally, it was

under the control of the ayt mraybaT, the most powerful tribal group in the oasis. Today,

it is one of the main communes of the province of Tata. It borders the communes of

Issafen (to the north); Foum Lahsen (to the west); Tata (to the east) and the Dr’a River (to

the south). Its population, estimated at 6,132 inhabitants,13 is constituted of two sedentary

groups: Shurfa and the Haratine. The Shurfa are a mixture of Berbers such as ayt

mraybaT, ayt sh‘ayb, ayt rasmûk, and ayt-habbûl and migrant bedouins such as the Oulad

Jallal. The ayt mraybaT, ayt sh‘ayb, ayt rasmûk, and ayt-habbûl have historically

controlled the political decisions of the region and spread their control over the different

villages. The Haratine are usually black descendent of slaves or the indigenous

population of the region (al-Sousi 1959 vol. 3:75). They form the majority of the

population and tend to practice agriculture.

13 According to National census of 2004. 
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Figure 1.1. Map of the Province of Tata  
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Figure 1.2. 

A. Tamdult: Jewish/Islamic City?14

Akka was one of the major Jewish settlements in the Anti-Atlas mountains of

southwestern Morocco. It is unclear when Jews first arrived in Akka. Local narratives and

14 For references on the history of Tamdult see, Bernard Rosenberger, Tamdult cité minière et caravanière
presaharienne IXè-XIVè S. Hespéris-Tamuda XI:103-141, 1970; Patrice Cressier, Du sud au nord du
Sahara: la question de Tâmdult (Maroc). In Du nord au sud du Sahara: Cinquante ans d’archéologie
française: bilan et perspectives. Andres Bazzana and Hamady Bocoum, eds. Paris: Editions Sépia, 2004;
and Jean-Michel Lessard, Sijilmassa la ville et ses relations commerciales au XIè siècle d’après El Bekri.
Hespéris-Tamuda X:5-36, 1969.
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legends describe Jewish settlements from the sixth century BCE and of the city of Vaqqa

near the Draa, but no evidence of such an ancient city exists. Some, however, claim that

Vaqqa stands for the actual site of Akka (see Figure 1.3.). D. Jacques-Meunié argued that

Jewish migrants arrived in the Moroccan Sahara during the Phoenician period. Their

waves of migrations happened during the reign of David and Solomon in the ten century

BCE after the deportation of the ten Jewish tribes in the eighth century BCE, and after

the first Temple destruction between the sixth and fourth centuries BCE (1982 vol 1:60).

Jacques-Meunié also discussed the legends of the Jewish prophets who settled in some

parts of the Anti-Atlas and in whose honor many shrines were erected and celebrated

annually by the local populations. These include the shrine of sîdî al-shanâwîl in

Tamdult, of sîdî izîkîl in Issafen, and of dânyâl in Tagmout. These shrines are also known

for their proximity to metal mines. Jacques-Meunié posited that this proximity supports

the hypothesis that these Jewish prophets settled in areas inhabited by Jewish families

who had an expertise in metallurgy.

Table 1.1. Population of Akka (all villages) Between 1960 and 2004 

YEAR
1960   
1971
1982
1994
2004 (Akka only)

POPULATION
10,567
13,920
15,752
19,819
6,132

HOUSEHOLD
2,219
2,467
2,353
3,268
?

Source: 1951, 1960, 1971, 1982, 1994, and 2004 Census

In Akka, I asked many Muslim and Jewish informants about the first Jewish

settlers in the region. Although nobody could produce an approximate period, they agreed
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on the fact that the Jews of Akka settled first in the village of Irahalan. They also

supported their hypothesis by the existence of an old cemetery in the outskirts of the

village, which I was able to visit and photograph. Muslim and Jewish interviewees also

recounted to me the story of Rabbi Rebbi Chaffar Hamaian, who arrived in Akka from

Palestine and was buried in the Jewish cemetery that abuts the village of Irahalan.

According to al-najm lahrash, a local resident,

It is recounted that two or three centuries ago, Rabbi Rebbi Chaffar arrived in
southern Morocco on his way to Akka with a caravan on a hot day. When they
reached a place about two hours, walk from Akka, his companions felt thirsty
and could not continue their journey. Chaffar gathered them and promised to
eventually provide drinkable water on the condition that no one took water
with them after drinking from the spring. After they agreed to his condition, he
struck the ground with his cane and a spring of water flowed. This spring
which is called talghish still exists between Akka and Tamdult. In times of
severe drought, it never dries. The men quenched their thirst and the camels
drank before the caravan continued towards Akka. After awhile, the Rabbi
started to feel sick. He immediately told the caravan leader that somebody had
stolen water from the spring. They found out that a black man had broken his
promise and filled his water container from the spring. After a short debate, the
men promised the Rabbi to punish the black man. The Rabbi answered that he
would die soon and that he would like to be taken to the neighboring Jewish
community before sunset. His wish was granted and he arrived in Irahalan
where he died. Since it was Friday afternoon and the sun was about to set, the
local Rabbi stuck a stick on the ground and the sun stopped until the Rabbi was
buried by the Jewish community. As the local Rabbi took the stick, the sun set
and the Jews of Akka started their shabbat. Since then, the Jews of Akka
celebrated the deeds of the saint who became known as Rabbi Rebbi Chaffar
Hamaian (meaning the one who creates an underground springs).

Legends such as this provide people with tools to interpret the world and construct their

worldview, categorizing themselves in relation to other social groups. Some historians

maintain that the oasis of Akka was populated in the twelfth century. and that it became

important after the breakup of the Idrissid city of Tamdult in the fourteenth century. al-
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ya‘qubi was the first historian who mentioned Tamdult. He argued that:

De la ville de Sidjilmasa dépendent les villages des Banu Dar‘a, parmi lequels
la petite ville de Tamdalt purvue d’une citadelle qui appartient à Yahya ibn
Idris l’Alide: c’est de là que ‘Abd Allah ibn Idris est originaire... On va de
Tamdalt à la ville de Sus, dans l’Extrême Sus, résidence des Banu ‘Abd Allah
ibn Idris ibn Idris (1937:225)

According to al-Bakri, Tamdult was built during the Idrissid Dynasty by ‘Abd

Allah ibn Idris ibn Idris primarily as a military entrepôt (1965). Historical texts of al-

ya‘qubi and al-Bakri describe the site as a fortress (HiSn). Tamdult was probably a

military post that protected Sous from the south against the southern invasions of the

nomadic tribes. Al-Bakri suggested that the fact that it was built in the middle of a plain

on a hill provided a strategic site for its population to control tribal movements. The

neighboring rich mines of al-‘addâna might have played a role in its establishment.

Equally important, the overlooking plain and fields of Tizounine allowed farming

supported by a network of canals brought from the springs at the foot of Mount Bani. The

site of Tamdult also allowed its population to control the mountain passage at Oued Akka

as well as the passage of Akka n-Tamia. All these factors could explain the choice of the

site of Tamdult, which survived for a period of time as one of the thriving cities of the

Sahara, second only to Sijilmassa.

However, there are historians who contend that the Idrissid city of Tamdult might

have been the site of a preexisting destroyed settlement or the expansion of an already

established walled city. The Jewish shrine of sîdî shanâwîl, which still stands in the

middle of the archeological site of Tamdult, and the proximity of Tamdult to the mines of
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al-‘addâna, also supports this theory. Sîdî shanâwîl is still talked about as one of the

Jewish saints who arrived in Sous fleeing the persecution of King Nebuchadnezzar of

Babylon. He settled where his shrine is erected today in the middle of Tamdult (see

Figure 4.2.). Therefore, given the relationship between Jews and the practice of

metallurgy, it is possible to argue that the rise of Tamdult was linked to the mineral

exploitation in the neighboring mountains.

The settlement of different groups in Akka and its neighboring villages was also

largely due to the economic and religious importance of the oasis, which housed not only

influential religious brotherhoods, but was a key player in trans-Saharan trade as well.

Until the nineteenth century, Akka remained one of the main caravan ports linking sub-

Saharan Africa and northern Morocco. The location of the qSûrs (fortified villages) of

Akka at the Saharan trade routes had also contributed to its rich ethnic and linguistic

characteristics. Akka is the home of one of the oldest religious brotherhoods in the Anti-

Atlas, which was founded by muHammad bn mbârak al aqqâwî (died 1518/924 hijri), a

disciple of al-jazûlî. His son ‘abdallah bn mbârak al aqqâwî (died 1563/971) retreated to

the foot of the mountain and his home became the village of Agadir Ouzrou. Many

travelers, Moroccan and Western, were interested in Akka. They left valuable

descriptions and data about its social, political, and economic life. al-Hasan al-wazzânî

and Muhammad al-Mukhtar al-Sousi described these villages and the feuds between their

populations since the sixteenth century before descendants of muHammad bn mbârak al

aqqâwi restored peace between the different fractions. muHammad bn mbârak al aqqâwî
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was one of the main supporters of the Sa’dian Dynasty (1548-1659). The rise of the

Saadians to power was greatly facilitated by an alliance with the zawiyya of Akka to fight

the Portuguese, the Spanish, and the Wattassids (1420-1458). After the collapse of the

Sa’dian Dynasty, Akka came under the control of Hassûn al-samlâlî, who controlled

Tafilalt until he was defeated by al-rashîd bn al-sharîf al-‘alawî.

The ayt mraybaT family has historically represented the Sultan of Morocco in

the region. A royal decree from Moulay Hassan I maintains the institution of the qiyâda

(local government) within the family of ayt mraybaT. In fact, before the rise of ayt-

mraybaT as a strong political family, the region of Lower Dr‘a was under the control of

ahl-ikraD of Tamanart. ayt mraybaT managed to expand their political control over

Tamanart before it became affiliated to their territory. These political changes led the

Sultan of Morocco to recognize ayt mraybaT as his representative in the region and

entrust them with the collection of taxes. Nevertheless, the increasing political and

economic power of the ayt mraybaT clan worried the Makhzan (central government),

forcing it to allow Tamanart and Tata to rise as rival political confederations. During the

colonial conquest of Morocco, the French were not able to control the region until 1934,

at which time they established the current commune. Akka is still one of the most

important and largest settlements of the Anti-Atlas, but the Jewish community of Akka

ceased to exist after the second half of the twentieth century. Some migrated to other

urban Moroccan centers, others left for Israel, Canada, and France. The descendants of

the Jews of Akka are currently living in some Moroccan cities, in France, and in Israel.
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Figure 1.3. Pre-Islamic Settlements in North-West Africa.

Source: Adapted from Park and Boum 2006.
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B. Jewish Life and Social Relations

Less documented than in other parts of Morocco, the Jews of the Moroccan Anti-

Atlas were involved directly in trade and indirectly in agriculture. Jewish communities

settled throughout Sous and the Anti-Atlas region. The Anti-Atlas was historically home

to a large Jewish population, which traveled as traders from one weekly market to

another. Jewish and Muslim merchants of Akka also negotiated extensive commercial

networks between Iligh, Ifrane, Essaouira, and other rural and urban centers. Legends and

oral stories recount a long historical co-existence characterized by complexities and

paradoxes between Berbers, Arabs, and Jews. In Akka, the Jews settled in the mellahs

(Jewish neighborhoods) of Irhalan, Rahala, Taourirt, and Tagadirt. It is believed that Jews

settled first in Irahalan after the destruction of Tamdult. The largest Jewish settlement

was located in Tagadirt. Some narratives claim that Jews moved from Taourirt to

Tagadirt after their neighborhood became too small for their expanding households. In

the 1940s, the mellah of Akka housed about 140 individuals.

Unlike the Jewish quarters of the major urban cities such as Fez and Marrakesh,

the mellahs of Akka were not part of the walled village. This urban proximity between

Muslim and Jewish households reinforced a social and cultural warmth despite the

religious differences. Nevertheless, the relative isolation of Jews from the daily affairs of

the Muslims permitted the Jews to live as prescribed by the Jewish law. Social life was

lived according the prescription of rabbinical Judaism where the seventh day of the week

(shabbat) was reserved for prayer. Like the Jews of Yemen, the Jews of Akka led a social
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and economic life according to the precepts of the Rabbis (locally referred to as Rebbi).

As Goitein puts it, the world of Jewish community “center[ed] around the synagogue,

where simple people, craftsmen and labourers, are versed in religious lore and are able to

follow arguments based on the Scriptures” (1969:228). Therefore, religion played a major

role in dictating the procedures of marriage, circumcision, death, and other communal

festivals and cycles of life.

Like Muslims, the Jews of Akka stressed the importance of religious education

and literacy in Hebrew and the Torah. Parents enforced the practice of sending their

children at an early age to memorize the religious texts. Parents also did their best to send

their male children to religious schools in Marrakesh to further their studies and prepare

themselves for becoming Rabbis. Women had no access to education, although they were

taught Jewish dietary laws and how to maintain the proper religious atmosphere to

celebrate the shabbat and other religious festival and customs. In the early 1950s, the

Alliance Israelite Universelle established the only school in Akka, allowing Jews to

attend both traditional religious schools and modern learning institutions influenced by

Western principles of education.

C. Jewish Peddlers in a Saharan Environment

“When the Jews left Akka, it was like a company of one thousand workers that
went bankrupt. Akka is still waiting for its Jews to prosper again.”

Muslim Informant, Southwestern Morocco

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Moroccan Jews of Akka and other parts

of southwestern Morocco were key actors in trade relations between the cities of Iligh,
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Marrakesh, Essaouira, Guelmim, Tindouf, and other interior and sub-Saharan African

communities. In a study of rural marketing systems, Carol Smith (1976, 1977) provided a

theoretical construct for the analysis of spatial and economic systems by drawing on data

from western Guatemala as well as a variety of agrarian market economies in other

geographical areas. She described the networks of marketplaces and the distribution of

goods in peasant societies. For Smith, the central idea was that:

“market organization” (the way in which supply and demand crowds intersect
to price commodities and the factors of production) will vary as “marketplace
organization” (the way in which the physical channels of market exchange are
arranged on the ground) varies (1977:117).

The examination of the differences in marketing systems led Smith and other

anthropologists to assume that differences in marketing systems can be generally

accounted for by variations in the ‘type’ of markets and not the ‘degree’ to which

merchants and peddlers engage in transactions (Smith 1977:118). Smith’s study

demonstrates that the model of central place theory as proposed by Christaller (1966) can

be modified, refined, and used to describe, discuss, and analyze other marketing systems

in different geographical contexts. Skinner’s research in western China (1976), Benet’s

study of Berber market systems (1957), and Bonine’s research in Yazd and its hinterland

(1980) are examples of how of the model can be generalized. A close look at the Jewish

mercantile networks in Morocco and the Sahara shows not only the former existence of

dendritic market structures, but also other forms of trading systems and markets.
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Figure 1.4. Trade Routes Within al-Maghrib al-Aqsa, 16th-19th Centuries

Source: Adapted from Park and Boum 2006.

A discussion of the Jewish peddlers’ role in the different Moroccan market

systems requires a close look at the social position of the Jews as mediators between the

market structures, the social and tribal structures, and the changing political situation in

Morocco and the Sahara. Yet, although these systems of trade networks meet some of the
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assumptions of the dendritic subsystem of trade, they fall short in explaining other

characteristics of this marketing system. To understand the workings and traits of the

Jewish trade networks, the use of other analytical models becomes necessary. Karl

Polanyi’s (1963) typology of exchange and the concept of the trade diaspora as defined

by Philip Curtin (1984) can be used to complement any shortcomings of the central place

theory as applied to our understanding of Jewish trade networks in southwestern

Morocco.

Smith’s work builds upon the seminal study of Christaller (1966) on central place

theory. Christaller viewed central place systems to “be a number of central places

grouped around a central place (that is, the system-forming central place) according to

given rules” (1966:164). The central place theory ensures that a major settlement

provides goods to surrounding tributary regions. The significance of any central place in

the model is attributed to its ‘centrality’ with regard to the region that surrounds it. A

town is central because it plays central functions in the livelihoods of the peasants of

other villages. Akka played a major role in local distribution while Essaouira was the

nerve center of regional distribution, allowing Jews to distribute European goods through

peddlers to the different local sûqs (markets) (Schroeter 1988, 1989).
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Figure 1.5. Western Trade Routes During the Second Half of the Nineteenth
Century

Source: Adapted from Ennaji and Pascon 1988.
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The major characteristics of Christaller’s central place theory are identified as

follows: the system-forming central place; the central places grouped around them; the

distances between central places; the positions in which central places lie with regard to

system-forming central places as well as other central places in the region; and the area

occupied by the system-forming central place (Christaller 1966:164). These are the

general features of what we might, if it exists, coin a perfect retail-commodity marketing

system (Christaller 1966, Benet 1957, Preston 1971, Smith 1977).

Christaller’s (1966) and Haggett’s (1966) model of system-forming central places

assumed the existence of small and large market systems arranged in a “pyramid” of

market levels. The market systems were also arranged in a hierarchical pattern of nodes

and networks. This arrangement presupposed other key conditions for the system to

function: 1) total dedication to profit maximization on the part of suppliers, 2) complete

rationality in the choice of market centers by consumers, 3) a differentiated and

regionally integrated market economy, 4) even distribution of or equal access to

purchasing power for all parties in the system, and 5) the unrestricted play of competition

in the formation and maintenance of the marketing system (Christaller 1966, Perston

1966, Smith 1977).  If all the conditions are met, Smith wrote,

market centers are located regularly on the landscape, there is a pyramid of
market levels, and the pyramid has a particular spatial expression: small
(lower-level) market centers are located between two or three large (higher-
level) market centers in an interlocking pattern (1977:119-120).

The interlocking feature of smaller and larger market centers is key to a normal and

efficient distribution of goods.
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The importance of the proportions and locations of low-level and high-level

market centers was elaborated and elucidated in another groundbreaking study on central

system theory by Haggett (1966). Haggett, in harmony with Christaller’s view, looked at

the system of central place theory from the perspective of human geography by

comparing it to what he calls a “nodal region”. He wrote that in the nodal region “the set

of objects (towns, villages, farms, etc.) are related through circulating movements

(money, migrants, freight, etc.) and the energy inputs come through biological and social

needs of the community” (1966:17). What is crucial here is that Haggett emphasized

nodes, hierarchies, movements of goods and people, and complementary regions in an

interlocking and interrelated geographical context.  Hence:

The nodal regions can be broken down into related elements; movements that
flow over networks connecting nodes which are organized into a hierarchy, and
that the interstitial zones can be integrated with the preceding four elements
and treated as surfaces (Preston 1971:137).

Haggett’s nodes and Christaller’s centers are two major concepts essential for any

understanding of settlements’ size and commercial significance. In any study of central

place theory, the focus should not be put solely on the size of the settlements, but also on

their relative importance as regional centers of trading.

Building upon Christaller’s model, Smith noted that meeting all the conditions

outlined by Christaller (1966) and Preston (1971) cannot be realized in different

geographical regions, and that the model should be modified to include the particularities

of the social and economic environment. In western Guatemala, she identified twelve

marketing subsystems, arguing that what we take to be ‘the’ market, in Christaller’s
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terms, is an ideal model. Smith’s study showed that market systems vary in the degree to

which they are operating. She pointed out a considerable irregularity within and

variability across the subsystems she identified in Guatemala.  

An example of these subsystems is the dendritic market. The central feature of the

system is its lack of major central place: “the overall hierarchy is flattened” (Smith 1977).

At the spatial level, the largest market centers are usually found at the periphery of the

system. Smith underlined that despite the existence of this central marketplace, there is

little central place articulation between the different markets. Thus, as Smith points out,

the spatial orientation of the peripheral marketing systems, tree-like or
dendritic and branching from a trunk attached to the regional core, must be
related to the functional characteristics of the local marketplaces, that is, the
fact that they are organized for the convenience of external merchants
(1977:130). 

Similar market structures to the dendritic systems can be observed in the

southwestern periphery of Morocco. These markets, generally located in rural areas,

exhibit the central conditions for the existence and maintenance of dendritic marketing

systems as described by Smith.  These conditions are:

(1) monopoly control of local market centers and transport facilities by
external traders, (2) a low degree of rural peasant participation in commerce,
(3) the export orientation of small-scale rural produces, and (4) dependency of
peasants in the area on imports to the region, which come from a nearby, more
developed, market economy (Smith 1977:131).

Jewish rural peddlers controlled commercial activities, which show low

participation of the local population in trade. The Jewish predominance in trade was

partly reflected in movements around weekly markets (Schroeter 1988, 1982). As
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itinerant traders (‘aTTara), Jews periodically loaded their goods on mules and made long

rounds of the tribal settlements and weekly rural markets. These markets were located in

what has been known in the historical and anthropological literature as blâd siba where

the weekly markets are forums of the tribe. The most important aspect of the market is its

neutrality. Individual groups and separate ethnic entities come together in a space where

nobody has the political or moral authority. It is a public arena where political differences

are set aside and inter-tribal discussions and ‘friendships’ take place.

Although it might seem that political chaos reigned in tribal lands outside the

control of the central government, the competing cantons ruled by assemblies (jmâ‘a) of

notables (infallâs) or heads of extended families (amghârs) were able to maintain peace

through political alliances. Despite sporadic differences and skirmishes over water rights

or grazing lands, alliances between cantons created a balance of power and a binding

‘moral’ force maintaining peaceful relations. In this political context, the market “is a

preeminent organ of the formation of public (larger than canton) opinion, directling

common effort and integrating otherwise disparate forces” (Benet 1957:192).

One of the most important characteristics of these types of markets, which Smith

emphasizes in her discussion of the dendritic market structure, is the lack of any political

control by a specific tribal confederation over the rural economy. The complete absence

of centralizing institutions that control who should be given access to the market is

accounted for by the fact that in these non-centralized tribal conglomerations, humans,

including the outsider Jewish peddler, “must rely for the peace of the market on the
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political device of the inter-group truce” (Benet 1957:188). In the absence of a political

control over the rural economy, an interlocking complex of legal, social, political, and

often even religious institutions serves primarily economic ends.

Until the second half of the twentieth century, ethnic and spatial boundaries

minimized the inter-communal relationships between Jews and Muslims. Outside the

mellah, the marketplace was a space where Jews and Muslims met. Jews and Muslims

interacted in the marketplace. The symbiotic economic links defined the Jewish-Muslim

relationship. Commercial transactions tied the Muslim populations to Jewish peddlers

and merchants (Geertz 1979; Brown 1981; Schroeter 1989). These relationships existed

in both the urban and rural areas where ethnic boundaries were broken in the

marketplace.

This binding system guaranteed a safe trading network and protected the Jewish

outsider, who served as a mediator between the different tribal forces. Traders, mostly

Jewish, attend markets that can be classified into two categories: small and large market

systems. The nature of a market is defined by the size of the transaction and the people

that attend it on a weekly basis. Low-level market systems, to use Smith’s terminology,

are generally held within the territory of a mountain canton or at the boundary limits of

two or three cantons. In Akka, the local markets were held on Tuesdays and Thursdays

before they shifted to Sundays. Large or higher-level market systems are usually held in

strategic locations of major significance to a number of cantons. Spatially, the markets

are dendritic in nature because they are located in the middle of many confederations’
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lands serving the local populations, visiting nomads, and itinerant Jewish peddlers. As a

neutral ground, the marketplace is not ‘owned’ by any group. It stands outside the

“boundaries” of “in-groups” (tribal groupings) (Benet 1957; Polanyi, et al. 1957). It is a

place where varied tribal groups come together despite ethnic and political differences.

Accordingly, Benet pointed out, “the villages, centers of life and habitation of the

in-groups, and the markets, centers of commerce of the out-groups, are completely

dissociated in the physical sense” (1957:199). The marketplace is a sacred place where

everybody is protected, including ‘outsider’ Jewish peddlers. The sacred nature of the

market is sometimes corroborated by the existence of a shrine of a local marabout

(sayyid) within the marketplace. The shrine provides a ‘sacred’ (hurm) terrain serving as

a refuge for people in case of blood feuds. It is morally wrong to steal, kill, or put the life

of people in jeopardy within the perimeter of the marketplace.

Jews played an important role in the maintenance of peace in the marketplace.

Their social status as dhimmis (protected people) provided them with a special role within

the tribal southern society, which defined both their position as outsiders of the political

system and insiders of the marketplace. Social boundaries and the inferior legal status of

Jews in Muslim society implied mutual suspicion and contempt. Under Islamic

jurisprudence, Jews were protected by Muslim rulers in areas under the control of the

central government provided they paid taxes, but, the central government was able to

ensure their safety only in limited areas. Jewish peddlers and merchants in southwestern

Morocco had to pass through areas outside the control of the Makhzan. In these territories
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the central government could offer little protection. Therefore, Jews were forced to pay

(zaTTâTa), a kind of tribute to tribesmen, to ensure their safe passage.

As a minority group, Jews were manipulated, but they were also able to take

advantage of opportunities presented by the protection of ‘their lord’ (sayyid) or ‘friend’

(amdakul/sahib) as the patron was usually called. It was through a network of patron-

client relations that the Jewish peddlers were generally able to travel unmolested through

southwestern Morocco (Schroeter 1989). A ‘friendly’ relationship was generally

established between Muslim and Jew by addabîHa, a ritual slaughter of a sheep by the

Jew before a Berber or Arab patron of power. The patron must have an influence in the

community to assure his client’s protection. The patronage and clientage were generally

hereditary. Westermarck points out that:

The ‘ar is of a great boon to strangers, especially in those parts of the country
where the Government has no power. Among the Berbers, if a person wants to
settle down in a strange tribe, he makes an ‘ar-sacrifice outside the house or
tent of a native, who then becomes his protector, or at the entrance of the
mosque of the village, in which case he becomes the protégé of the whole
village (1968:535).

The application of the general theory of the dendritic market structure falls short

in explaining other facets of the morphology of the tribal market systems and their

workings. These markets are not always outside the control of the tribal confederations.

Hence, there is a methodological necessity to borrow other terminological concepts from

other theories to account for the numerous anomalies that show up in these dendritic

market systems in Morocco where Jewish peddlers play a significant role.

In many cases, the dendritic market structure in southwestern Morocco was either
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tribal or state-influenced. Some markets were “owned” by a tribal canton whose influence

rested on its religious brotherhood. Other markets exhibited few traits of dendritic

systems but were more likely to be considered what Polanyi (1963) called “systems of

administered trade.” These two examples are sufficient to pinpoint the difficulty of

generalizing the theory, although it is efficient in explaining some of the characteristics of

the system. I argue that the best way to account for the system of tribal markets in

southwestern Morocco is to synthesize different methodological concepts (Polanyi, et al.

1957, Smith 1977, Benet 1957).

Polanyi argued that trade relations in the ancient Near East were strictly

controlled by local authoritative governments that administered resources and collected

surpluses. A free market exchange never existed in Mesopotamia, according to Polanyi.

Although Polanyi’s model is widely criticized by a generation of researchers who argue

for freelance trading networks, it can be implemented, and the theoretical concepts of

administered trade can be modified and utilized, in assessing market systems in Morocco.

In Cross-Cultural Trade in World History, Philip Curtin described Jewish

merchants as trade diasporas and communities of merchants living among ‘aliens’ in

associated networks. These ‘aliens’ are not the independent villages that Smith describes,

but prominent chiefs whose control over trans-Saharan trade led to the growth of the

peripheral dendritic market. The alliances between the central government and some

religious brotherhoods in the south changed the neutrality of the sacred marketplace. The

result was the emergence of new political powers that controlled the flow of goods along
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the trading routes and the rise of new central settlements instead of the neutral dendritic

market system. Within this new political context, “the amghars or chiefs (later caids)

come to be more and more dependent on Jewish moneylenders, and complicated financial

operations begin to take place; the old tribal law is replaced by the religious shari’a, and

the local market regulations traditional to the Siba are absorbed by those of the Makhzen”

(Benet 1957:202).

This process of change in the dendritic market structure cannot be understood

without an analysis of the relationship between the urban center and the rural areas. The

economy of Makhzan was largely maintained by a taxation system. In the early

nineteenth century, Europe intensified its pressures on Morocco to open its market to

Western manufactures. In 1844, as a result of many political disputes with French

colonial authorities, the Makhzan was militarily defeated in Isly. This political weakness

resulted in signing a peace treaty that opened Moroccan ports to foreign merchants and

dropped the tributes foreigners had to pay.

The inability of the ruler to provide for the army and the needs of the

administrative governments, at a time when the economy was suffering from Western

pressures, pushed central government to find alternative solutions to the economic crisis.

Two ultimate options were left for the central government: 1) force tribes to pay extra

taxes, and 2) control the revenues of the trans-Saharan trade.

The sultans of Morocco were to rely on foreign trade as the major source of

revenue of the Makhzan through the imposition of customs. In order to maintain the flow
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of tax revenues to the central government, Sultan Mohammad III (1757-1790) capitalized

on the existing trans-Saharan caravans between southwestern Morocco and the Sahara.

The sultan founded the city of Essaouira in 1764 as what might be called a ‘port of trade’

to administer commercial transactions and to guarantee that “there were would be no

extra unapproved trade outside official channels and that there would be no disruptive

political or cultural influences in the country” (Ponasik 1977:196). The system of

administered trade, which relies on the use of neutral intermediaries, in our case Jews,

was important to trade relations. It was also important for the safety of traders and their

merchandise. For instance, the sultan provided protection to the Jewish merchants of

Essaouira, the most important port of trade in southwestern Morocco. They were also

given official authorization to engage in foreign trade. These “court Jews” (tujjâr

assulTân) were tied to the sultan in contractual relationships of credit and debt (Schroeter

1989, 1999a, 1999b, 2002b). The sultan had to protect the Jews along the trade routes and

help in the recovery of their debts. To keep traders and peddlers safe, the central

government was obliged to strike alliances with the southern religious brotherhoods

(zawiyas). These political and religious organizations derived their revenues from the

control of the trade routes. They, Schroeter writes, “like the sultan, sought to protect the

merchants who formed the basis of their political and economic power” (1989:129). In

this context, the sacredness [hurm] of the neutral and centralized dendritic market

structure along the periphery was extended by the zawiyas along the trade routes crossed

by Jewish peddlers and traders.  
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This relationship between the urban center (port of trade) and the different

commercial localities (low-level markets) traversed by the Jewish intermediaries emerged

as a new feature of the dendritic market structures in southwestern Morocco. The reason

why it is different from neutral tribal markets is that the different local populations started

to rely on exported European goods (suc as sugar and tea). Accordingly, the coastal urban

center and the southwestern rural hinterlands were deeply linked by the itinerant Jewish

peddlers. Although the markets were policed by new, powerful political entities, the

patron-client relationships between Jew and Muslim maintained a monopoly of

commercial transactions by external Jewish traders. This feature of the dendritic market

structure would continue until the massive exodus of the Jewish population from

southwestern Morocco in the late 1950s.

To conclude, we may say with confidence that the dendritic market structure

model can be applied to the analysis of economic systems in southern Morocco with

some reservations. The neutrality of the market structure, an essential condition for the

dendritic marketing system, proved to be a weakness in the system. The involvement of

many political entities (local government, powerful tribal leaders, religious brotherhoods,

and European powers) in administering trade relationships affected this neutrality. This

competition affected price control.  

In fact, the colonial intervention in Morocco brought two major changes in the

dendritic system. First, the prices of commodities set by the ruler under treaties with other

countries were deeply affected by the unbalanced new political reality. The local
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government could not extend its monopoly over the goods exported from the country and

limit the amount of merchandise imported. Second, the intermediaries so vital to the

system became protégés of foreign governments. This resulted in a gradual dependency

of the local neutral and independent market entities on a central region for their basic

needs.

D. Exodus of ‘Little Jerusalems’ to the Promised Land

Quelques siècles plus tard, une ville juive était née. Ils appelèrent: “la petite
Jérusalem”, car ils l’avaient bâtie à l’image de la cité perdue. (Cette cité est
l’actuelle Ifrane, dans le Sud marocain.) Ils déposèrent dans la nouvelle
synagogue les objets sacrés et les lois du Talmud, qu’ils avaient sauvés de la
destruction du temple de Salomon.

Rabbi of Akka

For centuries, Anti-Atlas Moroccan Jews lived among rural Muslim societies in

separate neighborhoods. They were an indispensable/marginal constituent of the social

and political structures of these rural communities. Southern Moroccan Jewry was also

part of the wider Jewish world. Rabbi Mardochée Aby Serour, who was born in Akka in

1826 traveled between Morocco, Timbuktu, Algeria, and Ottoman Palestine. Mardochée

was a descendant of a family of rabbis who grew up in Sous.15 These religious scholars

journeyed to study in the religious academies in the centers of the Jewish life of the Holy

Land. The Jewish rural communities of southern Morocco continued to maintain close

attachments to the Holy Land through commerce and scholarship. The volume of

emigration to the Holy Land remained insignificant. 

15 For a detailed historical account of Mardochée, see Chapter II.
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By the sixteenth century, the Moroccan Jewish community constituted a colony of

maghrabim (ma‘aravim) in Jerusalem, Hebron, Tiberias, and Safed. On another level,

fund-raising operations for rabbinical academies (yeshivot) in the Holy Land were

organized in Morocco and the remote diaspora communities annually received emissaries

(shlihim) from the rabbinical academies. These religious pilgrims collected funds in the

urban centers and traveled in the villages of the countryside; many died on the road

leading, to the emergence of venerated tombs and shrines of rabbi-emissaries. These

shrines constituted a major characteristic of Moroccan Judaism. The shrines of sainted

figures such as Rabbi Ya’aqov Abu-Hatsera, Rabbi David u-Moshe, Rabbi Amran Ben-

Diwan, and Rabbi David Ben-Baruch were converted into pilgrimage sites by Moroccan

Jews.

Today, a few Jewish families continue to reside in some southern cities, giving

life to their mud brick synagogues that once stood for the Promised Land. The migration

narrative of these Jewish communities to southern Israel was rooted in the Zionist

concept of return. In the beginning, modern Zionism was disinterested in the Jews of

North Africa. Like other North African Jewish communities, Moroccan Jews were

perceived as “primitive, immoral, unhealthy, and unproductive Jews.” Eventually, the

“selection regulations” implemented by elitist European Zionist leaders were criticized

and abandoned and the migration policies became more inclusive and receptive to

culturally different Jewish populations.
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Figure 1.6. Rural and Urban Jewish Settlements in Morocco

Source: Adapted from Park and Boum 2006.

The success of the Zionist movement in building support for the exodus of these

communities to Israel can be explained by its emphasis on the religious factor more than

the promises of economic prosperity. Using Hobsbawm’s invented traditions (1983), I
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suggest that Zionist movements in Morocco, unlike Arab and Moroccan nationalisms (see

Chapter V), successfully used past religious references to link the local beliefs of the

Sous Jewries to a global Jewish social cohesiveness and collective identity. The social,

political, and economic situation of these Jewish communities prior, during, and after the

French colonial period played a significant role in creating a suitable environment for

such success.

E. The Jews of Sous and the Roots of Messianic Zionism

Throughout the Anti-Atlas mountain area, Jews lived in villages and separate

enclaves among Berber communities. These Jewish settlements in the North African

Berber communities go back to ancient times. Many legends still alive today among

southern Muslim populations relate how during Solomon’s reign, Jewish merchants

visited the Anti-Atlas. According to Daniel Schroeter,

Traditions on the arrival of Jewish settlers range in time from the deportation
of the ten tribes of Israel by the Assyrians in the eighth century BCE to the
conquest of Jerusalem and the destruction of the First temple in 587 BCE. The
first Jewish settlers of Ifrane in the Anti-Atlas—reputedly the oldest
continuously existing Jewish community in Morocco, where Jews lived until
the 1960s—are traditionally thought to descend from refugees fleeing Palestine
at the time of the destruction of the Temple (587 BCE). Crossing Egypt, they
eventually reached the Anti-Atlas region in 361 BCE (2000:27).

The Jewish migration from Palestine and other regions of the Roman Empire

continued after the destruction of the second temple in 70 CE. The arrival of these Jewish

communities in North Africa triggered a massive conversion of the indigenous Berber

populations to Judaism, creating a ‘Judaized Berber’ community until the rise of Islam in

North Africa (Hirschberg 1963, Schroeter 1997). The attribution of the ancient origin of
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these Jewish communities in southern Morocco to the ‘First Diaspora’ articulates a

symbolic link between this community and the ancient land of Israel.

In the 1950s, Attilio Gaudio accompanied a small military unit of the Armée de

Libération Nationale to the southern fringes of southwestern Morocco. As a reporter,

Gaudio was interested in documenting the Saharan war launched by the southern legion

of the Armée de Libération against the French and Spanish colonial armies. Akka was the

main military base camp for the southern Moroccan freedom fighters. During my

ethnographic fieldwork in Akka in 2004, I was introduced by Muslim and Jewish

informants to the role that Jews of Akka also played in the war of independence. Nouhi

Brahim, a member of the national liberation movement, pointed out the logistical support

and funding provided by the Jewish community of Akka to their movement. Before his

trip to the Draa Valley, where Akka is at the foot of Mount Bani, Gaudio was informed

by a rabbi in Sale about the existence of an ancient Jewish community that lived in the

oasis of Akka for almost two millennia. In a small section of his book, Guerres et paix au

Maroc (Reportages: 1950-1990), entitled “J’ai rencontré les Juifs des oasis marocaines,”

Gaudio provided a description of the mellah of Akka and his meeting with the chief

spiritual leader and rabbi of the community. Gaudio ended up spending a night in the

Mellah. At dinner, the rabbi described the origin of the community in the following

account:

Voyez-vous, m’assura-t-il, nous sommes les plus anciens Juifs du Sud. Longue
et pénible a été la marche de nos aïeux fuyant la Palestine tombée aux mains de
Nabuhaduessar (Nabuchodonosor). Ils furent les seuls à éviter la captivité à
Babylone. Ils étaient issus de la tribu d’Ephraïm. Nos pères ont revécu, d’une
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façon plus terrible encore, les souffrances endurées par le peuple d’Israël dans
le Sinaï, lorsqu’il cheminait vers la Terre promise. Ils errèrent des dizaines
d’années nomads et misérables, accablés par la soif et le desert, assaillis et
poursuivis à travers la Sahara par les farouches indigènes. L’océan les
empêchant d’aller plus loin, ils s’installèrent dans les grottes.
Quelques siècles plus tard, une ville juive était née. Ils ‘appelèrent: “la petite
Jérusalem”, car ils l’avaient bâtie à l’image de la cité perdue. (Cette cité est
l’actuelle Ifrane, dans le Sud marocain.) Ils déposèrent dans la nouvelle
synagogue les objets sacrés et les lois du Talmud, qu’ils avainent sauvés de la
destruction du temple de Salomon. Sur des rouleaux de parchemin, les rabbins
enregistraient les naissances et le décès, afin que la communauté puisse
toujours être sure de l’authenticité de ses origines.
Mais, un jour, il y a bien trois siècles, un roi berbère entra à Ifrane, y mit le feu
et brûla vif tous les Juifs qui s’y trouvaient. La synagogue fut pillée et rasée.
Et, une fois encore, seuls quelques Juifs purent échapper au massacre,
emporter quelques rouleaux des lois et d’état civil et trouver refuge ici, dans
les oasis du Draa. Nos morts et nos martyrs sont restés là-haut, près d’Ifrane,
abandonnés dans la rocaille balayée par les vents. Mais si tu y vas, tu verras de
veilles dates brisées où sont gravés des mots. Ces inscriptions sont vieilles de
deux mille ans…

The Jews of Akka and other Saharan oases lived in a geographic area along the

main lines of trans-Saharan trade. Despite the isolation of southwestern Morocco, these

Saharan Jewries maintained contact with their coreligionists all over the world, not only

for trade but also for religious reasons. They considered themselves in temporary exile

and they lived always in the expectation that they would be returned to the land of Israel

by the Messiah. Nevertheless, they continued to nurture strong economic and social

relations with their Berber neighbors in southwestern Morocco.

When Moses Montefiore visited Morocco in 1863-1864, he was not aware of the

deep religious ties that Moroccan Jews had maintained with the Holy Land. Montefiore

toured Morocco and other oriental societies presenting the European Jewish awareness of

the limiting status of dhimmitude and the wretched living conditions of these far-flung
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diaspora communities. At the same time, his visit created a patronizing hierarchy and

socio-economic and cultural tensions between European (Ashkenazim) and non-European

(Mizrahim) Jews. The rising European-centered Zionism reproduced widespread

stereotypes and imaginary gaps between enlightened European Jews and primitive Asian

and African Jews.

Romanelli, a western European Jew, drew a disparaging picture of his North

African coreligionists. With an arrogant orientalist sense of superiority, he wrote:

The lack of books and news mires their hearts in the mud of ignorance and
superstition. They tend to view all new and mysterious things previously
unknown to them as miracles. The sciences are too lofty for them. Their
ignorance is bliss, for they say that many victims have been thrown into the
pits of heresy and atheism by science. The light of knowledge does not shine
upon them, nor has it even reached them until now to eradicate their moral
failings and their immature vanities. A veil of obscurantist faith corrupts their
eyes and blinds their eyes (Romanelli 1989:28).

Romanelli’s autobiographical adventures in Morocco set a tone of ‘orientalism’

which was reflected in most Jewish literature written by western European Jewry that

visited the region during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (1989). This orientalist

tradition had its roots in the European Enlightenment movement (Schroeter 1994). The

view of European Jews of their coreligionists came at a moment they started to identify

with secular society and the states in which they lived.

According to David Lipman, the “messianic aspirations within some British

circles had coincided with Britain’s political interests in the Eastern Mediterranean, and

these circumstances provided the basic conditions for modern political Zionism to

flourish in Palestine” (1985:202). Although Montefiore did not visit Sous region, his trip
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to Marrakesh and Essaouira, the last Jewish urban centers before entering the rural Jewish

communities of the south, was central in reviving the dream of return to Israel among

some members of the rural Jewish communities.

In 1949, a special emigration bureau was created in Casablanca to process the

olim (immigrants to Israel). The French Protectorate allowed Jacques Gershoni, an

activist within the Fédération Sioniste de France, to create Cadima, an Aliya agency that

extended its activity until 1956. The Residency approved a monthly emigration quota of

600 urban Jews. “Jews of the bled (Morocco’s hinterland and the Atlas mountain

villages) could not depart in the early phases of the aliyah ‘until further notice’” (Laskier

1989:330). Although a underground illegal emigration continued through Algeria, France

continued to tolerate the Aliya. In the wake of the Holocaust, Israel would not only accept

the restrictions of the French on the emigration of the Jews from rural areas, but also its

own ‘selection regulations.’ In order to put rural Jews on board, the Jewish Agency, the

state of Israel, and the Zionist Federation of France utilized their Zionist ideology to

prepare the groundwork for greater receptivity towards this marginalized group. Building

on the symbolic relationship between remote diasporic communities and the Holy Land,

the Zionist organizations played out the central theme of Zionism—the concept of return

to the Holy Land and redeeming it.

After decades of marginalizing their Oriental coreligionists, the Zionist

organizations convinced many rural Jews to migrate to Israel by using religious

references to the First Diaspora, not only to cement Jewish religious and cultural
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cohesiveness but also to justify urgency of their Aliya. The use of the symbolic First

Diaspora for the rural Jews of Sous is part of Eric Hobsbawm’s ‘invented tradition.’ In

his introduction, Hobsbawm defined the concept of “invented tradition” as follows:

‘Invented tradition’ is taken to mean a set of practices, normally governed by
overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature, which seek
to inculcate certain values and norms of behaviour by repetition, which
automatically implies continuity with the past. In fact, where possible, they
normally attempt to establish continuity with a suitable historic past […].
However, insofar as there is such reference to a historic past, the peculiarity of
‘invented’ traditions is that the continuity it is largely fictitious (1983:1).

Despite the ideological differences between European Zionism and the traditional

religious beliefs of the rural Moroccan Jews, entire communities in the remote areas of

the Moroccan hinterland and Atlas mountains emigrated to Israel. Instigated by religious

motives, they were convinced to move back to agricultural and communal settlements in

the Negev and along Israel’s borders.

Although the religious factor played a significant role in this rural migration, the

economic and political conditions in post-independence Morocco were central to the

Aliya. While the Jewish organizations were deeply involved in developing inclusive

strategies that gave momentum to North African migration after the Second World War,

the rise of pan-Arabism (championed by Nasser) and the post-independence national

government led by the anti-Israel istiqlâl party pushed Moroccan Jews outside the

margins of an all-inclusive nation state. The istiqlâl party launched propaganda against

the migration of Moroccan Jews through its newspapers.
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F. Rural Jewish Emigration in the Context of Israel

After the Second World War, over 280,000 Jews of North African descent

migrated to Israel (Schroeter 2000, 2002a). The majority of these migrants were

Moroccans. They settled in “development towns” (moshav) in the Negev Desert, along

Israel’s borders. Some resided in the poor areas of Israel’s main towns. Before settling in

Israel, Sephardic diasporas in general and Moroccan Jewish diaspora in particular had

gone through a long history of involuntary movements from one place to another,

dispersion, and political uprootedness (Schroeter 2000:33-34).  

It is impossible to understand Moroccan Jewish emigration without first coming

to grips with some central aspects of the concept of diaspora. Safran defines diasporic

communities as: 

Expatriate minority communities whose members share several of the
following characteristics: 1) they, or their ancestors, have been dispersed from
a specific original “center” to two or more “peripheral,” or foreign, regions; 2)
they retain a collective memory, vision, or myth about their original
homeland—its physical location, history and achievements; 3) they believe
they are not—and perhaps cannot be—fully accepted by their host society and
therefore feel partly alienated and insulated from it; 4) they regard their
ancestoral homeland as their true, ideal home and as the place to which they or
their descendants would (or should) eventually return—when conditions are
appropriate; 5) they believe that they should, collectively, be committed to the
maintenance or restoration of their original homeland and to its safety and
prosperity; and 6) they continue to relate, personally or vicariously, to that
homeland in one way or another, and their ethno-communal consciousness and
solidarity are importantly defined by the existence of such a relationship
(1991:83-84).

The main characteristics of the concept of diaspora (a tradition of dispersal, memories of

a homeland, lower status in the host country, dream of return, and the collective identity)
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were clearly manifested in the urban and rural Moroccan Jewish communities. 

Cohen critiqued the assumptions that the Jewish experience determines the

meaning of the term diaspora. However, Cohen’s typology is rigid in terms of its

categorizations. His method of using broad trends and overarching features

underemphasized detailed ethnographic data of specific diasporic experiences. Movindri

Reddy pointed out that:

Cohen’s desire to provide a series of categories for more precise definitions
undermines elements of difference, within these categories. By taking on broad
the notion of identities as constructed and hybrid, Cohen would have been able
to reflect more accurately the everyday struggles of diasporic communities
living in the borderlands between “homeland” and home (1999:1227). 

In his studies of Polish diasporas, Jonathan Boyarin argued that as we continue to

focus on the centrality of Jewish diasporas in transnational migration, we are unable to

understand how Jewish diaspora history fits within the contemporary diasporic rubric and

migration studies (1994). In an attempt to solve this methodological concern, James

Clifford (1994) warned against making the Jewish experience the normative model. He

argued for a model that rethinks the “dispersion and proximity in a era of hyper-mobility,

to take up the challenge of identifying the range of phenomena we are prepared to call

diasporic” (1994:304). Clifford did not view diasporas as always fitting Safran’s model.

For instance, he pointed out that not all members of a diaspora necessarily dream of

returning ‘home’ and integrate within the new society instead.

This can be noticed in the Israeli experience, where, the exclusionary structures

and ideologies of some Jews created a ‘racist’ environment within the Jewish state. If
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Cohen and Safran provided general definitions and typologies of diasporas, Clifford’s

emphasized the necessity of looking at how exclusionary policies, racism, discrimination,

and xenophobia affect the integration of diasporic communities. He writes:  

Theories and discourses that diasporize or internationalize “communities” can
deflect attention from long-standing, structured inequalities of class and race.
It is as if the problems were multi-nationalism—issues of translation,
education, and tolerance—rather than of economic exploitation and racism….
[A]t the level of everyday social practice cultural differences are persistently
racialized, classed, and gendered. Diaspora Theories need to account for these
concrete, cross-cutting structures (1994:313).

The analytical framework of diaspora acquired a new significance from an interest

in immigration and assimilation to transnational networks and communities (Lie 1995).

John Lie argued that we are seeing a change in recent studies of migratory movements

from international migration to transnational diaspora. The concept is used nowadays to

analyze many displaced communities, such as Chinese, Armenians, Kurds, Palestinians,

or the general African diaspora (Chaliand and Rageau 1991, Safran 1991, Clifford 1994,

Cohen 1997). In his editorial preface to the first issue of Diaspora, Khachig Tölölyan

argued that “the term that once described Jewish, Greek, and Armenian dispersion now

shares meanings with a larger semantic domain that includes words like immigrant,

expatriate, refugee, guest-worker, exile community, overseas community, ethnic

community” (1991:4-5). As a long-lasting process across different geographical regions,

“diaspora” describes the emerging reality of transnational communities and their

assimilation by the receiving countries. Hence, Lie wrote that in:

articulating transnational diaspora, it is no longer assumed that emigrants make
a sharp break from their homelands. Rather, pre-migration networks, cultures,
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and capital remain salient. The sojourn itself is neither unidirectional nor final.
Multiple, circular, and return migrations, rather than a singular great journey
from one sedentary place to another, occur across transnational spaces
(1995:304).

Whether they were in Israel, France, or Morocco, Moroccan Jews nurtured and

sustained their links with communities in different parts of the world. Celebrations at the

venerated tombs of rabbis in many parts of Morocco occupied significant roles. These

sacred sites made it possible to sustain social and religious networks between Jews in

Israel and other parts of the world and their former homeland—Morocco.

Figure 1.7. The Jewish Population of the mellahs of Sous According to 1936 Census

Source: Adapted from Capitaine de La Porte des Vaux, 1952.
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Chaliand defined diasporas as “born from a forced dispersion, they consciously

strive to keep a memory of the past alive and foster the will to transmit a heritage and to

survive as a diaspora” (1989:xiv). This is one of the key characteristics of Moroccan

Jews. As citizens of the state of Israel, they find themselves back in their long-awaited

promised land; nevertheless, they continue to construct and be constructed by hegemonic

nationalist Jewish narrative as different. In the Zionist historiography, they are ‘others’

because they have not assimilated the political and cultural attributes of the ‘imagined

territorial community’ (Piterberg 1996; Schroeter 2002a). The experience of Moroccan

Jews in Israel is a perfect example of a transnational diasporic community that “illustrates

the extent to which a powerful territorial settlers’ nationalism acutely hinders the

possibility that a true plurality of memories, experiences and identities could ever

emerge” (Piterberg 1996:126). The majority of Moroccan Jews, especially in Israel, are

what Cohen calls ‘victim diasporas’ as opposed to the Ashkenazi ‘diaspora of active

colonization’ (Cohen 1996).

In Israel, Ashkenazi Jews control key political positions (Shokeid 1971, 1980a,

1980b, 1990; Schroeter 2000, 2002a; Laskier 1994). Being the first migrants to Israel,

“they had staked out their prior claims and built a party machine to maintain them. The

Oriental Jews were latecomers, the “second Israel,” excluded and disadvantaged because

they lacked power and insiders’ knowledge of the system” (Brown 1983:5). Moroccan

Jews, a subgroup of Oriental Jewries, were assumed to relinquish their previous ways and

adopt the modern ways of the ‘colony’ (yishuv). According to Weingrod, the process of
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assimilating Oriental Jews to Israel, “melting pot” failed because they were “less mobile

socially” (1965:74-75, see also 1962). The collective Jewish identity, central to the study

of diasporas, would be questioned during the first years of the Oriental Jewish migration

to Israel.

Herzl’s The Jewish State’s clearly stated that Israel would be an outpost of

‘European’ civilization against Levantine barbarism (1943). It was feared that these

Oriental diasporic communities might affect the ‘authenticity’ of the Jewish state by their

backward Arabic heritage. As people without ‘trace of Jewish education,’ they were

marginalized. This was also clearly manifested in Ben-Gurion’s statement that Jews

should fight against the spirit of the Levant that Oriental Jews risk to bring from

underdeveloped Muslim countries. He proclaimed that the Zionism does “not want

Israelis to become Arabs [and that Jews] are in duty bound to to fight against the spirit of

the Levant corrupts individuals and societies, and preserve the authentic Jewish as they

crystallized in the diaspora.”16

The diasporic values which Ben-Gurion and other Zionists from the Labor Party

stressed in their conceptualization of the Jewish state are basically European, not

Oriental. In the 1980s, political figures across the Likud and Labor parties started to woo

Oriental voters. The new reality of the Moroccan migrants in Israel raised the issue of

discrimination and alienation. This supports Clifford’s view that not all diasporas would

yearn to return or re-settle in their imagined natal community. This can be best seen in a

16 Quoted and Translated in (Brown 1983:6). Also see,  Le Monde, March 9, 1966.
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conversation between a young Moroccan Israeli playwright and his father:

“Why complain?” the younger man asks. “We came from a poor town
[Sefrou], and here we’re rich; we’ve electricity, water, TV, monthly salaries.”
His father replies: “There we were rich because we felt rich, and here we’re
poor because we have been disgraced” (Brown 1983:11).

The difference between the territorial experiences of the father contradicted the typology

of Safran’s (1991) and Cohen’s (1997) diasporic model especially the ongoing support of

the homeland and the collective identity. The father felt alienated from the collective

memory of the new host/Ashkenazi leadership. Ben-Gurion’s attempt to transform the

“Oriental Exilic Jew” into a “modern” citizen of Israel and join the new imagined

community that, as part of Western civilization, is seen as racist by the Jews of Islamic

countries. This conversation embodies significant concepts related to the assimilation

process within Israeli society. It also raises the issue of ethnicity and nationalism. The

cultural and social boundaries between European and Oriental Jews are socially

constructed. They fall in line with Barth’s definition of ethnic groups, which rejects the

traditional perception of ethnicity as a shared culture. Barth argues that “ethnic groups are

categories of ascription and identification by the actors themselves” (1969:10). Barth’s

model does not emphasize the cultural content of the group but the processes involved in

the construction of boundaries. Moroccan Jews do not share the same heritage as

European migrants. Veneration of saints and pilgrimages (hillulahs) to the graves of holy

men on the anniversary of their deaths is central to their cultural model (Voinot 1948;

Ben-Ami 1981, 1998; Kosansky 2002, 2003). In terms of the hegemonic narrative of the

Zionist/Israeli nationalist historiography, the model challenges the ‘common’ interest of
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the nation-state. 

Figure 1.8. The Jewish Population of the mellahs of Sous According to 1951 Census

Source: Adapted from Capitaine de La Porte des Vaux, 1952.

In the case of Moroccan Jews, their “ethnic boundary” within Israel is the

outcome of many processes involving displacement, negation, and denial of their North

African memory. Moroccan Jews are a powerless group within the “imagined” Israeli

nation-state, where one group has the sole right to define the nationalist historical

consciousness. The construction of this collective imagined community is sustained and

circulated through historiography and cultural symbols, which refuse to take into account
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the experiences of the Jews of the Islamic world (Anderson 1991, Piterberg 1996). “The

nationalist Jewish historiography,” Piterberg wrote,

emerged in the mid-nineteenth-century Europe. In many ways this historical
literature ought to be seen as a branch of modern European historiography,
particularly the German one. Its underlying purpose was to formulate a distinct
and modern Jewish collective identity in a way which would be congruent with
the premises of modern Western culture (1996:131). 

Most of the moshav settlers came from small villages and poor urban mellahs. In

Morocco, they survived by serving Arab and Berber populations as tailors, blacksmiths,

peddlers of sugar candles and oil, etc. Others were successful merchants (Schroeter 2000,

2002b). Despite the historical connection of North African Jewries with other parts of the

world, their tradition was barely influenced by “the mainstream of Jewish culture which

had developed in other parts of the Diaspora in recent centuries. Faith was couched in

mysticism and folklore. Belief in spirits, demons, sorcery, and the evil eye was

widespread” (Shokeid 1971:59-61, 1980b:192). In the Atlas mountains, community

leaders were mostly charismatic rabbis. Leadership was also hereditary, handed down

from community leaders to their sons. In the moshav, elected officers governed the

community, and authority was delegated to individuals regardless of their religious

authority or personal and family relationships and networks. The North African diasporic

community had to adjust to this economic and social model. Many studies (Shokeid

1971, 1980a) have shown that Middle Eastern immigrants have not been able to conform

to the moshav model as designed by Jewish pioneers from Europe in the 1920s. However,

in the last decades, North African and other Oriental Jews have finally managed to
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emerge as political players in Israeli society.17

The sudden Jewish and Haratine migration from Moroccan rural communities in

the early 1960s disrupted hierarchical social and economic organization. Households

neither hire Haratine labor nor engaged in trade with Jewish peddlers by selling local

merchandize. Residents expressed complex “nostalgic, positive attitudes” towards former

Jewish peddlers and the Haratine sharecroppers while criticizing their role in “the harsh

Israeli policies towards Palestinians.” The Jewish and Haratine migration also triggered

some major changes at the level of household activities and local economy, forcing local

residents to engage in other economic activities. 

G. New Livelihood Tendencies Among Akka’s Households

After independence in 1956, Akka became a regional administrative center linked

to the commune of Goulmime, province of Agadir. On July 19, 1977, the province of

Tata was established by the royal decree of 1-77-228 and the bill 2-77-605. The

administrative center of Akka and its villages were linked to the province of Tata. During

the most recent administrative changes in the Kingdom, Akka became one of the main

communes of Tata that oversees other local and regional villages and administrative

centers (see Figure 1.2.).

17 See, Omar Kamil, the Synagogue as Civil Society, or How can we understand the Shas party.
Mediterranean Quarterly 3:128-143, 2001, and Rabbi Ovadia Yosef and His “Culture War” in Israel.
Middle East Review of International Affairs 4(4), 2000. Available: http://meria.idc.ac.il/journal/2000/
issue4/jv4n4a3.html; Ephraim Yuchtman-Yaar, Shas: The Haredi-Dovich Image in a Changing Reality.
Israeli Studies 5(2):32-77, 2000; Zion Zohar, Oriental Jewry Confronts Modernity--The Case of Rabbi
Ovadiah Yosef. Modern Judaism 24(2):120-149, 2004; Ezra Kopelowitz, Religious Politics and Israel’s
Ethnic Democracy. Israeli Studies 6(3):166-190, 2001; and Moshe Shokeid, On the sin we did not commit
in the research of Oriental Jews. Israeli Studies 6(1):15-33, 2001. 
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Figure 1.9. Detailed Map of Akka and Its Surrounding Villages.

Source: Adapted from Bernard Rosenberger, 1970.
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Table 1.2. Population of the Villages of the Commune of Akka, Tata in 1994.

Commune
Ait Ouabelli
Kasbah Sidi Abdallah
Tamanarte
Tizounine

Population
3,203
6,738
7,551
2,327

Households
467
1,015
1,421
365

Source: 1994 Census

Table 1.3. Douars of the Commune of Akka, Goulimime  (1960).

DOUAR
Rahala
Taourirt
Agadir Ouzrou
Tagadirt
Tizounine
Tizgui
Igdi
Kasbah
Ait Ouabelli
Tadakoust
Ait Wiran
El Kababa
Ait Antar
Zaouia
El Aleg
Tamzrout
Akka Centre
Ait Hamane

POPULATION
1,152
1,238
1,224
1,212
821
657
550
549
532
446
383
382
300
297
219
216
216
182

HOUSEHOLDS
221
253
234
252
193
162
115
97
92
98
81
88
70
72
60
32
49
50

Source: 1960 Census

Akka was once not only a thriving trading entrepôt linking regional and local

markets and sub-Saharan commercial networks, but a center of intensive agricultural

activities. Dates, the main crop, were sold in local and regional markets such as Tissint

and Tindouf. Nowadays, the different oases of Akka have lost their economic
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significance in the overall national economy. However, they still contain a dense

population and intensive agricultural activity despite shrinking water supplies.

The dry and hot Saharan climate influenced the local population’s organization

into densely populated hamlets along Oued Akka. The availability of water encouraged

local residents to rely on the cultivation of cereals and vegetables in small plots for their

personal subsistence. Over the 1937-1993 period, the Ministry of Agriculture reported

that the mean annual rainfall did not exceed 81 mm per year. Despite the shortage of

rainfall, Akka is one of the few Anti-Atlas oases with a large reservoir of underground

water. The irrigation system is built around ten springs: bushshan, jdîd, zirrî, laqSûr,

taHâfit, amghâr, imazighan, isûqin, tishshût and tihirit. 

Table 1.4. Irrigation Springs of Akka (Adapted from Ministry of Agriculture 1996).

Spring Canals’ Length (m) Discharge (l/s) Rotations Benefiting clan

jdîd
bushshan
zirrî
laqSûr
taHâfit

amghâr
imazighan
isûqin
tishshût

tihirit

3811
3250
2146
3836
2841

4675
5005
4150
3750

2865

0-53
9-96
0-30
8-100
3-14

9-100
21-61
3-27
3-36

0-1

44
44
19
44
18

22
18
26
14

18

ayt-shaykh l-qaSba
ayt-shaykh l-qaSba
Rahala
different Lineages
ayt-habbûl, ayt-rasmûk, 
Rahala, Taourirt
mrabTîn, Agadir Ouzrou
Tagadirt
ayt-sh‘ayb, Tagadirt
ayt-sh‘ayb, dublal, oulâd
jallâl
oulâd jallâl, ayt-‘anTar, 
bni ijja

Small dams were built downstream of the oasis and channelled through a system of
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canals to the different fields depending on a set of calculated water shares. The water of

each spring is still shared by the different households in Akka, who are entitled to an

amount of water for a specific period of time. For instance, the rotation period of each

spring varies from 18 days in taHâfît spring to 44 days in Jdid spring.

Table 1.5. Douars of the Commune of Akka, Goulimime (1972)

FRACTION
Akka

Tizounine

Ait Ouabelli

Nomades

DOUAR
Agadir Ouzrou
Tagadirt
El Kababa
Ait Bni Jja
El Aleg
Rahala
Kasbah
Zaouia
Taourirt
Ait Antar
Akka Centre

Tizounine
Igdi

Tizgui
Ait Hamane
Ait Ouabelli
Tadakoust
Tamzrout

Nomades

POPULATION
1,608
1,392
473
79
389
1,295
636
326
1,415
323
659

1,091
767

715
232
597
454
217

1,252

HOUSEHOLDS
270
245
85
11
65
231
103
65
249
54
110

204
147

148
38
109
101
44

188

Source: 1971 Census

Given the restricting environmental conditions of the local subsistence economy

of Akka, we can argue that the economic strategies of the households of Akka can be

explained through the Chayanovian model of drudgery (Chayanov 1991). Migration’s
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remittances are one way for households to decrease drudgery at the margin. Shanin

argues that Chayanov “defined a particular peasant economy by the characteristics of

family labor and the relative autonomy of its usage at the roots of peasant survival

strategies which are systematically different from those of the capitalist enterprises”

(1986:3). In the Chayanovian model, the peasant works until the marginal utility of the

last unit equals marginal drudgery. The peasant can still hire people, usually his own

family members, but it is the satisfaction of the needs of the family that defines how

much work and many hours should be put into farming. Once the basic and primary

needs of the household are satisfied, the family stops working. A traditional economist

would view this as illogical. The primary objective of production for the peasant family is

to provide a minimum standard and satisfaction of livelihood. Chayanov believes that

peasant families’ production is oriented towards “use value” (1991). In other words, the

family will work very hard until it satisfies its basic and primary needs. The number of

family members determines the amount of work needed in the field. Chayanov also

maintained that peasants’ willingness to increase their rate of “self-exploitation” would

enable them to survive even in depressed markets. Still, Chayanov argued that peasants

might find it hard to meet their basic needs if the burden of taxes and rent was high, no

matter what hardship and drudgery they went through (1991).

Eventually, revenues of the traditional local, regional, and Saharan trade routes

shifted to urban centers, and the local population’s interest in agriculture also decreased.

Local migration, especially towards other urban centers in Morocco, emerged as an
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economic alternative for the household to achieve the Chayanovian marginal utility. It is

important to mention that unlike many other villages and urban centers of southwestern

Morocco, the local population of Akka does not exhibit a high rate of international

migration. Some informants claim that the traditional economic importance of Akka

played a role in limiting migration.

Akka has undergone a fundamental transformation since the last decades of the

second half of the twentieth century following its gradual integration into both the state’s

political structure and the capitalist global market economy. Regional and national

migration, in particular, have increased the income of many oasis households, decreasing

their dependence on agriculture and enabling a greater diversity of economic activities.

In this sense, migration has had major economic impacts on the population of Akka. The

regular return of migrants and the subsequent exposure to their relatives’ wealth

contributes to the high material and social aspirations of the younger generations that

form more than half of the population. In Akka, we witness a rising interest in migration

as a means of social and economic mobility especially given some successful stories of

local migrants. Virtually every adolescent, I talked to, aspires to leave the oasis and

explore the wide world as soon as possible. The attraction of the great urban centers and

Europe is enormous. This attraction should not only be seen in an economic context.

Stimulated by today’s omnipresent radio and television, young oasis inhabitants feel

strongly attracted by a modern, Western, and more liberal lifestyle (see Table 5.9). In

their opinion, the harsh and ‘boring’ oasis life cannot compete with the advantages of city
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life. This generally coincides with a complete disaffection with agriculture. Therefore, the

migration can be characterized as a modern “rite de passage” (Massey et al. 1993:453).

Yet, although migration enables the abandonment of agriculture, it provides the

necessary revenues to purchase land and invest in agricultural development as well; in

some oases, money is being invested in the development and/or modernization of

farming (Bencherifa 1993). This is not the case in Akka, where money has mainly been

invested in construction, purchase of luxury goods, and the education of children. A

growing number of studies reveal that there exists a strong spatial differentiation in the

impact of migration on oasis agriculture and ecology (De Haas & De Mas 1997).

Although migration seems to have had a major role in recent changes, it does not

determine the direction of those changes.

The process of collective demoralization is seen as one of the main reasons

behind the relative lack of interest in agricultural development despite the availability of

water resources. There is a breakup of the traditional social and political structures of the

village. The oasis households share water resources. This requires a high level of

collective organization and central political authority at the community level in order to

guarantee adequate water distribution and the maintenance of the irrigation system.

Nowadays, the collective character of the agro-hydraulic system presents itself as a

disadvantage and is regarded as an impediment to development. The traditional social

group hierarchy was dismantled because of the emergence of a new central political

system, but the agro-hydraulic system is still based on bygone political, social, and
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economic structures. These collective structures create an obstacle for individual

investors.

The disaffection vis-à-vis agriculture has even led to situations in which the

peasants do not use their water rights. In former times this would have been totally

inconceivable. Some fields, mainly at the fringe of the oasis, are abandoned.

Nevertheless, total abandonment occurs rarely. Even when the economic importance of

agriculture is minimal, strong attachment to the ancestral land guarantees a minimum of

maintenance, enough to preserve the land for future generations. Land is an important

status symbol as well. The positive cultural connotation attributed to land ownership also

seems to explain why former sharecroppers and small peasants tend to purchase land

once they have acquired some wealth, although they do not really capitalize on this land

(Bencherifa 1993; De Haas & De Mas 1997). This tendency is enforced by the negative

cultural connotation attached to agricultural labor, which is considered as an inferior

activity. Land ownership itself is more important than the actual use of the land. 

As a consequence of the general neglect, the agro-hydraulic infrastructure has

fallen into decay and land has deteriorated. Insufficient maintenance has resulted in sand

accumulation in the irrigation canals (Bellakhdar, et al. 1992). This hinders the optimal

management of water and strongly reduces the capacity of the irrigation system. This

decreased water availability has also increased the problem of soil salinity, since the soil

drainage requirements can no longer be met. The walls and hedges that used to surround

the plots in order to protect them against (among other things) sand encroachment are no
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longer maintained by most peasants and have largely disappeared. Therefore, large areas

are increasingly threatened by desertification (Bencherifa 1994). This has allowed new

sand dunes to form, making agriculture in some parts of the oasis virtually impossible.

Collective maintenance activities used to be coordinated by the leaders of the

community (De Haas 2003; Belguendouz 1979). Unwillingness to cooperate appears to

be caused by the decreased economic importance of agriculture as well as the

individualization of peasants and their growing independence from the traditional

hierarchical power structures, that is to say their former patrons. The disintegration of the

power of the community makes it increasingly difficult to enforce traditional common

law, which used to regulate maintenance activities inside the qSar (Bencherifa 1994, Ait

Hamza 1995). However, migration revenues have played a minimal role in bettering the

economic conditions of the local population.
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II. LIVING WITH THE COLONIAL LEGACY:

MARDOCHÉE ABY SEROUR,18 CHARLES DE FOUCAULD, AND SOUTHERN

MOROCCAN JEWRY

Les écrivains musulmans demeurent muets sur ces commensaux [israélites], à
de minces exceptions près: deux mentions dans les ouvrages d’Ibn Khaldoun,
une autre dans celle d’El Bekri, une autre encore dans Léon l’Africain. Il faux
se garder de prendre ce silence pour un manqué d’information, ou de
l’interpréter comme un signe de l’absence juive; le mot de cette énigme tient
dans l’indifférence teintée de mépris marquée aux Israélites par les
Musulmans.

Flamand 1959-1960:29

Le regard de l’homme [de Foucauld], bien que totalement dépendant des
mécanismes physiologiques stables, est avant tout une conduite qui, loin d’être
passive, résulte de l’intention entre une personnalité et un environnement
social, historique et culturel. En ce sens, le regard que nous portons sur le
monde n’est jamais innocent ni objectif.

Debray 1992:106

A. Introduction

In the absence of many archival documents on the Jews of southern Moroccan

rural communities, the European travel narrative became one of the key sources for

Jewish history in this part of the Islamic world (Kenbib 1994, Dakir 1997, Bouchama

1994, Lazaare 2003, Idrissi Mounjib 2003, Hatim 2003). European travelers reported a

18 There are different versions of Mardochée Aby Serour. The oldest, Mordecai Abi Serour, was Gallicized
to Mardochée Aby Serour. In his short annotation on Mardochée, Abraham Laredo referred to the name as
Mordekhay Abisror (1978:208). For Laredo (1978) Zeror is a biblical word that means beam, bunch, or
bundle. The word could also be from the Arabic word surûr/[ رور#######################س ](happiness). There are many variant
versions of Aby Serour: Abiseror, Abizeror, Abisror, and Bisror.
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large body of information about southern Moroccan Jewry during the nineteenth and

twentieth century writing,19 from a imperial perspective of both Moroccan Jewry and

Moroccan society.

Since many European travelers were associated with European geographical

societies linked to the military (Lorcin 1995), there were many questions about the

credibility of the travel narrative20 as an authentic source of post-independence

historiography. European travelers were thought to have negative motives in writing

about Morocco since they “all shared sentiments of hatred and racial discrimination”

(Diyen 2003:103). Therefore, in order to produce an objective nationalist historiography,

a group of Moroccan historians, called for a re-evaluation of colonial sources and a

reappraisal of colonial historiography (Pennell 2000:xv-xxvii, El Mansour 1997). Some

historiographers went as far as advocating the rejection of Western sources (Ayache

1979). For instance, Germain Ayache claimed that the usefulness of European archives

19 For a discussion about the representation of Moroccan Jews in travel narratives see Bat Ye’or, The
Dhimmi: Jews and Christians under Islam. Rutherford, NJ: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1985,
and Dakir ‘abd al-nabi, al-waqi‘i wa al-mutakhayyil fi al-rihla al-urubbiyya ila al-maghrib. al-dâr al-
baydâ’: maTba‘at manshârât kawthar, 1997. [ ##عبر##كذا باد## ن ##ل ## عوا##لا.ي## ##ق متخيواي## ##ل ## ## ## ##حلر##لاي##فل## ياالورة## ##ب مغاى##لاة## ##ل ## دار##لا.رب##

كوثر منشورات مطبعة: البيضاء ]
20 There are hundreds of travel narratives written before and during the first periods of the French conquest
of North Africa by German, French, British, Spanish, and other European travelers. Some examples are:
James Grey Jackson, An Account of the Empire of Morocco and the Districts of Sus and Tafilelt (London
1814), and An Account of Timbuctoo and Housa (London 1820); J. B. Ginsburg, Account of the
Persecution of the Protestant Mission among the Jews at Mogador, Morocco (London 1880); George
Beauclerk, Journey to Morocco (London 1828); Stephen Bonsal, Morocco as it is, (New York 1893); John
Buffa, Travels Through the Empire of Morocco (London 1810); Arthur Leard, Morocco and the Moors
(London 1891); Donald Mackenzie, The Khalifate of the West: Being a General Description of Morocco
(London 1987); Frances Macnab, A Ride in Morocco among Believers and Traders (London 1902); Sir
Arthur De Capell Brooke Bart, Sketches in Spain and Morocco (London 1831- 2 volumes); Charles de
Foucauld, Reconnaissance au Maroc (1888) among others.
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was “dubious since their authors merely reflected European interests and pre-

occupations” (El Mansour 1997:114). By rejecting the use of European sources,

including travel narratives, these historians called into question the premises of the

French colonial vulgate21 which were primarily developed in Algeria before their

application in Morocco. The colonial vulgate rests on a racial paradigm that “provided an

ideological basis for absorbing the Kabyles into French colonial society to the detriment

of the Arabs” (Lorcin 1995:2-3). Lorcin argued that the French colonial authorities never

had a preexisting policy to create this division on religious or sociological grounds and

that it was:

formed due to the circumstances of conquest and occupation coupled with the
intellectual, social and political background of the Frenchmen (and in a very
few cases, women) who observed, analyzed and recorded data on the peoples
residing in Algeria during their colonization (Lorcin 1995:3).

Although this racialized paradigm never became law in Algeria, it largely influenced the

intellectual environment of North African colonial historiography. In Morocco, the

French colonial authorities relied on the Algerian vulgate to establish an ideological

division between Arabs and Berbers. Accordingly, they managed to:

convince themselves that Morocco was in a state of semi-permanent rebellion.
In time, they elaborated a theory of a country divided into two political areas,
bilad al-makhzan, the Arabic-speaking plains and cities, that obeyed the sultan

21 The colonial vulgate, Burke noted, “came to its fullest development in Morocco, where it divided the
[Maghrib] population into two groups: Arabs and Berbers, nomads and sedentaries, those who accepted the
authority of the government (known in Morocco as Makhzan tribes) and those who opposed it (known as
siba tribes). Spanish and Italian colonial history was governed by similar set of stereotypes” (Burke
1998:7). On the colonial vulgate, see also “The Image of the Moroccan State in French Ethnological
Literature: New Light on the Origins of Lyautey’s Berber Policy.” in Ernest Gellner and Charles Micaud,
eds. Arabs and Berbers: From Tribe to Nation in North Africa. London: Dickworth, 1973:175-199.
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and the bilad-al-siba, the Berber-speaking mountains and deserts, that did not
(Pennell 2000:28).

This chapter raises some of the issues related to the use of travel narratives as

colonial sources in the production of Moroccan Jewish history. I argue that historians of

rural Moroccan Jewry have to seek a common ground between Arab sources and

European archives. Some reject European sources in their entirety as biased because

European authors are said to be unable to comprehend Moroccan society or the country’s

customs (El Mansour 1997). If we assume the validity of such a blanket claim, we are

largely left with a conspiracy of silence of some nationalist historians about southern

Jewry.

This historiographical silence contradicts the very basis of the encompassing post-

independence nationalist ideology that argues for the inclusion of all social groups and

minorities. While historians such as Germain Ayache and Muhammad al-Mukhtar al-

Sousi critiqued colonial historiography for its biased sources, they themselves ignored the

very Jewish sub-text that colonial historians tried to highlight in the historiographical

map of Morocco. Although some modern Moroccan historians have broken this silence in

the past decade, writing about rural Jewry remains very limited.

I focus on Charles de Foucauld’s Reconnaissance au Maroc 1883-1884.22 First, I

22 The first edition was published in 1888 in two volumes (Paris: Challamel). It included the report of
Duveyrier, the complete narrative of the voyage (pp. 1-258), and a second part entitled “renseignements”
(pp. 259-391), an appendix which included a section on Jews and an index of geographic names. The atlas
has 42 sheets. This edition was published by the Société d’Éditions Géographiques, Maritimes et
Coloniales in 1934 and included the texts and cards in one volume. The second edition appeared in 1939
(Reconnaissance au Maroc. Journal de route conforme à l’édition de 1888 et augmenté de fragments
inédits rédigés par l’auteur pour son cousin François de Bondy. Paris: Société d’Éditions Géographiques,
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introduce the relationship between de Foucauld, a former French army officer who

entered Morocco as Rabbi Joseph Aleman from Moscow, and his guide, Mardochée Aby

Serour, a rabbi from Akka who settled in French Algeria after a trans-Saharan

commercial failure and a period of scientific collaboration with French colonial

authorities. The example of Mardochée illustrates the type of mistrust that many local

Muslim informants express about local Jews “as agents of European colonialism.”

Second, I look at the relationship between the Jewish guide and the French traveler as

described throughout the travel narrative. Finally, I evaluate the impact of de Foucauld’s

“historical” account of the Jews of the southwestern blâd siba on the general literature

about Moroccan Jewry and southwestern rural Jews in particular.

B. A Personal Ethnographic Note

In January 2004, after spending three years in the United States, I enthusiastically

went back to southwestern Morocco, my native region, to carry out my dissertation

fieldwork on the memories of Muslims about their erstwhile Jewish neighbors. For

almost a year, I followed the historical traces of Jewish peddlers, visiting many villages

located at the foot of the southern Anti-Atlas mountains.23 During my ethnographic

encounter with the local population of southwestern Morocco, I noticed that the

Maritimes et Coloniales). This edition included sections not published in the first edition: his attempt to
enter Morocco through Algeria, the history of Mardochée, and  his relations with the marabout of Boujaad).
23 I chose to do my ethnography mostly on foot when the distances are reasonable enough to walk (longest
distance I walked was 40 kilometers). I tried to follow the same traces of these colonial travelers, most of
the time guided by some local elders who provided me with the plans of the tracks that people used to
follow. 
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historiography of southern Moroccan Jewry is entangled within a web of discourse

emanating from a triangular pool of sources: a French colonial vulgate, an edited post-

independence national historical narrative, and a local oral tradition and memory.

In the absence of a long recorded historiographical tradition in southwestern

Morocco about Jews, historians have relied on local legend and myth (Flamand 1959).

Oral tradition became the key source in historical writing on southern Moroccan Jewry.

For instance, in his study of Kahina, the Jewish North African queen, Abdelmajid

Hannoum argues that “when historiography borrows a theme from oral tradition, the

theme is no longer likely to be forgotten, but is henceforth part of the memory of history”

(2001:22). If this is the case, are the accounts provided by European travelers and

colonial ethnographers on the one hand and local Muslim historiographers on the other

hand two sides of the same coin?

During my sojourn in the oasis of Tissint, some local elders insisted on showing

me—for a small fee—the houses where the French traveler Charles de Foucauld

(1858-1916) had stayed (1883-1884). Despite all physical and linguistic cues identifying

me as a native son in their eyes, I must have borne some resemblance to the few Western

tourists who habitually visit the region to see where de Foucauld resided in the nineteenth

century. 

My link to the University of Arizona (by then public information in the different

communities I visited), the ongoing political chaos in the Middle East (a daily news topic

in the household conversation), and the war in Iraq (a casual theme of discussion as
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important as their daily livelihood struggles) might have reinforced this unexpected

perception of me. As a ‘native’ anthropologist, I was struck by how quickly I was

pigeonholed by the locals as part of the Western hegemonic and colonial institution of

knowledge.24 Have I become part of the lingering category of Westernized intelligentsia

that continue to uphold the hegemonic ideas of the colonial vulgate (Burke 1975, 1977,

1998)? And do I thus contribute to silencing the local histories of which I am a part?25 

In the eyes of local villagers, I was just another traveler who happened to share

with de Foucauld a colonial26 interest in the sociological and statistical characteristics of

the Jews of Morocco. I could be studying something else, some of them thought! At the

end of the nineteenth century, Taznakht, a regional center and one of the doorways to the

Anti-Atlas villages, had one of the most thriving Jewish communities. It was a religious

and economic center for the majority of neighboring small and satellite Jewish

neighborhoods (mellahs) such as those of Alougoum and Foum Zguid. Charles de

24 Even though it is unlikely and unconvincing that the locals would think in terms of Western hegemonic
and colonial institutions of knowledge in the way we use these categories, they did voice concerns about
the fact that I am no longer a native. My foreign lifestyle and experience make me, in their eyes, a foreigner
who espouses foreign colonial ideas and ideologies.
25 My ethnographic experience calls to mind Joëlle Bahloul’s The Architecture of Memory. Like Bahloul, I
look at the question of memory and positionality of the ‘native researcher’ who goes back home.
26 It could be argued that de Foucauld’s interest in Morocco was not colonial in the literal sense since the
French government had no plans to colonize Morocco at the time of his trip. However, the respondents I
interviewed believed that “Christian travellers,” including de Foucauld, were spies and agents of the French
colonial administration in Algeria. Other ascribed the French entry to Morocco to their intelligence reports.
This belief leaves me, as an ethnographer, with the choice of whether or not to label de Foucauld’s journey
into Morocco as colonial because this was what these informants produced about him. As for the
relationship between Jews and colonialism, informants claimed that Christians relied on Jews in their
reconnoiter of southern Morocco. As for my study, they claimed that I was sent by Jews to collect
information about the property they sold to Muslims before they left and in this sense I, like de Foucauld,
paved the ground for another colonial experience.  
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Foucauld and Mardochée Aby Serour stayed in Taznakht with Abraham Ben Oukhkha, a

Jewish rabbi and a regular visitor to my own hometown, Foum Zguid. According to a

conversation with Hadj Mohammed Thami,27 Ben Oukhkha probably did not know that

Mardochée and his visitors were collecting data for France’s future conquest of southern

Morocco. After breaking the fast under a clear sky, Mohammed narrated:

I was an adult when I learned from some local elders that some Jews were
received by rabbi Ben Oukhkha in Taznakht. I do not remember being told that
they stayed in Lamhamid. But what I know is that we were told that they were
visiting Jewish communities of Akka and Tata. Later we heard from some
villagers in Tissint that they are spies of France.

Though I am native to the region, people were suspicious of me to the extent of

arousing apprehension on some occasions. If the narrative of de Foucauld, like other

European accounts of the nineteenth century, resulted in the introduction to the Anti-

Atlas of the French authorities and their collaborators who subjugated the locals for

years, my anthropological and historical investigations could be the introduction of

another negative phase for these vulnerable rural communities. Could I be doing harm, as

a Western-educated local, to the same community that raised me? For some local elders,

it was always a possibility! Hence my narrative is part of the nineteenth century

production of knowledge.

In Akka, my main ethnographic site and another major oasis at the foot of the

Bani Mountains, I paid a visit to Ali, who brought my attention again to the visit of

Charles de Foucauld to Akka in 1883. He narrated:

27 Respondent from great-grandparents cohort (See Chapters VI and VII). 
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Mardochée Aby Serour, a local aqqawi Jew, came back at the end of the
nineteenth century after leaving his home village for Algeria in the company of
a French disguised as a rabbi from Palestine. The Jewish community,
especially the local rabbi and Mardochée’s brothers, were upset that
Mardochée would allow a stranger to their faith to touch their sacred Torah and
attend the services in the synagogue without being a Jew. They could not
believe that Mardochée, himself a learned rabbi, could allow somebody to
disgrace their religion and disrespect their holy book.28

When I balanced this communication with the Reconnaissance du Maroc, de Foucauld’s

narrative, Brahim’s reported story made sense. Why did not Mardochée Aby Serour

spend as much time as possible with his French traveler in Akka, a major Jewish

settlement in southern Morocco that he was familiar with, while prior to this they were

hosts of Jewish families in the different scattered mellahs they had passed through since

entering Morocco from Tangier? Why did Charles de Foucauld give a detailed

description of Tissint (another community at the foot of the Bani Mountains where a few

Jews resided)29 and not Akka which boasted the most prosperous mellah in the lower part

of the Anti-Atlas? And why did De Foucauld end up going to Mogador (Essaouira) with

his new friend, Hadji Bou Rhim, from Tissint while Mardochée stayed in Akka? Finally,

why did de Foucauld opt to be silent about the Jewish community in Akka and did not

stay in the mellah of Akka, choosing instead to live in Tissint? All these questions point

to a problem of access to the community, which was the result of a lack of confidence on

28 Personal communication, April 2004. Ali claims that he personally heard this information from a
descendent of a local Jewish family from Akka. 
29 In his appendix on the Jewish communities, de Foucauld does not report the existence of any Jewish
family in Tissint. When I interviewed some locals from Tissint, however, they talked about the existence of
some around the turn of the twentieth century. There are even some local elders who talked about a Jewish
mqaddam (local administrator) in Tissint during the colonial period.
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the part of the Jewish community of Tagadirt (the main mellah in Akka) towards their

native son and his disrespectful European ‘spy’ dressed as an Oriental rabbi.

In French colonial historical literature, Mardochée Aby Serour and Charles de

Foucauld are widely remembered as two different yet intertwined French colonial

‘celebrities’ (Semach 1936; Howe 1928). Their stories, separate and combined, were

widely narrated by the colonial institutions as part of the French success in accessing the

risky and undiscovered Moroccan interior. They both produced a literature on topics of

interest to the French colonial authorities. They were both affiliated with the Société de

Géographie in Paris, one of France’s main colonial scientific organizations responsible

for data gathering. Before their lives crossed in Algiers, Mardochée Aby Serour

established a Jewish settlement from Akka in Timbuktu, a name that captured the

imagination of Europeans. This led Auguste Beaumier30 (1823-1876) to hire Mardochée

as a correspondent for the Société de Géographie in Paris (Artonne 1955:232; Caillé

1950:93; Semach 1928:391-399; Oliel 1998; Haïdara 1999). 

Yet, the relationship between Mardochée and de Foucauld was also widely

discussed because of the role of the native southwestern Moroccan Jew in producing one

of the most celebrated and quoted colonial ethnographic works on the untamed Moroccan

interior. Although Mardochée was not credited for his effort in the exploration, at least

when the book was published, he was central to the whole project.31 By analyzing what

30 Beaumier served as the French Consul in Mogador. For a complete biography of Beaumier see J. Caillé
(1950) and A. Artonne (1955).
31 In the preface to the first edition of Charles de Foucauld’s Reconnaissance, Mardochée’s role was never
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led Mardochée Aby Serour, consciously or unconsciously, to become not only part of the

French colonial legacy but also a partner of a French traveler whose account would be

celebrated by the French colonial army setting up commemorative landmarks in some

North African places, I intend to underline the role of both men in laying the cornerstones

for a scientific legacy both challenged and hailed, a reference on Moroccan Jews both

celebrated and rejected. To understand the main characteristics of this pre-colonial

literature on southwestern Morocco (mainly its Jewry), it is important to trace the steps

by which Mardochée Aby Serour and Charles de Foucauld became “colonial actors”32 in

southwestern Morocco.

C. The Story of Mardochée Aby Serour, a Jew from Akka: From Trader to Colonial

Agent33 

Mardochée Aby Serour was born around 182634 in the region of Akka,

acknowledged. 
32 Local informants refer to them as ‘umalâ’/عمالء (agents).
33 Although Mardochée’s life story is as adventurous as de Foucauld’s, he is usually mentioned as a
footnote to the latter. Yom-Dov Semach (1869-1940), the director of the Alliance Israélite Universelle in
Tangiers and a delegate of this organization to the Moroccan government, wrote a biography of Mardochée
Aby Serour in 1928. Before this article, Auguste Beaumier published a number of translated articles written
by Mardochée in Judeo-Arabic for the journal of Société de Géographie de Paris about his experience as a
trader in Timbuktu. Oliel Jacob’s De Jerusalem à Tombouctou: L’odysée saharienne du rabbin Mardochée
Aby Serour 1826-1886 is by far the most detailed work on the life of this Moroccan Jew. Isamël Diadié
Haïdara (1999) has also written on the Jewish community of Timbuktu and the experience of Mardochée
Aby Serour in his major work entitled Les Juifs à Tombouctou recueil des sources écrites realtives au
commerce juif à Tombouctou au XIXe siècle.
34 With the exception of Oliel’s work, all the documents report that Mardochée’s birth was around 1830.
Oliel argued that according to Charles de Foucauld (1939) Mardochée left Morocco at the age of 14. “cette
indication est importante et nous permet de fixer avec exactitude l’année de naissance de Mardochée: en
effet, nous sommes au début de l’année 1840, et puisqu’il a fait sa bar-mitzva à 13 ans comme tous les
adolescents juifs, il n’est pas né, comme il a été écrit «vers 1830» mais, au plus tard, 1826…” (Oliel
1998:20).
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southwestern Morocco. When Mardochée was approached by Charles de Foucauld to join

his expedition, the Moroccan rabbi, a French protégé, was fifty-four years old and half

blind. Aside from his bad eyesight, he suffered from some sort of rheumatism.

Nevertheless, Mardochée was recommended by Oscar MacCarthy (the curator of the

national library in Algiers) because of his past experience not only as a traveler but also

as a renowned and successful sub-Saharan trader (Preminger 1961:59-64; Carrouges

1956:27-33; Premantle 1949:73-77). Mardochée, the fourth child of a jeweler by the

name of Ya‘îsh Aby Serour, was born in the region of Akka where there were three

Jewish mellahs in the qSûrs of Taourirt and Tagadirt.35 Ya‘îsh Aby Serour, according to

Mardochée himself, was from the Sahara (Oliel 1998). Before he settled in Akka, he

lived in El Mhamid El Ghozlan in the lower Dr‘a Valley. In his historical article on the

Daggatouns, a tribe of Jewish origin in the Sahara, Mardochée goes further in tracing his

genealogy to Tamantit and the Jews of Touat (Aby Serour 1880; Morais 1882:12-13).

Mardochée reported:

Dans notre famille nos ancêtres ont raconté à leurs fils, qui nous l’ont appris,
que Tementit était autrefois une des capitals de Judaïsme…. Entre Tementit et
El Hamméda se trouvent encore aujourdh’hui des descendants des Israélites
expulsés autrefois de Tementit, ont les appelle Tementilins. Eux et les
habitants d’El Hamméda ont conservé la tradition et ces événements. Mon
père et ses frères et leur père sont nés à El Hamméda et mon père nous

35 Oliel Jacob (1998) mentioned Agadir instead of Tagadirt. In a personal communication, Hmâd uhamâm
(a descendent of sîdî abdallah ou mbârak al-aqqâwî) claimed that Jews used to live in Agadir Ouzrou,
another qSar in Akka. They left for the neighboring qSûrs of Taourirt and Tagadirt after the flooding of
Oued Akka destroyed their quarters, situated at the lower part of Agadir Ouzrou. It seems to me that Oliel
Jacob refers to Tagadirt and Agadir Ouzrou. As for Errahala, the local memory refers to Errahala as the first
Jewish settlement in Akka. By the end of the nineteenth century, the Jews of Akka settled mainly in
Taourirt and Tagadirt before their ultimate exodus to Israel.
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racontait constamment ces événements” (1880:9-10).

Figure 2.1. Mardochée Aby Serour.

Source: Georges Gorrée, 1953.

The events Mardochée referred to were about the story of the expulsion of the

prosperous Jewish community of Touat in 1492 after the legal ruling of shaykh Mohamed

ben ibn ‘Abd al-Karim ibn Mohamed al-Maghili al-Tilimsani36 (Oliel 1994; Hunwick

36 According to Bovill (1935:28), “As a young man, El Maghili resided for some time in Tuat in the north
central-Sahara, where he quickly won for himself renown as a preacher. He is said to have been the apostle
of Islam to the Tuareg amongst whom his name is still held in honour. A massacre of the Jews of Tuat was
attributed to fervor of his preaching. But the austerity of the code which he endeavoured to impose on the
people proved intolerable to this Saharan community, who rose against him and drove him out. He fled
southward through Air to Hausa, preaching in Takedda, Katsina, and Kano, and adding greatly to his
reputation.”
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1985a, 1991; 2005; ‘Abd-Allah Batran 1973).

At the age of three, Mardochée was sent to the local rabbi to learn how to read

and write Hebrew and get an introduction to Talmudic texts. After a much-celebrated

local success in the Talmudic school, Mardochée demonstrated an unprecedented

intelligence and high level of learning skills that made him eligible for the Yeshiva in

Marrakesh, the regional capital of rabbinical learning. The community saw in his success

the birth of a local rabbi and a future leader. At the age of nine, he headed to the

rabbinical seminary in Marrakesh where he once again excelled and passed the bar-

mitzvah (Oliel 1998:19; Semach 1928). Like many rural Muslim students who attended

the famous religious madrassat al yûsûfiyya (Eickelman 1985:77-85), poor rural Jewish

students received endowments from the Talmudic rabbinical school of Marrakesh. Rural

students from outside Marrakesh were boarded and fed by funds designated for that

purpose during the nineteenth century (Bénech 1940; Gottreich 1999). The achievement

of the highest degree of “rebbi” was a personal, family, and community dream, after

which they were eligible to administer the local affairs of the synagogues, teach the local

children how to read and write Hebrew, and slaughter animals according to the sacred

religious rites (Bénech 1940).

However, Mardochée’s appetite for religious learning was not quenched by what

he learned from the local scholars in Marrakesh. His desire for learning took him to

Jerusalem, where a Moroccan community had maintained a link for centuries between the

North African communities and the Holy Land (Slousch 1905). Rabbis on mission to
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collect funds for the support of yeshivot visited the local Moroccan communities every

year. Mardochée’s social and economic background would have thwarted his learning

ambition if such local support did not exist. He left for his final destination of learning,

which took him through Mogador, Tangiers, Gibraltar, Salonica (Thessaloniki),

Constantinople (Istanbul), Izmir (Smyrna), Jaffa, and finally Jerusalem. In the Holy Land,

aged sixteen, he was introduced to the religious texts under the supervision of served

famous rabbis. At around twenty-two, he officially became a rabbi.

Figure 2.2. Charles de Foucauld.

Source: Preminger, 1961.
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Instead of going back to Akka, the new rabbi traveled northward to Aleppo,

where he taught at a rabbinical school for one year before nostalgia drove him to return,

following the caravan routes to Algeria passing through Jerusalem, Cairo, Tripolitania,

and Tunisia. On the way to French Algeria, he taught Talmudic sciences in Tunis,

Constantine, Algiers, and Oran. Between 1854-1857, while he taught Hebrew in a

Talmudic school in Algiers, he paid short visits to Ouargla, Touat, and In-Salah, the last

trading entrepôt in the Algerian desert before heading to Timbuktu. During those visits to

the Algerian interior, Mardochée noticed the success of Moroccan and Algerian

coreligionists in their trading enterprise. His visit to Touat rekindled memories of his

coreligionists’ expulsion in the 15th century (Oliel 1994; Hunwick 2005, 1985a, 1985b).

In Algeria, a French colony, he noticed how:

les israélites de ce pays ont vite conscience du progrès; ils sont libres, ils
travaillent, ils s’instruisent, plusieurs entrent dans l’armée et se distinguent
dans les combats. Mardochée admire ces frères qui s’élèvent et il éprouve pour
la France un grand amour; il ne veut plus se dire marocain, mais algérien; il
obtient un passeport français et c’est comme protégé français qu’il rentre dans
sa patrie (Italics are mine)” (Semach 1928:388-389).

It is believed that the relatively improved situation of the Algerian Jews under

French colonial authorities had instilled in Mardochée a love for France, which he saw as

liberating. This love and appreciation for France would influence his later decision to

work for Auguste Beaumier and also Charles de Foucauld. In his report to Beaumier on

trade and Saharan routes leading to Timbuktu, Mardochée wrote that his report is: “un

résumé destiné à la société de Géographie de France, que Dieu fortifie son gouvernement

et élève sa parole! Amin!…. Voici, monsieur le consul, les renseignements écrits que
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vous m’avez demandés pour les communiquer à votre gouvernement magnifiques et

élevé jusqu’au ciel” (1870:349). Mardochée believed that France’s entrance into

Morocco would bring freedom to his family and coreligionists.

In 1858, after almost twenty years away from his hometown, Mardochée, thirty-

two years old, went back to Akka where his family needed his support. Yet, Mardochée’s

experience was too great for him to settle down in a small rural community and teach

children how to read and write Hebrew. He contacted Salomon Ohayon, a Jewish trader

from Essaouira, and the two became associates in business (Beaumier 1870; Semach

1928; Oliel 1998). By then, Akka was one of the caravan entrepôts linking the Sudan

with Marrakesh, although it started to lose its importance to the rising market of Tindouf

(Oliel 1998). As Mardochée reaped the benefits of his regional trading, his ambition grew

and he thought about taking his own caravans to Timbuktu.37 No Jew had ever ventured

to do so after the Touat incident, according to Mardochée (Beaumier 1870:356). In

Autumn 1858, accompanied by his little brother, Isaac, Mardochée joined the regular

large annual caravan heading to Timbuktu38 passing through Igdy,39 where the British

doctor John Davidson was killed in 1837 by Arab bandits. At Arouane, Mardochée and

his brother were held in captivity by the head of the city, Sidi Ahmed Ould El Abied

Ould Mohamed Ould El Rahal. This was the same shaykh who killed the French traveler

37 Caillié also reported that Jews ‘lend their money upon usury to the merchants trading in the Soudan,
whither they never go themselves’ (1968:189).
38 Oskar Lenz followed the same road to Timbuktu in 1880.
39 A village not far from Akka.
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Major Gordon Laing in 1826 because he entered his sheikdom without the shaykh’s

authorization (Caillié 1968:79-84; Beaumier 1870:385). With his high communicative

skills, Mardochée, unlike Laing, managed to convince the shaykh that if he spared their

lives he would not only reap the benefit of his prosperous future commerce, but also of

converting two Jews to Islam.40 In his own voice, translated by Auguste Beaumier,

Mardochée described this experience:

Je déployai avec [Sid Ahmed Abyda Ould-el-Rahal] toute mon adresse et mes
ruses nous sauvèrent. “Nous nous ferons musulmans en tes mains, lui dis-je,
nous serons tes enfants et te donnerons tout ce que nous possédons.” Il
consentit alors à nous laisser vivre pour nous présenter aux Tholbas, à
Araouan, mais lorsque nous fûmes devant eux, j’invoquai leur propre cherâa
(loi religieuse) en leur déclarant que je n’avais agi que par finesse, que nous
étions Juifs et prêts, comme c’était l’usage, à payer tribut aux musulmans
(1870:355).

In 1859, Mardochée was authorized by the shaykh of Arouane to leave for

Timbuktu. However, obstacles were not over. If René Caillié (alias ‘abd Allâh) and

Heinrich Barth (alias ‘abd al-Karîm) entered Timbuktu, respectively in 1828 and 1850, it

was because they disguised themselves as Muslims, dressed in Muslim costumes and

prayed in Arabic. Mardochée stayed away from such strategy although he knew that Jews

were not welcomed in the city. Instead, when he arrived in Timbuktu, he sought the help

of Arab Muslim traders in ‘the mysterious city.’ He narrated:

Je me suis rendu directement chez un marocain nommé Thaleb Mohammed
ben Talmdoy, commerçant très riche. J’espérais qu’étant de Maroc
(Marrakesh) même, il me prêterait assistance et protection; mais, au contraire,

40 In order to escape death, Mardochée claimed that they would convert to Islam if their life was spared by
the shaykh.
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c’est celui qui m’a été le plus hostile et qui a déployé le plus d’activité pour
me faire tuer par les Foulan ou me forcer à renier ma religion (Beaumier
1870:356).

Once again Mardochée relied on his knowledge of the Islamic sharî’a to protect

himself and settle in Timbuktu. Against his Moroccan enemies, he made his case in front

of the rulers of Timbuktu making use of his knowledge of the Qur’an and the Prophet’s

tradition (Beaumier 1870:357-359). He was allowed to settle in the city and pay the jizya

as the Islamic law prescribed. In 1860, Isaac joined his brother in Timbuktu and they

became competitors of the already established Muslims merchants from Morocco.

In 1863, Mardochée returned to Akka and traveled to Mogador, where he bought

twenty-two loads of merchandise.41 His two brothers, ‘ssou and Abraham Aby Serour,

and the two sons of his brother, Ysou (Aaroun and David), joined the newly established

Jewish community of Timbuktu with the regular caravan. Mardochée headed back to

Sudan with Moussa Mazaltarim, taking a different and shorter route. Concerned by the

newly established Jewish competition, the Moroccan merchants tried to talk the local

leaders into assigning this Jewish community to a special quarter of the city: a ghetto.

Mardochée, aware of the risk such seclusion would bring in times of hardships, managed

to disperse his family and coreligionists in different rented houses in the city. In 1864,

Mardochée went back to Akka and for the first time to Italy, where he bought articles

highly sought in Sudan. On the way back, he was accompanied by another group of five

41 For more information on the big caravans and the relationship between Mogador and the surrounding
communities in the lower Sous area as well as with the Sudan, see Schroeter (1988).
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Jews from Akka, among whom was Isaac ben Mouchi, who later renounced Judaism and

converted to Islam. Mardochée, until then successful in his business, then suffered some

huge losses because of the insecurity of the caravan routes: one caravan transporting

merchandise was pillaged and another one heading to Essaouira with tibr (gold powder),

ostrich feathers, and ivory suffered the same fate. In the eyes of the religious community

of Akka, Mardochée’s misfortune was God’s retribution for this unorthodox rabbi, aged

39 years and not yet married. Harried by his old father and the rabbis of the Jewish

community, Mardochée married his cousin, Semha Mazaltarim,42 in Mogador in the

summer of 1869. Bad luck followed the rabbi trader afterwards: his brother Isaac died

(1867), Abraham suffered the same fate (1870), his property was confiscated, and on his

final return from Timbuktu he was attacked and robbed of his last fortune (Bazin

1921:32-33; Oliel 1998).

After his business was ruined by the successive pillages of the Rguibat, Tajakant,

and other Saharan tribes43 along the dangerous western trading route, Mardochée left

Akka with his wife to settle in Mogador. On his return from Timbuktu, his father had

already died and his brothers refused to share their inheritance with him. This was

probably in Mardochée’s favor. Could he settle forever in Akka after all this worldwide

experience? His life would be tied to the French colonial authorities after 1870, making

him one of the most controversial Jewish figures in pre-colonial Moroccan history: he

42 Semha was the sister of Moussa Mazaltarim, who settled in Timbuktu in 1863 with his son David and
who died of cholera in 1868.
43 There is an inconsistency about the Arab or Berber identity of the tribes.
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became a collaborator of Auguste Beaumier, the French Consul in Essaouira, and later a

guide for Charles de Foucauld, a French traveler/‘spy.’

In Mogador, Mardochée was reunited with Auguste Beaumier, with whom he

spent some weeks in August 1869. Beaumier was an Arabist and one of France’s ardent

believers in intelligence gathering during the nineteenth century century.44 In 1866, he

heard about a newly established Moroccan Jewish community from Akka in Timbuktu

and since then he had become fascinated with their story, to the extent that he contacted

Salomon Ohayon, Mardochée’s associate. In 1870, despite the crushing defeat of France

by Prussia, Mardochée made the news in France. The Bulletin de la Société de

Géographie published Mardochée’s trading account in Timbuktu, translated by Auguste

Beaumier from Judeo-Arabic into French under the title: Premier établissement des

Israélites à Tombouctou.45 Beaumier started another campaign in favor of Mardochée,

urging the director of the Société Géographique in Paris and the Alliance Israélite

Universelle to put him on the board of their scientific mission in southern Morocco.

Mardochée was about to be ‘hired’ to serve France with his knowledge of the Moroccan

desert and experience in the mysterious city of Timbuktu. “Nous sommes prêts,” he

wrote to Beaumier, “moi et mes quatre frères à exécuter toutes nos volontés et à nous

soumettre à l’Empereur des Français pour toutes les choses de ce monde” (Beaumier

44 During the second half of the nineteenth century there was a European fad for traveling to Morocco and
interest in the scientific exploration of the land. For more scientific information about the reasons for this
interest in Morocco, see Parsons (1976).
45 The same article was translated in German. Reisen des Rabbi Mordokhaï Abi-Serur nach Timbuktu.
Pettermanns Mitteilungen XVI:335-337, 1870.
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1870:363) Between 1870 and 1874, Beaumier sent letters to Henri Duveyrier46 and the

Alliance Israélite Universille headquarters, asking both organizations to take advantage

of his knowledge and leadership skills. For example, on December 11, 1873, Beaumier

addressed the Alliance about Mardochée:

C’est pitié vraiment de voir un pareil sujet, une nature aussi rare, s’user
inutilement faute de moyens et de quelques notions pratiques qui donneraient
tant de prix à ses recherches dans l’intérieur de l’Afrique. En attendant, je
l’avais chargé d’une course dans le Sous indépendant jusqu’à l’Oued Noun, et
au bout de deux mois, il m’est revenu pour passer les fêtes de septembre avec
sa femme et ses enfants et il ne m’a rapporté que des résultats fort médiocres
(quoted in Semach 1928:393).

Although Mardochée’s communicative and exploring character impressed

Beaumier, he lacked scientific training and knowledge. This became an issue of

contention between Beaumier and other members of the Société de Géographie in Paris.

In a letter to the French Secretary General, Beaumier commented about Mardochée:

Décidément, Mardochée est bien ce que je vous ai dit, un correspondant actif et
dévoué, un hôte sûr et un excellent guide pour le Sahara et le Soudan, mais il
n’est point, et il ne sera jamais, je le crois, un voyageur capable de rapporter
des itinéraires ou des observations exactes comme il en faut à la Géographie et
à la science en général. Ainsi, il m’a apporté une assez longue liste de noms et
de renseignements sur son chemin d'Akka à Mogador; mais lorsqu’il s’est agi
de les fixer approximativement sur le papier, il s’est trouvé tellement dérouté
que j'ai dû moi-même renoncer pour le moment à y comprendre quelque chose
(Beaumier 1871:131).

Beaumier had primarily stressed his character rather than his scientific background.47 Yet,

46 See Heffernan (1989).
47 In 1870, Beaumier communicated to Duveyrier that Mardochée is “un gaillard solide, très dévoué à ses
amis, mais peu commode pour ses adversaries et qui m’a paru être doué par-dessus tout d’un intrépide
mépris pour la vie.” In a similar tone, he wrote to the Alliance on the November 4, 1871, “Comme toutes
les natures d’élite, il est fort modeste… (c’est) une illustration du peuple israélite au Maroc. Il doit être, en
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Beaumier’s desire for intelligence gathering48 was the motivation in his incessant

lobbying for Mardochée. He ardently believed in bettering the situation of the Jews of

Morocco, but he also tried to use them to serve his French colonial aspirations.

Mardochée represented the perfect agent for the French enterprise in the Sous region. In

May 1873, during his inspection of Mogador, Samuel Hirsch, the director of the Alliance

Israélite School in Tangiers, described Mardochée as:

Un homme énergique et intelligent qui se croit destiné, à tort ou à raison, à de
grandes choses. Chose rare dans ce pays, il semble faire très peu de cas de sa
vie et, chose plus rare encore, il paraît très désintéressé. Il veut renouveler ses
voyages et aller bien au delà de Tombouctou, non pour ganger de l’or qui, dit-
il, n’a aucune valeur à ses yeux, mais pour laisser un nom à la postérité […].
Je dois ajouter qu’il est très entêté. Mais, avant de pénétrer de nouveau dans
l’intérieur de l’Afrique, il désirerait acquérir les connaissances nécessaires
pour entreprendre ces voyages avec fruit et il m’a prié et supplié d’intercéder
en sa faveur (quoted in Semach 1928:393-394).

Mardochée, aware that his exploring nature and strong personality were not

enough for the French scientific society to become interested in his knowledge of the

region, tried to upgrade his inadequate scientific skills. He started educating himself

about the elementary notions of geography, geology, and other natural sciences. He was

introduced to the thermometer and the barometer and utilized them in one of his

excursions to gather some vegetation, insects, and rock samples.

ce moment, au Sahara” (Semach 1928).
48 In May 1872, Edouard Gosselin, a chancellor in the Consulate of Mogador, presented himself as an
intelligent and energetic young Frenchman who aspired to travel to Timbuktu. Beaumier was attracted by
the idea and he allowed Gosselin to go back to Paris to prepare for his journey into the Sudan. However,
Gosselin arrived after five months instead of six weeks. Beaumier did not appreciate his behavior,
especially after noticing some irregularities in his character. This new project failed and Gosselin returned
to France.
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On April 20, 1874, Beaumier finally succeeded in convincing the Société de

Géographie and the Alliance Israélite Universelle to send Mardochée to Paris to learn

some rudimentary skills of data collection. Beaumier asked the Alliance to be indulgent

with regard to his Jewish protégé’s “certaines sauvageries de tenue, de langue ou d’idée.”

Mardochée finally embarked to Paris to learn how to “recueillir les plantes, les animaux,

les inscriptions à décrire convenablement et même à dessiner sa route en l’orientant.”

Mardochée started his education under the supervision of Duveyrier, the French Saharan

explorer, who introduced him to the use of the compass, barometer, and thermometer. He

also familiarized him with the basics of photography. Mardochée showed slow progress

according to the French scientists; and on June 22, 1874, Maunoir, the secretary general

of the Société Géographique, wrote to the Alliance Israélite that the “prolongation de son

séjour (à Paris) serait inutile, partant fâcheuse, la Société de Géographie attache un grand

prix à ce que Mardochée travaille au Maroc pacifiquement dans l’intérêt de la France”

(Semach 1928:394; Oliel 1998:103-113) In another letter sent on July 1874, Maunoir

suggested that Mardochée could be used to collect manuscripts about the ancient history

of Morocco. He went even to the extent of suggesting using him to collect data on

monetary issues (Semach 1928).

On his return to Morocco, Mardochée instantly conducted scientific missions for

Cosson in Sous to collect plants and insects (Oliel 1998:115). Duveyrier published the

results of Mardochée’s mission to Djebel Tabayoudt in the Bulletin de la Société de
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Géographie in 1875.49 In 1876, another article was published on Mardochée’s tour in

Sous and his discovery of some ancient carvings.50 However, Auguste Beaumier,

Mardochée’s long-time supporter, died in 1876 in Bordeaux and Mardochée entered

another phase in the service of the French colonial authorities in Morocco.

France was trying to launch a ‘miraculous’ railway in the desert linking Algeria

with the Sudan via Touat. Algeria and Senegal were already under French control but the

Sahara and the Sudan were still ‘untamed’ lands. Mardochée received a letter from the

Société de Geographie de Paris to conduct an exploration mission for the “Commission

Supérieure du Chemin du fer transsaharien.” Colonel Pierre Flatters was an important

member of the committee (Grévoz 1989). France believed that this project would not

only help its “civilizing” mission in Africa but also bring massive economic profits. After

his mission, Mardochée was called to Paris where he presented his findings to Pierre

Flatters (Oliel 1998).

In Paris, Henri Duveyrier introduced Mardochée to the Austrian traveler Oscar

Lenz. In 1879, the German African Society assigned Lenz the task of exploring the

Moroccan Atlas Mountains. Duveyrier encouraged Lenz to take an expedition across the

Western Sahara to Timbuktu and introduced him to Mardochée. From Morocco to

Timbuktu, dressed as a Muslim Turk and disguised as a doctor accompanied by another

49 Henri Duveyrier. De Mogador au Djebel Tabayoudt. Bulletin de la Société de Géographie X(juillet-
décembre):561 1875.
50 Henri Duveyrier. Sculptures antiques de la province marocaine du Sous, découvertes par le rabbin
Mardochée. Bulletin de la Société de Géographie XII(juillet-décembre), 1876.
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Maghrebi Muslim, Lenz managed to visit Timbuktu. In his narrative of Timbuktu, he

wrote the following lines about Mardochée. “J’avais fait à Paris,” Lenz narrated, “chez

M. Duveyrier, la connaissance d’un Juif célèbre, Mardochaï Aby Serour, qui a résidé

longtemps à Timbouctou et à Araouane. L’entretien que j’eus avec cet homme a

certainement contribué à me faire à l’idée de traverser le Sahara” (Lenz 1886 vol.1:99).

Mardochée also provided the Austrian traveler with a letter of recommendation for his

brother, Nessim Aby Serour (Lenz 1886 vol.2:410). After his return from Paris,

Mardochée went back to Oran and then Algiers where MacCarthy, the president of the

Société de Géographie of Algiers, who would later introduce him to Charles de Foucauld

in 1883, recommended him for a position as a Hebrew teacher’s position.

The colonial authorities had a new project for Mardochée: ‘ethnographer’ of

Saharan Jewry. Nevertheless, the Alliance never felt that Mardochée had enough

scientific credentials to be worthy of hiring. The Alliance asked Mardochée to send a

report on his discovery of a Jewish community in the Sahara by the name of the

Daggatoun (Aby Serour 1880; Morais 1882). This project, however, was assigned to the

then-poor rabbi to justify a sum of money (300 francs) that the Alliance decided to grant

him after a letter from the Grand Rabbi Oran and the recommendation of Léon Philippe,

Flatters, and Godin de Lepinay. Isidore Loeb, secretary of the Alliance Israélite

Universelle, prefaced Mardochée’s report, writing that:

En lisant la relation de Mardochée, il faut se rappeler qu’elle est faite par un
homme qui n’a reçu d’autre éducation scientifique que celle des pauvres écoles
juives de l’intérieur du Maroc. On lui pardonnera donc volontiers les erreurs
historiques qu’il a pu commettre et la naïveté de ses notions ethnologiques.
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(Aby Serour 1880:4)

Before Mardochée was asked by the Alliance to write his report in Hebrew about

the Daggatoun, Léon Philippe wrote to the Alliance about the benefits of utilizing this

native Jew to gather information on the Jewish communities of the Sahara. He informed

the Alliance director that Mardochée “assure connaître les langues foulane et bambara et

il semble qu’on pourrait tirer parti de lui pour faire la statistique des anciennes

populations israélites qu’il dit exister en Afrique centrale.”51 (1998:140-141). Loeb’s

commentary on Mardochée’s text was far from being supportive and being itself a

translation might have missed some key points that Mardochée was not able to highlight.

Mardochée’s involvement with the Société de Géographie and the Alliance ended after

this report was published in 1880. Mardochée disappeared from the French scientific

community until he emerged for the second and final time in 1883 to accompany Charles

de Foucauld in his mission to the unexplored areas of southern Morocco.

D. Mardochée and Charles de Foucauld: The ‘Military’ Reconnaissance of the

South?

Viscount Charles de Foucauld was born into a well-known aristocratic family in

Strasbourg in 1858. His family had produced a number of French soldiers, diplomats, and

priests. Bertrand de Foucauld had fought with Saint Louis and died in Africa; great-

grandfather Louis de Morlet was promoted by Napoleon on the battlefield of Austerlitz;

51 Léon Philippe, Lettre of 26 November 1879 to the Alliance Israélite Universelle (quoted in Oliel Jacob
(1998:141).
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grandfather Gabriel de Morlet was commander of the Legion of Honor during the war

with Prussia (Merad 1999:2; Preminger 1961:51-52). Faithful to this family tradition,

Charles de Foucauld received a military training at the academies of Saint Cyr and

Saumur. As a cavalry officer, de Foucauld enjoyed gambling parties and lived a life of

debauchery, which led to strained relations with his military commanders. Although

Charles de Foucauld had a rocky relationship with the French military institution, it

seemed that he, and his family, maintained unwavering support for the army and its

goals, even after he became a priest in 1901 and joined a mission in the Algerian

Sahara.52 De Foucauld, a hermit, settled in Algeria in Beni-Abbès and later was

persuaded by his military friend, Commander Laperrine, commandant supérieur des

Oasis and créateur des Companies Sahariennes, to take him along to Adrar, the capital of

Touat. With a background on Tamachek (aTouareg dialect), de Foucauld was involved in

another type of reconnaissance. After Lieutenant Cottenest defeated the Touareg at Tit on

December 7, 1902, Laperrine designed his famous military campaign in the Algerian

desert. It involved relying on missionaries as well as soldiers to win the hearts of the

Touareg. De Foucauld summarized his support for the concept in his own words:

Ces tribus ont été effectivement soumises par les armes, mais il me reste […],
à les apprivoiser, à faire tomber leur défiance, à faire disparaître leurs préjugés
contre nous, à nous faire connaître, estimer, aimer d’eux, leur prouver que nous
les aimons, établir la fraternité entre eux et nous, leur répéter que nous sommes
tous frères de Dieu et que nous espérons tous être un jour dans le même ciel
(Chaffal 1959:90).     

52 Although we do not have historical proofs to validate this claim and the relationship between the
military and de Foucauld since his journey in southern Morocco, it is certainly logical to say that there were
contacts between the army and Charles de Foucauld especially in the Algerian desert. 
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Figure 2.3. Detailed Map of Charles de Foucauld’s and Mardochée Aby Serour’s
Exploration of Southwestern Morocco.

Source: Adapted from Bürkert-Engel 2000.

The relationship with the army (which he maintained even after he became a

hermit) triggered many questions about the nature of his narrative, Reconnaissance au

Maroc 1883-1884. Many colonial critics perceive de Foucauld’s reconnaissance as a

military project (Nordman 1996:146-149). Otherwise, why did de Foucauld choose a title
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with a military connotation? “Reconnaissance” is the military term for the active

gathering of information about one’s enemy, topographical features, climate conditions,

and the social conditions of the population by physical observation. According to R. P.

Coudray, de Foucauld’s information facilitated the military mission of France. His goal

was to “mettre ces homes chargés d’une lourde responsabilité en mesure de mieux

accomplir leur tâche de pacificateurs et d’administrateurs, en leur signalant les erreurs à

ne pas commettre, les injustices à réparer” (Chaffal 1959:92).

Preminger (1961) noted that de Foucauld’s reconnoiter was ‘more lyrical that

martial.’ He posited that de Foucauld was influenced by the Arab culture during his

service as a lieutenant in the Fourth African Hussars. The Arabs and their religion had

definitely made an impression on him during the seven months, campaign to capture Bou

Amama53 in the Algerian interior in the spring of 1881. Yet, his project had more to it

than the desert’s magical spell, as many French biographers claimed (Premantle 1949;

Six 1965; Lepetit 1983; Castillon du Perron 1982; Nordman 1996). The Algerian

Bedouins and their ways of life captured his imagination. With the help of Lieutenant

Calassanti-Motylinski, language officer, interpreter, and Arab expert, de Foucauld

improved his study of Arabic and began learning Berber. His newly found love for the

53 While the French army was heavily involved in the conquest of the Tunisian cities of Gabes, Kairouan,
and Sousse, a local revolt in the south of Oran erupted in 1880. This uprising was led by the marabout
Mohammed ben El Arbi ben Bou Hafs, also called Bou Amama. Lieutenant de Castries, a cousin of de
Foucauld and a French officer in the Bureau des Affaires Indigènes, was instructed to capture Bou Amama,
who sought refuge at Moghar (at the Moroccan border). Albert Grévy, Governor-General of Algeria,
ordered the army not to follow him to the Moroccan interior for fear that might open another military front
for France in North Africa.
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Arab culture and land (which replaced his passion for Marie Cardinalle, parties, and

drinking) was on the verge of ending because of the prospect of return to garrison life. He

started studying carefully the military maps of North Africa with the hope of going on a

secret expedition to explore Morocco. Laperrine was assigned to an expedition through

Algeria to the Niger. De Foucauld applied to join the expedition but was refused. He quit

the army and decided to go on his own exploration to the Moroccan interior. De

Foucauld’s relationship with the army was never been completely severed, though.

Before his departure to Morocco, de Foucauld was in close contact with the

military. In Mogador, he introduced himself as a former officer of the French army, and

on the way back to Algeria he “made for the divisional headquarters of the French Army

to reestablish himself as ex-cavalry officer and shed his masquerade as Rabbi Josef

Aleman” (Preminger 1961:77). All these actions put a question mark on the relationship

between the traveler/scientist/spy and the French military. De Foucauld’s narrative had

definitely benefited the French military. Lyautey himself used the Reconnaissance as a

‘travel guide’ when he landed in Morocco in 1912 (Fremantle 1949:94-95). Michel

Carrouges claimed that there was a theory that viewed de Foucauld as an agent of the

Deuxième Bureau (intelligence Agency) (1961:79). Before he left the army in Algeria, de

Foucauld himself contacted the division commander about undertaking an expedition to

fill out the largely blank military maps of Morocco. His request for official funding was

refused, however. Although, he became a hermit and led a solitary life in Tamanrasset, de

Foucauld was still regarded as a spy in another disguise (Merad 1999; Chaffal 1959).
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Was de Foucauld a key participant in the French colonial enterprise in Morocco

and one of its explorers?54 He definitely believed in France’s civilizing mission. After his

return from Morocco, he believed that the “civilizing mission was bound up with

conversion. The method, according to Charles de Foucauld, was ‘to educate and civilize

first, and then to convert later’” (Merad 1999:81). Although Merad warned against

interpreting the actions of de Foucauld from a post-independence perspective, he believed

that the moral and intellectual climate of the nineteenth century and its main ideas about

Muslims influenced his actions. “Charles de Foucauld,” Merad thought, “was shaped by

his education, his military training and the ethos of colonialism” (1999:79).

As a traveler in the Moroccan interior, de Foucauld discussed how the locals were

waiting for France to save them from the state of anarchy that reigned in the kingdom of

Moulay El Hassan. De Foucauld painted a dark Moroccan reality compared to French

Algeria. He reported (as he heard from the Moroccan themselves) these drastic economic

and social conditions:

Aussi combien ai-je vu de Marocains, revenant d’Algérie, envier le sort de
leurs voisins: il est si doux de vivre en paix! qu’on ait peu ou qu’on ait
beaucoup, il est si doux d’en jouir sans inquiétude! Les routes sûres, les
chemins de fer, le commerce facile, le respect de la propriété, paix et justice
pour tous, voilà ce qu’ils ont vu par delà la frontière. Que leurs pays, si
misérable quoique si riche, serait heureux dans ces conditions! (1934:41).

Through him, the Moroccans were sending an invitation for France to change their

54 The rhetorical question is meant as a response to the claims of my respondents. De Foucauld was
definitely a forerunner to colonialism; therefore, he is part of colonial history. Respondents, however, saw
him as an agent of this colonialism, attributing the beginning of French conquest to the information he
provided to the army.
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political and economic situation. The sultan is greedy (tema‘ bezzaf), de Foucauld

reported as he heard it (once again) from the locals, who were living in “tristesse et un

découragement profonds: on hait et on craint les qaïds” (1934:41). This information

coupled with the geographical description of the land and the number of arms possessed

by each tribe served as data for Lyautey to conquer Morocco in 1912 (Fremantle 94-95).

Reconnaissance au Maroc was to some extent a general handbook for the French

administrators and soldiers in Morocco during the nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries. Although de Foucauld entered the land clandestinely (which would make him a

spy in the eyes of many local respondents), his narrative cannot just be seen as a colonial

enterprise. He recorded a massive amount of information of personal interest about the

Moroccan interior, making his study a significant addition to the historical database of

nineteenth century Morocco.

The Jews of Morocco played a role in his information gathering. In “Les Israélites

au Maroc,”55 de Foucauld described the Jews of Blad El Siba as living under servitude;

the Jew belongs “corps et biens à son seigneur, son sid” (1934:398). This reality led

many Moroccan Jews to become French protégés. France, through the example of

Algeria, demonstrated an interest in improving the human and legal condition of the

Jews. This shortened the gap between Moroccan Jews and France as opposed to the

Muslim Moroccan population. De Foucauld commented on this relationship:

55 One of the appendices of Reconnaissance au Maroc, it gives a general picture of the reality of the Jews
of Blad El Siba and Blad El Makhzan and statistics on the different Jewish communities and their mellahs.
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En général, les Juifs marocains, tous commerçants, appelés fréquemment par
leurs affaires soit dans les ports où ils trouvent nos consuls, soit en Algérie,
ont avantage à être en bonnes relations avec les Chrétiens, surtout avec les
Français (1934:xv).

Nevertheless, de Foucauld claimed that not all Muslims were against the future conquest

of France. His closest Moroccan friends (Sidi Edris and Bou Rhim) had also shown their

enthusiasm for France. Hadj Driss, a son of the sheikh of the zawiyya of Boujaad,

communicated to de Foucauld his desire of serving France as a local qa’id once it

conquered Morocco. For de Foucauld, the belief in France’s imminent entry into

Morocco was the main reason for the hospitality he received in Boujaad. He reported in

his (1939) edition of the Reconnaissance:56

Les marabouts me reçurent bien parce qu’ils me prirent pour un espion. Dans
la plus grande partie du Maroc, on pense qu’avant peu la France s’emparera de
l’empire de Moulei el Hasan, on se prépare à cet événement, et les grands
cherchent dès à présent à s’assurer notre faveur. Les caresses dont me combla
la famille de Sidi ben Daoud, la lettre dont on me chargea, sont une preuve de
l’état des esprits chez les plus hauts personnages du Maroc (quoted in Bazin
1921:65).

The looming French conquest was not feared or objected to by the local population and

lords. Instead, these groups, subjugated by the unpopular sultan, waited for France to

improve their economic conditions just as it did in neighboring Algeria.

56 De Foucauld did not put this information in the first edition because he feared for the safety of his
friends (1934:128).
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E. De Foucauld’s Reconnaissance: An isnâd57 SaHîH58 or dha‘îf 59of Moroccan Jews?

Until the first quarter of the twentieth century, travel writings remained what they

had always been:reports by European travelers who “imperfectly” struggled to recount

their meetings with Middle Eastern and African societies for their local governments

(Pratt 1992). Laroui would argue that the European traveler’ writings framed the southern

Moroccan Jewry’s history with a paradigm that emerged from the French colonial vulgate

and ‘rendered invisible, if not silenced’ other perspectives of the relationships between

Anti-Atlas Jews, Arabs, and Berbers. For instance, most of the discussions about Jewish-

Muslim relations have always constructed or described the mellah (both as community

and physical space) as separate from the Muslim neighborhoods. In Akka, there are many

Jewish neighborhoods in Agadir Ouzrou, Errahala and Taourirt where the spatial

demarcation is hard to locate. This indicates that the distinction between the two groups

within the pre-Saharan oases was not clear-cut. One of the key travel narratives that

historians have heavily relied upon is de Foucauld’s Reconnaissance au Maroc,

1883-1884 (1888). Reconnaissance continues to be widely quoted by historians of

southwestern Morocco without raising some necessary questions regarding the author’s

57 In her article “The Islamic city—historic myth, Islamic essence, and contemporary relevance,” Janet
Abu Lughod explored how colonial writing on the Islamic city has marked postcolonial research. In some
ways, Abu Lughod wrote, historiography takes the same form as the traditions of the Prophet. The
authenticity of any proposition is judged by the isnâd or “chain” by which it descends from the past.
Certain chains are deemed more trustworthy than others. One makes reference to an earlier authority in
order to substantiate a statement’s authenticity or truth. The truth, therefore, is only as good as the isnâd
(chain) of its “construction.” 
58 Trustworthy.
59 Untrustworthy.
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political and ideological background (Flamand 1959).

A close look at the narrative of de Foucauld demonstrates that he had very little

respect for his guide and the Jews of Morocco in general. In his acknowledgment, he

discussed the sympathy and friendships he developed during his journey into the

Moroccan interior. It was very telling to notice the absence of the word ‘Jew’ and even

the name of his guide from the list of people he thanked. In his quasi-military report,

which aimed at a complete ‘reconnaissance’ of southern Morocco, Charles de Foucauld

chose not to ‘reconnaître’60 his guide and the assistance provided by his co-religionists.

In October 1887, while writing his much-awaited narrative in Paris, he talked about the

lingering positive memories of the people who helped, protected, and encouraged him in

his voyage. They were the memories, he acknowledged:

Des hommes en qui j’ai trouvé bienveillance, amitié, sympathie, de ceux qui
m’ont encouragé, protégé, aidé, dans la préparation de mon voyage, dans son
accomplissement, dans les occupations qui l’ont suivi. Les uns sont Français,
les autres Marocains; il en est chrétiens, il en est musulmans (Italics mine).
Qu’ils me permettent de les unir en un seul groupe pour les remercier tous
ensemble et les assurer d’une gratitude trop vive pour que je puisse l’exprimer
comme je le sens (1934:v).

De Foucauld might have been excused for not mentioning his Jewish guide if he did not

add the following sentences: “il en est chrétiens, il en est musulmans.” Why did he

eliminate from the acknowledgements the names of Jews such as Mardochée Aby Serour,

Jacob Danan (mellah of Tétouan), Samuel Ben Simhoun (Fez), Bou Douma (Taza),

60 In French the verb reconnaître can also mean “be grateful for, acknowledge, thank.” It is ironic to see
how in an unofficial military reconnaissance to gather information, de Foucauld did not give the Jewish
community and his guide their credit for their help in his ‘military’ reconnoiter. 
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David Aoulil (Sefrou), Mousi Aloun (Bejaad), Mousi Ammer (Tikirt), Abraham Ben

Oukhkha (Taznakht), and Nessim Aby Serour (Tintazart, Tata)?

Throughout his journey, de Foucauld was a guest of the Jews of the southern

mellah. He stayed with families and spent nights in their synagogues. He ate their food

and was introduced to Morocco through them. He even dressed like them. Foucauld

writes, “Il me semble que [le costume israélite], en m’abaissant, me ferait passer plus

inaperçu, me donnerait plus de liberté (Italics are mine)” (de Foucauld 1934:xiv). In a

sense he was their protégé. De Foucauld knew that he could be a target at any time during

his journey in the Moroccan interior. He understood Moroccans’ extreme intolerance

towards Christians (naSârâ):

Les cinq sixièmes du Maroc sont [...] entièrement fermés aux Chrétiens; ils ne
peuvent y entrer que par la ruse et au péril de leur vie. Cette intolérance
extrême n’est pas causée par le fanatisme religieux; elle a sa source dans un
autre sentiment commun à tous les indigènes, pour eux, un Européen
voyageant dans leur pays ne peut être qu’un émissaire envoyé pour le
reconnaître; il vient étudier le terrain en vue d’une invasion, c’est un espion
(Italics are mine). On le tue comme tel, non comme infidèle (1934:xv-xvi).

In Algiers, de Foucauld became aware of the perils Europeans travelers

encountered in the Moroccan interior. At the height of European explorations during the

nineteenth century, Morocco was still inaccessible. Algeria, Senegal, and Tunisia were

already under French control and European powers had their eyes set on “the Sick Man

of the West” (Parsons 1976). With these colonial designs in mind, the interior tribes

believed that Europeans entered their territories to gather information about them.

Europeans managed to explore parts of southern Morocco as well as arrive in Timbuktu,
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although some mettheir death at the hands of ‘fanatic’ tribal lords.

Réné Caillié (1799-1838) was one of the few French travelers who explored some

of the areas visited by de Foucauld. In his journey through the Anti-Atlas and Tafilalt in

1828, Caillié described the Jewish communities he encountered, giving a general picture

of the Jews of southern Morocco: 

Throughout the districts of el-Drah and Tafilet are found Jews, who inhabit the
same villages with the Musulmans; they are in a pitiable condition, wandering
about almost naked, and continuously insulted by the Moors; these fanatics
even beat them shamefully, and throw stones at them as at dogs: the smallest
children may abuse them with impunity, since they dare not revenge
themselves, and cannot expect protection from authority…. The Jews of Tafilet
are excessively dirty, and always go barefoot, perhaps to avoid the
inconvenience of frequently taking off their sandals, which they are compelled
to do in passing before a mosque or the door of a sheriff…. Some are pedlars,
others artizans; they manufacture shoes and mats from palm-leaves; some of
them also are black-smiths. They lend their money upon usury to the
merchants trading in the Soudan, whither they never go themselves. Their only
visible fortune consists of their houses, but they often take lands as a guarantee
for the money which they lend. Money is always plentiful with the Jews: yet
they affect the utmost poverty; because the Moors, who ascribe to them greater
riches than they really possess, often persecute them for the purpose of
extorting their gold: besides which, they not only pay tribute to the emperor
and his agents, but are moreover harassed by the Berbers (Caillié 1968
(v.II):84-85).

Caillié was successful in his report on the state of southern Morocco and its Jews

because of his approach to the exploration of the region. He spent many years learning

Arabic, getting acquainted with the local customs, and studying the Islamic religion

before his travels. In a Muslim disguise, Caillié began a tradition for Europeans that

would be followed by Oskar Lenz.61 Caillié outlined a set of steps for future explorers of

61 Richard Burton was also a pioneer but his exploration focused largely on the Middle East and East
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Morocco and the Sahara:

To ensure success, the traveller should, I think, make no sort of display; he
should externally adopt the worship of Mahomet, and pass himself off for an
Arab. A pretended convert would not enjoy so much liberty, and would be an
object of suspicion to such distrustful people. Besides, I am of opinion that a
converted Christian would not be tolerated among the negro tribes. The best
plan would be, I think to cross the great desert of Sahara in the character of an
Arab, provided with adequate but concealed resources. After remaining for
some time in the Musulman town selected by the traveller as his starting point,
where he might give himself out as a merchant, to avoid suspicion, he might
purchase some merchandise in that town, under the pretence of going to trade
further on, carefully abstaining from all mention of the city of Timbuctoo. Let
us suppose Tangiers or Arbate to be the place chosen as the point of departure;
mercantile business at Fez might be alleged as an excuse for setting off. Still
adopting the same pretence, the traveller might proceed from Fez to Tafilet
and, thence to Timbuctoo. At Tafilet there would be no danger of speaking of
Timbuctoo, for there a journey to the Soudan is an affair of frequent
occurrence and it excites no attention (Caillié 1968 (v.II):84).

Another European traveler who contributed his share of information about the

Jews of southern Morocco is John Davidson, a British doctor who was killed in a region

of southern Morocco not far from Akka. Davidson claims that the Jews of southern

Morocco are different from the ones who live in the plains among the Arabs. He argued:

The Jews of the Atlas are far superior, both physically and morally, to their
brethren residing among the Moors. Their families are numerous, and each of
these under the immediate protection of a Berber […] patron, or master. They
have, however , their own sheik, a Jew, to whose jurisdiction all matters are
referred. Differing from the Jews residing amongst the Moors, who are
punished by the Mussulman laws, they are not in the same state of debasement
or servitude; their case is one of patron and client, and all enjoy equal
privileges, and the Berber is bound to take up the cause of the Jew upon all
emergencies. They all carry arms, and serve by turns with their patrons
(1839:188).

Africa. Alexander Gordon Laing tried to follow the same steps of Lenz and Caillié but he did not take
enough precautions therefore he was killed on his way to Timbuktu.
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Following Caillié, Oskar Lenz, an Austrian geologist and explorer from a German

background, traveled in southern Morocco as an Arab under the name of Hakim Umar

bin Ali in 1879. With Charles de Foucauld, the situation was different. His knowledge of

Morocco and the local customs was very meager and his understanding of Islam was

almost non-existent. MacCarthy, curator of the national library in Algiers, advised de

Foucauld against taking an Arab disguise and counseled him to take off as a Jew. The

Jews, MacCarthy claimed, were “rootless people who came from many lands and spoke

many languages, all with a foreign accent…. Furthermore, the Jews were a small

minority in Morocco; with centuries of abuse and persecution behind them, they would

instinctively protect Foucauld from Moslems, even though they saw through his

masquerade” (Preminger 1961:61). Through MacCarthy, de Foucauld was introduced to

Mardochée Aby Serour.

Why did Charles de Foucauld, after all the help provided by Mardochée and his

coreligionists, deride them and have negative attitudes towards them? If we look at some

biographical elements in de Foucauld’s life, we are able to shed some light on his attitude

towards Mardochée and the Jews of Morocco. At Saint-Cyr and Saumur, de Foucauld

was deeply entrenched in an anti-Semitic culture that developed in the French army after

the 1870 defeat by the Germans. Although this anti-Semitic culture would reach its

apogee in 1892 with the Dreyfus affair, de Foucauld had already been influenced by the

anti-Semitic tradition in the army. He was a close friend of Antoine de Vallombrosa, the

Marquis de Morès, who was famous for his anti-Semitic campaign at the end of the
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nineteenth century before he was killed by the Touareg in Algeria in 1886 (Preminger

1961:64-65; Gorrée 1953). De Foucauld travelled as a Jew unwilling. In Morocco, he

experienced the reality of being a “persecuted” minority, which he never thought, as

French nobility, he would have to face. For instance, in Tlemcen, just before he crossed

to Morocco, de Foucauld, as “Rabbi Aleman,” was sitting on the ground in the company

of Mardochée, eating bread and olives. All of a sudden, a group of soldiers of the Fourth

Chasseurs d’Afrique came out of the Officers’ Club. De Foucauld recognized all of them.

One looked at the two ‘Jewish’ men and pointed to de Foucauld in a derogatory manner,

comparing him to a monkey. Nevertheless, instead of sympathizing with Mardochée and

the other Jews of Morocco, de Foucauld, in many passages in his narrative, reinforced the

same anti-Semitic racist ideas and prejudices he also faced as a ‘disguised Jew.’ In the

vicinity of Chefchaouan,62 the closest he could get to the Rif Mountains, Charles de

Foucauld again glimpsed the reality of being a Jew in nineteenth century Morocco. Even

though the two ‘rabbis’ did not have access the city of Chefchaouan, de Foucauld

managed to draw a sketch of the sacred place. While he sketched it from across the

valley, Arab passers-by called upon Allah to “Condemn to eternal fires the man who gave

birth to you, Jew!”63 (1934:9).

62 De Foucauld’s situation is not that different from my own experience as an ethnographer in some of the
same communities where I traveled. At many occasions, I was labeled a ‘Falashi’ (an Ethiopian Jew)
because as a black Muslim I was studying Jews. Our difference is, at least for me, that I did not come back
to the community for a ‘military reconnoiter’ (although some thought the contrary). For some locals, I gave
up my Muslim identity for a Jewish one.
63 Allah ihrraq bouk, ia el Ihoudi [ ياليUودي بوك، يحرق الله ].
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Rene Bazin acknowledged that “Reconnaissance au Maroc est presque muette sur

le compte de Mardochée” (1921:43). Bazin added that the personal letters of de Foucauld

were explicit about the relationship qualifying them as “without reserve and respect.”

Was de Foucauld unhappy with Mardochée because of his excessive caution, or because

of the restrictions the disguise as a Jew put on him. He found out after he landed in

Morocco that his disguise limited his access to different regions more that he expected.

Bazin gave some examples where de Foucauld demonstrated his attitudes toward

Mardochée: 

Foucauld décrit, le 17 juin 1883, peu d’heures après le départ: “Je suis très
content de Mardochée. Il n’a qu’un défaut, c’est une prudence excessive.” Le 2
juillet: “Je ne suis pas content de Mardochée. Il est paresseux et poltron, il
n’est bon que pour la cuisine.” Le 23 juillet: “Quant à Mardochée, je n’en suis
pas content: C’est le plus paresseux animal qu’on puisse rencontrer. Avec cela
poltron au delà de toute expression, maladroit, et ne sachant pas du tout
voyager.” En fin, le 30 janvier 1884, il écrira: “Mardochée est une brute”
(1921:43-44).

Despite this attitude towards Mardochée, and although he stopped short of

acknowledging his role in his survival, de Foucauld confessed that his Jewish hosts had

played a role in protecting him, although they recognized that he was not one of them:

gardaient-ils religieusement le secret qu’ils avaient découvert; rien ne
transpirait hors du mellah; même avec moi, ils étaient fort discrets; rien ne
changeait dans le leur manière, sinon qu’ils devenaient plus prévenants encore
et plus disposés à fournir tous les renseignements que je demandais (1934:xv).

Nevertheless, this protection in and outside the mellah was far from convincing de

Foucauld to change his anti-Semitic attitude. Back in Paris, he made sure that his

narrative had an appendix on this minority which he qualified as “paresseux, avares,
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gourmands, ivrognes, menteurs, voleurs, haineux surtout, sans foi ni bonté” (1934:395).

Although de Foucauld described the political situation under which these communities

lived under the protection of their Muslim lords, these vices were, in the narrator’s eyes,

their own and not the outcome of the economic and political situation where they found

themselves. As a footnote, de Foucauld made sure that his point is not missed, declaring:

“J’écris des Juifs du Maroc moins de mal que je n’en pense; parler d’eux favorablement

serait altérer la vérité. Mes observations s’appliquent à la masse du peuple” (1934:395).

Although he excluded some cases in Fez, Sefrou, Meknès, Taza, Taznakht, and Debdou,

de Foucauld disdained wholeheartedly the Jews of Morocco, writing that even though

they:

observent avec la dernière rigueur les pratiques extérieures du culte…. ils ne se
conforment en rien aux devoirs de morale que prescrit leur religion: non
seulement ils ne les suivent pas, mais ils les nient. Ils appellent sagesse la ruse,
le mensonge, la violation des serments; justice la vengeance, la haine, la
calomnie; prudence l’avarice et la lâcheté; la paresse, la gourmandise,
l’ivrognerie sont d’heureuses facultés donnés par Dieu aux mortels pour leur
faire supporter les peines de la vie (Italics are mine) (1934:398).
  

Were the Jews of the southern interior really as Charles de Foucauld described

them? Can we completely trust the account of someone who first came to a country with

a fake identity and disrespected even his guide and protector? De Foucauld himself

acknowledged that for Jews, these characteristics are weapons of the weak: “donnés par

Dieu aux mortels pour leur faire supporter les peines de la vie” (1934:398). Boussif

Ouasti discussed the relationship between the descriptive/narrative eye and the emotions

of the narrator. He contended that the “voyage est une affaire de regard et le regard est
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une intention” (2001:63). De Foucauld had pre-established conceptions about the Jewish

communities that he described in his narrative about southern Morocco. Even though he

reached an understanding of the reality of the Jewish communities in pre-colonial

Morocco, his ‘regard/vision’ had already been influenced by an anti-Semitic France.

According to Debray,

Le regard de l’homme [de Foucauld], bien que totalement dépendant des
mécanismes physiologiques stables, est avant tout une conduite qui, loin d’être
passive, résulte de l’intention entre une personnalité et un environnement
social, historique et culturel. En ce sens, le regard que nous portons sur le
monde n’est jamais innocent ni objectif (1992:106).

Some aspects of de Foucauld’s historical accounts are still reported today by both

Muslim and Jewish men,64 his limited access to the Muslim Berber and Arab families,

both powerful and poor, leads us to conclude that his representation was not only

incomplete but largely biased. While doing fieldwork among the Berber and Arab

populations of Akka, I was able to hear testimonies supported by family legal records

that there was an intricate relationship between the Jewish and Muslim families of Akka.

Hence, given the limited nature of de Foucauld’s report, there is a need to be aware of the

shortcomings and strengths of the travel narratives to understand the complex relations of

this region historically. Nevertheless, I do not claim that Charles de Foucauld’s

ideological beliefs65 are reasons to reject the totality of his narrative as biased. There is

64 This knowledge transmission is basically limited to where he stayed, for how long, and in what he was
interested.
65 These concern his depiction of the Jews of the Anti-Atlas. His report of the Jewish communities is not
different from the assessments of Davidson 1839, Caillié 1868, and Jackson 1968.
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considerable factual data in his report which makes it a work worth using in some

instances (Chouraqui 1968:121; 1998). Therefore, certain transmissions of knowledge

can be seen as an isnâd SaHiH (trustworthy chain).

F. The Limitation and Strength of the Travel Narrative as a Source of Historical

Production

In the process of their historical encounter with North Africa, France and other

European colonial powers subordinated, domesticated, and constructed colonized

subjects through agencies that include travel narrative. Dominant European constructions

lingered in future postcolonial texts, maintaining a one-sided imperial interpretive

knowledge about North Africa. After independence, the colonized subject started

challenging the colonial narrative. Mary Louise Pratt used the term “autoethnography” to

refer to: 

instances in which colonized subjects undertake to represent themselves in
ways that engage with the colonizer’s own terms. If ethnographic texts are a
means by which Europeans represent to themselves their (usually subjugated)
others, autoethnographic texts are those the others construct in response to or
in dialogue with those metropolitan representations” (1992:7).

The challenge of European travel narratives as a source for the rewriting of

nineteenth and twentieth century Moroccan history remains a difficult enterprise. The

native interpretation of history is not as independent as it claims to be from the colonial

texts. Unconsciously, indigenous historians appropriate idioms of the colonial texts.

Pratt suggested that colonial narratives should no longer be seen through a one-

dimensional domineering level where “imperial eyes passively look out and possess” (7).
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but invited us to see this encounter through the framework of a “contact zone.” The

“contact” perspective, Pratt argued:

emphasizes how subjects are constituted in and by their relations to each other.
It treats the relations among colonizers and colonized, or travelers and
“travelees,” not in terms of separateness or apartheid, but in terms of
copresence, interaction, interlocking understandings and practices, often within
radically asymmetrical relations of power (7).

Some travelers were aware of their fellow Europeans’ misrepresentations and

listed a series of rules for ‘objective’ representations of the land of Barbary. In his

Account of the Empire of Morocco and the Districts of Suse and Tafilelt, James Grey

Jackson, who spent about seventeen years in the region, wrote:

It must be obvious to every one, that a considerable portion of time and study
is requisite to obtain a through acquaintance with the moral and political
character of any nation, but particularly with one which differs in every respect
from our own, as does that of Marocco; he therefore, who would be thoroughly
acquainted with that country, must reside in it for a length of time; he must
possess opportunities of penetrating into the councils of the State, as well as of
studying the genius of the people; he must view them in war and in peace; in
public and in domestic; note their military skill, and their commercial system;
and finally, and above all, he must have an accurate and practical knowledge
of their language, in order to cut off one otherwise universal source of error,
misconception, and misrepresentation [Italics in original] (1968:vii-viii).

European travelers, ideologically motivated, pioneered in breaking the

ethnographic silence about slaves and the conditions of Jews (al-Dahan 2003). Still,

travelers’ descriptions were not detailed enough to provide a clear idea about the realities

of Jewish-Muslim relations in the pre-Saharan oases (Kenbib 1994). James Grey Jackson

acknowledged that:

the greater part of the compositions respecting North Africa, are narratives of
journeys of Ambassadors, …, generally for the purpose of redeeming captives,
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compiled by some person attached to the embassy, who, however faithfully he
may relate what passes under his eye, is, nevertheless from his situation, and
usual short stay, unable to collect any satisfactory information respecting the
country in general, and what he does collect, is too often from some illiterate
interpreter, ever jealous of affording information to Europeans even on the
most trifling subjects (1968:vi).

A similar passage in The Barbarians of Morocco reads:

I accompanied Count Sternberg on this little journey to Fez, not for the
purpose of wringing concessions from the Sultan, but to learn something of the
people and the country […]. To speak with authority and true understanding of
Morocco and its people requires sympathy and a life long residence amongst
them…. Although we cannot claim to have lived amongst the Moors for more
than a few months, we started our journey in a sympathetic mood, and returned
with still more sympathy for these misunderstood people. To say that we
thoroughly understand the Moorish character would be to adopt a
presumptuous attitude […]. Tourists flock to Tangier, and, after a conversation
with a low-caste guide and a donkey-ride on the sands, take boat to England or
America, and speak with the authority of ignorance on Morocco and its
mysteries (Sternberg 1909:v).

There are many historians who caution us against the “academic merit and

truthfulness” of these narratives and descriptions (Kenbib 1994:2). They argue that the

travel narrative should be contextualized and analyzed within the ideology of the colonial

vulgate. Mohamed Kenbib argued that the general context within which these French

explorations coincided with conjunctures of social crises, revolts, social insecurities,

famine, and droughts. Accordingly,

De multiples distortions en ont résulté. Bon nombre d’entre elles ont déjà été
l’objet de relectures diverses […]. Les stéréotypes émaillant … ont même été
réactivés depuis la fin des années cinquante. Ils ont notamment servi au
crayonnage d’un “Profil de l’opprimé en Afrique du Nord” et à la confection
d’une sorte de “légende noir du Juif” en terre d’Islam. Et ce dans une
perspective proclamée “révisionniste” et axée de manière quasi-exclusive sur
les obligations canoniques des Juifs du Maroc. Pratiquement nul compte n’y
est tenu de la diversité des fondements et des manifestations de la cohabitation
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inter-communautaire dans ce pays (Kenbib 1994:2).

Within this context, it is logical to take the descriptions of de Foucauld and other

European travelers such as Lenz, Rohlfs, and Harris with a grain of salt. In discussing the

writings of Walter Harris on the Rif, Joffé sees them as:

charming literary sketches of Morocco, valuable for their insights but offering
little by way of real analysis of the political complexities through which the
author lived. As literature, they are works of the imagination in which the
author is the hero. As literary texts, they reveal the dominance of the author’s
European and imperial assumptions over the reality of the pre-colonial
Morocco and the anticipated triumph of modernism over indigenous values
(1996:263).

Although I agree with the critiques of the “limited analysis” of the travelers, I

disagree with the recommendations that such descriptions should be discarded as viable

spheres of historical representation. The travel narrative can be a literary work which is

simultaneously pregnant with historical significance. Historians can use it as a reference

to rewrite their historical subjects with the condition that the colonial ideologies behind it

are not understated. European travel narratives should be used cautiously as a relative

component of what might have taken place when we write about the poorly documented

and marginalized southern Moroccan Jewry.

Michel-Rolph Trouillot (1995) provided a critical theoretical model for analyzing

historical narratives. Trouillot confessed that human agency interferes with the

narrative’s plot. Henceforth, “they necessarily distort life whether or not the evidence

upon which they are based could be proved correct. With that viewpoint, history becomes

one among many types of narratives with no particular distinction except for its pretence
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of truth” (6). By arguing for a constructivist perspective of the travel narrative, the

historian can expose the “tropes of power” within the process of production of the text.

Therefore the historian recognizes the potentially fictional aspect of the historical

narrative and its “facts.”  

However, the issue here is not limited to whether the narrative represents truth or

fiction. Instead, it is about rethinking a historiographical paradigm that acknowledges that

the historical narrative’s claims to ‘truthfulness’ are linked to the position of the narrator

as a winner or loser. The new model of historical writing about southern Moroccan Jewry

should not profess a dogmatic relativist approach which claims that “nothing can serve as

evidence about past events because they are unobservable” (Hurst 1981:278).

Many historians are divided between realist empiricism and instrumentalism in

the way they write history. Realist empiricism “sees the historian as first collecting his

evidence and then building his account of the past on the basis of this sound

foundation…. [instrumentalism] takes objects in the present and constructs an account of

the past in order to explain the presence of these objects” (Hurst 1981:278). Both

theories are faced with the problem of evidence. Jack W. Meiland has described historical

writing as a “fable” (1965). Historical accounts are, in this sense, a creation and

construction of the writer and not “objective” reports. A close look at some Moroccan

nationalist views have, maybe unconsciously, followed this view with regard to colonial

writing. A new nationalist and revisionist history, part of an effort to decolonize the past,

emerged as an alternative to the old French historical paradigm. However, as Laroui and
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others pointed out, the revisionists’ contributions were very limited and usually

degenerated into abstract refutations and critical assessments (1977). Besides, the

majority of these historians, who lacked a solid training in historiography, were not

interested in initiating a new model of history. Instead, they contented themselves with

challenging the ideological basis of colonial discourse (El Mansour 1997). In Smail’s

words, they were more concerned with the ‘moral view’ of colonial discourse than with

the ‘perspective’ of this historiography (1961).

Following A. C. Danto’s concept of historical instrumentalism (1965:80), I

believe that in a socio-religious context, where relations between two social groups—

Muslims and Jews—are strained, it is hard to provide reliable evidence regarding the

nature and workings of group interactions. The social animosities, manifested or hidden,

affect group perceptions and create long-lasting bias. Thus, neither the European traveler

nor today’s historians/anthropologists can provide all-encompassing statements about

possible Jewish-Muslim realities. However, unlike Danto, I consider that all sources

written on Jewish-Muslim relations in rural and urban Morocco can provide an

explanatory fragment of the puzzle no matter how subjective the writer is. Danto tends to

compare historical writing and scientific theory because it serves his historical theory

claiming that there must always be ‘documentary evidence’ for a given historical

statement to establish its probable truth.

By not arguing for an instrumentalist theory of Jewish-Muslim relations, I assume

that historical descriptions of these relations can be limited views, constructions of the
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writer’s imagination, and/or hypotheses as well as culturally influenced. At the same

time, histories are rarely the sole inventions, constructions, and creations of the historian.

By using this methodology, my approach is double-pronged: I propose to the post-

independent historian of Moroccan Jewry a model by means of which the travel narrative

can be utilized as a point of departure because the European traveler was there, reporting

and documenting the situation of the southern Moroccan Jew. At the same time,

historians are asked to arm themselves with a concept that Arjun Appadurai calls the

“debatability of the past” (1981). Historians should question the veracity of the data given

by travelers about Jews in southern Morocco because they were part of a French colonial

vulgate that was already established in Algeria. 

Travelers were involved in scholarly societies that approved many of the French

sociological categorizations about North African Jews. For instance, de Foucauld’s

narrative and some of his works on Berbers was published by the Bulletin de la Société

de Géographie de Paris. In 1874, prior to de Foucauld’s exploration, the Geographical

Society of Paris had published a report by Aby Serour, who was recommended to the

French society by Auguste Beaumier, the Consul of Essaouira (Caillé 1950). Aby Serour

would later accompany de Foucauld in his travels in southern Morocco. Thus, although

there was no clear connection between the French military and colonial institution and de

Foucauld, his narrative was an example of the colonial vulgate in which the Société de

Géographie de Paris played a central role in the dissemination of racial ideas and

sociological categorization about Jews, Berbers, and Arabs. 
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G. European Travelers and the Construction of Colonial Knowledge About Jews 

With these different account in mind, modern Moroccan historians who espouse

the perspective of Ayache are left with the following question: Was the situation of the

Jews of southern Morocco as these German, British, and French travelers described it?

Some aspects of their historical accounts are still reported today, but the limited access

the travelers had to Jewish, Berber, and Arab families leads us to conclude that their

representation must be inadequate and largely biased. While doing fieldwork among the

Berber and Arab populations of Akka, I was able to hear testimonies supported by family

records that there was an intricate relationship between the Jewish and Muslim families

of Akka. These sophisticated relationships are also seen at the level of fairy-tale and

myths reported both by Muslims and Jews that I myself interviewed. Hence, given the

limited nature of de Foucauld and other travelers’ reports, there is a need to draw upon a

variety of sources to realize the complex relations of this region historically. The new

interpretation can be achieved through what Martha Kaplan calls “contestatory

discourse.” In her study of the Tuka movement of late nineteenth century Fiji, Kaplan

argued that “real history is found both by the analytic strategy insisting on attention to

indigenous history-making and that insisting on attention to colonial power” (1995:15).

Like Kaplan, “I am hoping to find “contestatory discourse” in [Moroccan Jewish] history

and “cultural categories” in colonial practice as well as vice versa” (1995:15).

H. Questioning the Postcolonial Historiography

Abdallah Laroui (1977) provided a critical analysis of historical writing on the
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Arab Maghreb, arguing that the history of the Maghreb has been imprisoned within a

colonial model of historiography. He pointed out that:

All [colonial] historians refer the reader back to each other and invoke each
other’s authority. The consequence is a conspiracy which puts the most
adventurous hypotheses into circulation and ultimately imposes them as
established truths (3).

These colonial historical ‘established truths’ were ideologically constructed by colonial

administrative officers, missionaries, and travelers and found their way into colonial

writing to justify the ‘mission civilisatrice’ of France in the Maghreb (Bouchama 1994).

The engulfing power of these ideological constructions would be seen in post-colonial

historical literature, which finds itself repeating the same colonial viewpoint. The colonial

genealogy of knowledge became an unquestioned sacred reference escaping any

analytical review. However, the absence of historical documents in certain regions left

the historian with no alternatives but to use these ideologically-biased sources.

Within this context, skepticism around colonial sources of information regarding

Moroccan Jews surfaced in post-independence historiography. Few historians have

stopped to ponder the viability of the travel narrative as a legitimate paradigm and model

of historical writing on southern Moroccan Jews. Muslim scholars remained generally

indifferent to southern Jews, as Flamand comments:

les écrivains musulmans demeurent muets sur ces commensaux [israélites], à
de minces exceptions près: deux mentions dans les ouvrages d’Ibn Khaldoun,
une autre dans celle d’El Bekri, une autre encore dans Léon l’Africain. Il faux
se garder de prendre ce silence pour un manqué d’information, ou de
l’interpréter comme un signe de l’absence juive; le mot de cette énigme tient
dans l’indifférence teintée de mépris marquée aux Israélites par les Musulmans
(29).
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This pattern has not changed since the early decades of Moroccan independence. A

number of Moroccan historians—namely Mohammed Kenbib, Aomar Afa, Khalid ben

Sghir, and Jamaâ Baïda—have joined American and European scholars to study the

Jewish communities of southern Morocco, but few histories were produced. 

While nationalist historians advocated the refutation of the colonial

historiography, few were faithful to a representative national historiography. In southern

Morocco, Muhammad al-Mukhtar al-Sousi is considered to be one of the pioneers of the

revisionist history of southern Morocco. He called for the production of a ‘regional social

history’ of Sous. However, unlike Muhammed Daoud, the historian of Tetouan, al-Sousi

ignored the Jewish communities of Sous and their relations with powerful Muslim Berber

and Arab families. Despite his collections of documents on the economic relationship

involving Jews and Muslims in Sous, al-Soussi did not document this part of the local

history. Daoud, on the hand, included copies of the documents he collected about the

Jews of Tetouan (1957). This conspiracy of silence on the part of al-Sousi cannot be

ascribed to his Salafist and pro-nationalist position and training. In his review of Michel-

Rolph Trouillot’s Silencing the Past: Power and the Production of History (1995),

William Roseberry (1997) noted that:

[many] different kinds of silence enter into the production of history at each
moment in its production: certain knowledge and experiences are never written
down or are written in ephemeral forms and never become potential sources of
“historical” knowledge; certain sources are defined as less significant and thus
never collected in archives; certain collections never gain status as archives;
certain events, persons, and connections drop out of historical narratives, grand
and small (927).
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In al-Sousi’s historiography of southern Morocco, there were many silences at play, not

only in terms of the history of the region but also in the historical themes covered. The

most pertinent can also be explained by the general orientation of North African social

history, where Jews and other marginal groups were not considered worthwhile historical

topics.

I. Conclusion: Colonial Narratives in the Post-Colonial Era

In the post-colonial Moroccan era, local narratives about French Morocco are still

ingrained in the southwestern Moroccan imagination. The elders of the farthest Saharan

oases remember French agents and their role in maintaining colonial control in the

region. Colonial memories are not outside their daily frame of reference. My

ethnographic encounter with the local population triggered some of those dormant views

of the colonial officers, missionaries, and travelers who once visited the area disguised as

local Jews or Muslims. In the post 9/11 era, my study of the Jewish communities of

Morocco has brought back those memories of spies, lack of trust, and questions

surrounding the production of knowledge. For some locals, I am part of the Western

tradition of knowledge. By comparing my work with de Foucauld’s narrative, I am

already part of a continuing colonial legacy of knowledge. By studying the Jews of

Morocco, I am in the process of writing another reconnaissance of Moroccan Jewry.

But what kind of reconnaissance do historians of Moroccan Jews have to

produce? Should it be based on a colonial genealogy of knowledge or other sources of

knowledge? Should I reject the colonial narratives’ claims in their entirety as Germain
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Ayache professes? De Foucauld’s study of Moroccan society in the nineteenth century

had as many strengths as it had flaws. My own ethnographic encounter has corroborated

information reported by de Foucauld more than a century ago. Nevertheless there are

other sources that could complement de Foucauld’s study: legal manuscripts, personal

Muslim narratives, and local myths (Boum 2004b). In this post-colonial revision of

Moroccan national historiography, we have to accept the fact that colonial knowledge is

an interpretation of local reality. This interpretation, like any other, is open to

deconstruction. It should be analyzed, critiqued, and appreciated as a phase of our

national history and not rejected in its entirety because of its link with colonialism and a

colonial power. Following the same line of thought, de Foucauld’s narrative should be

used despite its apparent biases about Jews and Muslims because each narrative is told

from the perspective of the moral and intellectual climate of its century. While absolute

truth may not be available to humankind, knowledge and deliberate ignorance are

incompatible.
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III. WHY ARE YOU STUDYING JEWS?

THE QUANDARY OF A NATIVE ANTHROPOLOGIST

Aggression physique contre les Noirs, crachats, insultes, montée en flèche de
l’antisémitisme, mépris des “n’sara” […] Le discours officiel qui veut que nous
soyons “un peuple ouvert et tolérant” en prend un sacré coup. Tant mieux. Il
faut savoir se regarder en face.

Maria Daïf, 2003

If Hegel means what I think, he is encouraging us to draw the plenitude of
associations from the Self = Other confrontation. Thus although Hegel can be
only imperfectly conveyed by static formulas: Self = Other; and Self = Self +
Other; Self (Other) < > Other (Self); and Self + Other in Self = Self + Other in
Other, etc. I regard the final formulation as most complete.

Kelly 1972:201

A. Introduction

Since Moroccan independence in 1956, a plethora of anthropological and

historical studies have been produced on Moroccan Jewish communities. This massive

academic endeavor, largely conducted by Western scholars, has put the Jews of Morocco

back on the national historical scene, bringing them back to the place they have been

denied in historical writings. The ‘Moroccan Jew,’ like women, and other ordinary

people, has become a significant historical subject as worth writing about as sultans and

ruling dynasties. However, little scholarship has been produced on the modern state of

affairs of Moroccan Jewry, especially the perceptions and attitudes of Moroccan Muslims

towards Moroccan Jews. This chapter highlights not only some of the ethnographic issues

I have struggled with, but also the convoluted position between my efforts to be a neutral
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ethnographer and observer who tried to collect his data in as unbiased a manner as

possible and then my subjective experience as a Moroccan citizen forced to confront

stereotypes against Jews and blacks.

B. Towards a Hegelian Recognition of Existing Racial and Stereotypical Relations

Maria Daïf argues that Moroccans refuse to accept being racist towards other

groups. In her article titled “Les Marocains sont-ils racistes?,” she highlights the

importance of a national auto-critique instead of a blind belief in the existence of a

culture of tolerance usually propagated by the national discourse.66 Daïf cautions and

66 Since the appearance of Maria Daïf’s article, a number of journalists and associations have started to
shed light on the politics of race in Morocco, especially after the rising numbers of illegal immigrants who
cross the country on their way to Europe through Spain. This “timide prise de conscience,” as Smahane
Bouyahia describes it in an article titled “Les noirs victimes de racisme au maroc: un sujet encore tabou,”
May 27, 2005 (available at http://www.afrik.com/article8447.html), is led by young students such as Amel
Abou El Aazm. She founded an association in 2004 in Rabat christened “Lawnouna [ نو######ل V###### ا###### ] (Our Colors).
The association is an attempt to initiate a dialogue between Moroccans and other students from Sub-
Saharan African countries. For Amel:

La discrimination dont sont victimes les Subsahariens et les Noirs est un fait. C’est assez dur
pour eux. Personne ne peut nier qu’il existe du racisme au Maroc, ceux qui le nient font preuve
de mauvaise fois. Mais il faut tout de même admettre qu’il existe dans notre pays des
Subsahariens qui vivent très bien. Ils ont compris qu’il fallait avoir une certaine attitude à
adopter pour s’intégrer, notamment se mêler à la population. Il y a un premier pas à faire, pour
s’adapter et découvrir la culture de l’autre et la société dans laquelle on vit. Il s’agit peut être
d’un petit nombre, mais ça prouve qu’il y a un moyen pour que cela se développe. Et c’est le
but de notre association. Elle peut aider les personnes noires à franchir les barrières qu’elles
peuvent rencontrer. S’il faut, par exemple, 4 à 5 ans à un étudiant pour s’intégrer au Maroc,
Lawnouna, veut, au travers diverses activités, accélérer cette intégration. Le racisme est plus
visible dans la rue. Je ne pense pas qu’il y ait un seul Noir au Maroc, qui puissent sortir sans
qu’on lui rappelle justement qu’il est Noir. Les clichés et les préjugés ont été nombreux sur le
peuple noir. Il fut un temps où certains les prenaient pour des cannibales, des mangeurs
d’hommes. Il y a aussi le fait qu’il soit des descendants d’esclaves. Mais vous savez, j’ai moi-
même passé quelque temps au Congo, j’ai aussi déjà séjourné au Mali. J’ai dû là-bas dépasser
les clichés et les préjugés qui m’étaient attribués. En tant que Franco-marocaine, au Mali
comme au Congo, je passais inévitablement par l’expérience du ‘blanc en Afrique’. Ce sont
des sentiments ancrés dans les moeurs, comme au Maroc. Officiellement, rien n’est fait pour
lutter contre ce racisme, même si le Roi affiche un discours pro-africain et rappelle toujours
l’unité africaine dans ses allocutions. Il faut se féliciter tout de même de voir que, de plus en
plus de festivals africains réunissant des Peuls, des Maliens ont lieu dans le pays (http:/
/www.afrik.com/article8447.html).
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pleads that as Moroccans, we should:

mettre toutes [nos] susceptibilités de côté. Car nous le savons tous, il y a
quelques-unes de nos facettes que nous refusons d’admettre. Autrement dit,
nous avons encore du mal à regarder en face certaines de nos tares, et quant
celles-ci sont évoquées, le sujet fâche. Comment? Les Marocains sont serviles?
Jamais de la vie [...]. Pousser le bouchon jusqu’à se demander si les Marocains
sont racistes, cela relèvera pour beaucoup, de l’insulte pure et simple. Nous
racistes? Nous, peuple accueillant dont les touristes étrangers, quel que soit
leur origine, chantent les louanges? Nous, dont tout le monde reconnaît
l’ouverture, l’hospitalité, la tolérance? D’ailleurs, c’est ce qui est écrit dans nos
livres d’histoire, et qu’on entend presque quotidiennement à la télévision et à la
radio.67 

Daïf’s article remains one of the few published in Moroccan newspapers

recognizing the existence of a national repressed consciousness towards the existence of

racist attitudes and stereotypes towards others. Daïf position is similar to George Tabori’s

about the European inclination not to talk about the continuity of its anti-Semitic feelings

after the Second World War. Both positions articulate the Hegelian concept of the

necessity of independence and dependence of self-consciousness for a civil society to

take place. The Hegelian self-consciousness “exits only in being recognized—i.e.,

recognized as the expression of personhood. But the recognition of my personhood is

forthcoming from another. The other, who is to bestow personhood upon me, must be an

independent person himself—yet he cannot be independent because he looks to me to

accord personhood upon him” (Rauch and Sherman 1999:87). Hegel explains that self-

consciousness cannot be realized if the person does not recognize her/his flaws. This is

what makes self-consciousness dependent and independent. Hegel writes:

67 TelQuel, February 08-14 2003:30. Available at www.telquel-online.com.
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In the immediate self-consciousness, the simple “I” is the absolute object.
Whether for us or in itself, this is the absolute mediation, and its essential
element is its continued independence. The dissolution of that simple unity is
the result of the first experience. Through this, a pure self-consciousness is
posited, and a consciousness that is not purely for itself but for another, i.e., as
an existent consciousness, consciousness in the form and shape of thinghood.
Both elements are essential. Since they are, to begin with, unequal and in
opposition, and their reflection has not yet given way to unity, they exist as two
opposed forms of consciousness: the one is independent consciousness, whose
essence is being-for-itself; the other is the dependent consciousness, for whom
the essential thing is to live or to exist for itself. The former is the master, the
latter the slave (Hegel 1999:24).

This same attitude is reflected in the literary novels of Edmond Amran El Maleh.

His fictional Jewish voices emerge from every Moroccan Jewish quarter and cemetery to

remember a past in the process of erasure. These voices interact with Muslim voices in a

Moroccan context. Daïf’s and Tabori’s writings are an alarm that calls for the dissolution

of the simple unity. They are the first stage that recognize the problem: stereotypes and

racial attitudes. They are what makes us “se regarder en face.” In 1969, following his

controversial play The Cannibals where, in an act of desperation, inmates in a Nazi

concentration camp prepare to eat one of themselves to survive, George Tabori said that

“there are taboos that must be broken or they will continue to choke us.” A Hungarian by

birth, Tabori, a playwright and producer who has spent most of his life between Germany

and Austria, has distinguished himself by making Europeans uncomfortable about their

past and their beliefs. He has made taboos familiar topics. Tabori’s theatrical career “has

been fraught with controversy. Considered one of Austria’s most flagrant and relentless

disturbers of the national peace, he has been said to abuse Austrian audiences with his
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confrontational, scandalous plays.”68

I am invoking Tabori not because of his interest in the Jews of Europe nor his

controversial works that established what will be later termed Holocaust plays (e.g.,

Jubilee, My Mother’s Courage, and Mein Kampf); instead, I am quoting him because of

his conscious decision and intellectual responsibility and courage to discuss a taboo

(murder of European Jewry) that Europe (namely Austria and Germany) has tried to

ignore in its daily national conversation.

I am not suggesting here that forms of truly European-like anti-Semitism existed

in the domain of Islam and Morocco in particular.69 What I am trying to argue is that

there is, at least from my own ethnographic experience and observation, a budding

culture, though limited to one cohort, of stereotypes towards Jews and sub-Saharan

Africans. This personal observation corresponds with Driss Bennai’s report titled ‘Nos

Juifs ont-ils peur?’ in 2003. Therefore, is it unpatriotic on any Arab/Muslim intellectuals’

part to discuss or question censored social issues in their respective communities?

L’intelligent, the former Jeune Afrique, conducted a series of reports on whether North

Africans are racist. As a Moroccan anthropologist, how should I negotiate my intellectual

curiosity with censored social taboos without repressing my intellectual freedom? I do

not remember the last time, or if I have ever pondered this topic. However, as I was about

68 Halina Filipowicz. Taboo Topics in Polish and Polish/Jewish Cultural Studies. The Journal of the
International Institute 9(1):2001. Available at:
http://www.umich.edu/~iinet/journal/vol9no1/halina.html
69 See, Mark Cohen (1994).
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to start my first major research experience, I was faced with these questions. In other

words,

[I] propose to move beyond a simple recognition that there is a softer truth that
comforts and a bad truth that challenges. Moreover, I am well aware that what
is provocative (in a bad sense) and what is challenging (in a good sense) are in
the eye of the beholder. Attempts to broach taboo topics are seen as a threat to
the very values on which a culture has been built and therefore to social
cohesiveness. As a result, the divisive destabilizing, even destructive effects of
such inquiries appear stronger than the emancipatory ones.70

The issue here is of an epistemological nature: What I am dealing with is the intellectual

vacillation between the role of the national researcher and the dangers of making

uncomfortable the very society he is studying. Moroccan social scientists are struggling

with these questions. Nevertheless, this attitude of culturally induced silencing that

dominated social sciences in Morocco has not stopped many national researchers from

tackling some of these taboos and examining under the microscope issues like women’s

status, slavery, corruption, and Jews. This new trend that started from within the national

university and relied upon Western social science theories was championed by Fatima

Mernissi, Mohammed Kenbib, and Abdellah Hammoudi, among others, who were seen

for a long time as pariahs because of the courageous intellectual choices they made.

My dissertation research examines the memories formed by successive Muslim

generations about their former Jewish neighbors in southwestern Morocco. “Collective

memory,” a term coined by Maurice Halbwachs in 1925, means the shared and combined

70 Halina Filipowicz. Taboo Topics in Polish and Polish/Jewish Cultural Studies. The Journal of the
International Institute 9(1):2001. Available:
http://www.umich.edu/~iinet/journal/vol9no1/halina.html
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experiences passed on and also constructed by the group. The persistence of a collective

memory of a certain event or experience is contingent upon its reinforcement by the

group. Since collective memory can be both selective and repressive, memories usually

provide fragments of what is ‘real.’ Before I headed to the field, I hypothesized that

Muslim memories of former Moroccan Jewish populations are primarily constituted and

reproduced in relation to the traditional Jewish position within these societies and less so

in relation to the contemporary Arab-Israeli conflict and its ubiquitous media

representations. This would mean that the perceptions, experiences, and prejudices of

earlier generations of Moroccans are rarely invoked by younger generations who have

little direct contact with Jews, giving rise to distributed or collective memory.

As a native anthropologist, I felt that studying Muslim memories about the Jews

of my country was both implicitly and explicitly censored depending on the people with

whom I talked. Now, I could understand why some Arab audiences and governments did

not approve of how al-Jazeera, the Arab satellite television channel based in Qatar,

discussed internal Muslim and Arab topics. For them it was unpatriotic to openly reveal

their weaknesses before their ‘enemies.’ However, after six months in the field (an

experience that this chapter tries to capture in its basic outline), I found myself mired in

an internal debate about what kind of image I wanted to project and, more importantly,

what kind of dissertation I wanted to write. Once my thoughts are printed, they become

others’ assets, to be reconfigured and recontextualized in ways that I am certain are

beyond my current comprehension. I have to accept that as their right, but it makes me
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uneasy.

Do I want to be frank? Should I simply report my experiences and the things I felt

about the dilemmas and issues I faced in the field? How careful should I be to avoid the

controversy that will certainly follow my topic? Morocco is an ethnically diverse country,

and it is my home. Like most Moroccan citizens, I dream of a prosperous and unified

kingdom. Nevertheless, the issues at the heart of my research touch a sensitive nerve in

my home, and they border on unacceptable – particularly when published in a foreign

country in a foreign language. The issues I describe here are real and personal to me.

They are about racist tendencies and stereotypes that I faced in the course of conducting

fieldwork. I was torn between the activist (who confronts the stereotype) and the neutral

observer (who reports the problem as he sees it). This contribution is a collection of some

vignettes that document my emotional turmoil on how Jews (udayn) and Haratine (a

black ethnic group indigenous to the southern oases of Morocco) are envisioned within

Morocco.71 This turmoil is not only due to my identity as a descendant of a black family,

but also to my Western experience and educational background. The predicament of this

context became central to the way I conducted ethnography, and will be central to the

discussion I hope to produce.

71 One of the few references on blacks in the Arab world is: ‘abdu badawî. al-sûd fii al-Hadhâra al-
‘arabiyya. al-qâhira: dâr qibâ’ li-nnashr wa al-tazî‘, 2001. [ #عب #Wا.دوي#بدXل# #لحضاي#فود# # #Yعاار #ل ير# #ب Zا.ة# #ل #قبدار:رY#]ا# اء#

`__^ والتو[ي\، للنشر .]  
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C. The Akka Market Without Jews Was Like Bread Without Salt!

In Agadir, a blooming tourist destination in the south, I interviewed a Moroccan

Jew from Akka. We talked about how Jews were sometimes made to feel inferior to

Muslims. He commented that the “Muslim community inside Akka was obliged to

defend us, not only because it could not do without our economic services, but also

because we lived together and respected each other.” The Jewish craftsmen of Akka had

a long-standing reputation for making good quality products, and Jewish merchants and

peddlers had a reputation for honesty and integrity even among the Berbers of the Anti-

Atlas mountains.

My other elderly Moroccan informants also talked of Muslims as friends. In

Akka, my Jewish informant explained how “Jews were basically a community of

merchants and artisans. When the Jews of Spain came to Morocco they regarded the

local population as second-class Jews.” I still remember, he added, my dad saying, “I

would rather be a Berber protégé than serve a rich Spanish Jew. At least among the

Berbers we are allowed to practice our religion the way our ancestors did.” The Jews of

Spain regarded the religious practices of their fellow Moroccan Jews as outside the real

teachings of Judaism.

In Akka, and elsewhere in Morocco, I experienced an ethnographic difficulty in

describing, capturing, and translating the different facets and complex angles of the

intricate earlier Jewish-Muslim relationships that varied between friendship and

maltreatment. As Bassou, one of my Muslim informants, commented, the daily
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experiences and relationships between Muslims and Jews are nuanced. They are part of

what ordinary neighbors go through, and they have nothing, as he claimed, to do with

their different religious practices and ethnic backgrounds. Thus relations between Jews

and Muslims in Akka should be seen through the prisms of their changing historical

contexts. The political rhetoric of the Middle East conflict and terminology of the

Holocaust and European ant-Semitism are not the right theoretical tools to understand

how things used to be in Morocco. In order to described what happened, an old man told

me, you should ask local Muslim people how many Jewish friends they had and how

many cups of tea they shared. 

For Edmond El Maleh, the famous Jewish Moroccan novelist whom I met in his

apartment in Rabat, “the word tolerance is not the best term to use in talking about

Jewish-Muslim relations in yesterday’s Morocco. We should narrate daily Jewish-

Muslim vignettes and experiences to explain what happened. We should first describe

things the way they happened between Jews and Muslims and then, if we choose, use

these modern terms. Tolerance means that Jews were not accepted, which was not the

general case.” Andre Azoulay is also one of the most influential Jewish personalities in

Morocco who continue to caution against using terms that are not local to describe Jewish

society in Morocco. At the beginning of the 1990s, he returned to Morocco from France

and became one of the key advisors to the King. While attending a conference organized

by the American Institute for Maghrebi Studies in Tangiers on rethinking Jewish culture

and society in North Africa, he talked about his personal experience as a Moroccan Jew.
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Azoulay argues that Morocco has “seen no deportations, no Nazism, no concentration

camps and no inquisition whatsoever. Rather, [the country has seen] Jews and Muslims

living together and respecting each other.”

D. Native Ethnographer, Global Terrorism, and Negotiated Positions 

Although my dissertation project is about the examination of memories formed by

successive Berber Muslim generations about former Jewish neighbors, my daily

ethnographic contacts with my informants were rarely characterized by issues involving

racism and stereotypes about Jews. The personal narratives and dialogues I report in the

following pages read much like the way I experienced fieldwork during a period of six

months in southwestern Morocco, they are about conducting research on the formation of

stereotypes when the ethnographer, in this case a native, was sometimes an object of the

very racism he wished to study. My own position vis-à-vis my informants (my fellow

villagers) was very unusual because anti-Jewish sentiments made it hard for me to broach

the subject of Moroccan Jews. My ideas about this topic are not atypical. Like the local

villagers, I was educated to respect others irrespective of their religion or colour. Still, I

do believe that my education had dramatically changed the way I looked at other peoples

and religious groups. In Morocco, we are used to uttering irresponsible statements that

amount to stereotypes and racist comments. In the United States, I have been socialized

and learned that such statements are unacceptable. The awareness of the history of racism

and slavery in the United States has definitely affected me. Nevertheless, as a boy I

always refused to be called ‘drâwî’ (pejorative word for black) by other children. I was
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also aware of the negative characteristics that the color black tend to have in my own

Moroccan context. As a child growing in Marrakesh, I used to believe that black is

negative and white is positive. Therefore, in writing these ethnographic reflections, it was

these formative experiences that made me realize it was possible and necessary to

confront issues that make me uncomfortable directly, without endangering my

anthropological objectivity. This is why I have consciously chosen to bring the issue of

racism and stereotypes to the fore.

I spent my childhood in southwestern Morocco. I attended primary, secondary,

and my earlier higher education in Morocco outside the region, but my school vacations

were spent at home working the fields with my father. There was a dense congregation of

ethnic groups, including Haratine, Shurfa, and Jews, within the qSûrs of the Anti-Atlas

mountains where I grew up. A social stratification where Haratine and Jews were at the

bottom of the hierarchy existed within the oases of the Anti-Atlas until the last few

decades, this had started to disappear even after independence in 1956, when the central

administration replaced the traditional political and social authority of the jâm‘a (tribal

political group) (Khatibi 1978). Social lineages within the qSar conditioned the economic

standing of each group. After independence, social stratification shifted. The status of

each group became grounded in wealth and not primarily in lineage. Until the middle of

the twentieth century, Haratine were only servants to Shurfa families. I remember how

my father owned no land and was given a daily salary for his services (sometimes the

salary amounted to a bucket of vegetables for a day of work). Ownership of the land,
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based on lineage, did not only define someone’s wealth but also their social position in

the community. Few Haratine had access to agricultural lands and they were seen by

Shurfa as secondary. After the Moroccan state was established in 1956, the government

provided free educational services, so Haratine children improved their status through

education, which is not tied directly to the ownership of land (Ilahiane 2004).

These transformations directly affected economic activities and systems of

production. The Haratine who used to be in charge of agriculture were in a constant

process of migration. The phenomenon can be attributed to the fact that the high salaries

offered in the cities continuously enticed the Haratine labor force. Desertification also

had a negative impact on agricultural activities in these villages. As a result, the rate of

investments in the agricultural sphere decreased. Yet, despite the negative impact of the

movement of the Haratine towards urban industrial centers, their financial position and

social situation inside the qSar changed in a positive way. The successful education of

Haratine children altered the traditional social view that considered them as inferior

human beings whose role was to work in the fields.

E. Ethnographic Encounters with Stereotypes

Returning to my home as a researcher, I thought I would be welcomed as a

normal hard-working local. To my surprise, however, my research topic shifted the way

people—‘my people’—saw me. To some, I was a simple Hartani (pl. Haratine) from a

lower class; to others I was a ‘yhûdi kHal’ (black Jew) coming to secure—and then
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divulge—their secrets to infidel Christians and Jews.72 Still others saw me as a potential

resource, as a Western-educated local capable of striking deals with international

associations to help rural development. 

As a black, I was conscious of the stereotypes that some of ‘my people’ had

towards people of dark color. As a native anthropologist, I was aware of the anti-Jewish

sentiments that local people had towards their former neighbors. I am not a Jew, yet I was

labeled so now that I am studying Jews because people thought that I had a ‘demonic

objective like any other Jew.’ Jews are thought of, especially by the young cohorts, as

mischievous and calculating. They were also believed to be involved in magic. In this

case, because black and Jew are imbued with negative characteristics, anti-black and

Jewish sentiments are related. They would be used to describe the ‘worst human being’

especially when talking about someone’s actions and deeds. I am not trying to paint a

picture of the ‘abused minority native anthropologist’ as some might think. This is not

how I see myself. On the contrary, I am simply describing and discussing some of the

issues and the emotional turmoil that a native anthropologist like me felt from his ‘own

people.’

As a black Arab/Berber Muslim anthropologist pursuing a Ph.D. in the United

States at a time when the West is waging war against ‘terrorism/Muslim extremists,’ I

72 For more discussion on race and racism towards blacks/Haratine in southern Morocco see, Mezzine
1987; Hart 1973; Ennaji 1994; El Hamel (2006); and Ilahiane (2001a, 2001b). I personally do not see
myself in this category because from my won ethnographic experience I noticed that my social and
economic status led people to perceive me differently despite the fact that I can categorized as a ‘Hartani.’
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found myself in a precarious situation placed between wind and water. My predicament

resembled some nineteenth-century European travelers who faced the anger of tribal

leaders in the Moroccan countryside. These European travelers had to change their

identities to gain easy access to the local population. By contrast, I kept my own identity,

believing that it was my strength and only key to gain access to the community. Very

quickly, I found out that one of the most efficient ways to do research among these

racially diverse groups is to locate somebody who had access to all of them. I was

fortunate to meet Mouloud, my guide-interpreter whose fluent tashalHît (Berber dialect

in southern Morocco) and social work in the community, helped me develop strong ties

with the whole community. Even though members of my family speak Berber, I never

mastered tashalHît to the level of a native speaker. Luckily, all my informants could

converse in darija (Moroccan Arabic dialect).

On May 16, 2003, the Jewish community of Morocco was one of the targets of

the terrorist attacks launched by the al-salafiyya al-jihâdiyya, a radical Muslim group in

Casablanca. No Moroccan Jews were hurt in the suicide bombing, which occurred on the

Shabbat (Jewish religious observance, seventh day of the week holy to Jews). However,

forty-one Muslims were killed. Less than four months after the attack, two Moroccan

Jewish merchants were assassinated in Casablanca and Meknès. Although peaceful

marches in various Moroccan cities denounced the attacks and raised the banners of

tolerance, the terrorist attacks shook the Moroccan Jewish sense of security. Moroccan

newspapers did not interpret the incidents as anti-Jewish acts. Rather they were explained
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as an attempt on the part of al-Qaida and the Moroccan armed al-salafiyya al-jihâdiyya

groups to undermine the democratic process in the kingdom.

In light of these events, I had a great deal at stake. I thought about possible

negative reactions on the part of my fellow Muslim informants once I briefed them about

my subject. Would they trust me enough to reveal their true beliefs? I even considered

changing my research topic. Given that the historical role of the Jewish community

within the Moroccan society is hardly discussed in Moroccan textbooks, most

information about Moroccan Jews is transmitted through personal stories, jokes, and

prejudiced anecdotes. This is particularly true of the last two generations of Moroccans,

for they would have had little contact with the 5,000 or so Jewish Moroccans that remain

in the country. According to the American Jewish Year Book of 2001, in 1948, the

Moroccan Jewish population numbered 256,000. Today it is around 5,700. As I came to

learn during my fieldwork, and in contradiction to my original pre-fieldwork hypothesis,

this remnant Moroccan Jewish population is typically not seen through the prism of

national history, but rather through prejudice and media coverage of the Arab-Israeli

conflict. This is especially true of the younger cohorts.

I realize that at a time when the United States is waging a global war on terrorism,

some Moroccans might associate me with the US intelligence community. I know that

many people, steeped in conspiracy theories, saw me as a CIA agent serving Western

interests, and a historical and anthropological study of Moroccan Jews who lived among

Berbers is not regarded for its academic merits. Instead, it is judged as giving ‘colonial
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powers’ a vivid description of Moroccan perceptions of Jews. Few would acknowledge

that a study about relatively positive Jewish-Muslim relations can produce tangible

lessons for future Palestinian-Israeli coexistence.

For example, after a month and a half in Morocco, I was discussing a set of

documents written in Hebrew I had collected in Akka with an American student at Al

Akhawayn University. Suddenly, a Moroccan student, overhearing our discussion,

interrupted with: ‘Why are you studying Jews? They left. We do not need to turn over

this page any more. Let them go to hell.’ For a moment there was a dead silence. I had to

reply. ‘Whether we like it or not,’ I said, ‘Moroccan Jews are part of who we are and

what this nation is about.’ The conversation ended at that point and the Moroccan student

left in silence. I intervened as usual to correct some of the perceptions that many people

have about Jews in Morocco. These perceptions are partly due to a lack of information

because many people ignore how many Jewish communities lived in Morocco. My

reactions were not about ‘lobbying’ for Jews. I was simply trying to be as objective as

possible and react, as a native, to the misinformation people have about other fellow

citizens.

But negative reactions and stereotypes about me and my research was not the only

reception I received. When I arrived in Akka, in February 2004, I headed to the office of

the basha, the highest local administrative representative. I waited for a while before I

was admitted to his office. I was pleasantly surprised to discover that he maintained a

keen interest in the history of the region and, more specifically a knowledge of Jewish
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Moroccans. Over a glass of strong southern Moroccan tea, our conversation went on for

an hour. We also talked about unemployment among university graduates, the drought,

the problems of desertification, the lingering political situation of the Moroccan Sahara,

and the widespread poverty in the region. 

F. A Falashi (Ethiopian Jew) Among ‘Them’!

‘The only thing you need is a Jewish Yarmulke and you will be one of them. 
You would be mistaken for a Falashi even in Israel.’

So, one of my closest Moroccan friends jested when he heard that I was studying

Moroccan Jews. It was said in jest, but jokes bear bitter truths In this part of Morocco,

Haratine and Jews were historically relegated to a lower social status in the community.

This was related to the historical role discussed above, where Shurfa lineages were holier

than Haratine and Jewish groups within the community. After Haratine youths and

families improved their economic situation, Shurfa descendants in many villages were

left with a psychological problem. Thus, the term Falashi was sometimes used by Shurfa

people in the village to remind successful Haratine of their degrading origins.73 Soudani,

a descendant of a slave family from Akka, explained to me how until the first half of the

73 Ilahiane has discussed similar patters in his ethnography of Amazdar village in the Ziz Valley (2001a,
2001b). He argues that: 

For Berbers and Arabs alike, “the villages of Ziz Valley have become more Haratinized—
everywhere you look there are too many of them. The Ziz valley is becoming another
Somalia.” The Somalia images are tied to the images on television that villagers saw during
Operation Restore Hope undertaken by the American military under the auspices of the United
Nations in Somalia. The images they saw were images of poor black children and families, and
those images were used by Berber and Arab youth to refer to the Haratine while inserting a
joke here and there about when their visas of stay in Morocco are over, and inquiring if they
had packed up their belongings and when they will be making the trek back home to black
Africa (Ilahiane 2001b:387).
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twentieth century he served ‘Shurfa’ religious masters. Each powerful family owned its

slaves, historically brought north to Morocco from sub-Saharan Africa. With the new

independent state, Haratine slaves became equal citizens. I remembered how Buhu, a war

veteran, once exclaimed: ‘We thank God for Mohamed V (grandfather of the current

Moroccan king) because he brought us freedom. Without him we would still be working

for these snobbish whites. Today I can sleep the whole day and nobody would bother

me.’ As for Jews, before the French colonial period, they were generally limited to the

mellahs where they were protected in return for paying special taxes. With independence,

some left Morocco. Others chose to remain in the country and live in major cities like

Casablanca, Rabat, Marrakesh, and Agadir.

Stereotypes for Haratine and Jews are still heard. While in Akka and other

southern villages, I overheard children uttering phrases such as ‘a free man will respond

to a wink but a slave must be beaten’74 and ‘A black person never does anything well.’75

One day I was drinking tea at Sharon’s hotel (nickname given by people to the owner of

the hotel where I stayed because of his resemblance to the former Prime Minister of

Israel, Ariel Sharon) when Omar, the hotel manager, offered a cup of tea to a poor man

for free. Commenting on the act, the busboy said “some black Jew died in the mellah and

the evidence is the surprisingly benevolent act of Omar.76 Given this general atmosphere,

74 lHur bal ghamza û l-‘abd b-dabza [ بدبYa ولعبد بلغمYa لحر ].
75 drâwî mâ‘amru ydirha zina [ مaياVا يدير]ا معمرو دراوي  ].
76 shi yhudi khal mat f-l-mallah’ [ لمالc d مات كحل يUودي bي ].
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I had to carry a double burden which turned out to define me later on: a skin color and a

‘new’ assigned religious identity. I was a Falashi among my own people! I became aware

that even though I might be a ‘privileged observer’ and an insider, there is a negative

emotional dimension of the fieldwork. In the real world of ethnography, I realized that the

boundaries between being insider and outsider are fluid and that the articles on the

privileges of the native ethnographers that I read had really missed the major points.

G. When Race Matters

With the harsh economic conditions in many sub-Saharan African countries, large

numbers of poor sub-Saharan Africans seek a better way of life by illegal migration to

Europe. Morocco is an entrepôt in this journey north. In Casablanca, I met a depressed

Senegalese student, Mamadou, in search of smugglers to carry him across the

Mediterranean. Over a cup of tea in a café, the twenty-five-year-old student of

engineering talked about his daily sufferings in Morocco. I was surprised when he

mentioned the mistreatment he had faced from Moroccans because of his color. For

Americans, ironically, Moroccans might not be white. Nevertheless, Moroccans tend to

refer to blacks as Africans as if they themselves are from another continent. Mamadou

explained how strange it is for him to hear some Moroccans talk about Western racism

against Arabs while they refuse to acknowledge that their daily practices amount to

racism against fellow Africans.

Weeks later, after a long day at one of the Casablanca libraries, I hopped on a bus.

An old man boarded the creaky bus several stops later, and I heard a teenager
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commenting to his friend:

‘This is the end of the world when a zaytouna bhal hadi [ ت[ ####ي حة####Vو#### ####ب ####eادي####]ا ] (a
man as dark as a black olive) sits in the place of his master.’
‘It might be a black olive,’ I retorted, ‘but it is not a sub-Saharan one. It is
North African. I hope you accept it.’

Comments like these are common in contemporary Morocco—particularly from

young adults. As a black and Muslim citizen of Morocco, I have learned not to take them

personally, for they are a constant in the public discourse. Recently, in the spring of 2004,

a Moroccan TV channel and several national newspapers began openly discussing this

phenomenon, but the national media stopped short of an open critique of the popular

perception of these immigrants. We Moroccans have not been able to look each other in

the face and admit that we are teaching our children bad habits. Even intellectuals have

been silent about the need to teach them that these black Africans are just like us.

Morocco has crossed some decisive bridges in terms of its reconciliation with its past

human rights record; women and the Berber movements have gained important rights in

recent years. Nevertheless, other social taboos need to be brought up and discussed in a

very civil manner for Moroccans to reconcile themselves within the context of a

democratizing monarchy, and I have taken this on as my role.

When in Akka, I had a discussion with Lahcen, a seventy-two-years-old Hartani,

who lived for fourteen years in Europe.

‘I think Islam forbids such categorization,’ I commented.
‘You are an educated man and I think you know that there is always a
difference between reality and ideal concepts. If you try to interview one of the
powerful ‘white’ families as a black person you would be treated in a bad way.
If they learn that you have connections in Rabat (Morocco’s capital) or that
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you study in America they will treat you differently. It is about superficial
images and family names. You know it is the same thing in America I guess
the way Bush and Kennedy are treated is different from the way a average
black American is seen. It is about race and class my friend.’
‘Why do you think there is such a feeling in the village?’ I asked.
‘Look brother, reality deceives! You might see an extended family here in the
oasis town and you might think this is great: three or four nuclear families in
one house! For you it can even be romantic. But for some it is like being in
hell. The same thing can be said about the community. There were blacks,
whites and Jews. Each group was supposed to fulfill a role. Jews and blacks
were somehow enslaved. Now that the modern state has ensured our human
rights and we, as blacks, are winning local elections, whites do not like it. One
of the worst things is when such labels (black/white) are brought to the most
sacred place, I mean the mosque! That is why I am not surprised when I hear
deranged Muslims blowing themselves up and killing innocent Muslims,
Christians and Jews when Allah asks us not to. They need to be re-educated.
The government has to fulfill its responsibility and encourage a feeling of
respect for difference among us. Until then you and I will still be Hartani and
maybe black Jews.’

From my academic home base in Arizona, I thought that I would be welcomed

with open arms by the local people. However, once in Morocco, I had to negotiate my

identity depending on the people with whom I talked. Few Muslim scholars have dared to

take on the challenge of studying Muslim-Jewish relations because once they begin they

are labeled as Jewish ‘sympathizers.’ The fear of studying a taboo subject such as ‘Jews’

has haunted many local researchers. In discussions with fellow Ph.D. students in Rabat,

they would talk about the stigma associated with some eminent Moroccan scholars just

because they worked on ‘Jewish topics.’ Can Moroccan Muslims conduct research

concerning their fellow Jewish copatriots? To me the answer is yes, but to many people,

the study of Jews is not patriotically correct. Attempts to research a ‘Jewish-related topic’

are questioned. Should I have stopped, or changed my topic? If I did so I would not be a
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good ethnographic ‘soldier.’ I invoke the image of war here because just as in real battles,

ethnographers should plan and anticipate changing their strategies. I was prepared to take

the challenge. I was willing to take the racist labels of Hartani or Falashi that many

people had attached to me and assume my research responsibilities. My battle turned out

to be one of emotions. Could I keep calm in the face of sporadic denigrating or racist

comments? Or should I take an active role in trying to stop such comments?

H. Shockwaves from the Middle East

‘I am leaving Akka for another village,’ uttered my new Peace Corps volunteer
acquaintance.
‘How come?’ I asked.
‘I had a misunderstanding with the director of dâr al-shabâb (Youth Club run
by the Ministry of Culture). Two weeks ago, after Israel killed the Palestinian
Cheikh Yassin, the Hamas leader, I overheard him saying that Muslims are
bombs to be exploded amidst the American terrorists who are destroying the
Arab world. The guy even started spreading out rumors that I am pro-Zionism
and that I am in Morocco for a special mission by the American Intelligence,’
replied my American friend in a faint and sad voice.

When I came to Akka I met this friendly American student serving in the Peace Corps.

He had been working on a literacy project with one of the major associations in the

region and teaching English to high school students. His work was appreciated by some

and questioned by others. A Georgetown graduate, the American became a friend of

mine, and we spent many evenings in conversation after I returned from research trips in

the villages of Akka. After the events described above, my friend began to worry about

the rumors circulating in the oasis. He was frightened, afraid that someone might harm

him. The Peace Corps office in Rabat finally decided to move him to a village near

Errachidia (a city in the southern part of Morocco). When I returned to Akka one
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evening, I found a touching letter stating how much he would miss our conversations and

asking my local guide, Mouloud, to keep on working with the illiterate women and poor

children of the village. When I read the letter to two of the association members

(something my friend had requested I do), they cried. Mouloud, the director of the

association, was particularly affected by the transfer of his American friend. In a deep

sigh, he told me:

I did not sleep yesterday. He was one of us. Every Friday he joined us for
couscous (a traditional Moroccan dish). He has been very crucial to our
association. Without him I do not know how the children will learn English. I
do not understand these people. We get normal human beings just like us with
the exception that they are Christians or Jews or Atheists. Something they did
not choose. It is up to God to punish or reward them. And then we decide that
they are spies and Zionists. God help us because we are harming ourselves.

In Morocco, the Peace Corps is sometimes seen as an intelligence organization spying on

locals. People asked me many times about its agenda. At Sharon’s hotel, I was

bombarded with questions every time I was seen with the American Peace Corps

volunteer. Some even implied that we were working together. One day I was drinking a

cup of tea when a recent graduate Moroccan student of Islamic studies joined me. We

talked about school in the United States, the economic and political situation in Morocco

and global terrorism. All of a sudden our conversation shifted to the American’s reasons

for coming to Akka. His questions took me by surprise. He asked in an angry manner:

- ‘Why are you hanging out with that Zionist?’
- ‘How do you know that he is a Zionist? And who is a Zionist for you?’ I
replied.
- ‘All Jews are Zionists. They have been killing our brothers. They are
destroying our children and culture by introducing alcohol and drugs. They are
encouraging prostitution. You might think that they are your friends but you
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are wrong because even the most sacred word of Allah says that they are bad.
Do you know what the Koran says about them?’
- ‘What?’
- ‘You should read your sacred book first and get equipped with your culture
and moral values before you started befriending those demons. If you do not
do that you will become one of them. Well, the Koran, my fellow villager, tells
us the following in verse 5.51: ‘O You who believe! Do not take the Jews and
the Christians for friends; they are friends of each other; and whoever amongst
you takes them for a friend, then surely he is one of them; surely Allah does
not guide the unjust people.’ In verse 2.120. And the Jews will not be pleased
with you nor the Christians until you follow their religion. Say: Surely Allah’s
guidance, that is the true guidance. And if you follow their desires after the
knowledge that has come to you, you shall have no guardian from Allah, nor
any helper.’ Said with confidence.
- ‘So what do you propose to get out of this culture of despair and violence?’ I
asked.
- ‘The only language that American Jews understand is killing.’
- ‘But Allah asks us to engage in dialogue even with the enemies?’ I
interrupted.
- ‘America is sending its dollars to filthy Jews to destroy our Palestinian
brothers. And you ask us to engage in dialogue with them. I am sure you are
one of these aggressors. By the way from where do you get all your money?
You are renting hotel rooms, eating good food and traveling all around our
country to tell them who we are, what we eat and how we think. They are
funding you. I mean Israel is funding you. That is why you like them. Go to
hell!’

With his “sermon” finished, he quickly departed.

I. Imams and Rabbis for Peace

In the mountain resort of Ifrane (near Fez) I met Simon, a Moroccan Jew who

spent some of his childhood in Rabat, then moved to France and finally Israel. Simon

came back to Morocco to help organize the first World Congress of Imams and Rabbis

for Peace. The Swiss-Based Foundation ‘Hommes de Parole,’77 (Men of Their Words),

77 For more information on ‘Hommes de Parole,’ see, http://www.hommesdeparole.org
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the Rabat-Based Islamic Educational and Scientific Organization (ISESCO), and other

organizations had been contacting key Jewish and Muslim religious leaders from Israel,

Europe, the Americas, and Asia. However, just one week before the conference was to

take place, Imams and Rabbis for Peace was cancelled due to pressure from some Islamic

groups and organizations in Morocco. Parti de la justice et du développement, a

Moroccan political party with an Islamic agenda, wrote in its editorial that if ‘extremist

Jewish rabbis’ would like to start a dialogue they should stop supporting the policies of

Sharon.78 On al-Jazeera, al-Qaradawi refused to accept the presence of rabbis in an

interfaith conference between Christians and Muslims in Qatar. Al-Qaradawi, a well-

respected Muslim preacher in the Islamic world and a weekly speaker for al-Jazeera,

noted that Jews are aggressors and Muslims should not have dialogues with them until

they stop their ‘policy of extermination.’ For Simon, the present climate in Israel and the

occupied territories might be precarious, but an event like this in Morocco (a land that

saw historical Jewish-Muslim coexistence) is needed today. He explained with a

conviction filled with sadness:

“My friend, the forest had been burnt. Everywhere, there is nothing but ashes.
Morocco is definitely one of the only places where we can plant again a culture
of co-existence, understanding and open-mindedness. I have seen it when I was
a child in Rabat. I still see it today when I bring Ashkenazi Jews to my home
country Morocco. Because you know that as a Jewish Moroccan/Israeli travel
guide, I am very optimistic. Let me tell you something, when I lived in
Morocco, I was seen by Muslims as a Jew, in France I became a Moroccan Jew

78 See attajdid, June 2, n. 942. Available:

.حf gXابر،
^__h .\تمiامات ليjلم ا[احة على الحاkي الVيوUlديد،. اوال الiالعدد الت mh^، ^ ،يوVيو n .`h.
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and in Israel among my own people I lingered as an Arab Jew. So, I decided to
start bringing fellow Ashkenazi Jews to Morocco. They learned that I did not
come from a primitive culture. My fellow Moroccan friend, education can
open peoples’ minds. It takes time but I assure you that future generations will
benefit from the culture of peace that we plant today.”
“But very few would buy this utopian idea if they still see the Israeli army and
Palestinian suicide bombers killing innocent people on a daily basis,” I stated.
“Peace and understanding would not take place overnight. It will take years if
we believe in it. We have to start with ourselves. Imams and rabbis should
condemn all forms of violence and terrorism and state that the conflict is not
religious in nature. Politicians have failed. So it is up to religious leaders to
take the banner of peace and negotiation. You said it is utopian. I say it is
realistic because when imams and rabbis preach this to Palestinian and Israeli
children, they will send them back to their neighborhood as ambassadors. We
might fail at the beginning but in the long term we will be winners,” he added.

In Casablanca, Morocco’s economic capital, I talked for hours with a Muslim

friend about Israeli rabbis coming to Morocco. He did not approve of my attitude that the

only way to get out of this chaotic situation is at least to sit around the table. For Said,

America has backed Israel and provided the political support for destroying Palestinian

houses and humiliating the Iraqi citizenry. America also went to Iraq to steal its oil and

give it to Israel. Said was happy that the conference was cancelled. He believed that as

Muslims we cannot “shake hands with Jewish terrorists who continue to denigrate

Arabs.”

“So what about Moroccan Jews who have always supported Palestinians and
the Palestinian cause,” I said.
“No Jew on the face of this earth has supported the Palestinians,” he remarked.
“What about Abraham Serfaty, Amran Edmond El Maleh and others. Are not
they Moroccan Jews who have openly supported an independent State for the
Palestinians?” I retorted.

My ideas did not make sense to my friend. For him and for many others I met in

my first month of fieldwork I stayed for too long in the United States. I had become a
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‘Westerner in heart.’

J. Conclusion

While it is true that Jewish-Muslim relations have not been the subject of much

investigation among Moroccan sociologists/anthropologists (but more by historians), this

is not the case for Israeli, European, and especially American anthropologists. Yet

anthropologists who have constructed models of Muslim-Jewish relations in Morocco

have extrapolated from their particular experience generalizations for all Morocco (or the

Muslim world). I wonder how much Israeli/American anthropologists have ignored some

of the racist concerns that I focus on here in the quest to demonstrate objectivity or

sympathy for their subjects. In the course of conducting my ethnography, I have noticed

that there is a pressure on me to ‘please or say what my fellow people’ wanted to hear. I

had to take the opposite direction and question some of the Muslims’ behaviors because I

believe that such practices harm any attempt to create a healthy society. I also came to

realize that in the course of maintaining stereotypes and unfounded claims about others,

we tend to instill a culture that thrives on stereotypical judgments about others. This is a

dangerous direction for any society because it leads to hatred and fear of the “other,” and

therefore to destructive conduct. In reporting these issues, I believe that as an

anthropologist, while I am trying to understand where these perceptions are coming from,

I am also playing an activist role within my own society, irrespective of the troubles that

this reporting might cause me.

As an ethnographer, I do believe that I have a scientific and scholarly obligation
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to collect data as objectively as possible, but as a human being aspiring to a democratic

Moroccan state, I also think that my writings should provide a contribution to help

policymakers and educators in my home country in the attempt to build a nation that

accepts and respects every person within its borders. Hegel’s The Phenomenology of

Mind describes how the master and the slave shall recognize (reach self-consciousness),

the fact that they are both damaged by the relationship of Lordship-Bondage. To correct

this ‘immoral’ bond, both have to understand their psychological problems before any

recognition of the other is reached. When America began civil rights movements

recognizing the immorality of slavery, its primary (even though) limited success was

contingent upon the denunciation by both blacks and whites of this practice. The logic

that governs this developmental process is dialectic; in the words of Hegel, there is an

independence and dependence of self-consciousness: Lordship and Bondage. The concept

or form of consciousness contains within itself incompleteness that gives rise to

opposition, or an antithesis, a conflicting concept or form of consciousness. As a result of

the conflict a third concept or form of consciousness arises, a synthesis, which overcomes

the conflict by reconciling at a higher level the truth contained in both the thesis and

antithesis. This synthesis becomes a new thesis that generates another antithesis, giving

rise to a new synthesis. Until we recognize this basic process, constructive change and

progress will be limited. In light of this Hegelian self-consciousness, Maria Daïf argued

that until the Moroccan citizen and government recognize the existence of damaging

stereotypes within Morocco, the achievement of a tolerant society is a national mirage.
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Equally important, Moroccan Jews should also be part of this “duplicated self-

consciousness.” Until both selves respect and recognize each other, the process of a

“double meaning” is stalled. In the words of Hegel,

The mouvement is therefore simply the duplication of both self-
consciousnesses. Each sees the other do the same as it itself does. Each itself
does what it demands on the other, and therefore does what it does only
because the other does the same. The one-sided action would be useless,
because what is to occur can only come about through the action of both
(Hegel 1999:21).

Moroccan Jews and Moroccan Muslims are two self-consciousnesses who exist in

themselves and for themselves: both consciousnesses share Moroccan roots. It is what

Edmond Amran El Maleh highlighted when he declared “Je ne suis pas un juif marocain,

mais un Marocain juif.”79 ‘Moroccanness’ is prioritized over Jewishness without its

marginalization.

79 TelQuel, November 15-21, 2003. Driss Ksikes. Interview Edmond Amran El Maleh. 37-39.
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IV. THE INSCRIBED MEMORY: MUSLIM JUDGES AND JEWS

Chaque marocain a “son juif.” Quelque fois il en a deux. Alors il est toujours
sûr de son affaire.80

Jean Hess 1907:21

O believers, when you negotiate a debt
for a fixed term, draw upon an agreement in writing, 
though better it would be
to have a scribe write it faithfully down;
and no scribe should refuse to write as God has taught him,
.... But do not neglect to draw up a contract, big or small,
with the time fixed for paying back the debt.
This is more equitable in the eyes of God,
and better as evidence and best for avoiding doubt.

Qur’an (2:281-282, trans. Ali 1984:48-49)

A. Introduction

There is a saying in Sous that goes: ilâ kân al-qâDî khSîmak ghîr jmâ‘ ‘qûdak.81

The proverb spells out the significance of legal documents in settlements as well as the

possibility of the judge’s bias even if the litigants produce solid personal documents to

buttress their legal case. In Akka, during my ethnographic stay, I collected a large

number of original legal documents (locally known by al-‘uqûd [ قا ع %%ل %% ود%% ] and/or al-wathâiq

80 Every Moroccan has ‘his own Jew.’ Sometimes he has two. Therefore, he is always certain of his
economic profit.
81 [ %لقاان%كاال %خصيمي%ضا% % % %غيك% %جمر% %عقع% ودك% ] If a judge is opposed to you just gather up your documents. This saying
was communicated to me by Ouhamam in Akka in April 2004.
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al-aSliyya [ ياال ل %%%ص %%% ق%%%ئا%%%ثو%%%لاة%%% ]82 that describe and cover a wide range of social and economic

issues. These legal records can be used for studying the social and economic realities and

transformations in this part of Morocco. Ilahiane and Park called for the use of such

records “as tools for mapping the changing social topography of rural Morocco”

(2001:271). These records, Ilahiane and Park argued, “need to be scrutinized both in the

traditional ways of the historian and, more generally, as reflecting social forces conceived

broadly” (2001:271). The following chapter is informed by Ilahiane and Park’s analysis

of taxation and courts records in Essaouira and Tafilalt, Park’s research on the formation

of a new elite in Essaouira (1988), Afa’s studies of the social and economic history of

Sous (1988; 2002), as well as Schroeter’s study of the merchants of Essaouira (1988,

1999a, 1999b).

In this chapter, I use examples of some legal cases that I personally collected in

southern Morocco to demonstrate the relationships between Muslim judges and Jews in

Akka. Jews were embedded in a feudal-like hierarchical relationship where they paid

82 The Maliki school of jurisprudence (al-jîdî 1984; Wakin 1972) uses the word al-‘uqûd (sing. al-‘aqd
[ %عق د% ], al-wathâiq ( ق%ئا%ثو%لا ; sing. al-wathîqa %ثيقو % ة% ), and/or al-makhTûTât al-qadîma [ %لمخطا % % %لقاات%طو% %يمد% ة% ] for ancient
legal documents and treatises. The words are also used for any form of a “bond or security and writing of
obligation for the payment of a debt, or the like” (Lane 1877:3049). The usual Hanafi term is al-shurûT
[ شا %%%%%ل روط%%%%% ]. In the Ottoman period, the word al-Sakk [ كٌّ%%%%%ص ; pl. ك %%%%%ص وك%%%%% ] was used instead. According to Lane
(1877), the word Sakk is an Arabized Persian word known as[ ك%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%ج ] which means any form of a “written
acknowledgement of a debt [...]. and a written statement of a commercial transaction, purchase, or sale,
transfer, bargain, contract, or the like” (1709). The word Sakk is sometimes used interchangeably with sijill
( %سج ل% ; pl. sijillât %سج الت% ). Written legal documents are also referred to as al-‘uhûd [ ها ع %ل % ود% pl.; %عه د% ], adhkâr al-
Huqûq [ قاار%%كاذ ح %%ل %% وق%% pl.; حار%%كذ %%ل ق%% ], and al-Hujjaj [ جا ح %%ل %% ج%% pl.; ج %%ح ة%% ]. In Islamic law, documents are designed to
provide legal evidence by which a party rebuts an adversary in a litigation or dispute. Therefore, al-wathîqa
is supposed to replace the failing memory of a litigant or the untrustworthy future testimony of a given
party.
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tribute and other forms of material compensation to Muslim patrons in exchange for

protection. Hess described this system of protection in the following way: “Every

Moroccan has ‘his own Jew.’ Sometimes he has two. Therefore he is always certain of

his economic profits” (1907:21). Nevertheless, although this political situation might tell

a story of economic and social exploitation, the relations that Jews ended up fostering

with Muslim patrons through trading alliances translated into networks of friendship.

Using some merchant documents, I argue that Jews utilized their social pariahhood,

mobilized their personal networks (m‘arfa)83 and called upon their dhimmi legal status to

shape the different legal jurisdictions to their own favor. I also contend that the nature of

the political system in this risky tribal environment motivated the Jewish merchants to

organize into a trading diaspora along ethnic lines to survive in a political and legal

83 In local terms, these networks are known as lam‘âraf/m‘arfa [ ع م %%%%%%ل %%%%%% %%%%%%Vع/ار W%%%%%% ة%%%%%%Xر%%%%%% ]. m‘arfa is a term that
translates a set of social and economic practices involving friendship, exchange, protection, asking a favor,
etc. It is influenced by political status and social hierarchy. The word is similar to the anthropological term
al-wasTa [ طوا%%%%%%%ل %%%%%%%س ة%%%%%%% ] studied by Ayoub (1966), Farsoun (1970); Huxley (1978), Cunningham and Sarayrah
(1993). It is also largely related to the concept of al-qarâba that was studied by Dale Eickeleman (1974;
1976). Farsoun writes: 

The term wastah is a colloquial Arabic for an “intermediary,” a go-between, or the process of
employing an intermediary or go-between, “a process of mediation” in almost any and all
types of activity. The wastah system is generalized in the society and performs important
functions within the family and clan as well as outside it. One needs a wastah in order not to be
cheated in the market place, in locating and acquiring a job, in resolving conflict and legal
litigation, in winning a court decision, in speeding governmental action, and in establishing
and maintaining political influence, bureaucratic procedures, in finding a bride, and, in fact, for
the social scientist to locate and convince respondents to give an interview. The wastah
procedure is complex, its rules varied depending on the sphere and nature of activity, whether
it is legal, familial, economic, etc. (1970:269-270).

The Jews of Morocco have traditionally used the lam‘arfa/wasTa that they nurtured with Muslim
protectors in similar ways, obtaining political, economic and social protection (Himâya [ م ح %%%%ل %%%% ة%%%%يا%%%% ]) both
inside and outside their neighborhoods. Therefore, the lam‘arfa can be seen in this legal context as a
social “weapon” used by powerful and powerless Jews to work the Muslim legal systems by linking
themselves to powerful Muslims through patron-client relationships.
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system where social factors tried to curtail not only their social movement but also their

ability to make large profits.

B. Discovering a Cache of New Documents in Akka

With my camera in my sweating hands, my body, like a machine, needed to be

twisted in a crouching position to photocopy thousands of manuscript, and store them in

my laptop. Around the room, my hosts and members of their families sat around looking

at my computer and camera with amazement. It was a laborious task, but the sight of

every piece of manuscript taken from rusty boxes or plastic bags increased my resolve

not to let these treasures succumb to the destructive forces of nature before my urgent

electronic preservation. As a historian, I believed that if I did not photograph these

dilapidating manuscripts, I would have failed to uphold my responsibility to protect this

regional and national treasure.

These documents were photographed by a Canon EOS Digital Rebel XT SLR

camera, and coded and indexed according to the system of family document archiving

described by Paul Pascon.84 My experience, like that of Paul Pascon (1977, 1984, 1986),

Brinkley Messick (1990:219) and others,85 has shown that the owners of these documents

84 Paul Pascon, the father of Moroccan sociology, pointed out in many publications the scientific
importance of these documents, especially in his research on the Haouz of Marrakesh (1977) and on the
social history of Tazerwalt (1984). Pascon outlined the steps of filming, fixing, and indexing these family
registers and manuscripts. He is still credited for being one of the first post-independence researchers to
have outlined a theory of documentation for legal manuscripts and commercial registers for a better
scientific understanding of rural Morocco from a historical, anthropological, and sociological perspective.
For more information on the significance of the the treatment of “family manuscripts,” see his translated
article: Paul Pascon, mu‘âlajat raSîd al-’â’ilât mina al-wathâiq. bayt al-Hikma, al-‘adad 3:78-82, 1986
[ YوZ اسكونZ .عالجةW العائالت رصيد [W ي\. الوثائقZ العدد. الحكمة ] :^_-_`a  bc_d ].   
85 For more discussion on the collection of legal manuscripts and its ethics, see also Isaac Hollander, Jews
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generally refuse to hand them out to researchers or strangers to photocopy them or help

preserve them. In numerous occasions, I was told by local villagers that in the 1990s, a

Minister of Culture (nobody identified the name) arrived in the region and asked for old

manuscripts to preserve them for free, exhibit them in Rabat, and then return them to

their owners. Documents were given to the Minister, but then months went by and the

documents were never returned to their original owners.

Figure 4.1. Lahoucine, my Research Assistant, Inspecting Damaged Manuscripts, Tizounine. ©
Aomar Boum.

My use of the camera worked to my benefit since most of my informants

and Muslims in Lower Yemen: A Study in Protection and Restraint, 1918-1949; Daisy Hilse Dwyer, Law
and Islam in the Middle East; and the Arabic works:

#عم #مX.ا#فاَر# #oاة#لZلن# # #لمغاq#يار#pي#فود# # #لZاي#فرب# #rلتار# #عش\#سا# #منش:اv#بر#لا).t^^-`m_u`وs#س(ر# # #كليورات# # #لعلوااwدابة# # #XVاxوم# #Vيا# ة،#
`mtt،yمحم# # #لعzماد# # # #لتشواة#لaو#}واd#لا.ي#Vا# # #قبراc#عالة#سدرا:ي#مال#ساال\#ير# #لتشاوء#{ي#فوs#سل#|ا# # #منش:اv#بر#لا.ي#مال#ساال\#ير# # ورات#
Yقاالوو[ار#cلشواا# #rميال#ساال~و# #عم،h__^ة،# #عبg#بر# #ل�اد# #لiيام#ير# # #لعا.دي# #cلعموار# # #لماي#فل# #لما�#]�# #ل�ا# #م�Uوي# # #مUمو# # #علمد�#لا# # #لمغااء# # .رب#

.^mt` فضالة، مطبعة: المحمدية
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appreciated photocopying, the papers on site and were happy to get digital copies in case

of loss of their legal deeds and family papers. In addition, without the camera on site, it

was very difficult to photograph documents in rural areas such as Akka, where the only

place that had access to a photocopy machine was the government’s administrative

offices. Also, many documents were in very bad condition. They were folded, and so it

was difficult to photocopy them without losing pieces or damaging them. Time, weather

and storage conditions, and the quality of paper were partly responsible for their bad

condition. Since using paste was damaging, I relied on a piece of glass that I put on the

document before photocopying it (Pascon 1986:79). The documents were in many forms

and shapes. They were written on paper as well as wood. Some were stored in reeds,

while others were folded and stored as bundles in wooden boxes or palm-leaf baskets.

The objective was to protect them from bugs, termites, and rats.

Many documents did not survive the destructive forces of nature due to lack of

proper human care. One day, I was approached by an informant by the name of

muHammad with whom I developed a close relationship. muHammad was a descendent

of a very prestigious family in Akka known as ayt mribaT.86 He invited me to travel with

him to a neighboring village where a local villager had a huge box of manuscripts in one

of the abandoned houses that his grandfathers owned in the nineteenth century. The box, I

was told by muHammad, contained thousands of documents, mostly about family credits

to tribes as far as Tajakanat in Tindouf following the years of famine that struck the

86 For a history of the family, see muHammad al-mukhtâr al-Sousi, khilâl Jazûla vol. 3.
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region in the late nineteenth century and the first quarter of the twentieth century. It was

one of the saddest days of my ethnographic stay in the region. As it turned out, it was also

the first time that I felt that a historian’s blood runs in my veins.

Figure 4.2. Oubaha muhammâd Showing His Manuscript Cache, © Aomar Boum.

The house was a nineteenth-century building located in the oldest part of the oasis

of Tizounine.87 When we arrived at our destination, we opened the door but we could not

enter the house. Since independence, the house had not been occupied by its owner, who

had moved to a more ‘prestigious’ cement-brick dwelling. The ceiling of the room

leading to the courtyard fell because of rain and lack of maintenance, since the house was

built of mud. After two hours, just before dusk, we managed to get to the interior. The

87 Tizounine [ e%وfيg% %[ ] pl. of tizûnt e%وfg%\ meaning the small field, is a small village between Igdi and Akka and
built on a vast plain, and the majority of its population is Haratine. The family of oulâd bal‘îd lmraybTî
[ ياوالد ع ل Z%% %% %% ماد%% %%ل طر%% h %%ي %% ي%% ] represented the most important family in the village, influencing its political and social
makeup and still controlling its political posts. Tizounine is not far from the archaeological site of Tamdult.
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whole place was falling apart. Old and broken water pottery was dispersed everywhere.

Rooms were dug out leaving holes everywhere. I was not interested in these material

remains. My eyes were set on the box and the manuscripts it contained. In a dark room in

the north part of the building, a huge box (about a meter and a half long and two meters

high) was spotted in the corner. I thought that I had found my khazîna [ j####aن ####ي ة#### ] (treasure-

trove). Small baskets were dispersed throughout the room. As we opened the box, only a

handful of documents were found stuck at the side of the wooden box. Since it was dark

we sent for a pair of candles at the nearby shop. As we lit the room hundreds of

fragmentary pieces of paper were dispersed all over the place. My heart ached after I

realized that the documents had been vandalized. Ironically, an intruder looking for more

valuable things discarded the once-precious documents on the ground, leaving them to

the destructive powers of the natural elements (excessive heat and cold). As we started

picking them up, they broke easily in our hands. My research guide commented, “This

looks like the vandalism and looting of bayt al-Hikam in Baghdad.” Images of Iraqis

vandalizing museums in Baghdad under the uncaring eyes of American soldiers in 2003

flashed before my eyes. Although I was caught by the statement, given its political

weight, my mind imagined how many boxes were destroyed in similar ways. Therefore,

after this experience, every time I came across a manuscript, I instantly asked for

permission to photograph it. I also realized that a piece of paper (of no interest to my

research on the Jews of the region) might answer certain questions that I have about other

documents and/or questions for other scholars.
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The manuscripts were largely collected from the families of former religious

notables and Islamic jurists as well as the religious brotherhood of Akka.88 A large

number of the collected manuscripts discussed Jewish-Muslim relations in Akka and its

neighboring communities. Goitein explains the reasons behind his emphasis on Jewish

traders during the Middle Ages by claiming that “only the letters and other papers of

Jewish overseas traders have thus far been found, [and that their] preservation was due to

very special circumstances” (1973:3). In my case, the Jewish documents collected from

southern Morocco, although they were not discovered in a special room “set aside for that

purpose and attached to a synagogue” (Goitein 1973:3) like the Cairo Geniza, were found

mostly and unexpectedly scattered among hundreds of legal sales, marriage documents,

inheritance contracts, and other family deeds in personal Muslim libraries. By

photocopying hundreds of family religious and legal documents, I believe that I was able

to save them from future damage. These documents have been organized by origin,

subject, and years. Copies stored on CDs were given to families from whom they were

obtained to ensure that in case they lost the original copies, they would have access to

digital ones. The documents translated and presented in this chapter are just a small

percentage of the legal papers that I collected, preserved, and identified. Therefore, they

can be seen only as a representative sample of the whole set of papers that I gathered

88 The documents were collected from ibrâhîm al-nûHî يرا%%%%%%%%Zا i%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%jاk %%%%%%%%ل ي%%%%%%%%حو%%%%%%%% ; the family of nûHî Hmâd ou
muHammâd g%حمي%حو% %Wحماواد% % اد% ; al-kantâwî muHamad amîn %لكlkا % % %mحماوW% % %Wياد% %[ ; Hmâd ouHamâm %حم %حماواد% %nا ; and
the families of al-ja‘farî oا جع %ل % % %mر , al-wannâsî ي%سا%gو%لا and al-wakhshâshî %خشو%لا ي%سا% ; al-najm laHrash kا %ل حj%جا% %ل %pر ;
Hassî ouqândû دو حاسيgاqاو ; ayt habbûl \يr Yوhi ; ayt sh‘ayb \يr sعيt  and al-rasmûkiyyin [الرسموكيي.  
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during the year 2004. If the documents’ owners grant me permission, my future plan is to

apply for future funds and photocopy the remaining thousands of family collections so as

to protect them and make them available for researchers to study the social history of the

Anti-Atlas. 

These collected manuscripts document private ownership (milk khâS [ W%%%%uك%%%%لvخ%%%%wاx ]),

commenda partnerships (qirâD [ q%%%%yرا ]), lease contracts (ijâra [ ارz%%%%جا ]), sale contracts (‘aqd

bay‘ [ ق %%%ع يد%%% Z%%% ع%%% ]), legal opinions (fatâwâ [ l X%%% او}%%% ]), legal rulings (nawâzil [ g%%%Y|وا ]), as well as

other types of documents. I am not interested here in the fatâwâ and nawâzil;89 instead,

my main focus is on how much of the merchants’ contracts and other documents depict

the practical trading and social relationships that existed and were nurtured between Jews

and Muslims. The values of these sources stem from the fact that they not only describe

specific legal cases involving Jews and Muslims, but also help us assess the relevance of

the discourse of Islamic law (sharî‘a l-islâmiyya [ t%%%عر %%%ي يال%%%سالة%%% W%%% ة%%% ]) and of tribal customary

law (‘urf [ ع %%%%%%%ل %%%%%%%Vر ]) in the conduct of Jewish-Muslim commercial transactions. Therefore,

while I focus on the commercial and contractual records, I argue that Jews in Akka

utilized a number of opportunities that the different current and old legal systems

89 For discussion of social and historical contexts of Islamic law and Islamic legal theories and
interpretations, see R. Gleave and E. Kermeli. Islamic Law Theory and Practice. London: I.B. Tauris
Publishers, 1997; Muhammad Khalid Masud, Brinkley Messick, and David Powers. Islamic Legal
Interpretation: Muftis and their Fatwas. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1996; Aziz
al-Azmeh. Islamic Law Social and Historical Contexts. London: Routledge, 1988; Wael Hallaq. A History
of Islamic Legal Theories: An Introduction to Sunni USUL Al-FIQH. Cambridge, United Kingdom:
Cambridge University Press; Joseph Shacht. The Origins of Mohammadan Jurisprudence. Oxford: The
Clarendon Press, 1950, and An Introduction of Islamic Law. Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1964.
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provided to negotiate their relations with and among Muslims. These range from personal

settlements (SulH [ ل f#### ####� ]) and Muslim protection (Himâya [ م ####ح ة####يا#### ]) to legal face-to-face

meetings (l-jalsa  [لجل{ة]) in front of a judge (l-qâDî [لقاضي]).

C. Un-silencing the Silenced: The Emergence of the National Researcher

The Sous region of southern Morocco continues to house a large body of

dilapidating legal documents that are still found in private family homesteads. The

University of Ibn Zuhr in Agadir, especially the Departments of History and Geography,

has recently shown an unprecedented interest in social biographies and regional studies.

These departments have organized since the 1990s a number of conferences, not only on

the cities of Agadir, Taroundannt, and Tiznit, but also on the communities of Bani and

the tribal confederations of the southern provinces.90 Many of these studies have largely

relied on local manuscripts and oral sources; yet, only a small number of studies used

these legal documents to assess the nature of Jewish-Muslim relations, despite the long

historical presence of Jewish communities in the region.91 Although this silence on the

90 Publications of interest are: Université Ibn Zohr. La ville de Tiznit et sa campagne: histoire, espace et
culture. Agadir, Maroc: Publications de la faculté des lettre et des sciences humaines, 1996, Université Ibn
Zohr; Les oasis de Wad Noun: Porte du Sahara Marocain. Agadir, Maroc: Publications de la faculté des
lettre et des sciences humaines, 1999; tarudant, hadirat Sus: a‘mal al-ayyâm al-dirâsiyya, 7-8-9 abrîl
1988. Agadir: jâmi‘at ibn zuhr, kulliyyat al-adab wa al-‘ulûm al-insâniyya, 1993.
91 See Daniel Schroeter, Merchants of Essaouira: Urban Society and Imperialism in Southwestern
Morocco, 1844-1886. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1988; Haïdara, Ismaël Diadié. Les
Juifs à Tombouctou: recueil des sources écrites relatives au commerce juif à Tombouctou au XIXe siècle.
Bamako, Editions Donniya, 1999. Jacob Oliel, De Jérusalem à Tombouctou: L’odyssée saharienne du
rabbin Mardochée 1826-1886. Paris: Editions Olbia, 1998. Ahmed Boumzgou. Oued Noun dans les
archives de Dar Iligh. In: Les oasis de Wad Noun: Porte du Sahara Marocain. Agadir, Maroc: Publications
de la faculté des lettre et des sciences humaines, 1999. Mohamed Ennaji and Paul Pascon, Le Makhzen et le
Sous al-Aqsa: la correspondance politique de la maison d’Iligh (1821-1894). Paris: Editions du CNRS,
1988. Paul Pascon. La maison d’Iligh et l’histoire sociale du Tazerwalt. Rabat: SMER, 1984. 
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Jewish communities has been broken recently by studies carried out, for instance, by

Abdellah Larhmaid (2002)92 and Aomar Afa (2002),93 this research, which is largely

historical, is far from achieving a general coverage of the history of the Jewish societies

of the southern rural communities.

Muhammad al-Mukhtar al-Sousi is a Moroccan historian renowned for being one

of the first local researchers to record the oral history of the southern region, writing

numerous historical books.94 Still, while he collected thousands of documents from local

private Saharan libraries, he failed to mention most of the documents that pertain to

Jewish society, choosing to marginalize the Jewish-Muslim relations in Sous (Boum

2004b). Apart from a few footnotes in al-ma‘sûl and khilâl jazûla, he was silent about

these manuscripts is silent, although many people that I talked to informed me that he had

access to them during his visit to the region. I am not blaming al-Mukhtar al-Sousi for not

focusing on these manuscripts and making them his main and primary research concern.

What I am suggesting is that since this southern and native Moroccan historian was

concerned about collecting and writing down the history of the region, an area in which

he believed himself to be the pioneering champion, it is not clear why the Jewish

component of the legal documents was left out of his narrative, even though he had

#عب92 #للاد# #لغمه# # #|يا# #}م.د# #يUات#عا# #لمiا:وs#سود# # #eوااzلتم# # # #}تماالالت# # #عيا# #لXيواة# # #سيا# #بح._tu_-`mu`ة،# #�#لني # #كتد#لال# #Wلتاي#فورا# q#يار#
.^__^ االXVاVية، والعلوم االداب كلية: الرباv. المعاfر

#عم93 #مX.ا#فاَر# #oاة#لZ ن #ل # مغاq#يار#pي#فود# #ل # Zاي#فرب# #ل #rتار #ل #عش\#سا# #منش:اv#بر#لا).t^^-`m_u`وs#س(ر# # يورات# #كل # علوااwدابة# #ل # وم#
xاXV# #Vيا# #عم�mtt`ة،# #ليUا.ا#فاَر# # #منطZي#فود# # # #قتlاالم#]دوروs#سة# # #قتUال#عوادي# # #لlا#بم# #لمغاq#يار#p.٥_^-�n.`t.رY#يو# # #لمعارب# # :ر#fا#

.^__^ ،۳h رقم ودراسات بحوث سلXلة االXVاVية، والعلوم اwداب كلية منشورات: الراباv. واالقتlاد رالمiتم\ المlادر في دراسات
94 See al-ma‘sul. 20 volumes. Casablanca, 1961, khilâl jazuûla. 4 volumes. Tetouan, 1959-1960, and ilîgh
qadîmann wa Hadîthan. Rabat, 1966.
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access to the information.

D. The Legal Power of the Manuscript

I am happy that I own a piece of land now. I even received its legal document
(rasm [ j%%سر ]). Our grandfathers said: spend your money on agricultural fields and
property. Write down your property because your legal document is your
personal testimony.95 I am the first descendent of many generations to own a
small garden (faddân). If my grandfather lived today he would be very proud
of me. Nobody can take it from me. Now I can say like anybody else your
social status is in your legal property.96 I have proof that bears the name of
Allâh that this is mine and that this piece of land belongs to me and will be
transferred to my future children and grandchildren. Not even a witness (shâhd
 .t) can take it from meاiد

Personal Communication, Hammou, 2004.

This quote is an excerpt from an ethnographic exchange that I had with a local

villager from Akka. Hammou is a descendant of a line of villagers locally called Iklân97

[ كا %%%%%%%%%%%%%ي الن%%%%%%%%%%%%% ] and known for being sharecroppers. Recently, he bought a piece of land in the

village of Agadir Ouzrou with money he had saved for years. After he had his new

property notarized at the office of the local judge, Hammou received a set of papers in a

bundle from the fellow villager who sold him the piece of land. The bundle includes a set

of deeds showing a genealogy of owners who at different periods used the same piece of

land. The easily discernable seals of each document show a genealogy of judges who

95 jdudna galu zmân dir flusak jnânat. zammam malkak ‘laHaqâsh rasmak hu kalmtak/ [ ر%%%يدان%%%W|و%%%لا%%%qا%%%gدود%%%ج
كلمlك iو رسمك عالحقاW pلكك |jW. جkاgات Xلوسك ]

96 hmtak f-rasmak  [ رسمك i Vمlك ].
97 iklân is a kind of black date. Among the Touareg, the word refers to black sharecroppers. Therefore, it
means Haratine. The word might have been introduced to this part of Morocco because of the history of
slavery and economic relations between sub-Saharan Africa and southern Morocco.
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oversaw, witnessed, and sealed the sale of the same piece of land. What is quite

significant about these documents is that they also include names of local Jewish

merchants, such as ban gâga [ َا###كَا###كgَ###ب ] and Sarrâf [ lا ###ل ###cرا ], who used to own the rights of

use of the same piece of the land by way of mortgage (rahn [ gْ######################]رَ ])98 on the eve of the

protectorate.

Hammou’s story was an incentive to look for more family archives and collect as

many documents as possible to provide a background for the Muslim oral narratives that I

had already been recording. It was also seen as an opportunity to go beyond the limited

historical data generally produced during the French colonial period and whose

genealogy (isnâd) was questionable (Boum 2004b). This is the first time I realized that I

could reconstruct a story where I have many extra possible elements (though not

encompassing) of the story of Jewish-Muslim relations in this part of the southern fringes

of the Moroccan desert. Therefore, equipped with my digital Rebel Canon camera, I

became a miner of documents “a nabâsh al-wathâiq” [ h g%%% %%%pق%%%ئا%%%ثو%%%لا ] as some locals called

me. The image is that of somebody hunting for gold or other precious things. I realized

that al-wathâiq by local standards were gold mines not only because of the information

98 According to Nyazee “[t]he term rahn has generally been translated into English as pledge or mortgage,
by modern writers, both Muslim and western. The rahn transaction is somewhat different from pledge and
mortgage. The contract of rahn [...] is merely a security for a debt that exists, for whatever reason, before
the rahn is transacted; the pledge is made when the payment of the loan becomes due. It does not involve
pledging, pawning, or mortgaging where something is submitted as a collateral and some value, money or
other, is raised as loan to be returned later. Such a contract would amount to a sale, according to Muslim
jurists, which is revocable at the termination of the agreed period, with the buyer having the right to dispose
of the property during this period” (quoted in ibn Rushd 1996:325 vol. 2). 
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they hold, but also the affective relationship that people had towards them. I was

compared to many local and regional religious fuqaha’ (pl. of faqih, Qur’anic school

teacher or somebody knowledgeable in fiqh) who go around the region digging up old

tombs for dafîna [ةkيXد] (treasure-troves).

Figure 4.3. Tamdult. The Tomb of sîdî shanâwîl. People have dug many holes inside and 
outside the Jewish shrine (also venerated by Muslims) in search of dafinas (treasures), © 
Aomar Boum.
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Actually, when I first introduced myself to local villagers and asked them about

their knowledge and memories of the Jews of Akka, I was coldly received on many

occasions. I learned later that many strangers have recently come to the region and started

digging Jewish tombs in search of treasure-troves. The general perception has it that Jews

usually put their precious belonging in their tombs because that is the only place that

Muslims respected (at least they used to). Aziz, an informant from the parents’ cohort,

commented how:

Jews were smart. They knew that Muslims respect cemeteries and the dead.
Therefore they buried their precious belongings in their tombs because that is
the only place that Muslims cannot transgress. But not anymore, we are as
smart as them. That is why we can use our skills of calling upon the spirits
(jnûn) to help us recover these treasures they left behind. A lot of people would
say that this is morally wrong. Look at what they are doing to our brothers in
Iraq and Palestine. They are destroying their houses and soon they will be
digging Iraq’s oil. At least we can get something out of them here.

Touring some of the villages around Akka, I noticed numerous holes in the ground

around caves, Jewish cemeteries, and trees as well as local shrines (Figure 4.2). Although

this practice of digging both Muslim and Jewish cemeteries was strongly denounced by

many of my informants, some members of the younger cohorts excused this behavior as a

reaction against the Israeli army. Looking for kanz or dfina99 (treasure-trove) is widely

practiced in the villages I visited in the Sous region.

It is important to compare the use and perception of the word dfina among

99 dfina (also dfîna or adafîna) usually refers to the traditional Shabbat meal. It was made of dried peas,
wheat, and meat and was slowly cooked overnight in a low oven. In the south, the word stands also for
something covered, usually precious objects. It is interesting how the word moved from a Jewish culinary
use to old documents and treasures buried in the ground. 
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Moroccan Jews living abroad today and Muslims who continue to live in the region.

Recently many Moroccan Jews have started Web sites (ironically, a well-known one is

called dfina), not only to re-establish the networks between the Moroccan Jewish

communities all over the world, but also to retrieve their dying history from the realm of

forgetfulness. The preamble of the Web site reads:

We hope that you have experienced a dafina, the delicious traditional Shabbat
dish of the Moroccan Jews. Its unique taste and Eden-like flavor are inscribed
in our genes and cells and are associated indelibly with the holiness of
Shabbat.  
So anytime you feel like reclaiming this emotional heritage, we invite you to
come and join us here. Anytime you want to dig into your roots and take a full
boost charge of your deepest neurons, just drop by.   
Share your memories with us, send your pictures so that everyone may enjoy
it. We have a unique identity. Let’s gather it in the same well where everyone
will be able to come and drink anytime anywhere.100

The passage is pregnant with many symbols that the site designers draw upon to market

their ideas about the importance of cultural roots and their transference to the next

generation. The relationship between the symbols of food, earthly roots, wells, and God’s

name is central to the North African Jewish world view. The name of God (Torah or

contracts bearing lines of it) were “deposited in order to preserve them from desecration.

This pious precaution was a general Middle Eastern custom, shared by Christians,

Muslims and Jews” (Goitein 1973:3).

The same practice of burying sacred writings was transferred sometimes to food

found on the ground. It was seen as immoral to step on bread or dates just as it was seen

100 Available: www.dafina.net.
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as desecrating to step on a piece of paper bearing the name of God. Muslims shared the

same practice. By referring to roots, wells, and deep ground, the passage invokes

religious frames of reference that tie the “Jewish diaspora community to another land

although not as sacred as Jerusalem.”101 Nevertheless, in the fact that its former home (in

this case the qSûrs of Akka) still holds buried mizûzas, human remains, and legal texts

written in Judeo-Arabic and Hebrew, the online dafîna fosters a historical connection

between the Jewish descendants of the region and maintains the spiritual and religious

heritage that differentiates them from the Ashkenazi Jews.

The Muslims, on the other hand, are looking for different dafinas. They are not

concerned with digging out what was historically buried (verb. dufina X%%%%%%%%%%x[uد~ ); instead they

were more interested in salvaging and reclaiming valuable material objects. The process

of salvaging historical and material dfinas has regained an impetus lately with Jews and

Muslims looking for other forms of old documents: records written in Hebrew or Judeo-

Arabic that describe these dafînas.

For instance, one evening, I visited an informant whose father happened to be a

former sharecropper who supervised many agricultural lands owned by Jews in the

village. While he showed me a list of documents that Jews left with him the year they

migrated to Israel, I spotted a document well-wrapped in a reed with a Hebrew letter on

the outer side of the wooden container. He was reluctant to show me the document,

101 Nouhi Brahim, personal communication, 2004.
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although my friend Mouloud, to whose highly developed wasTas (networks), I credit

facilitating my access to every manuscript in the region, asked him to do so.

Mouloud has convinced many respondents to let me see their documents because,

as he argued to one of my informants:

History will judge us if we do not let these researchers write about what our
grandfathers left us. We owe the region this and everybody has to play a role in
achieving this objective. Generations ago, the scholars of Akka and Sous in
general made the region known. Today, nothing is left here to grab the national
attention, let alone world attention. Let the world at least know that once upon
a time, Akka was a commercial and scientific center.

Mouloud and his friend Lhoucine have established a cultural association to serve the

community. The association, called al-‘aggâya [ ك ع %%%%%ل %%%%% ة%%%%%يxا%%%%% ] (after a local desert plant), has

proved to be a successful enterprise in the region, unlike many other associations inside

Akka or in neighboring villages. They stress the importance of highlighting the region’s

cultural heritage. In 2004, they hosted a team of archaeologists and researchers from the

Ministry of Culture who recorded and photographed all the historical and archeological

sites of Akka in a publication that was produced by the Ministry. With Mouloud’s

convincing technique and conversational skills, I did not have to make my case for an

interview or a document. His charm and humor captivated anybody with whom he talked.

The villager finally conceded to let me photocopy the small record, written on

goatskin, after he made me promise to tell him what the document was about once I

understood what it said. He commented: 

I will let you photocopy it since you are not taking it outside my house. You
know this might be holding the plan of a treasure-trove. Jews were famous for
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this. My father who worked for them for years told me so. They used to write
their secrets in Hebrew or Judeo-Arabic because they did not want Muslims to
know the whereabouts of their knûz (treasures). While they were fluent in
Berber and Moroccan Arabic, very few Muslims knew their language. They
are smart. Look at the other communities surrounding Akka; how many of
them have as many documents as the communities of Akka have, not many.
Akka was a society of manuscripts largely because of its Jews and not the few
Muslim families of fuqahas and quDât. So when you read this rasm let me
know what it says. We might go to the house where I found it and would be
able to dig (Hfar رoح) around its falling rooms and recover the dafina.

I was unaware of the factor about sensitivity of the documents, not because I did

not know that they were essential to people’s legal ownership, but because they have to

do with Jews as former inhabitants of the region. At the beginning, I did not realize that

the region housed that many legal contracts and records of legal opinions. Later I did not

fathom why people questioned even the simple audacious gesture of asking the following

question: “Do you have documents that support what you are saying?” (wâsh ‘andak shi

wathâiq li yda‘mu had shi llî tgûl). I was asking the wrong question, so people were

giving me the wrong answers until Mouloud came on the scene. Instead of asking people

directly whether they owned documents or not, Mouloud argued that I should have let

them offer what they knew. To do that, people need to make sure that your wasTas are

strong and trustworthy. I did not have that social capital in the first month I spent in the

region. Therefore, I was not completely trusted by the locals, who saw me as a stranger,

sometimes a Jew. At the hotel where I stayed, I was once asked by a local university

graduate if I was collecting these manuscripts to give them back to Jews so that they

could reclaim the very lands that they sold to the Muslims before they migrated. Hence,

there was a local reticence to talk about the documents people owned unless they felt that
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you were one of them, meaning “not only a Muslim, but also a local villager that they

trust as one of them.”102

E. A Museum in the Middle of an Oasis

Unfortunately, not all people in Akka ascribe importance to these valuable

historical documents. There are many reasons for this neglect, which range from personal

lack of interest in such papers to the actual unawareness of the owners of the value of the

documents themselves.

Figure 4.4. ibrâhîm al-nûHî in Front of His Museum, © Aomar Boum.

Some of the main family document-holders in the region are the descendants of

the shaykh ‘umar al-warrânî. They hold thousands of documents, many of them now

102 Mouloud Jaa, personal communication, March 2004.
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stored in a local museum owned and managed, although with inadequate personal funds,

by one of his descendants, ibrâhîm al-nûHî. However, the bulk of the documents are still

under the surveillance of other members of the extended family. Ibrâhîm played a major

role in conserving a large number of these documents. In 1982, he joined a delegation of

fighters from jaysh al-taHrîr al-janûbî (the southern national liberation movement) to ask

the late King Hassan II to grant them a monthly salary and other social and legal benefits

for their role in the national liberation movement. After many attempts, the king

responded positively to their wishes and established the ministry in charge of the affairs

of the former freedom fighters (qudamâ’ al-muqâwama wa ’a‘Zâ’ jaysh al-taHrîr). While

ibrâhîm was waiting in Marrakesh with a delegation for the king to receive them, he

accidentally found in one of the second-hand bookshops of the madîna a volume of al-

Mukhtar al-Sousi’s book, khilâl jazûla. While leafing through the dilapidated book, he

found a section on al-Sousi’s visit to Akka in the 1940s. ibrâhîm narrated:

In Marrakesh we rented a big house. There were many key figures in the
delegation including the father of Abdelazizi, the head of the Polisario. During
the days before the King agreed to see us, I started reading khilâl jazûla. I was
amazed to see the name of my grandfather and ancestors from the ayt warrâyn
tribe described in the book with biographies and sections about their
relationship with the other tribes. That particular event affected me and I
decided to set up a museum in my house in Akka once I got my first check
from the government.

In 1986, ibrâhîm received his first government salary. He bought a camera, a tape

recorder, and a jeep and started recording the history of the region. He visited all the

villages covered by al-Mukhtar al-Sousi and described in his books. Ibrâhîm also

conducted and recorded hundreds of interviews with the elders of the region, collected
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manuscripts, and gathered pictures and artifacts about and from the region. He also built a

section in his house on the outskirts of the oasis of Tagadirt to set up the museum.

Today the “ethnographic” collections of ibrâhîm have become a significant source

of information for national and international researchers.103 When I arrived in Akka, I was

told by many informants to visit the local museum. I was surprised at first to hear about

the existence of a local museum in an area as remote as Akka. The idea of a museum

seemed to me to be outside the daily concerns of a population struggling to survive in a

rather extreme environment. The maintenance of a museum where old manuscripts need

special care and treatment also seemed to me an essential component for the

establishment of such a cultural and historical project. Finally, tourism, which might be a

reason for the project, is still quite underdeveloped in southern Morocco—partly the

result of the low priority that this part of Morocco receives from the ministries of

Tourism and Cultural Affairs. Nevertheless, I was eager to see what kind of articles the

museum had, especially when my primary informants told me that it included many

manuscripts.

On February 12, 2004, some rain had fallen in the night. The wind was still

blowing east, though mildly, and the heat was coming on with unbearable strength. I felt

its effect, being thinly clad. From the local administrator’s office, where I dropped off

photocopies of my research clearance permit, I proceeded towards the local museum. I

103 Many Moroccan, American, and European scholars and researchers have visited the museum and
consulted its collection.
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walked through some palm-tree gardens where two old men were chatting, one of them

holding prayer beads as he kept following me with his inquisitive, investigating eyes. It

was unusual for many locals to see a “foreigner” with a camera and a backpack in these

neighborhoods. As I crossed the dry river cutting through the palmeraie of the qSûrs of

Akka, I saw a large homestead surrounded by an orchard of maize and some trees in a dry

hilly plain. On the outside of its crumbling door, two dogs were in deep sleep, unaware of

the stranger. Perhaps they were used to casual visitors to this building. On one side of the

nearby mountain, a huge sign read “Allâh, al-waTan, al-malik” (Allah, Nation, King).

From the right bank of the river a yellow sign read “matHaf al-shaykh ‘umar” (Museum

of shaykh ‘umar).

I was warmly received by ibrâhîm, who ushered me into the museum that

overlooks a small kitchen where a poorly clad girl was preparing a dish. While we were

chatting, roaring and dusty winds started picking up and blowing through the cracks of

the windows. All the plastic-coated documents and newspaper excerpts were covered

with layers of dust. Ibrâhîm walked me through the different sections and gave me my

first tour of the collection. I was impressed by the diversity of its themes and the

manyhistorical periods it covered. In a corner of the small museum, a caption reads

“janâh yahûd aqqa” (the Section of the Jews of Akka). Other sections included, the

years of the political struggles between the monarchy and other political opponents, the

national liberation movement, and other local and regional historical subjects.
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Figure 4.5. From Right to Left, ibrâhîm al-nûhî Interviewing al-sarrâf bardkhîn in Inzegan,
Agadir. (© al-nûHî ibrâhîm Museum).

I was surprised to see a whole section on the Jews of Akka. I asked ibrâhîm why

he decided to include this section on the Jews. He argued with enthusiasm:

They were from Akka, therefore they deserve a space in this place. They were
our neighbors, our friends, and our companions in the national liberation
movement. Why should I not include them here? Akka would never have been
as famous as it is now without both its Jews and Muslims. When I was in the
national liberation movement they funded us with their trucks, money and even
supported us with food. I was there and I saw how many sandals they bought,
how many heads and beards they shaved. They even drove their trucks to the
battles. So why should I deny them the place they helped not only protect but
also build?

I told ibrâhîm about the only Jewish museum in the Arab world, which is located in

Casablanca and was set up and funded by the Jewish community of Morocco. He

remarked that when a museum is hidden where Muslims are not exposed to its exhibits, it
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is difficult to call it a museum because the very reason for its existence—to make people

remember—is jeopardized. He continued:

The museum of Casablanca is a courageous step. I think It was inaugurated at
the end of the 1990s. My museum is built before that because I knew that our
students and teenagers need to be introduced to their history and its
complexity. People are getting only one story these days. They need to know
that the world is more complex than what the media gives them. But my only
problem with the Casablanca museum is that it should be at the center of
Casablanca where everybody can see it and then can react to it instead of being
built in a hidden villa in Oasis.

Ibrâhîm’s argument seemed at the beginning to be very progressive for somebody who

had never attended school. Yet, after I spent weeks interviewing him, I realized that he

had a rich past as a member of the Socialist Party. As a close friend of Fqih Basri, he was

also linked to Mehdi Ben Barka and shaykh al-‘arab as well as ibrâhîm Boutaleb and

Abderrahman El Youssefi. Ibrâhîm’s stories about the past relations between Jews and

Muslims in Akka was the first eye-opening experience of my ethnographic sojourn. As

we continued our conversation about the history of the region and I explained to him my

project, he commented:

If you want to see what kind of memories people have about the Jews of the
region, you should start like me. Before you talk to people, consult the region’s
records. You can start from here. I have not faked these documents. They were
left for you and me and others because our ancestors did not want us to ascribe
to them what they did not believe in. I mean they did not want us to tell our
children and grandchildren that Muslims and Jews were different. They were
different in their religion but they were citizens of Akka as you and I are today
citizens of Morocco. If you start from these manuscripts you will be able to
know how things were before people tell you what they believe in.

I certainly had not thought that I would encounter somebody who would summarize my

project in the way ibrâhîm did. Although he was not aware of my Labovian apparent time
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method, his life experience and personal “ethnographic, anthropological, and historical

work” has shown him that the local perception of the Jews of his community has

dramatically changed and that he was also being affected somehow by it. Although he did

not describe to me the nature of this change, he reiterated his advice to start with the

manuscripts before I interviewed the local population. This advice turned out to be

critical in my analysis. The reality and world view that the documents describe are

categorically different from the attitudes that many members of the younger generation

espouse. The organization of this work takes into account this arrangement. I will provide

a general overview of these documents and their themes before I discuss the narratives of

the generations under study.

F. Documents: A Source of Historical Writing

In The Calligraphic State: Textual Domination and History in a Muslim Society,

Brinkley Messick documented how legal manuscripts serve as the meeting ground and

context where Islamic law not only enforces binding contractual agreements but also

sheds light on social issues and provides answers to economic questions and relations of

the period (1993, 1990). For instance, throughout their scholarly work, Brinkley Messick

(1978, 1993), S. D. Goitein (1971, 1973, 1974), John Hunwick (1985b); Lawrence Rosen

(1989); David Powers (2002), and Haim Gerber (1999) largely relied on written legal

documents to study the economic history and internal legal structures and procedures of

Muslim societies. Written records and treatises produced and left by Muslim jurists

(fuqahâ’), scholars (‘ulamâ’), and judges (quDât) describe commercial mediation and
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arbitration and continue to provide a research window into the economic and social

realms of Muslim societies. Abraham Udovitch has also shown that legal documents can

be the source for the study of the economic and social conditions in the early Muslim

world. He argued that:

From the point of view of economic history, the ideal way to study an
institution of commercial law would be to compare the information contained
in legal codes and treatises with the material relating to its application in
economic life as manifested by actual contracts, letters, and business records
found in archives and other repositories (1970:3).

Although Udovitch could not apply this theoretical framework to his study

because few contractual records have survived since the early centuries of the Islamic

period, this model has been used since by scholars, including Powers and Messick, and

followed by their students (Hollander 2005). It is no surprise that surviving documents in

many traditional Muslim societies have been consulted by the economic historian “who is

particularly hindered by the scarcity of source materials, [and who has found] much in

them, for there is little doubt that most of the commercial contracts were used in practice”

(Wakin 1972:1). Since these texts represent the few remaining written documents, they

are an important element for the historical reconstruction of the early history of social

relations and economic transactions in Muslim societies. The overwhelming number of

bundles and caches of wathâiq in Akka has led me to look at how these documents reflect

the stories of some members of the Jewish society in Akka and describe their relationship

with their Muslim neighbors. Most of these documents should not be mistaken for sijillât

al-maHâkim (court archives). Although some of them were gathered from some of the
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court archives, they do not reflect the chronological organization found in court records

(Hollander 2005:8). They are characterized by an irregularity of topics reflecting the

stories of a few number of Jewish and Muslim plaintiffs. Notwithstanding these

shortcomings, this does not minimize the significance of these legal and contractual

documents in rewriting the history of the Jewish communities on the southern fringes of

the desert.

Figure 4.6. al-najm laHrash Showing His Library and Manuscripts, Akka. © Aomar Boum.

In Akka, like Ibb, the highland Yemeni town where Messick carried out his

fieldwork, documents are central to economic transactions. Settlements are carefully

written down. The Maliki school gave ‘uqud a legal authoritative credence, making them
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an acceptable proof as important as oath and testimony.104 During a muwâjaha between a

plaintiff and a defendant, original documents confirming the plaintiff’s ownership were

usually presented in front of a local judge. Today, locals remember these legal documents

to discuss how things used to be or to ascertain their tribal ownership of land. They are

the only remaining forms of written memory still housed in family libraries in the form of

bundles and caches, carefully locked in a secure chest to be shown only for emergencies

or demonstrations of the region’s historical prestige.

For example, in 1989, a feud broke out between the tribes of ûlâd hlâl and

lamHâmîd over a piece of land. The tribal council of lamHâmîd produced a twelfth-

century document (wathîqa) confirming its legal rights over the contested area. During

my ethnographic fieldwork, I interviewed Hmâd û Hamâm, a descendent of al-shaykh

muHammad ban mbârak al-aqqâwî, the spiritual leader of the Sa‘dian Dynasty. û Hamâm

argued that oral testimony and written documents complement each other (Amar 1913).

Unlike most other regions of Morocco, the history of the south has not been extensively

written down. The few remaining written documents in the possession of local families

rarely fill out the region’s historical gaps. By using a historical approximation of dates, ü

Hamam combined oral testimonies with the ‘uqud’s historical description to give an

approximate picture of historical periods. Without both, he argued, an understanding of

the history of the region would be incomplete.

104 It should be noted that documents can become valueless with time and if the land is not used. That is
why the updating is recommended. For more discussion see, Émile Amar (1913).
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In Hassaniyya (southern Arabic dialect), a proverb reads: What leaves the head

does not leave the paper.105 This saying translates the daily concern of the local

population about their private ownership (milk) and the importance of preserving their

legal records and documentation. The ‘aqd was critical to accountability. Written

documents were one of the few available legal sources used by plaintiffs to prove their

rights over property. In times of war, oasis dwellers left their papers with friends

(Messick 1993). For instance, during the Vichy period, the French Captain Bruno

targeted the Jewish community of Akka (Larhmaid 2002). In order to protect their capital

and resources, Jews registered their belongings as labor partnerships (sharikât a‘mâl

[ b#عماات#كر# #eا ]), contractual partnerships (sharikât ‘aqd [ b#ات#كرZع# د# ]), financial partnerships

(sharikât mâl [ b#مات#كر#eا ]), proprietary partnerships (sharikat milk [ b#ملات#كر# ك# ]), and credit

partnerships (sharikât wujûh [ و}وb Wركات ]).

G. The Tribal and Islamic Legal Habitus and the Jewish Norms of Behavior

John Davidson was one of the first European travelers to venture into the southern

fringes of the Moroccan south. In the summer of 1835, he started his journey towards

Timbuktu with the support of the Duke of Sussex. Davidson was later killed by members

of the tribe of El Harib on the 8th day of Ramadan (17 December 1835) in an area called

Sheh Keya (near the southern confines of the district of Eguedee, sixteen days from Tatta

and ten days from Taoudeyny). Notes Taken during Travels in Africa is a posthumous

travel narrative published by John Davidson’s brother and based on his notes, which were

105 lli mrag rrâs mayamrag l-kurrâs [ ل�راs مايمرك الراs مرك لي ].
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recovered in Tafilalt. The narrative provided many details about the different social and

economic characteristics of Sous as well as the geographical and ecological features of

the area. The narrative is also one of the first eyewitness accounts of the Jewish

communities in this southern part of Morocco, forbidden to Europeans. In one of the

letters addressed to the Duke of Sussex, Davidson described the legal position of the

southern Jewish communities:

The Jews of Atlas are far superior, both physically and morally, to their
brethren residing among the Moors. Their families are numerous, and each of
these is under the immediate protection of a Berber (the aboriginal inhabitants
of North Africa), patron, or master. They have, however, their own sheikh, a
Jew, to whose jurisdiction all matters are referred. Differing from the Jews
residing among the Moors, who are punished by the Mussulman laws, they are
not in the same state of debasement or servitude; their case one of patron and
client, and all enjoy equal privileges, and the Berber is bound to take up the
cause of the Jew upon all emergencies (Davidson 1839:188. Italics are mine).

Davidson, one of the first Europeans to reach the fringes of my ethnographic site, not

only clearly distinguished between two systems of jurisdiction (tribal Berber and Moorish

Arab), but also differentiated between how both systems treated their Jewish

communities. Davidson recognized that Jews living in the Anti-Atlas relied on special

personal bonds where the Muslim was the protecting patron and the Jew the protected

client. Jews relied on the Muslims to convey their goods over long distances. In the

customary law of Anti-Atlas, Jews were given God’s protection (amân al-llâh [ لااr###ما ###ل ه### ])

because it is wrong to turn away people who ask for protection (‘âr [عار]).

Nevertheless, this account fails to elucidate the complexities of the judiciary

system before, during, and after the French colonial conquest of Morocco. The legal
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status of the Jew within the Anti-Atlas community was regulated through the concept of

protection (Himâya). In customary law, Jews were strangers, therefore they were treated

by the protecting tribe through what is called primary and secondary protection. When a

stranger such as a HarTâni/aqabli or another free stranger (Hurr [ ر######ح ]) sought the tribe’s

protection after being expelled from his native tribe, the process of being granted a tribal

safety was called primary protection. Once Jews or other strangers were granted a tribe’s

permission to reside among them, they needed a secondary protection from a family

within the village who would be their protector in return for certain gifts.

Nevertheless, the tribal council gave the Jewish communities the right to manage

their internal affairs. The personal status of Moroccan Jews was regulated and governed

by rabbinical law. In the aftermath of the French conquest, this system was kept intact

and Jews were given the freedom to regulate their personal legal affairs in such issues as

divorce, status of women, inheritance, and marriage. This body of legal rules was derived

from the Torah and the Talmud and interpreted by individual Moroccan rabbis.

When a legal case involved a Jew and a Muslim, Muslim courts or judges had

jurisdiction over rabbinical courts. The judges generally applied sharî‘a law. The legal

procedures were sometimes directly influenced by the Sultan’ representative, called caid,

who tended to settle cases in an arbitrary way. Under this system of both customary and

sharî‘a law, Jews had theoretically the same rights as Muslims, given the importance and

the necessity of testimony in legal settlement in Islamic courts. However, they need a

Muslim witness for their testimony to be legal. In fact, Jews, despite this legal obstacle,
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were able (as I will demonstrate with some legal manuscripts) to get a fair settlement.

After the French Protectorate in 1912, shari‘a courts were slightly reformed. The

colonial authorities made a distinction between three systems of justice:

1. maHâkim madaniyya wa tijâriyya [ #مح #Vيد#مم#كا# #ipوة# ة#يار# ] (civil and commercial
courts) whose jurisdiction was over cases involving Muslims and Jews.
2. maHâkim shar‘iyya [ #مح #عير#bم#كا# ة# ] (sharî‘a courts) whose jurisdiction covered
religious litigations among Muslims.
3. maHâkim ‘urfîyya [ عرفية محاكم ] whose jurisdiction covered tribal areas.
4. maHâkim yahûdiyya [ ح #####م Uم#####كا##### #####ي ة#####يود##### ] (rabbinical courts) which dealt with
religious cases involving Moroccan Jews.106

Although Andre Chouraqui (1950, 1952) argued that the makhzan system (civil

courts), supposedly secular, was unfair to Moroccan Jews (1952:25), the documents that I

collected tell a different story, at least in terms of Islamic jurisprudence dealing with

cases involving the People of the Book (ahl al-dhimma). Chouraqui argued, and rightly

so, that the Makhzan system retained an Islamic character and that France did not take the

opportunity to purge it of its Islamic characteristics to be a purely secular system of

jurisdiction. There was an exception in the tribal areas, where France tried to make a

distinction between tribal customary Berber law and Islamic jurisdiction. The data that I

collected suggests that the system, despite its Islamic nature, was not as discriminatory as

Chouraqui professed. The legal cases that I encountered prior to the colonial era, during

the French Protectorate, and after independence demonstrate that Muslim judges were

generally following legal procedures outlined by the sharî‘a law and that Jews tried to

106 For more information on legal changes in North Africa during the colonial period see, Christelow 1985,
1992; Borrmans1977; Chouraqui 1950, 1952.
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benefit from that system by negotiating a space as long as the cultural, social, and

political environment allowed it. 

H. Legal Forms of Jurisprudence in Akka

1. Customary Law

In the southern fringes of the desert, along the Anti-Atlas mountains, Berber and

Arab tribes have conserved, despite the process of Islamization, their traditional

customary system of jurisdiction, locally known (depending on the tribal confederation)

as the llûH/lawH, lqanûn, izerf, or azzarf. Literally, the term lawH means the inscribed

tablet used by children in the Qur’anic school for memorizing the Holy Book. In the

Anti-Atlas region, the term lawH107 stands for the Berber word izerf.108 Izerf is the

collection of tribal penal codes recorded in a lawh specifying the clauses (bunûd) of the

penal law that organizes retribution when a misdemeanor is committed or an infraction

107 The Berber word is tallûHt.
108 This tribal customary law designates the social rules of the traditional customs and the authority which
they represent. It is also known by the Arabic names al-‘urf, al-lawH (especially in the High Atlas and
Sous), and tiâqqidin (among the ayt ‘aTTa tribe). For more information on customary law in Berber tribal
areas, see muHammad al-‘uthmânî. alwâH jazûla wa al-tashrî‘ al-islâmî: dirâsa li-a‘râf qabâil sûs fî Dawi
al-tashrî‘ al-islâmî. al-ribâT: manshûrât waizârat al-awqâf wa al-shu’ûn al-islâmîyya, 2004; David
Montgomery Hart, A Customary law document from the Aït ‘Atta of the Jbil Saghru. Revue de l’Occident
musulman et de la Méditerranée 1(1):91-112, 1966; J. Lafond. Les sources du droit coutumier dans le
sous: Le statut personnel et successoral. Agadir: Editions du Souss, 1948; David Hart. Murder in the
Market: Penal Aspects of Berber Customary Law in the Moroccan Rif. Islamic Law and Society
3(3):343-371, 1996; Jacques Berque. Quelques documents sur le droit repressif ancien du Haut Atlas.
Revue Algeriénne , Marocaine et Tunisiénne de Legislation et de Jurisprudence (Jan.-April), 1953; P. Gros.
Deux Kanouns Marocains au début du XIVe Siécle. Hésperis XVIII(I):64-75; Robert Montagne and M.
Ben Daoud. Documents pour servir à l’étude du droit coutumier du sud marocain. Hespéris VII(4):401-445,
1927. Georges Surdon. Esquisse de droit coutumier Berbère Marocain. Rabat: Felix Moncho, 1928. Nehil.
L’Azerf de tribus et qsour Berberes du Haut Guir. Archives Berbères 1(1-3):77-134, 1915-1916. Larbi
Mezzine. Le Tafilalt: Contribution à l’histoire du Maroc aux XVIIe et XVIII siècles. Rabat: Publications de
la Faculté des Lettres et des Sciences Humaines. Série Thèses No. 11, 1987.
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takes place. Every time a tribal rule is broken, tribal notables check the clauses of the

lawH for the right retribution. In Sous, these lawHs specify the nature of each infraction.

If a crime is committed, a monetary fine is usually paid; sometimes, when a serious crime

is committed, the person is forced to leave the community for good.

The lawH is not only synonymous with the Islamic concept of writing but also the

importance of the inscribed word as a means of the survival of the sacred word in the

mind and memories of the practitioners. The Qur’an speaks of the word of God as the

preserved and guarded tablet (al-lawH al-maHfûD).109 This religious image might have

been transmitted to these tribal legal regulations in Sous.110 In fact, many tribal customary

laws in southern Morocco show the use of this Qur’anic term. Therefore, just as the

Qur’an is a sacred word protected and preserved in a guarded tablet, the tribal izerf is also

safeguarded in a lawH monitored by tribal notables known as înfallâs.111 As with the

Qur’anic word, it is forbidden to tamper with or destroy its clauses. This concept of

making sure that the viability and truthfulness of the word is checked by notables and

109 [ المحoو� اللو� ].
110 The term lawH [ و�%%ل ] pl. [ ل %%ل وا�%% ] (lalwâH) is used in the introduction of the lawH of HiSn tâllîDallâ, lawH
of ayt Sawâb, and the lawH of HiSn SâySîD. It has also been used by local Islamic scholars such as al-
tâmânârtî in al-fawâid al-jamma.
111 The term înfallâs [ oا k %%%%ي %%%% ال�%%%% ] sing. infallûs [ لا o g%%%% %%%% و�%%%% ] is generally translated in the Arabic writings of the
Sousi Islamic scholars as either “notables (al-a‘yân [ ياال %%ع ان%% ]),” “scholars (al-‘urafâ’ [ عا %%ل ا�%%Xر%% ]),” “al-shuyûkh
(leaders [ %لشيا % و�% ]),” or/and “ guarantee (al-Damân [ %ل�ما % ان% ]).” înfallâs are the members of the tribal council.
The membership is referred to as tânfûlast [ e%%%%اo g%%%% {و%%%% %%%%ل %%%%\ ] meaning the person who represent a tribal clan. al-
mukhtar al-sûsî in al-ma‘sûl use the Berber word in the Arabic form of[ oا k %%ل %% يا%% %%ل %%� ] al-nafâlîs (8:152). In many
other tribal customs, other similar words are used such as imazwâr[ ما %%ي fوار%% ], lamqadmîn[ ق م %%ل %% يد%% W%% %%[ ], ayt rab‘în
[ عير\%يا Z% % %[ ]; nuqabâ’ [ hق g% % ا�% ], l-‘ummâl [ %لعم % %Yا ], ru’asâ’ [ ا�%سر� ], imazrâran [ ما %ي fوارن% ] (meaning nudhâr [ �g% ار% ]) and
jmâ‘a [جماعة] (Afa 1988; al-jîdî 1984).
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respected religious scholars that guarantee its viability is also similar to the first stages of

the writing of the Qur’an during the period of the third Caliph, ‘uthmân. All these

similarities attest to the influences of the Muslim scholars on the tribal custom in Sous,

especially given the fact that the region was known for its respect of Muslim scholars and

learners of the Qur’an and the Hadith. French colonial ethnographers argued that izerf is

an inherited tribal Berber system practiced even before the coming of Islam to North

Africa. Nevertheless, they acknowledged the influence of the Islamic sharî‘a on

customary law as Montagne (1930:221-224) and al-uthmânî argued.

Although customs differed from region to region, it was clear that customary law

was stronger in rural and remote mountainous and tribal areas than in urban centers. This

local legal system was highly respected in the interior areas of the country where

environmental and social factors demanded such legal codification. The tribe’s izerf dealt

mainly with the penal legal code and outlined the fines of each crime. Each tribe has its

own izerf, although it is sometimes copied from another tribal customary law (al-

‘uthmânî 2004). The izerf as a tribal legal system that is usually juxtaposed to the Islamic

law is also written in a way that translates tribal control not only over its territory but also

over the behavior of its “citizens.” In this way, the customary law (‘urf) has always been

seen—especially by the legal scholars (‘ulama) of the central government—as a system

of law outside the boundary of the sultan’s control, and therefore, of the sharî‘a. Al-

‘uthmmânî, like Montagne and other colonial ethnographers, argued that the ‘urf among

the jazûla of the Sous region does not contradict Islamic religion (2004).
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Customary law was widely practiced among the southern Berber tribes of Sous

and the Bani region. This system of jurisprudence gave these tribes a form of

independence from the central government that allowed them to dodge the payment of

government taxes. Many sultans were aware of this, to the extent that they tried to buy off

these tribes through the implementation of incentives. Others used powerful lords in these

tribes to gather taxes and maintain the allegiance relationship with the central

government. In July 1882, during his Harka (military expedition) to Sous, Sultan mawlây

al-Hasan al-awwal wrote to the Pasha of Meknès:

These tribes have demanded that we maintain their practice and we confirm
their customs. They already possess old dahirs from our former generals and
Muslim sultans. We confirmed at site their customs and we renewed their
dahirs (quoted in al-jîdî 1984:237).

Mawlây al-Hasan al-awwal established that the Sous customs were legal because the

older community of Muslim leaders (al-salaf) found that they did not contradict the law

(shar‘). Therefore, he confirmed the application of the same system with the condition

that scholars, local notables, and leaders would not transgress what had been confirmed

by Islamic jurisprudence, according to muHammad al-makkî al-nâSirî (Ali 1984 2:212).

The same approach was taken by al-manSûr al-dhahbî, who recognized the lawfulness of

the custom and advised his walis (representatives) in the tribal provinces to respect it,

according to al-Mukhtar al-Sousi (1959 vol. 2:138).

On the eve of the French Protectorate, the dahir of September 11, 1914,

confirmed the legality of the tribal ‘urf. However, the French government went beyond

recognizing the ‘urf , proposing its equal status to the sharî‘a. Therefore, early in the
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Protectorate, the French introduced a legal division between the regions inhabited by

mainly tribal Berbers versus the cities where mostly Arab populations lived. The French

colonial government also initially refused to establish sharî‘a courts in the tribal regions

that it conquered. However, tribal customs tended to contravene the sharî‘a in some legal

cases. It was the subject of major debates among the fuqahâ’. Some supporters of the ‘urf

found their justification in the Qur’anic verse:

Cultivate tolerance, enjoin [custom], and avoid the [ignorant]
ِ�ُj وامر الع�و ِcواعرض بالعُر gع gا]ليiال

khudhi al-‘afwa wa’mur bi al-‘urfi wa a‘riD ‘ani aljâhilîn
Qur’an (7:199, trans. Ali 1984:152).

One Muslim jurist, al-imâm shihâb al-dîn al-qurâfî,112 used this verse to justify the

legal aspect of customary law (76). For al-qurâfî, the word al-‘urfi in this verse meant the

local customs and the norms that govern peoples’ behavior, which came to be a habit

over time. Therefore, peoples’ norms were legally justified as long as they did not

contradict the shar‘ (Islamic law). Other jurists disagreed with al-qurâfî’s argument,

claiming that the word used in the verse stood for the right path of the previous prophets.

Nevertheless, and despite this debate that divided jurists for centuries, the ‘urf is still seen

by the four schools of Islamic jurisprudence as an essential source of Islamic law. Al-

qurâfî pointed out that recognition of the legal aspects of local custom was shared by all

four schools of Islamic jurisprudence (al-madhâhib al-arba‘a). He added that if you read

their texts, you would find that they all agreed and stated the significance of ‘urf (122).

112 See, sharH tanqîh al-fuSûl.  [ dرb ي�Zنp eوlيق. ال�Zحp عبد طه cسعد الرؤو .Yا]رZاال[]رية، ال�ليات م�تبة: ال `m�۳ ].
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According to the seventeenth-century Palestinian mufti khayr al-ddîn al-ramlî,

custom was as legally valid and binding as sharî‘a in the absence of the proof to the

contrary (‘inda ghiyâb Hujjatin ‘aksiyya).113 The Hanafi madhhab is particularly known

for its acceptance of the ‘urf (al-jîdî 1984:79). Al-sarkhî argues in al-mabsûT that what is

justified through custom is legally justified (al-thâbit bi l-‘urf thâbit bi dalîl shar‘î)114

(n.d.:133-134). Al-Ramlî shared the same view about the legal usefulness of a customary

rule even if there was no strong Islamic legal text (naS shar‘î qâwî)115 that supported it.

He argued that whatever is dictated by custom is as if dictated by Islamic sharî‘a (al-

ma‘rûf ‘urfan ka l-mashrûT shar‘an)116 (1311(1):162).

In North Africa, and in Morocco in particular, the mâliki school of Jurisprudence

has given ‘urf a key role in the issuing of fatâwâ and nawâzil. Like the Hanafi madhhab,

the Malikis regard ‘urf as an aSl (original source) of jurisprudence when there is no

definitive legal text. In mâliki law, the istiSlâH (or istiHsân in Hanafi law) is seriously

taken into account by the mufti. The public interest (maSlaHa or manfa‘a) is the

cornerstone of mâliki law in legal reference (istidlâl). Ibnu mâlik argues that using ‘urf

when it does not contradict sharî‘a can be the basis of a legal opinion and should not be

put aside by the jurist, especially when it is relevant to the general public interest

113 [. عك{ية حجة غيا� عkد ]
114 [. \Zالثا VالعرZ \Zاe دليلZ  رعيt ]
115 [. gرعي صt mوq ]
116 [. Vا المعروXرعا كالمشروط عرt ]
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(n.d.:420). Abû ‘abd Allâh muHammad al-maqarrî al-tilimsânî wrote in al-qawâ‘id that

mâliki law used al-‘urf al-‘khâS (local custom) and al-‘urf al-‘âm (universal custom)

(n.d.:164). While the local custom applies to one profession or place, the universal

custom extends the regions where Islamic law is applied. Following this line of

reasoning, Mâliki law was concerned with the place of ‘urf and its dynamic relationship

to sharî‘a. That is why al-maqarrî argued that custom in mâliki law is like the conditional

(sharT), because it restricts the absolute and specifies the general (tuqayyid al-muTlaq wa

tukhaSiSu al-‘âm). Over time, tribes came to write down these regulations and legal

conditions on tablets. The customary law was written down and preserved on boards and

planks locally known as lluH/lawH in reference to the penal codes drawn on wooden

boards.

Jacques-Meunié noted that the charter of the collective granary-fortress of Ajarif

in the Anti-Atlas was the original customary law upon which all tribal penal codes were

patterned. In his discussion of the the documents collected in the Anti-Atlas he noted,

[E]lles sont distinctes mais se réfèrent à un original unique: la coutume de
l’agadir d’Ajarif qui est la charte-mère d’où émanent toutes les chartes des
agadirs de l’anti-Atlas.
Ces documents règlent la gestion de la citadelle par des syndics représentant
leurs groupes sociaux, ils définissent les droits et obligations des usagers, la
répression des infractions pénales, des vols et des crimes, les droits de la
mosquée et de son maître, les relations avec les tribus voisines, les rapports
éventuels avec le pouvoir central du Makhzen et ses hommes. Certaines
clauses rappellent et précisent que l’agadir a le caractère d’un sanctuaire, il
confère sa protection aux individus et aux biens qui y sont préservés de tout
mal (Jacques-Meunié 1964:330).

In his study of the customary laws of Sous, al-‘uthmânî (2004) provided a number
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of examples of originals and copies of penal codes of mosques and religious

brotherhoods, markets, granaries, and tribal confederations and tribes. The next section

provides an example of these written penal codes. The code is the tribal customary code

of Agadir Ouzrou that I personally photographed while doing fieldwork in the region. I

include a photograph of the tablet (see Figure 4.6.) and its Arabic transcription. I also

analyze some of its clauses, especially in relation to the legal position of Jews and

strangers.

2. The Inscribed Tablet

This is indeed the glorious Qur’an
(Preserved) on the guarded tablet.

Qur’an (85:21-22, trans. Ali 1984:530)

And We wrote down on tablets admonitions and clear explanations of all
things for Moses, and ordered him: “Hold fast to them, and command your
people to observe the best in them. I will show you the abode of the wicked…”

Qur’an (7:145, trans. Ali 1984:146)
 
When his anger subsided Moses picked up the tablets. Inscribed on them was
guidance and grace for those who fear their Lord.

Qur’an (7:154, trans. Ali 1984:146)

Although the majority of the regulations in tribal customary law specify the

social, economic, and political relations among the members of the tribe and in relation to

other neighboring tribes, izerf also include that describe the position and rights of Jews

and other strangers in the village. These rights are usually justified by a traditional

customary and social law that requires tribes to protect strangers. This law was called the

‘âr. In Ritual and Belief in Morocco, Westermarck noted the traditional uses of ‘âr

among the tribes in Morocco (Rachik 1993). Literally meaning “shame,” ‘âr is an “act
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which intrinsically implies the transference of a conditional curse for the purpose of

compelling somebody to grant a request” (Westermarck 1968 1:518). When somebody

uses the phrase “‘âr upon you,” it is implied that when the appeal is not granted, bad luck

and tragedy will result because of the ‘âr’s inherent curse. Because of this tribal practice,

central to the ‘urf (custom), many Muslim scholars and jurists viewed this practice as

unlawful, as it does not respect the teaching of sharî‘a al-islâmiyya (Islamic law). A

common expression among the tribal villagers of the south is anâ fî ‘âr al-llâh ou ‘ârak (I

am in Allâh’s ‘âr and your ‘âr). A phrase like this is seen as blasphemous by some

religious scholars, because it puts a human being on the same level with Allâh. It is

objected to on sharî‘a grounds because it is illegal to rmi walla nazzal al-‘âr ‘la l-khâlaq

(throw or put ‘âr on God). Although the ‘âr was largely used among the villagers in the

tribe, strangers and clients outside the tribal lineage benefited from it as well.

Westermarck writes how the ‘âr is:

a great boon to strangers, especially in those parts of the country where the
Government has no power. Among the Brâber, if a person wants to settle down
in a strange tribe, he makes an ‘âr-sacrifice outside the house or tent of a
native, who then becomes his protector, or at the entrance of the mosque of the
village, in which case he becomes the protégé of the whole village. If he is
killed the protector has to avenge his death, and if he is robbed the protector
has to see that he gets his property back, and also demands a fine for the
outrage…. So also, if a Jew settles down in a Berber village in the Great Atlas
or Sus, he makes an ‘âr-sacrifice at the door of some influential man, who then
becomes his protector and master, ready to avenge any injury inflicted on his
client, but also exacting obedience from him. The Jew renders various little
services to “his lord” (Sîdis) or his “friend” (amddakul or amdakul), as the
patron is called—buying, for instance, for him powder and ammunition when
he is on bad terms with his governor, and occasionally giving him some
present; but there is no real oppression on the part of the master. Both the
patronage and the clientage are hereditary, descending from father to son, so
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that the large majority of the Jews in the Great Atlas and Sus have never had to
resort to an ‘âr-sacrifice in order to get a patron. When a Muhammadan settles
down in a strange village in these regions, he also procures a protector by
killing an animal at a native’s door (Westermarck 1968 (1):535-536).

Given this tribal emphasis on the protection of the stranger and the extension of

the tribal responsibility to Jews and other foreigners when they were in danger, there was

a need to regulate it. Accordingly, every lawH specifies who and how to host a stranger.

Equally important, since the tribal council was aware of how some inhabitants might

change or destroy these regulations, the recording of these penal codes became the

responsibility of specific actors within the village. The following legal clauses are

examples of customary legal clauses that pertain to strangers and the condition of writing

itself. I found these references in some manuscripts of customary law in Sous:

- Who brings to the village a dhimmi is fined 20 mithqâl.
.مZzاال عشريg يعطي ذميا اjل مg واما

- Who harms a guest of the tribe or of another tribe is fined 5 mithqâl.
.مzآقيل jمXة lVافه لغير]ا او للZبيلة {ي�ا {رب مg واما

- The ‘âr of the Jews and the artisans belong to the tribe.
.للZبيلة ينتمي والحرفييg اليUود عار

- The Jew is treated as ‘âr of al-jâmâ‘a (the tribal council). He is a guest
stranger to be protected. He is like a poor man who does not have the power to
insult or fight back.

. والموا}Uة ال�X على له القدرY ال�ي كال�Zير فUو يحمى {يف فUو الiماعة كعار اليUودي يعامل

- The dhimmi can seek refuge in the tribe when he is hosted by al-shurafâ’, al-
murâbiTîn, or the other village notables.

rبيلة بحماية التمت\ ال�مي بام�اZعندما ال rالشرفاء عند {ي�ا ي�و gوباقي والمرابطي rبيلة اعياZال .

- The testimony of Haratine and Jews is not valid inside the village.
.البلد داjل في }ا|Ya غير فاUVا والحراطيg ال�مي UbادY واما
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Figure 4.7. Facsimile  of lawH of Agadir Ouzrou, Akka. (Also see Appendix A) © Aomar Boum
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- When a dhimmi offers a dhabîha to someone in the village and obtains his
protection, nobody else in the village can be the protector of the Jew.

. حاميه ي�وr اjy rر bخص الي واليم�g بحمايته يتمت\ الZرية في لشخص ذبيحة ال�مي يUدي عندما

- Who destroys a legal document containing the laws of the tribe pays 10
mithqâl.

gالع� مp برسم gبيلة اح�ام يتضمZافه الlV `_ اقيلzم .
- Who contests the validity of a binding contract has to orally testify with five
witnesses.

gحة رفض مf دZم ي~دي عXZة م\ الXمj ودUb.
- When someone is caught writing a legal document and claims that it is the
writing of the local faqîh, he will be summoned in front of them; if they
acknowledge that it is their writing then so be it and if they did not he pays a
fine of 20 mithqâl.

#قبg#ما#موا #متنوام#سر#بد#حاض# # #\f#حبا# #منه# #فZي�ا#]االوeه#لاe#قوه# # #لبلاه# # #UVا#فد# #}عر#يم# #rيوZلل�# # # # اe#قاr#فه#
.مZzاال عشروr ذلك قاe ال�ي يعطي jطي غير له قاe واr فنعم jطي ]�ا

These clauses emphasize two main points. The first point is that the people who

wrote them were driven by economic interest as well as political reasons. Strangers,

namely Jews, were always seen as potential friends or collaborators because of their

commercial activities. Village notables who controlled the general affairs of the tribe

made sure that other people from the different clans could not have access to the

privileges that could be gained by hosting or protecting a stranger in the village. Second,

in order to maintain this economic supremacy, the notables needed to legitimize them.

Gellner argued that:

[w]riting makes possible the codification and systematization of assertions, and
hence the birth of doctrine. A clergy, a set of specialists who provide ritual,
legitimation, consolation, therapy, will in due course, like any other sub-
section of society, have a tendency to define its boundaries so as to restrict
entry, and to attain monopoly... With writing, the situation changes.
Standardization and conceptual quality control become possible. A written
message is a kind of genuine universal (1988:73).
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Although writing standardizes social relations in legal terms, it is not accessible to

everybody. Literacy was confined to certain families who ended up controlling not only

the very process of writing through the institution of local judges but also the economic

relations.117

3. The Local qâDî

The judge listens to both parties; and the caid listens to the witnesses118

Sousi proverb.

This proverb communicates how justice was a very complicated practice given

the number of actors involved. Although there were rules and regulations that controlled

social, political, and economic relations and transactions, personal networks (m‘âraf and

wâsTa) were largely responsible for how a plaintiff’s complaints were justly solved.

Therefore, even though customary law and sharî‘a regulated the way the tribal council

and judges should tackle legal cases, legal matters tended to be occasionally settled on

the basis of personal connections.

Nevertheless, there was a certain respect the law as it it was prescribed in the ‘urf

and sharî‘a. In Akka, the qâdis held their meetings in their homes, the local zawiyya, the

weekly market, or the Friday mosques of the different qSûrs.119 These judges were trained

117 For more discussion of literacy and the control of writing, see Mogens Trolle Larsen and Karen
Sousboe. Literacy and Society. Copenhagen, Denmark: Akademisk Forlag, 1989.
118 In Arabic the proverb reads: [ %لقا %كي{مي%ضا% % % و%ج]%Wع% %لقوج %لشها%Zد%يا% % ود% ] (al.qâDî kaysma‘ man jûj wa l-
qâyad b-shhûd). During a litigation hearing a person should not follow the example of the governor;

instead, to decide on the guilt of a litigant, both the plaintiff and the defendant should be heard.
119 Personal communication. Ouhamam, April 2004.
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under the patronage of Muslim scholars in the region of Sous or the traditional centers of

Islamic scholarship in Fez and Marrakesh. Sous was renowned for its Islamic training in

fiqh, qurânic learning and interpretation. It is useful to consider the point al-mukhtâ a-

Sousi makes about the state of affairs of Islamic scholarship. Al-Sousi argued that the

majority of Muslim judges in the region were trained locally, although to a large extent

under the advice of judges trained in the urban centers. He wrote about the families of

judges in the different corners of Sous120 and also gave a list of Islamic schools and their

locations, funding, and the scholars and judges they trained (al-Sousi 1959; 1960-1961).

In Akka, and within the boundaries of its villages, I noticed that the role of judges

was confined to certain families. The social capital of being a judge was kept and

transfered within certain families, namely descendants of Shurfa and murabTin. These

judges were generally chosen by the tribal council because of their reputation and

scholarship. Judges were also confirmed through official letters from the sultans. This

process of selection of judges either through the tribal council or the official nomination

of the central government continued until the French control of southern Morocco. One

of the oldest courts in Akka was known as maHkamat al-zawiyya, where bubkar ban

muHammad al-tamanârtî served as a judge.121

120 al-Sousi listed all the traditional Islamic schools and the judges as well as the scholars who attended
them. For more information on these schools and the different judges that graduated from them, see:

#محم[ # #لمختاد# # # #لXاار# #لعتيZاوs#سدارs#م.ي#سو# # # # #kV:ة# #مUا# #p#�Upا#سا-ا# #]ي.ا# #Woللطب# # # #Vشو\# #Wللاى#{رر# #عبه# #لمختاي#فوا#لاد# # # #لXاار# #طنi.ي#سو# # :ة#
.]للشماe والتو[ي\ والنشر والطباعة التغليف م~سXة

121 Other judges included al-qâDî sîdî al-hâsham al-fâsî, sîdî muHammad ban ‘abd al-raHmân, aHmad ban
al-madanî al-wakhshâshi, aHmad ban al-Hâsham al-wakhshâshî, al-Husayn ban al-hâsham ban ‘abd al-llâh
al-wakhshâshî, muHammad al-‘âlam, and ‘abd al-raHmân al-wannâs.
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The important question that arises from this discussion is when and how judges’

rulings and customary law were applied, not only towards Muslims but also Jews. The

European traveller Ali Bey (1803-1807) suggested that in Morocco Jews got little benefit

from justice under Muslim rule. He noted that:

The Jews of Morocco are in the most abject state of slavery; but at Tangier it is
remarkable that they live intermingled with the Moors, without having any
separate quarter, which is the case in all other places where the Mahometan
religion prevails. This distinction occasions perpetual disagreements; it excites
disputes, in which, if the Jew is wrong , the Moor takes his own satisfaction;
and if the the Jew is right, he lodges a complaint with the judge, who always
decides in favour of the Mussulman. This shocking partiality in the
dispensation of justice between individuals of different sects begin from the
cradle; so that a Mussulman child will insult and strike a Jew, whatever be his
age and infirmities, without his being allowed to complain, or even to defend
himself. This inequality prevails even among the children of these different
religions; so that I have seen the Mahometan children amuse themselves with
beating little Jews, without these daring to defend themselves (vol 1. Badia Y
Leyblich 1970:33). 

My manuscript data give a different image, at least in the southern part of

Morocco. Al-Hâj al-najm laHrash, one of the notables (a‘yân) of Akka and the son-in-

law of al-hâshimî al-bannâni al-fâsî, a judge from Akka, discussed with me the

importance of Muslim protection (al-Himâya) of Jews. He told me the following story:

On the eve of the French Protectorate, yusuf al-Sarrâf bought a field in the
village of al-raHHâla by way of rahn. After a period of time, the Muslim
wanted back his field. The Jewish creditor demanded his money. The Muslim
claimed back his land without paying back his loan. The Jew went to his
protector in the neighboring village of al-qubbâba. That same day the Jewish
protector mounted his white horse and headed to al-raHHâla where he asked
the Muslim to pay back his Jewish protégé. In fear, the Muslim went to his
house, brought the sum of money and gave it to the Jewish protector. Yusuf al-
Sarrâf got back his money. This is the way ‘adl (justice) used to be
implemented with regard to Jews.
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However, Jews also used documents as legal proof to protect themselves. In

Berber, a saying goes:

igha tsan âr taran 
igha dalân âr saqrân

In joy, they write contracts.
In tragedy, they read the clauses.

According to some local elders, Jews were very careful to document every piece of land

or credit they bought or lent to Muslims. As dhimmis, their oral testimony based on a

solemn oath (shahâda) in legal matters was not accepted either in customary law or in

Islamic sharî‘a because they were not seen as members of the Muslim community of

believers (’umma) (Ibn al-qayyim al-jawziyya 1997; jamâl ban muHammad ban ismâ‘îl

1993:199-208).122 Therefore, they were forced to look for other possible legal avenues. In

the Qur’an, verse 2:281-282 recommends the use of written documents:

O believers, when you negotiate a debt
for a fixed term, draw upon an agreement in writing, 
though better it would be
to have a scribe write it faithfully down;
and no scribe should refuse to write as God has taught him,
.... But do not neglect to draw up a contract, big or small,
with the time fixed for paying back the debt.

122 For a detailed discussion of the dhimmi’s legal status in Islamic law, see Antoine Fattal, Le status légal
des non-musulmans en pays d’Islam. Beyrouth: l’institut de lettres orientales de Beyrouth, 1958. Also see
the following works in Arabic,

 Yجما [Z حمدW [Z اد.  اسماعيلtا� اولى ارhاصح الى االلW [W لةWعاW لiا� اlالك . yدار: الريا aالمعراج bcc] .

.^bcc حanf اZ] دار: Zيروت. الذWة اiل احكاn. الجو|ية qيj اZ [Zكر اZي W [Zحمد الله عhد اZي الدي] tم� العالWة الشيخ 

.bc_b الجاWعيa الكlا� دار: القاiرz. االسالWي الlشريع Xي العرV اثر. عوy صالح ال{يد

.^^bc االqصىW aكhlة: عمان. العر�g Vرية. الخياط العfيf عhد

.bc_d والlو|يعa والkشر للدراسات الجاWعية المؤس{ة: Zيروت. Wقارgة دراسة: االسالX nي والعرV الق�ا�. عالية سمير
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This is more equitable in the eyes of God,
and better as evidence and best for avoiding doubt.

Qur’an (2:281-282, trans. Ali 1984:48-49).

In Akka, mortgage (rahn) was a normal legal practice between Muslims and Jews.

Jews gave credits to Muslims and, in return original deeds were deposited with the

Jewish creditors and rahn documents were drafted by way of collateral security until the

debt was paid back. I will provide 17 examples of legal contracts that range from

mortgage (rahn) to credit (dayn) and pure sale (bay‘/sharya). Afterwards, I will analyze

the different contracts by drawing upon the Qur’an, the Prophet tradition (Hadith), and

the Islamic schools of jurisprudence as well as Muslim and Western scholarship on

credit.

I. The Legal Cases:123 Arabic Texts and Their Translation

1. Case I:

Number 105
The plaintiff faTTûm tazkkurt al-raHHâliyya and the defendant yûsuf al-Sarrâf
from al-HiSna ban dâdâ.
Al-shaykh al-wansharîsî of al-mi‘yâr said that if two litigants, either selling or
compromising or something else, have recourse to testimony under oath (al-
shahada) the word of the one who claims something different from what is
written in the document is rejected because if it were accepted (sûmi‘a fî hâdâ)

123 There are many reference to names of weights, measures, and money in these cases. Since I am dealing
with a wide range of cases that extended over the period of time between the 1890s and 1950s, the value of
the currency changes not only through time but also between the different geographic regions of Morocco.
For a table that summarizes the main measures and weights, see Table 4.2.. For more information about
measures and currencies in Morocco during the nineteenth century and early period of the twentieth century
see, Park and Boum 2006:90-94; Afa Aomar 1988, 2001; musTafâ al-shâybî. al-athmina wa al-ujûr fî
maghrib al-qarn al-tâsi‘ ‘ashar: muqâraba târîkhîyya. In: waqafât fî târîkhî al-maghrib: dirâsât muhdât li-
al-ustâdh ibrâhîm bûTâlib. tansîq ‘abd al-majîd al-qaddûrî. al-rabâT: manshûrât kulliyyat al-âdâb wa al-
‘ulum al-insâniyya, 2001. Thomas Park, Administration and the Economy: Morocco 1880 to 1980: The
Case of Essaouira. Unpublished PhD dissertation. Wisconsin, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1983.
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the rights will be taken (rtafa‘at) and the documents (al-‘uqûd wa al-wathâiq)
will be dismissed (nHallat). For this reason Allâh ordered testimonial
witnessing (ishhâd) between the Muslims. See al-ribâTî. al-HaTTâb said in the
bâb (chapter) of al-iqrâr (confession/acknowledgment) in the writings of khalîl
and the freedom of liability (barî’) of someone from what he is accused of, etc.
Also see nawâzil al-‘abbâs al-barzûlî wa al-tinûsî. al-shaykh khalîl punish
(yu’âkhidu) the person who is legally liable for all kinds of obligations and
duties (al-mukallaf) by confirming the rule against him see his treatise. al-
shaykh ibnu ‘âSim also ruled similarly see his treatise. Accordingly,
(wa‘alayhi) what has been established by muHammad abu al-shyakh with the
handwriting of al-Husayn idâwud al-qubbâbî is required that has been fixed in
the amount of 2000 riyâl karTa and he is required to give it to its owner yûsuf
ban bardkhîn him and everybody in the household (kânûn), such as faTTûm
tazkkurt, the plaintiff mentioned above, and she is the mother of muHammad,
the above-mentioned, and everybody in the house (‘alâ ‘adadi al-ru’ûsi). The
statement of the above-mentioned muHammad is not accepted as it is stated
before and what is stated in the document is what is legal (al-mu‘tabar) and it
is binding (mukalif). He is required to pay what he acknowledged as it is
mentioned by al-shaykh khalîl and others. And by this we ruled for the
mentioned Jew yûsuf over his litigant muHammad abu al-shaykh a binding
rule after the arbitration and the mutual consent. And the Almighty Allâh is the
higher source of truth (’a‘lâm bi al-sawâb wa ilayhi al-marji‘u wa al-ma’âb)
[…] the judge of the Muslim community of Akka, al-sayyid abû bakr ban
muHammad from the qaSab al-aHrâr (village of the free). It was written on the
21 […] of the year 1324 and the arbitration was decided and it was not written
in this kunnâsh unti the 14 of sha‘bân of the year 1324 [1906] and was written
by his approval (the judge) al-Husayn al-bu‘amrânî. Judge’s Seal.

دxدZ x] الحصkة W] ال{راV يوسف عليه والمدعى الرحالية feكرت Xطj المدعى b٠٥ عدد
q%Yلشياا% % %gشو%لاخ% %ي{ر% %لمعياs%حا%صى% % % %tهاالع%qواذاار% %Zياد% %لمklا]% % % %عيا|% %hlWوا�x%س]% % %xئعيا% % %lWصاو]% % %لحيا% % او]%
%غي %iمر% %Xما% %kWهمى%عاد]% % % %ثيقو%لاى%Xا%WالV%خا% % %Xقة% %غيه%لو% %Wقhر% % %Yو%سو%لاذوW%حX%يi%عالرذاoe% % %لحقا\% % %gحلواوق% % %\
%لعقا % %eعله%لار%Wاك%لذا%لوق%ئا%ثو%لواود% % %tهاال%Zى% %لياد% %oeر% %لkاع% %Zيfاع% %لم{لميا]% % % % % %�gا]% %لحطااq%Yوى%طا%Zر%لار% % ا�%Zي%Xّا�%
%خليوq%Yي%Xرار%qاال % %Wما%gال%Xرأ%Zاوانل% %hqله%لا% % %�gواخ%لاه% %لعhاوا|g%Yر% % %لhاا�% %لklواي%لر|و% % %لشيااq%Yوي%سو% % %لشياخ% % خ%
%خلي % %لمكلاد%خاي%Xل% % % %حجال%Zف% %�gاراره%qا%Zر% %لشيااq%Yوه%حر%tر% % %صحlي%Xر%qاي%لر%Wالك%لا%Wوj%صا%ع]%Zاخ% % %جhkاله% % ي%
%lXقا % %�gاى% %عليوه%حرا%tر% % %Xمه% %Wحمه%Zر%qاا% % %لشيا]%Zد% % %Zخخ% %لح{ياد%يط% % % %لقhااداود]% % %Xيلي%Zا% % %fW%هW%ااq%رZ%هW%[اoل% ى%
له#Vوارط%كاY%ير #ي #aه#مrيعطا# # #معg#موو#]g#يا#jرد#بg#بف#سو#ي[...]ك#لذي# #ك�طد#حواوV#rا#كي#فه# # م#
p#aلماي#]ورت#ك# #عيد# #لماة# #محمامي#]والW#عاورY#ك�# # #لماد# #}ميوور#ك�# # #معgU#م\# # #علدار#لاي#فم# دد#عى#
#فZرؤوs#لا #eمحمو# # #لماد# #يZبالو#ك�# # #كمل# #Zpا# #ثيZو#لاي#ف�ي#لاواrدم# # #لمعتباو#]ة# # # # #م�له#Vوار# # #فيلف# # #aر#قاا#مه#م

#ب�Uم # # #Zpا# #لشيدم# # #qليj# # #غيول# #Wح�منه#بور# # # #لليUا# # # #لماف#سو#يود# #علور#ك�# #ljمى# # #محمه# # #لشياد# # #qح�م# # ا#مال[ا#
#بع #لتح�ياد# # # # #لتوام# #للواي#{را# #pعه# #علاى#لا# #لlا#بم# #ليواواب# #لماه# #لموا\#}ر# #}مي#{ا#ق[...]آب# #لمXلمياة#عا# # # # # #g
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#لXياة#قآ#ب # #ب�و#باد# #محمg#بر# # #قlبg#مد# # #بترار#حاالة# #لنباg`۳^h#موم#ي`^q#يار# # #سنوي# #Zpد#قوة# دم#
.  البوعمراVي الحXيV gا|به بادVه وكت�  bعباUb rر مh g` الى ال�ناش في aVوله وpاjر الح�م

2. Case II:

Praise to Allâh alone,
The plaintiff and his partner (aHmad ban al-hâsham ban al-zubayr and his
uncle’s son abdallâh ban ibrâhîm from tagadirt) claim that they lost the title
deed (rasm) of their private property (milk) known as lawh awlâd Hammân.
The document turned up in the hands of the defendant the dhimmi (dâwîd ban
yûsuf al-baladi). They asked him why he refused to hand them back their legal
‘uqûd (documents) and recognize their rightful ownership of the property.
Known to be true to the best of their abilities (‘arafû qadrahûm). It was
witnessed for them on the date of 17 rajab year (‘âm) 1373/March 1954. The
slave of allâh muHammad ban aHmad ban fâris […] and […]. Judge’s Seal.

وحده لله الحمد
%لماى%عاد %حما(ي%عد% %لها]%Zد% %Zيf%لا]%t%jZا% %يكر%tو)ر% %عم]%Zا(ه% %عhه% %للاد% %iيرا%Zا]%Zه% %jكlZ% % %eله%gا)رت%ياد% %عقف% ود%

%Wلكه % % %jلم{ما% % % %حماوالدو�%لى% %Zيرج%خوان% %gها% %jkع% %لماي%Wد%لاد% %عليي%عد% % %لhلاف%سو%ي]%Zد%يداو(ه% % %mوارد)دkW% انه%
%يهمر%ي % %Zما% %kWعهاذا% % % %jX%ديX%عقع% %Wلكه]%Wوi%jود% % % %jر%عه%لX%وq%هدرهt% %عليهمه%Zد% % % % %lZا% [^[bاn%عs%جر^bخ%يار%

 [...].احمد بg محمد ربه عبد W `m٥hار�[...] 

Same plaintiff and defendant (humâ aydhan)
ايضا ]ما

Praise to Allâh alone,
When the report was read to the defendant, and he heard it and understood it
completely and fully he replied that he bought the mentioned property from the
father of the second plaintiff whose name is ibrâhîm ban al-zubayr who
assigned the property rights to the defendant. Another person by the name of
muHammad ban al-Husayn claimed the ownership of the same milk and both
men (ibrâhîm ban al-zubayr and the defendant) took him to court until it was
ruled that muHammad ban al-Husayn does not have legal proof (hujja) that
gives him the right to the property. And this is how the dhimmi owned the
rights of the property and its documents. Known to be true to the best of his
ability (‘arafa qadrahû). It was witnessed on him at the above date. The slave
of allâh muHammad ban aHmad ban fâris […] and […]. Judge’s Seal.

وحده لله الحمد
%لم %لمقارأ%qا% % %Yعلا% %لماى% %عليي%عد% % %سمعوه% % %Xهموه% % %Xهمه% % %لملاانا�%جاا%Wا%eا% % %لماك% %ltاور%كذ% %لماد%لوا]%Wراه% ي%عد%
%لثا %iيرا%Zاو%iوان% %jZ%[لا%fيZ% #عZووالWر% #لملاود# # #لملاى#عوادك# # #لماك# #لمXماور#ك�# # # #محمى# # #لحXياg#بد# # # #gوp#عيندا# # ا#
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#مع #حته# #لح�ا\#قوى# # #علم# #محمى# # #لحXياg#بد# # # #gب#rم#لا�p# #gه#لiح# #يXتحة# # # #بUق# #لملاا# # #بUوك# #مل�ا# #لملاك# # ك#
#عZو #Wعود#cقر#WدرUb# #عليه#بد# # #بته# #عبالW#عاq#يار# #محمه#برد# # #حماg#بد# #مناارs#فد# #لماه# #ميyى#لو# #gعبو# د#

 [...].  pعالى ربه

Same plaintiff and defendant (humâ aydhan)
ايضا ]ما

Praise to Allâh alone,
The plaintiffs confessed that the beloved Islamic law (shar‘ al-a‘az) ruled that
the defendant shall confirm his allegations by proving the sale (sharya) by
means of which he bought the property and bring the original documents that
prove the mentioned ownership. It was postponed for eight days starting with
the following day after the day of the signature. Known to be true to the best of
his ability (‘arafa qadrahû). It was witnessed on the above date. The slave of
allâh muHammad ban aHmad ban fâris […] and […]. Judge’s Seal.

وحده لله الحمد
%عlا %Vارlلم% % %عياد% %لشاانان% %حكf%عاالرع% %jعل% %لماى% %عليي%عد% % %ثhا%Zه% %يثhان%Zواه%عدات% % %لشا\% %لlاة%ير% %ltاي% %لملاه%Zر}% % ك%
W%ح�اع% %لعقاار% % %لم�lمkياود% % % % % % %لملاك%لذ]% % %لماك% %ثمل%جا%eوور%كذ% %gيا% %يخار%eد%غ]%Wدأ%Zاn%ياة% %tهدره%qرV%عه% %عليه%Zد% % ه%

 [...].eعالى رZه وعhد Wrي] Zه الله لطف Xار� Z] احمد W [Zحمد رZه عhد اعاله lZاريخ

3. Case III:

Praise to Allâh alone,
[…] The litigants arrived to legal proceedings (majlis al-shar’) at the court of
the judge of Akka: the plaintiff dâwîd ban yûsuf from the Jews of tagâdîrt and
the defendant aHmad ban Hûsâ ban al-‘abd the representative of the inheritors
of balqasam ban muHammad aHmad from tagadirt. […]. The plaintiff
answered that the referred above, I mean balqasam the above-mentioned, while
alive (fî Hayâtih) took from the mentioned plaintiff dâwîd ban yûsuf sab‘at
’âlâf riyâl and with the numbers (wa bi al-ramz) 7,000 like this as a credit. He
trades with it and shares the profit. After this he (dâwîd) received from
balqasam from the mentioned capital (ra’s al-mâl) three thousands and three
hundred. No instead, three thousands and seven hundred, 3700 riyâl. And there
remained in the hands of balqâsam the above-mentioned three thousand and
three hundred from his capital. He (dâwîd) left this amount with him
(balqasam) until they clarified how much profit he earned from this. Instead
(bal) balqasam kept the described amount of money simply planning to give
back the capital little by little because he could not pay it all at once. And when
balqasam fell sick and remained bedridden, his wife fâTim bint aHmad […]
from qaSr al-raHHâlîn of Akka went to pay a visit for her husband to balqasam
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the above-mentioned and she met the brother of plaintiff makhlûf ban yûsuf
and he asked her where she was heading and she told him the story of
balqasam’s sickness and the seriousness of his state. Makhlûf went to his
brother the above-mentioned plaintiff and informed him. Then dâwîd
accompanied sî al-bashîr ban yaHyâ to balqasam who was not able to speak
and who did not care where he was at the time he (dâwîd) stayed there until sî
al-bashîr ban yaHyâ wrote down for dâwîd all that he had lent to balqasam.
Now the defendant asks what is the position of the Islamic law (shar‘) in what
the dhimmi dâwîd wrote in the hour (I mean the hour when he was dying). On
the date of 8 shawwâl of the year 1376/9 May 1957. the slave of allâh aHmad
ban al-madanî al-wakhshâshî and […]. Judge’s Seal.

 [...]وحده لله الحمد

%ح� %لمlار% % %عيدا% %Zمجلان% % % %�%لشا %Wحكمي%Xرع% % % %لماّى%rqي%ضا%qة% %يه]%Wف%سو%ي]%Zد%يداوي%عد% %eكود% %لموادرت% ي%عد%
%علي % %حماه% %عZ%[hاا%سو%ح]%Zد% %لkاد% %Zلق{ة%ثور]%عs%ئآ% % % %jZ%[حمW% % %حماد% %eك]%Wد% %Zصoدرت% % %Wقة% %عليها%Wد% % % %jW%[ط%Vر
W%[يج% %sللادده%س% #لمااب#}اه% #عليى#عد# # #لمااrه# #بلZالW#عاور#ك�# # #لمام#سا# #قب[...]ي#فور#ك�# #عنض# #لماد# ى#عد#

#علي # #عنل#به# #لماد# #لماف#سو#يg#بد#يداوي#عد# #سبعور#ك�# # #]�___�م#قر#لا#بواe#يرyالcة# #لZاه#}و#ب�ا# رض#
#يتiو # #بUر# #يZوا# #سما# #بعو�#بر#لاه# #بلZه#ل\#فدك#لد�# # #لماه#سرأاe#مg#مم#سا# #مئالث#ثوyالcة#ثال#ثور#ك�# ل#بة#
#سبوyالcة#ثال#ث #مئ\# #بZو__�۳اe#يرة# #pحي# #بلZد#يت# # #لمام#سا# #مئة#ثال#ثوyالcة#ثال#ثور#ك�# ه#لا#مرأgs#مة#
#قب #pحك#لذاض# #حته#يد#يت# #pحى# #مع�#سا# #فيمه# # #قبا# #منض# #قبل#ب�#بر#لاg#مه# #بلZض# # #لعام#سا# #لمادد# #ليور#ك�# \#فد#
#bيئه#لا#مرأsه#ل # #فشيئا# # # #يZاله#Vالا# #فعد#لدر# #لمودY#حوارY#مه# #بلZرض#ما# # #لمام#سا# #ل�اال[م#ماr#كوور#ك�# راش#
#]ب�#ف #}ت[وت# #بنم#طا#فه# #حمات# #لlZاg#م[...]د# # #ليا#حر#لار# #gلّى#قآ#ب#aي#Yوار]U{# #بلZا# # #لمام#سا# #لZيوور#ك�# # ت#
#لماا#jا #مخلي#عد# # #cبو#gا#سوف#سو#يUل# #بUا#]ذg#ياى#لاا# #قlوا# #عليت# # #بلZرض#مه# # ة#لا#حي#فاr#كه#Vام#سا#

[...]iف# #مخلاء# # #cمو#gحين# # #jيأى#لإه# #لماه# #لماي#عد# #jبواور#ك�# #Wلماد#يداوام#قوك#ل�#بر# #بXى#pواور#ك�# ي#
#لبشيا # # #يحيg#بر# # #بلZى#لاا# # #لمام#سا# #يلZناr#كوور#ك�# # # #لبشياي#سايد#يداوه# # # #بلZور# # #يZالم#سا# #علدر# #ل�اى# الم#

#يبوال #eما#gيا#gك#rلاp# #لXاك# #حتة#عا# #كتى# #علي�# # #}ميه# # #مل�ا#م\# # #بلZه# # #لمام#سا# #للماr#كور#ك�# # د#يداوي#عد#
#لما #�lVور#ك�# # #طلواالrه# #لما�# #عليى#عد# # #Vضه# #لشار# #فيمرع# # #كتا# #لXاي#فد#يدوي#مد#لا�# #علاة#عا# ة#عا#سى#
#لنا #علaع# #بلZى# # #لمام#سا# #بت[...]ور#ك�# #لما۳�u`ام#عواqtb#e#يار# #سناي#مmق#فوا# #عب�m٥`ة# #حماه#برد# د#

gي بVي المدbشاjعالى ربه وعبد الوp.[...] 

4. Case IV:
Praise be to God, and His prayers on His Beloved Prophet.
With Allâh’s power and might, the dhimmis al-Hazzân dâwîd ban yûsuf and
his partner isHâq ban ‘amrân bought from their seller Hmâd abrâ abu shâyat
lamrâbTî al-warrânî all four units of measure (dhirâ‘)124 of land in Dr‘a river

124 Ali Bey El Abbassi (Domingo Badia y Leblich) (1766-1818), the Spanish spy for Joseph Bonaparte,
and explorer in the early nineteenth century, wrote in his travel narrative titled Travels of Ali Bey in
Morocco, Tripoli, Cyprus, Egypt, Arabia, Syria, and Turkey between the Years 1803 and 1807 that “There
is no kind of lineary measure known in Morocco but that of the elbow, which is called draa; it is divided
into eight parts, called tomins. As there is no fixed length or original model for the exact dimension of the
elbow, it is difficult to find two exactly alike; but by an average comparison of their elbows, made with my
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(wâdî dar‘a). The purchased land is neighboring their (the dhimmis) land as it
is stated and described in the title deeds that they own and which they
presented. The sale was valid, authorized, complete, and free from ignorance
and harm, the full price (‘idatuhâan wa nihâyatuhâ) nine riyâl Hasanî coarse/
worn dirhams of the mint of the period, received by the seller from the
dhimmis. The receipt was complete and without denial and harm. This is what
the above-mentioned Hmâd testified to and it was written in the year 1344
[1925-26] […] The slave of allâh aHmad ban al-hâsham al-wakhshâshî.
Judge’s Seal.

الحhيs على الله وصلى وحده لله الحمد
%ltا %Zحر}% %Yللاو% %Wييذ%لاه%eو%qوه% % %لحا]% %يكر%tع%Wف%سو%ي]%Zد%يذوfان% %سحاه% %عم]%Zاق% %لhا]%Wران% %لهع%ئا% %jحما% ر}%Zااد%
ما\%يا%tو%لا %ل ثا]%Wا%عذراي%gورا%لاط%Zرا% %ل مجاة%عذروذي%Xرا�% %ل % %zهرا%ثاور Z% %jم %ك عا% g% %صoوو\% %سكي%Xا% وك%

%عق %eح[...]ود% %يهذ%يث% %jZ%ئعا% %صحيحا% % % %kWجfا%ئا%جا% % %سلمfا% % %لجها]%Wا% % %ل�وال% %Zثمرور% % %eهذ%عان% %gهوا% %يlها% % %e{عا% % ة%لا%يرة%
k}ح% % %iيذراى% %j�X% %سكة% %q%\�hqو%لاة% % %لhاه% %ئعا% %Wييذ%لاد%ي]%Wون% % %[�hq% % %Xيوا% %gكواال[...]ال%Zا% %tها%Wاذا%iور% %علد% ي%
.   الوخشاtي الهاZ jt] احمد رZه عhد [...] ٤٤[b عاn ذلك كsl وZه اعاله المرسوn احماد Zها

5. Case V:

Praise to Allâh alone,
The plaintiff (muHammad ban al-Hanafî ban muHammad […] al-sh‘aybî and
his partner aHmad ban uHammad ban aHmad al-nasab of Tagadirt) claim that
the defendant (the dhimmi dâwîd ban yûsuf from banî dâwîd al-baladî) had
their half of water share (nawbat al-mâ’) from al-HarâTîn spring (‘ayn al-
HarâTîn) on the second night of the al-aHrâr irrigation turn. The water share
was under the control of the defendant by way of mortgage (rahn) and he left
to us one share and kept five obtained through the rahn transaction. When they
asked him to let them redeem the rahn, he refused and tried to explain to them
why he refused. Known to be true to the best of his ability (‘arafa qadrahû).
This was witnessed on the date of 4 dhi al-qi‘da ‘âm 1368 (August 1949). The
slave of Allâh […]. Judge’s Seal.

وحده لله الحمد
%لماى%عاد %Wحم(ي%عد% % %لحokا]%Zد% % % %حم~%Z%[Wي% %لشعيhا[...]د% % % % %يكر%tوي% %حماه% %Wحم]%Zد% % %حما]%Zد% %لk{اد% % %sكe% )رت%يد%
%لهان%كه%gا %jkع% %لماد% %عليي%عد% % %W%[kZف%سو%ي]%Zد%يداوي%Wد%لا(ه% hلاد%يداوي% %ل % %mص)دg% %لماة%Zو%gف% %عيي%Xآ�% %[
%لحا %طيرا% %[X%ليلي% % %لثاة% %gيا% %لماك%لذان%كورار%حاال]%Wة% %eحا�% %لماد%ي\% %لkرك%eو]%iر%لا%Zي%عد% %Xيا% %سهمه% % %Zقودا%حواا% ى%

European measures, I found out that the draa of Morocco was equal to 224.17 lines of the toise of France,
or to 551 millimeters 26 centimillimeters, French measure” (vol. 1, 35:1970).  
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kع% %خم{ده% % %Zثمة% % %لشا]% %حيوة%ير% %[khطل% % % %kWا% %lXااله% %klWادا�% % %يهمر%يانوارادك%لذ]%Wع% % %Zما% %kWعهماذا% % % % %tهدره%qا%Xر%عا% د%
Z%عليهمه% % % % %lZا% %qعذ٤mخ%يار% %zعد%nاb]d_W%واX%غشق% %\kس% %عbc٤chة% %eعه%Zرد% %عhو[...]ى%لا% %eعه%Zرد% ى%لا%

.[...]

6. Case VI:

Praise to Allâh with all due Praise, and prayers on His Beloved Prophet.
To get to the point (wa ba‘d) al-murâbiT al-sayyid muHammad ban aHmad
’uHamâm from HiSn al-Hajar ascertained that he received in addition (bi wajhi
al-ziyâda) six riyal kirTa from the dhimmi bardkhîn ban hab of yahûd aqqa
HiSnat banî shu‘ayb in exchange for one turn of his share of water from tishît
spring (‘ayn tishît) during the nightly turn of the family of ’uHamâm. This was
written in their presence on the 15 shawwâl of the year 1350/23 February
1932. The slave of Allâh […] and the slave of allâh aHmad ban al-madanî al-
wakhshâshî. Judge’s Seal.

Wحمد سيدgا على وسلj الله وصلى وحده لله الحمد
%Zعو %Xقد% %tهد% %tهيد}%لد% % %لماه%يد% %ل{ياط%Zرا% % %Wحمد% % %حما]%Zد% %حماد% %nحصاZ% % %لحجا]% % \%سادz%يf%لاه%جو%Zد%خاه%gار%
%عlارط%كاالت%ير %خيرد%Zي%Wذ%لا]%Wا%Xرا% %[Z%[i%usxW%[يه% %حصkي%Xة%rqود% % %kZة% %tعيي% % %sعلك%لوذ% %عما%Wى% %kWره% ]%Wه%
%لما %Zعيا�% % %eش]% %\X%ليلي% % %سيا�%rZة% %حمد% %nكواe% %لثماع%Wون% % %[Yاالوkثم% % %عkهمه%Zودا%حواا% % % %lZا% اn%عواb٥t%Yخ%يار%

b]٥٠W%واX%دقh kج% % %سbckر% %عbc]^hة% %عhو[...]ه%Zرد% %حماه%Zرد% ما]%Zد% %ل %خشو%لاي%gد% [ي%tا% %qيو%eوj%سر. ع%
 ].القاضيي]

7. Case VII:

Praise to Allâh alone,
It was testified to me by muHammad ban aHmad ashkûk from HiSnat [village]
’âl shu‘ayb that he received in addition (biwajh al-ziyâda) all of (kâffat) two
riyals and a half Hassâni from its holder (mâsikih), the dhimmi al-Hazzân
dâwîd ban yûsuf ban dâwîd yahûd mallâh below the HiSna ’âl shu‘ayb and that
is in addition to (ziyâda) what he has in his allotted share of water from his
ancestors’ garden (bHayra), the bHayra of al-‘ag in the land (turâb) of spring
(‘ayn) al-HarâTin, and this is a true addition comprising one unit to be
redeemed along with the initial payment at the same time on the day of
redemption (al-iftidâ’ wa al-iftikâk). By him for himself at the middle of
shawwâl in the year 1340 [1922], the weak slave al-khudhr ban muHammad
ban ‘abd al-raHmân râbaH from Hisnat ’âl shu‘ayb. God’s Grace to him
Amin! Judge’s Seal.
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[recent two line-note on Judeo-Arabic]

وحده لله الحمد
%tها %حم~%Wى%gد% %حما]%Zد% %tكاد% %حصW%[kوك% % %tعيYrة% % %sاg%هhq% %يلlيرة%Xا%كادz%يf%لاه%جو%Zض% % % %keيا]% % %[W%صعg% ة%لا%يرف%
%لح{ا % %سكا%Wد%ي]%Wي%gا% %لحاي%Wد%لاه% %ي{]%Zد%يدوfان% %يهد%يدو]%Zاف% %Wلود% %eحح% %لحصkا\% % % %tعيYrة% % %sي|ك%لوذ%zاد
%عل %ح�ه%لو%iا%Wى% %gصيhوه% % % %عيرا�%eي%Xه% %لحا]% %طير% %صحيحادz%ي|]% % % %eكة% %جمل]% % %لثماع%Wدz%حواة% % وn%يي%Xى%لاالو]%
%lXاال %lXكواالدا�% % %عkه%Zواك% %tهط%ساواخ%يار%eي%Xه% %للار% %ع٤٠h[bاn%عواt%Yه% %ل�عياد% % % %لخ�اف% % %Wحم]%Zر% % ]%Zد%
   .Wrي] Zه الله لطف tعيYr s حصkة W] رZح الرحم] عhد

8. Case VIII:

Praise to Allâh Alone,
In addition (zâda) ‘abd al-ghafûr ban Hmâd ban al-shaykh yûsuf ban
muHammad and took full possession (gabadha wa-stawfâ) of all the five riyâls
naw‘ (type) Hasanî from the hands of the dhimmi dâwîd al-saghîr ban yûsuf
ban dâwîd in exchange for what the dhimmi took […] from spring (‘ayn) al-
HarâTîn land (’ardh) as it is specified, […], and described in the sale (sharya)
by the seller this is a true addendum (ziyâda SaHîHa). This additional sum will
become a single amount combined with the original sum all due on the day of
the redemption. This was written on the date of […] of the year 1346
[1927-28]. The slave of Allâh al-Husayn ban dâwûd al-qabbâb. allâh’s
kindness on him. Amin!

وحده لله الحمد
%hqو|اد %سlواض% %لغoاد%Zا%عى%Xو% % %حم]%Zور% %لشيا]%Zاد% % %لشيا]%Zف%سو%يخ% % %Wحمخ% % %لصغياد%يدوي%Wد%لاد%ي]%Wد% % % ]%Zر%
%kZف%سو%ي %جميد%يدوي% % %خم{ع% % %لح{kاوع%gاالت%يرة% % % %علي% %عما%Wى% %عkر% %لخاو%Zا%Zده% %عيارZ%yر�% %لحا]% %طيرا% %كم]% دد%حا%

%gعود%يدوو %\X%يt%اة%يرlلمش% % % %mي|ر%zصحيحاد% % % %eكة% %eل]% %eمادz%يf%لاك% %eمع%Wد%حوا]% %[Yياالو%nاالوlX% %عkه%Zودا�% ه%
.Wrي] Zه الله لطف القhاZي داوود Z] الح{ي] رZه عhد ٤d[b عاn الhkوm رZع rخر lZاريخ

 
9. Case IX:

Praise to Allâh with all due praise, and prayers and blessings on His Beloved
Prophet, Muhammad.
It was witnessed to me by al-murâbiT al-khayr wa al-baraka sayyid
muHammad ban ‘abd al-allâh ban muHammad ’uHamam from village (bilâd)
HiSn al-Hajar (Agadir Ouzrou) that he received from the owner al-dhimmi
habbi Jews (yahûd) of al-qâ‘id muHammad al-dublâlî and of the HiSna of banû
shu‘ayb the full sum of six riyal Hasani and this is for what he (the dhimmi)
used of his (al-murâbiT) allotted water share of half the turn (nawba) of water
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in tishshit spring (‘ayn) and as it is described in the sale (sharya). This is a true
addition and will be one payment together with the original sum (ziyâdatan
SaHîHa tâmma takûnu tamanan wâHidan ma‘â al-taman al-’ûlâ) during the
day of the redemption. This was written by the person who witnessed the
shahâda and after the completion of the shahâda. This was written in the
month of Allâh at the beginning muHarram of the year 1342 [1923]. The weak
slave of Allâh al-Husayn ban al-hâsham ban ‘abd Allâh al-wakhshâshî!
Judge’s Seal.

وfحبه وyله محمد سيدVا على الله وfلى وحده لله الحمد
#Ubا #لماي#Vد# #لخياط#برا# # #لبوار# #سية#كر# #حمُ#مد# #عبg#بد# #للاد# #حمُ#مg#به# #حماد# #حlالد#بg#مم# #gاiلح# # ا[#حه#Vار#
#س�ا#مد#يg#مادY#يa#لاه#}و#ب #يUْ�ِ#]ي#مد#لاه# #لZاود# #محمد#يا# # #لحlنام#ثي#لال#بدو#لاد# # # #bعيg#بة# # #}مي�# # ة#فا#كو\#

#ست #حXناe#يرة# # #علك#لوذي# #عما#مى# #منر# #ممه# #حضو#]ا# #lVيبوه# # # #لماة#بو#gV#مه# #عيي#فاء# #gشp# #كموت# ا#
#يتر#bي#فف#fو #fحيحادY#ي[ه# # # #�pة#ما#pة# #rمنوp# # #لتما\#مدا#حواا# # #gفتاالوم#يى#لاالو# #فت�واالداء# # #كتبواك# # ه#
##Ubاg##م ##Wحي##فوه##بدا##eكما## ##eاالاUb## ##qUb##يار##pي##فواد## لار## ##ل محال##|اواه## ##ل ## ##عب^۳h`ام##عرم## ه##برد##

gيXالح gم بbاUال gي الله عبد بbشاjوقي\ رسم [الوpا{ي وZال.[

10. Case X:

Praise to Allâh alone […]
The plaintiff muHammad ban ibrâhîm ban balla al-tizûnînî attended the majlis
shar‘ (legal proceedings) of the court of the judge of aqqa and claimed that the
defendant dâwîd ban yûsuf of Tagadirt in Akka put his hands illegally upon
(tarâmâ lahû) half of a house at the qSar of tizûnîn which is bordered in the
directions of the east (qibla) by [name], of the south by the shops of the
market, and of the west by [name]. The plaintiff muHammad ban ibrâhîm
asked the defendant dâwîd ban yûsuf to take his hands off the house […] that
he has been using over nine years and he has up to now refused. Until now the
plaintiff asks that the defendant gives him back the other half of the house
especially because he has not produced any reason (sabab) why he does not
want to do so. The decision (of the qâDî) will be rendered following the
defendant’s response. This was written on the date of 21 rajab of the year 1376
[21 February 1957] […] (unrecognizable seal). Judge’s Seal.

%لحما % %للد% %يج]%Wاذن%Zده%حوه% %sللادده%س% %ح�[...]ه% %Zمجلر% % % %�%لشا %Wحكمي%Xرع% % % %لماّى%qاي%ضا%qة% %حم~%Wي%عد% ]%Zد%
%iيرا%Zا %jZ%[Z%االlل% %fkيg% % %لماانى%عوادي% %عليى%عد% % %eكي%Xف%سو%ي]%Zد%يداوه% %عله%لى%Wرا%eى%qأ%Zدرت% %gصى% ي%Xدارف%

%qص %gيfو%eر% %Wح]% %zلدودhq% % %جkو[...]ة% %gيوا%حا%Zو% %ل{ا\% %يطل[...]ا%Zر%غو[...]ا%qر%tووق% % %sلما% %Wحمي%عد% % ]%Zد%
%iيرا%Zا %jW%[لما% %عليى%عد% % %علده%يع%Xر%يانف%سو%ي]%Zد%يداوه% %لkصاى% % %لمحادار%لا]%Wف% % %zددW%يا%fعد%ي%[}e% %سkيع% % %[
%klWوا % %حlواالنى%لاك%لذ]%Wع% %يطلاالنى% % %sلما% %لماه%لع%Xر%يانك%لذ%كاالني%عد% %عليي%عد% % %يlخلوانده%يه% % % %عله%لى% ى%
%gص %سhاZ%mه%لي%لذ%ياوه%لذm%لاف% %skW% %Zموا�%جواك%لذاه%Zه%لع% %يطا% %لمقاق%Zا% % %Yياq% %lZده% اn%عs%جرb`خ%يار%
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b]^d قXالموا `b رايرhX ةkس bc٥^.[...] 

11. Case XI:

Praise to Allâh Alone,
It was witnessed to me that al-Husayn ban sâlam agammân amraybaT from
idda bshît al-warrânî received in addition the entire thirty riyal Hasani from the
hands of the dhimmi isHâq ban ‘amrân. The first party added that through
access by the second party to the land (turâb) of his wife [name], meaning the
land of Hamma ban s‘îd ’udâwûd […]. He (the dhimmi) will be paid along
with receiving the original sum some day […]. The weak slave of Allâh ‘alî
ban ‘abd Allâh abahtûk from the village (rabwa). Allâh’s kindness upon him.
Amin! Judge’s Seal.

وحده لله الحمد
%tها %لح{ياي%gد% % % %[Z%[لا%س%jكما% %يhر%Wان% %Zشياد]%Wط% % %hqو|اده%gاي%gورا%لا\% %جمية%Xا%كا|%حوض% % %ثيال%ثع% اY%ير]%

k}ح% % %سحاي%Wذ%لاد%ي]%Wي% %عم]%Zاق% %لثاد%ي]%WاالوY|اد.ران% %لثاي%Xي%gا% %جl|ورا�% %lZه% %xo%~ق%v\vkيع% % ]%Zو%حرا�%eي%
%سعي % %Wحماٌّودxوvدvد% % %صoووال% %eكا% %جملون% % %لثماع%Wدz%حواة% % %[Yو%ياالوW%اW%واZ%وهkع% %lgصا%Zه% % %Vاhع% %ل�عياه%Zرد% % % ف%
.Wrي] Zه الله لطف الرZوW z] اZهlك الله عhد Z] علي

12. Case XII:

Praise to Allâh with all due Praise,
It was witnessed that ‘alla barrâ uHmâd gannû from HiSn al-Hajar owed
(thabata ‘alâ dhimmatih wa mâlih) a measure (Sâ‘) and a half of wheat
equivalent to the capital (ra’s l-mâl) of a dirham to the dhimmi ya‘qûb ban
isHâq ban yaHyâ and the period of credit (ajal) ends in May. This was written
on the month of ramadhân of the year 1323/1905. The weak slave of allâh al-
Husayn ban l-‘abd al-jilâlî al-‘anTarî. Judge’s Seal.

وحده لله الحمد
%tها %علي%gد% %حمار}%Zّى% %حص]%Wّ]%كاد% %لحجا]% % %ثhه%gار% %عل\% %lWذى% %gصواع%صه%لا%Wوه% %لصاف% %لقما]%Wاع% % رأ�ح%
W%يدرا%لاه%لاi% %jلمار�%ل% %Yذ%لااW%يعقي% % %سحا]%Zو�% %يحي]%Zاق% % %xهل%جواىkيZ% % % %jوZ%هlك% %sك%لذlZ% %tهخ%يار% %للار% %�Wره% ان%

nعا b]`] دhه عZالح{ي] ر [Z دhالجاللي لع mطرkلع] .jيع رسqوeالقاضي و.[

13. Case XIII:

Praise to Allâh with all due Praise, and prayers and blessings on His Beloved
Prophet.
It was ascertained that ‘alî ban Hmâd ‘alâ ban gannâ from the rabwa of Akka
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[Tagadirt] owed (bi dhimmati wa mâli) to the plaintiff the dhimmi dâwîd ban
yûsuf ban isHâq ban ‘imrân, Jews of al-Hisna, Sâ‘ayni (two measures) of
barley equivalent to (aSlu) two dirhams and the period of credit ended in May
and he is not free from his obligations (lâ-yubar’u dhimmatuhû) until he pays.
This was written during the month of ramadhân of the year 1322/1904. The
weak slave of Allâh muHammad ban muHammad from the rabwa of Akka.
God’s Grace to him. Judge’s Seal.

الحhيs على الله وصلى وحده لله الحمد
hث% %\Z%ذlW% %علاW%Yوة% %حما]%Zى% %علاد% %عيا%صا%qا%ZوZ%zر%لا]%Wى%xk%ك]%Zى% %لحا%ع|ر]% %Wلا% ]%Zف%سو%ي]%Zد%يدوي%Wذ%لاه%
%سحا %عم]%Zاق% %يهران% %لحصkود% % % %iيذرا%لاك%لذل%صاة% %jلموا% %عيو% %Wيد% %ليhووه% % %lWذر�% %عkه%Zوs%جوا%لا%Zااله% ط%سأو%Zه%

].  القاضي وeوqيع رسj. [Wrي] Zه الله لطف الرZوW [W zحمد W [Zحمد ال�عيف رZه عhد ``[b عاn ر�Wان

14. Case XIV:

Praise to Allâh with all due Praise, and prayers on His Beloved Prophet.
muHammad ajbîr came to me and witnessed that he owes a small teapot and it
is also ascertained that he mortgaged this year’s date harvest from the field
[name] to the owner of the capital, the dhimmi makhlûf ban yûsuf. The
deadline is until he returns back from travel without conditions or dispute.
Otherwise he pays fines when the deadline is surpassed. This was written at the
beginning of shawwâl of the year 1322/December 1904. The weak slave of
Allâh al-Hussayn ban muHammad ban ‘abd Allâh ban ayyûb al-jilâlî al-
‘anTarî. God’s Grace to him. Judge’s Seal

الحhيs على الله وصلى وحده لله الحمد
%عل]ىx%لو[ %tهوي% %علد% %og{ى% % %سيه% %mحمدW% % %جhياد% % %ثhه%gار% %عل\% %lWذى% %صغيرادا%Zه% % %Wعور% %ي�اه% ة%Wذ%لواj%سر%لاي%Xا%
%ثم %لعاذا%iر% %nاW%[e%را�]ال%خذ%لاg%ي[W%[را�W%يدرا%لاه%لاi% %jلمار�%ل% %Yذ%لااW%خليW% % %VوZ%[هل%جواف%سو%يkيZ% % % %jlح% ى%
%ل{oا]%Wع%جر%ي % %lWه%لؤد%ير% %لغاوإالfاع%gوالالn%كال%Zه%عا% %كlه%Zوة%Wرا% %sك%لذX%يYهاوt% %للار% ``[bاn%عواt%Yه%

].القاضي وeوqيع رسj. [Wrي] Zه الله لطف العkطرm الجاللي ايو� Z] الله عhد W [Zحمد Z] الح{ي] رZه عhد

15. Case XV:

Praise to Allâh with all due Praise,
It was witnessed to me by shtumr the daughter of muHammad uballa, and the
wife of the late Hmâd ban aHmad uballa of HiSnat [village] banî shu‘ayb that
by operating on behalf of her sons she received (biwajhi al-ziyâda) all of the
four riyâl Hasani from the dhimmi al-Hazân dâwîd ban yûsuf ibn dâwîd yahû
mallâh below the mentioned HiSna and this is in addition to (ziyâdatan) what
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he got from her field (faddân) known as taskdit located in the land (turâb) of
the al-HarâTîn spring (‘ayn) a true loan (ziyâdatan SaHîHatan) to be paid all at
once on the day of the redemption. This was written in the middle of the month
of Allâh jumâdâ al-’ûlâ of the year 1323/July 1905. The weak slave of allâh al-
khadhîr ban muHammad ban ‘abd al-raHmân from the HiSna of banû shu‘ayb
Allâh’s kindness upon him. Amin! Judge’s Seal.

وحده لله الحمد
%tها %keد% %لماي% %zر�lt% %kZر%مٌّ% %Wحم\% % %Zهاد% %لماة%ج|وا% %للا%Zوn%حر% %حمه% %حما]%Zاد% %حصW%[kال%Zاد% % %kZة% %tعيي% % %sعماlس% % % اال%
%gهاا%iاوالد]%ع %�hqا% % %\Z%لاه%جو%fي%zا%كادX%عارةZ% %ح{kة%لا%يرة% % %لحاي%Wذ%لاد%ي]%Wي% %يهد%يدو]%Zف%سو%يد%يدوfان% ود%
%Wل %eحح% %لحصkا\% % % ماة% %ل %Xيمادz%ي|ك%لوذورz%كذ% % #عما% #عنر# #بت�Xضداr#في#فا#]د# # # # #ل�اد# #عيراب#pي#فg#|ا# #g
#لحا #طيرا# #g]ي#Yحيحادf# # # #�pة# #gمل{# # #لzما\#مدY#حواة# # #gاXل# #بZا# #فتاالوم#يي#فة# #فت�واالداء# # #عنه#بواك# ي#فه#
p#يار#qط#ساواUb# #للار# #}مي#فه# #عب۳^۳`ام#عى#لاالواد�# #pعه#برد# #لضعياى#لا# # # #لخضياف# # # #محمg#بار# # g#بد#

.yميg به الله لطف bعي� بني حlنة مg الرحمg عبد

16. Case XVI:
                             
Praise to Allâh with all due praise, and prayers on His Beloved Prophet.
Our beloved […] friend yûsuf ban ‘alî al-murâbTî peace on you and Praise to
Allâh for his blessings. […] It is not unknown to you that the deadline of our
credit to you is over and has expired since a long time. You have not sent me
the articles you owe me. And now if you send me what is mine that would be
what is expected of you on receipt of this message. If you fail to do so, we will
add up (l-anTîrîs) the interest upon you starting from the day you get our letter.
I will write about your case to the Sultan God Bless him, he will write to your
governor and order and force you to pay back (my due). I wrote this letter to
caution you and to respect our friendly relationship. Therefore if you do not
send me back my merchandise, you will be called by the Makhzan and you will
be paying all first of all the expenses of the sakhkhâr of his Highness and the
wages of the al-raqqâsa and other expenses and you will be paying all these
from your own personal money as well as my own credit to you. We informed
you and we are not to be blamed after this. Salam. On the 15 rajab of the year
1310/ February 2nd 1893.

Merchant rubîl al-malîH from Essaouira.

وسلj وصحhه rله وعلى Wحمد سيدgا على الله وصلى وحده لله الحمد
%حkhا%ص % %ل{ياى%ضاالرf%عاالا% % %عل]%Zف%سو%يد% %لماي% %يhطر% % %عليالn%سي% % %حمورك% %للاة% %للاه% %خي]%عه% %gصا%gوال%Wر% %للاره% ه%
%Zعو %يخoال%X.د% % %عليى% % %كkذm%لال%جاالانك% %عملkا% % % %Wعا% %�Wد%qك% %gصواى% %nرi%ذهW%zوادg%\ل%je%ي%له%جوlW% ذm%لاي%عا%
Z%ذlW% %eقj%لوك% %nح�دZ% % %keر% %ZمW%\lد%qان%Xواالنا% % %Xهي%عا% %لماو% %kWراد% %عkك% %علك%Xو%qود% %كlى% %kZا% %خيرا%eوانذا%iا% %\
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%Zع %gح{ى%gا%Xذا%iد% % %sعلي% % %lgاالك% �%ير%W%[ي%nوe%يخار% %gكlوه% % %sعل% %سhhى% % %لل{لطك% % % % %gصان% %للاره% %aوهlيك% % %sلع% %Wلا% ك%
%جهو%يو %غمرك% %ogا]%عا% %aمواكg% %كhlا% % %kWرا%ساذا%iك%ل\% %عليا% % %lWي%له%جو%je%لانك%gالك% %qعووي%عا% %لمكا\% % %heا% دار%لة%
%لمخا % %Xكلمfن% % % %يlا% %e%sW%[hqر% %سخل% %صحاار% %سيا�% %غيوة%سا%Xر%لارz%جواا%gد% %لمصا]%Wك%لذر% % %eعط\%gا%Xف%يار% % ك%لذي%
%كل %لخاك%لا%W%[Wه% %wي|ا%zعلاد% %يkkدى% % %lWذ%Zذm%لاا% %سlواك% %عيkر% % %عليا% % %jhe%لوك% %عليkق% % % %Zعة%Wو%لا% %ل{واذا%iد% %nالX%ي
b٥ sرد رجhال nعا b]b٠.

.Zالصويرz المليح رZيل الlاجر

17. Case XVII:
Praise to Allâh with all due Praise,
Our brother in Allâh and our friend yûsuf ban ‘alî al-murâbiT al-tizûnînî.
Allâh’s peace and prayers on you and his Allâh blessings […] What happened
to you after all this period. One year has passed and the deadline is over and
you have not paid me back my dirhams. This not the right path. Shame (‘âr) on
you and I am upset. I wrote to your brother, (God Bless him) to inform since
he represents the Sultan in the region. I have lost everything that I spent on
you; if we do not settle I will add it and you have to pay me back. Salam. On
the 20 Hijja of the year 1310./July 5 1893. 

Merchant rubîl al-malîH from Essaouira.

وحده لله الحمد
khحW% % % %للاي%Xا% %حkhا%صوه% % %ل{ياا% % %عل]%Zف%سو%يد% %لماي% %يhطر% % %لlاي% %fg%ا.يkW% %للاك% %عليالn%سوه% % %حمورك% %للاة% %Zعوه% %Xكيد% % ف%
%سk[...]دW%z[...]ك%Zر}%ج %لم�\%eا%Xة% % #}Uوا#مول%جاالي% #لنت# #]مندراا# # #لي�ا#]وا# #بطس# #عليار#عوق#ير# # ك#
#كتب.ي#Vآء#سو # #jيالت# #ليZك# # #عليف# # #لحاو#]ه#Vالك# #للاWa#عام#كا# #حته# #�pى# #�pواrل#fا# رc#عاا#oV#فل#fا#

rمي\ ماي�وiرفته ما بf عليه �XحV ه عليكlخلpالم وXة _^ وفي والi۳` عام ح`_.
.المال� روبيل التا}ر

J. Discussion: Riba (Usury) and Halâl (Legal) Profit in an Agrarian Community

The above examples of legal cases represent a variegated body of material that

should enhance our understanding of the Jewish-Muslim relations on the edge of the

Sahara. The examples provide a generalized picture of the forms of justice dhimmis/Jews

obtained or were denied under Muslim judges and in Muslim courts. The identities of the
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parties to the contracts and deeds described above are either Muslim or Jewish/dhimmi.125

The appellation dhimmi, as mentioned in the different deeds, is a religious and legal noun

from the word al-dhimma and applied to people of this class, usually referred to in the

Qur’an as the “People of the Book.” They are secure and free from fear for their property

and personal safety as long as they pay taxes and do not wage war against the Muslim

community. In this case, the dhimma is a lasting social contract that enables non-Muslims

to benefit from certain legal public and private rights: the Jew as a dhimmi in the legal

sense of the contract had the right to be accepted as a person. This distinguishes him from

any enemy of Islam who wages war against the Muslim community, usually referred to

as an enemy fighter (muHârib). The Jew also has the legal right to live in Islamic

territories. Finally, the Muslim community should guarantee his public and private rights:

he can buy, sell, own, marry from his own community (with the exception of Jewish

women), and have access to Muslim courts as a litigant, though he cannot testify. The

only rights that he did not have access to were political rights, although that can be

125 The word dhimmi ( ي#########مذ ) comes from the noun dhimma/dhimmitude ( ة#########م�#########لا ) which according to Lane
(1863) stands for “a compact, a covenant, a contract, a league, a treaty, an engagement, a bond or an
obligation; [...] because the breaking thereof necessitates blame [...]. Hence from ٌَّة#######################مذِ in the first of the
senses explained above, َّةِ#م�ِّ#لاْلُ#]أَ and َّةُ#م�ِّ#لا with the prefixed noun ل#]ا suppressed, [...] The people with whom
a compact, or covenant, &c., has been made; [...] [and particularly] those, of the believers in a plurality of
Gods, [by which are here meant the Christians, Jews, and Sabians, but no others,] who pay the [tax called]

{##########ْaَِة##########ي [jizya] [i.e. the free non-Muslim subjects of a Muslim government, who pay a poll tax for which the
Muslims are responsible for their security and freedom and tolerance]” (976). The word dhimma َّةُ####م�ِّ####لا was
mentioned twice in the Qur’an in the sense of pact and covenant. Although Jews and Christians are usually
referred to as People of the Book (ahl al-kitâb), it is unlikely that the appellation َّةِ###م�ِّ###لاْلُ###]أَ was coined from
the following verses:
How (can they be trusted)? If they prevail against you
they will neither observe pacts (ذمة) nor good faith with you (Qur’an 9:8, Trans. Ali 1984:163); and 
They have have no regard for kinship or treaties with believers,
for they are transgressors (Qur’an 9:10, Trans. Ali 1984:163).
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debated since many historical documents have shown that Jewish men were public

administrators.126   

These legal cases show the relationship between the economic institution and the

application of sharî‘a law, especially by having Jews provide credit and allowing

Muslims to benefit from it without breaking the Qur’an’s prohibition on usury (al-

ribâ).127 A preliminary examination of these cases covering the period 1893-1957 shows

that members of the Jewish communities of the Anti-Atlas and Sous appeared before

Muslim judges and in Muslim courts (al-maHâkim, sing. al-aHkama). They appeared as

plaintiffs, defendants, sellers, buyers, lenders, and agents. Given the enforcement of

authority bestowed upon judges and courts, Jews “voluntarily appeared at court for the

purpose of recording their property and commercial transactions.... [T]he maHkama...

promised prospects of uncontested registration and sanctioned resolutions” (Al-Qattan

1999:429).128 Nevertheless, and although Jews were aware of the importance of written

documents to protect themselves against any future loss, Muslim litigants tried to take

advantage of the legal restrictions put on Jews and cheat them by trying to contest their

126 For more on the rights of the dhimmi, see Antoine Fattal, Le status légal des non-musulmans en pays
d’Islam. Beyrouth: Imprimerie Catholique, 1958.
127 See Linda Boxberger, Avoiding Riba: Credit and Custodianship in Nineteenth- and Early-Twentieth
Century Hadramawt. Islamic Law and Society 5(2):196-213, 1998.
128 For more information on how Jews preferred to register their sale deeds with Muslim courts in order to
have written documents that would serve as proof of their ownership of land or property, especially in the
Ottoman Empire, see Suraiya Faroqhi, Men of Modest Substance: House Owners and House Property in
Seventeenth-Century Ankara and Kayseri. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987; and Aryeh
Shmuelevitz, The Jews of the Ottoman Empire in the Late Fifteenth and the Sixteenth Centuries:
Administrative, Economic, Legal and Social Relations as Reflected in the Responsa. Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1984.
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written records, claiming that “Jews can manufacture documents.”129 However, the mâliki

law, which requires a ‘pure’ application of the laws concerning the dhimmi where he is

“humiliated but not maltreated,” turned out in many instances to favor Jewish litigants.130

The main characteristic of these legal documents is that they were usually drafted

in a very detailed legal language. This was done by the judge or his notary (al-‘adal) to

limit any further interpretation of the document. Documents were usually written by the

judge or the local al-‘adal after the judge confirmed the document for the buyer and the

seller. In many documents, the signature (bakhusha) of both the judge and the notary

appeared together. Each judge was known by his own bakhusha which made it hard for

any litigant to fake his signature or tamper with the document for future legal benefits. 

Every document begins with the legal phrase “Praise to Allâh with all due Praise,”

129 Insofar as the manufacturing of documents was concerned, al-shaykh al-’allâma shams al-din abî ‘abd
al-Allâh muHammad ban abî abî bakr ibn qayyîm al-jawziyya (691-751 hijri) narrated a story of how the
Jews of Khaybar faked a book that they attributed to the Prophet about cancelling their payment of the jizya
(1997:169 vol. 1). According to ibn qayyîm al-jawziyya, this case was discussed by abû ya‘lâ al-farrâ’ in
his book “takdhîb al-khayâbira fîmâ yadda‘ûna min isqâTi al-jizya.” The same arguments of the treatise
were discussed by al-qâDî abû al-Husayn muHammad ibn abî ya‘lâ in “Tabaqât al-Hanâbila” written in
205/6 hijri. Some of the reasons why these Muslim scholars believed the manuscript to be fake were the
differences in script, language, and the fact that al-kharâj (tax on agricultural land) was forced on Muslims
of the Hijâz, so why not Jews? The Arabic text that ibn qayyîm al-jawziyya included in his aHkâm ahl al-
dhimma reads as follows:

#bيخناe#ق[ # # #لمو”ا# #سبود�#حاام#عاr#كا# #مئ\# #حضاة# #}مر# #يgU#مة#عا# #مشدود# #عUق# #UVاوا#عادودا# #يمد#قا# #كلUوة،# # #بخا# #علط# ي#{ر�#لا#طي#باg#بيّ#
#للا #عنه# #بما#]ٌّو#شَ#غد#قوه،# #يZتضا# # # #pعkيمUي# # # # # #Z�Vد#قت#Vا#كوا،# # #علت# #يلو#طدY#مg#مور#ماالوالYى# #سZطoُ#فة،# # #عنUت# # #لiام# #aة#يUببXب# # # # #يUد#يo#بوا# #قيوا#pم# #\

�Yعليه وق�تُ فلما وال gبيp ا فيUX�V ما eا على يدUك�ب gم Wو}و Yيرz1997:169“ (ك vol. 1[.(
130 See al-wansharîsî, aHmad ibn yaHyâ. al-mi‘yâr al-mu‘rib wa-al-jâmi‘ al-mughrib ‘an fatâwâ ahl
ifrîqîyyâ wa-al-andalus wa-al-maghrib. 13 vols. al-rabâT: wizârat al-awqâf wa al-shu’ûn al-islâmiyya,
1981-1983. Insofar as the Islamic recommendation of maintaining an asymmetrical relationship between
Jews and Muslims where the Jew is always kept under the protection of the Muslim, al wansharîsî quotes
the Prophet, saying “[ موالم##]و##لاذ ل k p## ## ## م##]و## ]/humiliate them but do not mistreat them.” The humiliation of non-
believers was partly meant to “force/encourage” them to embrace Islam. Al-Maghîlî went to the extent of
forbidding Jews to bathe as part of this humiliation (Hunwick 1985, 2006).
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or variations of the phrase. This phrase is very important, not only as a contextualizing

religious iconic formula, but also as an invocation of God and His word. Because the

sharî‘a is based on the Qur’an, it is important for the judge to open the document with

the basmala (invoking the name of Allah and His Prophet). Messick argued that:

The basmala ... opens up a textual space for “writing” in the broader Deridian
sense, in which literal writing is only one specialized form [...]. Beyond its role
as a textual model, the Quran is also paradigmatic for this contract as one of
the principal substantive sources for the shari‘a law. Throughout the
document[s], the fact that it is intended to be in accord with the shari‘a is
repeatedly affirmed.... God is also repeatedly invoked, in the concluding
witnessing clause as “sufficient witness,” and in the writer’s identification of
himself as “the servant of God” (1989:37). 

Unlike Messick’s study, the documents I am examining here are contracts

between Muslims and Jews. Nevertheless, Jews were not seen as outsiders to the legal

system because they were active members in the social and economic dealings of the

community. Every document began with a clause that explicitly identified the plaintiff

and the defendant not only by their names but also by geographic or tribal origin. For

instance, a Jewish litigant was mentioned by name (e.g. yûsuf) and also by his village

(e.g. Tagadirt, Agadir Ouzrou). The Muslim plaintiff or defendant, on the other hand, was

usually referred to not only by toponymic origin but also by ancestral and tribal affiliation

(e.g. ‘alî ban Hmâd ‘alâ ban gannâ from the rabwa of Akka [Tagadirt]). The notary’s

reliance on toponymic appellations was meant to avoid any confusion of litigants with

other similar names in the region.

There was no formula available for notaries to draft manuscripts in Akka even

after the development of what will be called “the science of manuscript writing” (‘ilm al-
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shurûT aw ‘ilm al-wathâiq) writing in North Africa and al-Andalus (al-maghrâwî

1998:6007). Al-maghrâwî argued that the science of manuscript writing developed more

in the Arab West (maghrib) and al-Andalus than in the Arab East (mashriq).131 Therefore,

many books on manuscript writing were produced in al-Andalus. As for Morocco, many

examples of manuscripts were quoted in legal books. Despite the importance given to

notaries, judges had the upper hand in their appointment on the basis of legal scholarship

and personal integrity. This explains the reason why the notaries’ offices were tied

spatially to the judges’ offices. Although the notary’s status would be redefined during

the French Protectorate and the post-independence period,132 notaries are still a central

component of the Moroccan judiciary system.

All forms of credit described in the legal documents were unanimously

characterized as being given by Jewish lenders to Muslim borrowers. Before I proceed to

the legal analysis of each document, I would like to begin by categorizing them by

subject.

131 For more discussion of notarial writing and witnessing, see Messick 1989a:43-44; 1990. 
132 During the Protectorate, the notary was incorporated according to the law of 1913 in the Law of
Obligations and Contracts (qânûn al-iltizâmât wa al-’uqûd). Clause 418 of the Law requires the acceptance
of the documents written by the notary similar to the manner in which judges used to confirm the legality of
documents. In 1925, France introduced the system of a public notary (al-muwathîq al- ‘umûmî), although
notaries in the traditional sense were allowed to document paperwork as long as they were recognized by
local judges. After independence, the appointment of notaries became the responsibility of the Ministry of
Justice (wizârat al-‘adl). For more information about notaries, see abû isHâq al-gharnâTî, al-wathâiq al-
mukhtaSara. al-ribâT: arkaz iHyâ’ al-turâth al-maghribî, 1988; ‘alî bn yaHyâ al-jazîrî, al-maqSad al-
maHmûd fî talkhîS al-‘uqûd. dirâsa wa taHqîq asûnithyûn frîris. madrîd: al-majlis al-a‘lâ li-al-abHâth al-
‘ilmiyya, 1988. ibn al-khaTîb, muthlâ al-Tarîqa fî dhammi al-wathîqa. taHqîq ‘abd al-majîd turqî Dimna
kitâbihî qaDâyâ thaqâfiyya min târîkhi al-gharb al-islâmî: bayrûth: dâr al-gharb al-islâmî, 1988, pp.
249-287.
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Table 4.1. Cases Summary

CASE
I, II
III
IV
V, VI, VII, VIII, IX
X
XI
XII, XIII, XIV, XV
XVI, XVII

LEGAL SUBJECT
- Jewish testimony and documents’ legal validity
- commenda (partnership)
- Clear and free sale of land
- Water sale and mortgage
- Muslim complaint 
- Long-term lease of land
- Straightforward loan
- Outside form of credit

All these cases of credit fit Raymond Firth’s definition of credit in a peasant

economy. Firth observed how:

Even in the most primitive non-monetary economic system the concept of
credit exists—the lending of goods or services without immediate return
against the promise of future repayment. It involves an obligation by the
borrower to make a return and confidence by the lender in the borrower’s good
faith and ability to repay. The return may be the same article or services as
lent, or a different one. It may be equivalent in value to the loan or augmented
in value above the loan (i.e. with interest) (1964:29).

Although I would refrain from considering the society I am researching as “a primitive

non-monetary economic system” given its historical place within sub-Saharan trade, the

nature of economic transaction can still be looked at through Firth’s definition for two

reasons. First, the legal manuscripts were produced within a small-scale agrarian society

where items were either exchangeable or substitutes could be found and credit was

sometimes seen more as a social relationship meant to foster and maintain social capital

than as a way of increasing the productivity or wealth of the lender (Firth 1964,

Greenberg 2006). Second, the assumption that the borrower would return what he was
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lent created a confidence between the two people involved in the transaction. Jews and

Muslims engaged in credit because there was a social engagement and a trust between

each other. Nevertheless, Firth’s argument that credit assumes the return of what was lent

as equivalent to or with an increase in value to what was primarily received from the

lender was seen in this community as usury (riba) prohibited in Islam. Any act of usury is

denounced in the Qur’an:

Those who live on [riba] will not rise (on Doomsday)
But like a man possessed of the devil and demented.
This because they say
that trading is like [riba].
But trade has been sanctioned and [riba] forbidden by God.
Those who are warned by their Lord and desist
will keep (what they have taken of interest) already,
and the matter will rest with God.
But those who revert to it again
are the residents of Hell
Where they will abide for ever.
God takes away (gain) from [riba],
but adds (profit) to charity;
and God does not love the ungrateful and sinners.
Those who believe and do good deeds,
and fulfil their devotional obligations and pay zakat,
have their reward with their Lord,
and will have neither fear nor regret.

Qur’an (2:275-277, trans. Ali 1984:47-48)

While this verse forbids interest in a categorical manner and urges the Muslim

community to stay away from it, other verses throughout the Qur’an command the

believers to provide for the needy. For instance, usury has been compared to “eating” the

needy peoples’ provisions (nafaqât):
And because they practised usury
although it had been forbidden them;
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and for usurping (aklihum/مUاكل) others’ wealth unjustly.
For those who are unbelievers among them
We have reserved
a painful punishment.

Qur’an (4:161, trans. Ali 1984:94)

This punishment can befall Muslims who do not follow God’s command and instead of

providing for their needy Muslim neighbors, they overcharge them. In many villages, it

was communicated to me by many informants that certain villagers have gone into

bankruptcy because they practiced riba and did not give alms (zakat) on their harvest or

profit. Hamid, the son of a former village notable from Mhamid, ascribed the economic

downfall of his once-powerful family to his father’s and grandfather’s inability to follow

the commandments of the shari‘a. He said:

Look at where we were and where we ended up. Once, we were one of the
most well-to-do families in the whole region. We had everything! Too many
shares (nawbât) of water, too many fields (fdâdîn). We employed many
sharecroppers and our annual harvest could feed the whole village for a year.
Today, we have nothing because God has punished us. My ancestors became
too greedy and forgot the poor and their social and religious obligations to
them. They have eaten their shares and others’ portions until they exploded
(TTarTqû). I mean when you eat too much you vomit because your stomach
sees it as a strange substance. Now we are left with pieces here and there that
have no baraka in them. On the contrary, other people had small lands but
gave zakat on their harvest; now their property has grown tremendously and
their offspring did well too. My parents made me eat Haram (forbidden
things). I did not succeed because I was fed what was not mine.
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Table 4.2. Currency, Weight, Measure, and Their Definition

fْاعْ
مُدْ
رْطَل

jَرُّوبَة

eاZzم

اٌوقِية

rبليو
sفلو
ْeرْيَا

َقنْطَار

كِرطَة

مو[وVة

Sâ‘

mudd

raTl

kharrûba

mithqâl

uqiyya

balyûn

flûs

riyâl

qinTâr

kirTa

mûzûna

- 1 Sâ‘=4 mudd.

- As volumetric measure, 1 mudd=25.25 liters.

- 1 raTl was a pound of 14 ounces (508 grams/ a uqiyya). 1 raTl
weighs between 537 and 540 grams.

- Also called Arruba; 1 kharrûba=11.5023 kg. In Essaouira, 159
liters corresponded to 1 kharrûba in 1868. Consular reports 
showed that 1 kharrûba of wheat equaled 100 kg, 92 kg equaled
1 kharrûba of corn, and a kharrûba of barley measured 71 kg.

- Originally used for a gold dinar. In the 18th century, it was be 
used for a silver coin of 29 grams valued at 10 dirhams. After 
the reign of mawlây sîdî muHammad ban ‘abd al-Allâh, the 
mithqâl became a measure coin and was replaced by the French
and Spanish riyâls.

-  10 uqiyya= 1 mithqâl. 1 uqiyya=4 silver mûzûna=96 
fals=.31.104 grams.

-  Spanish currency. 20 balyûn=1 spanish riyâ.

-  Copper coins. 24 flûs= 1 uqiyya.

- Spanish riyâl was called al-riyâl al-kabîr, al-qadîm, and dhû 
al-madâfi‘. It equaled 5 piastres. The French riyâl was called al-
riyâl al-Saghîr, al-jadîd and corresponded to 5 francs.

- 1 qinTâr=100 riyâl or mithqâl= 100 raTl and weighed 54 kg.

- Equaled 1 piece of anything of 24. The gold dinar al-shar‘î 
weighed 24 kirTa. A kirTa measured 0,1954 gram. kirTa was 
also a piece of twelve pieces of dirham al-mûzûna.

- Small gold piece used for any piece that weighed less than the 
dirham al-shar‘î. In the 19th century, it corresponded to quarter
of a dirham (weighed 0,72 grams; quarter of an uqiyya (24 fals)
and 1 mithqâl which equaled 40 mûzûna). During the reign of 
mawlây ‘abd al-‘azîz, silver mûzûna of 1, 2, 5 and 10 mûzûna 
were minted  and the exchange of the riyâl was 500 silver 
mûzûna.
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Table 4.2. Currency, Weight, Measure, and Their Definition (Continued)

رْب\ْ

قرش

Yaلوي

قلة

بندقي
اد[يري

rدبلو

اب�َّار
ادريم
اقاريض

بولن�اض
حXني
دوقات
دينار

دورو

در]م

rba‘

qirsh

lwîza

gulla

bunduqî
adzîrî

dablûn

abakkâr

adrîm

aqârîD

bulanfâD

Hasanî

ddûqât

dinâr

ddûrrû

darham

- One piece of five. Therefore, a riyâl is made of 5 arbî‘. In 
Sous the riyâl al-Hasanî was composed of 5 piastres or 5 arbî‘. 
Also rabbâ‘iyya was used for currency made of 2 dirhams 
shar‘î=1 French franc.

- Monetary coin equals one piece of 20 pieces of the Spanish 
riyâl. Also called balyûn and used for half a dirham in the 
Hasani currency (20 qirsh=1 riyâl Hasanî). During 
independence it corresponded to 25 centimes.
- Gold French coin minted during the reign of Louis XIII 
(1610-1643). It corresponded to 20 francs and weighed 6,4516 
g. of gold. In Morocco it referred to half the piece.
- The measure used, for example, for oil. It varied from one 
region to another. In the south it was recorded at 17.5 kg.
-  Gold piece minted in the Italian city Genoa where it was .

- Silver riyâl. Usually referred to the French rial transported 
from Algeria after 1830.

- Gold Spanish piece. 1 dablûn=32 mithqâl=16 Spanish silver 
riyâl.

- A piece of 24 pieces of a silver mûzûna (quarter of a darham).

- 1 piece of 6 pieces of a silver mûzûna (also copper fals).

- 1 piece of 24 pieces of a dinar or 1 piece of 12 pieces of a 
mûzûna.

- Also riyâl bû al-anfâ.

- 1 Hasanî= 10 dirhams.

- Gold dinâr minted in Genoa, Italy, in the 14th century.

- Gold monetary coin. It weighed 72 grains of barley according 
to the Maliki, Shafi‘i, and Hanbali schools of law. It measured 
4,25 grams.

- 1 piece of 20 pieces of the Spanish riyâl. It measured 20 
balyûn.

- A silver piece that weighed 50.4 grains of barley, which 
equaled 2,911 grams. darham was composed of 4 mûzûna.
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Hamid’s use of the image of “eating what is not yours” is similar to the Qur’an’s

reference to people unjustly eating other people’s possessions.133 Hamid’s statement is

not unusual among the people of the area, especially the elders, who believe that when a

bad omen befalls families it is caused by a supernatural element in the form of a

retribution for their misdeeds. Personally, as a young boy growing up in southern

Morocco, I always noticed how every summer my father kept on reminding my brothers

at the collection of every harvest to give the right zakat on each crop (wheat, barley, etc.)

before storing it.

Although the villagers refuse to change interest, at least theoretically, many do not

see any problem accepting credit from Jews, although they popularly believe that Jews

practice usury. The belief is that as long as Muslims do not deal in usury, there is no

reason why they should not accept credit from people who do deal in it. The argument is

justified because of its practical convenience and usefulness. Therefore, Jews are seen as

natural usury practitioners. Katouzian argued the only case where the Qur’an speaks of

‘taking’ riba is in the verse 4:161 stated above. The reference to “they” is, however, to

Jews and not Muslims. It:

shows that the emphasis is not on prohibiting riba for Jews, or with specific
reference to the practice among them alone. On the contrary, it is clear that
riba has already denounced and forbidden for and among the Muslims [sic],
and that the Jewish practice of riba taking, both before and after the rise of

133 Homayoun Katouzian argues that “references to ‘eating’ one’s property or possession (amwal) also
exist in the Quran, from whence it, too, has entered into Persian. This, too, is likely to have originated in
references to edible goods, but—in any case—‘eating one’s property’ (or, in modern expression, even one’s
money) means squandering it in consumption, while ‘eating’ those of others refers to fraud” (1981:108).
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Islam, is being used as an argument to show that they lack faith in their own
religion (Katouzian 1981:108).

Therefore, and in the eyes of some informants, there is an inherent relationship between

Jews and usury to the extent that it becomes part of their ‘nature.’ Given this argument,

Muslims are not responsible for tracing the nature of money they borrow from Jewish

creditors unless there is a proof (bayyina) that states otherwise. Informants claim that

Muslims follow their faith, which informs them not to deal in usury, and that Jews lack

faith in their own religious scripture. Therefore, Muslims cannot be blamed for Jews’

misconduct even if they have normal economic transactions with Jews whose money

might be questionable.134 The question remains, however, how can Muslims borrow and

Jews lend without practicing riba? These manuscripts provide some answers to this

question.

Greenberg argued that “[i]n the Islamic world where there are strong Koranic

prohibitions on charging interest, subterfuge, schemes, and elaborate strategies have

evolved to sidestep such strictures” (2006:26). Greenberg claimed that Islamic bankers

relied on forming partnerships instead of making loans (see also Firth 1964:33;

Wilmington 1955:146). The hidden “interest” or “profit” made from a transaction was not

considered usury because no actual loans were made. The manuscripts offer a clear idea

about how forms of credit between Jews and Muslims operated within the historical,

134 Lagardère in his analysis of al-mi‘yâr quoted a fatwa about this issue (1995:190). The fatwa reads:
“352. Peut-on commercer (mu‘âmala) avec les Juifs dont on sait que toute l’activité ou l’essentiel de celle-
ci est usuraire?
Reponse: Chaque transaction est à examiner afin d’en établir la licéité [Fès, VI, 304; Rabat, VI, 434-435].”
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social, and cultural context of this part of Morocco. Credit acquired social meanings

instead of being solely an economic transaction (Firth 1964). Both Jews and Muslims

benefited from this relationship and it helped maintain a social bond between them,

despite the religious differences that defined and sometimes restricted their spatial and

social boundaries.

“Personal relations,” Greenberg maintained, “may be used not only to guarantee

loans between individuals, but may form the basis of trust for much more complex

arrangements” (2006:2). This was true for Muslims and Jews in Akka. On the one hand,

Jews were interested in lending money and other products to as many Muslims as

possible. This helped disperse their risks and maintain a capital fluidity in a society where

money was scarce.135 On the other hand, Muslims were seen as trustworthy partners

because there were legal and social regulations that enforced their respect and

commitment to paying back their credit, even if it was owed to a dhimmi. The tribal

customary law as well as sharî‘a law fined anybody who did not keep his promises to

Jewish or Muslim partners. In fact, in an environment where guarantees of security were

minimal, the tribal council and judges used these fines (which also included fines paid to

the tribe as the moral authority) to prohibit people from breaking the laws. Therefore,

credit provided by Jewish merchants within these southern communities was beneficial

135 Afa (1988) argued that the scarcity of money in the region and its effect on the economic activity of
Sous was one of the key factors that explain why Berber men were usually interested in trade more than
any other activity. For more studies on this issue, see John Waterbury. North for the Trade: The Life and
Times of a Berber Merchant. Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 1972; André Adam.
Casablanca: Un Essai sur la transformation de la société marocaines au contact de l’Occident. Paris:
CNRS, 1968.
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not only to the merchants, but also essential to agriculture, the main economic activity in

the region.

Nevertheless, as cases I and II show, many Muslims tried to contest and deny

receiving loans or credit from Jews. Case I has its own unique characteristics in this

sample of cases because it builds upon what other scholars have said and written about

cases presented before a judge and his notary. Al-sayyid abû bakr ban muHammad was

the judge confronted with a case involving Muslim and Jewish litigants. The main idea of

the case is whether Muslim testimony (shahâda) can annul a legal document (bayyina

shar‘iyya) produced by a Jewish litigant. Half of the ruling is a summary of what other

muftis and judges had said about the validity of the shahâda. It begins with al-

wansharîsî’s136 judicial opinion on shahâda and documents:

al-shaykh al-wansharîsî of al-mi‘yâr said that if two litigants, either selling or
compromising or something else, have recourse to testimony under oath (al-
shahada) the word of the one who claims something different from what is
written in the document is rejected because if it were accepted (sûmi‘a fî hâdâ)
the rights will be taken (rtafa‘at) and the documents (al-‘uqûd wa al-wathâiq)
will be dismissed (nHallat). For this reason Allâh ordered testimonial
witnessing (ishhâd) between the Muslims.

After the judge enumerated similar cases ruled by other judges and muftis, he decided

136 abû al-‘abbâs aHmad ban yaHyâ ban muHammad ban ‘abd al-wâHid ban ‘alî al-wansharîsî was born
in the mountains of Ouarsenis (jibâl wansharîs) in western Algeria in 1430-1431/834. He studied law and
learned the Qur’an and Hadîth and their interpretations in Tlemcen (capital of the al-zayyânîd dynasty)
under the supervision of distinguished scholars. In 1469/874, he fled to Fez after Sultan muHammad of
banû ‘abd al-wâd ordered the destruction of his house. When he arrived in Fez, the waTTâsids were in
power. He became one of the most respected scholars of Fez and continued to write legal treatises. Al-
wansharîsî decided at some point during his residence in Fez, after coming across thousands of fatwas in
the libraries of Fez, to compile them in a single book which became known as kitâb al-mi‘yâr al-mu‘rib wa
al-jâmi‘ al-mughrib ‘an fatâwâ ‘ulamâ’ ifrîqîyyâ wa al-andalus wa al-mughrib.
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that the family of faTum Tazkkurt was under the obligation to pay the dhimmi yûsuf ban

bardkhîn an amount of 2000 riyâl karTa. Since the Muslim judge muHammad abu al-

shaykh established this amount in a legal document, it was binding (mukalif). Therefore,

the judge al-sayyid abû bakr ban muHammad after reviewing the legal literature and

ascertaining the validity of the document produced by the dhimmi, ruled in his favor. In

the chapter (bâb) of Judgements, mâlik ibn anas included the following fatwa about

testimony:

Malik related to me that Rabi‘a ibn Abi ‘Abd ar-Rahman said, “An Iraqi man
came before ‘Umar ibn al-Khattab and said, ‘I have come to you because of a
matter which has no beginning and no end.’ ‘Umar asked him, ‘What is it?’
The man said, ‘False testimony has appeared in our land.’ ‘Umar inquired, ‘Is
that so?’ He replied, ‘Yes.’ ‘Umar said, ‘By Allah! A man is not detained in
Islam without just witnesses’”
Malik related to me that ‘Umar ibn al-Khattab said, “The testimony of a
litigant or a man whose deen [religion] is in doubt is not accepted” (1989:296).

As a Jew, yûsuf ban bardkhîn’s testimony should not have counted because his religion

(dîn) was questionable. However, the fact that he produced a legal (shar‘î) document

prepared by a renowned and good Muslim notary (al-Husayn idâwud al-qubbâbî) and

there hadbeen a ruling by a respected Muslim judge (muHammad abu al-shaykh) favored

the dhimmi. Equally important, there was already a clear-cut ruling about the legality of

the document in the Qur’an:

But do not neglect to draw up a contract, big or small,
with the time fixed for paying back the debt.
This is more equitable in the eyes of God,
and better as evidence and best for avoiding doubt.

Qur’an (2:281-282, trans. Ali 1984:48-49)
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Case II is also about the validity of a document produced by a Jew during a legal

encounter where a Muslim uses his testimony. In this case, the Muslim plaintiffs (aHmad

ban al-hâsham ban al-zubayr and his uncle’s son, abdallâh ban ibrâhîm, from Tagadirt)

claimed that they lost the title of their private partnership, which turned up in the hands of

the dhimmi dâwîd ban yûsuf al-baladî. The case demonstrates that dhimmis were careful

to draft deeds that documented every transaction with Muslims. Since the original

document could not serve as the only legal evidence (hujja) for their sale (sharya), a new

document had to be drafted and notarized by the local judges. Every time there was a

transaction, the judge and notary were sought out. Therefore, when Muslim litigants

claimed the Jews’ fraud, the ruling of the judge documented by the local scribe served as

a protection against any future loss of their credit or property.

Case III is an example of what is usually referred to in Islamic law as qirâD or

commenda. Although commenda remains a form of partnership, it is different from the

regular partnership (sharika). In the commenda only, the capital provider bears the risks

in case of capital loss, while both parties of the sharika share the loss. Udovitch defined

commenda137 as:

137 There are many terms for commenda such as qirâD [ راض#####################ق ], muqâraDa [ Z #####################م ة#####################{ار##################### ], and
muDâraba[ ض #######م ة#######بار####### ]. The difference is in the geographic use of the term. Udovitch argued that qirâD and
muqâraDa originated in the Arabian Peninsula while muDâraba was mainly used in Iraq. This difference
was perpetuated by the Islamic schools of jurisdiction through which the mâliki and ashâfi‘i schools used
the term qirâD while the Hanafi school quoted muDâraba. muDâraba comes from the expression aDarbu
fî al-arDi [ ضا ######ل االرضي######فرب###### ] meaning moving around. In the Qur’an there is a reference to the people who
travel over the earth in search of bounty/trade:
He knows some among you will be sick,
some will be travelling over the earth
in search of the bounty of God,
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an arrangement in which an investor or group of investors entrusts capital or
merchandise to an agent-manager, who is to trade with it and then return to the
investor(s) the principal and a previously agreed-upon share of the profits. As a
reward for his labor, the agent receives the remaining share of the profits. Any
loss resulting from the exigencies of travel or from an unsuccessful business
venture is borne exclusively by the investor(s); the agent is in no way liable for
a loss of this nature, losing only his expended time and effort (1970:170).

The commenda is a form of commercial partnership where financial and human resources

are combined for trading purposes. It also brings together two elements: credit and

partnership (Udovitch 1962:198, Nyazee 2002). While one party invests and risks its

capital, another invests and risks its time and energy. The partnership does not entail any

form of liability to the investor in case of the loss of the business. When a business makes

aprofit, the borrower gives back the invested capital and a share of the profit. In the

Islamic tradition, the Prophet muHammad engaged in a commenda with his wife-to-be,

khadîja, where she provided the capital and he invested his time and expertise. The issue

that case III reveals is a commenda between a dhimmi and a Muslim.138 In the book (bâb)

and some fighting in the way of God (Qur’an 73:20, Trans. Ali 1984:509). 
The agent who takes the money is somebody who spends his time and energy to generate profit from the
investment. As for qirâD and muqâraDa, it is referred to in the Qur’an twice:
Who will give a goodly loan to God
which he will double many times?
For God withholds and enlarges, and to Him you will return (Qur’an 2:245, Trans. Ali 1984:42).
A second similar verse reads:
Who will give a goodly loan to God
which he will double for him, and be
for him a splendid reward? (Qur’an 57:11, Trans. Ali 1984:470).
Although the word qirâD has a religious meaning in this context, it still signifies the relationship between
an agent and an investor. The benevolent deeds of a good Muslim can be multiplied by God. qirâD also
means the act of cutting “for in this contract the investor cuts off the disposition of this sum of money from
himself and transfers its disposition to the agent” (Udovitch 1970:175; Cf. al-sarakhsî vol. 22 1978:18).
138 For an example of a commenda between Jews usually called ribbit we-iqsâ’, see Schroeter
1988:111-113; Zafrani 1972:181-188; Goitein vol. 1, 1967:169-183.
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107 “On their [Jews] Partnership and Commenda ( #كتUر#bي#ف # #مضوم# تUار# #ب # م# ),” ibn qayyim al-

jawziyya wrote that the Prophet had a partnership with the Jews of Khaybar. Given this

precedent, and although some jurists viewed it as reprehensible (makrûh), it is widely

agreed among the different schools that a Muslim can have a partnership with a dhimmi

as long as he controls the trade. The reason for this was that dhimmis practice usury and

and deal in alcohol and pork (ibn qayyim al-jawziyya vol. 1 1997:552-560, vol. 3

1997:1330-1333; khallal 1994). Udovitch called the economic partnership (sharika)

between a Muslim and a dhimmi an interdenominational commenda.139 He argued that the

views of Muslim law on this form of collaboration are not unequivocal (1970:228). The

main bone of contention remains the religious identity of the agent. Therefore,

If the agent is a Muslim, the contract is permissible and valid like any other
between two Muslims; if, however, the agent is a Christian, the agreement,
while not invalid, is disapproved and considered reprehensible (makrûh). The
reasons are summarized by Sarakhsî as follows:
There is nothing wrong with a Muslim accepting capital from a Christian as a
commenda, since doing this is a category of trade and of commercial activity,
Or, it can be considered as a mandate (tawkîl) from the investor to the Muslim
for him to work with the capital. There is nothing wrong with a Muslim
overseeing sales and purchases on behalf of a Christian as his agent.
Even though it is judicially permissible, it is reprehensible for a Muslim to
entrust capital as a commenda to a Christian to work with his capital. This is
so, because in the latter case the person directly overseeing the transactions is
the Christian who will not guard against usury, nor will be aware of the factors
which invalidate the contract, nor will he, because of his faith, guard against
them. Similarly, he will deal in wine and pork, and it is reprehensible for a
Muslim to deputize another person to deal in these commodities. However, this
approval does not affect the essence of the commenda or of the mandate, nor
does it obviate its judicial validity (1970:228).

139 Goitein discussed many cases of partnerships between Muslims and dhimmis in Mediterranean Society
(vol. 1, 1967:172-173). 
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As far as the commenda in my sample, the Muslim (balqasam ban muHammad aHmad,

from Tagadirt) was the agent of the commenda. Although mâlik ibn anas looked down on

a commenda between a Muslim and a dhimmi, even if the condition of the Muslim as the

agent of partnership was met,140 this commenda was legal. The issue, however, concerned

the Muslim’s commercial activities and accounting. One of the requirements of the

commenda is that the agent should keep fairly detailed accounts of his transactions and

separate his personal expenses from the provisions of the commenda unless it was stated

otherwise. In this case, the Muslim agent supposedly used the commenda for his personal

expenses. When the Jew found out that he was on his death-bed, he raced to his house

with a Muslim friend to document that his partner still owed him 3,700 riyâls. Because

the Jew did not write down the contract of the commenda he ran the risk of losing his

money. The central issue of the case was therefore the following: did the judge accept

what the Jew’s friend had written down while the other Muslim was on his deathbed?

The Qur'an is clear in this case:

O you who believe, let two honest men among you
be witness when you dictate your last will and testament
as (the hour of) death draws near;
and if death approaches while you are on a journey,
two men other than yours (Qur’an 5:106, trans. Ali 1984:111). 

The response of dâwîd ban yûsuf proved again the Jewish understanding of the cultural

and religious importance of the written document. The defendant questioned the validity

140 See ‘abd al-salâm ibn sa‘îd saHnûn. al-mudawwana al-kubrâ lil-imâm ibn anas al-asbâHî. bayrût: dâr
al-fikr, 1991.
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of the document since it was written while the agent was on his deathbed and might not

have been at his full mental capacity. There are many verses in the Qur’an which support

this position, of which dâwîd was probably aware.

Case IV is an example of a free and clear sale of land. The judge left no room for

speculation that the sale was incomplete by writing that “the sale was valid, authorized,

complete and free from ignorance and harm.” Since these conditions were all met and the

price was paid in full, nobody could contest this deed in the future. This document

informs us about another level of social relationship involving Muslim and Jews: the fact

that Jews not only gave credit but also were allowed to  buy, own, and sell property.

Cases V, VI, VII, VIII, and IX deal with the issue of sale (sharya) and mortgage

(rahn) of water shares.141 In a rural agrarian environment such as Akka, ownership of

land and water shares represented an important capital asset that could be mortgaged. The

sample of manuscripts on water and land rahn show the importance of these assets for

Jews when they lent money to Muslims. Although Jews, as many informants reported,

were theoretically involved in agricultural activities,142 the economic value of land and

141 For more comparative discussions of water rights and irrigation practices from a legal and social
perspective, see Patricia Kabra, Water Rights and Irrigation Practices in the Medieval Maghrib. In Islamic
Law Theory and Practice. R. Gleave and E. Kermeli, eds. pp. 107-118. London: I.B.Tauris Publishers,
1997. Abdellah Hammoudi, Substance and Relation: water rights and Water distribution in the Dra valley.
In Property, Social Structure and Law in the Modern Middle East. Ann Elizabeth Mayer, ed. pp. 27-57.
Albany: State University of New York Press; Daniel M. Varisco. Water sources and traditional irrigation in
Yemen. New Arabian Studies 3:238-257; Also see in Arabic: ‘umar âfa, târîkh anDimat al-saqy al-taqlîdî
wa tiqniyyat taqsîm al-miyâh fî aHwâz tiznît, pp. 207-238. In târîkh al-maghrib al-mu‘âSir, dirâsât fî al-
maSâdir wa al-mujtama‘ wa al-iqtiSâd. manshûrât kulliyyat al-âdâb wa al-‘ulûm al-insâniyya, 2002.

 في دراسات المعاfر المغرب pاريp .n .^_�-^۳t .qيVaيت احوا[ في المياXZp Wيم وZpنية التZليدي الZXي اkVمة pاريy .qفا عمر[
.]^__^ االXVاVية، والعلوم االداب كلية منشورات: الرباv. واالقتlاد والمiتم\ المlادر

142 Unlike Larhmaid (2002), I argue that although Jews owned lands, they never practiced agriculture;
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water in this semi-arid environment was a valuable investment. Hence, when a rahn was

made, the land was worked by Jews in the form of sharecropping, usually by hiring

Haratine.

Mâlik ibn anas held that rahn was valid only if the provider of the loan (murtahin)

continued to keep possession of the loaned/pawned property (marhûn) owned by the

recipient of the loan (râhin). If the property moves to the possession of the borrower after

the agreement with the lender, it became a non-binding property loan (‘âriyya [ ة#####يار#####ع ]) or

deposit (wadî‘a [ عود ###ي ة### ]). Therefore, if we take case V, we have an example of a contested

rahn. The Muslim plaintiff and his partner claimed that the Jewish defendant controlled

their water shares without legal rights. The plaintiff described that they had six shares;

they kept one share for themselves and mortgaged five shares to the dhimmi. The only

thing we learn from the document is that the dhimmi refused to hand over the five shares

to the plaintiff; we do not learn the reason. Another part of the document is missing

which might shed more light on the reasons why the dhimmi did not want to give back

the shares to the borrower. I would describe this document as revealing a Muslim

complaint about a Jewish provider of a loan (murtahin) over the pawned property (water

share). I would speculate that there are other conditions that the borrower failed to

mention, which might be related to the failure of the borrowers to pay back what was

given to them in exchange for the rahn.

Case VI gives us a clear idea about a normal case of a rahn. The borrower here

instead they practiced sharecropping.
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was al-murâbiT al-sayyid muHammad ban aHmad ’uHamâm from HiSn al-Hajar and the

lender was the dhimmi bardkhîn ban hab of yahûd aqqa HiSnat banû shu‘ayb. The

contract stated that the borrower received in addition (zâda, or ziyâdatan) six riyâl kirTa

from the the dhimmi. The phrase in addition (bi wajhi al-ziyyâda) is a key legal and

technical word and essential to the whole legal transaction. It assumes that there was

another previous contract prior to this one, which replaced it. To understand this legal

concept, I asked the grandson of muHammad ban aHmad ’uHamâm from HiSn al-Hajar,

who provided me with the following story behind this document, although he could not

locate other documents that were drafted before and after this case. He explained:

In those days, people needed money or seeds to invest in their lands. Let us
take this document, for example: my ancestor muHammad ban Hmâd
’uHamâm owned many fields in Akka and a lot of water shares in the different
springs of the oasis. During the period of drought, he ran short of money.
Because of his status in the community and his ownership, he could borrow
money by way of rahn from Jewish or Muslim merchants. What I suspected
here is that my grandfather has already borrowed an amount earlier from the
same person, because he was not able to pay on time, he allowed the Jew to
use a nightly turn of his water share of the spring of tishshît, but only one. The
fact that he allowed him to use only one turn of water shows that he thought
that he would be able to give the Jew his six riyâl kirTa after the next payment
deadline. My family used to have a lot of land and water, so they could manage
to pay back their credit (dayn) or mortgage (rahn). There were many poor
families who had to mortgage their property for years until they ended up
selling it to the Jewish or the Muslim creditor.

The rahn was an important economic strategy used by merchants to gain profit.

Let us suppose, for example, that we have two parties: A and B. Party A owns a piece of

land or a share of water while party B has money or other forms of capital. Party B lends

party A a sum of money (suppose six riyâl) for a period of one year; in return party B can
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use this piece of land and/or water share. After a ‘cost-benefit’ assessment, party B would

not have invested his money if his returns on his investment were not equal to or above

the norm. At the end of the one-year deadline, party A comes back to party B and asks

him for more money while party B keeps his land and water share; but this time, he does

not give six riyâl; instead party A receives four riyals (in addition to the six riyâl of the

first year), then three riyâl after the next deadline, and so on. This is what I call sequential

rahn. Party B makes a profit from the land and water share on a yearly basis. Park

described a similar pattern in the region of Essaouira between the 1930s and the 1950s.

He wrote:

The transactions dealing with rural property that are most significant are sales/
purchases and mortgage (rahn). All those interviewed in Essaouira maintained
that a mortgage would only be entered into in an emergency. In Morocco, a
rahn usually involved a contract which specified that the owner of a piece of
land agreed, in return for a sum of money or quantity of grain to a.) grant the
lender the usufruct of that piece of land for a given number of years and b.)
return the same quantity of money or grain to the lender at the expiration of
that period. On successful conclusion of this contract, the owner would
recuperate but if he was unable to fulfil his obligation to repay the amount
borrowed, he could sell the land or, as was usual, take out a second or further
mortgage (at more disadvantageous terms). In the latter case, the lender got
further usufruct of the land for a similar or longer period in return for lending
an additional smaller sum. A series of mortgages almost inevitably led to the
loss of the land (1988:114).

A rahn transaction similar to the one described above between party A and party

B is a legal (shar‘î) economic operation from an Islamic perspective because, in theory,

both party A and party B share risk, unlike a regular example of usury where a party

lends money in return for an increase. Therefore, what looks like interest from a Western

perspective is pure profit from an Islamic view, because there is an element of shared and
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contractual risk between both parties. Nevertheless, this kind of transaction has within it

some elements of exploitation whereby the lender benefits from the hardships of the

borrower, especially during times of droughts or hunger.

Although some limit this activity to Jewish lenders in southern Morocco, many

Muslim families were also involved in practicing rahn, both in rural and urban areas.

Akka is mainly an agricultural community where water and land are key assets. By taking

these resources away from the most vulnerable households of the community, pressures

were put on these families during this period preceding World War II. In his article titled

Essaouira: The Formation of a New Elite 1940-1980, Park (1988) described this

phenomenon in a detailed analysis of the ledgers of the judge of the Khemis Meskala

region of Essaouira Province from 1931 to 1956. He demonstrated the nature of property

transactions in the Khemis Meskala region through a graph showing that 3,186 sales and

325 mortgages were generated between 1931 and 1956 (1988:114-116). Park postulated

that given the number of registered sales versus mortgages, Jewish merchants were

particularly concerned with having a legal document that would protect them in the case

of a future legal problem. His graph showed two significant changes during World War II

and the the first years of independence. Park explained:

The first peak in the graph corresponds to the years referred to in Morocco as
the years of al-bun—the coupon rationing period which is unanimously
described as a period of extreme rural poverty. During the Second World War,
many peasants were unable to hold onto their land. People were conscripted
without any consideration for the seasonal needs of agriculture, and prices
were high. Deprived of needed labor, many peasants were unable to make ends
meet. The second peak corresponds to the peak exodus of Moroccan Jews. The
almost exact correspondence in the magnitude of these peaks is not
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coincidental. A closer examination of the data indicates that urban elites were
buying up lands from rural peasants during the first period and selling them off
to future urban elites in the second.
The period from 1948 to 1956 was one in which many of the Jewish elite made
a decision to emigrate to Israel, Europe or North America primarily, while
others moved to Casablanca. This necessitated among other things, the
conversion of rural properties into negotiable currency and hence the sale of
lands largely acquired in the World War II period (Park 1988:114-116).     

Cases VII, VIII and IX reveal the same pattern described in case VI. The large

percentage of such cases in my collection of manuscripts reveals that the transactions

dealing with property in Akka were rahn of either water shares or land instead of just

sales. This can be explained by the fact that it was easier to loan small sums of money in

the form of a mortgage and at the same time hire sharecroppers, rather than buy the land.

The prospects of profit were higher that way, especially considering the seasonal weather

fluctuations and possible political troubles.

Case X deals with a legal complaint regarding the ownership of a section of a

house. During my ethnographic stay in southern Morocco, I was informed in multiple

encounters that Jewish traders and artisans either rented local Muslim places or made

rahn with their owners. Many rented rooms inside Muslim households. There are many

fatwas that gave the Muslim community permission to allow Jews or Christians to live

with Muslims in the same house (dâr) or some neighborhoods (darb). Al-wansharîsî gave

an example of a case where “un tributaire peut louer ou acheter l’étage d’une maison dont

le rez-de-chaussée est habitué par un musulman” (Lagardère 1995:33). Given that the

sharî‘a ruling regarding the dhimmi’s rent (kirâ’) or purchase (sharya) of a Muslim’s
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building is seen as a legal transaction from an Islamic perspective, case X is basically

about whether the Jew had proof that supported his refusal to hand over the house that he

occupied for more than nine years to the Muslim. Although the document does not offer

any solution, there are two main assumptions to be deduced. The judge might rule in

favor of the Jew if he produced enough documents to support that he either bought it or

had a rahn on it and that the Muslim did not fulfill his obligation to recover the house.

The judge might also accept the Muslim’s testimony (shahada) and judge in favor of the

Muslim, especially if the Muslim could also argue that the Jew was engaging in immoral

activity such as sale of alcohol.143

Case XI is an example of a long-term lease of land (turâb). The most interesting

idea in this contract is that unlike the sequential rahn in cases VI, VII, VIII, and IX,

where the lender got the legal right to use and enjoy the profit of the land through a series

of mortgages, case XI was a final mortgage (rahn) until the Muslim repaid the amount

borrowed (thirty riyal Hasani). The land under question might cost the first amount of

money lent to the Muslim in addition to the thirty riyal Hasani; therefore the lender saw

that any addition would amount to a loss. Henceforth, he stopped the transaction at this

level and specified that he would use the land unless the amount was paid back some day.

Cases XII, XIII, XIV, and XV show another kind of rahn. It is a rahn that

families had to engage in to survive natural calamities. The plague, locusts, and famine

not only represented a serious threat to households, but also threatened the reigns of

143 See similar cases in al-mi‘yâr and ahkâm ahl al-dhimma.
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many sultans as political chaos usually reigned after famines. According to Park and

Boum:

The plague was regularly introduced into Morocco by returning pilgrims
arriving by boat in northern ports and consequently targeted urban areas, the
north, and the coastal plains most prominently. Locusts usually originated in
the Sahel and flew north, so they usually devastated the south more than the
north. Famines often followed the plague because the population losses ruined
people’s abilities to bring in the harvest with calamitous results for the
following year. War, excessive taxation, and weak sultan, who had no reserves
set aside to help out the population also weakened the ability of the population
to resist natural calamities (2006:264).

During the famine period, rebellions erupted and the central government (makhzan)

usually responded by sending regular military expeditions (Harka144) in order to collect

taxes and to subdue the rebellious tribes (Schroeter 1988:164-165; Rosenberger and Triki

1973, 1974; al-bazzâz 1992). These four cases are only instances of the thousands of rahn

of lands, water shares, palmtrees, and other kinds of property that families were forced to

mortgage to survive drought and locusts’ devastations. At the beginning of the twentieth

century, southern Morocco was hit by two major droughts in 1902-1903 and 1906, and

two devastating plagues of locusts in 1901 and 1907-1910, which led to massive crop

losses (Park and Boum 2006:264-265; Rosenberger and Triki 1973, 1974). These natural

calamities forced the population to mortgage their land in return for a small measure of

barley and wheat, mainly for consumption—as we see in cases XII and XIII. Sometimes,

an annual harvest of dates was sold in exchange for a utensil, as exemplified in case XIV.

144 See Daniel Nordman, Les expéditions de Moulay al Hassan, essai statistique. Hespéris-Tamuda XIX
(Fasc. unique):123-152, 1980-1981.
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Finally, families in desperate economic situations had to mortgage part of their harvest to

cover the cost of food they borrowed in times of famine, as we see in case XV.

The last two cases, XVI and XVII, are unique and different in nature and content.

They provide another example of commercial transactions in the region as well as a

different type of lender: a Jew of the Sultan (tâjir assulTân). Both cases describe the

complaint of a Jewish merchant named Reuben El Maleh against yûsuf ban ‘alî al-

murâbTî, a Muslim merchant of Akka who happened to be the brother of the sultan’s

governor in the region. Reuben El Maleh was one of the privileged merchants associated

with the sultan at the end of the nineteenth century. The relationship with the sultan gave

a number of Jewish families in Essaouira (Corcos, Afriat, Macnin, and El Maleh) the

authority to become wholesalers and shipper of products between Timbuktu and Europe.

A small number of Muslim and Jewish merchants became part of a group called tujjâr al-

sulTân. Schroeter commented that:

[t]he ties of interdependency between merchants and Sultan were reinforced by
a particular kind of fiscal relationship. The tajir traded on interest-free loans
from the Palace. Out of his profits, derived from commerce, the tajir repaid the
Sultan in monthly installments. The proscriptions regarding interest on loans in
Islamic law prevented the Sultan from making direct profits from royal
advances. Indirectly, however, the makhzan was operating like a bank,
investing in tajir who was usually already a man of considerable means. By
promoting the merchant’s business enterprises, the makhzan could expect to
gain substantial returns from custom duties paid by the tajir to the government
agents at the port (1988:23).

However, the government’s commercial and political authority was largely challenged

when the European protection (Himâya) of many Moroccan Jewish and Muslim

merchants began after the Spanish invasion of northern Morocco in 1860 (Schroeter
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1988:165; Park 1983). The El Maleh family was an example of the traditional Jewish

merchants of Essaouira who benefited from the Sultan’s protection before becoming

protégés of foreign Jewish organizations. According to Schroeter (1984, 1988), the El

Malehs dominated the local Jewish organization for more than 80 years. This domination

was the result of their social positions within the community as rabbis and dayyans.

“Elmaleh’s position as leader of the community,” Schroeter argues, “therefore, was

rooted in his personal charisma. His religious functions and commercial activities

legitimized his authority. For the Elmaleh family, piety and commerce went hand-in-

glove” (1988:43). El Maleh owned many places in the mellah of Essaouira through

ownership and mortgage. Schroeter, one of the few scholars who wrote extensively on

the history of the family, argued that much of the profit of the El Maleh came from their

property investment in Essaouira.

Reuben El Maleh (died in 1925) was the son of Joseph El Maleh. He became

responsible for his father’s business in the early 1880s as Joseph El Maleh started

travelling to England and other parts of Europe. In 1886, Joseph died in London and

Reuben took over the family business, becoming one of the main shippers of Essaouira,

not only to Europe but also to the local and regional merchants, peddlers, and retailers of

the interior south. The family of ayt-mribaT was one of his business partners. Yûsuf ban

‘alî al-murâbiT al-mribTî al-tizûnûnî was the brother of the caid of Akka. He was in

charge of family business. In the 1890s, there was a period of drought and famine which
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affected his trade.145 The situation was exacerbated by the lack of political stability, which

threatened the caravan trade between Akka and Timbuktu where yûsuf sold most of the

products he obtained on credit from the merchants of Essaouira, including Reuben.

One of the interesting points in both cases is the tone of the letters. Neither case

was a typical document written by a judge or a notary. They were personal letters of

complaint written and sent directly to yûsuf al-tizûnûnî by Reuben. The letters highlight

three major things. First, Reuben stressed his relationship with the Palace to make his

point to the Muslim merchant that he should pay him as soon as possible. Second,

Reuben called on the caid of Akka (who happened to be the merchant’s brother) to

intervene in order to accelerate his payment. Third, Reuben threatened to take the case to

the sultan if he was not paid back his dues, which would put more expenses on yûsuf,

including the dues of sakhâr146, raqqâs147 and even lanTîrîs.148 These letters confirm my

argument at the beginning of the importance of credit as social capital. While Jewish

lenders inside Akka were careful not to break their relationship with their Muslim

creditors, Reuben’s status as a merchant of the sultan and an outsider to the village

145 Personal communication of his descendant ibrâhîm al-nûHî., April 2004.
146 From sukhra خ #####س #####Yر which stands for the monetary salaries paid by the different tribes to the makhzan’s
lower workers in the region in exchange for the work they perform in the region. For example, a person
who works for a qâDî can benefit from the sukhra and is usually referred to as lamsakhkhâr. After the
sultan mawlây ‘abd al- ‘azîz reinstated the tartîb tax that was first issued by mawlây al-Hasan on farmers’
animals and trees, the sukhra was annulled because the government workers were issued special salaries.
147 Also for the Berber word arqqâs, the person in charge of taking mail from one region to another. He is
known for his trust. He can also be in charge of the makhzan’s mail to the interior regions.   
148 Derived from the word intérêt, lanTîrîs refers to the benefits that traders had to pay when they did not
meet their deadlines with European merchants.
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explains his interest in the payment of the credit instead of maintaining a social

relationship with yûsuf. Reuben is a rich merchant whose commercial transaction with

yûsuf was not crucial; in fact, the quicker he received his credit, the better he would feel

since he was not making any profit if his merchandise remained in the hands of yûsuf for

a long period.

K. Conclusion

There is a plurality of intricate and overlapping forms of jurisdiction that offered a

social, political, and economic space for Jews in southern Morocco to negotiate their

social relations and economic needs as well as legal grievances with Muslims. These

legal spaces in and beyond which Jews could move constitute spheres of habitus of law

or domains of behavior in Bourdieu’s sense. It shows that despite the legal and social

regulations that confine Jewish movements within this largely controlled Muslim social

and legal space, Jews managed to break from these legal confinements by using the laws.

This adeptness and ability to manage and deal with issues that constituted social and

economic hazards for Jews was also facilitated by what I call the transference of legal

concepts from customary law to sharî‘a and vice versa. This Foucaultian migration and

counter-migration of legal ideas helped the Jewish minority adapt to the different

interpretations of each legal system, where sometimes a legal ruling based on the sharî‘a

was annulled or just ignored because the Jewish and Muslim litigants reached a

settlement (sulH) without having recourse to the judge or the tribal council. Overall, the

Jew could pick and choose what served his interest, guaranteed his safety, and protected
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his property and money: he could either reach a settlement through the presence of his

Muslim protector, present his case before a Muslim judge and write down the ruling in

case of future problems, ask for the legal protection of the tribal council and benefit from

the legal rights that customary law gave him, or just ask for the legal protection of the

French, British,  and other European consulates.149

149 For more on European protection during the nineteenth century, see Frederick V. Parsons, The Origins
of the Morocco Question 1880-1900. London: Duckworth, 1976; Jean-Louis Miège, Le Maroc et l’Europe:
1830-1894. 4 vols. Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1961; Khalid Ben-Srhir, Britain and Morocco
during the Embassy of John Drummond Hay, 1845-1886. Malcolm Williams, and Gavin Waterson, trans.
London and New York: RoutledgeCurzon, 2005.  
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V. THE EMERGENCE OF A NEW MOROCCAN PUBLIC SPHERE:

MEDIA AND THE POLITICS OF JEWISH REPRESENTATION

By “public sphere” we mean first of all a realm of our social life in which
something approaching public opinion can be formed. Access is guaranteed to
all citizens.... Citizens behave as a public body when they confer in an
unrestricted fashion—that is, with the guarantee of freedom of assembly and
association and the freedom to express and publish their opinions—about
matters of general interest.... Today, newspapers and magazines, radio and
television are the media of the public sphere. We speak of political public
sphere in contrast, for instance, to the literary one, when public discussion
deals with objects connected to the activity of the state. Although state
authority is, so to speak, the executor of the political public sphere, it is not a
part of it (Habermas 2006:73. Italics are mine).

A. Introduction

This chapter, based theoretically on Habermas’ notion of public sphere and

Weber’s idea of the routinization of charisma, looks into the Moroccan press, especially

newspapers, as institutions of the public sphere where Muslim and Jewish parties engage

in political discussions. I focus on the formation and transformation of the public sphere

and the role of a small set of charismatics (Jews and others) within that sphere. The

debate concerns the status and role of Jewish Moroccans/Moroccan Jews (depending on

the newspaper’s editorial board) within the nation state and their relationship to Israel and

the Zionist movement. I argue that certain ideas and prejudices about Moroccan Jews

were constructed during the colonial period by certain leaders as a reaction to the

Palestinian issue and the underground activities of Zionist organizations in Morocco. This

anti/pro-Jewish discourse was channelled to the masses through independent and political
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parties’ newspapers. The post-May 16, 2003 debate about Moroccan Jews is a

continuation of this trend where the Moroccanness of Jews tends to be questioned

because of the assumption that Jews are by nature staunch supporters of Zionism and

Israeli policies towards the Palestinians. The difference, however, is that this latest anti-

Jewish discourse is emanating from Islamic papers rather than the traditional anti-Jewish

discourse produced by the istiqlâl Party, the UNFP, and other parties. Therefore, although

the themes of the discourse remain the same, their producers have largely shifted from

traditional conservative nationalist and progressive parties to Islamic organizations. This

argument correlates with what I will discus in chapters VI and VII regarding the

correspondence between cohorts’ views and the political as well as the historical period

during which they came of age.

After the emigration of the majority of the Jewish communities of Morocco,

conversations about Moroccan Judaism have largely occurred within remaining Jewish

households, during special religious or cultural festivals sponsored by the local Jewish

communities or the state, and inside the columns of the newspapers of political parties as

well as government. At the level of the masses, I would argue that a public debate about

Moroccan Judaism has been replaced by rage over Israel and Zionism. The policies of

Ariel Sharon and the Israeli army towards the Palestinians have not been uncoupled from

Moroccan Jews. Daniel, a Moroccan Jew, summarizes this controversy as follows:

Je ne suis pas un tueur de Palestinians, Je sui né au Maroc, je suis un Marocain
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et j’ai le droit de vivre en paix.150

I also argue that given the fact that there is a strong link between the leaders of the

political parties and the media in Morocco, conversations about the Jews of Morocco are

largely influenced by the political inclination of the party instead of the views of the

writers. This correlates with the cohorts’ views analyzed in chapters VI and VII. The

position of a political party vis-à-vis Jews, and therefore its representations of Jews in its

press, are also included within the general ideological standpoint that the party espouses

about the Arab-Israeli conflict. Newspapers’ discussions and debates about the status and

role of Jews in Morocco are framed and discussed through the political parties’

ideologies. This corresponds to Bücher’s description of the transformation of the press

from “business in pure news reporting to one involving ideologies and viewpoints”

(Habermas 1991:182).  Bücher151 (1917) wrote:

From mere institutions for the publication of news, the papers became also
carriers and leaders of public opinion, and instruments in the arsenal of party
politics. For the internal organization of the newspaper enterprise this had the
consequence that a new function was inserted between the gathering of and the
publication of news: the editorial function. For the newspaper’s publisher,
however, this meant that he changed from being a merchant of news to being a
dealer in public opinion (quoted in Habermas 1991:182; italics are mine).

Political parties and the monarchy have, at a general level, the same position

about the Palestinian conflict; however, they differ in whether they typically describe

Jews as Moroccans, Israelis, or Zionists depending on the historical and political context.

150 TelQuel  September 20-26, 2003. Nos Juifs ont-ils peur? p. 24.
151 K. Bücher. Die Anfänge des Zeitungswesens. Die Entstehung der Volkswirtschaft, 1917.
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Equally important, Moroccan Jews have been able to voice their opinions through their

own media or other nationalists’ media or political parties’ presses, although access is

usually limited to a few individuals, namely André Azoulay, Abraham Serfaty,152 Simon

Levy, Serge Berdugo, Robert Assaraf and Edmond Amran El Maleh. A chart of Jewish

interviewees as they appeared in certain newspapers before and after the terrorist attacks

of May 13, 2003 shows that these figures represent more than 95% of the people who

have access to national media, as if there were no other Jews in the country (See Figure

5.3 below). Islamic and liberal newspapers are also engaged in another form of public

debate: about the (un)Moroccanness of the Jews. Many private and liberal newspapers

are calling for a national debate about Moroccan Jewishness and the acceptance of the

‘Jew’ within the Moroccan society as a ‘citizen of Morocco’ instead of a supporter of

‘Israel.’

In order to understand these recent and varied public conversations about

Moroccan Jews, it is important to contextualize this debate within the colonial period as

well as the first decades following independence. In the aftermath of the terrorist attacks

that hit Casablanca on May 16, 2003, leaders of political parties and members of society

have been competing to win votes on the stage of public opinion, each drawing upon the

positive side of their charismatic nature. This phenomenon is, however, not new to

152 Serfaty has written numerous works on Moroccan Judaism, Zionism and, and his experience as a
political dissident. See, Dans les prisons du roi, écrits de Kenitra sur le Maroc. Paris: Messidor-
Ed.sociales, 1992a; Écrits de prison sur la Palestine. Paris: Arcantère, 1992a; Lutte antisioniste et
révolution arabe. Paris: Quatre vents, 1997; Le Maroc, du noir au gris. Paris: Syllepse, 1998.
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Morocco. A similar debate took place during the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s as the

nationalist political parties were competing for control of the liberation process. The

citizenship and role of Jews in the National Liberation Movement provided then, as it

does today, a major topic of debate in the national press. This pattern is one found in

many countries:

[M]uch of the argument and activity constitutive of the public sphere, having
once taken place in society between private individuals, now takes place within
the confines of the state [and political parties] between professionalized
politicians. More to the point, although this may maintain something of the
appearance of a public debate, argumentation and debate are now subordinated
to the logic of competition between parties. The effect of party based
organization, Habermas argues, is that views tend to be stuck to or strategically
manipulated rather than genuinely argued over (Crossley and Roberts 2004:5).

By focussing on a set of newspapers published between the 1930s and today, I will try to

explain some of the characteristics and the historical contexts of this dealership or

mercantilism in public opinion about Moroccan Jews/Jewish Moroccans. This chapter

will also be discussed in relation to the cohorts’ narratives that will be analyzed in

chapters VI and VII. I will focus on the similarities and differences between the different

newspapers with regard to the styles and discursive strategies used in reporting news

involving Jews of Morocco. Although there is a large body of articles on Israel and the

Palestinian issue, I will discuss only those in which themes about Moroccan Jews or Jews

who used to live in Morocco are brought up.153

153 My analysis also relies on a wide range of literature already produced on the topic of media in
Morocco, especially that by Amina Ihrai-Aouchar, Jamaâ Baida, Charles R. Ageron, Ahmed Zouggari,
Arlette Berdugo, and Michael Laskier. I will focus on the media during the French Protectorate as well as
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B. Habermas’ Public Sphere, Weber’s Routinization of Charisma, and the

Production of ‘Moroccan’ News About Jews

In The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere (1991), Jürgen Habermas

argued that many social changes in Germany, France, and England took place in the

eighteenth century and provoked a new type of intellectual discourse he termed the

“political public sphere,” where the European bourgeoisie could assemble in salons,

engage in public conversations, and debate matters of mutual interest without any state

control. Habermas stipulated that educated members of the European bourgeoisie were

able to produce a new public domain to counter a hegemonic discourse by state

authorities. Habermas contended that:

the sphere of private people come together as public; they soon claimed the
public sphere regulated from above against the public authorities themselves,
to engage them in a debate over the general rules governing relations in the
basically privatized but relevant sphere of commodity exchange and social
labor. The medium of this political confrontation was peculiar and without
historical precedent: people’s public use of their reason (öffentliches
Räsonnement) (1991:27).

This created a new political and spatial sphere where new ideas were generated and the

in the two decades following independence. Given the fact that it is very hard to access some newspapers, I
relied on the excerpts already quoted by these researchers. Although I have been successful in accessing
thousands of newspapers in Morocco, the French Consulate in Casablanca denied me access to certain
archival centers in France by not granting me a research visa in 2004, despite the fact that I received many
formal invitations from archival institutions. Therefore, I have relied on what I could access in Morocco
and the limited (although valuable) secondary literature already published on the topic. As for the data
covering the last decade, I have personally managed to collect a large set of information from the archives
of the Bibliothèque Nationale and al-Akhawayn University (from a set of over 60.000 excerpts, I am using
only a small sample). The data are from the following newspapers: Le Matin du Sahara, Aujourd’hui Le
Maroc, al Bayane, al-SaHîfa, Maroc Hebdo International, al-mustaqil, TelQuel, Le Journal
Hebdomadaire, attajdîd, La Gazette du Maroc, Liberation, La vie économique, al-ayyâm, aSSaHrâ’ al-
maghribiyya, and La Nouvelle Tribune. I am also using a set of data collected from the Internet, namely the
al-Jazeera and Morocco Times Web sites.
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practices as well as the rules of public debate were cultivated. A political public sphere

emerged because of certain historical transformations, leading to a culture favoring

differentiation of opinions within society and minimizing the influence of the political

authority on individuals’ everyday lives. The “emergence of this new public sphere,

which effectively formed a zone of mediation between the state and the private

individual,” Roberts and Crossley argued, “shaped and was shaped by the emergence of a

philosophical concept and consciousness of ‘publics’ and their importance” (2004:2). 

Figure 5.1. 
Teacher: Today’s lesson: The Culture of Tolerance. Moroccan culture is a coexisting
mixture; mixture of Arabs and Berbers; Belonging to the African Continent; Belonging to
the Civilization of the Mediterranean region.
Student: And Moroccan Jews also?154

154 Available: al-mustaqil  لZتXالم,  January  21-27, 2004, p. 25.
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The Habermasian notion of a public sphere is about the coming together of bourgeois

individuals to discuss private issues. During the eighteenth century, coffee shops and

salons surfaced in some European cities, becoming centers for the private discussions of

issues and subjects related to art and literature. These salons would soon become public

spheres of debates on politics and economics. The European economic expansion to other

markets caused a competition over commercial markets and industrial resources. This

competition created fierce political and economic lobbying among the bourgeois,

themselves who shifted their debates from discussions of art and literary works to politics

and the means to regulate markets. The development of the printing industry coincided

with this competition, and popular newsletters and journals were used by the market for

advertising. At the same time, the press began to replace the salon and the coffee house,

becoming a

medium through which individuals could express their views and spell out
their arguments and critiques. Initially the content of these newsletters was
strictly censored by the state. In response to mounting pressure, however,
censorship was relaxed and the newsletters became relatively open spaces of
debate (Crossley and Roberts 2004:4).

Habermas’s idea of the transformation of the press, where it is not only

commercialized but also not exclusively dominated by the private domain, offers a

theoretical framework for understanding the debate on Moroccan Jews and Judaism

among members of the public within the national media. In Morocco, media and other

channels of communication played a significant role during the national liberation

movement. Although the French Protectorate introduced a set of laws to regulate the local
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press and restrict its political influence on the masses, the press empowered the urban

nationalist bourgeoisie to create a new public sphere programmed and informed by local,

regional and international events. The dahir of April 27, 1914 became the first law

introduced by the French colonial authorities to control the media.155 It made

authorization by the colonial authorities mandatory before the establishment of any

newspaper by a person or political party. The law required the payment of a deposit of

6,000 francs, although this monetary fee was reduced to 3,000 in the dahir of February 9,

1918 for a certain types of specialized and non-daily publications. The law also limited

the freedom of expression of the press published in Arabic and Hebrew. According to

Jamaâ Baïda:

l’autorité résidentielle avait le grand souci de ne pas laisser aux mains des
autochtones une arme qui pouvait échapper à son contrôle et se retourner
contre l’occupant. Margot, officier des Services des Affaires Indigènes et
directeur du journal résidentiel de longue arabe ESSAADA (la félicité),
explicita ces intentions, une dizaine d’années plus tard, au cours d’une
conférence: “La presse [...] est une arme dangereuse dans la main des gens
inexpérimentés. Bienfaisante à divers titres chez les les nations civilisées, elle
convient peu aux peuples qui en sont encore au premier stade de leur
évolution, surtout aux peuples arabes et berbères si facilement
impressionnables” (1992:69-70).

The emergence of the Moroccan press within a primarily colonial environment

turned out to have a lasting effect on the nature of this press after independence. In her

study of the leftist Moroccan press during the Protectorate, Ihrai-Aouchar postulated that

the political press has remained tightly linked to the political parties even after

155 See Bulletin Officiel, 97. May 1, 1914:296-301.
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independence. Therefore, “l’étude de la presse d’opposition est-elle celle du discours, des

préoccupations, des centres d’intérêt des partis politiques nationales” (1982:333). Despite

the potential of the press and other forms of modern media as an industry with its own

agenda in Morocco, the media were later largely co-opted by the central government and

political parties to disseminate their political, social, economic, and cultural programs.

The (un)conscious engineering of public opinion became central. Despite the appearance

of some independent newspapers before and after Moroccan independence, the press

remained largely under the influence of political parties as well as the central

government.

A thorough understanding of the importance of media in the social construction

and imagination of Jewishness would be incomplete without analyzing the national

political figures behind the political parties that sponsored the national press during the

protectorate. In both the French and Spanish colonial zones, a number of charismatic

political figures emerged as major national leaders whose influence would be central even

after independence in 1956. These figures included Allal El Fassi, Mohamed Hassan El

Ouazzani, Abdelkhaleq Torres, Mohamed Mekki Naciri, Ahmed Balafrej, and Ali Yata.

I argue that these charismatic nationalist leaders played a significant role in the

dissemination of the ideas of their parties, not only about general political issues but also

about Moroccan Jews and their dual relationship with Morocco and Israel. Using the

press as a sphere to propagate their ideologies, they formed a community of disciples and

followers who helped disseminate their ideas about Jews in Morocco and how they
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should act if they were to be allowed to remain within the national boundaries. However,

this “routinization” of charisma according to Weber, “cannot remain stable, but becomes

either traditionalized or rationalized, or a combination of both” (Weber 1969:364). To

understand how routinization becomes traditionalized or rationalized, it is important to

contextualize it within the framework of the historical emergence of national political

parties and their press.

The emergence of an organized nationalist movement took place in major urban

centers such as Rabat, Salé, Fez, and Tétouan. These cities benefited from an educated

bourgeoisie largely comprised of intellectuals. These highly educated members of

Moroccan urban society were schooled in French educational institutions as well as

traditional Moroccan madrasas. Some of them were trained in schools in the Middle East

as well as France. According to Ihrai-Aouchar, they formed an intelligentia:

qui se caractérise par son hétérogénéité et son acculturation. Elite hétérogène
de par sa formation: parmi onze fondateurs de périodiques, cinq ont fait leur
études dans les écoles du Protectorat et en France, six dans les écoles
traditionnelles marocaines ou au Moyen Orient (1982:334).

This intelligentsia had benefited from a traditional Arab education that stressed the

importance of the reawakening and the revival (al-nahda) of the Muslim community

through the Salafiyya movement. The basic pan-Arab intellectual background of these

nationalists was also largely affected by nationalist and Western liberal ideas as well as

radical socialist and communist theories, especially after the Second World War. It was

the clash of these ideas about the application of social, political, and cultural programs

that was behind the schisms inside the nationalist urban elite for influence and followers.
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Ihrai-Aouchar put this intelligentsia’s struggle over followers in the following way:

En effet n’oublions pas que le la fonction sociale de l’élite est d’exprimer les
préoccupations de la société en les incluant dans un système de valeurs
conforme à ses intérêts. C’est ainsi que si au début, l’élite nationaliste ne
défend que les intérêts d’étroites couches urbaines, peu à peu son audience
s’élargit et, à la fin du Protectorat, elle exprime des aspirations réellement
nationales (1982:335).

Although I largely agree with Ihrai-Aouchar’s analysis, she stopped short of arguing that

for the elite to continue to validate its hegemonic control of the masses, they needed to

engage in what Weber call the rationalization of charismatic authority, which enables

leaders to draw on “the ideal and also the material interests of the followers in the

continuation and the continual reactivation of the community” (Weber 1969:364). The

Moroccan Jewish migration to Palestine and successive wars of Arab countries with

Israel and the West have served as the ideal opportunity for political parties and their

leaders to exert traditional and routinized charismatic leadership over the masses. In this

manner, the leadership’s own influence remains stable unless the charismatic leader

disappears. This creates a leadership void which can be taken over by other political

leaders outside the party or the monarchy. The recent shift of influence from leftist

communist and socialist parties in the 1960s and 1970s to Islamic parties is an example

of the inability of the socialist and the traditional conservative parties to change, given

the hegemonic influence of a single leader within the party (Weber 1969).

C. Moroccan Press, Globalization, and Media Liberalization

In the wake of independence, Morocco, like many Arab and Islamic countries,
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nationalized its communication channels. The state exercised heavy control over

television, radio channels, and the printed press. The content of newspapers, television,

and radio was under the oversight of the Ministère de l’Information des Postes,

Téléphone et Télégraphe (later this became the Ministère de l’Information before being

dubbed Ministère de la Communication). The public Moroccan channel (TVM) started its

broadcasting on March 3, 1962. Despite its legal public status, TVM has been largely

loyal to the regime. 

Open communication forums were almost non-existent and some leftist political

parties’ newspapers were the only place where the voices of dissident political figures

could appear to some degree. Banning newspapers and jailing journalists jailing was a

normal practice that we can still see today. However, with the expansion of the free-

market economy and the emerging culture of privatization, national borders became

fragile in the face of an unrelenting globalization that impaired governmental control of

the press. The state control of information under the Ministère d’Information would be

critically challenged, not only by the Internet but also the satellite dishes which captured

the attention of Moroccans, leading to their lack of interest in the official providers of

news.

In The Day Moroccans Gave up Couscous for Satellites: Global TV, Structures of

Feeling, and the Mental Emigration, Sabry (2005) described how millions of Moroccans

first encountered satellite broadcasting by transforming the upper round part of their

traditional couscous dish into a satellite dish. By the turn of the 1990s, the cascas (or
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couscoussière as the French call it) was moved from the Moroccan kitchen to the roof.

Sabry gave an elaborate story of how this took place. He write:

There is a story about the Couscoussière that goes like this: Overlooking the
Old Medina of Casablanca (in an area also known as the Mellah, formerly a
Jewish quarter) stands the imposing structure of the Hyatt Regency Hotel, on
the roof of which, appeared a gigantic satellite dish. The Mellah’s young
people were fascinated by the structure of the dish more so when they heard it
could “bring the whole world to their sitting-room.” Owning such a
“phantasmagoric” (Bauman 1998) technology in 1989, at a time when most
Moroccans only had access to one channel, was a very exciting prospect to the
Mellah’s working class youth. One day, a young Moroccan from the Mellah,
standing with his unemployed friends, and joking, as one would, ... likened the
image of the satellite dish on the roof of the hotel to the shape of the
Couscoussière. In fact, he went further and experimented with the idea by
attaching a Couscoussière to the television antenna on his own house. To his
amazement, when he turned the TV on, he could hear voices which were
neither Arab nor French: they were Italian, Spanish, English, and German.
The picture was very bad and fuzzy, but this did not spoil the excitement, the
euphoria at the mere thought of having access to sounds and images of the
[Westerners] in one’s sitting room. He returned to the antenna and readjusted
the Couscoussière several times until the picture became clearer. He had re-
invented satellite technology! The news travelled fast and few weeks later, the
Mellah’s roof-tops were littered with Couscoussières. This was the day
Moroccans gave up their couscous for satellite.156

The advent of the culture of globalization was caused by the proliferation of

digitally-based media technology and information. The highly marketed global culture

that challenged the restrictions of the nation-state was enhanced by the appearance of

satellite broadcasting. The live coverage of the Gulf War by CNN in 1991 introduced not

only political shockwaves in the Arab world about the political impotence of the

governments, but also demonstrated that Arab governments could no longer hide their

156 Available at: www.tbsjournal.com/sabry.html
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internal problems and project ideal pictures of rosy social, economic, and political

realities. After CNN, al-Jazeera emerged in 1996 as an Arab satellite broadcasting

corporation that ended state control over the discussion of taboo or sensitive topics. With

its well-trained Arab journalists, and with relative freedom, it broadcast live issues such

as the Western Sahara, Moroccan human rights, political dissidents, and King Hassan II’s

relationship with Israel.

Although the government foresaw this change in the late 1980s and created the

first private commercial television channel on March 4, 1989, called 2M, its audience and

influence remained limited. The privatization of 2M made it an elitist channel that

targeted mostly a specific category of Moroccan: rich and educated. More than 50% of its

programs were in French. The channel aimed at reaching 250,000 subscribers by the year

1994. Although it received a lot of attention in the first years of its foundation, the

monthly bills and the limited focus of its programs as well as its area of coverage,

hindered its progress. Moroccans continued to buy more satellite dishes and watch more

international channels. On January 10, 1997, 2M became a public broadcasting channel

after the state took over 68% of its capital following the withdrawal of its principal

investor, Omnium Nord Africain (ONA). The economic losses of the channel played a

major role in the decision. The channel became a national and public medium of cultural

opening onto the world. Its objectives centered on three main concepts, seen as increasing

Moroccan viewing options:

le divertissement (cinéma, fiction, feuilletons), la proximité (émissions
d’information, débats...) et la curiosité ainsi que la connaissance
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(documentaires et magasines). Cette chaîne, désormais reçue par prés de 70%
de la population, enrichit considérablement le Champ Audiovisuel Marocain et
contribue d’avantage à l’ouverture du Maroc sur le monde.157

Nevertheless, al-Jazeera, al-Arabia, and al-Manar continue to gain ground within

the national territories over TVM, 2M, and other emerging national channels, especially

among a growing younger generation. In order to counterbalance this shift in

communication, the state has been involved since the mid-1990s in recreating agencies

whose role has been to codify the communication system. These include the Haute

Autorité de la Communication Audiovisuelle (HACA) and the Agence Nationale de

Réglementation des Télécommunications (ANRT).

On July 30, 2002, King Mohammed VI gave a speech where he emphasized the

necessity of new media:

alliant modernité et attractivité dans le respect des valeurs constantes et
immuables de la Nation.
Ainsi, dans le cadre de la mission qui Nous est dévolue par la Constitution en
matière de protection des droits et des libertés des citoyens, des groupes et
collectivités, Nous avons oeuvré pour l’élaboration d’un Dahir Chérifien
portant création d’une instance supérieure de la communication audiovisuelle,
en tant qu’institution indépendante, disposant des moyens à même de lui
permettre d’assurer sa mission, en toute impartialité.
Ceci procède de Notre volonté de garantir le droit à l’information, en
consacrant la liberté de créer une presse et des médias audio visuels
indépendants et en mettant fin au monopole de l’Etat dans ce domaine, tout en
ayant un service public de radiotélévision, propre à garantir l’expression
plurielle des différents courants d’opinion, dans le respect de nos valeurs
religieuses et des éléments constitutifs de notre identité nationale et des lois du
Royaume.158

157 Available at: www.mincom.gov.ma/french/generalites/communic/p_audio.html
158 King Mohammed VI Throne speech July 30, 2002, Available:
www.mincom.gov.ma/french/generalites/communic/haute-autorite/discours%202002p_audio.html
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Following this royal speech, HACA was created through dahir n. 1-02-212 on August 31,

2002. This was followed by another decree, n. 2-02-663, on September 10, 2002 which

ended state control over communication channels and opened the way to the

liberalization of audiovisual communication. On February 9, 2004, King Mohammed VI

presided over a ceremony where he nominated members of the Conseil Supérieur de la

Communication Audiovisuelle (CSCA) and its president. Ahmed Ghazali was nominated

president of CSCA and the eight members of the board were Naïma Lamcharki, Ahmed

Abbadi, Salah El Wadi, Ilias El Ouamri, Mohamed Naciri, Noureddine Afaya, Hassan

Boukentar, and Naïm Kamal. Each member was to stay in office for a period of five years

renewable once. They were nominated by the King (five members), the prime minister

(two members), and the presidents of both parliament chambers (two members). CSCA,

the highest decision-making committee within HACA, meets at least once a month upon

notification from the president. It coordinates with the HACA general directorate,

Direction Générale de la Communication audiovisuelle (DGCA), which is presided over

by Ahmed Khchichen.

HACA is not the only institutional body within the national communication

sphere. The National Telecommunications Regulatory Agency (ANRT) was also created

as a public institution linked to the office of the prime minister and endowed with

financial independence. ANRT was established in 1998 through telecommunications Law

n. 24-96. This law was modified by Law n. 55-01 in 2004. HACA and ANRT are

designed to collaborate in the regulation of the national media. HACA exercises a quasi-
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authority by proposing to the government the necessary authorization for public and

private media firms. Then, a set of radio and electronic frequencies is allocated to

national and international private as well as public companies by ANRT.

What do these changes have to do with Moroccan Jews? According to the mission

of HACA described in the Web site of the Ministry of Communication:

La HACA s’assigne pour mission de veiller à la mise en oeuvre et aux respects
des principes de liberté d’expression, de pluralisme et de neutralité des
opérateurs de la communication audiovisuelle, cele suppose en contrepartie
une discipline et un respect des principes fondamentaux, des valeurs
essentielles du Royaume et de la dignité des personnes sous peine de
sanctions.159

These regulations regarding the discipline and respect of fundamental national values are

meant to restrict journalists to a level of auto-censorship whereby the Press Code “puts

freedom of the press on a precarious basis and encourages self-censorship” (Park and

Boum 2006:242).

Although these laws are generally related to audio-visual communication, the

written press is also affected by these legal and administrative changes. The

contemporary printed press has seen a major increase in the number of publications. This

corresponds with the liberalization that the country has witnessed since Mohammed VI

took power in 1999. The number of professional journalists reached 1947 in 2003 and the

printed press in different languages continues to rise.

159  Available at: www.mincom.gov.ma/french/generalites/communic/haute-autorite/sommaire.html
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Table 5.1. Printed Press by Theme and Political Affiliation

Themes and Political Affiliation Number of Publications in 2003

General News
Economic News
Sports News
Monthly Publications
Regional Publications
Political Parties
Unions

181
48
32
176
160
26
7

Source: www. mincom.gov.ma

Table 5.2. Printed Press by Language

Language 1995-1997 2003

Arabic
French
Dialect
English
Spanish
Total

430
199
8
6
1
644

452
283
4
1
1
641

Source: www. mincom.gov.ma

Table 5.3. Representation of Male and Female Journalists in National Press

Year Male Journalists Female Journalists

2000
2001
2002
2003

1004
967
1451
1488

324
361
399
459

Source: www. mincom.gov.ma

When King Mohammed VI was enthroned in 1999, he believed that political

liberalization within the country could not be achieved without freedom of expression

and the press. To break from government control of the press in which the Ministry of
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Communication was under the tutelage of the former powerful Minister of Interior, Driss

Basri, Mohammed VI encouraged legal and administrative independence between the

two ministries. His philosophy of governance was an immediate response to emerging

national and international reality where centralized control and dissemination of

“information” is no longer feasible or effective, especially in an age where mobile phones

and the Internet are quickly influencing the general population and especially the

country’s youth. This increased freedom of the press was seen largely at the level of an

emerging independent media that started to appear around the mid-1990s following King

Hassan II’s nomination of a Government of Alternance, headed by his former political

opponent Abderahmane El Youssoufi. This shift represented the basis of a new public

sphere no longer controlled by the main political parties. In fact, as Marvine Howie

pointed out, “[a]s the main political parties had a stake in the governing coalition, their

criticism was muted. The main independent newspapers enthusiastically assumed the role

of the lead opposition to the government” (2005:237). Although Moroccan media, largely

associated with diverse political parties, showed a variety of political viewpoints, its

editorial orientations were restricted under King Hassan II, limiting the freedoms of

editors who were usually forced to respect certain red lines rather than face ban or

seizure. The opposition newspapers headed by the PPS (former communist party), USFP,

and other leftist parties represented the opposition voice in the public sphere.
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Table 5.4. Moroccan Daily Newspapers

Newspapers Date Established Language Editorial Tendency

Aujourd’hui Le Maroc 
al-ittiHâd al-ishtirâkî
aSSaHrâ’ al-maghribiyya
attajdîd
al-aHdâth al-maghribiyya
L’opinion
aSSabâH
al-‘alam
al-bayâne
bayân al-yawm
al-anbâ’
Le Matin du Sahara et du Maghreb
Libération
al-Haraka
L’économiste
risâlat al-’umma
al-mun‘aTaf
al-tajammu‘

2001
1983
1990s
1990s
1999
1965
1990
1946
1972
1972
?
?
?
?
1998
?
?
?

French
Arabic
Arabic
Arabic
Arabic
French
Arabic
Arabic
French
Arabic
Arabic
French
French
Arabic
French
Arabic
Arabic
Arabic

Independent
USFP
Semi-official
PJD
Independent
istiqlâl
Independent
istiqlâl
PPS
PPS
Official
Semi-Official
Independent
MP
Independent
UC
FFD
RNI

In the aftermath of the Skhirat coup d’état on November 1, 1971, Hassan II

ordered his prime minister, Karim Lamrani, to La Vigie Marocaine and Le Petit

Marocain. Both newspapers owned, and edited by the French Mas group, were

authorized by the government of Abdellah Idrahim to continue their activity after 1959.

The group faced opposition from the syndicat national de la presse marocaine, which

demanded its nationalization. However, the support of Moulay Ahmed Alaoui allowed

the Group Mas to carry on its activity after independence. As Minister of Tourism,

Moulay Ahmed Alaoui used his relationship with King Hassan II and convinced the

group to change from a colonial to a Moroccan company. In 1971, the governor of
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Casablanca, Moulay Mustapha Alaoui, seized the Group Mas. Ahmed Benkirane and

André Azoulay, who used to manage a union paper called Maroc Informations, took over

the Petit Marocain, which they renamed Le Matin. La Vigie Marocaine was rebaptized

Maroc Soir and headed by Moulay Ahmed Alaoui. As a strong royal supporter, Moulay

Ahmed Alaoui emerged as a conservative journalist. At the end of 1972, he became sole

owner of Petit Marocain and Le Matin as Benkirane and Azoulay became more liberal

and critical of the monarchy. The model of Alaoui, which lasted until 1994 after a health

crisis, was based on journalism that provides full support of the monarchy. In order to

undermine support to other newspapers, he obliged the all-public companies to advertise

in his newspapers. Alaoui developed a journalistic discourse that would be a codified and

sacred language not only of his papers but also that of opposition parties’ journals. The

journalistic jargon became a key ideological framework to establish the rooted sacredness

of the monarchy:

Arrive en tête des marques d’allégeance journalistique, le jargon que [Moulay
Ahmed Alaoui] avait érigé en loi sacrée. Il s’agit d’une vingtaine de mots.
Surtout pas le “Makhzen”, mais “institution royale” pour faire plus moderne.
Ne jamais utilise le mot allusif de “souverain”, mais préciser “sa Majesté le
Roi”. En cas de fête, ressortir le titre à la connotation religieuse de “Amir Al
Mouminine” et le transcrire en Arabe pour faire authentique. Et, si besoin est,
joindre les deux titres pour faire “traditionnel et moderne”.... Les journalistes
étaient conscients du rôle de désinformation qu’on leur faisait remplir. Mais ils
devaient, à chaque fois, faire preuve d’ingéniosité pour “la mise en scène de
l’événement”. It est arrivé parfois à des journalistes de se montrer critiques.
Voyant à quel point les activités royales étaient prédominantes et peu
attractives, l’un d’entre eux a une fois émis ses doutes sur l’efficacité
commerciale du quotidien. Alaoui, redevable au roi pour sa fortune, luis alors
rétorqué: “Peu importe si on vend ou pas. L’essentiel est que l’on serve la
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monarchie”.160  

As a voice of the Palace and the government, Le Matin would change under prime

minister Driss Jettou. In 2001, Maroc Soir had to change to accomodate the new reign of

Mohammed VI. Looking for a new owner who would take over the indebted group

became one of the major concerns of the new government. The French newspaper Le

Figaro, Le Groupe Eco-médias (L’économiste and Assabah), and Karim Lamrani were

approached, but a deal failed to take place because of internal and fiscal problems. In

2001, Othman Benjelloun acquired the group and Hicham Senoussi was nominated as

general director of Maroc Soir. Although Senoussi did not have journalistic experience,

he had worked for Robert Assaraf in ONA and in the cabinet of André Azoulay.

Table 5.5. Moroccan Weekly Newspapers

Newspapers Date Established Language Editorial Tendency

La Gazette du Maroc 
La Nouvelle Tribune
La Vie Economique
Maroc Hebdo International
Morocco Times
La  vérité
al-Mustaqil
al-Ayam
al-SaHîfa all-usbû‘iyya
Telquel
Le Journal Hebdomadaire
Demain Magazine

1997
2001
1957
?
2004
?
?
2001
?
2001
1997
2000-2001

French
French
French
French
English
French
Arabic
Arabic
Arabic
French
French
French

Independent
Independent
Semi-official
Independent
Semi-official
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent

160 Available at: www. telquel-online.com/121/couverture_121_1.shtml
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In 2004, the Group Maroc-Soir (Le Matin, Assahra al-Maghribia, La Mañana)

was turned over to Othman El Oumeïr, a Saudi citizen and a renowned professional of

Arab journalism who transformed the Saudi newspaper Asharq al-Awsat from a royal

publication to an regional and international newspaper. Although article 12 from the

Press Code emphasizes that owners of publications published within Morocco must be

holders of Moroccan citizenship, El Oumeïr claimed that he is no stranger to Morocco

and stressed his long relationship with the monarchy. El Oumeïr is known for his support

of the royal family in Morocco. He has even produced a documentary on the Sahara for

the BBC where Morocco explains its position about the territories to Western viewers. He

was also behind the translation of Hassan II’s book La Mémoire d’un Roi into Arabic.

Despite the dominance of a pro-monarchy press and conservative nationalist

newspapers, there have been many leftist and independent printed media which tried to

undercut the official discourse. Although an independent press was not as dominant in the

post-independence era as it had been in the post-Alternance era, major publications

would transform national journalism during and after les “années de plomb” (sanawât

arraSâS). These included Maghreb Informations, 8 mars, Lamalif, Kalima, Souffles,

Anoual, and La Vie Economique. Maghreb Informations was a critical publication of

social and political issues with links to the workers’ union. It emerged as a result of a

collaboration between UMT and Mohammed Loghlam and his French wife, known by

the pen name Zakia Daoud. Maghreb Informations managed to maintain its independence

from the government. Many renowned Moroccan journalists would be linked to the
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newspaper. These included André Azoulay, Hassan Benaddi, Sail, and Zakia Daoud. In

1975, Mohammed Loghlam and Zakia Daoud sold their share of the newspaper to UMT.

Maghreb Informations was banned on March 3, 1975 after it failed to publish the King’s

throne address of 1975. 8 mars was established in 1983 as an organ for women of OADP.

It became the first journal in Morocco to raise issues regarding women’s social and

political role within society. Established in 1966 by Mohammed Loghlam and his wife,

Lamalif focused on economic, cultural, and social issues. It gained popularity among

intellectuals, becoming a forum for the university. It was suspended after 1986. Kalima

emerged to discuss social taboos such as prostitution before it was closed in 1989.

Souffles inaugurated another phase of journalism in post-independence Morocco. Souffles

was created in 1966 by Abdellatif Laâbi. After 1969, an Arabic supplement called Anfass

was created. Souffles became a medium for Marxists and Leninists to discuss their ideas.

Many Moroccan Jews were able to communicate their views through the newspaper.

Souffles disappeared in 1972 after the arrest of Marxist and Leninist activists and the

jailing of Laâbi. Anoual appeared within the sphere of the national media in 1979 as a

monthly publication. In 1982, Anoual became a biweekly newspaper whose editorial

orientations were similar to the media of the leftist group 23 mars. After the creation of

OADP in 1983, Anoual became the organ of the political group. La Vie Economique

demonstrated a huge shift in its editorial orientations in the 1980s after Jean-Louis

Servan-Schreiber called for coverage of national modern issues and topics. These

publications were one of the few independent newspapers that were not publications of
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political parties. They paved the way for the emergence of a new public sphere where the

independent voice became a factor in the national public sphere. According to Howie:

This was the beginning of transformations in the press, which gathered steam
with King Hassan’s move to open up his regime in the early 1990s and
exploded under King Mohammed. Although half of the population is illiterate,
the press does count and every paper is read, reread, discussed, and passed on.
Now that it is relatively free, the independent press has become a formidable
force (2005:237).

The independent media brought to the public sphere a new voice that was largely silenced

until the end of the 1980s. One of the pioneer participants within this new public sphere

was Le Journal, a French weekly newspaper established by Aboubakr Jamai in late 1997.

A graduate of Oxford’s Economy Department and the son of Khalid Jamai, the former

editor in chief of L’Opinion, Aboubakr Jamai surrounded himself with a group of young

liberal Moroccans such as Ahmed Benchemsi and Ali Lamrabet. Le Journal became the

leader of a revisionist movement that focused on taboo topics and issues such as the

Western Sahara, the Army, the monarchy, and years of human rights abuse. aSSaHîfa, an

Arabic weekly newspaper, was also introduced by the same group. Howie evaluated the

contribution of Jamai’s weeklies in their role of paving the way for other Arabic and

French weekly newspapers to emerge. It was also the beginning of a culture of

investigative journalism that made one of its key editorial objectives the confrontation of

social and political taboos. This culture would be strengthened by a group of weekly

newspapers founded by former members of Jamai’s team. A former employee of the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ali Lamrabet followed the same editorial strategy by

focussing on highly sensitive issues. He founded the weekly Demain which was banned
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in 2001 and reemerged as Demain Magazine. In 2002, Lamrabet launched an Arabic

version of the the French newspaper, Doumane. Both newspapers were closed after

Lamrabet published a cartoon critical of the monarchy. Lamrabet was sentenced to jail

for three years, but he was pardoned by King Mohammed VI before the end of his jail

time following international pressure on the government. The third influential weekly

magazine that was established at the beginning of King Mohammed VI’s reign was the

French-language weekly magazine TelQuel. The newspaper has not veered away from

Jamai’s journalistic tradition although its tone has been less critical. Founded by Ahmed

Benchemsi, TelQuel continue to gain popularity among a wide range of readership and

to compete with Jamai’s weeklies. However, the fact that it has not launched an Arabic

version still limits its influence among a certain category of readers. Like Le Journal and

Demain, TelQuel has not escaped the government’s wrath. The newspaper was fined

recently after losing a legal case over the indecency of its coverage.

A large number of Arabic and French weeklies continue to mushroom, benefiting

from the relative liberty of expression that King Mohammed VI continues to emphasize

in his speeches. However, this liberty is sometimes abused by the journalists’ focus on

sensationalism to boost their readership. This jeopardizes a real culture of professional

journalism which values the source of information and the ethics of representation. It is

no surprise that few newspapers have escaped problems with legal authorities. In a recent

article titled “La presse arabophone mise à l’index” published by Maroc Hebdo

International, it was noted that a number of Arabic weeklies have run into major
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problems with the law for failing “to respect” the code of journalism: Al-Ayam for writing

about the royal harem’s history and publishing pictures of the royal family without

authorization; Al Oussbouia El Jadida for insulting the royal family and publishing an

interview with Nadia Yassine that favored a republican regime in Morocco; and Al

Michaâl for publishing a satirical cartoon of the Algerian president Bouteflika. These are

only a few examples—the list is extensive. In response to the rising number of

suspensions and legal fines, it has been argued by proponents of this hardline policy that

in this new public sphere, no newspaper can write whatever it wants and that there are

rules that should be respected. Although there is truth in the first part of the argument, the

“rules” of the public sphere of the printed media are still not yet fully developed and

explained.

The papers of the political parties who were essential elements of the public

sphere during the post-colonial era have lost their argumentative glamor, failing to

compete because of their involvement in governance. The fact that they were given a

chance and failed to deliver made their arguments less compelling in the eyes of

followers and members of the public sphere. A number of dissidents of these political

parties tried to refashion themselves by launching new newspapers. A key example of

this trend is Al-Ahdath al-Maghribia, an independent Arabic newspaper founded in 1999

by Mohamed Brini, a former member of the Socialist Party. Al-Ahdath al-Maghribia

boasts a circulation of 120,000 (Howie 2005:240). The new political opening required

also an involvement of the different members of society. Al-Ahdath al-Maghribia
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responded intelligently to this societal change by opening its columns to letters from the

public. It also tried to cover certain social issues (like sexual relations) that attracted large

number of readers. The use of Arabic instead of French also played a major role;

compared to TelQuel, for instance, it covers similar issues but in different tones and

styles. Finally, one of the major influential voices in this public sphere is the Arabic daily

Attajdid. With its Islamic orientations, the paper of the Movement of Unity and Reform/

Party of Justice and Development has become one of the leading opposition papers, not

only to government policies but also to the editorial orientations of many independent

newspapers.

Where can we situate the Jewish voice(s) in this continuous transformative

national context? If Moroccan Jews had their own newspapers through which they

disseminated their ideas about who they are in Morocco, what would be their medium of

expression today? Are they active members of the public sphere? If so, who represents

their voice? I would like to look at these questions by first putting them in their historical

context, which, I argue, started within the French Protectorate. Then I will provide a

synthesis of a selection of articles that discuss the role, status, and citizenship of

Moroccan Jews.   

D. The Printed Press and Jews in Morocco: Historical Roots of the Malaise

In his book Arab Mass Media: Newspapers, Radio, and Television in Arab

Politics, William Rugh provided four categories of the Arab media:

1. The Mobilization media of Syria, Libya, the Sudan, and Pre-2003 Iraq is
used by these governments as a political mobilizing strategy. Rugh argues that
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“[t]he governments’ policies are particularly unassailable, but the major lines
of domestic policy, too, are never attacked” (2004:29).
2. The Loyalist press of Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar, Oman, the United Arab
Emirates, and Palestine is, Rugh claims, characterized by the fact that its
“newspapers are consistently loyal to and supportive of the regime in power
despite the fact that they are privately owned” (2004:59).
3. The diverse print media of Lebanon, Morocco, Kuwait and Yemen has
largely appeared in the Arab world after the second half of the twentieth
century. Rugh states that the diverse press “most significant characteristic is
that the newspapers are clearly different from each other in content and
apparent political tendency as well as in style. They are all privately owned
and reflect a variety of viewpoints” (2004:87).
4. The “Transitional” system of print media in Egypt, Jordan, Tunisia, and
Algeria “has undergone steady change for more than a decade, and because the
system itself still remains under debate, and appears to be unsettled. It is a
rather complex system that contains strong elements favoring governmental
control over the press, alongside elements that provide some measure of
freedom of expression and diversity” (2004:121). 

Rugh’s categorization is too general and simplistic, although he admitted that the

media in the Arab world cannot be divided into “neat categories ... and that the four basic

types of press system ... are not static and permanent, but depend very much on existing

conditions” (2004:254). Rugh made many revisions to his first edition, which appeared in

1979, but even though he described changes within the printed press of some Arab

countries in which the four categories can be seen, the typology remained “rough” and

lacked a theoretical and historical/social/economic background for each country. As a

United States foreign service officer who had a well-rounded experience with Middle

Eastern and North African politics, William Rugh undoubtedly wrote one of the few

general and comprehensive works on the Arab press. However, as a scholarly work, it

lacked intellectual and theoretical depth and historical grounding. Its typology reduced
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the complex history of media in the Arab world to simplified categories. Rugh assumed

that the categories worked in only one country and could not be applied to others.

Table 5.6. Rugh’s Typology of Arab Print Media.

Mobilization Loyalist Diverse Transitional

Press Characteristics
Ownership
Variety
View of Regime
Style and tone

Political Conditions
Ruling Group
Public Debate
Public Opposition

Countries

regime agents
nondiverse
strong support
active

revolutionary
none
nonexistent

Syria
Libya
The Sudan

private
nondiverse
support
contentious

traditional
none
nonexistent

Bahrain
Oman
Palestine
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
UAE

private
diverse
pro and con
passive

various
active
established

Lebanon
Morocco
Kuwait
Yemen
Iraq

mixed
diverse
pro and con
diverse

various
active
Limited

Algeria
Egypt
Jordan
Tunisia

Source: Rugh 2004:253.

In the case of Morocco, Rugh argued that Moroccan printed media exhibited a

diversity of newspapers reflecting different political orientations. I personally believe that

it is diversity that creates differences of opinions within the national press about Jews and

their status within the state. Nevertheless, the different papers generally agree to support

the Royal family and agree upon other issues, such the Western Sahara and other internal

affairs. A critique of the Morocco’s right to the Saharan territory, for instance, might send
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a journalist to prison or cause him/her to forfeit his journalistic rights. Therefore, the

press code in Morocco:

puts freedom of the press on a precarious basis and encourages self-censorship.
The names and editors of publications change to adapt to this precarious
environment and so few publications have a long run. The more critical and
adventurous, the shorter the run and the more likely the editors will spend
some time in jail (Park and Boum 2006:242).

In the 1960s, following the rising threat of political dissent against the monarchy, Hassan

II tightened government control over the press and journalists tended to self-censor

themselves. Rugh failed to contextualize this diversity within the national movement of

liberation. He also ignored the fact that this diverse press emerged within an urban

environment where a traditional elite was influenced by national, Arab, Islamic, and

Western social and cultural factors.

Rugh claimed that the “diversity” of the press in Morocco benefited from private

ownership, which led to the creation of a debate with other forms of media under the

control of the state. Although a small number of private newspapers were created in

Morocco even prior to independence, I postulate that private ownership was not as central

to Moroccan journalsim as were political parties. The Moroccan press owed much of its

establishment to national political leaders who managed to inform and mobilize the

general population around the country about the armed struggle against French

colonialism. The legal and illegal circulation of the printed press in Arabic and French

starting from the 1930s was primarily done through four main political parties: the Parti

National pour la Réalisation des Réformes (PNRR) led by Allal al-Fasi; Mouvement
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National (MN) of Hassan al-Ouazzani; the Parti de l’Unité Marocaine (PUM) of

Mohamed Mekki Naciri, and Parti des Réformes Nationales (PRN) chaired by

Abdelkhaleq Torres. These political movements were offshoots of the first political

organization established by nationalist leaders, Le Comité d’Action Marocaine (CAM).

Le Comité d’Action Marocaine emerged in 1934, setting the stage for the

development of a political consciousness through the media. CAM included ten

members: Omar Abdeljalil, Abdelaziz Bendriss, Ahmed Cherkaoui, Mohamed Diouri,

Mohamed Allal El Fassi, Mohamed Ghazi, Boubker Kadiri, Mohamed Lyazidi,

Mohamed Mekki Naciri, and Mohamed Hassan El Ouazzani. It is important to mention

here that the rise of this nationalist movement was largely influenced by Chakib Arsalane.

In 1930, and after the introduction of the Berber Decree of May 16, 1930, Arsalane led a

massive critical campaign against the French colonial authorities through his newspaper

La Nation Arabe, published in Geneva. Arsalane believed that a cultural, political, and

social reawakening and revival of the Islamic and Arab nations could not be achieved

without a struggle for independence. Born in 1869 to one of the most influential families

in the Druze of Lebanon, Arsalane turned to orthodox Islam after being influenced by the

teaching of Mohammed Abdu. He settled in Geneva in 1921, becoming the leader of

Arab nationalist consciousness. In 1930, he created the French revue La Nation Arabe,

which became a springboard of issues relating to the Arab and Islamic world in the

Middle East and North Africa. Around 1938, he turned to Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy

for help to manage his newspaper and looked for their support against the French and
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British colonialism of the Arab world. After their defeat in World War II, Arsalane’s

influence declined and he went under a self-imposed exile to Brazil, where he died in

1946.

In order to combat the French attempts to separate Arabs and Berbers, Arsalane

encouraged North African intellectuals in Europe, and especially in Paris, to establish a

political organization to defend the integrity of this part of the Arab world. Hassan El

Ouazzani became the main political aide of Arsalane in Morocco and the leading

organizer of the campaign against the Berber Decree. However, the nationalist movement

was too closed to influence the rest of the country very much. Chakib Arsalane

recommended the use of the press in the struggle against colonialism. Between 1932 and

1934, a group of Moroccan nationalist leaders such as Ahmed Balafrej, Mohamed

Lyazidi, and Mohammed Hassan El Ouazzani founded the French revue Le Maghreb

with the help of Spanish and French liberals. Ihrai-Aouchar claimed that “le Maghreb

aida à la structuration du mouvement nationale et à l’apparition du premier parti en 1934,

le Comité d’Action Marocaine” (1982:336). However, Le Maghreb was too academic

and failed to connect with the political reality and daily concerns of the masses (Rézette

1955:74). In August 1933, Mohamed Hassan El Ouazzani became the editor-in-chief of a

fortnightly French-language magazine which he founded in Fez under the name of

l’Action du Peuple. L’Action du Peuple served as liaison between French public opinion

and the diverse sections of Moroccan society. In its early stages, although the nationalist

press was largely published in French, the news managed to reach the largely illiterate
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members of traditional Moroccan society. Jamaâ Baïda argued that during the

Protectorate, the French remarked that many illiterate Moroccans bought French

newspapers regularly and took them to read in mosques, coffee shops, and weekly

markets.161 

Baïda also wrote about the transmission and readership of other forms of media in

Morocco during the Protectorate. In one of his articles about Nazi propaganda in

Morocco, Baïda argued that beginning in September 1939, Radio Berlin and Radio

Stuttgart broadcast programs in Arabic and French targeting North Africans. The director

of Radio Berlin was Younes Bahri, an Iraqi who arrived in Morocco in 1930 and visited

the cities of Tétouan, Tangiers, Fez, Rabat, and Salé. This voyage helped introduce many

Moroccan nationalists to other leaders of pan-Arab movements, creating a direct line of

communication with Moroccan nationalists and other Iraqi, Syrian, and Egyptian

opponents of European colonialism, especially Chakib Arsalane. It was also this

connection that would convince Berlin to hire some Moroccan nationalist leaders to side

with the Third Reich against the French colonial policies in North Africa. The Syrian

Chakib Arsalane, the Iraqi Rachid al-Kilani, and the Palestinian al-Hadj Amine al-

Husseini were based in Germany. Their relationship with Moroccan nationalist leaders

facilitated the goal of Nazi Germany to bring many Moroccan nationalists in both

Spanish and French colonial territories on board as sympathizers of Germany. Abdel-

Ouhab, Ahmed Balafreij, Abdelkhaleq Torrès, Brahim El Ouazzani, Mekki Naciri,

161 TelQuel Rétrospective: Il était une fois la presse. 2004. Available: www.telquel-online.com
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Abdessalam Bennouna, and Mohammed Hassan El Ouazzani were inspired in one way or

another by German propaganda and chose to ally with Nazi Germany to fight French

colonialism.

The Nazis were very conscious of the power of propaganda to further their case

among the local populations of the French colonies in North Africa. Therefore, they used

these charismatic nationalist leaders to disseminate their racist ideas in the fight, not only

against the French colonial authorities, but also against Jews. Takieddine al-Hilali

became one of the most ardent Arab speakers and supporters of Younes Bahri in Radio-

Berlin. al-Halili, who was from Tafilalet, was later sent to Tétouan by the German

authorities and became a representative of the Nazis in the Spanish territories of Northern

Morocco. Given the high rate of illiteracy in Morocco during the colonial protectorate

and the limited numbers of radio transmitters, Nazi propaganda was still able to influence

popular beliefs because of the power of oral culture. Baïda comments:

Qui écoutait ces émissions radiophoniques au Maroc? Il est difficile, sinon
impossible d’en avoir une idée précise. Si le nombre des postes récepteurs ne
dépassait pas, au Maroc, 4660 appareils au début d’Octobre 1938, ce chiffre,
bien que très modeste, eut sans doute un impact amplifié dans une société où la
majorité des gens était imprégnée par la tradition orale. L’information était
reçue par un petit nombre qui, de bouche à oreille, étendait son rayon
d’audience dans les souks et les médinas. En outre, le fait même que le nombre
des émetteurs ait été multiplié par les propagandistes signifie qu’on leur
reconnaissait un impact important, mais dont le degré et la qualité sont
difficilement déterminables. Et puis, les autorités françaises du Maroc, ne
s’étaient-elles pas empressées, dès le début des hostilités, de prendre de
mesures contre la propagation des postes récepteurs en milieu marocain?
(1990:95)

Besides the flow of ideas primarily from France, Germany, and Spain, the
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nationalist leaders managed to establish their own newspapers despite the restrictions put

on the local press. After the schism of the CAM into the CAM-south and CAM-north,

different political movements with their own papers emerged on the national scene

between 1930-1940 (See Table 5.7.). 

This emergence of media among nationalist parties benefited from Général

Noguès (1936-1942), who tried to introduce a series of social and political reforms to

strengthen indigenous participation in the colonial administration. Despite the restrictions

that the colonial authorities put on nationalist publications, Noguès authorized the

appearance of many moderate newspapers. It was a conscious attempt on the part of the

Protectorate to co-opt many educated nationalists by giving them the freedom to express

their political views while also giving them positions of leadership within the colonial

administration itself (Rézette 1955:112). For instance, in the first issue of La Voix

Nationale, a bi-weekly reformist newspaper that appeared in French, the paper stresses its

objective:

Nous voulons que nos compatriotes marocains nous considèrent comme des
amis sûrs décidés à les aider de tout notre coeur. Nous voulons que nos amis
français sachent que nous entendons être un trait d’union entre eux et les
Marocains.162

Unlike earlier general residents of Morocco, Noguès was interested in limiting the

emergence of a political nationalist movement by including its moderates in the political,

social, and economic processes of the country.

162 Quoted in Rézette 1955:112.
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Table 5.7. National Media and Political Movements from 1934 to 1944

Party Leader Publication Year

PNRR

MN

PRN (PR)

PUM

Allal El Fassi

Mohamed Hassan Ouazzani

Abdelkhaeq Torrès

Thami el-Ouazzani
Mohamed Mekki Naciri

Action Populaire
Al Atlas
El-Maghreb163 (Independent)
Et Takkadoum164 
(Independent)
Action du peuple
La Volonté du peuple
Ed Difaâ
Maghreb el Djedid165

El Horria
Ar Rif (Independent)
El Ouahad el-Maghribia
Unitad Marroqui

1937
1937
1938
1933
1933
1933
1937
1935
1937
1937
1937
1937
?

In addition to the nationalist papers, which were generally published in French,

there was also an independent Jewish press in Morocco which focused on the conditions

of Moroccan Jews, the issue of Zionism, and migration to Israel. Jamaâ Baïda

distinguished between two categories of Jewish media published in Morocco in the late

1920s and the 1930s: on the one hand, L’Avenir Illustré stressed the importance of

163 El Magheb was directed by Said Hajji, the son of a merchant. Hajji was born in 1910 in London, where
he spent a large part of his life before he travelled to the Middle East between 1932 and 1934. His journal
became the only newspaper to be published until the declaration of war. As a bi-weekly newspaper, it was
published in two pages (1,500 copies). After expressing his sympathy for the Nazis, El Magheb was
banned. Rézette argues that it was probable that Hajji’s British connection was the reason why this
publication was not banned before this date.
164 Et Takkadoum was a bi-weekly newspaper published in Arabic by Si Ahmed ben Mohamed Nejjar, the
son of a notable from Salé. A former member of the Parti National, he broke away from Allal El Fassi
because he did not agree with his extreme nationalism.
165 Maghreb el Djedid was a political and philosophical review.
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subscription to the Zionist program, calling for support by Moroccan Jews; on the other

hand, L’Union Marocaine generally called for Moroccan Jews’ assimilation to French

society and insisted on their Moroccan identity (Baïda 1996, 1999). David Cohen argued

that the clash between the nationalists and the Zionist leaders and representatives in

Morocco was generally manifested in the political debate within the columns of the

nationalist biweekly L’Action du peuple and the monthly L’Avenir Illustré (1990:22).

Cohen postulated that:

[c]e qui ressortait de toute cette polémique de press entre le journal nationaliste
marocain et la feuille sioniste casablancaise, c’est qu’il existait un dialogue,
certes assez vif, mais qui restait dans les limites de la correction et ne tournait
pas, comme en Tunisie et en Algérie, à la manifestation de rue et aux jets de
pierres (1990:26). 

L’Avenir Illustré appeared in Casablanca in 1926 under the General Resident

Théodore Steeg. Its founding director was Jonathan Thursz, a Polish Jew with a British

passport. Thursz came to Morocco as a representative of the British company Kittel and

Cie. and an agent of the World Jewish Congress in charge of collecting funds from the

members of the Moroccan Jewish community. In 1897, the shekel payment was imposed

on Jews of the diaspora who were called upon to donate to the Zionist organization.

Although L’Avenir Illustré focused on many local issues, its main editorial concerns were

directed to the importance of Jewish fund-raising for the establishment of Israel and

Jewish migration to the Promised Land. For instance, in May 27, 1927, the newspaper

called Moroccan Jews to pay their shekel dues:

Juifs du Maroc!” Accomplissez votre devoir!
C’est par l’accroissement du nombre des “chekalistes” que le Judaïsme
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mondial célébrera dignement le 30ème anniversaire du mouvement qui est le
ferment de sa rénovation.166

La Vie Juive, another Jewish publication and a supplement of L’Avenir Illustré, was also

heavily involved in enlisting the Moroccan Jewish community to support the emissaries

of the Zionist movement.

In February 4, 1932, Elie Nataf, a French Tunisian Jew, decided with the help of

Maurice Azan and Joseph Bonan to establish a newspaper opposing the Zionist

tendencies of L’Avenir Illustré. They created L’Union Marocaine to promote Moroccan

Judaism and encouraged Moroccan Jews to acquire French citizenship. Occidental

assimilation was seen as a positive choice that would better the lives of Moroccan Jews.

The editorial of the first issue of  L’Union Marocaine specified that Moroccan Judaism:

ne saurait envisager de suivre une voie différente de celle où se sont engagés,
sous l’égide bienveillante de la France, nos coreligionnaires d’Algérie et de
Tunisie. Toute tendance contraire serait une erreur, doublée d’une faute [...].
L’assimilation n’est pas une abdication, c’est une adaptation, respectueuse du
passé, mais soucieuse de l’avenir.167

Muslim Nationalists leaders responded to the Zionist activity in Morocco in

different ways. This debate in the columns of certain newspapers became the first case of

a public political debate about the status of Moroccan Jews in the national liberation

movement. In August 1933, Mohamed El Khloti, a Moroccan nationalist with a Western

education, wrote a piece titled “Les Israélites et nous” in L’Action du peuple where he

stressed the citizenship of Moroccan Jews. The Muslim nationalists also invited many

166  L’Avenir Illustré, May 27, 1927. p. 17. Quoted in Baida (1999:174).
167 L’Union Marocaine, February 4, 1932, p. 1.
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Moroccan Jews to write in their press. El Kholti continued to stress an entente between

Muslims and Jews and criticized the negative effect of Zionism on the maintenance of

positive relations between Moroccan Jews and Muslims. In March 2, 1934, he pointed to

the dangers of Zionism in Morocco:

Le sionisme est au Maroc un facteur de désordre [...]. Les Juifs marocains
doivent unir leurs efforts à ceux des Musulmans pour assurer au pays la
destinée qui répond le mieux à ses aspirations.168

Thus, despite El Kholti’s critical stand against Zionist activity in Morocco, he tried to call

for a Jewish-Muslim entente, calling for Jews to join the nationalists’ struggle. In May

20, 1937, El Kholti described himself as the pioneer supporter of Jewish-Muslim

relations, claiming that he studied Jewish traditions and understood their beliefs. In

response to Jewish criticism in L’Avenir Illustré, El Kholti tried to modify his tone:

Ne vous trompez pas camarades juifs, le Maroc est aux Marocains, c’est-à-dire
à nous, Musulmans et à vous Israélites. Il est de notre devoir de collaborer
ensemble pour défendre notre patrie à nous tous. Dites vous une bonne fois que
vous avez une patrie (non pas la Terre promise, mais la terre où vous êtes).169

The international political situation encouraged a culture of lack of trust and

intolerance. During the Second World War, nationalist leaders formed new political

movements and established new newspapers. A new debate surfaced about Moroccan

independence, Islam, and the relationship between Morocco and other Middle Eastern

countries especially in light of the creation of the Arab League. The istiqlâl party,

formerly PNRR, emerged in 1943 as strong political entity, headed by Ahmed Balafrej.

168 La Volonté du peuple, quoted in Baida (1999:177).
169 L’Action du peuple, May 20, 1937.
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Its political leadership would gain a strong legitimacy among the masses after its role in

drafting the Independence Manifesto in 1944. The party strengthened its printed press by

founding a daily Arabic newspaper, al-‘alam, in September 1946 and a French paper,

L’Opinion du peuple in March 1947. These publications were banned before emerging

again either under the same name or with a new name. The party’s development started to

be seen in its leadership’s focus on Arabic media as a better means of reaching the

masses.

The MN emerged under a new political name, the Parti Démocratique de

l’Indépendance (Hizb al-shûrâ wa al-istiqlâl). After his return from exile in the Atlas, El

Ouazzani created the PDI in 1946. The party was largely composed of intellectuals,

including doctors, lawyers, and administrators. Unlike the PI, they were not religious

conservatives. Some were atheists and largely influenced by the Western way of life.

However, like the PI, they called for the end of the Protectorate and the establishment of

a constitutional monarchy. The PDI’s Arabic newspaper, al-ra’y al-‘âm, voiced its

support for the sultan of Morocco, even though it was concerned about a system of

government controlled by the monarchy and a single political party. Under the leadership

of Mohamed Hassan El Ouazzani, the PDI maintained good relations with the istiqlâl

despite the competition over sympathizers, political leadership, and control over national

resources. The competition between PDI and PI in the years prior to and after

independence turned into a bloody sectarian war between their members.
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Table 5.8. Communist Party and Its Media from Foundation to Independence

Newspapers Language Year

alwaTan/La patrie
Egalité
Espoir
Hayât ashsha‘b
Le Petit Marocain
Les Nouvelles Marocaines
La Nation
al-Jamahir
al-Moukafih
al-Kifah al-WaTanî
al-Bayane
al-Mabadi

French
French
French
Arabic
French
French
French
Arabic
Arabic
Arabic
French
Arabic

1942
1943
1945-1952
1945-1956
?
?
?
?
1960-1965
?
?
1960

The debate over of the position of Jews within Moroccan society continued

through the columns of the PDI, PI, and PCM newspapers. The second phase of political

debate between Muslim and Jews through the public press emerged after the end of

World War II and the creation of Israel in 1948. al-ra’y al-‘âm, the weekly Arabic

newspaper of the Parti démocratique d’indépendance (PDI), showed moderation in its

views compared to the istiqlâl, although its editorials tended in many instances to mix up

Zionism with Moroccan Judaism. Therefore, al-ra’y al-‘âm’s main criticism focused on

Jewish migration and its Zionist supporters, especially the Cadima (Forward), an

immigration agency in Casablanca funded by the Jewish Agency. One example of these

editorials was published on February 22, 1956. It argued:

The world press wanted to present the national struggle for the independence
of Morocco as a religious war. So it brainwashed the Jews here into believing
they were exposed to a greater danger. In America, too, people think that the
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Moroccan regime endangered the life of the Jews in this state. However, in
spite of the opinion of the world press, the truth is that the Arab nation does not
want to discriminate race and creed. Eloquent proof of this is the fact that a
Jew has been appointed as a Minister in the first Moroccan government.
Therefore the Moroccan Jews should not flee to other countries in fear. This
fear stems from a misconception on the part of the Moroccan Jew, who thinks
that his future in this country will not be safe.
Although the Jews did not participate actively in the struggle for independence,
Morocco was ready to grant them full rights, equal to those of all its citizens.
The Arab Moroccan nation has always guaranteed full rights to all its residents.
In spite of this Zionism came and established itself in Morocco with the aim of
transporting the Jews to Israel and training them there for war against Islam.
The Zionist Israeli state prepares the Jews here, confuses and entices them to
go to Israel.
There is an institution in Morocco named Cadima, established in Casablanca at
rue Yves Gay [...]. The people of this [Zionist] institution and their directors
should be considered enemies of Morocco; and it is the duty of Moroccan
Jewry to energetically demand the closure of these institutions and the
expulsion of all [foreigners in the camps] back to their country of origin. It is
our duty to announce this demand from the columns of this paper.170

Another debate about the Zionist tendencies of Moroccan Jewry would take place

between the istiqlâl and the Parti Communiste Marocain (PCM). The istiqlâl leadership

used the same political strategy to marginalize the PDI in order to make the PCM appear

less legitimate. It highlighted its own ideological focus on the independence of Morocco

under the Alawi Dynasty, the territorial unity of the country, its Islamic heritage and

pan-Arab links, as well as its loyalty to the monarchy (al-Fassi 1954:153). Therefore, by

focusing the traditional Islamic attributes of the population, the PI delegitimised the

modernity of the PDI and its Western beliefs. As for the PCM, the PI was was able to

criticize and effectively debunk the program of its leadership because of the early

170 Quoted and translated in Laskier 1986:50-51.
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lukewarm position of the party towards independence, its French leadership, and Jewish

membership, as well as its connection and ties to the French colonial communist

ideologies (Oved 1984; Ayache 1982, 1998; Rézette 1955).

The PCM was created in July 1943 and led by Léon Sultan (1905-1945), a French

Algerian lawyer. Based in Casablanca, the PCM included many European immigrants

who were joined by other Moroccan Jews such as Simon Levy, Albert Ayache, Germain

Ayache, and Edmond Amran El Maleh. The IP used the religious affiliation of the party

to instigate anti-Jewish feelings among the general population. Although the PCM tried

to break away from the French central communist party, it was not able to compete with

the PI in enlisting large number of sympathizers from the traditional groups of Moroccan

society. Like the PDI, the PCM’s members were highly educated and could not come to

terms with the traditional ideas of the general population as the PI did. This was also

affected by the political position that the party took at the beginning against the January

1944 independence Manifesto, which described the call for independence from France as

a political initiative that would lead to a new American hegemony. The close ideological

relationship between the PCM and the French communist party also hindered the new

Moroccan communists from bridging their cultural and social gaps with the masses,

despite the fact they were heavily involved in the Union Générale des Syndicats

Confédérés du Maroc (UGSCM) where they stressed the rights of the workers.

The PCM’s ideological clash with the istiqlâl was largely related to the issue of

the Jewish question in Morocco. The istiqlâl Party used the Palestinian issue and the
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1948, war to mobilize the masses as well as to strengthen its stature as a defendant of

Arabism. In 1948, L’Opinion du Peuple pointed out that the Zionist movement declared

war on the Palestinian people and the rest of the Arab world.171 Its editorials also stressed

its pan-Arab links and the necessity of fighting Zionism. Ali Yata, the secretary-general

of the PCM, criticized the members of the PI as backward and asked Moroccans not to

view Moroccan Jews as enemies of Muslims.172 While the PCM tried to limit the

emotional side of the Palestinian war, the media of the nationalist parties used the

occasion to mobilize its adherents.

The political moderation of Sultan Mohammed V did managed to limit rising anti-

Jewish culture among many social groups in the Muslim community. In May 29, 1948,

L’Opinion du peuple published a message by the sultan of Morocco where he stressed

that Muslims in Morocco should support their Arab brothers in Palestine and asked the

Moroccan Jews not to help this “Zionist aggression.” At the same time, he called upon

Moroccan Muslims not to forget that Jews were Moroccans and that they should engage

them through dialogue and denounce violence. The communist party continued to caution

against the PI’s political discourse, accusing the other nationalist leaders of encouraging

hatred and social animosities between “Moroccan Muslims and Moroccan Jews.”173 Many

Moroccan Jews continued to voice their allegiance to the country and the Sultan. Others,

171 L’Opinion du peuple, April 24, 1948.
172 Espoir, May 29, 1948. 
173 L’Espoir, June 5, 1948; L’Espoir June 12, 1948.
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worried about the political situation, listened to the representatives of the Zionist

movement and left.

In the period between 1930 and 1940, two Jewish newspapers appeared in

Casablanca to voice the Jewish community’s concerns, problems, and aspirations. These

publications were like L’Avenir Illustré and L’Union Marocaine, ideologically split

between discussion of the return to the Promised Land and the support of Zionism and

the support of Moroccan nationalism in its struggle against French colonialism. The

monthly revue Noar (Youth) appeared in December 1945 in Casablanca, under the

direction of Issachar Perez, as the voice of the Association de la Jeunesse Juive Charles

Netter (A.J.J.).174 According to Baïda,175 the Zionist tendencies of the Noar were seen in

its reproduction of what had already appeared in L’Avenir Illustré (1926-1940). These

articles described the harsh conditions in the mellahs and the legal restrictions on

Moroccan Jews. Noar’s publications were largely critical of the social and economic

situation of Moroccan Jews. The publication called for the improvement of housing

facilities and educational opportunities for the Jewish community. The editorial views of

the paper were influenced by the participation of Prosper Cohen and Samuel D. Lévy,

members of the editorial board of Noar, in the World Jewish Congress in Atlantic City,

174 Charles Netter was born in Strasbourg in 1828 and became one of the founders of the Alliance Israélite
Universelle and the spokesmen of Zionism.
175 In La presse marocaine d’expression française des origines à 1956, Baida footnoted an article titled
“Le problème des mellahs” published in Noar issue 8 (January and February 1946, pp. 6-7, which had
already appeared in L’Avenir Illustré of June 18, 1931. He also included another footnote where he
mentioned an article titled “Le statut des communautés israélites au Maroc” published in Noar issue 13
(October and November 1947, pp. 4-5) that had already appeared in L’Avenir Illustré of December 17,
1926. 
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New Jersey, in the United States. Noar became a voice of Zionist propaganda in Morocco

in the years following the Second World War. The editorial board of the newspaper

called for an active involvement of Moroccan Jews in the funding and support of the

World Jewish Congress and critiqued all forms of isolation from the Zionist project.

Baïda commented that:

le journal n’hésitait pas à critiquer le Conseil des Communautés Israélites qui
préférait, selon lui, par conformisme à l’égard des autorités officielles,
maintenir les Juifs du Marc à l’écart de l’évolution de leur coreligionnaires à
travers le monde [...]. Noar ne cessait de critiquer les dirigeants officiels du
judaïsme marocain pour leur attitude qu’il jugeait servile (1996:342-343).  

After 1951, Noar started to shift its editorial political orientations, stressing a more active

participation of Jewish communities alongside Muslim nationalist leaders in the struggle

for independence (Baïda 1996). The newspaper was trying to deflect some of the

criticism of al-‘alam about the lack of enthusiasm and involvement of Jewish

communities in the independence movement. Noar opened its columns to an association

called “Les Amitiés Liberales” led by Felix Nataf and Meyer Toledano. They stressed the

need for a new era of collaboration and understanding between Muslim and Jewish

communities. While they continued to focus on the importance of equality in the domains

of education and work and the improvement of the health and housing conditions of

Jews, they urged the leaders of the Jewish communities to become more involved in the

political and social affairs of the country:

Nos dirigeants s’imaginent que le problème franco-marocain ne les concerne
pas. Ils ferment délibérément les yeux à la réalité sociale en mouvement. Ils
s’en lavent les mains. Cette erreur est dangereuse. la communauté juive est
partie intégrante du pays; elle compte, et par conséquent elle a son mot à
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dire.176

Although Noar closed in 1952, it was one of the few Jewish publications that stressed the

importance of the direct political involvement of the Jewish communities of Morocco.

On the other hand, La Voix des Communautés was an example of a newspaper

that refrained from direct involvement in the national political debate of the early 1950s.

In February 1950, the Conseil des Communautés Israélites established the paper, which

was directed by Jacques Dahan. In 1956, the publication ceased at a time the Jewish

community of Morocco was waiting to see how the new nationalist government would

deal with it. Baïda argued that the disappearance of the La Voix des Communautés was:

peut-être un moyen pour ne pas avoir à se prononcer sur les questions
hypersensibles qui secouaient le pays; mais on peut également l’attribuer à une
adhésion à l’appel lancé par Joe O’Hana, le propre frère du rédacteur en chef
du journal Israélite177, en vue de la dissolution du Conseil des Communautés.  

In fact, in 1955, O’Hana tried to encourage Jewish integration within the new

independent Moroccan society, creating the Movement National Marocain. After

independence, the debate on Moroccan Jews would continue to be affected by historical

events. After a period of anti-Jewish discourse that followed the creation of Israel on May

15, 1948, the PDI and the istiqlâl expressed a temporary political leniency towards

Moroccan Jews. This period of political rapprochement initiated at the level of the istiqlâl

leadership towards Jews coincided with their political fight with the PDI over leadership

(Rézette 1955). In 1956, in order to demonstrate its good intentions towards Moroccan

176 Noar, October 1, 1951.
177 Jack O’Hana, Secretary-General of the Moroccan Chamber of Commerce in Rabat.
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Jews, the istiqlâl party encouraged Jews to join its political ranks. The Jews “were

addressed as Moroccan brothers and called upon to build the new Morocco together with

the Muslims. In several cities, Jewish leaders were invited by either the istiqlâl or the PDI

officially to join their ranks” (Laskier 1986:40). This political rhetoric was followed by

some concrete and positive actions at the level of the political and social representation of

Moroccan Jews in society. Dr. Léon Benzaquen, a Moroccan Jewish physician, became

the Minister of Posts and Telegraphs. Others were assigned high representative

government positions in the Ministries of Education, Finance, Commerce, Industry,

Public Works, and Agriculture.

The pro-entente movement between Moroccan Jews and Muslims within the istiqlâl party

was called al-wifâq (Agreement). The main Jewish figures that participated in this

movement were Armand Asoulin, David Azoulay, Marc Sabbagh, Joe O’Hana, and

Albert Aflalo. They called for an integration of Jewish communities within the newly

established nation. Nevertheless, the membership of Morocco in the Arab League in

October 1958 and the schism with the istiqlâl would rekindle the anti-Jewish discourse in

the istiqlâl media. Morocco was asked to end Jewish migration to Israel. Prime Minister

Ahmed Balafrej replaced the Bekkai government and a critical political campaign was

directed at Jewish migration. The istiqlâl’s press tried to draw a distinction between

Judaism and Zionism. For instance, in January 1958, an article titled “Tolerance in

Morocco” was published in al-‘alam. It claimed:

Our Arab brothers in the East constantly urge us to support them in their fight
against the Jews, and demand that Morocco align itself with the pan-Arab
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world. While there is no room in Morocco for racial fanaticism, intolerance,
and anti-Semitism, we shall continue to support these Arab heroes who wage a
bitter struggle against the Jewish State. Istiqlal is still able to distinguish
between Judaism and Zionism and therefore is fighting Zionism in Morocco on
the same terms and with the same weapon as our brothers in the East. At the
same time, we are also fighting against antidemocratic tendencies, under which
we include anti-Semitism.178

By 1959, although al-wifâq became ineffective, the istiqlâl managed to enlist the services

of Albert Aflalo as a Moroccan Jewish voice critical of the Aliya. Using the riots of

Maghrebi Jews in the Wadi Salib slum in Haifa, Aflalo wrote a piece in the columns of

L’Avant-Garde, the newspaper of the Moroccan labor union, Union Marocaine du Travail

(UMT), in which he claimed that Israeli policies towards North African Jewish

immigrants were discriminatory. These riots:

have demonstrated to him beyond any shadow of doubt that Israeli political
leadership, stimulated by racial policies, condemned Moroccan Jews to a life
of poverty bordering on hunger and starvation (Laskier 2004:81).

The schism within the istiqlâl Party led to the creation of the Union National des Forces

Populaires, headed by Mehdi Ben Barka. This new political climate was not helpful for

Moroccan Jews in their struggle for national acceptance and integration. King

Mohammed V, the istiqlâl, and the UNFP entered into a power struggle. The

conservative and leftist parties tried to please outside Arab forces for their own political

gain, so they minimized their Jewish support and continued to adopt the same political

standpoint with regard to anti-Zionism and anti-Jewish migration. The three political

forces were forced to bow in different degrees to the pressure of the Arab League. In a

178 al-‘alam, 17 October 1958. (Quoted in Laskier 2004:77).
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response to a correspondent of the Jerusalem Post regarding Moroccan Jewish migration

to Israel, Ben Barka argued:

We need all our human potential. We want all Moroccan patriots, whether they
are Muslims or Jews, to dedicate themselves to the common task of national
renovation. We expect the Jews to turn their eyes to Israel as we turn ours to
Mecca, but if they want to change their nationality, that is bad. The departure
of our citizens would mean a loss of Moroccan blood. We have a true
brotherhood between Muslims and Jews here. We have equality, not just verbal
but actual equality. When some Jews go off, the atmosphere is spoiled for
those who remain. It creates a malaise (quoted in Laskier 2004:78).

The Moroccan identity of the Jews became one of the most celebrated debates in

the national media. In 1961, the Jewish publication La Voix des Communautés, which

disappeared in January 1956, reappeared in February 1961 with an Arabic supplement,

becoming one of the few public spheres in which Moroccan Jews could express their

political views. La Voix des Communautés became the only Moroccan Jewish newspaper

to re-emerge in the new political reality dominated by a largely Moroccan Muslim press.

La Voix des Communautés argued that:

Le seul principe de la reprise de notre journal constituerait la preuve de notre
quête constante des moyens propres à rétablir l’heureux dialogue amorcé à
l’aube de l’indépendance. Notre promotion à la citoyenneté, nous la devons à
la sollicitude de notre souverain bien-aimé et il est de notre devoir de nous
associer à nos frères musulmans dans la tâche de régénération de la
reconstruction du pays [...]. Il nous appartient par la press d’établir un climat
de confiance réciproque et de symbiose qui doivent exister entre les citoyens
attachés avec égale ferveur et loyauté à S.M. Mohamed V et à leur partie, le
Maroc.179

This public discussion of the Moroccan identity of its Jewry re-emerged in a

179 La Voix des Communautés, February 1, 1961.
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climate where pan-Arab ideology was gaining ground among many Moroccans and the

underground migration of Moroccan Jews to Israel was seen by many nationalists as a

continuous support of Moroccan Jews for Israel and against the Palestinians. In January

1962, before the re-establishment of La Voix des Communautés, two major political

events largely related to Moroccan Jews drew Arab and international attention as well as

putting pressure on the Moroccan government. On January 3, 1961, Mohamed V hosted

the Casablanca Conference, which discussed issues relating to Israel and the struggle of

Third World countries against colonialism as well as the Algerian struggle against French

colonialism. Gamal Abd Nasser participated in the African-Arab meeting. His visit

created a lot of anxiety among Moroccan Jews (Laskier 1986:42, 2004:90). On January

9-10, 1961, another significant event, the sinking of a ship carrying forty-three smuggled

Moroccan Jews from the Gulf of Alhucemas to Gibraltar, sharpened national and

international focus on Moroccan Jews. On February 18, 1961, international pressure and

scrutiny about the social and political conditions of Moroccan Jews led Mohamed V to

meet with a delegation of the Conseil des Communautés Israélites du Maroc (CCIM).

The leaders of the Jewish community submitted a memorandum which called for:

the following requests: (1) unconditional and unrestricted freedom of
movement (the memorandum included a description of some of the difficulties
that had been met in this regard; (2) action to stop forcible abduction and
conversion of Jewish girls to Islam; and (3) a new, fully legal status for the
Jewish communities and the CCIM, suitable to independent Morocco (Laskier
2004:93). 

The Bekkai government responded to the King’s orders to respect the Jewish movement

in and outside Morocco, issuing a statement that the movement of Moroccan Jews was
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guaranteed by law, and that the only factor that could lead to revoking their citizenship

would be traveling to Israel. It was this political climate, characterized by the Arab

influence of Nasserism and the pan-Arab laws of the Arab League regarding Jewish

migration, that encouraged many anti-Jewish feelings in Morocco. It led Moroccan Jews

to re-publish La Voix des Communautés as a political forum that could counter the anti-

Jewish ideology of the PI and that of the media of other political parties (Berdugo

2002:87). The newspaper tried to refocus on the attachment of Jews to Morocco, putting

their citizenship before their religious identity. In fact, a number of young Jews,

especially within the PCM, had stressed their Moroccanness prior to independence in the

nationalist media such as Maroc-Presse and L’Espoir. For example, Edmond Amran El

Maleh, a member of the political bureau of the PCM, declared that Jews are

“Moroccans.” Abraham Serfaty, an officer of the Ministry of Industry and a leading

member of the workers’ union, argued that he was “more Arab that Jewish. He

commented in Maroc-Presse “Je suis arabe-juif et se suis juif parce ce que arabe-juif.”180

La Voix des Communautés, Berdugo argued, became “un véritable forum d’expression

alors que sous le Protectorat il n’avait eu pour seul souci que d’afficher une neutralité

parfaite dans le débat politique national” (2002:89).

During the 1960s, the political parties took advantage of the freedom of the press

guaranteed by the 1961 constitution to make Jews one of their main political targets. The

focus of al-‘alam, al-taHrîr, akhbâr al-dunyâ, and al-fajr on Moroccan Jews was

180 Maroc-Presse November 22, 1955.
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intensified because of the Arab defeat in the 1967 war. Al-‘alam targeted Moroccan Jews

such as Marc Sabbagh, David Azoulay, and David Amar. These Jewish leaders, who had

benefited from a momentary acceptance within the istiqlâl as members of the wifâq

movement, became an easy target of the national media, especially after Ben Barka broke

away from the conservative wing of the party.

After the disappearance of La Voix des Communautés in 1963as the last Jewish

newspaper where opposition voices to the nationalist anti-Jewish discourse usually

appeared, the organs of the different political parties called for boycotting Jewish

merchants and businesses after the 1967 war. King Hassan II and some members of the

government became concerned about the growth of a culture of xenophobia and hatred

among the Muslim population towards the Jewish community. The government decided

to take a clear legal position anti-Jewish discourse by announcing that:

il a rempli tous ses devoirs à l’égard de l’arabisme et de l’Islam mais que les
sentiments du peuple sont malheureusement exploités par certains éléments qui
n’ont pour souci que de semer le trouble et le désordre et de brandir des
slogans perfides (Malka 1978:65).

At the same time, King Hassan II reiterated his father’s objection to Zionism. In fear of a

public uprising against his authority and the exploitation of the political parties of the

1967 war, King Hassan II attacked his political rivals by stressing their socialist and

communist ideas as the root of the Arab defeat. Using his charismatic leadership and

aura, he presented the defeat as a result of his critics’ secular lifestyle and disrespect of

Islam and therefore as a punishment from God:

Nous nous sommes injuriés et nous sommes calomniés verbalement et par
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écrit; Dieu nous a punis pour nos fautes et nos péchés. certains d’entre nous
sommes même allés jusqu’à penser qu’il était possible de gouverner un pays en
séparant le spirituel du temporel. Puisse Dieu nous soutenir et restituer à tous
les Musulmans et les Arabes notre puissance et notre dignité [...]. Le Maroc ne
transigera jamais en ce qui concerne la Terre sainte [...]. L’islam garantit les
droits de tous ses protégés et que la Constitution marocaine reconnaît à ces
derniers la qualité de citoyens tout en déterminant les droits et devoirs de tout
Marocain.181

King Hassan II became a protector of the Jews in the late 1960s by using the legitimate

political authority that the Constitution gave him as the Commander of the Faithful and,

therefore, the protector of the Jews—not as dhimmis but as Moroccan citizens—with

equal rights to Muslims. As the monarchy developed ties with Israel, Moroccan Jewish

communities benefited from the rights to migrate and practice their social and cultural

lifestyle within Morocco without fear of attacks. The relationship between Hassan II and

the state of Israel is partly explained by the danger of leftist groups to the monarchy.

Hassan II was trying to fight the leftist dissidents trained in the Middle East, especially in

Syrian and Algerian camps. Moroccan Judaism moved out of the public sphere of the

press after the monarchy continued to exercise its hegemony and control over the

political system, especially after two failed coups d’état. The government control of the

press also led to a period of silence over the Zionist ties of the Moroccan Jews in the

period between the 1970s and the late 1980s. The King continued to maintain the

Moroccan citizenship of Jews who stayed or migrated. In 1989, during a visit to Spain, he

met with the leaders of the Jewish and Muslim communities of Morocco and announced

181 Hassan II speech in La Vigie marocaine June 12, 1967.
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his special relationship with Moroccan Jews all over the world:

Je ne vous considère pas comme des Juifs originaires du Maroc car la
nationalité ne se perd pas. Nous vous considérons, vous et tous vos frères qui
vivent depuis Israél jusqu’au Canada, au Venezuela, en France, en Angleterre,
en Amérique, en Amérique latine et un peu partout, comme étant des sujets
marocains devant jouir de tous les droits que vous accorde la constitution
marocaine [...]. Vos droits sont garantis par la Constitution car il y a deux actes
dans le règne de mon père S. M. Mohamed V et le mien. [...] S. M. Mohamed
V a fait de vous des citoyens. Dans ma Constitution, j’ai fait de vous des
Marocains à part entière.182

This relationship between the monarchy and its Jewish subjects would guarantee for the

remaining Jewish community many rights, including freedom of movement, despite the

Intifada and the First Gulf War. Although the Second Gulf War saw a resurgence of an

anti-Jewish discourse in the national media, it has continued to be framed as a criticism of

Israel and its policies within the Palestinian territories. After 1991, Islamism became a

political force in Morocco and started to exercise its control on the student body. The

continuous flow of images from al-Jazeera and other satellite channels gained ground

over the traditional controlled media of the state.

Table 5.9. Percentage of Households with Durable Goods in Akka

Type of Equipment Household Number %

Television
Satellite dish
Land based phones
Mobile phone

959
653
84
827

87,4
57,9
7,7
75,4

Source: Census 2004

182 Le Matin du Sahara, September 29, 1989.
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In the next sections, I will first provide a background to the nature and

transformation of the press in Morocco and discuss a sample of newspaper articles that

appeared in the independent press as well as in the political parties’ papers.

E. ‘Marocains Avant d’être Juif!’: The Press and and the Question of the Identity

and Citizenship of Jews in Morocco, and the Re-emergence of the Political Sphere

The Palestinian issue and the Arab-Israeli conflict have been among the most

covered topics in the national media. For decades, articles, commentaries, editorials,

opinions about Zionism, and Israeli policies towards Palestinians and Jews have featured

in the columns of every national newspaper, irrespective of its editorial inclination or

political orientation. This focus has drawn Moroccan Jews into the debate because of

their large presence in Israel, their involvement in Israeli-Palestinian negotiations, and the

presence of high-profile Moroccan figures in the Israeli government. The latest Islamic

emergence and the American-Israeli partnership have also played a major role in the

debate about Moroccan Jews, especially within Islamic papers and Arab satellite

television stations such as al-Jazeera and al-Manar. The American invasion of Iraq led to

the appearance of many articles in aljazeera.net and Attajdid about an Israeli involvement

in the conflict and the participation of Jewish/Israeli soldiers in the war. The subject of a

world Jewish conspiracy and Jewish control of the world market resurfaced through the

printed press and satellite media. The issue of the naturalization of the Jew continues to

be borrowed from a European dictionary of anti-Semitism and repackaged in an Islamic

discourse. On the other hand, a small number of Moroccan Jews, although outnumbered
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by Muslims, have tried to negotiate a space through the press and mediate a culture of

Muslim-Jewish coexistence under the traditional protection of the monarchy. These

voices include André Azoulay (counselor to Mohammed VI), Serge Berdugo (Secretary

General of the Jewish Community of Morocco and Itinerant Ambassador to Mohammed

VI), Robert Assaraf (writer and founder of Centre International des Recherches sur les

Juifs du Maroc), Edmond Amran El Maleh (former member of PCM and novelist),

Simon Levy (Moroccan Jewish Museum director and university professor), and Abrahm

Serfaty (former political dissident).

A close look at a corpus of newspaper articles reveals that there are three major

trends in the representation of Moroccan Jewry. These include topics related to national

political issues, international political subjects, and internal social and cultural events and

topics. Newspapers differ largely in the way they treat these topics. For instance, Attajdîd

tends to focus on reports that link Moroccan Judaism to the Middle Eastern conflict.

Since the Alqsa Intifada, as the set of articles that I collected reveal, Attajdîd has an

editorial policy that continues to establish a link between Moroccan Jews and Israel

because of their involvement in Israeli internal and external politics. Therefore, criticism

of Azoulay, Berdugo, and Assaraf feature in different articles. Some national newspapers

responded to this critical reporting about Azoulay and other Moroccan Jews by labelling

it a “wave of anti-Jewish racism” and encouraging the public to denounce it. In an article

titled “Campagne anti-juive sur les colonnes de certains journaux arabophones: Halte au

racisme anti-Juif,” Maroc Hebdo International commented:
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Figure 5.2. National Press and Its Representation of the Political, Social and Cultural Activities of 
Moroccan Jews
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Depuis quelques temps, une vague de racisme anti-juif se déchaîne au grand
jour dans les colonnes nationaux, sous la plume virulente d’individus qui, à
l’instar du pseudo Imam Zemzami, écrivent des insanité odieuses en toute
impunité. C’est ainsi que le journal Attajdid s’est livré récemment dans ses
écrits à des dérives clairement racistes, prenant à partir du responsable
marocain, en l’occurrence André Azoulay, non pour ses actes en tant que haut
commis de l’Etat mais pour le simple fait qu’il soit juif, laissant entendre qu’il
serait l’instigateur d’un soit disant complot mené à moyen terme contre
l’Islam, à travers l’organisation du festival gnawa d’Essaouira [...]. 
Jouant sur le sentiment légitime de colère et de révolte du peuple marocain
face aux actions odieuses menées par le gouvernement israélien contre les
Palestiniens, ils visent à créer l’amalgame et à monter les communautés
musulmanes et juives les unes contre les autres dans notre pays [...].
Le silence des partis politiques, tout comme celui du gouvernement, face à la
multiplication des prises de positions racistes nous laissent pantois.183

A similar criticism was levelled by TelQuel through one of its editorials, “Coupable

183 Maroc Hebdo International n. 521, July 26-August 1, 2002.
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d’être Juif.” In this editorial, Ahmed Benchemsi wrote:

Sachons-le, le festival des musiques gnawa d’Essaouira ne plaît pas aux
islamistes. Tous réunis (Le PJD—parti de la justice et du développement—, sa
matrice spirituelle l’association attawhid wal Islah, et même l’association al
adl wal ihssane du cheikh Yassine) ces gens-là ont donc produit un
communiqué drôlissime publié dans un des derniers numéros de leur quotidien
Attajdid. Ainsi donc, ils dénonce “l’ambiance amorale et a-culturelle qui
accompagne le festival.” [...]. Illustré d’une immense photo du conseiller royal
André Azoulay, il est titré “les sionistes fêtes la défaite des Arabes dans la
guerre de juin 1967—André Azoulay, président de l’association Essaouira
Mogador supervise des gnawa.” [...] pour faire plaisir à nos barbus, nous
devrions donc passer tous les mois de juin de chaque année à nous lacérer de
dos en pleurant [...]. C’est pas tout. Selon les islamistes, Azoulay, le seul
véritable cerveau de ce complot contre l’Islam qu’est le festival gnawa, ne vise
rien d’autre que d’en faire “une voie vers la normalisation avec Israël (...)
surtout qu’André Azoulay est un juif né au Maroc d’une famille juive
d’Essaouira ...ville dont d’une des particularités est l’existence d’une
nombreuse communauté juive.”184

Attajdîd responded to these criticisms by maintaining its position and opening its columns

to Moroccans (Mohamed Fahim) as well as to Yacov Rabkin, a Jewish historian at the

University of Montreal, who wrote a critique of Zionism titled Au nom de la Torah, Une

histoire de l’opposition juive au sionisme. It is interesting to observe that articles that

feature in Attajdîd make a connection to the Palestinian issue. Apart from La Vie

Economique, which focuses on Jewish social and cultural activities, Attajdîd is the only

newspaper that does not discuss in its columns a special side of Moroccan Judaism. Other

newspapers include a variety of themes by focusing on political issues of the Jewish

community, especially after the terrorist attack of May 16, 2003, as well as cultural and

historical events pertaining to Moroccan Jews. Nevertheless, even official newspapers

184 TelQuel, April 2002, p. 1.
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tend to perpetuate certain prejudices against Moroccan Jews, despite the fact that they try

to foster a culture of respect for community. For instance, Le Matin, one of the most

moderate newspapers in terms of its reports on Moroccan Jews, reprinted an article

written by Daniel Schroeter without his permission. The article is about the concept of

Berber Jews and the problems of this historical/anthropological category. Le Matin has

recently initiated an editorial policy by means of which it attempts to discuss topics

related to the history and culture of Moroccan Berbers, Jews, and Sahrawis. This policy is

part of the new government emphasis on a multicultural society. Schroeter’s article,

available online under the title La découverte des Juifs Berbères, had first appeared in

Relations Judéo-Musulmanes au Maroc: perceptions et réalités, an edited book by

Michel Abitbol (1997). Le Matin copied a segment of this publication and gave it the

title: L’image des Juifs Berbères corrigée par les sionistes: pour avoir été considérés

comme une catégorie à part. One of the problems of this type of reporting is that it takes

the actual publication from its academic context and frames it as part of a Zionist

enterprise of which Daniel Schroeter is a participant. (Given my intellectual genealogical

connection to Schroeter, this argument would place my research project in the same

category, making me guilty by association!).

Figure 5.3. shows the large presence of high-profile Moroccan Jews within the

public sphere of the printed media. Despite sharing a Jewish identity, these Moroccan

Jews experienced distinct life histories and have different ideologies. In fact, some of

them tend to debate each others’ leadership within the community. An example of this
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internal disagreement is the constant criticism of Robert Assaraf, the former head of

ONA and an independent historian of Moroccan Jews, of Azoulay, whom he calls a self-

proclaimed spokesman of Moroccan Judaism.

Figure 5.3. Representation of High-Profile and Ordinary Moroccan Jews in the National Media
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André Azoulay, who has become one of the most powerful Jewish figures in

recent Moroccan history, is a socialist and was a political dissident in the 1960s as well as

a major contributor to the UMT’s paper Maghreb Informations. In 1965, he was arrested

for participating in anti-Palace student demonstrations. He left Morocco afterwards to

further his education and became a successful banker with high-profile positions in Dutch

and French banking institutions. Before becoming an economic advisor to King Hassan II

and later to King Mohammed VI, Azoulay spent many years of ‘exile’ in France,
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becoming one of the most renowned public figures representing Moroccan Judaism in

France and Europe. Like many high-profile Moroccan Jews who left the country,

Azoulay’s attachment to Morocco has led him to be involved in many organizations that

sought a quick and just resolution of the Palestinian-Arab conflict, the preservation of

Moroccan Jewish identity, and the upholding of Jewish-Muslim relations. In fact, like

other Jews of Morocco who had espoused a socialist and communist ideology, Azoulay

came to realize in exile that the monarchy is the only force that can guarantee the safety

and protection of Moroccan Jews.

In 1976, Azoulay convinced a number of Moroccan Jews and Muslims in Paris to

establish a movement called Identité et Dialogue. Identité et Dialogue became the first

association to build upon the moral orientations of al-wifâq of the 1950s whereby

Moroccan Jews tried to work from within the istiqlâl Party to demonstrate their

Moroccan patriotism. As a Jewish “courtier,” Azoulay continues a long tradition of

Moroccan Jews employed in key court posts. In fact, the employment of Jews by

Moroccan sultans is not restricted to the ‘Alawite Dynasty. The Marinid and the Sa‘adian

dynasties also relied on Jews as diplomats, agents, and translators. Garcìa-Arenal argued

that:
The Sa‘adian dynasty employed Jews in key court posts, just as the Marinids
and Wattasids had done before them. Ahmad al-Mansur had a financial advisor
by the name of Ya’aqob Riti, known as Jeque or Jaco Rute in Spanish records,
where his name occurs in almost all the documents concerning Morocco to be
found in the Archivo General of Simancas (2003:33).  

Nevertheless, despite the presence of Jewish courtiers in the Islamic world being

normal, Azoulay has been the target of certain newspapers, especially Islamist
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publications, which have accused him of being a representative of the Zionist movement

and a leading supporter of normalization with Israel. During many anti-Israeli marches,

protesters criticized the existence of Azoulay in a key government position as a “violation

of the theoretical contract of protection between the dhimmis and the Islamic state”

(Stillman and Stillman 1989:846). There are two views of Azoulay in the national media:

while some newspapers (like Le Matin, Maroc-Hebdo, and al-Bayane) report his

activities as a regular representative of the Sultan, others (namely Attajdîd) describe his

activities as a “Jew” who works to serve the ultimate objective of Israel in Morocco. As

mentioned earlier, Attajdîd has also criticized Azoulay for organizing the Gnaoua Music

festival in Essaouira, his hometown. It called upon Moroccans to boycott the festival,

which it views not only as an occasion to spread immoral activities among the youth but

also as an event that celebrates Jewish massacres of Palestinians.185

Since 1998, the Gnaoua festival has dramatically changed the city of Essaouira,

making it a major destination for Moroccan tourism. The festival owed its success to a

group of native-born individuals, namely Marcel Azoulay, André Azoulay, Tayeb

Saddiki, Zouhra Saidi, Muhammad Sebki, Hamza Ben Driss Ottmani, and Fouzia

Imanssar. Ross et al argued that this group of “Economically Relevant Elite” (ERE) led

by Azoulay took the initiative to transform Essaouira into one of the most thriving tourist

centers in Morocco, stating that Azoulay was seen as the “primary mover of the recent

185 See [ المغربي الشع� لمشاعر احتراما للlويرY الموسيZي المUر}اr الغاء يتم ]ل التiديد، ]. Available:
www.attajdid.ma/affdetail.asp?codelangue=6&info=6622
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tourism boom in Essaouira” (2002:32). As the president of the Essaouira-Mogador

Association, Azoulay also played a major role in the nomination of Essaouira as a World

Heritage site by UNESCO.  

However, the most common accusation levelled at Azoulay by the Islamic

movement has remained his potential involvement as an agent of Zionism and Israel.

Although Azoulay has maintained his support for a Palestinian state and openly criticized

the governments of Begin and Sharon, he continues still to be a target of political slogans

during many protests against Israel. In the aftermath of the al-Aqsa Intifada, a protest was

held in Rabat where more than a million people marched. Anti-Jewish slogans were

shouted: “Death to Jews,” “Jews leave Morocco,” “This is a shame! This is a shame! A

Zionist is an advisor.” All this debate about the position of a Jew within the government

raises the issue of whether it is possible for a Jew within a dominant Muslim modern

nation to serve the “Muslim population.” Azoulay argues that as a Moroccan with

traditional roots, his citizenship cannot be questioned:

I feel more than 2000 years old. As a Jew here I belong to a community that
arrived long before Islam. I have complete legitimacy in this country. I would
not ask charity from my Muslim colleagues. I am exactly like them, I have the
same rights, the same ambitions, the same roots. More than that, I am older. In
the city where we are now, Essaouira, is the only such place in the Arab and
Muslim world that had a Jewish majority. For a long time, Essaouira was a
Jewish, Christian and Moslem city. In those days the Jewish population was
between 16,000 and 30,000 and the Muslim population was between 10,000
and 12,000. This was a long time ago. It’s not the situation now. The stones,
the people, the chemistry, the very special chemistry of Essaouira was created
by this merging, by this physical merging. There is a mutual respect, a mutual
knowledge. I was born here, was educated here, as was my wife. This city was
built on respecting the dignity of others. My Moslem neighbor never presented
any problem and always treated me as his equal. That’s why I am troubled by
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what is happening now in Israel and Palestine. Until the Palestinian is afforded
identity and dignity, my Jewishness is weakened [...]. I am advisor to the
commander of faith[ful] who is a direct descendant of the Prophet Mohammed.
There is no other Arab or Moslem country where you have a Jewish person in
such a responsibility. It’s not by accident and has nothing to do with my
person, just a continuation of a long tradition. Our history has its black pages
and white pages and rose-colored pages. But at the end of the day, it is
positive. And we are keeping alive this light of hope.186 

This quote is significant because it emphasizes Azoulay’s position as a servant of the

King, just like any Muslim. It is also a position that has been argued within independent

and private newspapers critical of PJD. Al-Bayne, one of the few political party

newspapers that continue to show support for Moroccan Jews, given the history of its

political party as the continuation of the former PCM, has sided with many independent

parties and published a petition against anti-Jewish articles. The PJD continues to

criticize Azoulay for his central role in the recent contacts with the Israeli government

and the last visits of its former Minister of Foreign Affairs as well as Moroccan native

Amir Peretz, the head of the Workers’ Party. In 2004, the PJD launched a campaign

against the World Congress of Imams and Rabbis for Peace at al-Akhawayn University.

The situation in the Middle East and Iraq forced the organizers to move the meeting to

Belgium in early 2005. Although Azoulay continues to demonstrate optimism about

establishing communication between the Palestinians and the Israelis, attajdîd continues

to be critical of his Israeli relations and any Moroccan who professes a difference

186 Interview with André Azoulay, Senior Advisor to King Mohammed VI of Morocco: A Talk with the
Wise Man from Essaouira. Available:
 www.associatedcontent.com/content.cfm?content_type=article&content_type_id=11145
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between Moroccan Jews and Israel. Attajdîd has featured articles about what it calls the

Zionist discourse (al-khiTâb al-mutaSahyin) in Morocco. In an article titled “al-

Sahyunfûniyya,” (Moroccan voices of Zionism), the newspaper argued that a pro-Zionist

movement that justified itself as a reaction against anti-Semitism was led by French-

educated intellectuals. The term “al-Sahyunfûniyya” was quoted in 2000 by the

Moroccan humorist Mohammed Senoussi, who organized a show in Rabat in support of

the Second Palestinian Intifada. Senoussi’s show was met with some criticism from

Serfaty after he allegedly claimed that many Moroccan Jews were conniving with Israel

against the Palestinians and called upon them to come forward and denounce the

atrocities and their relationship with Israel if they wanted to be accepted as Moroccans.

This term was reproduced by Idris El Kanburi in 2002, who argued that:

rطيناإXل�ل# # # # # # #مترا#كg#ع\#فدا#ي�ي#لاي# #ينوده#{وأره# #فلXطيي#فه# # # # #،gيعال# #cارV#هZي# #لUlال#pا# # #ينا# والة،#
#يع #cرrاأUlل# # #ينا# #يZتلg#ي�#لام#]ة# # # #ل�نوه،#Vو# # #يعه# #cيئرb# # #ليUادا،#حواا# # #سمأم#لا#Vوأ.ود# #طنوا#م\# #فلXطينيا# # # # # # ا#
Zي# #eغيو# #مlطلا#موأ�ا،#]ر# # # #لUlيا�# # # #لUlيواي#Vو# # # #Vيو# #فU،.ة# #مUمg#م�ا# # #يبح�ي#لاة# # #لنkاي#فت# # #يتعوة#ير# # ل#ما#
#ل�تا\#م # #يحت�ي#لاال�،# # #يZورق# #كمل،#pا# #ليUااrا# # #فير�#يودي# #لمXلاه# # # #لعام# #مiالي#بر# #ل�لXطينارد# # # # # # #غيي،# ر#
rحريف أp ا|قZا وظي�ة الحUنZي التيار يتVيوUl187.}يدا ال   

 
The Palestinian who fights for his honor, land, and religion in Palestine does
not know that he is fighting Zionists and that he does know that Zionists are his
killers. Instead he knows one thing: Jews. And I have never heard any
Palestinian who says differently. As for the term Zionist and Zionism, this is
part of the role of those who theorize and deal with books, not those who burn
and fight. In addition the Jew does see in the Arab Muslim the Palestinian. The
falsification of the facts is a role in which the Zionism movement excels.

A similar article written by Ahmed El Ouajdi on April 18, 2002, asked if “discourse

about anti-Semitism” is the new characteristic of the “pro-Zionist discourse in Morocco.”

.^__^ مايو �`. الUlيوفوVية ال�نبوري، ادريس  التiديد، 187
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The article used a similar discursive strategy to that used by the istiqlâl in its traditional

competition with the PCM by highlighting the communist identity of their critics: it

stressed that Jews have chosen to establish relations with enemies of the Palestinians after

they have been protected for ages within Morocco.

Unlike Azoulay, Edmond Amran El Maleh does not get much publicity in the

public sphere of the print media. El Maleh, like Azoulay, has historical connection with

Essaouira and the Anti-Atlas of Morocco. Azoulay’s wife is connected by blood to Akka,

and El Maleh’s ancestor in Akka established strong commercial relationships with

Muslims merchants of Essaouira. In 1965, El Maleh, former leader of the communist

party and renowned novelist, left for Paris, fleeing post-colonial tensions. In France, he

taught philosophy and practiced journalism. By the age of sixty-three, El Maleh was one

of the most prolific of Moroccan Jewish novelists. His novels were influenced by his

Moroccan Jewish identity. They were also a harsh criticism of the impact of the Zionist

movement on Moroccan Judaism. 

El Maleh’s migration became part of the historical uprooting of a Jewish diaspora

whose history and memory had been tied to Morocco for centuries. After years of

voluntary exile, El Maleh’s nostalgia and longing for his homeland led to his return to

Morocco’s capital, Rabat, where he lives today. In 2004, I had many formal and informal

conversations with El Maleh about his world of fiction, Jewish Moroccan memories and

history, and the position of Moroccan Jews in today’s national cartography. Edmond

Amran El Maleh uses literary texts to put the once-silenced Moroccan Jewish voice back
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into the national map of memories. El Maleh’s literary world is one of Moroccan Jewish

political statements that dwell upon:

the investigation of fictional writing, storytelling, recitation, prayer, and
photographs as means of preserving and reviving memory against the threat of
erasure by ‘official’ and ‘objective’ accounts of history (Vogl 2003:84).

Like Trouillot, El Maleh’s novels critique official historical discourses and

denounce their role in silencing other memories (1995). His writing debunks the national

(both Moroccan and Israeli) narratives and discourses about the ‘Moroccan Jewish

voice(s). El Maleh underlines how Moroccan Judaism is not a stylistic device to be

appropriated by the ‘Israeli’ and/or ‘Moroccan’ dialogic participants for their

preconceived ideological agendas. On the contrary, it should be seen as a local Moroccan

element of the national narrative. Moroccan Judaism, in El Maleh’s world, continues to

refuse to be appropriated and fixed in official scripts. To decolonize the Jewish Moroccan

voice in this emerging global narrative, El Maleh, in a Bakhtinian way, undervalues the

objectivity of the official memory and its fixed narrative. His dialogical fictional voices

emerge from every Jewish Moroccan quarter and cemetery to remember a past in the

process of a premeditated erasure. In his four novels Parcours immobile, Aïlen ou la nuit

du récit, Mille ans un jour, and Le retour d’Abou El Haki, El Maleh “has faith in the idea

that memory will somehow help us to become more civilized” (Vogl 2003:84). In order

to achieve this objective, he continue to call upon Muslim and Jewish scholars to speak

about the collective narrative and story that Moroccan Muslims and Jews share:

Il ne faut jamais oublier la grande responsabilité qui incombe à l’intellectuel
quand il s’agit de défendre les valeurs et la civilization de la nation et de banir
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à travers l’écriture les idéologies de violence.188

Unlike the cautious and vigilant mobilization of El Maleh, whose novels argue for

a multiethnic and cultural respect for Moroccan Jewish, Berber, and Arabic memories,

Abraham Serfaty has developed an image of a category of Moroccan Jews who are “Juif,

Rebel, et insoumis.” In early 1970s, Abraham Serfaty broke away from the communist

party and formed a radical leftist movement called Ila l-amâm (Forward). A graduate of

the prestigious French institution Ecoles des Mines, Serfaty became one of the significant

theorists of the workers’ unions and a critic of the regime. Nevertheless, despite his fight

against Zionism and calls for a Palestinian state since the 1970s, his major political mark

has been his attitude towards the Western Saharan issue and call for an autonomous

region under Moroccan protection. This position would cost him more then 17 years in

prison. Although Serfaty continues to write in certain Moroccan newspapers, generally

with independent or socialist orientations, he is still criticized for an idea and a position

that the government has been lately considering. In fact, King Mohammed VI has

recently visited the southern provinces and asked the Saharan communities to come up

with proposals for their regional autonomy.

Serge Berdugo and Robert Assaraf are, like Azoulay but to a different degree, part

of the Moroccan Jewish courtier system. Robert Assaraf was a protégé of Hassan II

before Azoulay replaced him as the main Jewish courtier. Berdugo emerged in the 1990s

as one of the most powerful Moroccan Jews, becoming the Minister of Tourism. In the

188 Hommage à Edmond Amran El Maleh. July, 10 2003. Available at: www. leconomiste.com.
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post-Oslo Agreement, he managed to attract Israeli tourists to Morocco and became

involved in Moroccan politics. His recent nomination by King Mohammed VI as itinerant

ambassador in charge of special dossiers in March 2006 is a token of his political capital

inside and outside Morocco. As for Robert Assaraf, he lost a lot of his political influence

and has focused on publishing historical works on Moroccan Jews as well as critiquing

certain figures of Moroccan Judaism, especially Azoulay, in the national media.

Finally, Simon Levy is one of the most outspoken critics of Islamists. His

relationship with the PPS, in which he was a member of the political bureau, has given

him political stature and respect in Moroccan politics, especially among the leftist

movements. Although Levy tried to enter politics as a Member of Parliament in the

1990s, he did not succeed. Today, he remains one of the most conspicuous figures of

Moroccan Judaism in the national media. As a former university professor, Levy is one of

the few specialists on Moroccan Judeo-Arabic. He wrote many articles on Jews in

Morocco and their dialects. Today he runs the Moroccan Jewish Museum in Casablanca,

which is an attempt to safeguard what is left of Jewish patrimony in Morocco by

restoring Jewish synagogues and preserving Jewish cemeteries in different regions of

Morocco.

F. Conclusion: Jewish Moroccanness, a National Mirage or Reality?

In the aftermath of the terrorist attacks of May 16, 2003, many jokes about

Moroccan Jews have been circulating among Moroccans. One joke runs: 

After the attacks of May 16 which targeted the Jewish cemetery of Casablanca,
King Mohammed VI went to Casablanca to show his support for the
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community and express his condolences to Serge Berdugo, the head of the
Jewish communities of Morocco. Bergudo expressed to his Majesty that there
were no Jewish victims among the dead. Mohammed VI replied: But I express
my condolences as a Moroccan, and not as a Jew.”

Another anecdote goes:

To celebrate the circumcision of the newly born Prince Moulay Hassan III, son
of Mohammed VI, the Sultan ordered the circumcision of all the children born
in the country at his own expenses. He also ordered the circumcision of a
Jewish child. This symbolic event has not been acted upon. The representative
of Moroccan Jews explained: “tradition imposes upon us to circumcise our
children eight days after their birth. We could not find a child born before the
circumcision of the Prince.”

These jokes and other discursive forms mainly in the form of media express an internal

debate within the Moroccan society about the position and role of its Jewry. The jokes

translate an internal discussion, sometimes muted, about Jews especially when

Moroccans also express support for the Palestinians against Israel. This creates an

intensity within the society which tries to acknowledge its respect and tolerance of its

Jews while criticizing Israel and its Oriental Jewry. Israeli of Moroccan descent add

another intensity to this national frustration. Many informants expressed their anger at

Moroccan Jews who live in Israel because of their role in the maltreatment of Palestinian

civilians. At the same time, they articulated nostalgic feelings towards these Jews and

their loss. This debate which has taken place primarily at the media level is part of a

national “process of telling, of reconstructing a story, of rendering concrete a fleeting

memory” (Vogl 2003:77). This process of remembering is what Edmond Amran El

Maleh calls for in Aïlen ou la nuit du récit when his characters try to propose a new

version of history that resists all official ideologies. The Moroccan media and the
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Moroccan citizens are part of this new process of narrating which becomes flexible since

the government relaxed its restrictive measures on the media. The Moroccanness of the

Jew as a national subject of discussion is no longer taking place at the level of uncensored

jokes, instead it is part of a open discourse that the government no longer sees as a taboo.

Moroccan-Israeli relations are discussed and commented upon and Moroccan Jews of

Israel are also lamented and reproached. Like Edmond’s novels, the new and imperfect

Moroccan media is re-voicing a silenced past with a critical and refreshing perspective.
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VI. FROM DISCOURSE TO LABELING:

GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCES IN PERSONAL MUSLIM NARRATIVES

ABOUT JEWS

The problem of explaining language change seems to resolve itself into three
separate problems: the origin of linguistic variations; the spread and
propagation of linguistic changes; and the regularity of linguistic change. The
model which underlines this three-way division requires as a starting point a
variation in one or several words in the speech of one or two individuals.
(Labov 1972b:1 italics are mine)

A. Introduction

This chapter examines the memories formed by successive Muslim generations

about their former Jewish neighbors in southwestern Morocco. I am interested in how

social memories of Muslims about erstwhile local Jews are generated, maintained and

reproduced through oral testimonies, personal narratives, images, sites and experiences.

Over the past several decades, personal narratives have been widely used by linguists to

study language variation and change (Labov and Waletzky 1967). While historical

linguists have used language data from different historical periods to explain linguistic

transformations, William Labov (1966, 1972a, 1972b) introduced a theoretical

framework that allowed linguists to figure out language variation and change as they

happen in apparent time (synchronically across different generations of respondents).

My research on personal narratives uses a generationally-stratified sample to infer

diachronic changes and/or continuities in perceptions and stereotypes, with a technique
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known in linguistics as apparent-time sampling (Labov 1972b; Bailey 2002:313). I seek

to understand how four cohorts of contemporary Moroccans (great grandparents,

grandparents, parents, and young adults) think of, understand and represent Jews. I based

my study primarily on personal stories and narratives of these four cohort groups,

corresponding to specific historical and political events experienced by the cohorts. As

with all memories, personal narratives of Jews in southwestern Morocco are continuously

silenced, altered, reevaluated and reconstructed from one generation to another (Nora

1989; Valensi and Wachtel 1991; Valensi 1990; Bahloul 1996). My questions are the

following: given that there are two distinct, and temporally differentiated, sources of

information about Jews (no longer present in the region), which factor is paramount in

the sedimentation of memory? Is it the long-circulated narratives and personal memories

of shared life experiences between Muslims and Jews? Or, do actual current events of the

more than fifty years of Palestinian-Israeli hostilities have greater weight in forming

opinions, attitudes, and ideologies about Jews and their relationship to Muslims? How is

it that young adults who have never met a Jewish person can have negative stereotypes

about them? What is the historical genesis of stereotype formation?

With this general background in mind, the present work looks at the roots of some

of the racist stereotypes by relying on my ethnographic data of four age cohorts in

southwestern Morocco. My objective is to analyze some aspects of the Moroccan

Muslims’ stereotypes and prejudices about Jews and provide some preliminary remarks

about their nature. I believe that studies like this will shed some light on the issue of
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stereotypes in conflict and add to the emerging literature now being carried out in Israel

by scholars such as Daniel Bar-Tal and Yona Teichamn (2005) from Tel Aviv University

on Israeli negative attitudes towards Arabs. Bar-Tal and Teichman studied preschoolers

(2-6 years old) and older participants (aged 7-24 years), concentrating on the acquisition

of words, concepts, and images representing the social categories of Israelis and Arabs.

They focused mainly on the “development of Arab images and the basis for their

identification, the knowledge about Arabs defining them as a social category, the content

of their stereotypes, and the attitudes and behavioral intentions expressed towards them”

(2005:18).189

B. How Did European Anti-Semitism Get into Morocco?

Before I outline how some of the European Anti-Semitic ideas came to Morocco,

I would like to start this section by a preliminary remark on how anti-Semitism as we

know it today has gone through series of definitions and reformulations. Ideas about “Jew

hatred” were formulated, disseminated, repackaged since the period of the early Eastern

Mediterranean Greek wars with Jews (Netanyahu 2001). Therefore, I am not claiming

that anti-Semitism in its recent form(s) has been similar to the first stages of

development, nor that the xenophobia towards Jews developed all over Europe at once or

for the same reasons. Instead, it is important to acknowledge that anti-Semitism

189 For similar studies on how school children come to form images of person of different religious, ethnic,
and racial groups, the University of California Five-Year Study of Anti-Semitism was conducted starting in
the Fall of 1961. The study conducted a nationwide of the extent and location of anti-Semitic beliefs and
practices. See Charles Y. Glock, and Rodney Stark, Christians Beliefs and Anti-Semitism. New York and
London: Harper and Row, 1966.
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developed in certain regions especially Greek Alexandria and Spain before Hitler

redefined the concept to fit his Nazi racial ideology. During the second century B.C.E.,

Greek developed an intolerance towards Jews over economic resources. This Greek

xenophobia was also:

nurtured by the Jews’ social progress, by their rise to the highest spheres, and
by the influence they gained in the royal house. Their inevitable involvement in
political conflicts earned them not only the enmity of their adversaries—that is,
of their partisan political opponents—but also the ire of the Greek populace,
which hated to see a foreign minority decided the destinies of their country
(Netanyahu 2001:8-9).

After the middle of of the second century C.E., Christianity began its spread,

becoming the religion of the Roman Empire and an attraction for the population. The new

interpretation of God and the religious dogma brought Jews in conflict not only with

Greeks but the Church and Christianity took advantaged of this antagonism to spread the

first Christian anti-Jewish movement. The movement aimed at expurgating Christianity

from any Jewish notion of custom, leading to a campaign/propaganda to mobilize public

opinion against Jews through strategies such as defamation and anti-Jewish legislation

that culminated in popular outbreaks and pogroms (Netanyahu 2001). Therefore,

Netanyahu postulates that the “genesis of antisemitism, its growth, and its development to

full maturity and prime capacity too place in the Hellenistic world—that is

geographically, in the belt of lands encircling the southeastern Mediterranean” (2001:26).

The religious intolerance of the Catholic Church towards Jews was also seen in Pre-

Islamic Spain which demonstrated similar views by the general population towards Jews.

Antisemitism in Spain benefited from an already existing religious discourse to stir the
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general population’s antagonism towards Jews, who were seen as powerful merchants

who took advantage of the people.

Many elements of European “anti-Semitic” propaganda were insignificant in the

Arab world until the middle of the twenty century (Lewis 1984; Chouraqui 1968; Cohen

1994; Toledano 1986:187). The appearance of many anti-semitic ideas in North Africa

goes back to the beginning of the French colonialism in Algeria.190 The French army and

anti-Semitic French settlers served as the main medium for the proliferation of anti-

Jewish sentiments in Algeria and later in Morocco. Toledano (1986) captures this

emerging French culture of anti-Semitism in North Africa that was highly boosted by

Nazi influence in a North African Jewish anecdote. He introduces his joke by describing

how the French Protectorate introduced new discriminatory ideas about Jews, prohibiting

them from gaining access to certain jobs. The joke entitled “Le lion et l’antisemitisme”

reads as follows:

Le cirque Amar, c’était connu, n’employait pas de Juifs, mais la faim amena
ce petit Juif à tenter sa chance en se déguisant en Musulman. La difficulté est
qu’il ne savait rien faire de spécial. Mais au moins peux-tu faire le singe? lui
dit le directeur. Il demanda en quoi cela consistait. Le directeur expliqua que
le singe était mort, qu’il s’agissait de revêtir sa peau et de faire des galipettes
pour amuser le public comme un vrai singe. L’essai fut concluant et personne
ne reconnut Mossi sous ce déguisement. Il allait de ville en ville, sautant et
amusant le public jusqu’à ce qu’un jour grosse panique: Le lion s’échappa de
sa cage. Tout le monde s’enfuit et le singe reste sur la piste face au lion.
Menaçant, le lion s’approche de plus en plus et voyant sa fin approcher,
Mossi prononça la prière traditionnelle de morts “séma’ Israel”.

190 For a detailed analysis of the role of anti-Semitic French settlers in Algeria, see Rochdi Ali Younsi,
Caught in a Colonial Triangle: Competing Loyalties within the Jewish Community of Algeria, 1842-1943.
Dissertation. Chicago, Illinois: University of Chicago, 2003.
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Sur ce le lion lui dit:
- Tais toi imbécile, tu vas nous trahir tous les deux! (1986:187-188).

This anecdote illustrates the economic and social challenges that the Jews of

Morocco faced during the first half of the twentieth century in terms of maintaining their

traditional relations with their Muslim neighbors, largely affected by French anti-

Semitism. The introduction of anti-Jewish rules during the Vichy era put more social and

political pressures on North African Jewry. Nevertheless, despite the Vichy government’s

attempts to legalize some of these discriminatory rules in North Africa and Morocco in

particular, the Sultan of Morocco, Mohammed V, objected to the implementation of such

rules, restricting their impact in Morocco compared to Algeria and Tunisia (Abitbol

1983; Laskier 1994). Nazi Germany also benefited from the sympathy of Morocco by

emphasizing its support for armies of liberation. Therefore, the German propaganda

would play a major role in influencing attitudes of many nationalists towards not only

Zionist movements but also Jews themselves (Baïda 1990; Ageron 1973; 1977).

However, if anti-Semitic French settlers and soldiers introduced Christian anti-

Semitic ideas to North Africa with some success, the news about Jewish settlements in

Palestine provided a breeding ground for these anti-Jewish feelings to prosper among the

North African Muslims, who found in European anti-Semitic ideas a convenient

ideological reservoir of ideas for their judeophobia. Recently, the escalating political

turmoil in the Middle East has rekindled ancient prejudices among Arab populations,

giving rise to numerous examples of borrowed-European Anti-Semitic images in the

Arab world, many of which have become frequent linguistic expressions in daily
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conversation (Memmi 1975; Lewis 1999; Tabâra 2001). Religious movements as well as

political parties have found in the worsening Palestinian situation a fertile ground to

publicly disseminate their propaganda that has widely and irresponsibly fed upon Hitler's

Mein Kempf and The Protocols of the Elders of Zion (Yassine 2000; Tabâra 2001). 

According to Bernard Lewis, “to an astonishing degree the ideas, the literature,

even the crudest inventions of the Nazis and their predecessors have, so to speak, been

internalized and Islamized” (1999:267). In November 2003, Robert Fisk, known for his

political support of the Palestinian demands, wrote a commentary about his repugnance at

finding a new edition of the Protocols of the Elders of Zion in a Beirut bookshop. “I am

always careful about accusing Arabs of anti-Semitism. They are themselves a Semitic

race…. But how come this vicious tract can turn up in a sophisticated country such as

Lebanon?”191

In 2003, al-Manar (the Beacon), an emerging satellite channel as powerful as al-

Jazeera, began broadcasting a twenty-nine part series entitled al-shatat (Diaspora) which

came after an earlier series titled The Horseless Rider was broadcast in 2002 by Egyptian

Television and was heavily criticized by many distinguished people in the Arab world as

well as in the West. Both series depict a Jewish conspiracy against Palestine. They are

both inspired by the Protocols of the Elders of Zion. In Morocco, like many Arab

countries, these series are widely watched, given that al-Manar and Egyptian Television

191 See: Robert Fisk, In a Bookshop in Lebanon, I find myself this evil anti-Semitic tract and remove it
from the shelf. in The Independent, November 8, 2003. Available: http://infoweb.newsbank.com/iw-
searchweInfoWeb?p_action=doc&p_docid=0FEB44E542BDB221&p_do...
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reach much of the Arab-Islamic world. These media representations of Jews (who

according to the media are all Israelis supported by America) not only inspire and

promote racist stereotyping against them but also justify and acclaim any violent act

against even Arab Jewish nationals.192

In Morocco, and following the al-Aqsa uprising in 2000 and the resulting

aggressive repression by the Israeli army, and then the American invasion of Iraq, recent

racist and stereotypical incitement toward Moroccan Jews by members of the Salafiya al-

Jihadiya led to physical attacks and property damage against members of the Jewish

Moroccan community (al-siddiq al-sharif 2004:36-47). In 2003, nine Islamists received

long prison sentences after the murder of Albert Rebibo, a Casablanca Jew. This budding

culture of hate and racism among some younger cohorts has worried local Arab officials

and intellectuals. Edward Said rang the bell of the harm that this anti-Semitic propaganda

might cause for the Arab world. In 1998, he wrote a article titled “A Reply to Arab

Intellectuals. Israel-Palestine: A Third Way” where he appealed against the culture of

Holocaust-denial:

The notion that Jews never suffered and that the Holocaust is an obfuscatory
confection created by the Elders of Zion is one that is acquiring too much, far
too much currency. Why do we expect the world to believe our sufferings as
Arabs if (a) we cannot recognize the sufferings of others, even of our
oppressors, and (b) we cannot deal with facts that trouble simplistic ideas of
the sort propagated by bien pensants intellectuals who refuse to see the

192 Some Moroccan newspapers, especially attajdid, an Islamic newspaper close to the PJD, criticized the
United States, Israel and other European countries for putting pressures on Arab government to ban the
airing of these television shows questioning why the West does not take similar steps when Hollywood
presents stereotypical movies of the Arabs and Islam.
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relationship between the Holocaust and Israel.193

Few Muslim scholars have dared to take on the challenge of studying Muslim-

Jewish relations because once they begin they are labeled as Jewish ‘sympathizers.’ The

fear of studying a taboo subject such as ‘Jews’ has haunted many researchers. In

discussions with fellow Ph.D. students in Rabat, they would talk about the stigma

associated with some eminent Moroccan scholars194 just because they worked on ‘Jewish

topics’. Can Moroccan Muslims conduct research concerning their fellow Jewish co-

patriots? To me the answer is yes. But, to many people the study of Jews is not patriotic.

On a chilly desert morning, in February 2004, I took the only daily bus that day

from Mhamid to Akka, a small oasis town nestled at the foot of the Anti-Atlas Mountains

in southwestern Morocco. The qSûrs of Akka are set as a cluster of nine adjacent walled

villages. The layout reflected the requirements of tribal communities living in arid desert

conditions and the defensive posture of communities once under constant threat of attack

from neighboring tribes. The qSûrs, perched on the foothills of the Anti-Atlas mountains,

overlooked small fields and palm groves. The local Berber and Arab population continue

to practice subsistence agriculture and nomadism under the watchful eyes of a few

193 Le Monde Diplomatique. September 04, 1998. Available:
http://mondediplo.com/1998/09/04said?var_recherche=Edward+Said
194 Mohammed Kenbib is one of the first Moroccan scholars who looked at Muslim-Jewish relations from
within the Moroccan University. Today, a renown historian at Mohammed V University in Rabat, Kenbib
enjoys a better image supervising a number of dissertations conducted by Moroccan students on Moroccan
Jews. Although Moroccans’ negative reactions to studying topics such as Jews, prostitution, AIDS and
other social taboos might have some psychological interpretation, such as fear of being stigmatized, the
government educational policies since the 1970s that eliminated or restricted its emphasis on disciplines in
social sciences might also have played a role in this situation.
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battalions of the Moroccan army stationed at the Algerian border. Inside the qSûrs of

Tagadirt, Taourirt and Errahala, the Moroccan Jews of Akka once lived in separate

neighborhoods. The Jews are gone today, but these places, and the people that once lived

here, are the focal point of my interests.

“The only thing you need is a Jewish Yarmulke and you will be one of them.
You would be mistaken for a Falashi even in Israel.”

So one of my closest friends jested when he heard that I was gathering narratives

about former local Jews. It was said in jest, but jokes bear bitter truths. In this part of

Morocco, Haratine (a black ethnic group indigenous to the southern oases of Morocco)

and Jews were historically relegated to a lower status in the community. The word

Falashi195 (Ethiopian Jew) is a linguistic marker that not only hint at my imagined lower

status in the community as a descendent of a family line of Haratine but also signals the

community’s uneasiness with my study of udayn (local term for Jews). In the eye of my

friend-informant-local villager, I am not only a Hartani, but I am also a black Jew.

Nevertheless, unlike the younger generation, the cohorts of the great grandparents and the

grandparents found a lot of pleasure and satisfaction in telling me their stories about the

Jews they chose most of the time to call “neighbors,” “clients,” “friends,” “benevolent,”

195 The name Falasha, according to Leslau (1979:9) derives from the Ethiopic term ‘falasa’ meaning to
emigrate. The term has negative connotations among the native population of Ethiopia and stands for
strangers. For more details on the Falasha/Ethiopian Jews see, Jews of Ethiopia: The Birth of an Elite.
Edited by Tudor Profitt and Emanuela Trevisan Semi (London and New York: Routledge, 2005); W.
Leslau, Falasha Anthology (New Haven, 1979); A. J. Quirin, “The Beta Israel (Falasha) in Ethiopian
History: Cast Formation and Culture Change, 1270-1868,” Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation (University of
Minnesota, 1977); S. D. Messing, Highland Plateau Amhara of Ethiopia (New Haven, 1985); and M.
Schoenberger, The Falashas of Ethiopia, Ph.D. Dissertation (University of Cambridge 1975). 
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and sometimes “dhimmi” (People of the Book). The commonality between all cohorts,

with different degrees, centers around their prejudices and attitudes which are packaged

in personal narratives about Jews. According to Ruth Wodak, “These narratives have the

task of verifying prejudices with examples, i.e. of rationalizing. Most often they are

unreliable stories from a second source that relates supposedly bad experiences others

have allegedly had with Jews” (2003:202). Unpacking the linguistic categorization,

metonymic and metaphorical indices, predication and framing strategies, and other

rhetorical techniques is central to understanding the historical, social, political and

economic forces at play in the production of stereotypical Jewish cliché among the

cohorts.

C. Beyond the Rosen-Stillman Debate

The general scholarship on Jewish, Berber and/or Arab relationships in Morocco

continue to be dominated at the popular and academic levels by two contradictory

approaches. On the one hand, some researches describe Moroccan Jewish-Muslim

relations as generally peaceful compared to Jewish experience in Europe. On the other

hand, other scholars espouse a “conflict” approach emphasizing the inferior religious

status of Jews in Islamic contexts as dhimmis.

In The Jews of Islam, Bernard Lewis explores the subject of Muslim-Jewish

relations in dâr al-islâm (Islamic territories), arguing that there is no reliable factual data

that proves the existence of deep-rooted Muslim hostility directed against Jews at the

level of the anti-semitism of the Christian world (1984:32). Whether Muslims are anti-
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semitic or racist towards Jews is a subject of heated debate, especially after the

establishment of Israel.196 Lewis (1984) argues that the topic has been treated by two

major categories of scholars: apologists and polemicists. Dissociating himself from both

camps, Lewis emphasizes that neither the stereotype of “a golden age of tolerance,” nor

“a fanatical oppression” accurately describe the conditions of Jews under Islamic rule. He

also rejects the theoretical and methodological utility of “loaded modern comparisons.”

The Jewish experience under Muslim rulers, according to Lewis, is ambivalent and

complex. “On the whole,” Lewis concludes,

in contrast to Christian anti-Semitism, the Muslim attitude toward non-
Muslims is one not of hate or fear or envy but simply of contempt. This is
expressed in various ways. There is no lack of polemic literature attacking the
Christians and occasionally also the Jews. The negative attributes ascribed to
the subject religions and their followers are usually expressed in religious and
social terms, very rarely in ethnic or racial terms, though this sometimes
occurs. The language of abuse is often quite strong. The conventional epithets
are apes for Jews and pigs for Christians (1984:33).

Wasserstrom’s 1995 book, Between Muslim and Jew: The Problem of Symbiosis

Under Early Islam, discusses Jewish communities of early Islam, examining the meaning

and application of the term ‘symbiosis’ to the relations between Jews and their Muslim

host cultures. Wasserstrom argues that the nature and outcome of the symbiotic relation

between Jews and Muslims was determined by each group’s self-image and definition of

what the other was not.  The “Jew,” Wasserstrom writes,

served as an essential and necessary catalyst in the self-definition of Islam;

196 The recent statement by Ahmadinajed, the Iranian president, that the “Holocaust is a myth” is an
example of this intellectual and political controversy.
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and Muslim likewise, operated in synergy with a Jewish effort at self-
legitimization. The other—whether as myth or as history, image or enemy,
persecutor or opponent—had its uses. The uses of the other, in the end,
produced a kind of symbiotic inter-definition” (1995:11).

The model of symbiosis was first used by Goitein to emphasize the shared cultural

traditions of Jews and Muslims (1973, 1974). In some cases, “Goitein’s model of a

tolerant and mobile Mediterranean world has been essentialized for all time and places by

a number of scholars” (Schroeter 2002b:152). Many scholars, to support their claim that

Jews were an integral part of the Islamic world, sporadically invoked Goitein’s study of

medieval Mediterranean society (1967). Others, namely Norman Stillman,197 have

depicted a vulnerable social and legal status using historical and folkloric sources

(Stillman 1978, 1979).

In Moroccan popular culture, there are abundant references to Jews as “stupid but

kind”, “demons but saintly” and “inferior but economically essential” (Noy 1966).

Accordingly, while a Moroccan proverb reads: “A market without Jews is like bread

without salt,” another states: “A Berber sleeps until 10:00 A.M. to avoid seeing a Jew in

front of him before breakfast.” These popular adages are too complex to be either

insignificant or offensive, especially when taken together; they highlight important

197 In his overview article of the state of research on the Jews of Islamic world (1990), Stillman argues that
there have “been one or two articles by Arab scholars in recent years that deals with the history of the Jews
of the region in an academic rather than a blatantly propagandist fashion, as for example, Mohammed
Kenbib’s “Les Juifs de Tétouan entre la chronique et l’histoire,”.... One would hope that these works are
harbingers of better scholarship within the Arab world on the histories of their own Jewries” (1990:376).
Stillman recognizes that Kenbib’s article has an academic polemic tone which accuses some Western
scholars of depicting Jewish-Muslim relations under Islamic rule in a negative manner, comparable to the
Jewish status in Christian lands. Yet, he objects to Kenbib’s claim that he is one of the spearheads of this
academic orientation. 
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historical and social relationships between Jews and Muslims in Morocco. 

Jewish-Muslim encounters are about a ‘duplexity’ of positive and negative

sentiments in most of the sayings, which describe complex Jewish-Muslim relations.

They open up an anti-Jewish complexity that lends itself to interpretation and which

many analysts fail to recognize (Meyers 1982; Bilu and Levy 1991; Munson 1996).

Instead of looking at what is said and what is silenced, researchers, while unpacking the

social controversies involving Jews and Muslims within the tale, bury these social

rivalries again using a language of polarities and classification that barely redresses the

historical context and the social content of the tale (Taylor and Rebel 1981). Using the

language of structuralism, many scholars continue to belabor stereotypes about the Jews

in Morocco’s popular imagination without looking at other elements (such as historical or

social indices) of the tales, which might conceal more telling social information (Dundes

1975, 1978).

The above proverbs are examples of the ubiquitous sayings about Moroccan Jews

that still permeate social memory in Morocco. As instances of oral culture, their

underlying message has been interpreted by anthropologists and sociologists as

describing both ‘contempt’ and ‘respect’ for Jews among Morocco’s general population

(Bilu and Levy 1991, Munson 1996). Nevertheless, the existing literature that deals with

the Jewish-Muslim relations in Morocco is not convincing, because it simply looks at the

issue in terms of “conflicting” or/and “harmonious” polarities.

In Caravan: The Story of the Middle East, Coon (1958) describes the cultural
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minorities in the traditional Middle East in terms of what he calls a cultural mosaic

model. Groups maintain their cultural and religious autonomy at the same time they share

a marketplace. This view contrasts with Patai’s (1971) Tents of Jacob: The Diaspora

Today and Yesterday. Patai underlines the fact that Islamic culture, with its cultural

dominance over other communities living in Islamic states, has deeply influenced the

cultures of these groups. “Both of these viewpoints,” Goldberg emphasizes, “are useful as

starting points, but both oversimplify and overstate the case” (1980:157).

Before the second half of the twentieth century, colonial studies of Moroccan

Jewry were in the form of narratives or ethnographies, in which Jews were described as

important players in the economy and marginal social and political participants. After

independence in 1956, North Africanist historians and anthropologists saw studying Jews

in the context of Morocco as a significant step to understand these communities. These

scholars relied on the majority-minority theme used to explain European-Jewish history

to understand the Jewish-Muslim relations in North Africa. Press (1974) points out that

historical reconstruction in this context requires a comprehensive knowledge of histories

of minority and majority groups. This would prove to be a difficult task in the context of

Morocco and other North Africa regions because Muslim-Jewish relations:

[...] varied from city to city, from village to village, according to ruler and
locale, according to the relationship between the central administration and
the local administration, between city and country, and between Bled el-
Makhzen (Official Morocco) and Bled el-Siba (Independent Morocco,
remained outside of sultan’s authority) [sic] (Press 1974:53).

Chouraqui (1968) was one of the first scholars to emphasize the relative
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harmonious relations between Jews and Muslims in Morocco. He argues that:

[T]here was never at any time in the Moslem Maghreb a philosophy and
tradition of anti-Semitism such as existed in Europe from the Middle Ages
down to modern times …. During most periods of history, the Jews of North
Africa were happier than those in most parts of Europe, where they were
objects of unrelenting hate; such extreme sentiments did not exist in the
Maghreb (1968:54-55).

Controversial debates began when Lawrence Rosen (1968, 1972) formulated his

perspective of the existing harmonious relationship. Rosen, after an ethnographic study in

the Middle Atlas town of Sefrou, argued that Berbers and Arabs had good personal

relationships with their Jewish neighbors and friends. He contends that in Moroccan

society ethnic categories assume different meanings in different personal relationships. In

Rosen’s theory the individual is the fundamental unit of social relations. Dyadic relations

are the essence of patron-client relations. Rosen writes:

For the Muslims of such Moroccan communities as that considered here, the
Jew stands neither as a conception nor as a contradiction to a social order
founded on networks of dyadically contrasted personal bounds linking people
whose inherent membership in any particular group or category served only to
establish a baseline for interaction with others rather than as an all-pervasive
typification (Rosen 1984:116).

In this context, under normal conditions, Rosen believes that Jews and Muslims lived in

harmony. He also points out that in different cases Jewish clients took advantage of their

positions as protected ‘friends’ to achieve economic gains. Rosen’s formulation provides

an ‘idyllic’ image of protection and mutual exchanges in bonds of ‘friendship’ between

Arab or Berber patrons and Jewish clients.

Eickelman (1976) provides a similar picture in the context of the whole Moroccan
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society. He points out that “Moroccans do not conceive of the social order as consisting

of groups in structured relationships. [Instead,] emphasis is placed on managing personal

networks of dyadic relationships” (1976:120). Does this mean that Rosen’s analysis of

Muslim-Jewish relations is conclusive even though his observations are based on a single

geographical site and a synchronic-research-based study? I believe that the possibility of

voluntary dyadic relations, bonds and mutual agreement between Jews and Muslims

should not be ruled out. And yet, sidestepping the unequal social, cultural and political

exchange patterns between the communities obstructs a deeper analysis of community

dynamics.198

The concept of dyadic analysis refers to unequal and exploitative socio-economic

relations. The ‘supposed mutual bonds’ between Jews and Muslim in Rosen’s view might

be related to their dhimmi status. Patronage and dyadic bonds are legitimizing ideology of

the status of power-holders in society that camouflages structures of exploitation (Scott

1977, 1990; Zenner 1991). For instance, in his discussion of the relationship between

Shurfa and Drawa in southern Morocco, Ensel points out:

[F]rom the perspective of Drawa, the patron-client relationships were
probably born out of their overall lack of land ownership or right to use
irrigation water. Economic security and possibly physical protection made the
tenancy an attractive option for landless and marginal peasants” (1999:110;
also see Ilahiane 2004).

198 Rosen has been faithful to this paradigm of the “negotiated situated individual.” In his recent book on
The Culture of Islam: Changing Aspects of Contemporary Muslim Life (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 2002), he uses his data collected for the most part during his earlier ethnographic experience in the
Middle Atlas town of Sefrou and to explore the shifting social, political, and cultural concepts of a
contemporary North African Muslim community (Boum 2004).
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Stillman criticized Chouraqui for idealizing the Jewish historical experience in

North Africa, and rejected Rosen’s hypothesis as specific to the Sefrou case only

(Stillman 1978:112; Shokeid 1978:106). Basing his analysis on historical and folkloric

sources, he emphasizes the ‘pariah’ status of the Moroccan Jews (Deshen 1984:212). In

challenging Rosen’s thesis, Stillman concludes:

[S]een historically, Moroccan Jews conducted their lives within the confines
of their dhimmi status as perceived in its Moroccan form. The dynamics of
the marketplace and personal face-to-face intercourse, where it existed, often
had a localized mitigating effect, but it did not change the overall context in
which the Jew was the lowest of the lowly (1978:123).

Rosen’s and Stillman’s views of Jewish-Muslim relations in Morocco differ in

terms of the data they rely on as well as the historical periods in which their analysis is

framed. Allan Meyers (1982) explored this controversy between Rosen and Stillman, and

argued that both types of relationships existed in Morocco, sometimes in the same

community. There is, Meyers claims,

no single paradigm of Muslim-Jewish relations, but rather, variations around a
common theme. Moreover, and more importantly, the controversy which
surrounds the interpretation of data, basically a political controversy, obscures
a very important problem in historical and ethnographic research (1982:88).

Jews lived in different rural and urban communities; they also experienced

different forms of patronage, protection and discrimination. These factors affected their

social and economic positions despite their dhimmi status, which sometimes played a

minor role in defining their position within the Moroccan society. Tujjar assulTân is an

example of how complex Jewish-Muslim relations were translated in Moroccan reality.

Some Jewish families, such as Corcos and Macnin, were granted full protection by the
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Moroccan sultans and had key political and economic roles in the Makhzan (Abitbol

1982; Schroeter 2002b; 1999a).

Although the Jewish-Muslim paradigms will continue to be revised in stages

modifying their broad assumptions and sweeping generalizations, we are still left with a

general theoretical framework on North African Jewry that tends to be imprisoned within

a fossilized frame of reference that refuses to accept historical differences and

geographical peculiarities. I am not arguing here for a surgical operation that should cut

our theoretical umbilical cord with these theories. Instead, I am proposing a careful use of

these theories with an emphasis on the historical context and the discourse of the period

under investigation instead of projecting a one-sided picture of Jewish-Muslim relations

that can only be either peaceful or antagonistic.

In addition, I am not claiming that Stillman and Rosen had a personal ideological

agenda in projecting this dichotomy. Their work has been on many occasions interpreted

through narrow critical lenses; thus, they became seen as champions of camps in which

they might never have thought they would be positioned. Nevertheless, I still believe that

many anthropological and historical studies that followed the Rosen-Stillman debate have

focused on selected aspects of the complex relationship between Moroccan Jewry and

other social actors within Moroccan society. Historians as well as anthropologists tended

to highlight the simultaneous roles of Jews as economic mediators as well as social

outsiders within the Muslim communities of Morocco. 

Given these conflicting approaches, the Rosen-Stillman debate impeded for
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almost two decades the efforts of many anthropologists to see outside this research

dichotomy of good and bad relations (Meyers 1982). By describing the experiences of

hundreds of Jewish communities with their Muslim neighbors as positive or negative,

followers of the Rosen-Stillman debate reinforced the intellectual environment, already

set by French colonial ethnographies, whereby divergent personal stories and narratives

were ignored if not silenced.

For instance, if we take the case of Jewish society during the Almohad and

Marinid dynasties in North Africa, we can learn that different historical periods can shape

peoples views of the world. Insofar as State policies are regarded, it is clear that Jews

moved from discrimination to acceptance during both dynasties. While the Almohad’s

policies forced many Jewish communities to choose between conversion to Islam, death,

or exile, the Marinids’ period is an example of the historical periods where many Jewish

communities were not only accepted by the state, but also played a significant role in

trade and politics (Shatzmiller 1999; Corcos 1964-1965; Hirschberg 1974-1981).

Although this might seem marginal in the eyes of some followers of the Rosen-Stillman

debate, it does not rule out the idea that some Jews, just like Muslims, prospered during

certain historical times of the development of the Maghrib.

Bilu and Levy emerged as the first Israeli anthropologists who posited that

Jewish-Muslim relations are too complex to be seen only through a binary oppositional

theoretical approach. In the 1990s, they conducted a study among Jews in Israel,

originally from the rural community of Oulad Mansour in southern Morocco. The
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informants were men and women whose ages ranged from forty to ninety. The main

objectives of the study: 

were to reconstruct the social history of the community, to investigate their
modes of adaptation and trajectories of social mobility in the new country, and
to evaluate the place of past cultural traditions in fashioning the ethnic identity
and self-image of its members today (1991:288-289).

The study relied solely on “narrativized memories” and personal testimonies.

These scholars were very cautious in their claims about the capacity of this

methodological procedure to read the past and its viability in providing a ‘truthful’

representation of the history of these communities. The overall picture described through

the historical memories of these ordinary people is “not static;” it reflects perceptions of

the sociopolitical reality of Morocco. However, since all memories are “historically

situated; they are subject to personal revisions based on retrospective interpretations (Bilu

and Levy 1991:293). Their interviews with members of this North African community

residing in Israel reveal complexity and ambivalence in their views, which defy the

monistic theses of Rosen and Stillman and their supporters. We can say that these Jewish

informants used what Dorothy Holland and Naomi Quinn (1987) call cultural models, a

variety of cognitive cultural schemas widely shared within society. These models allow

‘clients’—Jews—to move flexibly between contrasting polarities of power and weakness,

integration and segregation, assertiveness and submissiveness, superiority and inferiority,

intimacy and distance. This study demonstrated the historical capacity of the Jewish

community to operate in both Muslim and Jewish spaces without jeopardizing its

security.
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However, although Bilu and Levy’s study broke away from the Rosen-Stillman

debate framework, giving voice to other perspectives (such as ordinary Jewish

biographies and personal stories and narratives) in the study of the Jewish-Muslim

relations, few studies if any considered the modern generation’s attitude toward Jews of

Moroccan descent living in Israel, the United States, France, Canada and other parts of

the Western world. Anthropological research continued to focus largely on Moroccan

Jews as opposed to what Moroccan Muslims think of Moroccan Jews. Furthermore, the

majority of studies that relied on Muslim respondents focused on the older generation

who nurtured personal contacts in an economic or social manner with its Jewish

neighbors leaving aside the attitudes of other Muslim cohorts. My study of the personal

memories of four Muslim generations in southwestern Morocco takes into account this

methodological limitation to answer some of the modern questions about the perceptions

and negative as well positive attitude of Muslim cohorts toward Jews no longer living

among them.

D. “Race” and “Stereotype”199 in Moroccan Society
“So you have experienced racism (al-‘unSuriyya) under the French colonial
period,” I quietly asked ‘Ta, my elderly informant from a wealthy Berber
background, while he talked about his memories in the 1930s.
“Yes, I remember (tan‘qal) vividly how the French tried to break up the
community bond that Islam fostered among us. They tried to divide us, Arabs
and Berbers. They even blamed us for slavery comparing us with the

199 I am using these concepts (race and stereotype) between quotation marks because many respondents
have objected to their use claiming that Moroccan society is free of racism. Therefore and from an
ethnographic perspective I give their voice a textual authority while my anthropological position analyses,
evaluates, and critiques their viewpoints with regard to the issue of racism and stereotype as experienced
within Morocco. 
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European slave owners. I remember how my grandfather raised the issue of
how even some local black folks believed in this colonial ideology
unfortunately.” He ended with a deep sigh.
“But there were slaves in the different communities of southwestern Morocco.
I talked to some members of your clan who told me that even your grandfather
owned some sub-Saharan slaves. Color and race were social markers. Of
course some blacks reached higher positions in the community, but the
majority were sharecroppers who toiled the fields of your parents for a bowl of
couscous or basket of dates.” I commented with an ethnographic uneasiness,
and in the strange position of being a foreign-trained Haratine researcher.
“Yes, they worked for us. I mean those Haratine whose grandchildren are now
heads of the rural councils. But we never mistreated them. We never killed
them. We owned the land, they took care of it and in return we fed them. That
is the way it was. We protected the Jews of our communities from harm. We
were all neighbors and we respected the Islamic teachings of respecting the
neighbors. Now they are framing it as al-‘unSuriyya. This is not America! I
hope that you do not become one of them. I mean … like these Haratine who
blame us for treating their parents and grandparents as slaves. Allah show
them the right path.”

This conversation during my research is an example of the social stratification

existing in the southern Morocco. It describes the unequal relations that existed between

the Haratine (generally black sharecroppers) and Shurfa families (free-lineage ‘white’

landowners).200 In many regions of the southern Saharan fringes, including the

communities of Tata, blacks served the noble families (generally of lighter ‘white’ skin

color), cultivated their lands, pruned their palms trees and herded their sheep. al-Mukhtar

200 There is a large literature on the subject of Haratine-Shurfa relationship, and the social hierarchy in
southern Morocco. For a detailed information see Mohammed Ennaji, Serving the Master: Slavery and
Society in Nineteenth-Century Morocco (Translated by Seth Graebner. New York: St. Martin’s Press,
1999.); Hsain Ilahiane, Ethnicities, Community Making, and Agrarian Change: The Political Ecology of a
Moroccan Oasis (Lanham, Maryland: University Press of America, 2004); Djinn Jacques-Meunié,
Hiérarchie sociale au Maroc présaharien, Hespéris 45:239-270, 1958; Remco Ensel, Saints and Servants in
Southern Morocco (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1999); Chouki El Hamel “‘Race’, Slavery and Islam in Maghribi
Mediterranean Thought: The Question of the Haratine in Morocco,” Journal of North African Studies
7(3):29-52, 2002.
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al-Sousi, the southern historian, argues that serving the Shurfa “honors [the Haratine];

they take pride in being [the Shurfa’s] followers” (1960-1963 v. 20:267). Nevertheless,

Mohammed Ennaji argued that “segregation reflected not so much skin color as, first and

foremost, social standing” (1999:64). Despite the fact that many Haratine made names for

themselves within the southern region, they were generally relegated to the bottom of the

social ladder below the Shurfa. The skin-color, unlike what Ennaji states, generally

defined the social status and the economic position within the community. The Haratine

were barred from a socially upward movement and were refused access to land (Ilahiane

1996).

Today, many Shurfa descendants are unable to comprehend let alone accept the

disruption of the older hierarchical social order. During the late period of the French

Protectorate, blacks, just like Jews, had access to education and started to take white

collar jobs leading to a social and economic shift. Although the post-independence

government guaranteed the rights of the Haratine and Jews to free education and their

access to jobs, language still stores the older categories of injustice and slavery. There are

many legends that tie Jewishness with a ‘demonic’ nature and ascribe blackness to God’s

curse. It still is thought that blacks are descendants from Noah’s son Ham who was born

white. Abdelkader, a Hartani respondent in his late eighties, claims that blacks have been

acculturated in believing in this ideology. One night I paid him a visit in his dilapidated

and crumbling house, which used to house the slaves of Ait sh’ayb. In a firm belief and a

faint voice, he commented how the Haratine:
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have a dark skin because their ancestor Ham was cursed by God. Ham was
white. Allah punished him for his wrongdoings. His duriyya (grandchildren)
among which we find the Haratine should serve for this sin. The haratin who
follow the right path and obey their Shurfa will succeed afterward not only by
having access to land but also by experiencing the mercy of Allah…. I am an
obedient man. I pray, give alms and have never harmed any person. I also
worked hard for the Shurfa of Taourirt. They have always been happy with
my labor. Now that I am old and cannot work anymore, they give me part of
the harvest on a yearly basis. I am blessed. al-Hamdu lil Allâh (Thanks to
Allah).

The Haratine’s color and the dhimmi’s religious status have historically been key

social markers that defined not only their position within Moroccan society but also led to

the production of negative attitudes and stereotypes about them. Despite these social and

economic categories, the relationship between color and/or religion and racism is still

rejected in Moroccan society. 

Unlike America, Morocco is not a society highly sensitive to “political

correctness.” Jokes and social comments and representations of Jews, blacks,

homosexuals, Islamists, women, rural people, Berbers, Fassis, Marrakshis, Sahrawis, etc.

fill daily conversations and generally pass unnoticed without people raising their

eyebrows about it (but rather, most often laughing about it). Nevertheless, the idea that

Morocco is a racist society and that racist tendencies permeate daily social conversations

is largely rejected by the majority of the population. Moroccans (at least the ones I spoke

to about the issue) hold an ideology that their country is “racially blind” because Islam

prohibits them as Muslims from making a distinction between people on the basis of race,

ethnicity or religious affiliation. This color/racial-blind utopia is part of what Roy
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Rappaport calls the “cognized model” as opposed to the “operational model” (1979:97).

For many of the Moroccans that I spoke with, their cognized model, largely influenced by

their Islamic background, which theoretically calls for respect of other ethnic and

religious groups, is enough to judge Morocco as free of racism. For many the Qur’an is

full of verses stressing the equality of races in everything except “belief in God and his

teachings.” One of the most cited verses quoted by my respondents reads:

O men, We created you from a male and female, and formed you into nations
and tribes that you may recognize each other. He who has integrity has indeed
greater honour with God. Surely God is all-knowing and well-informed
(49:13; trans, Ali 1984:44).

Therefore, Muslims, I was told, often recognize and respect other non-Muslim faiths and

ethnic groups because the Qur’an also makes it clear that only Allah can guide whom he

wants to the right path. Hadj Kader, a well-respected old man in the village of Alougoum,

communicated his objection to the un-Islamic manner whereby some radical Islamic

groups are trying to force Muslims and non-Muslims to follow their own rules. “It is up

to the Creator,” he commented “to judge others on their imân (belief). How can they

describe themselves as Muslims when they forgot Allah’s word: ‘Your Lord would not

surely destroy unjustly human habitations so long as the people are righteous. But if your

Lord had pleased He could have made all human beings into one community of belief.

But they would still have differed from one another.’”201 Kader believes that because of

their respect of Allah’s sacred word, traditional Muslim communities were able to cope

201 al-Qur’an (11:117-118, trans. Ali 1984:198-199)
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with their Jewish neighbors respecting their differences and coexisting with them.

Yet the operational model, as exemplified through ordinary black and Jewish

people’s experience, and as narrated through daily personal stories, has shown that

Islamic teachings of respect for other religious groups, and ethnic minorities seldom

represent the reality of justice and equality that people talk about every time they

converse about western systems of racial injustice. Equally important, many North

African Jews produced a number of social autobiographies, claiming that the Jews of

Muslim societies did experience some form of violence and domination even though not

on a scale close or similar to the sufferings that Jews underwent in Europe. This argument

has been vocally advocated by Albert Memmi, one of the most renown North African

Jewish critics of Muslim tolerance towards Jews (1955, 1966, 1975). In his writings,

Memmi has generally argued that the collective memory of the Jews of Tunis show that

Jews were discriminated against and lived in a “climate of arbitrariness and fear.” He also

added that:

the supposedly “idyllic” life led by Jews in the Arab countries is all a
myth!…As far back as my childhood memories can take me…cohabitation
with the Arabs was not only uneasy but filled with threats, which were
periodically carried out (1975:20).

In southwestern Morocco, Jews have historically lived under the tolerant

domination (as one of my Muslim informant, chose to describe) of Arab and Berber

lords. They were largely accepted as liminal neighbors (Curtin 1984): while their

religious status relegated them to the lower margins of the social structures of these
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communities, their economic activities were essential to Muslims. Many Arab scholars

argue that recent antagonism and violence between Jews and Arabs derives from political

Zionism (Cohen 1994). The traditional Islamic ‘historical tolerance’ towards Jews has

dramatically changed in the last years, at least from the Arab perspective. A large number

of Muslim scholars still uphold that until the last century less hatred and persecution

befell Jews in dar al-islam (Muslim territories) than in Christian lands. Nevertheless,

some western scholars argue that Arabs have exploited “the myth of the interfaith utopia”

during Muslim Spain by refusing to talk about the restrictions imposed on Jews as

dhimmis (Cohen 1994:9; Ye’or 2005). 

The dhimmi status required Muslim authorities to provide protection for Jews and

Christians living in dâr al-islâm (Islamic territories) as long as they paid the jizya (special

tax). Islamic jurisprudence sheltered Jews and called for respecting their lives and

securing their property. Yet, many social, legal and economic restrictions were imposed

upon the Jews in Islamic lands to keep them under humiliation. Jews (as well as

Christians) were generally governed by a ‘ahd (a pact) under which in addition to paying

the jizya and other taxes, they should not declare or engage in war with the Muslim

community and should not disobey the regulations governing their life in bilâd al-islâm

(Islamic lands). These regulations called “the Covenant of ‘Umar ” are discussed by

aHmad ban yahya al-wansharîsî in the Mi‘yar (Lagardère 1995:239-40; al-wansharîsî

1981; Tritton 1970:5-17; Ben-Asher 1998). Some of these restrictions (namely on

restoring places of worship) recall the Byzantine laws imposed on the Jewish
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communities. Nevertheless, the degree of respect and maltreatment of Jews within

Islamic lands always depended upon Islamic places and historical periods and mostly on

the economic conditions.

Recently, in the post-Holocaust era and the Arab-Israeli context, the politics of

representation and discussions of Muslim-Jewish relations have tended to polarize

participants around racism and negative attitudes toward Jews. I worry, consequently,

that the life histories presented in this work will be misread as a form of anti-Semitism in

Morocco (equal if not similar to the experience of Jews in Germany under Nazi rule), or

as representative of a hostile portrait of the Muslim Moroccans’ views of Jews. What I

propose to look at, instead, is a sample of four generations of attitudes of Jews in

southwestern rural Morocco. The sample may provide some tentative conclusions on

what may have been taking place.

As I struggle over the issue of which categorical concepts to use, I am aware of

the idea that Nazi anti-Semitism in Europe or Vichy racial policies towards Jews in

Morocco are out-of-place abstract concepts in so far as this study is concerned. At the

same time, however, countering traditional moralistic biases and hostility toward

Moroccan Jewry should not be outside my critical radar. Despite national and community

sensitivity on this issue and my fear of representing all Moroccans as racist or having

negative attitudes toward Jews, I still cannot ignore or minimize the role and existence of

stereotypes and racist tendencies toward Jews or blacks and other minorities just because

the Qur’an and the Sunna reject these ethnic categories. I also recognize that just because
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there is no similarity between the Jewish experience under Islamic rule and in European

Christendom does not mean that Morocco is not a race/ethnic free society. This national

rejection of the variables of ethnicity and race is part of the post-independence

government’s policy of fostering a national bond between Berbers and Arabs, the very

relation that France focused on to manufacture a rift between Arabs and Berbers. This

said, however, France is not the sole creator of race, although it was the base of its

civilizing mission in Morocco. Overlooking these stereotypical attitudes would make me

an accomplice in spreading the same attitudes some members of my own society

propagate towards other minorities.

Recognizing that categories of “race” and “ethnicity” exist in Moroccan society,

how can we qualify the attitudes of Muslims towards Jews? In 1965, Said Ghallab wrote

a short personal witness account titled Les Juifs vont en enfer (The Jews go to Hell) about

the attitude of Moroccan Muslims towards their fellow Jewish citizens. Ghallab emerged

as one of the first Moroccans (Arab Muslim) in the post-independence era to raise the

issue of racism and negative attitudes held by Muslims towards Jews in Morocco. He

discussed not only his childhood memories but also “what [he] saw, knew, learnt when

[he] was a young man about the Jews” (1965:2247). His account received little attention

from both national and Western scholars, although it raised the issue of how Moroccan

Muslim generations are socialized to uphold certain beliefs about Jews. Ghallab was

writing from the perspective of someone who saw how ethnocentric and racist attitudes

and ideas contributed to wholesale massive extermination and genocide at the level of the
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Holocaust. His personal account brought to the public sphere a discussion about how

Moroccans get socialized through neighborhood, family, school and society in general to

nurture certain negative attitudes and racist tendencies towards Jews.

I have not encountered any responses, negative or positive, to Ghallab’s piece.

Nevertheless, I am sure that a certain category of Moroccan Muslims would have

objected to his conclusion. Ghallab argues that as he grew up with his comrades he

abandoned the practice of insulting Jews as they walked through the Muslim

neighborhoods.  Still, he confessed:

The worst insult that a Moroccan could possibly offer was to treat someone as
a Jew .... My childhood friends have remained anti-Jewish. They hide their
virulent anti-Semitism by contending that the state of Israel was the creation
of European imperialism .... A whole Hitlerite myth is being cultivated among
the populace. The massacres of the Jews by Hitler are exalted ecstatically. It is
even credited that Hitler is not dead, but alive and well, and his arrival is
awaited to deliver the Arabs from Israel (1965:2249).

Although I recognize Ghallab’s argument regarding the prevailing existence of

negative beliefs towards Jews, the use of the word “anti-Semitism” is not a responsible

judgment on his part.202 In addition, by saying that Moroccans in the 1960s are anti-

202 Although I share the perspective of Ghallab and Lewis that Muslims use today consciously and/or
unconsciously certain anti-Semitic ideas in their discourse and conversations, we have to be careful not to
misplace terms. The major tenets of modern anti-Semitism were propagated by the Catholic Church as
David Kertzer argued in his book The Popes against the Jews (New York, 2001). In this book Kertzer
showed that the basic elements of modern anti-Semitism were written in the official proclamations of the
Church and the internal documents of the Vatican. Blobaum argues that Christian Judeophobia and modern
antisemitism will become compatible in their rhetoric, and that the “key shift came in the period
immediately before World War I, but we cannot pinpoint any specific moment, text, or writer who inspired
a sudden change; instead, we witness a slow but steady accommodation between Catholic authors and the
theories of modern antisemitism” (2005:104). I would argue that a similar process took place in the Arab
world, namely after the establishment of Israel and the rise of pan-Arabism.
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Semitic, Ghallab makes them a partner in what befell Jews under Hitler in 1940s. Anti-

Semitism is a social, historical and political concept that should be used in the context of

Europe (especially within the German-Austrian framework). That said, I am not

suggesting that certain anti-Semitic ideas have not been appropriated by many Arabs and

Muslims in different Middle Eastern and North African societies. Still, the fact that some

of these ideas were appropriated and influenced these people does not make the

Moroccan “anti-Semitic” in the Nazi racist sense.

Although Morocco saw periods of violence against Jews, especially during the

Almohad dynasty, the country never witnessed a systematic doctrine to exterminate the

dhimmi, although certain traditional discriminatory practices to keep Jews in a humble

and lower status were encouraged even by certain religious scholars (which unfortunately

led in many occasions to pogroms as in the case of Touat) (Hunwick 2005). Nevertheless,

the constellations of ideas emerging from Nazi anti-Semitic policies were quite

differently adapted by many Moroccans in the period after the creation of Israel. Unlike

the Muslims’ acceptance of Jews to live within the Islamic lands, Adolf Hitler’s Mein

Kampf described Jews as a group that did not belong in Europe. For Hitler, Jews, unlike

Germans, did not have the natural instinct to be part of a nation state. Hitler argues in his

supposed scholarly book written from his prison cell, how the Jew “never possessed a

State with a definite territorial boundary, and therefore he never called a culture his own,

the conception arose that one had to deal with a people that had to be counted among the

ranks of the nomads” (1939:418, Italics in original). He hypothesizes (or takes as the
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final truth) the idea that Jews are not nomads because while nomads entertain their herds

as they wander, the Jew “was always a parasite in the body of the other peoples”

(1939:419, Italics in original).

The ‘Jewish demonic’ nature, Hitler argues, undermines the stability and

continuity of nations for “the Jew … was never in the possession of a culture of his own,

the bases for his spiritual activity have always been furnished by others. At all times, his

intellect has developed through the culture that surrounds him” (1939:413-414). His

nature also undermined the social solidarity of the Aryan people. Hitler wholeheartedly

believed that Jews lacked the genius for civilization. Hitler’s Nazi racism is theoretically

founded on his anti-capitalistic criticism of the Jewish bankers whom he blamed for the

German trauma that followed the Treaty of Versailles of 1919. The treaty required

Germany to claim full responsibility for WWI and pay large amounts of compensation to

the Allies. Hitler believed that Jews possessed natural and “intellectual abilities ...

schooled in the course of centuries. Today, the Jew is looked upon as ‘clever,’ and in a

certain sense he has been so at all times” (1939:412). Nazi racism is continuously recast

through the lens of the theory of “a natural Jewish demonic nature” that partly led to the

massive financial burdens put on Germany after WWI.

I am juxtaposing Hitler’s anti-Semitism with the Moroccan anti-Jewish

attitudes203 because I, unlike Ghallab, would like to emphasize their intrinsic difference.

203 In 1969, Dafna Allon discussed how Arabs dislike Jews in general and Zionist/Israelis in particular.
She qualified the nature of Arab hatred towards Jews as Arab racialism. Although Allon did not qualify
Arab hatred of Jews as an exact replica of European anti-semitism, she discussed the historical connection
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Both forms of racism have different ideological backgrounds and forms of expressions

(even though one might be feeding off the other). Arab nationalism with its ideological

emphasis on Palestine has united the majority of Moroccans in a common hatred of the

Western powers and the Jews. According to Ghallab, this hatred bred many urban

legends revolving around Hitler. Many believed in Hitler’s second coming to free

Palestine and the al-Aqsa mosque from Israel control.204 Moroccan Muslims (like many

Arabs) felt that they were victims of Western imperialism exercised through Israel.

Contrary to Ghallab’s emphasis on a culture of anti-Semitism within Morocco, I describe

my model of analysis of the origin, spread and regularity of Moroccan Muslims’

representations of Jews through the prism of what I call the cultural models of victimhood

and racial stereotyping. These are “taken-for-granted models of [Muslims’ understanding

and representation] of the world [... and] play an enormous role in their understanding of

the world and their behavior in it” (Holland and Quinn 1987:4).

This implies that modern Moroccan society is producing different racial attitudes

between the Mufti of Jerusalem and Hitler and traced certain Pan-Arab critical ideas to Nazi anti-semitism.
204 In North Africa there were many popular songs that eulogized Hitler. Rochdi (2003:273) quotes an
Algerian poem about Hitler:
Oh Hitler, let me tell you
Let me write you in a letter, what is happening in this country
France hates us.
It has watered us with disgrace as though we were the cause of its unhappiness.
They still call us “bicots.” (Derogatory term for Arabs)
Barley is only available by the kilo
That has never been seen in this country.
We are in misery. Come quickly oh lion!
We Muslims want you
Please hurry, oh son of the lioness! 
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towards Jews because they express the general feelings of Arab victimhood and suffering

under the colonial yoke of Israel and its western allies. To many Moroccans, there is a

connection between what they think of Jews today (no matter how stereotypical it may

be) and the Jewish subjugation of Palestinians in the Middle East. The victim, here a

defeated Arab/Berber Muslim who no longer exercises his traditional political and social

dominance and protection over his/her Jewish protégé, accounts for his negative attitude

as an objective representation of a reality of defeat and backwardness. Jews/Israelis are

meanwhile envied because they are, as one of my young respondents claims, “powerful,

rich and in control of the global economy.”205 Therefore the ethnic stereotyping of the

Jew in Moroccan society, although its feeds upon certain ideas of anti-Semitism, is

primarily more an expression of anti-imperialism/colonialism than anti-capitalist. Jews,

because all of them are Israelis, at least according to most of my respondents, are not

parasitically living off other societies: they are instead powerful colonizers.

In order to understand the underlying principles of the acquisition and

development of this cultural model of victimhood and racial stereotyping about the

Jewish/Israeli rival in the context of the Middle East conflict, I use a four cohort-

sequential design to explain the relative influence of historical factors in the rise of this

cultural model of victimhood and racial stereotyping. This model, unlike Ghallab’s

personal account and some elements of the Rosen-Stillman debate, may help assess the

intensity of Arab racialism and its extensiveness depending on the cohort. In a poignantly

205 Personal communication Hsain, a young adult respondent. April 26, 2004. 
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striking personalized introduction, Ghallab wrote,
Je suis un Arabe marocain. Je voudrais apporter un témoignage objectif sur
l’attitude des Arabes à l’égard de leurs compatriotes juifs, dans un pays
comme le Maroc. Ce n’est pas sans raison que ce témoignage débute par mon
enfance: en effet, il semble que c’est face à l’enfant qu’une société se révèle la
plus factice, mais aussi la plus vraie, cette facticité. Ces masques et ces
visages trompeurs qu’elle montre à l’enfant étant une manière de dévoiler son
vrai visage. Mais l’enfance dans ce témoignage, n’est qu’un moment. L’auteur
rapportera ce qu’il a vu, su, appris quand il était jeune homme dans son pays,
sur les juifs (1965:2247).

Although Ghallab’s life course experience might have articulated the nature of

Muslim stereotyping of Jews during the 1960s, his approach is not so comprehensive as

to be generalized for the whole country. My use of different cohorts from different

generations, and their personal stories may shed light on the historical contexts in which

the cultural model of victimhood and racial stereotyping developed.

E. Applying Labov to Muslim Narratives about Jews

In ‘The Social Motivation of a Sound Change,’ first published in 1963, William

Labov tracked the frequency and distribution of the sounds /ay/ and /aw/ in the age

cohorts, regions, and ethnic as well as occupational groups within the island of Martha’s

Vineyard, Massachusetts (Labov 1972b, Bailey 2002). Labov was primarily concerned

with the reconstruction of the history of the diphthongs on the basis of the correlation of

the language patterns and social as well as structural variations within the community of

Martha’s Vineyard. By stressing the relationship between language change and

community social life, Labov contended that “social pressures are continually operating

upon language, not from some remote point in the past, but as an immanent social force

acting in the living present” (1972b:3).
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Labov’s linguistic methodology has shown that cohort studies can provide the

theoretical means to make explicit the social and cultural context that frames the

experiences, behavior and decisions of cohort respondents. My study looks at how a

cohort’s educational experience and socialization in the context of profound ideological

change may explain the attitudes of Muslims towards Jews. Therefore, according to

Elliott,

the use of data from single cohort, coupled with an awareness of how the
historical context may have helped shape the experiences of the generation of
individuals, could be argued to lead to a more narrative understanding of the
patterns of behavior being investigated (Elliott 2005:72).

The Labovian apparent-time technique applied to language variation across age

cohorts resonates with another approach that tried to understand “individuals’ lives and

experiences as arising out of the intersection between individual agency and historical

and cultural context [and which] has become articulated as the life course paradigm”

(Elliott 2005:72). The life course approach is an attempt to make sense of individuals’

attitudes, experiences and perceptions through time by correlating their life stages with

specific historical contexts and the social ideologies existing at the time. The life course

approach veers away from the generation or the life cycle concepts, which stand for a

multi-variable model with many variables in a group regardless of the historical period.

The apparent-time and the life course approaches use a longitudinal design because it

facilitates the understanding of the impact of earlier historical events on the respondents’

attitudes.
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Figure 6.1.
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In the case of my respondents (members of families from different generations

born in the same southwestern rural Moroccan environment), the historical-ideological

variable proved to correlate with the individual perception within each group. Although

the variables affect differently each individual experience within the cohort, respondents

who came of age during specific historical events tend to show common perceptual

trends. According to Elder and Pellerin, the fact that an individual is a member of a

generation “may be less influential on beliefs or behavior than are shared historical

location and related experience” (1998:267).

Using the concept of cohort to understand attitudinal perceptions among Muslims

towards Jews helps us understand the factors at play in societal transformations in

modern Morocco. The data generated through the narratives and put in statistical format

show how “successive cohorts are differentiated by the changing content of formal

education, by peer-group socialization, and by idiosyncratic historical experience” (Ryder

1965:843).

F. The Cohort and the Historical Period Design: Some Measurement Limitations

I explore the inter-generational memory and transmission of knowledge about

Jews. This subject has received little if any attention in the Arab world. The research

design relies on interviews to elicit the oral narratives and personal memories of four

generational cohorts of Muslims from different ethnic, economic and political

backgrounds. I primarily conducted ethnographic interviews within different oases of the

Anti-Atlas where Jews used to live: Akka, Foum Zguid, Tissint and Allougoum. My
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primary concern was to investigate how memories of Jews change or remain constant

inter-generationally. Each generation included twenty respondents, equally divided along

ethnic background (Arab and Berber) (Table 6.1.).

The first category of interviewees is composed of great grandparents who came of

age during the Moroccan Protectorate (1912-1956). The second category includes

grandparents who witnessed the outcomes of the Vichy era (1940-1943) and the

establishment of Israel (1948). The third group includes parents who experienced

Moroccan independence (1956), the wars between Israel and the Arab countries (1967,

1973), and the increasing migrations of Jews to Israel (1960). The fourth category

consists of younger people who may never have met Jews, but have experienced through

the media the Intifada (1987), the Oslo Agreement and its aftermath (1993), and the

current al-Aqsa uprising.

Before I started my fieldwork, I planned to equally divide all four categories into

men and women, Berbers and Arabs, Haratine and Shurfa. Socially imposed restrictions

over my access to the world of women hampered my use of the social variable of gender.

My interactions and social conversations especially with non-kinswomen were not

possible. Women closer to me in age or younger than me were seen as potential marriage

partners. Although I had unrestricted access to women of the older generation, I could not

interview and socialize with women of other generational backgrounds. I had to observe

social Hishma and respect the strict social norms in attire and behavior. A failure to abide

by these social regulations would reflect negatively on my access to information and
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compromise my reputation in the region. On many occasions, I was allowed by the male

heads of some household to interview female members of the extended families. I

decided not to do so because I did not think that they would be comfortable enough

(especially in the company of their male relatives) to speak their minds. Therefore even

though I talked to many older women, my ethnographic research draws more heavily

from men than from women.

As I mentioned earlier this study is not a comprehensive investigation of the

attitudes of southwestern Moroccans, Berbers and Arabs, about their former Jewish

neighbors. The sample relies on a limited number of respondents, therefore it can be

labeled a preliminary assessment. With this reservation, I am still confident that the

findings may give us an indication about certain patterns that may be taking place among

the general population.

G. Interpreting Cohorts’ Narratives: A Quantitative-Qualitative Approach

Although longitudinal study looks at the “aggregate of individuals (within some

population definition) who experienced the same event within the same time interval,”

(Ryder 1965:845) its main focus revolves around the individual as opposed to the whole

group. Each individual narrative generates a corpus of data that led to a comprehensive

summary about the whole cohort. Individual experiences within the cohort might take

different social trajectories. However, they tend to exhibit similar social and cultural

traits. Durkheim explains this social phenomenon in the following way:

If we can say that, to a certain extent, collective representations are exterior to
individual minds, it means that they do not derive from them as such but from
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the association of minds, which is a very different thing. No doubt in the
making of the whole each contributes his part, but private sentiments do not
become social except by combination under the action sui generis forces
developed in association [sic]. In such a combination, with the mutual
alterations involved, they become something else. A chemical synthesis results
which concentrates and unifies the synthesized elements and by that
transforms them. Since this synthesis is the work of the whole, its sphere is the
whole. The resultant surpasses the individual as the whole the part. It is in the
whole as it is by the whole. In this sense it is exterior to the individuals. No
doubt each individual contains a part, but the whole is found in no one. In
order to understand as it is one must take the aggregate in its totality into
consideration (1953:25-26).

Using the concept of cohort to understand attitudinal perceptions among Muslims

towards Jews help us understand some of the factors at play in societal transformations in

modern Morocco, especially with regards to the politics of attitudes towards other

minorities. The data generated through the narratives, quantified and put in statistical

format, show how “successive cohorts are differentiated by the changing content of

formal education, by peer-group socialization, and by idiosyncratic historical experience”

(Ryder 1965:843). The cohort group is not solely a summation of individual narratives

about personal histories. Each cohort, Ryder postulates, reflects “a distinctive

composition and character reflecting the circumstances of its unique origination and

history” (1965:845). The question becomes, therefore, the following: Can narratives yield

a set of quantitative longitudinal data and information which would tell us about which

factors can influence the way the different cohorts construct their world-views about

Jews? I combine quantitative and qualitative data generated through the narrative to

describe and analyze whether this is possible or not. 

Furthermore, I would like to highlight that I am aware of some of the
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shortcomings of the Labovian apparent-time technique and that I have tried to answer

some of these methodological issues in my analysis of the cohorts’ narratives. Glyn

Williams argues that Labov’s theory assumes that statistical correlations are

“manifestations of cognitive processes and practices.” Therefore,

What is overlooked time after time is that correlation simply shows an
empirical relationship between variables; it does not explain that relationship.
The failure to recognise the fundamental difference between causation and
association is all too evident in work on speech variation where the absence of
a concept of levels of analysis means that causal effectivity is absent (Williams
1992:68).  

I share this concern with Williams, and my analysis tries to address some of these issues.

H. Mapping a Genealogy of Research:  Justifying Research in a Rural Area

Before I proceed to the general quantitative and qualitative analysis of the

cohorts’ narratives, I want to clarify why I chose a very remote rural field site. Since I am

interested in changes of memories and attitudes towards Jews among cohorts, I realized

that an urban center such as Casablanca, Rabat or Fez would not produce different results

in terms of differences in cohorts’ perception, since all of the respondents would be living

at the center of national and international information and would therefore be the targets

of the same political, economic, social and media influences. Equally important, the high

rate of literacy and exposure to communication channels should have influenced the

respondents’ ideas. A site such as southwestern Morocco, relatively remote from urban

and modern influences and famous for its traditional Jewish presence dating back to the

pre-Islamic era in Morocco, was considered as a most appropriate site and context for the

study.
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Since Morocco became independent in 1956, a number of studies have been

carried out by political scientists, sociologists, and anthropologists to plot generational

changes in attitudes towards national and international issues.206 The last survey

conducted among Moroccans in Rabat, Fez and Casablanca was carried out by the Pew

Global Attitudes Project which has been conducting a series of public opinion surveys

worldwide, including Morocco.207 During February 19-March 3, 2004, the very same

period I started my ethnographic data collection in Morocco, the Pew Research Center for

the People and the Press and under the direction of Princeton Survey Research Associates

International, carried out telephone as well as face-to-face interviews among 1,000

exclusively urban adults (ages 18-59) in Morocco. The study claims to have 95% level of

confidence, and the error attributed to the sample is +/- 3.5%. Among the issues covered

were Moroccan views towards Osama Bin Laden (45% favorable), justification of suicide

bombings towards Americans (66% favorable) and Israelis (74%), and respondents’

attitude towards the United Nations (65% unfavorable). According to the survey about

1% expressed very favorable attitudes towards Jews, 5% somewhat favorable, and 92%

206 The studies include André Adam, Une enquête auprès de la jeunesse musulmane au Maroc, (Aix-en-
Provence, Annales de la Faculté des Lettres, 1963); Paul Pascon and Mekki Bentaher, Ce que disent 296
jeunes ruraux, BESM (112-113), 1969; Mohamed Tozy, Champ et contre-champ politico-religieux, Thèse
de doctorat d’Etat (Aix-en-Provence, 1984); Mounia Bennani-Chraïbi, Soumis et rebelles, les jeunes au
Maroc (Paris: CNRS Editions, 1994); Rahma Bourqia, Mokhtar El Harras, and Driss Bensaid, Jeunesse
estudiantine marocaine, valeurs et stratégies (Publications de la Faculté des lettres et sciences Humaines,
Rabat, 1995); and Rahma Bourqia, M. El Ayadi, M. El Harras and H. Rachik, Les jeunes et les valeurs
religieuses (Casablanca: Editions Eddif, 2000).  
207 See the Report produced by the Pew Research Center for the People and the Press, titled A Year After
Iraq War: Mistrust of America in Europe Ever Higher, Muslim Anger Persists. Available:
 http://people-press.org/reports/display.php3?PageID=797
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unfavorable. This survey was widely reported and analyzed in Moroccan newspapers.

Some scholars called for taking this study seriously and asked the government to look for

ways limit the growth of this culture of  hatred and racism.

The Pew Global Attitudes Project is not the only study that tried to investigate and

survey Muslim cohorts’ views of issues like attitudes towards the monarchy, political

parties, government institution, Islamic movements, the West, Islam, sexuality, past and

present conditions of the Islamic world, family, education, minorities, religion and other

social and political issues in Morocco. However these studies were not carried out among

different generations; instead, they generally focussed on the attitudes of young adults.

André Adam’s study Une enquête auprès de la jeunesse musulmane au Maroc pioneered

this research trend in Morocco. Adam (1963) carried out his sociological study among a

group of students from secondary and high schools in Fez and Casablanca. His

informants included boys (aged 15-22 years) and girls (aged 15-20 years). The study

covered issues like polygamy (96.7% of Casablanca youth and 94.5% of Fez youth were

opposed), views of politics (In Casablanca, 71.8% of boys and 55.9% of girls expressed

interest while 76.4% of boys and 60.4% of girls in Fez expressed the same interest in

politics), and religion (86.9% of boys in Casablanca and 80.5% boys in Fez viewed

religion as less important in their life while 62.4% of girls in Casablanca and 83% of girls

in Fez shared the same attitude).

This study produced different results in terms of youth perceptions compared to

the studies carried out later in the 1980s and 1990s by Mohamed Tozy (1984, 1999) in
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Casablanca and Bourqia as well as a group of other researchers from the University

Mohammed V in Rabat and Hassan II in Casablanca (1991-1992). Mohamed Tozy

conducted his study among 400 students from the University of Hassan II in Casablanca

(1984:241-261), while Bourqia’s group focused on the students of the Universities of

Rabat. These latest studies revealed that religion plays a major role in the lives of the

younger generations. This change can be explained by the growing revival of political

Islam as a socio-political reference of social change, and the rise of Islamic movements

during the 1970s which started to market themselves as an alternative to the failure of

socialist and communist Arab government and political parties economic and social

agendas.

The second major study that focused on young cohorts’ changes in attitudes was

carried out by Pascon and Bentahar (1969). Both became one of the first sociological

studies to focus on the political and social attitudes of rural youth instead of focusing on

urban adults. They opened the door for an elaborate sociological survey when they

interviewed 296 young and rural adults, many of whom were illiterate (13%), from Od

Bouazza (Beni Mellal), Laghrariyine (Kenitra), Tasbiha (Marrakesh), and Sidi Rqiq

(Taza). The interviewees’ ages varied between 12 and 30 years old. This study served as

a sociological measure to understand the social consistencies and transformation among

rural youths. Pascon and Bentahar intelligently argued that there was a coexistence

between the social and patriarchal relations of the tribal rural system and the new and

emerging worker-employer relations of the industrial market. Unlike the drastic social
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transformations that were taking place in the urban areas, the break-up of the patriarchal

and tribal system of values was very slow in the rural areas where they carried out their

study. For Pascon and Bentahar, some of these rural young adults who had studied in the

urban centers acquired a system of values and returned to their native villages bricoler

their own attitudes that were formed of both a traditional value system of their origin and

a modern value system learned in school. According to Bennani-Chraïbi (1994), this

study has demonstrated that the effects of the institution of the monarchy, parliament and

political leaders are not enough to monitor a society where rapid urbanization and the

massive generalization of education are taking place.

Pascon and Bentahar’s 1969 study served as a springboard for later and more

detailed studies which will be carried out mainly in urban centers. In the aftermath of the

first Gulf War, Bennani-Chraïbi conducted a series of interviews with young adults from

Casablanca, Fez and Tangiers. The study relied on a political discourse produced largely

by university students in the form of nukat (jokes), political slogans, as well as personal

interviews. For Bennani-Chraïbi (1994, 2000), this discourse shows a massive mutation

(bricolage) at the level of youth’s attitudes from submissive youth that were highly

controlled and silenced by a political system to rebellious youth that emerge through

detachment from the Moroccan normative social group. The individual is formed through

a process of bricolage that takes its elements from different worlds: The Moroccan is

situated at the nexus of Moroccan culture and global modern society. The patriarchal

hegemonic state as well as family values have been reinterpreted and translated into an
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individual experience that cherishes experimentation instead of a mimicking engineered

by the State through its schooling system and mass media. Even Islam is rethought and

the collective religious identity is broken down into specific individual experiences.

Bourqia and a team of Moroccan researchers from Casablanca and Rabat public

universities have also built upon these studies into major studies on youth perceptions of

different social and political issues (1995, 2000). For Bourqia, the same tendency for

bricolage has been noticed among the youth of her research team’s study not only with

regards to the family, but also religion, and sexuality (2000:13). The interviewees were

again selected from the University, and from other technical schools. These surveys,

although they tended to focus on the religious values of the youth, were very large

compared to the previous research. This study touched on many issues related to the

influence of state educational strategies on youth beliefs as well as their attitudes towards

other religions and the West. The study was carried out in 1991-1992 and only slightly

touched upon the youths’ views of Jews, arguing that anti-Jewish ideas are influenced by

textbooks.

Thus although a number of sociological studies were done on the youth in the

post-colonial era to break away from an emphasis on the elites, political parties and the

monarchy, they did not go to the extent of researching the concept of political and

religious minorities (Berbers and Jews): maybe this was still regarded as one of the

political taboos.

The first study that was carried out on the subject of the status of Jews in Morocco
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was done from a political science perspective. The study was carried out by a team of

American political scientists, Mark Tessler and Linda Hawkins (1980). They are the first

scholars who tried to monitor the changes of attitudes among North African Muslims and

Jews in Morocco and Tunisia. In the case of Morocco, the study was carried out mainly

among Jews from the secondary school population as well as the active adult population.

However, the political reality of the 1970s and the Jewish identity of the researcher might

have played a role in limiting the study only to Jews in Morocco. The sample includes

students aged 16 to 20, most of whom attended school in Casablanca, about half of whom

came to Casablanca from the interior. In addition, 15% of the students were from

Meknès. The respondents numbered 117 (about 5% of them were in the upper level of

high school) (Tessler and Hawkins 1980:80). As for the adult sample, it included 44

individuals from Casablanca, Rabat and Fez balanced for educational level, sex, and age.

Tessler and Hawkins arrived at the conclusion, although they made some reservations

about their confidence in the representativeness of their sample, that “the political culture

of Moroccan Jewry is characterized by low political involvement, a belief that politics is

dominated by powerful individuals and, accordingly, a high degree of respect of

authority, and the view that Jewish interests are reasonably well served by this

arrangement” (1980:81).

I. Identity and Narratives: Muslim Memories and Constructions of Jewishness

Although my sample builds upon the discourse generated by the above-mentioned

studies, it is largely different in terms of methodology and sampling. Instead of focusing
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on one category of respondents, I designed my sample on the basis of cohorts because

the concept allows the researcher to plot the historical genealogy of attitudes and

behavior patterns. Moroccan society is undergoing a high level of social and political

mutation. By positioning the views of the young adults with regards to cohorts of great

grand parents, grand parents and parents, I was not only able to draw general conclusions

about what factors influence the transformation of attitudes, but also able to discover at

what level of the public sphere it is done: family, school, or media. Like Tessler and

Hawkins’ adult sample, my sample is also small, so I cannot guarantee a strong statistical

confidence in it although my extended ethnographic experience allows me to claim that

the sample provides an idea about the regularities and changes in the attitudes of Muslims

towards Jews.

Although during the period of my ethnographic stay in Morocco I talked to

hundreds of people in the provinces of Tata, Ouarzazate, Agadir, Errachidia, Ifrane,

Rabat, Fez, Marrakesh, Casablanca, and Tangiers, the part of my sample that draws on

personal and long narratives was collected in Tata among the rural population of the

administrative circles of Akka, Alougoum, Mhamid Foum Zguid, and Tissint. In all, 80

individuals aged 20 to 89 were interviewed. The sample was balanced by cohort (great

grand parents, grandparents, parents and young adults), ethnic background (Arab/Berber),

and social status (Haratine/Shurfa) (See Table 6.1.). As previously mentioned, the sample

does not include any female respondents. My findings are presented in charts in order to

facilitate the interpretation. In all charts, the cohorts are displayed on the vertical axis
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starting with the youngest at the top (young adults, parents, grand-parents, great

grandparents). The x-axis represents the different variables.

Table 6.1. Sample Interviewed

Arab

Berber

Haratine

20

20

Shurfa

20

20

There have been many studies on interviewing and on the art of the interview

(Briggs 1986, Linde 1993). Unlike Linde who sees “interviews as naturally occurring

genre of talk” (Quinn 2005:12; see also Linde 1993:59), Charles Briggs has cautioned

against regarding the interview as a mere conversation. Briggs contends that although

interviewing is necessary for research, interviews tend to emphasize overt information

while neglecting the implicit ideas of the interviewee (1986:117). I use the interview as

an instance of cultural enactment as Jane Hill argues. My interviewing methodology was

open-ended with the exception of two questions: What are your attitudes towards

symbols of anti-Semitism? and Do you support teaching Jewish history and culture in

Moroccan schools? I have not openly elicited any answers from my respondents. All the

information was produced by the respondents in open-ended conversations where we

talked about schooling, economy, politics and their views of other social groups. Some of

the interviews were additionally recorded. A number of themes recurred in the

interviews. In order to measure the frequency of negative and positive attitudes towards
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Jews, I counted the recurrence of positive attitudes and negative stereotypes in all

narratives produced by each respondent in the different cohort before I produced figures

relative to each variable within the different cohorts.

Figure 6.2. Age Cohort and Place of Residence
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort)]
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Figure 6.2. shows the relationship between the age cohort and primary place of

residence (urban and/or rural). The figure reflects a higher mobility among the youngest

cohort. Young cohorts and other members of the parents’ cohort have spent a period of

time in certain cities such as Casablanca, Rabat, Marrakesh, Fez, Tangiers, and Agadir.

Others have have also worked in France and other European countries. The need for

workers both nationally and internationally has provided an incentive for respondents

among grand-parents and parents to leave these remote areas of origin in search of jobs
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that would supply revenues in addition to the inconsistent agricultural harvests. After the

1970s, the Western Saharan issue at the border of these villages created more contacts

between the neighboring urban center especially Agadir.

In fact, in 1973, a group of political dissidents called for a regional autonomy

from Morocco. This political event has played major social and economic ramifications.

First, at the economic level, it created a new economic opportunities for members of the

local communities. Local residents started to shift their household economies to the

market. Also, the rising focus on education pushed more villagers to leave their

hometowns in search of better educational training unavailable in these remote areas.

Figure 6.3. Age Cohort and Occupation
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort)]
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Figure 6.3. displays the distribution of occupation in terms of age cohort. What is
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striking is that in the younger generation few people are farmers. The traditional reliance

on agriculture and husbandry is decreasing because of environmental reasons as well as

lack of interest among the youth who look down upon their ancestors’ agricultural

occupation. On the other hand, white-collar and teaching occupations are increasing,

especially among the youngest cohort.

Figure 6.4. Age Cohort and Educational Level
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort)]
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Figure 6.4. portrays the relationship between the different age-cohorts and their

educational level. What is striking about Fig. 4 is that more respondents have access to

primary and secondary education in the years following independence after 1956. Under

General Lyautey, the French colonial administrators maintained intact the traditional

educational system. The kuttâb (Qur’anic school) and the madrasa continued to function
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after the French Protectorate was established in 1912. During the years that followed the

French conquest, literacy in rural Morocco was necessarily associated with religious

schooling, limited to the kuttâb schools, that were private or community administered.

Local children attended these traditional schools for two or three years to learn how to

memorize and recite the Qur’an.

Religious learning was widely respected and children who had the means were

encouraged to continue their studies in the madrasa where they were introduced to

Arabic literacy as well as a basic knowledge of arithmetic. The highest form of education

was pursued in the renowned Islamic madrasa of ibn yûsuf in Marrakesh, al-Qarawiyyîn

in Fez and other schools in Taroudannt (Eickelman 1985). These Qur’anic schools

offered an education curriculum in Islamic law, religious philosophy, astronomy, logic,

and Qur’anic studies.

In 1912, the French Protectorate established the Direction de L’Enseignement,

which became the Direction Générale de l’Instruction Publique in 1920. Colonial

authorities set up schools identical to the French schools in curriculum. Subjects were

taught in French by French teachers. However, the French educational “modernization”

in Morocco was limited to the urban centers. In addition, since the French did not arrive

into the south until the end of the 1920s, they were not able to set up many schools there

in the manner they did in the urban centers. It is not until independence that the state

pushed for a centralized system of education expanded to all regions. This emphasis on

state-centralized control of the educational system goes back to Napoleon who raised the
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issue of the importance of education in manufacturing group homogeneity.208 He declared

in 1807,

Of all our institutions public education is the most important. Everything
depends on it, the present and the future. It is essential that the morals and
political ideas of the generation which is now growing up should no longer be
dependent upon the news of the day or the circumstances of the moment.
Above all we must secure unity: we must be able to cast a whole generation in
the same mould (1923:61).209

This system will be copied by the postcolonial Moroccan government to train an

educated elite that would govern the new independent state, and educate a non-

revolutionary middle class with an emphasis on a nationalistic patriotism. Respondents

tend to agree that the independence government has played a major role in emphasizing

the importance of education to the prosperity and well-being of their rural community.

After independence, the state introduced measures to popularize schooling among urban

as well as rural students. In the great-grandparents age cohort, respondents show very

limited access to education. Only 15% attended Qur’anic school (all of them are from the

category of Shurfa). All the Haratine expressed their inability to access education

because they were forced to toil on the agricultural lands.210

208 For more information on the relationship between education, the French Revolution and Napoleon, see
F. Farrington, French Secondary Schools: An Account of the Origin, Development and Present
Organization of the Secondary Education in France. New York, 1910; H. Bernard, Education and the
French Revolution. Cambridge, 1969; and R. Vignery, The French Revolution and the Schools. Madison,
1969.
209 Count Mathieu Louis Molé, The Life and Memoirs of Count Molé. Marquis de Noailles, ed. 2 vols.
London.  
210 For more discussion of the role of the government after independence in popularizing education and
breaking the traditional social structures that kept Haratine from social movement, see Abdelkebir Khatibi,
état et classes sociales. Etudes sociologiques sur le Maroc, 3-15, 1978.
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The grandparents’ cohort not only shows an improvement in terms of schooling

but also the beginning of the Haratine’s access to education (30% of Haratine attended

Qur’anic school and 10% primary school). The post-independence government not only

encouraged more people to register in schools but also provided the avenue for the

Haratine to break away from the social hierarchies imposed over the years upon them.

Although only 40% remain uneducated compared to 85% in the great grandparents

cohort, the respondents agree that had it not been for the lack of good infrastructure, more

people might have attended schools. Not all villagers in these remote areas were able to

access these schools nor did they have the financial means to stay in them. Equally

important, the majority of the respondents think that this shift is the result of a change in

the local populations’ perception towards this modern educational system they once

looked down upon as a “Christian system of education designed to convert their

offsprings.”211 In many personal communications, the great grandparents and

grandparents expressed their regret in not attending these schools in the way the Jews of

the region did. Haddi, a farmer in his late seventies, commented how:

when the French built the first primary school in Akka, Muslims were asked
by their religious authorities to stay away from this polytheistic institution and
encouraged their children to attend instead Qur’anic schools. On the contrary
Jews although they were reticent at the beginning, they ended up sending their
children to both mHadar212 and French schools. They study French, Hebrew

211  Personal communication. Hadj Hmad, a respondent from the grandparents’ cohort. March 12, 2004. 
212 Haddi uses the word mHadar for Sla, meaning primary religious school. Another term is heder (pl.
hedarim) school where Jewish children learn how to read and get exposed to their first elementary religious
education as opposed to yeshiva (pl. yeshivoth) where Jewish young adults have access to a traditional
higher education. As for the French school, he means the Alliance Israélite school elementary school of
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and Arabic. Therefore, they were able to attend French schools and become
teachers and doctors. I wish my parents were not so stupid!

The parents’ cohort shows the first educational results of the post-independence

era. Only 10% of the respondents in this cohort never attended school. This is the first

time at least one respondent has attended school from Qur’anic school level to the

university. Respondents ascribed this rise in school attendance to the accessibility to

schooling in their rural districts. They no longer had to travel for a long distance to attend

a primary school, then move to the neighboring cities’ boarding schools to finish their

secondary and high school education. Schooling expenses were an extra burden on the

households. Many parents chose to keep their children in the village instead of spending

more money on their education. Many villagers, mostly Haratine, were able to provide an

opportunity for their children not only to attend but finish school because some of their

relatives migrated to France and other European countries. The Haratine, the minority

group whom structural social ideology prohibited their great and grandparents from

attending schools are now some of the most highly educated people in the villages. In

some villages the first local primary school teacher is from a Haratine ancestry.

In the young adult cohort, 60% of the respondents have a university degree. 95%

had attended the Qur’anic school and primary education, 80% pursued their secondary

education training. Since bureaucratic jobs require diplomas, and despite the high rate of

unemployment among university graduates nationwide, the majority of the respondents

Akka which was established in 1950 and where Jewish children were taught French, Arabic and Hebrew.
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still believe that education is the best means to social mobility (Bourdieu 1996). Forty

percent of respondents who had university training are Haratine. This shows that the level

of education continues to be higher among the minority than the majority. According to

Haddou, a Haratine descendent,

We had nothing. No lands. No shops. No business. The only way to improve
our situation is to get a university degree and training to take care of our
families. The Shurfa do not want to study because they had land, water shares
and still own the majority of palm trees in the village.

Figure 6.5. Age Cohort and Languages Spoken
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort)]
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Figure 6.5. shows the correlation between the age cohorts and the number of

languages spoken. We can distinguish between two categories of languages spoken by

the different cohorts: local native languages and colonial languages. Schooling, as it was
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expected, has encouraged the acquisition of foreign languages. This has engendered an

unwillingness by the younger generation to learn their native dialects: Berber and

Moroccan Arabic, whose repertoire reflects the traditional social system. Thus, even

when the young adult cohort uses Moroccan Arabic, their linguistic competence shows a

significant shift in usage from the older generation. For example, respondents from great-

grandparents’ cohort not only referred to Jews by their personal names but also used

words describing them as native to the region (bardkhin wuld lablâd/Bardkhin the son of

the village). Young adults, on the contrary, talk about Jews as foreigners or enemies.

Hadj Ali, one informant from ayt wirrân tribe, expressed his frustration with the

younger generation that did not want to use its native dialects anymore. He said,

Today’s spoiled youth has no knowledge of what their fathers and great
grandfathers went through. They complain that they are underprivileged; and
that they have no work as if they owe this to us and to the government. They
cannot even understand certain words that express the reality we experienced.
So how can they understand the history of their region, religion and ancestors?
They want to be French and they think the best way to do that is to learn the
rumi (foreign) language.

The fact that the majority of young adults and parents speak more foreign

languages than local dialects has led to their lack of awareness about the traditional

reality the older generation experienced. What we can infer from Hadj Ali’s statement is

that historical, social and political reality of Jewish-Muslim relations is embedded in the

local dialects which the young cohort continue to ignore in favor of the international

foreign language that the government stresses to access jobs and achieve social mobility

in society. Therefore it is normal to witness the regression in terms of Berber speakers in
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comparison with other languages.

Figure 6.6. Age Cohort 20-26 and University Training
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During my ethnographic encounter with the respondents of the young adult age

cohort, I observed a high rate of code-switching between classical Arabic, Moroccan

Arabic and French. This shows that Berber which was one of the main mediums of

communication between Jews and Muslims is marginalized, leaving this age cohort out

of touch with the linguistic codes used to describe the older cohort’s social experiences

with their former Jewish neighbors.

Figure 6.6. displays the young adult cohort and their university degree

specialization. Here we can see that half of the respondents who received their degrees

majored in Islamic studies. The majority of the respondents explain this choice by their
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preparedness to finish their degree and have a diploma in the field of Islamic studies as

compared to law and economics, which require a fluency in French (that according to

them only rich urban families from Fez, Rabat, and Casablanca have). Equally important,

many students could not afford to pay their college education so they rely on a ministry

of education scholarship (amounting to $350 a year). If they fail their exam, the ministry

cuts their financial support. By following a degree in Islamic studies, which relies on their

knowledge of the Qur’an and the Hadith, these students are generally able to finish their

degree in four years. Hamid reported his frustration about the inability of the younger

generation to go beyond this system of learning. He commented:

We feel that the central government has done everything possible to keep the
southern generation from accessing the jobs that pay well. Our French is rusty,
so the only choice left for us is to pursue an education in a field that is no
longer viewed with respect. Look at yourself; you studied at Al Akhawayn,
now you are in America. We feel like those graduate of traditional Qur’anic
schools like ibn yusuf who could not find jobs because the post independence
government needed people who teach science and foreign languages. Still a
degree in Islamic studies no matter how worthless it is better than nothing. We
are studying Islam because we would like to join radicals. We are studying
Islam because we need piece of paper through which we can press the
government to give a job somewhere in its archaic bureaucracy.

Hence, Fig. 6 shows how despite the fact that the state has marketed its schooling

system as a liberating force and as a means of increasing social mobility among the youth

of the region, social indicators show a perpetuation of existing social patterns that limit

young people’s choices and opportunities (Bourdieu and Passeron 1979; Bourdieu 1974,

1996). Hamid’s elaborate statement describes what Bourdieu defines as the process of

elimination whereby children of disadvantaged classes have low chances of entering
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higher education that would allow them to get better jobs. Although children of an

aristocratic background usually benefit from a set of cultural, social and economic

privileges that allow them to succeed, Bourdieu argues that their success is commonly

and wrongly marketed as “a social gift treated as a natural one” (Bourdieu 1974:32). The

marketing of educational success as a natural process removes the responsibility of

educational inequality from the state and its ruling nobility. Morocco’s colonial legacy

has continued to link the country’s educational policies with the French métropole. The

production of French ruling nobility is done through the “technical function of elite

schools [which] does not effectively disguise their social function as agents of ritual

exclusion, or give a seemingly rational justification to the ceremonies of consecration

through which societies claiming to be rational produce their nobility” (Bourdieu

1996:73). 

Therefore, the youth of the Anti-Atlas were left with minimal educational

opportunities that are influenced by their cultural capital. For the most part, Bourdieu

argues that,

the effects of cultural privilege are only observed in their crudest forms—a
good word put in, the right contacts, help with studies, extra teaching,
information on the educational system and job outlets. In fact, each family
transmits to its children, indirectly rather than directly, a certain cultural
capital and a certain ethos. The latter is a system of implicit and deeply
interiorized values which, among other things, helps to define attitudes
towards the cultural capital and educational institutions. The cultural heritage,
which differs from both points of view according to the social class, is the
cause of the initial inequality of children when faced with examinations and
tests, and hence of unequal achievements (Bourdieu 1974:32-33). 

Accordingly, the youth of the region are socialized through the ideology of
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giftedness to seek lower jobs because their supposedly weak individual nature and lack of

gifts do not equip them to aspire for higher positions. The majority of the educated youth

of the region have joined the national institutes of primary and secondary school teaching

and train as primary or secondary school teachers. Others have been assigned white-

collar jobs in different governmental agencies. The rest join the university and try to

finish their schooling primarily in departments like Islamic studies, where they get

socialized to despise Western policies towards the Islamic world. Many respondents have

confessed and described easy to access, anti-Semitic literature, through not only the

politicized student unions (socialist, communist or Islamist), but also through some

textbooks their own professors assign in class.

Figure 6.7. regroups all the years of education by age cohort. It demonstrates the

positive correlation between the number of years spent in schools and the age cohort. The

overall statistics exhibit a very large increase in the number of years that young adults are

spending in school compared to the other cohorts. However, this increase is misleading

because it hides the fact that these young adults are not receiving higher diplomas

(highest is a BA). Also these young adults are forcing themselves to shift their

educational training to specific programs that are not attractive to other adults from urban

areas. Therefore, while the numbers show that adults are continuing their education, the

underlying story is that these disadvantaged families are making choices on the basis of

economic and social constraints which force their children to look for the easiest way to

finish, even though they know that they might not get a job at the end of their training
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because there are too many graduates with the same degree.

Figure 6.7. Age Cohorts and Years of Schooling
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort)]
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This replicated pattern produces a national crisis where “social advantages or

disadvantages have gradually been transformed into educational advantages and

disadvantages as a result of premature choices, which, directly linked with social origin,

have duplicated and reinforced their influence” (Bourdieu 1974:36). As a result of this

overflow of graduates with similar diplomas that the national market cannot absorb, the

government is faced with an economic crisis putting more pressure on its limited

resources to find urgent answers to these unemployed youth which in return endangers its

political stability.
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Figure 6.8. Age Cohort and Political Affiliation
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort)]
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Figure 6.8. is highly related to Fig. 6 and both combined help elucidate the

variables of each figure. What is striking about this chart is that it shows the correlation

between the level and form of educational training, the dominant ideology that

characterized the historical period during which each cohort came of age, and the

political affiliation of the age cohort. During the French Protectorate, 40% of the great-

grandparents cohort respondents were affiliated with the istiqlâl party, which was led by

‘allâl al-fâsî. The istiqlâl emerged as one of the leading political movements in Morocco

that challenged the French colonialism. The istiqlâl’s agenda started as conservative

nationalist and called (at least during the colonial period) basically for a national

solidarity to combat the French divisive ideology.
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However, with the rise of the Pan-Arab movement, the istiqlâl started to

emphasize the significance of the Arab alliance against colonialism and Zionism. After

the creation of Israel in 1948, few nationalists attacked Israel in a direct manner, afraid

that they would lose UN support for their nationalist liberation movement. There was also

a major silence over the growing underground Jewish migration activities supported by

underground Zionist movement that was actively working in Morocco. ‘allâl al-fâsî was

an exception: his experience as an exiled nationalist put him in contact with Pan-Arab

ideas in Egypt. The news bulletin of “Sawt al-‘arab” (Voice of the Arabs), that was

broadcasted from Egypt, widely reported the French role and silence over the secret

migration of North African Jews to Israel. al-fâsî voiced this Egyptian criticism of the

North African Jewish aliyah denouncing on 30 June 1955 the French support of Israel in

its fight against the Arabs.

With independence, the party shifted its focus to its Arab and Islamic ideological

orientation, failing to absorb even its highly literate Jewish subscribers who ended up

leaving the party either to join socialist and communist movements or migrate to Israel or

various Western countries. This position was not taken right after the formation of the

first national government. In fact, the first government, led by a majority of istiqlâl-

affiliated nationalists, included a Jewish member in its cabinet. At the end of August

1955, French colonial administrators and Moroccan nationalists met in Aix-les-Bains to

initiate dialogue about future independence. The meeting included Prime minister Edgar

Faure and a group of Moroccan nationalists from the different parties. The leaders of the
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istiqlâl party suggested the inclusion of a Moroccan Jew in the government.

For Israel having a Moroccan Jew in the national cabinet is a representative voice

of a part of the Jewish community; for the newly independent Moroccan nation state, a

Jewish representation in its government would be seen as a positive sign by American

and European leaders (Laskier 2004:60). Therefore, although the Moroccan nationalists

were expecting criticism from Cairo and other Arab capitals about their decision to

include Léon Benzaquen, the communist Jewish activist and doctor, as the minister of

posts and communications in the first independent government of M’Barek Bekkai,

leaders of the istiqlâl as well as the Hizb al-shûrâ wa al-istiqlâl (Parti Démocratique de

l’Indépendance (PDI)) saw in this appointment an advantage to the future of their new

Independent state. The istiqlâl and the PDI were also fighting over winning the sympathy

of Moroccan Jews within their ranks not only as members of their political parties but

also as citizens with full rights. In September 1955, Abderahim Bouabid, the leader of the

istiqlâl party in Paris, declared to the Jewish Observer,

En un mot, ce que nous préconisons, ce n’est pas seulement la promulgation
de textes de lois reconnaissant la liberté des juifs marocains et leur égalité
avec les autres citoyens du pays; ce que nous souhaitons, une fois ces textes
promulgués, c’est la participation des juifs marocains aux organismes
représentatifs, à l’administration, de façon que le nouvel État marocain libre et
démocratique ne soit pas l’oeuvre des seuls musulmans, mais de tous les
citoyens, juifs comme musulmans. C’est alors que la liberté et l’égalité
décrétées ne seront pas uniquement formelles, mais inscrites dans les faits par
la participation des israélites marocains aux premières assemblées
délibérantes.213

213 Quoted in Assaraf (2005:602).
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The PDI also tried to project a new positive attitude towards Jews that was

intended to change anti-Jewish ideas. In an interview with the Jewish Chronicle, the PDI

leader argued for an enlightened political movement that sought the incorporation of

Moroccan Jews in the future decision-making of the country. Benjelloun, a member of

the PDI, commented that:

Le P.D.I. a été le premier parti à souhaiter la participation d’un Marocain de
confession israélite au gouvernement. Il entend ainsi habituer les citoyens de
notre pays à l’idée qu’aucune distinction basée sur des considérations
religieuses ne doit exister entre eux... Nous sommes parfaitement d’accord
pour la liberté de circulation des personnes. Nous estimons qu’il s’agit là
d’une liberté fondamentale qui doit être garantie à tous les citoyens.214

The position of Jews within the new independent nation state became one of the

key issues that faced the nationalist political parties and the sultan of Morocco (Berdugo

2002; Assaraf 2005). The World Jewish Congress was paying attention to what was

happening in Morocco during the years prior to independence. Political figures as well as

the Sultan were careful not to jeopardize their political capital in the outside world.

Therefore, with the exception of ‘allâl al-fâsî, positive attitudes towards Moroccan Jews

were attributed to nationalists leaders including members of PDI, especially in the early

years of independence.

214 Ibid (2005:603).
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Table 6.2. Major Political Parties and Associations, 1944-1985215

Name
PI: istiqlâl
USFP216: Union Socialiste des Forces Populaires
PPS: Parti du Progres et du Socialisme
MP217: Mouvement Populaire
PJD: Parti Justice et Développement
PDI: Parti Démocratique de l’Indépendence
UC: Union Constitutionnelle
RNI: Rassemblement National des Indépendants
UMT218

al-‘adl wa al-iHsân219

Leader
Abbas El  Fassi
Mohammad El Yazighi
Ismail Alaoui
Mohammed El Ansar
Saâd Eddine El Othmani
Abdelwahad Mach
Mohammed Abid
Ahmed Osman
Mahjoub ben Seddik
Abdeslam Yassine

Founded
1944
1975
1974
1959
1967
1946
1983
1978
1955
1985

However, despite what this relatively positive attitude meant for the external

international community, the istiqlâl party launched a massive anti-Jewish campaign in

its newspapers: al-‘alam and l’Opinion. In its critique of the West and Israel, the istiqlâl

used Jews as its central theme to denounce the world wide conspiratory movement

215 For more information about the history of political Parties and their political agendas see Park and
Boum 2006:276-295.
216 Union Socialiste des Forces Populaires (USFP) is an offshoot of the Union Nationale des Forces
Populaires (UNFP) which split from the istiqlâl party. 
217 Many informants mistake the MP for the MNP (Mouvement National Populaire) and continue to
associate Ahardane with the Mouvement Populaire instead of the MNP. Mahjoubi Ahardane was forced out
of the MP by  Mohammed El Ansar in 1991 and formed his own political party (MNP).
218 Union Marocaine de Travail (Moroccan Federation of Labor UMT) is the oldest national trade union. It
played a major role in the nation’s struggle for independence. At first, it was affiliated with the istiqlâl party
before the latter broke with Union Socialiste des Forces Populaires. UMT shifted its political alliance to the
USFP and the istiqlâl created its own union (Union Générale des Travailleurs Marocains/ General Union of
Moroccan Workers). Members of the UMT have taken part in many national elections. Mahjoub ben
Seddik, who was member of the Moroccan branch of the French communist Confédération Générale du
Travail, is the union secretary general and its founder. In 1978, Socialists broke up with the UMT and set
up the Democratic Confederation of Labor (CDT) after Mahjoub was accused of cooperation with the
Palace.
219 al-‘adl wa al-iHsân (Justice and Charity Association) is an Islamic movement headed by Abdeslam
Yassine. The movement is not recognized by the government because of its radical political orientations.
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against the Islamic nations that was supposedly largely led by Jews. al-‘alam’s critique

centered around the Moroccan government permission for Jews to migrate freely to Israel

to take control of Palestinian lands. In its election campaigns prior to and after 1967, the

party relied on slogans such as “voting for a Jew equals a traitor of the nation.” Ahmed

Reda Guédira, a staunch supporter of Jews and Arab-Israeli negotiation, was denounced

by the party through slogans such as: “Guédira defends Jews, Christians and drunks!”

(Berdugo 2002:98).220 The party’s newspapers also wrote about how the word Jew should

be left out of post-independence Moroccan society. In fact while serving as the minister

of Islamic Affairs, ‘allâl al-fâsî announced that “when we say Moroccan we mean

Muslim. The Moroccan Jew is nothing but a dhimmi. From now on, no stranger can have

a Moroccan nationality unless he embraces Islam first and foremost” (Berdugo

2002:98).221 In 1964, al-fâsî critiqued the political rapprochement between the

government and Israel by declaring that “Morocco is a Jewish state. Morocco is governed

by Jews and foreigners” (Berdugo 2002:98). Because of the conservative Islamic

ideological basis of the istiqlâl, the party was adamant about building a Moroccan society

free from religious minorities, encouraging and forcing the conversion of Jews. However,

this agenda seems to contradict the very Islamic basis of respecting religious minorities

especially Jews and Christians. The inability of the nationalist leadership to come up with

a new status of the dhimmi within the borders of the independent nation state formed a

220  See Les Phares, January 13, 1963.
221 See La Nation Africaine, December 26, 1964.
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challenge to the political parties as well as the government, despite the constitution’s

emphasis on the citizenship of the Jew within the borders of the nation.

Forty-five percent of respondents from the cohort of great-grandparents are

members of the Mouvement Populaire party (MP) because it stressed their Berber and

rural identity. The MP will not emerge until the year following independence after the

beginning of a political schism between the monarchy and the traditional political parties

control of power. The party’s longevity is partly ascribed to its royalist position. “In

principle, it stands for rural small holders and urban low-level industrial workers. Its

program emphasizes improved social services, agricultural cooperatives and government

based development equitably distributed between rural and urban areas” (Park and Boum

2006:280-281). Even though the party has a relationship with the Palace, its newspapers

were also propagating anti-Semitic literature in the form of translations of the Protocol of

the Elders of Zion (Berdugo 2002). However, despite this campaign, the party did not

play a major role in spreading anti-Semitic ideas because of the rate of illiteracy among

the rural population.

The leftist socialist and communist parties were not able to influence the people in

this region because their educational background was largely Islamic and traditional.

Their socialist agendas were counterbalanced by the political and ethnic propaganda of

the leader of MP, Mahjoubi Aherdane, who enjoyed a positive reputation among the rural

communities of the south that goes back to his experience as a member of the Armée de

Liberation du Sud. This experience allowed Aherdane and al-Khatib to draw support
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from these communities. However, the six days war was effective in helping the USFP

(25%) and PPS (5%) in enlisting some members of the community into their ranks by

highlighting the connivance of the MP and the government and their inability to deliver

any support for the Palestinians in their fight against Israel. The Avant-Garde, the

newspaper of the Union Marocaine du Travail (UMT), encouraged the Muslim

population to boycot Jewish businesses. The boycot, the newspaper wrote,

ne se limitera pas au secteur du commerce ou aux travailleurs des ports et
docks. Dans toutes les entreprises aussi bien privées que l’Etat, les travailleurs
marocains refusent de collaborer avec les agents de l’ennemi. Il en est de
même dans les professions libérales où avocats, médecins et architectes ont
décidé de soutenir l’action unanime du peuple marocain en épurant leurs rangs
des éléments impérialo-sionistes.222

These attitudes by major political parties were exploited by the Zionist

movements who benefited from the Moroccan Jews’ fear and encouraged their massive

migration. Nevertheless, the remaining Jewish population experienced a relative change

of heart after 1975, especially after Hassan II became heavily involved in the peace

process. In 1978, under their affiliation to the Rassemblement National Indépendant

(RNI), a royalist party, a Jew was elected as municipal representative and two Jews to

the industrial and commercial chambers. Another Jew was elected under the Moroccan

communist party. In 1982, a Jewish municipal representative was elected under the Union

Constitutionnelle (UC). The parliamentary elections of 1982 presented the first occasion

for a Moroccan Jew from the UC to represent the city of Mogador. These political

222 Quoted in (Berdugo 2002:100) See L’Avant-Garde, July 1967. 
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changes was marked by the nomination of Andre Azoulay to the position of economic

advisor of the king in 1992, and Serge Berdugo as the Minister of Tourism in 1994.

These changes, especially at the level of political parties, stressed the determination of

the monarchy to change political views towards Moroccan Jews as a basis for the change

of the general attitude of the rest of the population.

Nevertheless, these changes would be affected by the rise of fundamentalist

Islamic movements which stressed the plight of the Palestinian people and emphasized

the historical relationship between Moroccans and Palestinians. Like traditional

nationalist parties, the Islamic parties and organizations promoted the Jewish

conspiratorial nature and their striving to conquer Muslim lands. The Intifada and the al-

Aqsa uprisings shifted attitudes and affiliation within the young adults from traditional

communist and Islamic conservative parties to newly emerging radical Islamic

movements. The PJD emerged as a new political force in this domain. Through its

newspaper, attajdid, the party has advocated that the Middle East conflict is a Moroccan

one and that Moroccans should be involved in supporting Palestinians against Israel and

Jews. This shift in political party affiliation explains why Mohammed VI has been very

careful in terms of his involvement with Israel to the extent that he ordered the closure of

the Bureaux de Liaison between Morocco and Israel in November 2000. Although the

terrorist events of May 2003 presented an opportunity for the King to counterattack the

discourse of these movements as intolerant and contradicting the nature of Morocco, the

King has not been able to curb this Islamic ideology and its ability to enlist more young
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adult to its ranks.

Figure 6.9. Average Number of Hours Listening To News by Age Cohort
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort)]
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Figure 6.9. also explains some of the variables in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.8. The

level of education and nature of training coupled with the influence of the ideologies of

the political parties explain what kind of news the respondents sought. Figure 6.9.

demonstrates the internationalization of news and the dwindling effect of the national

news: More respondents are watching al-Jazeera and al-Manar. International satellite

media is more watched than national media because respondents believe that it provides

more trustworthy and updated news, not only about the Palestinian issue but also about

the inefficiency of the Arab governments in aiding and responding to the Palestinian

crisis. However, the influence of the media is seen more among the young adults than
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among any of the other cohorts. Respondents from other cohorts (especially great

grandparents) are not watching media, not only because of their lack of interest but also

because of their linguistic and educational attributes. Equally important is the fact that

electricity and mass communications were not introduced into the region until the end of

the 1990s.

Hence, the media not only brings daily international information to these remote

houses, but also a different type of discourse which has been successful in delegitimizing

the image that Moroccan authorities tried to foster through their parties following the

Camp David accord between Israel and Egypt. The Moroccan government is often seen

as a Jewish pawn (especially by Islamists), and therefore its media should not be

respected.

Figure 6.10. shows the variations of negative attitudes towards Jews among the

four cohorts. The majority of these stereotypes are parallel to the attitudes that Wodak

has outlined among Austrian and German attitudes towards Jews (2003). Like Wodak, I

had to pay very close attention first to the context of the utterance as an indispensable

factor in determining whether the narrative report is anti-Jewish or not; and second, to the

fact that anti-Jewish language used by the members of the cohorts vary from explicit calls

to action, to mere allusion.
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Figure 6.10. Age Cohort and Percent of Negative Attitudes Towards Jews
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort)]
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For instance, Moroccans generally use the phrase “lihudi hashâk” (Jew! God

forbids) when they mention the word Jew in front of each other. This statement is an

expletive that suggests that Jews are a social nuisance. Secondly, the recent attacks (16

May 2003) on particular Moroccan Jews or their religious and economic belongings is a

deliberate action meant to scare them and signifies that they are not wanted among

Muslims. Thirdly, when somebody uses the word (bu-shashiyya) to refer to somebody, it

suggests that the person is a member of the Jewish community, alluding therefore to the

person’s supposedly untrustworthy character. When my respondents from each cohort

talk about their memories or attitudes of Jews they express their feelings in these three
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categories.

Members of the different cohorts list the following categories as negative

attributes of Jews in the interviews: rich (labs ‘lih), coward (khawwâf), shrewd (hrami f-

’aylu, dkî), conspiring (khaddâ‘), untrustworthy (mafish tiqa), dirty (mwasakh), and ugly

(khayb). These attributes are sometimes replaced by many synonymous words. With the

exception of the great grand-parents cohort (60%), almost all of the other cohorts thought

that Jews are very rich. On the other hand, Ali, an elder villager, commented that “Jews

were like us. Many of them were very poor and needy. There were also some who were

rich just like some Muslims.” Insofar as the category coward, the cohorts of great-

grandparents, grandparents and parents believe that Jews are cowardly. al-Hashmi, a

great-grandfather in his mid-eighties, described how since he was young he was

socialized to believe that only Jews and women are by nature coward. He commented:

Every time I tried to leave the house at dusk to feed the animals, I asked for a
lighter since it was too dark to see. My brother comments how I am as afraid
of the dark as women and Jews. Since nobody wants to be labelled a Jew or
women because of their fragile physique and their inability to fight all children
of the village boasted about how they are able to go outside in the dark
without being accompanied.223

The cowardly nature of the Jew has been socially reformulated to justify the need

for protection of Jews and women. In this ideological framework, Jews and women need

to be protected and although they make mistakes, they should not be reprimanded for

them because part of their nature is to err. This explains why in Morocco a popular adage

223 A similar account is narrated by Said Ghallab (1965).
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reads “the Jew and the woman are alike, they are cowards and they do not show respect

(hishma)”224 is still used. The feminization of the Jew is a way to express the non-

threatening nature of a Jew to Muslim women. This is why a Jewish peddler can access a

Muslim’s household without the presence of any Muslim male while a Muslim peddler

cannot. On the contrary, a few respondents of the young adults’ cohort discuss that Jews

are cowardly. “Look at what they are doing all over the world,” Hassan, a young adult

from Akka, explains:

They are not powerless and not cowardly. They managed to beat us in three
wars with a limited number of soldiers. They are not cowards as my ancestors
think. They have one of the most sophisticated armies in the world. We are
the cowards because we cannot even make a last stand against the Americans
in Baghdad. The Americans entered the great land of Hârûn al-rashîd with
their tanks like entering a brothel.

Today things have changed. Jews are not anymore the asexual members of the Muslim

communities where they used to live. Hassan’s use of the image of a brothel is very

significant because it describe this topsy-turvy situation where Moroccans’ frame of

reference about impotent Jews, both politically and sexually, is not true any more. Jews/

Americans are powerful and can ‘enter’ Muslim lands (whether Palestine, Afghanistan,

and/or Iraq) like a Muslim used to (and still does) ‘enter’ a Jewish mellah225/brothel today

224 lihudî u lamra wâHd, ykhâfû mayHashmû [ مايحشموا يخافو واحد، ولمرY ليUودي ].
225 It is ironic that when Jews left their neighborhoods in the different Moroccan cities and villages, these
mellahs became synonymous with brothels and places of immoral activity. When I was in Akka, I was told
by my informant Hmad that the few families that still live in the Jewish quarter are looked at in a negative
way because the place is associated with illegal activities such as alcohol-brewing. In the mellah of Taourirt
(Ouarzazate), residents still refrain from mentioning that they live in the mellah because after Jews left it
was overtaken by prostitutes. Immorality usually takes place inside the Jewish quarter and outside the
boundaries of the ‘Islamic city.’ For more information on space and immorality, see Rudolf Gaudi, Men
who Talk Like Women: Language, Gender and Sexuality in Hausa Muslim Society. unpublished Ph.D.
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in the different Moroccan cities and neighborhoods.

The irony is that women and Jews are now threatening the very masculinity upon

which the Muslim male has built his social relations of power and protection with these

‘other’ social groups. Similar to Rebecca Haidt’s study of the construction of

masculinities in the Spanish Enlightenment, the construction of Muslim masculinity

versus Jewish femininity becomes a “foundational cultural maneuver through which

relational political categories are sexed and embodied by individuals in society” (1998:9)

Therefore, Muslim’s masculinity, as my respondents construct it is, “a system of

signification of relations of power” vis-à-vis Jews. This construction reveals fundamental

assumptions operating in Moroccan society where “[p]ower is channeled through the

construction of two or several genders, to each of which accrue privileges relative to the

other(s) within a gender hierarchy” (Haidt 1998:9).

The category “shrewd” is expressed by the different cohorts in a various ways.

According to great grand-parents and grand-parents, this attribute is mainly referred to in

terms of their economic dealings. As for the parents and the young adults, shrewd is used

in a political context, alluding to the Jewish ability to manufacture conflicts between

different people. “I have never seen a group of people,” Jellal argues, “who has managed

to create rifts even between Arab countries. What the Arab league is going through today

Dissertation. Stanford: Stanford University, 1996; Gottreich Emily, Rethinking the “Islamic City” from the
Perspective of the Jewish Space. Jewish Social Studies 11(1):118-146, 2004 and Jewish Space in the
Moroccan City: A History of the Mellah of Marrakesh, 1550-1930. Ph.D. Dissertation. Cambridge: Harvard
University. 
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has a Jewish cause. They managed to the use the most powerful country [U.S.A.] on their

side, they must be very intelligent.”

Figure 6.11. Age Cohort and the Frequency of Negative Attitudes Towards Jews
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort)] 
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The attribute of “conspiring” is also linked to shrewd, especially with regards to

the young adults. For many young respondents, the intelligence of Jews has enabled them

to design schemes that conspire to lead to war. Unlike the young adults’ cohort, the great

grandparents believe that Jews conspire only when there is an economic crisis to reap

financial benefits from Muslims. In this model Jews tend to study the market closely so

that they can decide when and what to sell.

Finally, in terms of the categories “dirty and ugly,” it is interesting to notice that
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both variables are either absent as in the case of “dirty” or insignificantly represented

among the great-grandparents cohort. Similar remarks can be made about the cohorts of

grandparents and parents. These attitudes are also maintained mainly among people who

have been able to spend some time in the urban centers which can lead us to claim that

these attributes are part of the anti-Semitic discourse that has been influencing Moroccans

after independence.

Figure 6.11. shows the frequency of the occurrence of negative attitudes toward

Jews by cohort. Unlike the older cohort, the younger respondents, who perceive Jews as

rich and controlling of the global economy, show a high and increasing frequency of the

use of the stereotypes: the word “rich” is used in a pejorative manner more than 600

times among the adults and over 500 times among the parents while it was used just over

100 times among the great-grandparents. This leads us to conclude that the attribute

“rich” is one of the most commonly used stereotypes among the cohorts. There is also an

increase in terms of the perception of Jews as conspiring to control the world. Although

this is more related to their attitude toward the Palestinian issue, it establishes a standard

belief among the respondents of the cohort of parents and young adults that the Jew

should never be trusted because they are always “calculating.” While there is an increase

in terms of perception of Jews as shrewd from age cohort grand parent to adults, it has

mainly to do with political factors and especially the Palestinian question. As for the

older cohort although “shrewd” is the most common stereotype among the cohort of

great-grandparents, it is more related to economic issues than to political ones. Haj Ali
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argues that “when a Jew decides to enter into an economic partnership with a Muslim, he

usually factors in everything that might lead to the Muslim’s dependency on the Jew.

They are very smart merchants.”

The negative cliché of the Jew as coward that is mostly expressed by the great

grand parent cohort is not highly expressed among the younger cohort. The stereotype of

cowardice is basically related to the Jewish population’s dependence on the Muslim’s

protection in the pre-colonial era. It is the great grand parents who have used the word

coward more than any cohort (398 times). Most respondents from other cohorts,

especially the young adults (173 times), see Israel as a powerful country supported by

powerful international forces, that was able to defeat the Arab armies in three wars. The

young adults who expressed the Jew’s cowardice did so in relation to Israel’s pullout of

southern Lebanon. As for the relative increase in terms of the usage of the word coward

among the parents (342 times) it was generally explained by Israel’s attempt to sign a

peace agreement with Egypt and other Arab countries. Haddou, a sharif in his late

fourties, described to me why Jews are very much involved in trying to sign bilateral

agreement with Arab countries. He commented that:

Jews are always scared of other people. They cannot maintain their
technological supremacy over Muslims forever because the Quran promises
Muslims victory. They started to be afraid. Look at what the Palestinian
children are doing to them with their stones and they still hide behind their
American provided tanks.

As for the cliché “ugly” it is interesting to see how absent it is among the age

cohorts of the great grand parents and the grand parents Most of the respondents who use
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the word refer to its use in the European literature and talk about the Jewish physiognomy

in terms of sickliness and facial features, going even to the extent of using to word “qird”

(monkey). According to Ali, a second year university student, the Jews:

think that they are the chosen people of God, but in reality they are not. They
are in the category of iblis (satan) because they do not respect the scriptures of
God and they have always disobeyed his prophets. God has always been angry
at them. Look at the way they are described in his holy book: God turned them
into pigs because they have no morals and they are always trying to cheat
other people. They are sucking the blood of people just like undesired leeches
sucks human blood.

Figure 6.12. Age Cohort and the Percent of Positive Attitudes Towards Jews
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort)]
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As for the stereotype “dirty,” it is interesting to notice how even though there is a

relative difference in terms of the frequency of the recurrence of the word among the

cohorts, it is commonly believed by all the respondents who expressed this attitude that
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Jews are not as clean as Christians. Almost every respondent quoted the popular adage:

“lihudi kul makaltu wa matan‘assh f-frâshû, wa naSrânî n‘as f-frâshû wa mâtakulsh

makaltu”226 (Eat the Jew’s food and do not sleep in his bed. Do not eat the Christian’s

food but sleep in his bed). The respondents of each cohort believe that the Jew’s culinary

habits are similar to Muslims.

Figure 6.12. shows some interesting patterns and correlations related to positive

attitudes about Jews. All cohort members agree on the fact that Jews are intelligent and

intellectual. This is seen both among the young and the older respondents. The older

cohort believe that Jews are good learners not only of the Torah but also of the Qur’an

and other religious textbooks; they are also good with mathematics and other sciences. As

for the youth, they see most scholars and scientists of the world as Jewish. Although this

seems to be a positive attitude it has some negative standing because this intelligence can

be abused because of the purported Jewish demonic nature. This is what Stern calls

frequent philo-semitic positive stigmatisation (1992). It is also true of the cliché “Jewish

women are beautiful.” The underlying assumption is that they are a danger to non-Jewish

men. Some respondents go far to express many urban legends of how Jews relied on

these beautiful women not only to access information but also to entice Arab leaders to

give their secrets to intelligence organizations. Mohammed, a high school graduate, is

now working as a guard for a company in Casablanca. He never met any Jew. And yet, he

thinks that Israel has been successful in its war with the Arab countries because “the

226 [ ماكلتو ما�pلش او فراbوا Vعس lVراVي او فراbوا، c ماpنعس او م�لتو كوe ليUودي ]
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Israeli intelligence agency has always relied on women and alcohol to infiltrate Arab

leaders. Our leaders are weak once they see women. These Jewish women are very

beautiful so they can get anything they want from these sexually driven men.” This

statement also hints at the cult of Arab masculinity.

As for the positive attitude toward Jews as “helpful, compassionate, friendly and

hardworking,” they are less frequently expressed as we move to the younger cohorts.

Most of the older respondents make a personal connection between these attitudes and

their personal relationship with Jewish neighbors. “When Jews lived among us,” Hadj

Nsouli commented, “we were neighbors. They cared about us and our families and they

helped us in times of hardships. I remember when my father told me how his Jewish

neighbor and friend bardkhîn gave him a full basket of dates and two bags of wheat

during the years of hunger. He was very compassionate to the extent that he did not want

my father to pay him back.”

The categories “compassionate and helpful” are absent among the cohort of

young adults. Jews, according to these young respondents, can never be compassionate

and helpful because while Muslims all over the Arab world were treating them as

neighbors they were preparing their exit to their lands and ended up breaking the trust

they had with Muslims. “If a Jew is being helpful,” Ali, a young farmer argued, “it is

because he is preparing to trick you or get something bigger.” The majority of these

young adults think that since Jews are always at war with Muslims, it is illogical that they

can be seen as compassionate and helpful to the Muslim community. Na‘imi, an adult
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who did not finish his high school education, summarised this relationship in an anecdote:

It was recounted to me by an elder villager that there was a Jewish merchant
in the market of Akka who has been very generous and compassionate with
Muslim beggars. Every Tuesday, during the weekly market, he donated five
riyals to every Muslim beggar who came to his shop. There is one Jewish
beggar in the souk who every time he asked the Jewish merchant for money
he sends him back without any money and rebuked him for living off other
people. A neighboring Muslim merchant noticed the Jew’s behavior and
became intrigued why the Jew is helping Muslim beggars and refusing to
donate his own religious brother. The Jew replied: When I donate for the
Muslim I make him dependent on me. I instill in him laziness. As for the Jew
when I refuse to help him, I want him to rely on himself.
Since then I realized that Jews will never help Muslims because they are
compassionate and helpful.

This story is an instance of the myths upon which the young adult cohort’s

members draw from as part of their imagination of what constitute Jewishness. The

demonization of the Jew as an other in the young adults’ imaginary world is built upon,

as Rivka Yadlin argues, “[m]yths and fables, invented and related which transcends

common sense thinking. Storytellers know it, and so do nations, both nascent and old,

who develop myths and hang on to them” (1999:310).

Figure 6.13. shows the occurrence of these positive attitudes. It is interesting to

see how the variables “intelligent” (720) and “beautiful” (164) are largely used among

the youngest cohort, while “friendly” (4), and “hardworking” (13) occur less. Unlike the

young cohorts who see Jews as prototypical lazy capitalists, the older cohorts describe

them as normal, hardworking people who express friendship and who are compassionate

towards their Muslim neighbors. The historical context in which the cohorts grew up

explains why there is such differences. The great-grandparents nurtured close economic
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and social contacts with Jews, therefore their assessment is based on a previous daily

relationship and their knowledge of Jews is based on “experience rather than

imagination.” Therefore, to explain this rather great difference in the perception and the

attitudes of the different cohorts about Jews, I maintain that the major contrast is between

the great-grandparents’, grandparents’, and parents’ experiences versus the young adult

imagination.

Figure 6.13. Age Cohort and Frequency of Positive Attitudes Towards Jews
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort)]
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Figure 6.14. is revealing because by seeing the percentage and frequency of the

usage of one word-pair “dhimmi/Israeli,” one can tell which world-view they espouse.

The graph summarizes each cohort’s world-view and their general nomenclature of the

Jew. All respondents use the concept yahudi (Jew) in general as a generic word for Jew.
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But, then, there are two rather contrasting world views: Jews as dhimmis and Jews as

Israelis. It should be noted that “Israeli” also was introduced to Morocco through French

colonialism. With the establishment of Israel the word Sahyûnî (Zionist) and (Israeli)

started to be used among Muslims in Morocco as a representative of Jews instead of the

word yahûdi or dhimmis.

Figure 6.14. Age Cohort and the Percent Using the Concepts Dhimmi, Yahudi, and Israeli
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort)] 
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I noticed that even in the primary school registers that I consulted in Akka the

word Israelite is used instead of Jew. For the cohort of great grand-parents the word

dhimmi is used because it summarizes rights and obligations the Islamic sharî‘a places on

them in their relations with other religious minorities in dâr al-islâm. Jews as non-

Muslims are not polytheists (mushrikûn). Therefore the Islamic scripture has bestowed a
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number of rights on them. Unlike the mushrikun, Jews should not be killed or forced into

conversion. They are part of what the divinely revealed scripture categorized as ahl al-

kitâb (People of the Book).

Therefore, Jews and Christians became the main accepted religious minorities

within the Islamic territories and were granted basically independence in their religious

practices and social relations as long as they did not encroach on Muslims. In exchange

for this theological tolerance (or what is referred to in religious terms as al-amân (safe

passage)), Jews (and Christians) were asked to pay a poll tax (jizya) and land tax

(kharâj). Islamic jurisprudence sheltered Jews and called for respecting their lives and

securing their property. Yet, many social, legal and economic restrictions were imposed

upon the Jews in Islamic lands to keep them humiliated.

For the young cohort this category of dhimmi should not be used in today’s

political context because Jews have “invaded and impinged” on Muslim rights and

territories. Therefore, they are in the category of Infidels who should be fought; and if

they are not persuaded, Muslims have the right to wage holy war against them and kill

them. Unlike the young adult’s cohort, respondents from great-grandparents and

grandparents believe that there is a difference between Israelis and Jews. Madani a

respondent in his early eighties questioned the whole basis of the young cohorts’

perspective:

I know many Jews from Akka who live today in Israel. They still send me
presents. I have always visited the remaining Jewish families in Morocco
every time I go to Agadir or Inzegane. Just because a number of Jews firmly
believe that they are the only ones who have legal rights to the land of
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Palestine, I should hate all Jews? No! Things are very complex from the way
some young people would like to see them. My Jewish friends in Palestine
believe that the land is not only theirs but also for the Muslims and Jews.

As we move towards other cohorts the dhimmi concept is used less and exchanged with

the concept of Israeli connecting Jewish identity to the current Palestinian issue. Even

though most of the young cohort respondents are trained in Islamic studies and are,

hence, familiar with the concept of dhimmi, it is quite significant that none of them used

the word in their narratives, demonstrating a conscious change in world-view of this

younger generation.

Figure 6.15. shows the frequency of the use of the concepts, once again Israeli

stands out as a dominant concept in the narratives of the youngest cohort. Compared to

the generic term yahudi used only 244 times, young adults used the word israeli 509

times. In contrast, the cohort of great grand-parents has used the generic term yahudi

(402) even more than the word dhimmi (340). This frequency in the use of the vocabulary

demonstrates that Jews were seen in terms of religious characteristics as opposed to

ideological political concepts. According to Hadj Thami, “when we say yhudi or dhimmi

we mean not Muslim but the Jew is also a local villager. The only thing that differentiates

him from me is his religion. He can rent lands and buy water shares. He can form a

partnership with Muslims. As I am from Akka, my Jewish friend in Agadir is also from

Akka.”
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Figure 6.15. Age Cohort and the Frequency of the Concepts Dhimmi, Yahudi, and Israeli
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort)] 
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However, the increasing media coverage of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict has

replaced this image of belonging to one place with another dichotomous relationship built

upon politics. According to Mas‘ûd, a respondent from the parents’ cohort, the Arab wars

with Israel and the Israeli invasion of Lebanon that ended with the massacre of Sabra and

Shatila were responsible for this shift among the members of his cohort who were

exposed to the conflict through national and regional media channels. The Palestinian

issue was a central theme of the daily news bulletin. At another level, popular musical

groups such as nâs al-ghiwân and jil-jilala used al-mas’ala al-filisTîniyya (Palestinian

question) as one of the central themes of their widely broadcasted popular songs. These

groups gained greater public visibility during the 1970s and 1980s because of their use of
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popular folklore to critique political and social issues in Morocco making the Palestinian

issue as popular as any national social and political problem. At the grassroots level, they

captured their audience by capitalizing on performance about the inability of the Arab

and Islamic leadership to face the dangers that threaten not only Palestinians but also the

Dome of the Rock, the third most important religious site in Islam. One of the most

popular songs titled Sabra and Shatila227 reads:

yâ ‘arbi ya maslam Halak al-yawm y-allam
Oh, Arab! Oh, Muslim! Your state of affairs is painful.
Sahyûn f-lbayt yhaddam wa nat b-l’amr msallam
Zionists destroy the Mosque and you are giving up
yâ ‘arbi ya maslam inta nâwî ta‘zam
Oh, Arab! Oh, Muslim! when are you going to wake up.
Sahyûn f-lbayt yhaddam lâsh mâzal tkhamam
Zionists destroy the Mosque, why are you still hesitant.

This song and others about the Israeli invasion of southern Lebanon turned out to

be a springboard for popularizing the Middle Eastern conflict among the parents’ cohorts.

The invasion was one of the most decisive influencing factors that brought the Moroccan

public’s attention to the plight of the Palestinian, partly because mass communication

made access to radio broadcasting easier in this part of Morocco. The word Jew will start

to be replaced by the term Israeli/Zionist which will stand for all Jews. While

grandparents used the word Israeli only 7 times, parents mentioned Israeli 147 times in

their narratives. Figure 6.15. demonstrates that changes of attitudes among the cohorts are

227 See, Nass El Ghiwane. Editions Sonya Disque. For more discussion on Nass El Ghiwane see,
Mohamed Dernouny and Boujemâa Zoulef. Naissance d’un chant protestataire: Le group marocain Nass El
Ghiwane. Peuples Méditerranéens 12:3-31, 1980; and the collection of their songs in Arabic:

.^__^ الiديدY، النiاd مطبعة: البيضاء yلدار. الغيواr كالم. الXيد عمر
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highly motivated by the changes in ideologies espoused by the different cohorts. The

conflict in the Middle East has enlarged the attitudinal gap between Muslims and Jews to

the level that relations cannot be seen outside the prism of Palestinian-Israeli realities.

Figure 6.16. Age Cohort and Identity Concept Acquistion
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort)]
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Figure 6.16. exhibits another important attitude of the Muslim cohorts towards the

role and position of the Jew within the nation state as a citizen, a foreigner or an enemy

within the Arab-Islamic nation.228 Interestingly, the younger generation do not perceive

228 Since Moroccan independence, there has been a debate about the position of Jews within the new State.
For detailed studies about the attitudes of Muslims towards Jews in the post-colonial era as citizen or not,
see ‘allâl al-fâsî, ‘aqîda wa jihâd: naS al-taqrîr al-ladhî alqâhû al-ra’îs ‘allâl al-fâsî fî al-mu’tamar al-‘âm
li-Hizbi al-istiqlâl, (8-10 yannâyar, 1960); ‘allâl al-fâsî, ra’yu muwâTin; abu al-‘alâ’ al-mawdûdî, Huqûqu
ahli al-dhimma fî al-dawla al-islâmiyya (al-qâhira: dâr al-anSâr, 1978); Fahmî huwaydî, muwâTinûn lâ
dhimmiyyûn (bayrûth: dâr al-shurûq, 1985); yûsuf al-qaraDâwî, ghayr al-muslimîn fî al-mujtama‘ al-islâmî
(al-qâhira: dâr gharîb li al-Tibâ‘a).  
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Jews as Moroccan citizens, while almost all respondents of the grand parent, parents and

adults cohorts see no distinction between being Jewish, Israeli and American. This

merging of these concepts correlates highly with the general perception that all

Americans are Jews and that all Jews are Israeli and that mirikan hiya Israel u Israel hiya

mirikan makayn Hata farq (America is Israel and Israel is America. There is no

distinction.)

Figure 6.16. also raises the issue that was central to the national debate during the

1950s: Can Jews be Moroccans? This debate was at the center of the political agendas of

nationalist parties as well as the monarchy. Allal al-Fasi stands out as the main political

figure who raised the issue of denying Moroccan citizenship to Jews if they were

suspected of being Zionist or pro-Israel. The debate over Jewish citizenship was a central

theme in the parties’ newspapers during the 1960s and early 1970s. It explains why the

attitude of Muslims towards the perception of Jews as “native” Moroccans has decreased

over the years. Political parties emphasized that Jews cannot be Moroccans because of

their primary allegiance is to Israel.

Figure 6.17. shows the principal sources of respondents’ attitudes towards Jews.

What is interesting is that family and community are loosing ground vis-à-vis the school

and media. Young adults are influenced more by school textbooks and media than their

parents. El Ayadi (2000) cites many examples from primary school Islamic textbooks

(manuel d’éducation islamique 3ème année). He concludes that these textbooks make no

distinction between zionism as a political ideology and Judaism as a monotheist religion.
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These textbooks transmit a message to the students that:

Les Juifs sont, par nature, des conspirateurs. Leur complot contre l’Islam
commence avec l’attitude hostile adoptée par les juifs de la ville de Médine,
en Arabie, à l’égard du Prophète Muhammad et ses compagnons. Depuis cette
époque , ils ont mis en oeuvre un “plan anti-islamique” qui se manifeste
aujourd’hui à travers le mouvement sioniste. La création d’Israël, l’occupation
de Jérusalem et la politique agressive de l’Etat hébreu à l’égard des pays
arabes confortent la position des auteurs des manuels qui ne font aucune
différence entre l’anti-sionisme et l’antisémitisme (2000:146).

Figure 6.17. Age Cohort and Source of Identity Concept Acquisition
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort)]
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Therefore the inability of the great-grandparents’ and grandparents’ stories to

counterbalance the negative and wrong information of the textbooks as well as the highly

essentialized news, are weakening the traditional influences of the family and local

neighborhoods on the young adults.
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Figure 6.18. Age Cohort Ethnic Background and Attitudes Towards Jews  
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort), S=Shurfa, H=Haratine]
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Figure 6.18. shows the positive and negative attitudes of the principal ethnic

groups (Haratine and Shurfa) towards Jews. Relatively speaking, haratine cohorts express

more positive attitudes towards Jews than Shurfa. The black local villagers express,

relatively speaking, positive attitudes towards Jews, viewing them as local inhabitants of

the region who contributed to the history of the villages just as Muslims did. Historically

speaking, Haratine from the great grand-parents cohorts claim that because of their

inferior status within the community they felt as discriminated against as Jews did.

However, this view is not expressed as frequently among haratine from the young adult

cohort. This attitude demonstrates something usual in terms of the relationship between

Jews and blacks; unlike the recent relationship between Jews and blacks in the United
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States generally characterized by antagonism (Rupesinghe and Tishkov 1996), Jews and

blacks in Akka nurtured relatively good economic and social networks.

Figure 6.19. Age Cohort Primary Residence and Negative Attitudes Toward Jews
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort), U=Urban, R=Rural]
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Figure 6.19. shows the relationship between the age cohort primary residence and

the negative attitudes towards Jews. Respondents who spent more years in rural areas

tend to show less negative attitudes towards Jews than respondents who resided in urban

centers. This supports my primary claim that Muslims who live in urban areas tend to

demonstrate more negative attitudes towards Jews because of their exposure not only to

high levels of media and the influence of the political parties, but also owing to their high

level of literacy, which allows them to have greater access to national and international

information on Jews and Israel. Therefore, in almost all the negative categories,
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respondents who spent a period of their life in the urban areas were exposed more to

negative attitudes than respondents who lived mainly in the rural areas.

Figure 6.20. Age Cohort Primary Residence and Positive Attitudes Toward Jews
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort), U=Urban, R=Rural] 
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Figure 6.20. shows the relationship between the age cohort primary residence and

positive attitudes towards Jews. Respondents who have spent more years in rural areas

tend to have more positive attitudes towards Jews than respondents who reside in urban

centers. The positive attitudes among urban residents with regards to the attitude

“beautiful and intelligent” are also higher among urban settlers in all categories which

support the philo-Semitic positive stigmatisation of the words. This was largely

influenced by the state post-Green March strategy to project a tolerant policy towards its

Jews, especially after Hassan II declared during an interview to the European Club Press
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in November 22, 1976 that:

[je] souhaite le retour des Juifs du Maroc d’autant que je ne leur avais pas
demandé de quitter le Maroc, bien au contraire... Je le souhaite vraiment car
s’est un élément travailleur, intelligent et quand il se met à la tâche , il y est....
C’est un élément économique rentable et très intéressant. Nous avons toujours
eu beaucoup d’affinités avec nos sujets israélites.229

Figure 6.21. Age Cohort and Negative Attitudes Toward Anti-Jewish Symbols
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort)]
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This passage stresses the fact that after the Green March the monarchy has tried to

counterbalance the anti-Jewish discourse of the political parties and gain the support of

the Moroccan Jews who live in Europe and the Americas in its struggle against the

Polisario to control Western Sahara.

229 Quoted in Berdugo 2002:116.
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Figure 6.21. shows the general negative attitude of the four age cohort towards

anti-Semitic symbols. Before I discussed with the respondents of each cohort these anti-

Semitic symbols, we talked about what they stand for and their ideological basis, and

almost all the members of the cohorts expressed that these ideologies should not be

supported or even tolerated because of their racist nature. However, many respondents,

especially among the young adults (40%), tended to express admiration towards the

figure of Hitler for the simple reason that he “defeated” Jews.

Figure 6.22. Age Cohort and Attitudes Toward Teaching Moroccan Jewish Culture and History 
[N=80 (20 in Each Cohort)]
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Finally, Figure 6.22. although it projects an optimistic future, conflicts with the

previously examined attitudes about the position of the Jews within the nation state and

their acceptance as citizens with equal rights to Muslims. The tone of the majority of the
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younger respondents translate a feeling of the Moroccan acceptance of their Jews versus

Israel’s rejection of its Arabs as well as its Oriental Jewry. However, the overt positive

nature of the figure does actually hides a major covert problem in so far as what kind of

education these respondents would like textbooks to include about Jewish history culture:

is it a anti-Jewish educational material that is highly expressed by conservative radical

Islamic elements or a very liberal educational material that put the Jewish history and

culture within the historical development of Morocco and North Africa?

J. Conclusion

In view of all the analyzed charts and personal stories, one might have the

impression that anti-Jewish attitudes and racial prejudices towards Jews are almost

universal in Morocco. However, I refrain from making such a general statement here. My

ethnographic findings are taken from a small sample and a limited region that might not

be representative of the whole country. What I can conclude at the end of this section,

nevertheless, is that in the case of my respondents (members of families from different

generations born in the same southern Moroccan region), historical, ideological, and

political variables proved to highly correlate with perceptions within each cohort.

Although the variables affect each individual’s experience within the cohort differently,

respondents who came of age during specific historical events generally tend to show

common perceptual trends.
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VII. MUSLIM NARRATIVES ABOUT JEWS:

CATEGORIZING AND CRACKING MUSLIM DISCOURSE ABOUT JEWS

Folktales are historical documents, [Robert Darnton] tells us, each colored by
the mental life and culture of its epoch. Interpreting a folktale without
troubling oneself to learn about its genesis and historical context can spell
disaster (Tatar 1987:1 italics are mine).

A. Introduction

I sat down on a rock overlooking the dry riverbanks of Akka. Long and narrow

cracks on the once wet ground signaled that rain had not fallen here for quite some time.

It was almost 7:00 p.m. The sun had already set a couple of hours before, and yet the

scorching heat still emanating from my knobby seat was making me uncomfortable. I

ignored the pain caused by the rough rock, and focused on enjoying the blazing colors

left by the departing sun. Beams of blue and red colors continued to hover on the other

side of the Anti-Atlas mountains. A couple of birds kept flying over my head as if they

were waiting for me to desert their natural habitat before they go to sleep. For a while the

surrounding peaceful silence was gently disturbed solely by intermittent bird chirps and

dog howls that I kept hearing in the distance. As the new moon emerged from the few

errant clouds that nobody trusted to be carriers of the long awaited-for rain, I was startled

by a raucous human voice from behind. It was Hmida, one of my youngest cohort

informants. Hmida is a university graduate of history and a descendant of a Haratine

family line. In his early twenties, he had a capacity to narrate personal stories of local
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villagers, folk tales, fairy tales, jokes, and anecdotes of a striking variability that had

amazed me since I made his acquaintance. He explained his gift by his earlier habit of

sitting amid the elders every late afternoon as they related their life stories. Hmida is one

of the few local young adults who had demonstrated to me a connection with the elders’

past knowledge and stories. He is one of the rare cases where I noticed that forms of

knowledge (in this case stories) were being handed down across generations. After he

disrupted my peace of mind, he threw a stone down the river-bed and started humming

some words in Berber before he initiated the following conversation:

“So what are you up to my American friend? Are you now one of those
tourists who enjoy looking at stone and dry river beds?” he asked with a grin
on his calloused face.
“I am just going over the stories that I collected today.” I replied in a plain
voice. Hmida liked joking. I was too tired to initiate an atmosphere of teasing
at that moment. Sensing that I refrained from responding to his humor, he
became serious and proceeded.
“I do not understand why and how stories told by illiterate people can be of a
any historical significance to you and what kind of books are Westerners
producing about us just by listening to what we tell them?” he questioned with
a shrug.
“These stories are important although they seem to be coming from ordinary
people. They might not present unquestionable revelations about the cultures
where they developed, but they generally tend to capture a significant aspect
of social realities and human relations.” I confidently regurgitated what I
learnt in my folktale and narrative class without even bothering to provide
details backing my statement.
“Ha! so from what you are telling me a khurafa (folktale) is as important as a
qiSSa Hqiqiyya (real story). Both of them tell us something about what is
going on or what might have happened.” he interjected with a confidence that
overpowered my statement.
“Theoretically, Yes.” I answered.
“Wow! These Christians are something. They want to understand everything
and write about everything.” He commented with amazement before he
shifted the discussion to the way of life and job opportunities in the United
States and Europe.
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Hmida’s conversation about the viability and significance of these collected

narratives and folk tales stayed with me throughout my ethnographic experience. His

questions about their usefulness also made me doubt the strength of my argument, if I had

to rely solely on these personal stories of ordinary individual as sources of my

ethnographic text.230 Nevertheless, I did not question my ethnographic mission of data

collection leaving these methodological questions to another time to figure out. Being

faithful to my Boasian-Malinowskian rules of data collection was my main concern at the

time. I needed the data, and set out to collect it. Debating its nature and importance would

come later.

By the time I ended my narrative collection, I realized that what the members of

the different cohorts were sharing with me were not only stories based on personal

experiences, but also folk tales that share many similarities with Grimms’ fairy tales and

Propp’s Russian stories analyzed in the Morphology of the folktale (Dundes 1975, 1991,

1987, 1978, 1980; Propp 1968; Tatar 1987; Thompson 1977). The following chapter is

about elucidating the substance and uncovering the structural elements of these

narratives. In a nutshell, from a historical anthropologist’s perspective, I am concerned

with the interpretation and deconstruction of the narratives, folktales, and fairytales as

social document and text where many elements in the stories and tales are culturally

230 In North African historiographic writing, the lives of ordinary people have rarely been regarded as
useful sources. This elite’s perspective has been debunked recently focusing on the “peoples without
history.” See Struggle and Survival in the Middle East Edited by Edmund Burke, III, and David N.
Yaghoubian (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006); and The Maghrib in Question: Essays in
History and Historiography. Edited by Michel Le Gall, and Kenneth Perkins (Austin, Texas: University of
Texas Press, 1997).   
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determined. In order to arrive at this historical understanding grounded in the culture of

the region, I will be using some tools of discourse analysis as discussed by Labov and

Waletzky (1967), van Dijk (1984), Wodak (2003), Propp (1968), Linde (1993), and

others.

B. Categories of Analysis

Ruth Wodak argues that critical discourse analysis (CDA) is an essential

methodological medium to “make more visible...opaque aspects of discourse”

(2003:187). Every cohort’s discursive strategy in narrating stories is about a set of social

conditions, historical events, and identities involving in-groups and out-groups. Discourse

tends to be replete with affective individual attitudes and positions, rationalized personal

convictions, and normalized social prejudices towards out-group members. A critical

discourse analysis enables us to transcend the sentence level to understand stereotypic

convictions in a psychological, social, historical and linguistic context. Discourse is

constituted of social relations and experiences and transformed by our knowledge of

these relations. Therefore, the nature and power of discourse are complex: while the

nature of discourse is conditioned by social relations, the power of discourse transforms

acquired social knowledge to take on new features for different cohorts. For instance, a

particular racist form of discourse might be produced, reframed, and reproduced through

ideological strategies of certain groups as a representation of a common social

assumption about a social phenomenon. Wodak’s critical discourse analysis methodology

known as Discourse-Historical Approach is influenced by another approach developed by
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van Dijk and called the socio-cognitive approach (1984). Both approaches draw upon

Labov & Waletzky’s (1967) narrative schema in developing their theories around

schemata of narratives about minorities in Europe. Van Dijk argues that stereotype is

both a:

cognitive and a social phenomenon. It is not merely a characteristic of
individual beliefs or emotions about social groups, but a shared form of social
representation in group members, acquired during processes of socialization
and transformed and enacted in social communication and interaction. Such
ethnic attitudes have social functions, e.g. to protect the interests of the
ingroup. Their cognitive structures and the strategies of their use reflect these
social functions. We will therefore label our approach ‘sociocognitive’. Our
evaluation of other work about prejudice is based on that perspective
(1984:13).

In discourse analysis on race, the value of van Dijk’s approach resides in the fact that it

analyzes the manufacturing of stereotypes and prejudice as a cognitive phenomenon

embedded within a given social context. van Dijk argues that his theory goes beyond the

previous studies on race and prejudice that usually “simply use a number of appropriate

cognitive notions, such as ‘schema’, ‘prototype’, or ‘availability’” (1984:22). For

instance, Quasthoff’s analysis of the verbal expression of stereotypes within the group is

mainly limited to her emphasis on the study of the stereotype as a unifying medium

intended to strengthen social cohesiveness and solidarity among the in-group (1973). The

primary limitation of Quasthoff’s early methodology centers around her preliminary

emphasis on sentence structure  (though she transcends it in later works (1978, 1989).

According to Wodak and Reisigl,

a categorization according to the sentence structure of the most obvious
prejudices is only partially fit to grasp latent meanings, allusions, indirect
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strategies, vague formulations, implications, and forms of argumentation, all
of which can extend beyond a single sentence and characterize written texts or
oral discourse connected with prejudice and racism (1999:183).

Van Dijk’s approach specifies the theoretical need for “a precise specification of the

social representations, the strategies, or other cognitive processes involved. Without such

a specification, processes such as categorization, differentiation, negative bias, or

attribution remain too vague to arrive at specific predictions or explanations of prejudiced

actions” (van Dijk 1984:22).

Van Dijk describes three forms of memories responsible for the production of

prejudice: the semantic memory, the episodic memory, and the control system. The

semantic memory is the set of social and collective beliefs and attitudes that are learnt

and acquired through socialization. The semantic memory is influenced by national

belonging, social and economic origin and/or social and cultural values or religious

beliefs. The episodic memory is the “memory ‘recording’ of the (subjective) experiences

of people” (van Dijk 1984:25). Episodic memory is reproduced through what van Dijk

calls a model of the story or a situation model. The situation model can include both

elements of the personal experience as narrated by the speaker and embody stored

information from the general semantic memory. Therefore, Wodak and Reisigl conclude

that, “one unfavorable experience of doing business with a Jewish merchant becomes a

situational model that states that doing business with Jews will always have negative

results” (1999:185). Finally, the third component of the long term memory as described

by van Dijk is the control system that “monitors the flow of information from Long Term
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Memory knowledge, beliefs, or attitudes to decoding and interpretation in Short Term

Memory and the storage of representations or the activation of situation models in

episodic memory” (1984:28).

Van Dijk’s method is partly influenced by the methodology developed by Labov

and Waletzky on narrative schema (1967). It assumes that a story can be broken down

into sections or episodes, each playing a function within the general framework of the

story namely summary, setting (orientation), complication, resolution and coda.

While investigating stories and fairytales, some scholars pay little attention to the

very historical contexts that prompted their telling and shaped the arrangements of their

themes. The model of analysis I am using here—in many ways influenced by Wodak,

Labov and Waletsky, and van Dijk—provides a historical framework of the narratives

and narrators to highlight the contrasting themes of the complex social patterns of power

and weakness, closeness and remoteness and trust and suspicion among Jews and

Muslims in different historical contexts. My objective is to demonstrate that personal

narratives about Jews can be seen as historical source materials as viable as Jewish

historians can get from other written documents (Taylor & Rebel 1981). The personal

narrative as well as the fairy tale can also provide alternative perspectives and

interpretations that other documents tend either to hide or fail to address. The tale is close

to the historical and social reality of the Jews in this part of Morocco because if we look

at the different configurations, motifs, and events in the story we would be able to dig out

a set of symbols that demonstrate three themes of the Jewish-Muslim relations: Jews as
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social marginals, spiritual mediators and economic brokers.

Wodak’s Discourse-Historical Approach (Reisigl and Wodak 2001; Wodak and

Reisigl 1999; Wodak 1991, 2003) builds upon van Dijk’s sociocognitive model in the

way it incorporates both historical, political, and affective elements. The main feature of

this approach is:

its attempt to integrate systematically all available background information in
the analysis and interpretation of the many layers of a text. Relating individual
utterances to the context in which they were made, in this case to the historical
events that were being written or talked about, becomes crucial in decoding
the discourses of racism and anti-Semitism, for example during the Waldheim
Affair [...]. Otherwise current metaphors and allusions referring to the ‘past’,
Nazism and anti-Semitism would be incomprehensible (Wodak 2003:188).

Wodak’s approach relies heavily on her study of the emergence of anti-Semitic discourse

in Austria’s public sphere during the 1986 Austrian presidential campaign of Kurt

Waldheim.

In order to draw upon Ruth Wodak’s Discourse-Historical Approach, and van

Dijk’s Sociocognitive approach (1984) in my analysis of Muslims’ attitudes, stereotype

forms, and prejudices and their variation among the different generational cohorts, I opt

for developing my evaluation by using examples from narratives of each cohorts. In this

way, I will be able to show what forms of registers are used, what linguistic categories

are utilized, how linguistic tokens are distributed and what kinds of features every

schema may have. Finally it should also be mentioned that Wodak’s model as well as van

Dijk’s approach are closely and methodologically tied to Labov’s apparent time sampling

in the manner in which these approaches look at the relationships between the discursive
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construction of in-group sameness and out-group differences and anomalies. 

To illustrate the passing of the Labovian apparent-time, I provide the translation

of three oral narratives: “The Jew who stole the mule,” “The Jew who Saved the Tribe,”

and “The Jew who put the ear wax in the teacup.” The translation of all the narratives will

be followed by an analysis of each story. My primary objective in applying a discourse

analysis to these cohort “talk productions” about Jews is to demonstrate how Jewish

stereotypes are constructed both through what these male respondents do with language

as well as through what they say about Jewish men and women. Accordingly I am

interested in Jane Hill’s debate about the enactment and production of cultural

stereotypes during the moment of interaction (2005:159). By looking at these discursive

elements, the analysis will show what Hill calls the false dichotomy between “structure”

and “agency.” That is:

[t]o examine both dimensions simultaneously, since discourse is “duplex” not
only in the sense that it both enacts and produces culture, but in the sense that
as social actors produce discourse, they simultaneously negotiate emergent
meanings and draw on shared understandings—including understandings
about the organization of genres of talk and text—that create the very
possibility of such negotiation (Hill 2005:159). 

As I listen to members of different cohorts conversing together, their

intergenerational co-narration produces and enacts the unfolding of the history of Muslim

stereotypes about Jews. This unfolding literally takes place before our very eyes. Let me

present a syllogism that will further elucidate my claim:

                            OLD PEOPLE : YOUNG PEOPLE

ARCHIVES : MEDIA
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Old people are to young people as archives are to modern media. Old people’s

narratives and archives have some things in common: the notion of the dhimmi,

depictions of patronage and protection, of economic partnership, of friendships, as well

as depictions of cowardly Jews (chapter 3). Young people’s narratives and the modern

media have other portrayals in common: portrayals of all Jews as Israelis; of Jews as

conspiring to colonize the Islamic world; suspicions that Jews introduce immoral

practices to Muslim lands, and so on (chapter 6). What we see then is that the Labovian

apparent-time sampling of generational attitudes and/or stereotypes about Jews can be

shown not only at the level of cohort narrative but it also parallels the recorded textual

level of archives and the media.
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C. Selective Illustrations

Table 7.1. Raconteurs and their Characteristics

Story
Story I: (mule)
Story II: (bull)

Story III: (ear wax)
Joke I: (sodomy)

Joke II: (cemetery)
Joke III: (night lover)

Narrator
Hadj Mohammed

Hadj Qadar
Hsain

Humman
Humman

Hadj Mohammed

Cohort
Great-grandparent

Grandparent
Young adult
Young adult
Young adult

Great-grandparent

1. Story I: The Jew who stole the mule

Sitting under a shady palm-tree by the only road that connects Taznakht with

Akka, Abdellah, Abderahman, Mbarak and I joined a group of old men in the heat of a

conversation about the tribal feuds with the neighboring tribe of Oulad Hlal, just a few

kilometers on the other side of the dry bed of river Foum Zguid. Mhamid, my hometown,

is an oasis in the upper Bani region between Akka and Taznakht, the northernmost point

in my research. In 1902, on a Tuesday, war erupted between the tribes of Mhamid and

Oulad Hlal over land control. Oral tradition has it that about thirty people from Mhamid

died that day. These clashes were remembered as the years of dissidence (sanawat al-

shar/siba) or days of gunpowder (ayyam al-barud). These events would continue

sporadically until the French controlled the region and ruled it through the representatives

of Thami Glawi, the Pasha of Marrakesh. Today, generations of both tribes are still

enmeshed in historical argument as if rehashing this past were part of the continuous

process of identity maintenance between the different generations of the tribes. This
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memory has nourished the already existing ill-will between the communities and

provided the youth with more ‘historical material’ to claim their superiority vis-à-vis each

other.

It was Ramadan 2004, over a hundred years after the days of gunpowder when I

joined the circle of old men. While a handful of noisy children were watching a soccer

game from the Spanish championship between Spain’s biggest rivals Barcelona and Real

Madrid, and jumping to their feet every time their favorite Brazilian player Ronaldo

controls the ball, some women headed to the fields as part of their daily harvesting of

alfalfa for their cows. As we sat down, the afternoon bus heading towards the city of Tata

made its stop to let out some villagers who were coming back from Marrakesh. Another

group of children ran towards the bus to help the newly arrived travelers carry their loads

of baggage. There was a moment of silence as the old men turned their heads towards the

bus to satisfy their curiosity for information.

Just before the daily Ramadan Breakfast, old villagers meet every afternoon

before sunset and share their thoughts about the American Invasion of Iraq, the

Palestinian and Israeli conflict as well as their daily activities. The lingering drought had

been a recurrent theme of discussion every time I joined their conversation as a listener.

“ Did you remember (‘qalti)?” Hadj Mohamed ben El Kabir commented to Ba
‘aTa, a villager in his hundreds, “just twenty years ago, you cannot see the
groves through the palm-trees. Today everything is gone. The water is gone!
The people are gone! Even the Jews are gone! We are left here to this
scorching heat that killed everything. Even our youth does not want to work
anymore. Of course, they see people like Aomar with American jeans and
backpacks and they all want to migrate (he commented with a grin on his
wrinkled face). What a shame! We lost everything! Even our children refuse
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to obey us! They all want to be rich. So they are joining the thousands of
Moroccans who get killed in the waters of the Mediterranean every day just
because they want to get a piece of the Europeans’ (nasaras) rosy world!”

Hadj Mohamed is a well-off local villager who left for Casablanca at an early age.

Recently he returned to the village and built a cement house at the top of the northern

hills of the village. He lived with his wife and sporadically traveled back to Casablanca to

visit his children who had a prosperous business as mechanics. For the last six months I

tried to interview Hadj Mohamed to no avail. Every time I returned back from Akka he

was either on a short visit to one of his friends in the surrounding villages or in

Casablanca. My brother advised me to plan spending some weeks of Ramadan in the

village if I would like to meet him since he usually spent the holy month in the village.

Hadj Mohamed is a special villager, he is usually referred to by the community as

someone who knows the history (‘andu tarikh). On a couple of occasions I asked my

father about certain events in the history of the surrounding communities, when he could

not answer my questions he usually advised me to contact Hadj Mohamed ben El Kabir.

“Ask Hadj Mohamed,” he commented “I do not have the history (‘ana
ma’andish tarikh). He knows everything. He will give the history in detail
(Ghadi ya’tik tarikh b-tadqiq).”

I was intrigued by everybody’s advice to see this man if I want to know the

history of the community as well as the Jews of southwestern Morocco. I finally had the

chance to find out what Hadj Mohamed knows about the communities of Bani.

Mbarak, my brother’s friend and one of my younger informants, is very close to

Hadj Mohamed. I was told that in the cold winter when Mbarak returns from the fields he
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keeps him company and listens to his long and entertaining stories about the village past.

Mbarak who knew that I was interested in what Hadj Mohamed remembered about the

Jewish communities of the region decided to open the discussion by involving all the

different people in the Halqa (circle of men surrounding Hadj Mohamed).

- “Do you know if Jews lived here?” he asked in a dramatically innocent
manner.
- “Of course, there were Jews in Foum Zguid. They were even here in the
village. They rented houses and rooms from people in the qSar,” Boujama, a
villager who worked for the Jews in Zagora, interrupted. Boujama also
boasted of having Jewish friends in Israel who looked for him everytime they
came from Israel to celebrate the Hiloula.

Since I returned back to the village, I had been traveling back and forth to Akka,

which raised the curiosity of the villagers. News traveled in the community as well as in

other surrounding villages that I was investigating the history of the Jews of southwestern

Morocco. Occasionally, I got into conversations about Jewish families that lived in the

different communities without intending to. People wanted to share what they

remembered with me. At times, the conversations became repetitious. Hence, although

Boujama’s piece of information was not news to me I nodded my head as if this was the

first time I came across this knowledge to keep the flow of the conversation going.   

As if his historical authority were challenged and memory was questioned, Hadj

Mohamed ben El Kabir defied anybody in the halqa to name the Jewish families and

Jewish peddlers who used the lived in the qSar of Mhamid. The discussion became a

contest of memory.

- “shkoun li ‘andu tarikh dyal lihud dyal Foum Zguid?” He asked defiantly.
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Some produced the name of Moshe. Others recalled names such as Meir and

Hazan Sham‘ûn. However nobody satisfied the memory requirements of the man who

owned the history of the region. After triumphantly listing the names of the families their

children, the rabbis who came to slaughter the sheep for them and reciting the dates they

settled in the region, he proceeded in a Geertzian way to narrate the story of Kouhen the

Jew, Hadj S‘eed Fakhr Din, the Stolen Mule and the French colonial representative.

As he wiped his lips with a white handkerchief that never left his right hand, Hadj

Mohamed ben El Kabir directed his watery eyes towards me, took my hand in his and

started his narrative:

1. As a boy, (I remember) as if it happened right now in front of your eyes
mannî kunt Sghîr, tan‘qalt bHâl ila jra qadam ‘aynikum l-yam

.ليوم عين�م قدام ايال بحاp eنعZل fغير، كنت منني 

2. how El Kwayhan stole the mule of Hadj Si S‘eed Fakhr El Din.
kifash la-kwayhin sraq l-baghla dyâl l-hâj si-s’îd fakhr ddin.

.ديg فخر سعيد سي لحاج دياe لبغلة سرق ل�ويgU ك�اش

3. El Kwayhen, the one-eyed Jew, rented a room in the house of Drawi.
lakwayhin, lihudi bu ‘ayn waHda, kan kari bayt f-dâr drâwî.

،gUودي ل�ويUبو لي gعي ،Yوحد rبيت كاري كا c دراوي دار.

4. You know in those days Mhamid was 
kima kat‘arfû dik layyâm lamHamîd kant

كاVت لمحاميد ليام ديك كتعرفو كيما 

5. one of the few villages in Bani where there was no Mellah. 
man dwâwîr laqlâl f-manTaqat bânî li-mafîhash l-mallâH dyâl lihud 

 gدواوير م eالZل c ةZي منطVاش لي باUمافي dلمال eود دياUلي

6. Jews lived among Mulsims in the same neighborhoods in the village.
lihud kanu taysknu m’a lamsalmîn f-nafs laHay f-lblad. 

لبالد c لحي �Vس c لمXلميg م\ pي�Xنوا كاVو ليUود
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7.  Some of them who lived with their families rented houses
l-ba’D manhum li kanu saknîn m’a ’a‘ilathum kanu taykriw dyâr

ديور pي�رو كاVو عاىلتUم م\ س�نيg ل�اVو منUم لبعض

8. For example, Shlimo bni Wakhkha, an artisan of Jewelry
mathalan shlimu bni wakhkha, Snay‘î dyal nuqra

ZVرY دياf eنايعي وjا بb gليمو مzال

9.  rented a house from Mohamed ben Brahim.
kan kari dar dyal muHammad ban brahim.

rدار كاري كا eمحمد ديا gبرا]يم ب 

10.  He lived with his wife Souleika,
kan sakan m‘a mratu sûlayka, 

rكا gو م\ س�pسلي�ة مرا

11. four daughters Yamna, Hana, Mas‘ouda and Shamu
rab‘a dyâl l-bnât yamna, hana, mas‘ûda û shamû

 وbامو مXعودY ]نا، يامنة،: لبنات دياe وربعة

12. and two sons Ilyahu and Nessim. 
wû jûj dyal lulad illyâhû wû nassîm. 

وXVيم اليا]و: والد و}وج

13. Others who traveled between the villages of Dra
ba‘D lihûd li kânû y-dûrû ‘la dwâwar dyal dar‘a

درعة دياe دواوير على يدورو ل�اVو ليUود بعض

14. tended to rent single rooms in Muslims’ houses.
kanu yakriw byût f-dyûr dyâl l-msalmîn. 

لمXلميg دياe ديور c بيوت ي�رو كاVو

15. El Kwayhen was an excellent artisan and a shrewd Jew.
lakwayhin Snây‘î mumtâz dyal nuqra wu yhudi dkî bzâf.

gUنايعي ل�ويf ]ممتا eديا YرZV وذكي cاaب.
 
16. One day his mind told him to play a trick
waHd nhâr rasû gâl lih yal‘ab la‘ba 

لعبة يلع� ليه قاe راسو UVار واحد

17. on one of the notables of the village, Hadj S‘eed Fakhr El Din.
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‘la l-hâj si-s’îd fakhr l-ddin man l-mzawir dyal lablâd.
لبالد دياe لمaاوير مg ديg فخر سعيد لحاج عل

18. He went to his house and asked him
msha ldaru wu Tlab mannu

مننو وطل� لدارو مشا

19. if he could borrow his mule to transport
wash yamkan ysalfu lbaghla dyalu bash ynaqal biha

بUا ينZل باش ديالو لبغلة يXلف ليه يم�g واش

20. some articles from the neighboring village of Alougoum.
shi Hwayaj man duwwâr alugûm lamjawar.

لمiاور yلوكوم دوار مg حا}ة bي

21. In return, the Muslim would receive
f-lmuqabil lmaslam ghâdi yshad

c ابلZلم لمXيشد غادي لم

22. two cones of sugar and a basket of barley.
jûj qwalab dyal sukkar wu guffa dyal zra‘.

[رع دياe ق�ة و س�ر دياe قوال� }وج

23. Hadj S‘eed Fakhr El Din agreed to lend his precious mule.
wafaq l-hâj si-s’îd fakhr l-ddin bash yakri lbaghla nfisa dyâlu

ديالو �VيXة لبغلة ي�ري باش الديg فخر سعيد سي لحاج وافق

24. especially that the distance between
khaSatan wa anna lmasafa bayn

بيg لمXافة واj rاfة

25. both villages is about sixteen kilometers 
duwwar u alugûm ghayr saTâ‘sh lkilumitr

ل�لومتر ستاعش غير yلوكوم و دوار
 
26. In the following day, El Kwayhen mounted his mule and headed north
f-nnhâr tâlî lakwayhin rkab ‘la l-baghla wu zâd shmâl

c ارUV تاليp gUو[اد لبغلة على رك� ل�وي eماb

27. He passed Alougoum the intended destination, 
dâz ‘la alugûm l-wajha dyâlu

ديالو لو}Uة yلوكوم عل دا[
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28. headed to Taznakht and then Taliouine. 
wu msha l-taznaqt wu man ba‘d taliwin

pاليويg بعد ومg لتا[Vاjت مشى و

29. Back in the village Hadj S‘eed became worried about his mule
f-lmHâmîd l-hâj si-s’îd fakhr l-ddin tshawash ‘la l-baghla dyalu

c فخر سعيد سي لحاج لمحاميد gشوش الديp ديالو لبغلة على

30. and headed to Alougoum to learn that El Kwayhen never made it there.
wu zad l-alugûm tamak ‘raf bi’anna lakwayhin mawSalsh l-duwwâr

لدوار موfلش ل�ويgU باr عرp cماك wلوكوم [اد و

31. After being told by a local that El Kwayhen was seen
man ba‘d ma ‘raf man wahd rajal f-duwwar bi anna lakwayhin daz

gبعدم م cعر gر}ل وحد م c دوار rبا gUدا[ ل�وي

32. passing by the village in the early morning without entering the Ksar  
‘la alugûm bla maydkhul l-qSar

لlZر مايدjل بل yلوكوم عل

33. Hadj Si S‘eed realized that the Jewish peddler had stolen his mule.
l-hâj si-s’îd ‘raf bi anna tajar layHudi sraq lbaghla dyâlû

ديالو لبغلة سرق ليUودي pا}ر باr عرc سعيد سي لحاج

34. He returned back to the village and went to Foum Zguid
rja’ l-blâd u-msha l-Fum Zguid 

[كيد ل�وم مشى او لبالد ر}\

35. where the French administrative office is located to report the incident. 
fin kayn l-biru dyal l-mumtil dyâl fransa bash y’lam b-l-hadita

gفي gلبرو كاي eلممتل ديا eا دياXVة بل يعلم باش فرpحاد

36. The French officer contacted other local bureaus
l-mumtil l-faransi ‘lam l-marakiz al-mahalliyya

لمحللية لمراكa علم ل�راXVلوي لممتل

37. in the different communities of the Anti-Atlas and High Atlas Mountains. 
f-jamî’ l-jamâat dyal l-atlas al-saghîr wu l-kabîr

c \ماعات }ميiل eغير الطلس دياf ول�بير

38. It turned out that El Kwayhen when he arrived at the market of Taliouine, 
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f-lwâqi ’anna lakwayhin manni wSal l-suq dyal taliwin
pالويg دياe لXوق وfل مني ل�ويgU اr فلواق\

39. exchanged the mule for a donkey with another Jewish peddler and headed
baddal l-baghla b-Hmâr m’a waHd tajar yHûdi w zad 

eا}ر واحد م\ بحمار لبغلة بدp وديUاد و ي]

40. towards the surrounding Jewish communities in the Mountains.
f-jiht al-jamâat l-yahudiyya  li-sakna f-jbâl

c ةU{ ماعاتiودية لUلي e ساكنة c eبا{

41. On his way, he was apprehended by the French local representative
f-triq dyâlû, l-mumtil dyâl fransa lqa ‘lih lqabd

c لممتل ديالو طريق eا دياXVبض عليه لق فرZل

42. and sent back with his donkey to the administrative bureau of Foum Zguid
wu sayfTu m’a Hmaru lfum Zguid

[كيد ل�وم حمارو م\ وسي�طو

43. This time again El Kwayhen showed his devilish skills because
hâd l-marra tani lakwayhin bayyan ‘la lkhuTaT ljahanamiyya dyalu.

ديالو لUiنمية لخطط عل بيg ل�ويp gUاVي لمرY ]د

44. he sat down and refused to walk back unless he rode the donkey back.
glas larD u mtana’ bash yarja’ l-fum zguid ila markabsh ‘la lahmar

لحمار عل ماركبش اال [كيد ل�وم ير}\ باش متن\ و الرض كلس

45. the Muslim accompanying him walked back to the village
l-maslam msha ‘la rajlîh lduwwâr

لدوار ر}ليه عل مشى لمXلم

46. When he arrived to Mhamid, it was announced by the local caller
manni waslu l-mHamid ‘lan l-barrâh 

لبراd علg لمحاميد وfلو مني

47. that El Kwayhen is back. 
bi anna lakwayhin rjaa. 

rبا gUر}\ ل�وي

48. Every child in the village came down to the main road to see the Kwayhen
kulma kayn man darri f-duwwâr khraj lTriq bash yshuf lakwayhin

ل�ويgU يشوc باش لطريق jرج دوار c درري مg كايg كلما
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49. I remember that he was short and his beard and hair 
tan’qal kifash kan qsir wa laHya u sh’ar dyâlû

 ديالو وbعر ولحية قlير كاr كي�اش pنعZل

50. were long but he looked at us with a sense of pride.
kanu Twâl walakin kan tayshuf fina b-nadra dyal l-iftikhâr

الحتZار دياe بنkرY فينا pيشوc كاr ول�g طواe كاVو

51. He was taken to the administrative bureau
khdâwh lmarkaz

Wداوj aلمرك

52. When the French office met him 
manni l’amil lafransawi staqblu

ستZبلو ل�راXVوي لعامل مني

53. he sat on his knees and interrupted the French, 
glas lakwayhin ‘la rkabih u qaTa’ lfransawî 

 ل�راXVوي قاط\ و ركبيه عل ل�ويgU كلس

54. “Before you say anything sir, let me tell you that I recognize my mistake.
a sidi qbal matqul Hatta haja, khalini nqul lik bi anni tan’taraf bal khata‘ dyâlî.

ديالي jطo بل pنعترc باVي ليك ZVوj eليني حا}ة، حتى Zpوe ما قبل yسيدي

55. I am at fault.
ana khTa‘t.

jطئت اVا

56. And I am here to pay for any jail time you decide!
u anna hna bayn ydik bash nkhallaS bashHal ma Hkamti ‘liyya bal Habs

حبس بل علي ح�متي ما بشحاV eخلص باش يديك بيg ]نا واVا

57. The officer ordered his guards to put him in prison
‘lam DabiT lfransawi lhurras bash ydakhluh f-lHabs

لحبس c يدjلوW باش لحراs ل�رXVي ظابط علم

58. and sent another message for the bureaus to look for the stolen mule.
u ‘lam lmarakiz lakhra bash y-qalbu ‘la lbaghal l-masruq.

لمXروقة لبغلة عل يZلبو باش لخر� لمراكa وعلم

59. After weeks the mule was found and was returned to Hadj S‘eed
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man ba’d shi simanat lqaw l-baghla u jabuha l-Hadj S‘eed.
gي بعد مb و سيمناتZسعيد سي لحاج }بو]ا و لبغلة ل 

60. and the donkey was sent back to its owner.
u sayfTu laHmar l-mulâh.

لموالW لحمار سي�طو و

After he finished his story, another villager interrupted, “how efficient those

nSâra (Christians) are! For a stolen mule, they went through all this trouble. Today our

Muslim brothers steal millions of dirhams and nobody raises a hand.” “So what happened

to the Jew?” Mbarak asked abruptly to keep the conversation focused on El Kwayhen.

“He spent a couple of weeks in prison and he was released afterwards. You know in those

days lihudi yhudi ykhaf ma yahshamsh bhal drari! (Jew is a Jew he is scared but he does

not behave just like kids).”

As the muezzin interrupted Hadj Mohamed, an adult, in his twenties who attend

the University of Agadir commented:

Not anymore! They are killing our brothers in our lands with American guns
and helicopters. They forgot that just years ago they were protected by us
under our Islamic law. Now they are not Jews anymore they are lords! I mean
monsters and snakes in the like of Sharon because sometimes lords, no matter
how despotic they are, respect the rules of governance.

2. Story II: The Jew who saved the tribe 

In Alougoum, another major oasis that linked the Jewish communities of Foum

Zguid with the Mellah of Taznakht, I had a conversation with another man who grew up

while the Jews were still doing business in the region. Hadj Kader, a member of the
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grandparents cohort, talked about the wars between the different tribes at the end of the

19th century. His story exemplifies the kind of narratives and prejudices about the

“cunning” of Jews.

1. During those days, I remember when an enemy tribe surrounded our Ksar.
f-dhik layyâm tan‘qal fîn waHd laqbila mu‘âdiyya HâSrat laqSsar dyâlna

ديالنا لlZر حاfرY معادية لZبيلة وحد فيp gنعZل ليام ديك في

2. For weeks we could not leave the village.
simanat ma qdarna nkhurju man l-qaSar

لlZر برا Vخر}و ماقدرVا سيمنات

3. As the days passed by, the community was wary of subduing to the enemy
dâzu nhârat u laqbila badât tkhawwuf man tanâzul l-’aduw

 لعدو pنا[e مp gخوc لZبيلة او UVارات دا[و

4. and losing their belongings if the seige continues.
wu khaSran lmata‘ dyâlhâ ila l-HiSâr twâSal

pواfل لحlار الى ديالUا  لمتاع Xjراr او

5. Although water was available inside the qsar 
wakha lma mawjud f-laqSar

لlZر c مو}ود لما وjا

6. the maouna (food) started to decrease.
l-mûna u l-makla bdât tanquS 

pنZص بدات لموVة

7. The community decided to do something about this problem 
l-jama’a qarrât bâsh talqa shi Hal l-hâd l-mushkil

لمش�لة لUاد حل bي pلق باش قررات }ماعة

8. or face the enemy in the battle.
u ll-a twâjah l-’aduw f-lmaydân 

  لميداc r لعدو pوا}ه اوللى

9. In those days there was a sizeable Jewish community living among us.
f-dîk layyâm kânu bazzâf dyâl lihud saknîn m’ana

c و ليام ديكVكا cاaب eود دياUلي gمعنا ساكني
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10. One day, their intelligent leader came to the village amghar (leader)
waHd nnhâr, l-qâyd dkî dyâlhum ja ’and amghâr dyal l-jama’a

}ماعة دياe امغار عند }ا ديالUم دكي لZايد UVار واحد

11. and told him that he had an idea that could drive the enemy away.
u khabru b-lfikra li ’andu u li-mumkin tkhali l-’adû yansaHab bla qitâl

قتاe بال ينXح� لعدو pخللي مم�e g او عندو لي ل��رY ب اوjبرو

12. The Jew advised them to bring a bull and feed him with barley
nSaH lihûdî jama’a bash tjib shi bagrî u-t’alfû b-zra’

�lV وديUي� باش }ماعة ليip يb عل�و او ب�ريp رعaب

13. and water for a day or two and then release it outside the Ksar.
u-lma nâr ulla jûj u man b’ad talqû barra laqSâr

لlZر برر� طلZو بعد مg او }وج للى او UVار لما او

14. When the enemy caught the bull and slaughtered it for food 
manni l’adû shad l-bagrî u dabhû bash yaklûh

ي�لو باش دبحو او لب�ري bد لعدو منني

15. they found out that the bull is full of barley. 
laqâw bi anna karsh l-bagrî ‘amra b-zrâ’ 

بaرع عامرY لب�ري كرش باr لق

16. They realized that the tribe could still 
tamâk ban lihûm bi anna laqbila ‘andha bazzaf dalmuna li tmakkanha bash  

 باش pم�نUا e لموVة د بaاc عند]ا لZبيلة باr ليUم باp rماك

17. withstand the hisar until reinforcements arrive from its supporters
twajah lhiSâr ayyâm ktira Htâ tji lmusa’adât man l-Hulafâ‘ dyâlha

ديالUا لحل�اء مg لمXاعدات pج حتى كتيرY ايام لحlار pوا}ه

3. Story III: The Jew who put his earwax in the teacup

In Akka, I had many conversations with Hsain, a native villager of Agadir Ouzrou

and a descendant of a Shurfa family-line. Hsain, a young adult, had issues with my study

of Jews in the region. A very zealous religious Muslim believer, he had trouble believing
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that anything good can come out of any Jew. His sentences are consistently interrupted

by words such as lihudi hashak (Jew! God Forbids!) every time I mentioned the word

‘Jew’ or the name of a Jew. As a student of sharî‘a (Islamic law), his knowledge of

Islamic jurisprudence, the Qur’an and other religious books is very high. Nevertheless,

his Hifd (knowledge by memory) outweighed his qiyâs (interpretation) skills. He has a

literal understanding of religious terms, and does not take into account the historical,

social and political context of the tradition. One day, following the assassination of the

shaykh Yassin, the leader of the Palestinian Islamic movement Hamas, he started reciting

a set of poetry from al-Maghili’s treatise on the Jews and reproached me for befriending

any Jew:

In Love of the Prophet, hatred of the Jews is necessary;
Have regret for what has passed. Don’t repeat it.
Whoso befriends the enemies of the Prophet,
How will it be for you in the grave,
And resurrection into the flaming Fire?
Who will plead on behalf of him if [the Fire] comes close
To the face of him who gave satisfaction to the Jews?
Rise up and kill the Jews; they are indeed
The bitterest enemies who reject Muhammad.
Pigs, who care not for the name of Muhammad 
Rise up and kill the Jews, as they were killed
At Khaybar beneath the sword of Muhammad.
Rise up and kill the Jews and all those
Who fight for them; thus will you please Muhammad.231

While I was not taken aback by Hsain’s memory, I was very surprised by his extreme

knowledge of al-Maghili’s literature. The highly emotive treatise of al-Maghili on the

231 Translation of this excerpt is also reported in Hunwick (2005).
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Jews is based on some fundamental Islamic concepts (Love of the Prophet) and historical

events (Khaybar) to instigate negative reactions towards Jews as enemies of Islam.

Khaybar stands for one of the Jewish tribe in Medina during the time of the Prophet

whose leaders were believed to have conspired against the Prophet, and who were later

defeated by the Muslim army. The premise is that anybody who befriends a Jew is an

unbeliever (kafir). It was interesting to see how after more than five centuries, the

literature of al-Maghili, as a Muslim mufti who drove away the Jews of Touat leading to

their massacre, still survives among younger generation of Muslim cohorts despite the

fact that many Muslims from Akka accepted the same Jews that al-Maghili helped expel

and denied entry into many areas of bilâd al-sûdân (sub-Saharan Africa). Subsequently,

Hsain’s stories about how Jews are dishonourable, dishonest, tricky, and fraudulent

started to take the form of fairytale-like narratives. The following story also by Hsain is

an example of the fairytale aspect of the stories many young adults shared with me about

Jews and how threatening they can be to the Muslim community.

1. The Jews of Akka are known for conspiracy
l-yaHud aqqa ma’rîfîna b-dasîsa

بالدسيXة معروفوr اقا يUود

2. deceit and cunning. Allah’s curse upon them
wu l-khadî’a wu l-makr. la’anahum al-lah

الله لعنUم. والم�ر والخديعة

3. till the day of Judgment. They were known for
ila yam al-dîn. Kanu ma’rufin b-

ب معروفيg كاVو. الديg يوم الى 

4. changing deeds. 20 thousand riyal becomes 10 thousand riyal
taghyir al-‘uqud. 20 alf riyal t-sbah 10 alâf ryal
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رياy eالc عشرlp Yب� رياe الف عشريg العZود pغيير

5. Just look at their role in changing historical facts
shuf ghyar dawr dyalhum f-taghyir al-Haqâiq tarikhiyya

cوb م دور غيرUغيير في ديالp ا|قZالتاريخية الح 

6. and establishing the cursed state of Israel
u-bina’ dawlat isrâîl al-mal’una

الملعوVة اسرا|يل دولة وبناء

7. It was recounted that
yuHka anna

اr يح�ى

8. a Jew by the name of Yahya visited the house of
yahûdîyyan yud’â yaHyâ zâra manzila

منea [ار يحيى يدعى يUوديا

9. a Muslim friend who served him tea. While they
Sadîqîn muslim. Qaddama al-muslimu al-shâya li-dayyfihî. Wahumâ

و]ما. لضي�ه الشاي المXلم قدم . مXلم fديق

10. were chatting, the Muslim left the room to fetch sugar
yatajadabani aTrâfa al-Hadith, qâma al-muslim li-iHdar al-sukkar

rاذباiيت cاطرا �ال�Xر الحkار المXلم قام الحدي

11. The Jew looked around him after seeing
nadar al-yahudi hawlahu wa ba’da an taakkada

pاكد اr وبعد حوله اليUودي kVر

12. that he was not watched he put his ear wax into
min ‘adami ru‘yati ayyi shakhsin lahu akhada ba’dha wasaki udunihi 

gخص اي رؤية عدم مb د لهjبعض ا qيه وسVاذ

13. the cup of his friend. When the Muslim host came back 
wa wada’ahu fi ka’si sadiqihi. ‘indamâ jâ‘a al-mudîfu al-muslim

المXلم المkيف }اء عندما. fديZه كاs في وو{عه

14. and sipped from his tea cup
wa shariba mina al-ka’si

ال�اs مg وbرب
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15. he commented to his Jewish friend that the taste of his tea changed.
akhbara sadiqahu al-yahudi ana dawqa ka’sihi taghayyar. 

pغيير كاسه ذوق اr اليUودي fديZه اjبر

16. The Jew replied that it only needed more sugar
radda al-yahudi ‘alayhi bi annahu yanqusuhu assukkar faqaT.

 فZط ال�Xر ينlZه باVه عليه اليUودي رد

17. After they exchanged information for a while
wa ba’da an tahadhata li fatra qasîra 

قlيرY ل�ترp Yحدثا اr وبعد

18. the Muslim’s four-year old son showed up
dahara ahadu awladi al-muslim wahuwwa sabiyyun fi al-râbi‘a mina al-‘umr

العمر مg الرابعة في fبي المXلم اوالد احد ظUر

19. sat close to his father and started
jalasa bi-jânibi abîhi bada‘a 

وبدأ ابيه بiا�V }لس

20. picking up his ear wax and putting it in his father’s cup.
yanqushu udunahu mina al-wasakhi wa yada’hu fi ka‘si abîhi. 

أبيه كso في ويkعه الوسq مg أذVه ينZش

21. At that moment, the Muslim realized the Jew’s mischievous act.
fi tilka al-laHdha tabayyana li l-muslimi fi’lata al-yahûdî al-khabîtha.

 الخبيzة اليUودي فعلة للمXلم pبيg اللحkة pلك في

D. Evaluation of Stories

The above stories provide examples of models of Muslims’ attitudes and

stereotypes about Jews as a minority in Muslim context. These stories narrated from the

perspective of members of three different cohorts (Great grand-parents, grand-parents,

and young adults respectively) provide what van Dijk calls a “social ‘data base’ of

subjectively interpreted but socially relevant ‘facts’ about the outgroup” (1984:84). One

of the interesting characteristics about the three stories is that they were volunteered by
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members of cohorts to express general opinion about Jews by framing them through

stories to prove their assumed truth. Some elements of the stories have a fairy tale aspect

in them which leads us to compare them with the Proppian morphology and Grimms’

fairy tale morphemes. These stories provide not only a solid “‘proof’, illustration, or

example to corroborate the general opinion,” they are the very basis of the argumentation

process (van Dijk 1984:84). These Muslim respondents perceive them as what

corroborate their attitude (negative and positive) about Jews.

“The Jew who stole the mule” has a typical Labovian narrative schema because it

shows the following categories: abstract (summary), orientation (setting), complicating

action, Evaluation, result or evolution and coda (Labov 1972b:363-370, Labov and

Waletzky 1967:32-41, van Dijk 1984:82). I will discuss each of the narrative categories

as shown through the schema of the story. To some degree, I can also claim that the

narrative “operates with machinelike precision according to a set of fixed and unvarying

laws” that marked the Proppian theory of folklore study (Tatar 1987:xviii). 

On another level, from a structural perspective, “The Jew who stole the mule” is

to a large extent similar to Propp’s morphology of the folktale with the exception of the

identity of the hero (usually involving a princess/prince). Propp distinguishes between

content and form. His narrative typology includes two categories: variable and fixed.

Each narrative has different characters and actions which vary from other tales. The fixed

category is what concerns Propp; it is about the roles of the hero and the villain within the

stories and their functions. From a Proppian perspective, the morphology of STORY I
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exhibits the following functions which corresponds to Propp’s classification.

Function 1. Attempt of Trickery [=Propp’s Function 4, 5, 6]: The villain, here
a Jew, has good information about the hero/his friendly Muslim lord. He
uses his knowledge of the hero to deceive him by offering a good deal in
return of borrowing his mule, and steals it. The hero/Muslim submits to
the Jew’s trickery.

Function 2. Response [=Propp’s Function 7]: The victim-hero/Muslim
submits to the villain’s deception and helps his enemy by providing him
with his mule.

Function 3. Harm [=Propp’s Function 8]: The Jew/villain causes harm to the
Muslim through villainy. He carries off the mule which must be retrieved. 

Function 4. Rescue [=Propp’s Function 9, 10, 11]: The mule’s absence is
made known to the hero who agrees to counteraction, and leaves home in
search of his object. The victim receives the help of a magical agent
(French colonial representative) and transfers agents to places where the
object is found.

Function 5. Exposure [=Propp’s Function 18, 19, 28]: The Jew/villain is
exposed and unmasked. The object of the quest (mule) is obtained.

Function 6. Punishment [=Propp’s Function 31]: The villain is punished and
the helper (French colonial administrator) is recognized.

Before I look at the narratives, some considerations on how to read such tales

“scientifically” are in order. The study of the form of folk tales is generally associated

with the work of the structuralist Vladimir Propp (1968). Propp claimed to have identified

a single pattern underlying all fairytales. In the stories narrated above, there are the

characters and their actions. Yet, despite the fact that Propp’s method provides some

analytic tools regarding the characters, I believe that the abstract, general and unchanging

nature of the narrative characters’ roles and their functions fail to shed light on the

stories. A historical framework and socio-cultural context of the story however remains

an important necessity for our analysis.

In The Uses of Enchantment: the Meaning and Importance of Fairy Tales, Bruno
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Bettelheim, although he emphasized in a Proppian manner some elements of the narrative

plot viewing them as variants of a prototype, his analytical attention shifted to the

substance of the story. Folktales, according to Bettelheim, are the embodiment of

“psychological truths” (Tatar 1987:xix). In a fairy tale, “internal processes are

externalized and become comprehensible as represented by the figures of the story and its

events” (Bettelheim 1976:25). 

Western structuralist models for the study of fairytales tried to add and modify the

schematized Proppian formula. However, they failed to change its general pattern. It was

believed that Propp’s method would ‘fit’ every study of hero fairytales. Alan Dundes

compared between Propp’s approach to the fairytale with that of Claude Lévi-Strauss.

According to Bar-Itzhak, this difference:

consists in Propp’s method being identified as syntagmatic, that is, one that
searches for linear structure in the narrative plot. In contrast, Dundes
characterizes Lévi-Strauss’s approach as paradigmatic, that is, one in which
the narrative material is reorganized into structural oppositions which are used
to build a model of the narrative as a whole (1993:114; Propp 1968).

There has been a huge shift in the way we conceive fairytales as stable and unchanging.

Fairytales exemplify different patterns of variability. Still, structural studies of fairytales

tend to overstress similarities and undervalue differences. Stith Thompson dealt with the

quality of the variability of fairytale by employing the concepts of motif and tale type.

Thompson adopted the concepts of type and motif from Antti Aarne and Kaarle Krohn:

for the purpose of furnishing a basis for the survey of traditional narrative in
an area having a large common store of tales a type-index is necessary; the
principal use of a motif-index is to display identity or similarity in the tale
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elements in all parts of the world so that they can be conveniently studied …
An examination of the [tale type] index reveals that somewhat more than half
of the types included consist of a single narrative motif (Thompson
1977:416-17).

Propp’s ideas about the structural characteristics of this story fall short of

explaining the ‘motifs’ of these personal narratives. Therefore, it is important to adopt a

close textual analysis and synthetic approach drawing on the method developed by

Wodak and the approach provided by van Dijk. Persuasive argumentation within a

narrative requires a good use of illustrations and stories that are appropriately placed

during the conversation. This is called occasioning: skillful linguistic capacity to

introduce element of discourse at relevant places in the discussion. Hadj Mohamed ben El

Kabir used occasioning as conversational strategy to relate his personal experience,

historical knowledge, history of Jewish communities, and the current political events in

the Middle East. The occasioning links the discussion about the changing realities in the

villages including the economic plight of the areas, the current migration of its youth to

urban centers, and the historical exodus of its former Jewish inhabitants. Hadj

Mohammed ben El Kabir laments how:

Today everything is gone. The water is gone! The people are gone! Even the
Jews are gone! We are left here to this scorching heat that killed everything.

Hadj Mohammed makes a distinction between “The People” and “Jews” as two different

categories. This personal categorization already established a separation between The

people/Muslim inhabitants of the village and OTHER inhabitants of the villages (Jews).

“Even the Jews are gone!” will later serve as a transition phrase to another embedded
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story that will take the listeners to the colonial period when Jews still lived in the region.

Since Mbarak, my informant, my brother and I joined the conversation later we could not

interrupt the discussion and shift it towards my “own” interest on Jews. Besides, as adult

participants in a conversation dominated by elders, the cultural code of conversational

behavior usually puts restrictions on our involvement in the conversation. We should wait

for the right cue to say what we think otherwise we might be seen as rude or disrespectful

of the elders. Also, I made the ethnographic decision to stay as a listener because I do not

want to ask the elders explicitly about their personal experiences with Jews. I decided to

wait till they are elicited during the normal flow of the conversation even though I was

prompted by the main figure in the discussion Hadj Mohamed ben Kabir during his

comment about the youth of the village:

Even our youth does not want to work anymore. Of course, they see people
like Aomar with American jeans and backpacks and they all want to migrate
(he commented with a grin on his wrinkled face). 

Afraid that the conversation might take a different direction, Mbarak took

advantage of Hadj Mohammed's statement “Even the Jews are gone!” and asked as if he

never knew if Jews used to live in the area. This question propelled the whole discussion

without me being personally involved in raising the topic of Jews. In addition, the circle

of people involved in the conversation included not only old people, but also villagers

whose age ranged between 17 and 50 years old, which added another feature to the

conversation: polyphony of voices and viewpoints. The final stage of occasioning will be

set by Hadj Mohammed as he responds to the apparently unauthoritative answer of
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Boujouma to Mbarak’s question on the Jews of the village. This occasioning is set as a

challenge of memory and knowledge about the history of the Jewish communities, and

the number of families that used to live among Muslims. Hadj Mohamed announces this

debate as:

who has the history of the Jews of Foum Zguid?

The fact that few respondents could list more than two Jewish villagers would trigger

Hadj Mohammed to start listing the names of every Jew that lived in the area on the eve

of the French protectorate. The listing was done through stories he remembered about

every Jew who lived in the area. I included here only one story on “the Jew who stole the

mule.” 

The story of “the Jew who stole the mule” begins with a Labovian summary

(Abstract). This served first to introduce the topic of the narrative, and raise the interest of

the audience of listeners:

1. As a boy, (I remember) as if it happened right now in front of your eyes
2. how El Kwayhan stole the mule of Hadj Si S‘eed Fakhr El Din.

The story of the Jew who stole the mule is introduced with a very captivating event: a

Jew (notice use of the diminutive El Kwayhan instead of El Kohen) who dared to steal

the mule of one of the village’s powerful Muslim notables. The argumentative strategy is

strengthened by the attempt of Hadj Mohammed to draw on the listener’s visual

capacities “as if it happened right now in front of your eyes.” The summary also

encapsulates the point of view of the narrative which corresponds to Propp’s introductory

sequence where the villain tricks the hero and makes him a victim of deception. At the
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cognitive level, it is already established that a Jew called by a diminutive name El

Kwayhan has done something unusual which is stealing a Muslim’s mule. Every listener

is now interested in the details of what happened afterwards.

The story of the Jew who stole the mule is interesting because the events it

describes are framed within a historical context. The narrative discourse is perceived as

real and involves real and believable events. The discursive symbols and traditional

prejudices towards Jews which appear either explicitly in the form of generalization

through the use of synecdoche, or implicitly by using fallacious examples and allusions

are both present in this story. ‘Jewish dishonesty’ is the main content of prejudices

appearing in the context of the story. As a protégé of the whole community, Lakwayhin

still dared to betray the trust that the community invested in him. He is powerless, but

shrewd; he is a coward, but dares to steal; he is politically helpless, but intellectually

powerful; and he has no say in the politics of the tribe, but he is an excellent artisan and

rich peddler. Despite his marginal status, he is an essential element of the community

with excellent inside knowledge of its internal workings. Although Hadj Mohammed

does not insinuate that this behavior of Lakwayhin justifies any negative attitude towards

Jews, the story was more than enough for other listeners to argue that prejudices towards

Jews are their own making and fault. The story of the stolen mule serves a discursive

strategy on the part of the adults attending the debate to argue that Jews are dangerous by

their business-minded, tricky and fraudulent nature. By the end of the conversation, Hadj

Mohammed is bracketed off from the conversation, and his voice is dominated by the
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young adults’ voices. In fact and in response to Mbarek statement about the cowardly

nature of Jews, Hassan,  another young adult, replied:

Not anymore! They are killing our brothers in our lands with American guns
and helicopters. They forgot that just years ago they were protected by us
under our Islamic law. Now they are not Jews anymore they are lords! I mean
monsters and snakes in the like of Sharon because sometimes lords, no matter
how despotic they are, respect the rules of governance.

The discussion shifted from the early 19th century pre-Protectorate period to 2005 to

highlight another prejudice: Jewish conspiracy to control the world. The power of this

intergenerational co-narration is that it shows the enactment and reproduction of both

traditional prejudices and modern anti-Semitic stereotypes before our every own eyes

(Quinn 2005; Hill 2005). Hadj Mohammed’s story of the Jew who stole the mule was

told in a humorous manner to show different aspect of the Jews of his village: coward yet

dishonest. In the eyes of the young adults, the Jews are no longer cowardly but power-

hungry, powerful clandestine wire-pullers, criminal world conspirators, business-minded,

dishonest, irreconcilable, and privileged.232 All these dehumanising attributions are alien

to the characters of the story narrated by Hadj Mohammed. Yet, it is the same story that

serves as basis to legitimatize the coded and explicit anti-Jewish prejudices of the youth.

The story of “the Jew who saved the tribe” is an example of what is frequently

labelled in the European literature on anti-semitism as philo-Semitic positive

stigmatisation of Jews (Stern 1992). Philosemitism is a positive attitude towards Jews

232 For more discussion about the Muslim stereotypes towards Jews, see David K. Shipler, Arab and Jew:
Wounded Spirits in a Promised Land (London: Penguin Books, 2002).   
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based on old stereotypes which describes Jews as intelligent, for examples. Philosemitism

is a phenomenon of new politically motivated actions, behavior and perceptions of

gentiles towards Jews in postwar Germany, as Stern argues and as will be explained

below. This phenomenon of producing a positive discourse about Jews although they are

socially seen within the community as pariah and social parasite is not only limited to

Germany. Kader, my 49 year-old informant, gives a positive portrayal here of the Jewish

leader. He paints a picture of a Jewish community that lived in harmony with its Muslim

neighbors to the extent that Jews were not only tolerated and respected but also consulted

in periods of hardship. The Jew, in an apparently positive manner, is described here as

smart and intelligent. Kader’s terminology projects positive assessment of the Jewish

community within the qSar of Allougoum. He notes how:

  9.   ... a sizeable Jewish community living among [Muslims]

12.   ... The Jew advised [Muslims]

These terms (allude, living among) allude to Muslim cooperation with Jews in the face of

other tribal threats creating a special bond between both communities. Yet, other parts of

my conversation with Kader demonstrated a different personal attitude. After he finished

his story, I asked Kader if there are any remaining Jews in the region, he looked away,

picked up his mint-tea, and said:

Let me me tell you something. There are no Muslims here. There are only
Jews. Unfortunately they are not the real Jews who go to the synagogues.
They are Jews who attend mosque.

This statement not only contradicts the beginning of the story of “the Jew who
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saved the tribe,” but also negates the positive effects of his introductory story about how

Muslims and Jews cooperate and respect each other in an environment of “tolerance.” I

am not refuting here the existence of a tradition of an economic and social cooperation

between Muslims and Jews. Instead, I argue that Kader, like many of my other

respondents, cannot escape revealing some of his traditional Jewish stereotypes even

though he tries to project a favorable attitude about how Jews were well-treated in

Muslim lands as opposed to the manner in which Israel is destroying Palestinian

communities. This resonates with some parts of the story of “the Jew who stole the mule”

where Hassan differentiates between how Muslims accepted and protected Jews within

their territories while Israel is now killing Palestinians and driving them out of their lands

under American support and protection.

Kader’s statement covertly alludes to the view that there is a culture of dishonesty

for which Jews are known to be the practitioners. Yet, although all Jews left the region,

tricky and fraudulent behavior is rampant in the village. Therefore, we cannot blame Jews

for it. According to Kader people who live in the village today are not good Muslims

which rhetorically turns them into Jews. This vacillation between the attribution of

positive and negative attitudes to Jews is characteristic of many societies in the post

World War II era.

In his work, The Whitewashing of the Yellow Badge: Antisemitism and

Philosemitism in Postwar Germany, Frank Stern (1992) debates the transformation of

public opinion regarding Jews during the Allied occupation and the first four years of the
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Federal Republic. Stern contends that the rise of philosemitism should not be seen as a

genuine manifestation of the German acceptance of its Nazi guilt and therefore the

repentance over the Jewish genocide. Philo-Semitism is a part of a deliberate postwar

German policy towards a “democratic metamorphosis to the Allies and thereby quickly

attain the termination of Allied control, the establishment of German sovereignty, and

financial aid from the West” (Baron 1993:1640). Stern has strong reservations about

Germany’s genuine change of heart because he thinks that the fact that Germans now

perceive Jews as good business people does not exclude Jews’ marginal status as

outsiders and strangers to the German society233. Stern sees a compatibility between the

traditional anti-Semitic stereotypes and the new philo-Semitic culture in Germany.

Societies are free from anti-Semitism “when they combatted traditional and new

prejudices and helped anchor democratic values in the population” (Kaplan 1993:105).

Kader’s story cannot be seen through the full prism of Stern’s philosemitic

concept. Nevertheless, it exhibits some elements of the same attempts by some

Moroccans to occasionally paint favorable attitudes toward Jews while at the same time

continuing to use strong pejorative statements about how Jews are cunning,

irreconcilable, filthy, well-poisoners, conspicuous by their physical appearance, and

233 It should be noted that Stern’s idea about Germany’s reasons for introducing philo-Semitism solely for
financial reasons is a limited argument because Germany’s truth and reconciliation with its past can have
psychological reasons. I believe Stern might have overlooked the psychological reasons of nations and their
people to deal with past traumatic experiences and events. For instance, when the United States and South
Africa decided to face their past slavery, and Morocco, Brazil and Argentina their bloody political pasts,
their attempts are not only to selfish and calculated adjustments to internal and external political realities,
but can also be explained as genuine attempts to face past traumas for the sake of a better future.
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privileged.234 Stern argues, and rightly so, that “the question that probes the causes and

consequences of philosemitism should be treated historically, and in the light of concrete

social and intellectual experience” (1992:265). In the case of Germany, these historical

causes emerged between the Third Reich and the new German state. Germany’s

acceptance and rebuilding by the international community rested on institutionally

banning anti-semitism in the new German constitution, trying to summon back German

Jews from their forced emigration, and making the restitution a German internal affair

(Stern 1992:266-267). The Holocaust and anti-semitism became in the period following

WWII an international affair that deserved global sensitivity and treatment.

If Germany wanted to join the international community, it was of primal

importance that it relinquish its past anti-semitic experiences, at least officially, cleanse

its Holocaust memory, and aggressively engage in a denazification program. Germany

was involved in a process of forgetting a historical period and reinventing a new positive

memory. Stern believes that despite all these good intentions towards becoming philo-

Semites to attract Jewish investment into the new Germany and win the Allies’ sympathy,

a true metamorphosis in the attitude towards Jews between 1945 and 1952 was never

achieved because it was based solely on a political agenda instead of a strongly pushed

educational agenda targeting the issue from a social and psychological perspective. Still,

the construction of the Other in Germany shifted to new and different ‘strangers.’ The

Jew was being publicly replaced by the Turk, the Moroccan, and the noisy and filthy

234 For more discussions about these “Jewish characteristics,” see Gilman  (1991, 1996).
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African immigrant who disturbs the German peace and takes their jobs. According to

Wodak and Reisigl, 

Anti-Semitism seems to have been widely replaced by racism against Turks
living in Germany, and some of the same racist stereotypes used against Jews
in previous times are now used against Turks. This does not mean that
Germany is free of anti-Semitism.... anti-Semitism has instead been covered
by a philo-Semitic inversion in public discourse. The statement about Turks
and other foreigners are, however, crude and explicit (1999:192-193).

In the case of Morocco, similar issues were taking place although with varying

degrees because Muslim-Jewish relations have different political, social and economic

characteristics compared to Germany and Austria. In the post-independence era, the

Palace and the nationalist political leaders involved in the independence movement were

struggling to build a national consensus where all parties of the nation would be involved

in the post-colonial era. Nevertheless, the pan-Arab ties to Nasserite Egypt pressured

King Mohammed V and later on Hassan II to to adopt some of the Pan-Arab ideas that

seemed to threaten Jewish interests and safety especially with the emergence of the

Palestinian crisis (Laskier 2004). Palestine as a central ideological component of Pan-

Arabism created an anti-Jewish movement instigating the beginning of a massive Jewish

migration from within Morocco. The political attitude of the Istiqlal party’s leaders

towards the issue lacked a strong ideological framing of the issue which heightened

Jewish fears of reappraisal by Muslims following the 1956 and 1967 wars (Berdugo

2002). Zionist organization took advantage of the political mistakes of the nationalist

parties that led to more political distancing between the parties and their Jewish

adherents. Zionism was able to entice thousands of immigrants to migrate to Israel by
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offering better economic incentives and better job opportunities (Laskier 1985, 1990,

1991; Assaraf 2005).

Following a competition over power between the King and the political parties,

the King, through his minister of interior, Oufkir, began a secret alliance and negotiation

with Israel (Laskier 2004). A secret network of communication and cooperation was

institutionalized leading to cooperation on the dossier of the political dissident Mehdi

Ben Barka235 for example. The monarchy seeing that many internal forces were seeking

its downfall also established unofficial links with Israel and strengthened its ties with the

United States. By 1961, the King struck a deal with Israel which promised help with

intelligence and the army and in return the Palace would facilitate the migration of

Moroccan Jews to Israel. Although Morocco sent a battalion to Syria in the 1973 war, the

incident did not dent the relations between both parties and the Moroccan government

saw in pleasing its Jewish lobby a way to buttress its Western Sahara dossier and gain

support of the United States and Israel.

These political and historical factors have created what I call an official habitus of

tolerance towards Jews in Morocco. Bourdieu describes habitus as:

the product of the work of inculcation and appropriation necessary in order for
those products of collective history, the objective structures (e.g. of language,
economy, etc.) to succeed in reporting themselves more or less completely, in
the form of durable dispositions, in the organisms (which one can, if one
wishes, call individuals) lastingly subjected to the same conditionings, and
hence placed in the same material conditions of existence (1992:85).

235 A political leader, Ben Barka (1920-1965) broke with the istiqlâl party and helped found UNFP. See
Park and Boum 2006:60.  
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In Morocco, the traditional forms of attitudes and stereotypes about Jews were an

“immanent law, lex insita, laid down in each” individual by traditional and family and

community upbringing (Bourdieu 1992). The homogeneity of this habitus of attitudinal

reactions towards Jews causes the production and interpretation to be taken for granted.

Just like postwar German leaders, King Hassan II was primarily interested in the

country’s image relative to the outside world. A good image based on a culture of

tolerance towards its Jews and the West was projected as a sign of how Morocco is an

example of a potential Arab country where Western democracy can take firm roots.

Nevertheless, like Germany, this official tolerance towards Jews could not trickle down

as much as the country’s leaders wanted to the rest of population. The daily events in the

Palestinian territories that reached their apogée with the first Intifada were affecting

Moroccan attitudes more than the tolerant image that the Palace tried to foster and project

to the outside world. Hassan II was trying to initiate a metamorphosis within Moroccan

attitudes toward Jews stressing how they are part and parcel of the nation state and

Moroccan identity. Some extremist forces within the religious establishment were

contradicting this trend emphasizing the ‘demonic’ nature of Jews as natural enemies of

Islam.

Therefore, there were two contradictory types of habitus forming different

behavioral attitudes within the Moroccan society vis-à-vis Jews. Anti-Jewish social codes

could not be erased by the moderate political establishment espoused by the King and a

number of Moroccan Jews living in Israel and France because the social conditions for
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the production of traditional Jewish stereotypes were still in place (Berdugo 2002).

Equally important, these collective pejorative Jewish symbols acquired through

socialization were intensified by daily images of Israeli bulldozers erasing Palestinian

houses and Palestinian children throwing stones at heavily armed Israeli soldiers. The

official habitus could not eliminate the traditional synchronic and shared discursive

stereotypes about Jews and traditional attitudinal disposition by many Moroccans to view

Jews for instance as conspirators and evil-doers. The internal Islamic ideology of some

parties and banned organizations (such as al- ‘adl wa al-iHsân that feeds an ideology of

regional Islamic brotherhoods such as the Muslim brotherhood of Egypt) was successful

in minimizing the role of the official habitus from achieving a new sympathetic

perception of Jews. The failure of the official habitus is similar to the illusory nature of

German philosemitic habitus as Stern describes it. Stern argues how:

In contrast to the new public philosemitic attitude, traditional antisemitic
attitudes retreated into the private sphere. Anti-semitic stereotypes were
privatized after 1945, removed from the public arena. Over the years there
were antisemitic incidents, scandals and debates. Apart from their continuing
marginal presence on the extreme far-right, however, antisemitic attitudes and
expressions did not reenter the public sphere, the center of political culture, in
intensified form until the 1970s and 1980s. This was in a period marked by the
increasing erosion of philosemitic attitudes, and philosemitism declined in
political and social relevance; there was a process of de-tabooing of the image
of the Jew (Stern 1992:410-411).

Therefore, unlike the story of Kader where positive attitudes still show up in some

of his narrative about Jews, the young adults continue to espouse traditional European

anti-Jewish forms of discourse. While Europeans are trying to forget references to the

Holocaust and anti-Semitic symbols, Muslims especially Islamic political parties and
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their media outlets are forging new memories of Jews as ‘demons’ and symbols of ‘evil,’

minimizing the scope of their suffering during WWII, and denying the historical

existence of the Holocaust. Kader’s story is contextualized through a personal history

where he had met Jews that were honorable and helpful. Therefore, he could still refer to

them as former partner of his traditional community despite the reference to Muslims

living in the region today as Jews. Young adults largely influenced by racist and

dogmatic ideologies are espousing a new form of discourse learned through the Arab

satellite media. The recent discourse within the Arab-Islamic world doubting the extent

of Jewish deaths during the Holocaust is an example of the state of this Islamic culture of

stereotypes towards Jews.

In December 14 2005, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, Iran’s new conservative

president, announced in the southern city of Zahedan that the Holocaust is a myth. In an

address carried live on the Iranian television, Ahmadinejad commented how Jews

collaborated with Westerners to create a:

myth in the name of the Holocaust and consider it above God, religion and the
prophets [...]. If someone were to deny the existence of God... and deny the
existence of prophets and religion, they would not bother him. However, if
someone were to deny the myth of the Jews’ massacre, all the Zionist
mouthpieces and the governments subservient to the Zionists tear their
larynxes and scream against the person as much as they can.236

Ahmadinejad casually raised a topic among many Islamic scholars and leaders of

236 “Iran’s President Calls Holocaust ‘Myth’ in Latest Assault on Jews,” Washington Post, December 15,
2005. Available:
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2005/12/14/AR2005121402403.html
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political parties that has recently gained some currency in the last two decades even

among state officials and scholars in the Islamic world (Yassine 2000; Tabâra 2001).

Nevertheless, and since the Oslo Agreement, no leader of an Islamic country has

expressed his viewpoint, as a state officer, to wipe Israel off the map and expel Jews from

Islamic lands. Official Islamic critiques of Israel and its drastic policies toward the

Palestinians were widely stated but not to the level of questioning the historical existence

of the plight of Jews under Nazi rule. Hamid Reza Asefi, the Iranian Foreign Ministry

spokesman, argues that what Ahmadinejad said about the Holocaust is “an academic

issue.... Westerners are used to leading a monologue but they should learn to listen to

different views.”237 Ahmadinejad and other leaders of Islamic parties in many Arab-

Islamic countries, including Morocco, tend to blame Jews, Zionist or not, not only for the

Palestinian plight, but also for the moral corruption and political hegemony of the West

in the World.

Jewish “guilt” and Muslim “innocence” are the key elements of the Islamists’

ideological message about Israel and its “naturally satanic and evil Jewish supporters all

over the world.” This ideology finds its historical roots, according to Abdeslam Yassine

the spiritual leader of jammâ‘at al-‘adl wa al-iHsân (Justice and Spirituality

Association)238, in the extremely strained relations between the Prophet Mohammed and

the Jews of al-Madina. The underlying message is that Jews betrayed Muslims in the

237 “Iran calls for tolerance,” Al-Jazeera, December 18, 2005. Available:
http://english.aljazeera.net/NR/exeres/7F53E9F3-7D6B-44CE-B85E-B60D55326A4A.htm 
238 See Park and Boum (2006:188-189).
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formative period of the Islamic Empire after they struck a pact with Muslims, and they

ended up being driven out from the Prophet’s city. Today, they struck another alliance

with the enemies of Islam (namely the United States), and they will be driven out once

again. Yassine bases his prophecy on a Quranic verse from “The Children of Israel,”

outlining  Jewish arrogance and the retribution that will follow it:

We announced to the children of Israel in the Book: 
“you will surely create disorder twice in the land,
and become exceedingly arrogant.”
So, when the time of the first prediction came,
We sent against you Our creatures full of martial might,
who ransacked your cities;
and the prediction was fulfilled.
Then We gave you a chance against them,
and strengthened you with wealth and children,
and increased your numbers (and said):
“If you do good, you will do so for your own good;
if you do ill, you will do it for your own loss.”
So, when the time of the second prediction comes,
(We shall rouse another people) to shame you,
and enter the temple as they had done the first time,
and to destroy what they conquered utterly.
Your Lord may haply be merciful to you.
But if you repeat it, We shall do the same.
We have constituted Hell as prison for unbelievers.239

According to Yassine, Jewish arrogance is also manifested not only in their

historical negative attitude towards the Prophet, but also in the recent harms inflicted on

Muslims in general and the Palestinians in particular. It is manifested, Yassine argues, in

the:

239 al-Qur’an, 17:4-8, Trans. Ali 1984:240
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knavery and scheming of a rich and cunning minority, Jewish alliances with
the Muslims’ enemies, betrayal of the pact of solidarity that the Prophet had
concluded with the Jewish tribes upon arriving in Medina. After years of
evasion and offences, above all after the Jewish betrayal of their Muslim allies
at the “battle of the trench” (al-khandaq), the Jews were definitely driven from
Medina. Elsewhere they did not forget this trench in the history of their
people, and today, Zionist pretensions do not stop at the Biblical territories of
Palestine, Syria, Iraq, and Egypt; they stretch toward Medina, which they
consider to be part of their patrimony. Talk about the covetousness and
rapacity of the tiny Israeli state (2000:56)!

The “wound of Palestine,” Yassine espouses, is caused by Jewish conspiracy

supported by Western colonial forces. Had it not been for this bleeding injury in the

Arab-Islamic entity, Jews and Muslims will continue “to live side by side” with Muslims

as they did in Muslim Spain and other Islamic territories. Kader’s story demonstrates the

status of minority that Islam guaranteed for the People of the Book. Yet, Like Yassine, he

argues that Jews that were once protected and respected in his village are now killing his

own brothers. He said,

When they lived among us, they never raised their voice. They never raised
their arms on women and children. Now the snakes are biting the hands that
served them. They are killing unprotected children and old men even crippled
defenseless men like Sheikh Yassin and the shahid Muhammed Durra and his
son. They are monsters. You cannot give them power, even the Qur’an said it.
Power breeds their arrogance and they became like Hitler and Pharaoh.

Kader believes that by nature Jews are hostile once they achieve power. His

attribution of animalistic behavior (snake, monsters) to Jews is a linguistic strategy used

to take the blame from the in-group. Therefore, he argues it is in the nature of Jews to kill

innocent and defenseless people. If they are not “tamed” they can lead the world to

ultimate destruction. The other side of Kader’s statement is that whatever We/Muslims
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say about Jews cannot capture their nature. God’s word about THEM is a testimony of

their ‘evil’ nature. Another component of his argument is that Jews and Hitler/Pharaoh

are one. This merging of the victim and victimizer erases a history of suffering and erases

the responsibility of the Jewish ordeals from Nazi Germany or the Pharaoh.

Therefore, the major force of the Muslims’ new forms of prejudices and

stereotypes towards Jews, and the terminology used to express these racist attitudes are

grounded in religious discourse. The Palestinian Muslims, according to both Yassine and

Ahmadinajed, should not pay the price of Germany and Austria’s persecution of their

Jews (if that took place at all since they both question the existence of such a historical

event as the Holocaust). Ahmadinajed calls for “wiping off Israel from the map,” and “re-

allocating Jews to some provinces in Germany, Austria, Canada, or the United States”240

because Europe oppressed them and should be paying for its mistakes instead of the

Muslims.

Yassine argues that “Europe needed a reservoir where it could dispose of its

overflow of Jewry: [because] the Jew is too shrewd, too active, too able a businessman-

and so, too annoying” (2000:47). Europe according to Yassine was afraid that the

emergence of the Jew after WWII and the rising of sympathy toward his plight after Nazi

defeat provided an opportunity for Europe to get rid of him and to free its “European

soul” from its demonic nature, and also provide the “historic opportunism, in the

240 “Iran’s President Calls Holocaust ‘Myth’ in Latest Assault on Jews,” Washington Post, December 15,
2005. http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2005/12/14/AR2005121402403.html
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pragmatic interests of British and imperialist politics, [to accommodate] Zionist

ambitions with a home in Palestine” (2000:48). Yassine comments that Jewish

persecution is not a Muslim problem; instead it is a Christian and European issue.

Muslims did not kill Jews in WWII. Therefore, they should not be responsible for

Europe’s anti-Semitic political history. He comments that:

Not only would Arab lands be occupied and split up to receive Jews called to
the land of their ancestors, but the same myth that lies at the base of the
Jewish claim is preserved at any cost. The Gayssot-Fabius law, enacted in
France and promulgated in 1990, severely sanctions all criticism of the Zionist
political creed; casting doubt on the existence or extent of the “Holocaust” is a
crime, and the doubter is persecuted at law (2000:50).

Similar to Ahmadinejad, Yassine questions the Holocaust as a historical event.

Although he uses some discursive strategies to denounce the killing of a single Jew

because Islam forbids the killing of innocent people Jewish or Muslims, he continues to

shift the blame to Jews because of their Hollywood connections and their skillfulness at

falsifying historical facts (2000:50). Yassine writes that “inflating the number of victims

adds nothing to the horror of Hitler’s carnage; a single victim, Jew or not, is already one

too many according to our deeply-held Islamic convictions” (2000:50). However, his

argument covertly alludes to the fact that Holocaust “might” be a Jewish fabrication and

that West denounces anybody who tries to examine its scientific evidence. Iran’s attempt

at sponsoring a future Holocaust conference is part of Ahmadinejad and other Islamic

discursive strategies to re-package the laws and terms of memory. For Yassine, America

and its Western allies, with strong support from Hollywood, have managed to advocate,

fund, manufacture and sell powerful and captivating movies and documentaries:
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making the Jewish cause [...] omnipresent in the world conscience while other
causes are erased forever[...]. Neither side erects plaques to mourn the sixty
million Native Americans exterminated by the white Protestant American
pioneer. No stele commemorates the hundred million dead black Africans
packed in the compartment of the slave ships [...]. Who thinks anymore of
them? Only the Jewish state lays claim to attention and memory! (2000:50)

Unlike this extremist Islamic motivated ideology towards Jews, Hassan II, faithful

to his father’s positive approach towards Jews as Moroccan citizens, upheld the

promotion of a Jewish-Muslim peace process (Assaraf 2005). Hassan II was continuously

criticized by Arab media for espousing such a viewpoint. In the wake of Sadat’s visit to

Jerusalem, he was described as “a pillar in the Egyptian-America-Moroccan strategy to

legitimize Israel’s continued occupation of Arab territories” (Laskier 2004:246).

Nevertheless, Morocco, at least officially, remained committed to the peace process

backing the Egyptian president in a discreet manner. Hassan II also met secretly with the

leader of the Labor party Shimon Peres in 1978 and 1981 to study the prospect of a

comprehensive Arab-Israeli settlement. During 1980-1986, Hassan II became heavily

involved in negotiations where Palestinians, Israelis and Moroccan Jews living in Israel

and France took active roles.

The story of the “Jew who put his ear wax in the teacup” is narrated by a young

adult who has never met a Jew. Hsain’s story lists a number of prejudiced characteristics

about Jews drawing on a single “fairy tale” about a single Jew by the name of Yahya. The

story of Yahya with his Muslim friend is given to rationalize his introductory statement

about how Jews are the prototype of evil and mistrust. The story starting with “it was
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recounted that...,” is not a reliable account because of its fairy tale aspect and the

impossibility of verifying the identity of its original narrator. For Wodak, “stories about

allegedly ‘bad Jews’ can be employed for purposes of justification, provocation and

‘empirical illustration and proof.’ The few stories about ‘good Jews,’ however, are

marked as exceptions and are never generalized” (2003:202). While Hsain’s story draws

on some mythical characters and narratives to highlight “natural differences” between

Muslims and Jews that justify their stereotypical attitudes, other young adults utilized

their sense of humor in producing racist jokes about Jews.

Fairy tales and jokes like other social “texts,” highlight, obscure, hide and leave

out symbolic materials depending on a popular consciousness that usually resists other

ideological claims. The importance of these discursive narratives stems from the event

they express and the motifs they foreground. A fairytale, such as the story of the “Jew

who put ear wax in the teacup”, can sometimes resist being a myth even though its

includes many illogical events. Many of the young adults, that I had conversation with,

revert into fairytale moments and jokes to face crises and fight given ideological

constructions. By looking at particular motifs, symbols and clues in fairy tales as well as

the jokes, we can understand ambivalent aspects of the history of Jewish-Muslim

relations in a Moroccan society.

Until recently, the history of North African Jewry has paid little attention to

recorded fairy tales as viable historical documents in the reconstruction, interpretation

and writing of the social life of North African Jews. The dismissive attitude toward citing
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fairytales as historical documents has recently changed; popular folk tales emerge

especially among Israeli scholars as sources for historiography (Noy 1963, 1966;

Tolédano 1986; Bar-Itzhak 1993). Recorded oral tales would allow the researcher into

popular consciousness if they choose the social configurations within the tales, unpack

the plot by looking at the right clues and crack their linguistic conventions, tropes and

their figurative codes taking into account their particular historical-social perspective.

Dov Noy was the first folklorist who managed to collect folk tales among Israeli

citizens of Moroccan descent. After completing a PhD in Folklore Studies at Indiana

University under Stith Thompson, he took up the collection of folk tales among

immigrants in Israel, and was instrumental in establishing the Haifa Ethnological

Museum and Folklore Archives. His Moroccan collection of folk tales was assembled

and written down in the years 1955-1962 by thirteen collectors of diverse origin. The

manuscript of these fairytales is stored in the Israel Folktales Archives (IFA) of the Haifa

Ethnological Museum and Folklore Archives. While in Morocco, I collected many

versions of some of the seventy-one tales included in Moroccan Jewish Folktales (1966).

The only difference in the plot of the tales was the identity of the villainous characters.

Unfortunately, most of the studies of fairy tales even when they turn toward the historical

“treat the tales in falsely universalistic terms that see in them solutions to problems which

afflict people, and especially the young, everywhere and at all times” (Taylor & Rebel

1981:349).

While the advance of technology in the world of entertainment may have affected
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myths and fairytales, it is doubtful that television and other forms of modern

entertainment have completely displaced fairytales. In many remote Muslim

communities, including Akka, the discourse arena of fairytales and memories of Jewish-

Muslim relations was still circulated among circles of villagers. Muslim storytellers drew

for their repertoire upon Jewish, Berber and Arab ancient sources. Their stories

accordingly belonged to two distinct categories: religious stories influenced by critical

historical relations between Muslims and Jews, and stories that highlight the

sociopolitical and economic position of Jews with respect to the other inhabitants of the

region. While the audience of these stories has considerably shrunk, we cannot say that it

has disappeared. Still it would be naive to think of these fairytales as a representation of a

reality which generally depends on the story teller and audience during the moment of

telling. Muslims, like other people, continuously interpret, evaluate and reconstruct their

past histories with OTHERS. This is particularly true in regard to Jewish-Muslim

relations, given the salience of the Israeli-Arab conflict in the lives of storytellers as well

as the intra-Jewish-Muslim tensions in Moroccan society as well.

Accordingly, the story of the “Jew who put ear wax in the tea cup” is more like a

fairy tale than a personal life story. It opens with a collage of stereotypical statements

about Jews; it is a poignant example of what Reisigl and Wodak call the techniques of

explicit anti-semitic predication of negative derogatory traits (2001:106). The discursive

strategy of justifying that Jews are symbols of conspiracy, deceit, and cunning is

performed through the process of synecdochizing personalization. The dishonest and
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untrusthworthy act of Yahya in the narrative is seen as a representation of the whole

Jewish community. Yahya’s untrustworthiness is an index of the untrustworthiness of

“the whole Jewish community of Akka.” First, the young respondent made the linguistic

choice to refer to the Jewish character of the story only once by his actual name (Yahya.)

Throughout the remaining parts of the story, definite descriptions and general identifying

word such as ‘Jew’ and ‘Muslim’ were used in the impersonal third-point of view

allowing “the free expression of opinions normally regarded as ‘taboo’ in reference to the

‘enemy group.’ In this way, attacks on the ‘us-group’... can also be mystified and be

made to seem menacing” (Wodak 2003:200). In the eyes of Hsain, Yahya is the prototype

of every Jew, and Jews are all working to harm Muslims.

Unlike Hsain, Humman’s discourse about Jews was in the form of ethnic and

sexual jokes. Humman is a young adult from Mhamid who has been moving between

Marrakesh, Casablanca, Agadir, and the village. He studied law in Marrakesh. As I

mentioned earlier in chapter 2, many of my respondents joked about me being an

Ethiopian Jew, expecting me to wear a yarmulke just because I am a black studying Jews.

Humman’s jokes go beyond that to describe a Jewish-Muslim struggle over Palestine but

within a Moroccan context where other social issues are exposed, taboos revealed, and

some social players are ridiculed. I met Humman during many occasions over tea in the

only café in Mhamid, in his father’s farm where we hung out under the shade of palm-

trees, and in his house. A recent high school graduated student in Lettres modernes, he

demonstrated an amazing sense of humor: racist and non-racist. His discourse is rarely
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void of a nukta (joke, pl. nukkat). Despite the sexual nature of some of these jokes, I

decided to quote some of them here as examples of the ethnic and racist humor that

continues to be produced on a daily basis in Morocco about Jews. An objective study of

the phenomenon of stereotypes and racist attitudes towards Jews requires such an open-

minded approach just like an effective study of Nazi ideology despite its offensive texts

calls for a close examination Mein Kampf. Therefore I am going to reproduce some of

these jokes here without changing their vocabulary or editing their language. My aim to

show examples of these ethnic jokes and crack their meanings as well as highlight their

underlying ideologies. Many would object to my scholarly discussion of these ethnic

jokes given their dirty aspect arguing that this:

accomplishes nothing more than helping to popularize and further circulate
them. That is a risk, but it is worth taking. After all, the slurs exist whether or
not a folklorist chooses to collect and study them. The folklorist doesn’t
invent the slurs; he merely reports them. It is difficult to meaningfully attack
prejudice in general; it is more effective to attack specific traits. The traits
must be identified in order for someone to attack them.... What folklorists can
do is examine the slurs to see what the stereotypes are, and to label them as
stereotypes. (Dundes 1987:114)

Following the footsteps of Dundes in his endeavor to collect and label sick humor

about Jews, I invite you to join me in this partial reporting of some of the jokes that I

heard and collected in Morocco. I am not reporting them for the sake of shocking you or

disturbing your mental tranquility; instead I am being faithful to my ethnographic training

that grants me the licence to show samples of the sick humor that circulates among some

Muslims about Jews.

After the Israeli army killed Sheikh Yassine, the Palestinian leader of Hamas, I
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met Humman in the village’s only café. We ordered a bowl of soup and some dates, and

sat down chatting about the politics of the peace process and the ineffectiveness of the

Arab armies and their governments, while Hadj Ali, an old man, in his eighties, was

working on mending some baskets for date storage across the street. Momentarily, Hadj

Ali commented on our different views of America and Israel. As soon as he finished his

task and left, Humman drew close to me making sure nobody could overhear our

conversation and commented:

I have a new nukta for you. Listen! An ikhwânî (A Muslim religious
extremist) wanted to practice sodomy with his wife. Aware that this sexual
behavior is forbidden in Islam, he tried to find an excuse for it. One day he
went to his wife and told her, “I just heard today a new fatwa that claims that
every time a Muslim has a sexual relationship with his legitimate partner
through sodomy it is as if he killed a Jew.”
The wife consented for some time. Finally, growing tired of the practice, she
turned her head and said to her husband, “is this the way we are going to
liberate Palestine.”

According to Humman and other respondents who told me similar jokes, there is

nothing offensive about them. For them, these jokes critique Moroccan society and its

hypocrisy; its sexual taboos as well as the double-character of Islamists who project a

religious identity while their behaviour shows a contradicting personality. Nevertheless

ethnic joking cannot be seen as harmless (Husband 1988) or healthy (Davies 1990). “The

repetition of such jokes,” Billig argues “serves to sediment stereotypes in the public

mind, thereby perpetuating prejudice and racism” (2005:30) not only toward Jews, but

also toward radical Islamists. The undesirable quality of sexual misbehaviour is pinned to

people with conservative Islamic beliefs including religious scholars. Although many
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adults do not seem to be aware of the lasting ill-effect of the stereotype, the religious

themes of these jokes are abundant. Another characteristic of the joke revolves around the

fact that it not only reflects the historical animosity between Muslims and Jews over

Palestine, but also set up another expectancy of normality about how Muslims are

allowed to kill Jews even in the literary domain of a “joke.” 

Although the joke ridules some “OTHER” Muslim with different views from

Humman, its subplot’s punch-line presents “the idea of racist violence...[as] the point of

the joke. The violence, therefore, is not incidental to the joke, but is integral to its point”

(Billig 2005:37). The joke does not include any stereotypical descriptions of Jews.

Nevertheless, it celebrates their death suggesting that the actuality of racist violence is a

matter of fun (Billig 2005). Humman’s joke is an example of what Billig calls Fantasy

racist violence where:

The violence might be unreal, for the events depicted in the joke are not
expected to occur. However, the joke depends for its effect on the recipient
finding enjoyable the idea of someone wishing to kill [Jews]. Thus the joke
represents a fantasy of unreal violence, but it assumes the psychological
reality that the fantasy will be shared by recipients of the joke (2005:39).

The context of Humman’s joke is marked by a real violence taking place in the

Middle East. A similar joke also told by Humman goes:

There is a saying by the Prophet which asks Muslims to change a wrongdoing,
if they can, by their hands, if they cannot then by their mouth, and if they
cannot by their heart as the least of the choices. Following this Prophet’s
tradition, one Muslim went to the Jewish cemetery and started peeing on their
tombs while shouting loudly: “This is all that I can do for you Palestine!”

This joke is another example of the sick religious humor that will continue to be
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perpetuated among Moroccans because the political context in the Middle East serves as

a breeding ground of its production. Accordingly, both of Humman’s jokes have a

historical and political significance. They both position the addressee within the Arab-

Israeli conflict. They act as forms of popular resistance to disparage and ridicule Israeli/

Jews against whom an “impotent” government could not do anything. The joke is the

only “effective” weapon that has replaced traditional violent acts, or daily humiliations

when Muslim children used to harass the Jewish children every time they stepped outside

their neighborhoods. 

Unlike the young adults who repeatedly fill out their conversations about Jews

with jokes, the elders rarely mention any, basing their narratives on real event stories.

Nevertheless, there was one joke that caught my attention during my personal

conversation with Hadj Mohammed. His joke goes as follows:

Two friendly peddlers, a Jew and a Muslim travel around the countryside on a
weekly basis. One day they arrived at the Jew’s house during a Jewish
holiday. The Jew invited his Muslim friend to spend the night in his place
before they were to take the road to another market the following day. After
having dinner served by the Jew’s wife, they retired to their beds after an
exhausting journey. During the middle of the night, the Muslim heard that the
Jew left his house to feed his cattle; he sneaked under the Jew’s wife blanket
who, thinking that it was her husband, had sexual intercourse with the Muslim
before he returned quickly to his own bed. After a while the Jew came back
and joined his wife. While they were having sexual intercourse, the Jew’s
wife remarked, your big penis has shrunk enormously from the way it was a
while ago. The Jew realized that the Muslim had just slept with his wife and
said “Never trust a Muslim even after he has been forty years in the grave.”

This joke exhibits striking similarities with one of the folktales in Noy’s

Moroccan Jewish Folktales (1966) with the exception of its sexual elements. The tale is
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entitled “Never Believe a Gentile.” It was collected by Jacob Avitsuk and narrated by

Abraham Alozh who was born in Mogador (Swira). The folktale reads as follows: 
There is an old saying: “Never believe a Gentile even after he has been forty
years in the grave.” Who does not know this saying today? But what is its
source? Listen and I will tell you. There was a famous rabbi in Morocco who
went from village to village to teach the people torah. One day he was late in
coming to a village in which Jews lived. It was the eve of the Sabbath, and he
had money in his purse. The Jew did not know what to do so as not to defile
the Sabbath. He was approaching the village and came to an Arab graveyard.
He went up to one of the graves, dug a small hollow and put his money into it.
Then he joyfully entered the village where he was welcomed by all the Jewish
inhabitants.
On that same night one of the Moslems of the village dreamed that his father
commanded him to come to his grave, for at his head there was a large purse
of money. At first the son thought that it was only an idle dream. But during
the night the father appeared a second time to the son, and a third until the
father was convinced that he spoke truly. He took a spade, went to the grave
of his father and dug until he found the purse of money. Happy, he returned to
his home.
On the day following the Sabbath the rabbi took leave of the Jews who had
welcomed him so hospitably. He went to the hiding place, but alas—the
money was not there.
Ever afterwards when the rabbi was among Jews he would say: “Never
believe a Gentile even if he has been forty years in his grave” (Noy
1966:48-49).

The Muslim joke and the Jewish folktale share a similar structural format, but

differ in the content of story. Both discursive narratives exhibit a level of content

transformation and rendition. The rendition of these texts by Jewish and Muslim

raconteurs is taking place because of the political and social changes. The new reality in

Israel is pushing Jews from North African descent to translate their learnt narratives

partly influenced by their North African upbringing into a new social language where

Muslims are now enemies that seek the destruction of their newly established homeland.

The Muslim raconteur is translating the new content into a humorous medium of
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communication by means of which he can assure his audience that Muslims are still in

control of the situation.

Accordingly, two of the the most vital constituents of contextual structure will

help us explain this transformation at the level of content: the person telling the joke/

folktale and the audience listening to it (Dundes 1980:26). The Muslim raconteur

demonstrates the Muslim peddler’s masculinity to the Jewish man by focussing on the

sexual content. The Jewish narrator discussed the same issue of trust by underlying that

Muslims cannot be trusted even if they are dead. The reference to the cemetery is an

emblem of North African Jewish respect for the dead (both Muslim and Jewish); the

same dead who, supposedly and according to the tale, betrayed the rabbi’s trust. Each

raconteur relies on a fundamental knowledge of the audience about racial stereotypes.

Not only does Hadj Muhammed’s joke provide his audience with the chance to celebrate

the ideal of a sexual superiority of Muslim over Jews, “but they continually reinforce the

use of race categories in [Muslim] thinking” (Howitt and Owusu-Bempah 2005:62).  

At the end of the joke, the crowd of listeners, mostly young adults, surrounding

Hadj Mohammed erupted in laughter expressing their appreciation about how the Muslim

succeeded in playing a trick on the Jew. The Muslim is allowed in this case to triumph

over the sexually impotent Jew, while the same audience expressed its anger when

Lakwayhin managed to trick his Muslim friend into borrowing his mule. The theme of

this joke parallels a similar joke that I heard from Humman about how rich Muslims from

Fez are also Jewish because they share the same characteristics with Jews: names,
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economic status, sexual impotency, and political power. Unlike the response of the

audience to how Lakwayhen stole the Muslim’s mule, the ethnic joke by Hadj

Mohammed (and Humman) reveals how dirty jokes could be seen as a way to not only

devalue Jews (or rich Muslims from Fez) but also to trivialize their positions within

society on the basis of some preconceived physical characteristics as a way to

delegitimize their economic and political power.

The response of the crowd to Hadj Mohammed’s dirty sexual joke tell us a lot

about the cultural context of racism in Morocco. The deep-seated racist idea of the joke is

that Jewish men are sexually impotent and therefore they cannot please their women.

Another underlying point of the story is that Jewish women are sexually driven.

Nevertheless, Muslims are cautioned to be careful in engaging in sexual relations with

Jewish women because male Jews know about this “intrinsic power” therefore they use it

to their advantage to spread immoral behaviour among men as a way to control societies.

The Mellah is therefore in the eyes of Muslims, even after the Jewish exodus, a breeding

ground for prostitution and immoral behavior. While my young adults generally perceive

other foreigners especially sub-Saharan Africans as sexually more potent, fertile and

bearers of infectious diseases, the Jews were preferred to be seen by the same

respondents as otherwise because in their eyes and psychologically speaking it is a

positive thing to sexually dominate Jewish women. The three jokes have one thing in

common: Muslim masculinity and Jewish femininity.  
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E. Conclusion

To conclude, Muslim narratives in the form of fairy tales, folktales, personal

narratives, and jokes are not solely recounted to communicate personal experiences and

attitudes about given events with the objective of catching the audience’s attention.

Instead, they reflect a subjective social prejudice of an Us-group about a Them-group.

They formulate and standardize racial norms and codes of behavior toward other deemed

threatening and unfriendly. Finally they establish a socially informed and accepted

yardstick by which these “‘deviant’ actions are measured and evaluated, and thus provide

the ingroup with basic common knowledge about the out-group as well as precepts for

adequate (re)action. They embody our prejudiced attitudes that underlie these evaluations

and reactions and, at the same time, are told to share these attitudes with others.” (van

Dijk 1984:80). For this reason a contextual deconstruction and cracking of these socially

coded narratives is required to shake people’s beliefs about their perceptions regarding

the normality of attitudes they hold about others.
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CONCLUSION:

CIVIL SOCIETY AND THE “HUMANIZATION” OF THE MOROCCAN JEW

The real issue is intellectual truth and the need to combat any sort of apartheid
and racial discrimination.... When I mentioned the holocaust in an article I
wrote last November, I received more stupid vilification than I ever thought
possible; one famous intellectual even accused me of trying to gain a certificate
of good behaviour from the Zionist lobby. Of course I support Garuady’s right
to say what he pleases and I oppose the wretched loi Gayssot under which he
was persecuted and condemned. But I also think that what he says is trivial and
irresponsible, and when we endorse it, it allies us necessarily with Le Pen and
all the retrograde right-wing fascist elements in French society.

Edward Said 1998

Since the establishment of Israel in 1948, Jews and Muslims have struggled over

the control of “the collective memory of victimhood.” Despite the efforts of members in

both camps to encourage dialogue,241 agents within the institutions of the media, politics

and academia have focused on the Jewish Holocaust and the Palestinian Nakba as

symbolic tokens of ‘the violent Other’ and ‘the victimized self.’ These historical tokens

are contextualized within philosophical and political meta-narratives which Marx and

Engels call “the doctrine of base and superstructure” (1947).242 However, for Jews and

241 Since the beginning of the Arab-Israeli conflict, a number of political and civil groups and personalities
have tried to broker a Palestinian and Israeli dialogue but the emotional collective weight of victimhood
have until now impeded such movement. Even after the Oslo Agreement, the debate is still about the
acknowledgement of the Other’s suffering and the discourse of memory.  
242 For a detailed study of ideology and social consciousness, see Terry Eagleton, Ideology an
Introduction. London: Verso, 1991; V. N. Voloshinov, Marxism and the Philosophy of Language, New
York and London, 1973; Georg Lukács, History and Class Consciousness, London, 1971; and Arne Naess
et al, Democracy, Ideology and Objectivity: Studies in the semantics and cognitive analysis of ideological
controversy, Oslo: University Press, 1956.
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Muslims to accept these ontologies by engaging in conflicts as well as embracing daily

hardships, collective symbols are created not only to define the community and its social

being but also its boundaries. For instance, on the one hand, in Israel, Mosad Yad

Vashem, a special governmental agency, has the authority to “protect, represent and

police the official memory of the dead as part of the Zionist narrative to which galut (life

in diaspora) inexorably leads to geula (redemption), and shoah (Holocaust) to tekuna

(resurrection)” (Gur-Ze’ev and Pappé 2003). On the other hand, many Muslims,

especially Sayyid Qutb, see the Palestinian Nakba as part of the historical clash that

started between the Prophet and the Jews of al-madina, and continues with the tyrannical

rule of Western imperialist powers and their Muslim as well as Jewish agents.243 These

narratives of victimhood, dehumanization, demonization, and otherness are not stagnant.

They change according to locale and historical times.

In the last decades, a shift in Arabic acknowledgement of the Holocaust was led

by Emil Habibi,244 Azmi Bishara245 and Edward Said.246 This debate about the Holocaust

243 Sayyid Qutb, Past Trials and Present tribulations: A Muslim Fundamentalist View of the Jews. Ronald
Nettler, Trans. New York: Pergamon Press, 1987. The Arabic version is entitled ma‘rakatunâ ma‘a al-
yahûd [ اليUود م\ معركتنا ]. al-qâhira: dâ al-shurûq, 1987.
244 For Habibi’s first Palestinian call for a humanistic discussion of the Holocaust among the Palestinians
and Arabs, see Emil Habibi,  Your Holocaust is our disaster. Politica 8:27-30, 1986 [in Hebew].
245 Azmi Bishara has adopted an approach that stresses the Palestinian collective suffering while calling
for the acknowledgment of the Jewish Holocaust and moving away from its minimization. See, Azmi
Bishara, The Arabs and the Holocaust. Zemanim 53(summer:56-74), 1995 [in Hebrew]; Azmi Bishara, On
Chauvinism and Universalism. Zemanim 55(winter):102-107, 1996 [in Hebrew].
246 Edward Said, usûs li-ta‘âyush [ عس#####سا ت #####ل ##### ش#####يا##### ]. al-Hayt, November 5, 1997. This Saidian opinion was
highly criticized by some Arab thinkers as a supporting Israeli policies in the Palestinian territories. See
Muhammad Jabir al-Ansari, murâja‘a am tarâju‘ [ عرا####م {#### \####}را####pامة#### ]. al-Hayat, November 11, 1997. Joseph
Massad joined the debate to debunk al-Ansari’s critique of Said, see tashwˆsh maqSûd aw sû’ fahm li-afkâr
Edward Said: rad ‘alâ Muhammad Jabir al-Ansari [ #pش #مlZش#يو# # #فUوء#سامود# #ف�الم# #سعيادواردار# # #علرد:د# #محمى# # ر#با#}د#
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and its acknowledgment among Arab intellectuals is part of Edward Said’s call for a

redefinition of the Arab intellectual and his/her role in social critique. Said posits that for

Jews and Arabs to reach a political compromise, a Jewish-Muslim dialogue should take

place outside Palestine among intellectuals and decision-makers who “are capable of

fully appreciating and, in a sense, transcending” the social animosities between Israelis

and Palestinians and their daily sufferings.247 Said deconstructed the traditional Arab

intellectual’s role in the wake of the Oslo Agreement by arguing that:

There is a great difference between political and intellectual behaviour. The
intellectual’s role is to speak the truth, as plainly, directly and so honestly as
possible. No intellectual is supposed to worry about whether what is said
embarasses, pleases or displeases people in power. Speaking the truth to power
means additionally that the intellectual’s constituency is neither a government
nor a corporate.248 

Said’s statement has triggered a debate among intellectuals about this position to the

extent that some Arabs saw it as a pro-Zionist attitude. However, it also led to the

recognition among many Arab intellectuals that the discourse of normalization of the

Holocaust strips Jews from their historical ordeal by sympathizing with Hitler or Nazism.

In July 2-8, 2003, Al-Ahram Weekly published a long letter by Osama El Baz, the chief

political advisor to Hosni Mubarak. El Baz, following the footsteps of Said, encourages a

political debate in the Arab world that recognizes the racial elements of the European

Nazism and stops borrowing discursive elements from the European discourse on Jews.

  .al-Hayat, November 22, 1997 .[االlVاري
247 “Bases for Co-existence.” al-Ahram Weekly, November 15, 1997.
248 “A Reply to Arab Intellectuals Israel-Palestine: A third Way.” Le Monde Diplomatique, September 4,
1998.
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He comments that “the Arab cause is just and there is no excuse for borrowing from a

legacy inconsistent with the tenets of our beliefs and the realities of our history, no

excuse for not presenting our cause in its proper logical and moral framework.”249 El Baz

and other Arab intellectuals are responding to an emerging polarizing discourse whose

referents are becoming more racial and dehumanizing. Although he recognizes the

existence of similar discursive elements within Israel, he calls for a “humanistic”

approach to the Palestinian question. 

Morocco is also part of this debate about the collective memory of Jews and the

discursive elements used by its social groups to describe and talk about Jews and the

Palestinian conflict. Narratives are the medium of this social debate. Moroccans produce,

exchange and transmit knowledge about Jews in the form of narratives. Circulated

representations of Jews are usually organized, stored and transmitted through the social

act of narration. These circulated representations vary from one social group to another.

The variation is both in discourse content and its channel of mediation. Moroccan cohorts

have demonstrate a significant difference in their representation of Jews. On the one

hand, the old cohort mainly invokes a repertoire of discursive lexicon from the traditional

indigenous world view where Muslims and Jews were neighbors. On the other hand, the

emerging institution of youth relies on a different knowledge that is largely influenced by

a set of imagined ideas of “Jewishness.” These ideas are convoluted because they draw

upon Islamic and Western constructions of the Jew. This complexity creates a confusion

249 “Contaminated Goods.” Al-Ahram Weekly Online (No. 619) January 2-8, 2003.
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at the level of knowledge construction because the discursive elements of the Western

and Islamic view of “Jewishness” are incompatible by nature.

My study on the generational differences in Muslim narratives about Jews in

southwestern Morocco demonstrates that Moroccan cohorts exhibit a striking variance in

social representations and stereotype formations about Jews. Young cohorts tend to differ

from members of the older generation largely because their stored knowledge is accessed,

influenced and retrieved from different stores and repertoires. Although both members of

younger and older cohorts lived within the same household for a large period of time,

their social judgement mediated through narratives are generally opposite. Members of

the old cohort tend to show moderation towards Jews generally expressing feelings of

friendship and amicable relations. On the contrary, younger cohorts, who had never met

Jews, describe them as evil and threatening to Muslim values and traditions.

Members of the youth cohort have never lived with Jews or even met them. This

might seem to be the reason for the high frequency of negative attitudes among the

younger generation towards Jews. On the contrary, negative exemplar representations of

Jews among the youth are rampant because of the fracturing of memory and knowledge

transmission. In fact, although members of the grandparents have not socialized with

Jews, their representations were still influenced by the knowledge transmitted through the

great grandparents. Members of the cohorts of great grandparents and grandparents are

less negative in their representations because their knowledge about Jews is not solely

stimulated by the media and the Israeli Arab conflict. The older cohort have in store other
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perceptions based on real life experiences that challenge the media-based reports and

imagined stereotyping. In medical terms, older generations are relatively immune to

younger cohorts’ stereotyping because they have access to a different type of knowledge

that serves as an anti-body to the negative representations.

These dichotomous views of Jews are part of a shift in identity referents in

contemporary Moroccan society. The cultural permutation involves a more individualized

and independent construction of knowledge that departs from a traditional homogenous

Islamic cultural discourse. Culturally, Moroccan youth are rebelling against the limiting

social and cultural values which restrict their entry into modernity. They are constructing

a new self that is still anchored in Islamic values while adapting to and appropriating

Western ideas. The hierarchical transmission of knowledge and authority is shaken,

giving way to more individual freedom and appropriation of other cultural forms.

The problem with this break away from this traditional Islamic world-view is that

youth as agents are still powerless. We are left with two contradictory forms of

knowledge: The Master and disciple referential knowledge is not the same anymore

because each constructs its own referent. Accordingly, while the state through its own

formal institutions transmits knowledge about Moroccan pluralistic culture, the discourse

of the youth is replete with stereotypes of Jews. Publicly, the master claims that Jews are

part of Moroccan society and that they are “tolerated.” Privately, individuals circulate

urban legends appropriated from western anti-Semitic referents and given a Muslim

justification. The rift between both discourses continues because the political events in
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the Middle East force the individual and the state to stick to their episteme. In The

Archaeology of Knowledge, Michel Foucault contends that:

The episteme may be suspected of being something like a world-view, a slice
of history common to all branches of knowledge, which imposes on each one
the same norms and postulates, a general stage of reason, a certain structure of
thought that the men of a particular period cannot escape—a great body of
legislation written once and for all by some anonymous hand (1986:191).

This restricting power of the episteme which justifies the sacredness of the religious text

puts pressure on the individual and the state “to please” instead of “discuss” in a public

sphere. Henceforth, contact with Jews is seen as an act of breaching the normative

“Islamic” social rules and cultural regulations.

Within this context, a Habermasian debate within Moroccan society about the

status of Jews and Moroccan attitudes towards Israel is aborted because there is a general

tendency to confuse the process of debate with personal belief. Henceforth, as a

Moroccan artist if you perform in front of an audience of Israelis you are a collaborator

and enemy of Islam and Palestinians. And if you study Jews you are categorically a

Jewish sympathizer. Edward Said deconstructs this perspective arguing that it is

“fatuous” to reject everything “Israeli.” After all, he contends there are “one million

Palestinians who are Israeli citizens: are they also to be boycotted, as they were during

1950? What about Israelis who support our struggle? Are they to be boycotted because

they are Israeli?” (1998). To take Said’s point further, should Palestinian Americans be

also pigeonholed and branded “anti-Palestine” because they supposedly live in a society

that supports Israel.
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Said argues that Muslim discourse about Jews and Zionism is flawed and illogical

because of its failure to recognize the plight of the Jews under the Nazi rule of Hitler. He

contends that although he does not accept the idea that the Holocaust “excuses Zionism

for what it has done to Palestinians,” he believes that Muslim intellectuals have the

responsibility to recognize the Holocaust and critique the “creeping, nasty wave of anti-

Semitism and hypocritical righteousness insinuating itself into our political thought and

rhetoric” (1998). Said lays out that the social and political embracing of Roger Garaudy’s

claim and 

his holocaust-denying friends in the name of “freedom of opinion” is a silly
ruse that discredits us more than we already are discredited in the world’s eye
for our incompetence, our failure to fight a decent battle, our radical
misunderstanding of history and the world we live in. Why don’t we fight
harder for freedom of opinions in our societies, a freedom, no one needs to be
told, that scarcely exists (1998).

Does this mean that Moroccan society is undergoing a social and cultural crisis? It

should be recognized that part of the problem is that within the Hammoudian Master-

Disciple model, the authoritative figure refuses to acknowledge making mistakes. If I

might stretch Hammoudi’s claim further I would say that because the authoritative figure

sees himself as the only source of knowledge, he can never be wrong. For example, a

child growing up within a Moroccan educational system tends to perceive the teacher as

the ultimate source of knowledge. Teachers cannot be wrong and everybody is socialized

to accept this as a fact of life. Hammoudi’s master-disciple paradigm explains why

subjects and students accept the master’s knowledge or directions without questioning or

debating them.
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The sacredness of knowledge which tends to limit the personal freedom of

discussion and interpretation does not restrict certain individuals from rebelling against

the system and questioning the cultural bias against Jews. Although the social critique of

perceptions towards Jews has been usually left to important members of the political

establishment who can be outside “the social stigma,” journalists, artists, and ordinary

citizens have joined the movement of national auto-critique. There is a national

movement generally mediated through an independent press that highlights the possibility

of being critical of Israeli policies without being anti-Jewish.

This debate can be primarily noted, as we have seen in chapter V, within an

emerging liberal media. Since May 2003, a set of liberal and independent Moroccan

newspapers have lifted the social silence over the question of the Moroccan Jewish

identity and published, intermittently, articles that looked at the Moroccan Jewish

community from social, political, religious or cultural angles. This discourse and debate

have the potential to re-introduce the Jewish voice within the predominant Muslim debate

and encourage heteroglossia within the national public sphere. Although there is

resistance among many journalists and media outlets to this movement, the democratic

policies of the government and the continuing support and protection by the monarchy of

Moroccan Jews suggests this debate will continue despite the counter-forces of the Arab-

Israeli conflict.

Another example of the promising national debate about Moroccan Judaism has

taken place after the nationwide release of Marock, a movie directed by Leïla Marrakchi
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in May 2006. What is interesting about this movie is actually not its controversial story

and plot; it is the fact that it generates a widespread public discourse about Jewish-

Muslim relations and boundaries. Marock was strongly rejected especially by a group of

political and intellectual figures within the Moroccan society because it portrays a love

relationship between a Jewish boy and Muslim girl. For Leila Marrakchi, the film deals

with social problems of a youthful minority in Casablanca, the economic capital of

Morocco. It is simplistic to ignore the fact that many Moroccan Muslims, male and

female, are married to Israeli or Jewish spouses and that some of them choose to live in

Israel, Europe or Morocco. It is also unrealistic to ignore the fact that such relationships

have existed through the history of Jewish-Muslim encounters within North Africa. The

issue here is that Marrakchi has made it public and inscribed it to the public memory

through art. It is this state of affairs that has made many critics uneasy. Marrakchi’s good

deed and sin are that she unveiled the topic and publicized it. Many critics agree that the

story of Marrakchi, despite its limited representation of Moroccan society, is a Moroccan

narrative and that it is narrating a personal story of a group of “young people, privileged

but also kind of messed up and schizophrenic. They live according to Western ways but

they’re still very attached to their country and traditions. The opening scene in which a

kneeling man prays outside a parked car where inside two teenagers are making out:

that’s Marock.”250

A final example of the public debate about Jews in Morocco deals with Moroccan

250 Available at: http://www.moroccotimes.com/paper/article.asp?idr=49&id=11615
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nationals and Israeli citizens. In June 2006, a Berber-Jewish association was established

to connect Israeli Jews from Berber descent with their hometowns in southern Morocco

and also encourage tourism in the Berber regions of Morocco. This association has been

criticized by many Moroccans and a debate about its objective erupted within newspapers

of different political parties, al-Jazeera, as well as in online blogs. In an article titled,

“Amazighi movement as a means towards Normalization with Israel,” attajdid denounces

the movement because it undermines the Palestinian struggle and recognizes the Israeli

policies towards the Palestinians. For Boubaker Oudaâdid, the objective of the

association is the fight against “the culture of anti-Semitism” in Morocco and to develop

Amazigh culture among Amazigh Jews in Israel.251 This association signals a huge shift

in the public discourse that is trying to adopt a “critical ‘humanist’ or ‘universal’

approach. However, because of its progressive nature, its members, “find themselves set

apart from the accepted intellectual, cultural and emotional levels within the history of

‘their’ society” (Gur-Ze’ev & Pappé 2003:105). They are ostracized. Therefore, this

emerging voice within the heteroglossic Moroccan public sphere is trying to navigate

between the national collective memory of the Israeli occupation of Palestinian lands and

the humanist as well as universal discourse about Jews. These counter voices are part of a

healthy discourse within the Moroccan society that is not only central to the acceptance

of the “Jew” as full citizen with Morocco, but also to other social and cultural issues that

251 Hicham Houdaïfa, “Une association berbero-israélienne à contre courant.” Le Journal Hebdomadaire.
Available:
 http://www.lejournal-hebdo.com/article.php3?id_article=8485 
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are at the heart of the public debate in the post-Hassan II era.

The question which remains to be asked is what are the perceptions of the former

Jewish communities of Akka who live in Israel today about the Muslim families they left

behind in Akka? This important question, for future research, will explain more my

model of Muslims’ stereotyping of Jews. As I describe earlier, my model of analysis of

the origin, spread and regularity of Moroccan Muslims’ representations of Jews is based

upon what I call the cultural models of victimhood and racial stereotyping. This implies

that modern Moroccan society is producing different racial attitudes towards Jews

because they express the general feelings of Arab victimhood and suffering under the

colonial yoke of Israel and its western allies. To many Moroccans, there is a connection

between what they think of Jews today (no matter how stereotypical it may be) and the

Israeli subjugation of Palestinians in the Middle East. By studying the perceptions of the

different cohorts of Jews who live in the Israeli society we would be able not only to

analyze their perceptions towards their former villagers and their attitudes towards the

local populations of Akka, but also their attitudes towards the general context of the

Arab-Israeli conflict. I believe that by studying Jewish-Muslim relations outside the

context of Palestine and Israel we will be able, as Said suggets, to produce counter-

narratives and educational policies that will deconstruct collective memories of

victimhood in both camps and ethnocentric worldviews.
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APPENDIX A: LAWH ARABIC TEXT
 

aليما}e jه وسلhحمد وعلى صحW اgالحمد لله وحده وصلى الله على سيد
%g{خ % ر% %جمو�%لj%سة Yr%عا% %حصة ا% %لحج] % %لlعر% % ا% %لokدد % ا%Wه%Zع% %eمل%ج] %fا%ي %صلق و% %ليه %fيد%يX% ا% %لokه % %ليا% ا% �%لق %ئميا% % ذا% [

W%Yrا%q%\Zو%لا %حصور ا% %لحج] % %gصر% %Xلمه% % %سخا% ا% %للر و% %Zهد}%iه %يlدا% ا% %لقhيله % % % ا% ا%Xوا%لة zرoلمح% % % %Zحoة%ظو% % ا% %للظ ا% %لمklعمه % % % % ة%
%kZع % ا% jلل% %hqيله% % % %حصة% ا% %لحج] % ا% %لمر %Zطيرا% % وا% %لح] %طيرا% ذر% و%ي] ا%لة %للى ا% %لمه ا%Zرا% %لخيط % وا% %لhر %سية%كر% %mدhع% ا% %للد %Wحم]%Zه% % د%
Z%ا [hلم% % %ogعkارك% % % ا% لا %ل وا%صاال%Zه% %لoل ا%كرع% %للال %hqيلlهه% % % % % و% jعم% وا%ساال%i%jZالد%Zر% nو%كذ%لال ا%eر zلقالو% وا% %لصرrن %zال
%لصيوا % و% nياh}e% % % ا% %حمر%لح ا%qان:% Yللا% %سhحه% % و%جه%gا% ان%عل %Xقهو%يال % %jلص% ا%لا% %لقح وا% Yلعمو% % و% %Zيkهف%لو%يل % % %jكم% ا% %Zيف%لا %[
واال%سر%لا Yصحو% %Zجا�% %عليه%iا% % ا% %لصه وا% zل{ال% %nالW%وا yاالر nل{مادا% % وا% ا%tارات Vرkل% %علور% ا% %ل�ى و% nحالZ% ا% %صحق ه%Zا%
ان%Xالn%عاال ا%tارادت %للا� ان% %oleه % %Zمق% %Xقوا% ا% %للة %عله% %Wصى% وا%iالد%Zح%لا% jW%د %gيور ان%iا% jحe% %Zيkهالn%كل%كد% % % %jلم% ا%

%سيح % %Zيkهدث% % % %jW%ا [W%ا %لمشور % %حkا% وا% %لkloة % % اذا% او%iد%حا%Z\%لg%fة jجله% % ا% الن jلق�% % وا% %لقا� ال% %يقدر ا% ان%حدر اذا%يد g%Yfرده
%لق %صله%لو% ا% %للى %عليه% % و% %سله %jل%jokي% % ا% %لحع ان%Xذر% %يoصلارادرا % % و% %جkل%كروا%كذ%يوا %Zحقهة%يا% % % وو% %klXل%كا % %Zقة% ا% %gصدر %Xها% ا%
%لي ذا%Xر% اال%لع %tكك و% Yيا%fا%ي %لغمل % و% nلخصا% % وا% nلشا% %Zيkهك% % % %jلق% ا% Yلعلمو% % % ر% ا%ضا� %للوان %عليهه% % % ا% jلع% وا% Vلعر% ر% zادkك% ]%Wان%

اركان الن العرV يقيد المhهj ويخصص العاn ويقيد المطلق Xم] ذلك W] خhط ZالذX zfZعليه خم� اواق
Xعليه ثماgي اواق

وW] رXع الحجارz ولj ي�ر� Zها Xعليه عشرا [...]
%Zهر�%ضوان و% %eصj%لا ا% sلم�% % %Zهرو�% %Xعليا% % % %خم{ه% % د% وان اواق %Zهغ%Wة د% %Wغا وا% %ضحة %Xعلية% % % %Wثة%ثال%ثه% %qيا% و% %يعطل % ي%

%للم� % % %Zهرو�% ا%ثال%ثا% ا%Wواع%صة و%ل] %gصfرع ا%ثف% jل%fو%ي %خم\ وا% اواق �%Wغد%ل ا% %سطو%لة %خم{ة% % %عشة% او% %qير وا% %gيدو%لة ة%
WثقاW Yع الحق المذكور.

وq [Wلع ال{] لغيره Xعليه خم� Wثاqيل وW] عض غيره Zاالسkان Xعليه خم� اواق.
وq [Wلع عيkا لغيره Xعليه سhعة Wثاqيل للجماعة اgصاXا ويعطي لر� العي] Wا عمله الشرع.

.اواق jمس فعليه ورعّ�ه غيرW وW] خhط غيره
#قبg#مو #لUنياد#يض# # # #يXلم#لوة# # #فعليه# # # #مZzه# # #eاrسلوا# #يضم#لوه# #بUرب# #فعليا# # # #jمXه# # #عشة# #قياور# رd#}واrة#

.اlVافا مzاقيل سبعة فعليه بUا
gرب وم} Yر]ا بالش�رUا يخرج ولم بضUمس فعليه دما بj اواق.
rواj#رجUب# #كXاوا#مدا# #بUر# #عkما# # #ظلعاوا# # #فخمXة# # # #مzة# #قيا# #lVال# #لحواا#فا# #للمضق# # # #jمXروب# # واع#fاة#
gرع مaف الlVو [...] eاZzاللحم وم.
rبط واj ب�م Yبعة الش�رXاقيل فzم.
gبط ومj Wا غيرlمس فعليه الدم به يخرج ولم بالعj اواق.
rرج واj فعليه الدم به eاZzم.
gيطلعه ولم بمدفاع ]دّ وم rبط واj اقيل ثالثة فعليه بهzم.
rطلوا# #يمم#لواد#aV#لا\# #فعلي[...]سّ# # # #jمه# #مzس# #قيا# #فعليدا#حوادم#يم#لو[...]ه#برب#{g#مول# # # #ثمه# #Vيا# ة#
zم# #قيا# #فعليدا#حاه#برd#}وه#}ر#jواrل# # # #بعاره# #عشة# #مZzر# # #�pم#لاذااال# #gاiل# #مضة#حر# #YارlV# #يعطا#فا# # ي#

iللم# # # #dروZح# #كبه# #بيح�#لاش# # #عشوة# #Yارf#مواع#gرع#لاaموت#ي[و#gقت# #قتل# #]ناوة#fا#fر#بل# #Yاودiح# #Yار
#عlاو #غياوى# #}ميg#مك#لذر# # #قعوا#م\# ماه#بت# #ل يوت# #فعل # # #مZzة#يا#مه# # #eعش\#مدم#لااب#بالرا# #Yرzم# #قيا# ل#

.ذبيحتUم
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#عشو #Yرzم# #قيا# #بيحدل# # #لiماة# # #عش\#مة#عا# #مgZz#ير# # #lVااال# #يعطاrى#باواrا#فا# # ودارWالدW#بg#ع[...]ي#
Wمودا#باواوالد#gعV# #علير# # #فعليه# # # #سبع[...]ه# # #عشة# #مZzر# # #Vعg#مواال# #غيي#فر# #لمار# #ل�تاg#موت# # #gعV# #Yينا#بر# ة#
 .مzاقيل ثالثة فعليه

#]iمد#حادارل#jداوداري#فرق#سg#مو # #فعليا# # # #سبعه# # #عشة# #مZzر# # #lVااال# #للiما#فا# # # #سبعوة#عا# # #عشة# رب#لر#
.الدار
rدرٌ فدمه فيه مات وا[.
#لiما[...]ي#فرق#سg#مو # #فعلية#عا# # # #سبعه# # #مzة# #قيا# #لمiXاك#ل�ا#كول# # # #لناك#ل�ا#كود# ة#Vد#فاالي#فرق#سg#مر#يواد#

#فعلي # # #مZzه# # #rمواال#g�p# #غي\#مp#gا# #Wبير# #gاام#مادي#يiXلم# # # #بيود# #g�V# #ليا# #لبلاس# # #Yفيعطد# # # #jمXي# # #مzة# #قيا# ل#
.اlVافا مZzاليg للiماعة فيعطي ي�كرW ولم وسترW سارقا رءا ومg اlVافا

gوم eمه قاfمعك سبه لخا gفيعطي الشر ا]ل م gاليZzماعة مiافا للlVا.
#لlا#عدg#مو #حبا# #لحاد�#له# #لiماى#لااوم#كا# # #يلحZم#لوة#عا# # # #كXوه# #فيعطوY#عد#لاه#لر# # # #للiمي# # # #jمة#عا# اواقس#
#يخg#مو #لبلال#]ارار#سارج# # #YودZي# #eوUفي# # #لغيبام# # # #لنميمواة# # # # #ل�ااوة# #ممة#ب�# #فيا# #لضاه# #YبيلرورZلل# # # # # #فعلية# # # #سبعه# # ة#

#عش #مZzر# # #ي�م#لواrاال# #gعن# #Wيئدb# # #يعطا# # #lVاي# #يخا#فا# #لبلاg#مرج# # #Yمال#كود#Yسبرا# #فتعطال#}رت# # # #jمXي# # ة#
#عش #قياور# #سبUواrة# # #فمzل#}ر#لاا# # #عتدg#موك#لذال# #لiماه# # #Upا#يم#لورات#مالث#ثة#عا# #فيعطا# # # #مZzي# # g#م�ا#كواال#
V#ادp#ماهiل# # #Upا#يم#لوة#عا# #ليات#ما#قوا# #ليZبضه# # # # #Wن�ووp# # #عليس# # #لنعا#بد#حاه# # #Yفيعطر# # # #مZzي# # #Vعg#مل#كاال# و#لور#
#عشوا#Vا#ك #كzااوg#ير# #كgX#مور# #لعXار# # #لبلاي#فة#سا# # #Yيعطد# # #jمي# #للiماواقس# # # #يعXوة#عا# # #عXس# #ستا# [...]ة#
#Vعg#مو #يعطاc#طاذاس# # #كgX#مووW#}اوي# #مخ�ير# # # #لiماة# # #للطت#Vا#كة#عا# # #لiمااو�#لا# # #يعطة#عا# # #مZzي# # [...]اال#
#غيدر#غg#مو #Wبشر# #bياالg#مئ# #يعطاء# # #jمXي# # #مzة# #قيا# #كXاورd#}واrل# #قتg#مو[...]دا#حار# دا#حال#
#عطوا #عليد#حالالم#كال#فر#كذا#مى# # #لبارج#jو[...]واrه# #]لا#فد#لا# #يمUXالواوالدWه# # # #يZوالد#حام# #eوUل# د#حام#

#bيئ # #يعم#لورب#]اrوا# #bيئط# # #لiما#فا# # #pبية#عا# # #pن�g#موودارWه#لا#م\# # #عليس# # #يغه# #فUرم# #بتتا#م�ا# # #لiماه# # ة#عا#
.االjتالc عند اليه ير}عوr [...] مlالحUم على وعZدو
gبب�ر سيدي الن�اليس م gمحمد ب gبب�ر سيدي ابناء م.

.يحيى سيدي ابناء مg [...] عبد بg المالك عبد وسيدي
.حمام بg حمد وسيدي
.الوVاسي الرحماr عبد بg حمد وسيدي

gوم gيس كربه الحراطيjبر.
.بر وبلZاسم
.Vعم ب�ار بg وfال�
gوم gالنعيم عبد سيدي المرابطي gعبد ب rعلي سيدي بني الرحما.

p#ق#فواUكل# # #علم# #كتا#مى# #سطوم#سور�# #فZوا#pالW#عار# #فUZوا#ما#pا# # #للام# #عله# #فيUا#مى# # #لحUا#fم# # #Vيدم# [...]رj#Yوyا#
.الوjشاbي العباs الله عبيد th^` عام رمضاr اواسط وفي والمعرفة باالUbاد
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APPENDIX B: LIST OF SOME JEWISH FAMILIES252

List of members of some Jewish families of Akka as they appear in the local
administrative birth registers.

I. Sarraf dâwûd ban yusuf of Tagadirt son of yusuf ban dâwûd and sttî bant dâwûd.

Children:
1. yusuf ban dâwûd born in 1932 in Tagadirt; his mother’s name was khbîdha bant

shlimu.
2. jahra bant dâwûd born in 1949 in Tagadirt her mother’s name was al-yâqût bant isHâq.
3. maryam ban dâwûd born in 1954 in Tagadirt; her mother’s name wasal-yâqût bant

isHâq.
4. mzala bant dâwûd born in 1957 in Tagadirt her mother’s name was al-yâqût bant

isHâq.

II. Sarraf brahâm ban mardkhîn of Tagadirt born in 1910 in Tagadirt, son of dâdâ bant
isHâq.

Children: 
1. dâdâ born in 1942 in Tagadirt; her mother’s name was sttî bant isHâq.
2. martkhîn born in 1944 in Tagadirt his mother’s name was sttî bant isHâq.
3. rafâ‘în born in 1947 in Tagadirt his mother’s name was sttî bant isHâq.

III. Sarraf îzâd ban martkhây of Tagadirt born in 1902 son of zâda bant îzâd.

Children: 
1. martkhây ban îzâd ban martkhây born in 1940 in Tagadirt; his mother’s name was

zahra bant ya‘qûb.
2. shlimû ban îzâd ban martkhây born in 1942 in Tagadirt; his mother’s name was zahra

bant ya‘qûb.
3. mzala bant îzâd ban martkhây born in 1945 in Tagadirt; her mother’s name Hnîna bant

yusuf.
4. ilî ban îzâd ban martkhây born in 1950 in Tagadirt his mother’s name was Hnîna bant

yusuf.

IV. Sarraf mûshî ban al-yâhût ban yusuf of Taourirt born in 1926 son of frîHa bant

252 My thanks to Ahmed El Yazidi of the office of al-Hâla al-madaniyya in Akka Centre.
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Hayyîm who was born in the Mellah of Tahala.

Children: 
1. ilyâhû in 1954 in Taourirt; his mother’s name was shmîHa bant îzâd.

V. Sarraf Hayyîm ban ilyâhû ban yusuf of Taourirt, born in 1919 son of frîHa bant
Hâyyîm.

Children:
1. Hsîba born in 1944 in Taourirt; her mother’s name was khbîdha bant sham‘ûn.
2. Ilyâhû born in 1949 in Taourirt his mother’s name was khbîdha bant sham‘ûn.
3. mas‘ûda born in 1951 in Taourirt; her mother’s name was khbîdha bant sham‘ûn.
4. dâda born in 1954 in Taourirt her mother’s name was khbîdha bant sham‘ûn.
5. smîHa born in 1958 in Taourirt; her mother’s name was khbîdha bant sham‘ûn.
6. sham‘ûn born in 1962 in Taourirt her mother’s name was khbîdha bant sham‘ûn.

VI. Sarraf yûsuf ban mardkhîn of Tagadirt, born in 1896 son of dâdâ bant isHâq and
mardkhîn ban ishshû; died in Agadir Inzegane in 1978.

Children: 
1. smîHa born in 1923 in Tagadirt; her mother’s name was khbîdha bant yûsuf.
2. dâdâ born in 1934 in Tagadirt; her mother’s name was khbîdha bant yûsuf.
3. sttî born in 1936 in Taourirt; her mother’s name was khbîdha bant yûsuf.
                 
VII. Sarraf makhlûf ban yûsuf ban dâwûd of Tagadirt, born in 1905 son of sttî bant al-

Hazzân.

Children: 
1. smîHa born in 1923 in Tagadirt; her mother’s name was khbîdha bant yûsuf.
2. dâdâ born in 1934 in Tagadirt; her mother’s name was khbîdha bant yûsuf.
3. sttî born in 1936 in Taourirt; her mother’s name was khbîdha bant yûsuf.

VIII. Sarraf makhlûf ban yûsuf ban dâwûd of Tagadirt, born in 1905 son of sttî bant al-
Hazzân.

Children:  
1. sttî born in 1938 in Tagadirt; her mother’s name was khbîdha bant ilyâhû.
2. yûsuf born in 1939 in Tagadirt; his mother’s name was khbîdha bant ilyâhû.
3. rafâ‘îl born in 1944 in Tagadirt; his mother’s name was khbîdha bant ilyâhû.
4. yaHyâ born in 1948 in Tagadirt; his mother’s name was khbîdha bant yûsuf.
5. jahra born in 1947 in Tagadirt; her mother’s name was khbîdha bant ilyâhû.
6. amzâl born in 1951 in Tagadirt; his mother’s name was khbîdha bant yûsuf.
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7. mas‘ûd born in 1954 in Tagadirt; his mother’s name was khbîdha bant ilyâhû.
8. sham‘ûn born in 1956 in Tagadirt; his mother’s name was khbîdha bant ilyâhû.

IX. Sarraf yaHyâ ban yûsuf ban mardkhîn of Tagadirt, born in 1919 son of khbîdha bant
yûsuf. died in France in 2001.

Children: 
1. Hnîna born in 1952 in Tagadirt; her mother’s name was slîka bant isHâq.
2. ilyâhû born in 1957 in Tagadirt; his mother’s name was slîka bant isHâq.

X. dabda mas‘ûd of Taourirt, born in 1913 son of lî‘a bant y‘îsh and isHâq ban ‘amrân.

Children: 
1. sa‘îda born in 1940 in Taourirt; her mother’s name was smîHa bant yûsuf.
2. y‘îsh born in 1945 in Taourirt; his mother’s name was smîHa bant yûsuf.
3. dâwûd born in 1952 in Taourirt; his mother’s name was smîHa bant yûsuf.
4. mîna born in 1955 in Taourirt; his mother’s name was smîHa bant yûsuf.
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APPENDIX C: LIST OF CONSULTED MEDIA

I. Moroccan French and Arabic Newspapers

1. Ahdath Maghribiya, www.ahdath.info
2. Al Anbaa, www.alanbaa.ma
3. al-Alam, www.alalam.ma
4. Alittihad Ichtiraki, www.alittihad.press.ma
5. Aujourd’hui le Maroc, www.aujourdhui.ma
6. Assabah, www.assabah.ma
7. assahifa al-usbu’iya, www.assahifa.ma
8. Assahra al-Maghribia, www.almaghribia.ma
9. Attajdid, www.attajid.ma
10. al-ayam, www.alayam.ma
11. al-Bayne, www.albayane.ma
12. Bayane al-Yaoume, www.bayanealyaoume.ma
13. La Gazette du Maroc, www.lagazettedumaroc.com
14. al-jareeda al-ukhra, www.aljareeda.ma
15. Le Journal, Le Journal Hebdomadaire, www.lejournal-hebdo.com
16. al-Haraka, www.harakamp.ma
17. Libération, www.liberation.press.ma
18. Maroc Hebdo International, www.maroc-hebdo.press.com
19. Le Matin du Sahara et du Maghreb, www.lematin.ma
20. Morocco Times Online, www.moroccotimes.com
21. La Nouvelle Tribune, www.lanouvelletribune.com
22. L’Opinion, www.lopinion.ma
23. TelQuel, www.telquel-online.com
24. La Vérité, www.leverite.ma
25. La Vie Economique, www.lavieeco.com
26. Al Oussbouia El Jadida
27. Al Michaâl
28. al-mustaqil
29. Demain Magazine
30. Demain
31. Doumane
32. Le Bulletin officiel, Government of Morocco

II. Arab and Foreign Media
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1. Al-Ahram Weekly Online, www. ahram.org.eg/index.htm
2. Asharq Al Awsat, www.asharqalawsat.com
3. Al Hayat, www.alhayat.com
4. Le Monde Diplomatique, www.monde-diplomatique.fr
5. Al Quds Al Arabi, www.alqudsalarabi.co.uk
6. Le Monde, www.lemonde.fr  
7. Al-Jazeera.net, www.aljazeera.net
8. Al-Jazeera, english.aljazeera.net

III. Colonial and Postcolonial Media

1. L’Avenir Illustré
2. Essaada
3. Noar
4. L’Action du peuple
5. La Vie Juive
6. alwaTan/La patrie
7. Egalité
8. Espoir
9. al-ra’y al-‘âm
10. Hayât ashsha‘b
11. Le Petit Marocain
12. Les Nouvelles Marocaines
13. La Nation
14. al-Jamahir
15. al-Moukafih
16. al-Kifah al-WaTanî
17. al-Mabadi
18. Voix des Communautés
19. La Vigie Marocaine
20. Le Petit Marocain
21. Maroc Informations
22. Lamalif
23. Souffles
24. Anoual
25. Kalima
26. Les Phares
27. La Nation Africaine
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28. La Voix National
29. L’Opinion du peuple
30. al-fajr
31. akhbâr al-dunyâ
32. al-taHrîr
33. L’Avant-Garde
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APPENDIX D: MEDIA BIBLIOGRAPHY

Arabic  Media

al-Alam] العلم[

. مlط�ى احمد }ابر،
^__h .ودUالي rاسرا|يل في الشرقيو :eالد الضحية }دiالعدد العلم،. وال `m�h�، `يو، ٥Vيو n .٥.

.احمد قابيل،
.V n .tوفمبر، m٥h_، `t` العدد العلم،.  bئ كل قبل ومغاربة يUود: البريدية البطاقات مغرب. ۳__^

.ابرا]يم قاعود،
#مع.۳__^ #لمUاg#مرب#قأة#لاد# # #aلطعاة#ل# # #gمب..الم#ساالي#ف# #dل�:ا# #gقتاال# #ليUاg#مراب# # #محkود# # #لعلا!ور# # #لعام،# دد#
`m٥h_، `t ،وفمبرV n .٥.

al-mustaqil ]المXتZل[ 

.رحمة الiو]ري، بوbيوع
يUال#].۳__^ #ل # #لمغاود# # #علة#بار# #ع�ف#كى# #لعiادارت؟؟#ير# # #YaنيواXلم# # # # #gعلال# Uم# #ل #عتاال#با# #jياالداءات# #،Yر
.b n .`hتنبر، _h-۳^ المXتZل،!!! البيضاء بالدار اليUودية للمنشآت أمني وpطويق

.سميرY الZlلي، عzِماVي
#ليUا.۳__^ # #لمغاود# # #فضر#ية#بار# #rيوiUp# # # #|يرا#ساى#لام#]ر# #يتخول# # #gUp#موr#فو# #لiمادات#يد# # #ميال#ساالات#عا# ة#

.b n .`hتنبر، _h-۳^ المXتZل،. المتطرفة

.عنترY مlط�ى و bمعوr، لي�ي،
#bمع.۳__^ # #rلي�و# # #ل�اي# #لعا�#pا# #للiمام# # # #ليUاة#عا# # #لبيضادار#لا#بة#يود# # # #VنgX#ل.اء# # #iUpيوات#عدوراءاق# # # #لمغار# # ة#بار#

#ليUا # #|يرا#سإى#لإود# #ف�.ل# #Yلتعار# # #لنماش#يا# # #}يوذ# #بية# #gاUلي# # #لمXلميواود# # # # # #gداj#لمغال# # #عشاررب# #لUlات# # #ينا# ة#
gل،. واالسالموييZتXالم ^h-۳_ ،تنبرb n .`٥.

.المXتZل
^__h.معb# # #rلي�و# # #يم�ال:ي# # #grتاp# #لمغاaوج# # #بير# #ليUاة# # #ليلدوr#بة#يود# # #حنة# #لمXتZا.اء# # # # #ين�^-`^ل،# .n.ر،#يا#
^٥.

^__h .ل،. بوش يحاكم المغربي الشارعZتXالعدد الم t_۳، ^-t ،يوVيو n .٥-`_.
#لXاام#]را#با.۳__^ #للمXتZوار#حي#في#pا#فر# # # # # #محم:ل# # #بنعيXد# # # # #غير#يو[ى# #Vنتkوفء،#كر# # # #لملاة#لال#}g#مر# # #pغييك# # # #Wر
gتوفر بمp ا لشغل اال]لية فيه�[ �lل،. المنZتXالم ^h-۳_ ،تنبرb n .`۳.

al-ayam ]االيام[

.االيام
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#bمع.`__^ # #rلي�و# # #بع“ام#ياال”eي# #�fا#عدوء#]د# #لUiاg#مه#}رو#jة# # #لمZاا[# # #للحرر# # #متشا#Vأ:aب# # #pيوم#|ا# اري#
.b n .`۳تنبر، ۳`-� االيام،. المركaية اللiنة في مو}ود

.يوسف بiا}ا،
#|يرا#ساارY#ي[.۳__^ #للمغل# # # #XZpرب# # #لمiتمام# # # # #لXيا\# # #لمواي#سا# #بير�#}ا#م:ي#Vد# #gتشXم# # # #لملاار# # .ه#ياور#حوك#
.b n .t-mتنبر، �`-`` ،mm العدد االيام،

.لي�ى وbمعوr يوسف، بiا}ا،
#bمع.۳__^ # #rلي�و# # #سنبZ“ام#ياال”eى# # # #كيUى# # #لمغاي#فود# # #ل�أرب# #سني# #لعاام،#ياال.ر�#jاة# t-^h`،__`دد#
.�. b nتنبر،

،gوفيق بوعشريp.
#مZت.۳__^ # #ليUال# # #لمغاودي# # #يلإي#بر# #يمر#}:ات#ير#فاي# #قتة# #ستzنإواء#}اي#فة#ياد#عل# # # #|يا# #لعاام،#ياال.ة# ،__`دد#
`t-^h ،تنبرb n .u.

.b n .uتنبر، �`-`` ،mm العدد االيام،. والمبادئ المlال� fراع االسرا|يلية-المغربية العالقات. ۳__^

.]شام رو[اق،
.�. b nتنبر، �`-`` ،mm العدد االيام،. سري pاريq مg محطات االسرا|يلية-المغربية العالقات. ۳__^

.العبادي واحمد اVس، مaور،
#حما.۳__^ #لعباد# # #ستاادي# #لZاي#فد#}و#يال:ام#ياالeاr#ياالدq#يار#pاذ# #ryناي#فوالرXل# # #فعند#يا#مة# # #ل�ا# #]يرا# ة#
.b n .tتنبر، t-^h` ،__` العدد االيام،. اليUود

.بiا}ا ويوسف مرية، م�ريم،
^__۳ .gالعدد االيام، ربيبو؟ ألبير قتل م `__، `t-^h ،تنبرb n .h-٥.

Attajdid] التiديد[

،sبر sقد.
.اكتوبر ^` التiديد،. الUlيوVية مZاومة {رورY على بالتoكيد“ }واد بال فارs ”مXلXل اVتUاء. ^__^

gبة، بUليل الشj .
#علم.^__^ # #لمغاg#مة#ماالاء# # #لUناى#لارب# # #}ما:د# #علاع# #مZى# #طعا# #لبضاة# # #ي�ير#ماال\#|ا# # #لUlيواة# # # #Vيو# #لتiا.ة# # `^د،#يد#
.ابريل

.ال�XياVي وjالد. محمد بن�اسم،
^__h.j#ياد#لا�Xل# # # #لتiا”eي#Vا# # #Vحت“:د#يد# # #لخاج# #معوض# #|مداة#كر# #لتطبياد#{ة# # # # #فشلنوا\# # # ات#ما#jا#حوj#eدا#
.bتنبر ` التiديد،. للمغرب متطرفيUf gاينة

،vالغني عبد بلو.
^__u .ياحة و[ير وق\ ]لXو}ه في المغرب سماء فت� على ال rي الطيراVيوUlديد، .الiالت ^u د}نبر.

.الله عبد بUا،
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^__u .بaالح�ومة يطال�“ والتنمية العدالة ”ح cاZته وسح�“ ماروك ”فيلم عرض بإيljديد،. رiالت 
.مايو٥`

،Yالغني عبد بو{ر.
.VوVبر h` التiديد،. المغربي التل�Ya مZر امام احتiا}ية وق�ة“: }واد بال فارs ”من\ pداعيات. ^__^

.يوVس البضيوي،
^__h .ضامنية وق�ةp vرا|م {د بالرباiية االمري�ية الVيوUlال c gطيXمر والغاء .. والعراق فلpاال|مة مو

.ابريل h^ التiديد،. بافراr العلمي والحاjامات
.التiديد

^__u .بالغ gلس مiودية الطوا|ف مUل يوكد بلمغرب اليZV ود رفاتUالي gيVابر في المدفوZالمغربية الم 
.ابريل t^ التiديد،. الZاVوr لح�م يخض\
^__u .واب\“ .. مروك ”فيلم في المغاربةp دمjو nوlديد، .حشيش وبا|عو ولiالت `hمايو.
^__u .قالوا gديد،“. مروك ”عiالت u يناير.
^__u .cالمراكشي ليلى ا]دا gا مUديد،“. ماروك ”فيلمiالت u مايو.
^__u .gديد،. المغرب علماء ]م ايiالت u مايو.
^__u .ات يطال�“ والتنمية العدالة ”فريقUiة الlموقف بإعطاء المخت gيص مjفيلم لعرض التر 

.مايو u التiديد،“. ماروك”
^__u” .ديد،. ال�يلم وقا|\“ .. ماروكiالت uمايو.
^__u .ة الحرمات�Uا إلى المغاربة“ ماروك ”فيلم يدعو التي أو المنتUاكUتVديد،. اiالت uمايو.
.اكتوبر _۳ التiديد،. اسرا|يلية/امري�ية احتiا}ات يzير pل�aيوVي مXلXل. ^__^
#فع.^__^ #ليا# #فنيات# # #سيوة# #سيا# #حZوة# #قيو# #مغة# #بير# #Xpتن�ة# # # # #لحملار# # # #مXلXد#{ة# # # #pعتبو“واد#}ال#بارs#ف”ل# # # ا#]ر#
.Vوفمبر ۳` التiديد،. التعبير بحرية امري�ا استUتار في قمة

.Vوفمبر ۳ التiديد،“. }واد بال فارs ”حوe الiدlp eاعد. ^__^
^__۳ .�pية م�اVيوUf YيطرXعلى لل eماb ديد،. العراقiالت m وفمبرV.
.Vوفمبر ۳` التiديد،. الUlاينة قبضة في االمري�ي االحتالp eحت العراق يlب� ]ل. ۳__^
^__h .افةZzن\ ال االسرا|يلية الlp ديد،. سالماiمايو _۳ الت.
^__h .اماتjود حاUوات في يZديد،. بالعراق االمري�ية الiالت `t وفمبرV.
#ل�ا.٥__^ #ليUا�#pا# # #ب�راوc#كا#يودي# #rكتف#ل~#ما# ”اب# #لتام#سا#ب: #Yورا..p#يار#qلمعا# # #ليUاة#{ار# # #للUlية#يود# # # # #Vيو# “ة#

e”ديدiدور ي�شف كتابي“: التiودية الUلرفض الي rي ال�ياVيوUlديد،. الiمايو الت.
^__^ .rود: الغاردياUي rيوVبريطا rيرفضو Yالعود gطيXديد،. ل�لiغشت ۳^ الت .
^__u” .ل“ االما[يغيةjديد،! اسرا|يل م\ للتطبي\ كمدiيو _^ التVيو.
^__h .اينة المرحباUlديد،. بالiالت `^ sمار.
.ابريل u` التiديد،  المغربي؟ الشع� لمشاعر احتراما للlويرY الموسيZي المUر}اr الغاء يتم ]ل. ^__^
^__^ .gودي؟ ]و مUديد اليiغشت � الت.
.bتنبر m التiديد، لليUودي؟ الiميل الو}ه. ^__^
.مارu s^ التiديد،. والبريطاVية االمري�ية الZوات يتZدموr يUودي yالc ثالثة مg اكzر. ۳__^
^__u .حريضp يVيوUf Yراع الثارlال gالغرب بي gلميXديد،. والمiفبراير ^ الت.
^__u .ي�[رp gمر في المشاركيp~م eة حوZيZرات ح�Xية التع�ي� مع]ود {د الناUديد،. اليiيناير _^ الت.
.يوليو[ `^ التiديد، بالمغرب؟ الUlيوVي الخطر {د الحملة pبدأ متى. ^__^

.بالe التليدي،
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^__u .cداUيم االحرار مغرب استZديد،. والiيناير٥` الت.
^__u .Yيمية الخل�يات في قراءZديد،“. ماروك ”ل�يلم الiالت u مايو.

.حgX محمد الiندي،
^__u .ابةZV gرحييXدعو المغاربة المp اطعة الىZديد،. المدسوسة االفالم مiيناير ^ الت.

.ربي\ الiو]ري،
^__u .eوا حتى“ سبي�اك وكايتري“ ”سعيد ادوراد ”الى ار}عوا: ماروك فيلم حوkZتيXp !،ديدiالت u 
.مايو

d . ا .
.ابريل h` التiديد،“. ال�بر� اسرا|يل”e است�ماال بغداد احتالe يعتبروUf rاينة حاjامات. ۳__^ 

.محمد الحمداوي،
^__u .التوحيد حركة dالfتن�ر واالXp Yديد،“. ماروك ”فيلم في االسالمية للشعا|ر االساءiالت u مايو.

،gالح�يم عبد احمي.
#بXب.٥__^ # #مش�# #Ufات#ما#jا#حة#كار# #ينا# #لZا..ة# #طنطواوي#{ر# # #لبوااوي# #bنا#با# #Yودyوj#rروZي# #طعار# #rم~#موp# ر#
.يوVيو t^ التiديد،. االدياr حوار
#بمش.٥__^ # #يUة#كار# #بيير#غود# # #gوZم# #طعا# #لZاة# #لبوااوي#{ر# #bنا#با# #Yودyوj#ير#g..ميا# #قطر# #لتعاى#لإو#عد#ير# # #rاو

.يوVيو _۳التiديد،. المaمنة الlراعات لحل الXماوية الدياVات بيg المشترك

.مlط�ى الخل�ى،
^__h.عل# #لZش#ما#]ى# #لخار#يو[اء# #}يار# #لUlياة# # # #لطا\#مي#Vو# #|�ا# #ليUاة# # #محي#]ل#]ة#يود# #لتشiية#لاو# # # # #ليUا\# # ود#

.bتنبر h التiديد،.“  اسرا|يل ”الى الiUرY على المغاربة

.سعيد د]ري،
.طنiة بمUر}اr“ ماروك ”فيلم عرض يXتن�روr سينما|يوr وZVاد مخر}وj .. rليعة مشا]د بXب�. ٥__^

.د}نبر � التiديد،

.iVاY الربيعي،
^__u .ادZV gسنيما|يي gيVطاب“ ماروك ”فيلم: وفناj وت لالمة معاد اسرا|يلي�Xديد،. }ريمة عنه والiالت

u مايو.

.احمد الريXوVي،
^__u .قضية gطيXية روية .. اليوم فلUZديد،. سياسية فiمايو _۳ الت .
^__h .مرp~امات ”مjمر“ .. الحاp~اب ”مj ديد،.“  وماتiالت ^u مايو.

.حgX الXرات،
#ستاال.٥__^ مZااذ# #ل # #يXاالدررئ# #يXتضيد#ي[و#باى# # # # #ل�اف# يUا�#pا# #ل # #يعZودي# # #ب�يراوب# # #gي#فZ #ل ماء# #عل # .ي#

.يوVيو ^^ التiديد،
^__h .واXود سواء ليUاينة {د يUlديد،. الiيو ` التVيو .
.يوVيو m التiديد،. والتنمية العدالة لحaب المركaي المZر في يحا{ر للUlيوVية منا]ض يUودي. ٥__^
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.حgX ]ادي و}ع�ر حgX، الXرات،
^__h .ديدiحاور التp ادي }ع�ر الدكتور[ gXص االكاديمي حlفي المتخ rودية الش~وUية اليVيوUlوال.

.Vوفمبر u^ التiديد،

.راب�اr وياكوc حgX، الXرات،
#ل�ا.٥__^ #ليUا�#pا# # #يعZودي# # #cب�راو# #rاe”اiلت# # #لUlيا“:د#يد# # # #Vيو# #لمXيحياة# # # # # #ي�ير#ماالة# # #jطاة# #لUlياg#مر# # # #Vيو# ة#

.مايو _۳ التiديد،. اليUودية

.رbيد سليماVي،
.يوVيو h التiديد، .العالمي الXالم Upدد التي المارقة الدويلة .. اسرا|يل. ٥__^

)الخشباVي ابرا]يم pر}مة. (باري bاميش،
^__h رعZود ]ولوكوست .. النووية واالسعاعات الUديد،.“ الميعاد ارض ”في المغاربة اليiاكتوبر ^` الت .

qمي، الشيaمaالباري عبد ال.
.bتنبر `` التiديد،. Vا|مة jاليا ال�pوVوا المغرب علماء يا. ^__^

.حf gXابر،
#فيم.٥__^ # #Xpتعا# # # #للiناد# # # #|مدا#لاة# #ليUاة# # #ميال#ساالة#يود# #لعZة# # #}تماد# # #عUا# #بماالوeا# #ستماش#كرا# # #لمرارا# #pم~# #|ماالر# ة#

.ابريل u التiديد، .ديني وا}� ال�لXطينييg ابادY: اليا]و مردjاي الحاjام... والحاjامات
^__h .طيني والدمXا[ر يتدفق ال�لiية بالمVيوUlامات أ|مة. الjوحا” gالم ا}ل مXبالمغرب“ ال .

.`. n ماي، m۳h، ^`-^۳ العدد التiديد،
^__h .\تمiامات ليjلم ا[احة على الحاkي الVيوUlديد،. اوال الiالعدد الت mh^، ^ ،يوVيو n .`h.
^__h .اد في ال�شل بعدZعVد ]ل .. الما{ي العام االZمر سينعp~امات اال|مة مjا والحاVيناير في ببالد 
.د}نبر u` التiديد،. المZبل

،Wاحمد محمد طيار.
 مXلXل عرض عp gمتن\ العربية ال�ضا|يات الUlيوVية الحركة على الضوء يXلط ال�ي العمل. ۳__^

.Vوفمبر^` التiديد،“. الشتات”

.مرواr العربي،
^__h .rي ال�ياVيوUlم الaيعت eإرسا gإلى مبعوثِي eل: عربية دو[ بلZتXالمغرب ي gليzمم gير ع]و 

.n .۳ يوVيو، `^ ،m٥٥ العدد التiديد، bالوم؟ سيل�اr الخار}ية
^__h .YاVود معاUالمغاربة الي YتمرXديد،.“  اسرا|يل ”في مiاكتوبر ^` الت .

.افaا[ ومحمد jديiة، عليموسى،
.ابريل u` التiديد،. موا}UتUا وسبل المغرب في الUlيوVي ال�ياr م\ التطبي\ ومkا]ر مiاالت. ^__^

.محمد فUيم،
#ميال#ساال.^__^ #rلمغاو# # #ليXة#بار# # #ليUاد#{وا# # #Vمواود# #لUlاد#{ا# # #ينا# #لمحتلياة# # # # # #gمو#gXي# وا#Vا#كواء#سم#]د#Vا#
.يوليو[ �` التiديد،. علماVييg او مXيحيي او مXلميg او يUودا

.ادريس ال�نبوري،
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^__٥.Zp# #لحار#ير# #ينيد#لاة#ير# # #ي�ر#ماالة# #غي:”ي# #Yعلر# #سيلوأم“g#يد#لاى# # #بتاة# #يa!Uا[# #بلدد# #لعZا#با#Vدا# # #يشيوات#بو# # د#
Yل ]ي�لة بإعادZديد،. بالمغرب الديني الحiوفمبر ۳^ التV .
. مايو �` التiديد،. الUlيوفوVية. ^__^
^__h .معية ر|يسiمر الداعية الp~امات اال|مة لمjفي والحا rيل: افرا{op ديد،. إلغاء الiالعدد الت m۳m، 
^t-۳_ ،ماي n .۳.

.ميشيل وأالr ادريس، ال�نبوري،
^__h” .ديدiحوار في“ الت gjم\ سا rمة ر|يس ميشيل أالkمن” eمة“ ال�لمة ر}اkمر المنp~اال|مة لم 

 ^ ،^mh العدد التiديد،. الم~pمر {د الشعبية الردود ]�W اpوق\ لم الVني اjطoت: المغرب في والحاjامات
.٥`-n .`h يوVيو،

.ع لخالفة،
^__h .ر{اويZال vود كف يشترUالي gم عUم\ للحوار ظلم gلميXديد،. المiالعدد الت mh_، ۳` ،ماي n.

t.

. الو]اب عبد المXيري،
#مUندم#قاg#مارY#عد#لا.^__^ # #لتاي#فة# #لمو#عى#لاq#يار# #لنخاة# # #لiاة#سا# #ليUادور#لا):^(دY#يد# # #لتاي#فودي# #oيf# ل#
.غشت ٥` التiديد،. المغربية الحالة ومoساY وpرويUiا الديني

.احمد الو}دي،
.ابريل t` التiديد، بالمغرب؟ المتUlيg للخطاب الiديدY النaعة“ الXامية معاداY ”اfبحت ]ل. ^__^

Alittihad Ichtiraki] االbتراكي االpحاد[

.احمد اوباري،
^__h.م\#موار#حي#ف#~Xس# #ميشيأاrة# # # #|يرل# #سX~#مس# #ل�لمااe#}ر”ة# # # #منkو“ة# # #لمام# #pم~# #ليUاي#مال#ساالر# # ودي#
�._`. n. يوVيو _` ،�_�u العدد االbتراكي، االpحاد. افراr في ال�لXطيني-االسرا|يلي الXالم عg البح

]Yريدiر� الjاال [al-jareeda al-ukhra

،gوفيق بوعشريp.
^__u .دور sودية المدارUاليوم المغرب في الي .Yريدiر�، الjيو _۳ االVيو .

.حناr ب�ور،
^__u.لما# #sادارUلي# # #لمغا#بة#يود# # #pخضرب# # #\kلن# # #لبعzاام# # # #]ميأي#لو#pوالات# # #للتة# # #بير# #ينيد#لاة# # #لiا.ة# ر�،#jاالدY#ير#
.يوVيو _۳

.الحق عبد بلش�ر،
^__u.اUلي# # #يمود# #كبية#}دروr#سار# # #Yمر#gلتح�ا# # # #لت�اي#فم# # #ثناالل#عا# #لماي#في# #sادارUلي# # #لبيضادار#لا#بة#يود# # # .اء#
Yريدiر�، الjيو _۳ االVيو.
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. اسماعيل وعلي، بال
^__u .الح�: المراكشي ليلى gله الدي .Yريدiر�، الjيوليو[ ` اال.

gسلمى وابو البشير، بركة، ب.
^__h .gة عZيZدي عالقة حUبالموساد بنبركة الم .Yريدiر�، الjعدد اال h^ -^^-^t ]يوليو .n .t-m.

Yريدiر� الjاال.
^__u .ماروك ”فيلم “dالتعايش يطر gات بيVل الدياjمغربية مدرسة دا .Yريدiر�، الjيو _۳ االVيو.
^__u .دفعتني المادية ظروفي: لمرابط علي eوjودية مدرسة لدUي .Yريدiر�، الjيو _۳ االVيو .
^__u.معي{# # # #لlاة# #يغيا[#ماالة#قدا# # #ليUاة# # #Upة#يود# #cعتباالرد#ل�# # #للم�ار# # # #rاوUلي# # #لUاي#فودي# #لمغاة#يو# # #بير# #لiا.ة# دY#ير#

. يوليو[ h االjر�،
^__u.م#sبطرا#لادار# #لمغا#بة# # #بلرب# #�Up#مال#pدد#عاق#فوة#سدر#م�^ا#]دد#عغ# #يند#م٥٥ي#فف#لا۳۳ا# #مغة# #بير# .ة#
Yريدiر�، الjيو _۳ االVيو .
^__u .تم�p ديدb eادي برامج حوpومر sودية المدارUالي .Yريدiر�، الjيو _۳ االVيو .
^__u .عليماتp وديات لل�تياتUم\ عالقات ربط بعدم الي rباb gلميXم .Yريدiر�، الjيو _۳ االVيو.

.علي اaVوال،
^__u .gعلمت: كاروليp ت العربيةkوح� ryرZودية مدرسة في الUي .Yريدiر�، الjيو _۳ االVيو.

]Yيرaiت الV [Al-Jazeera.net

gة، قنة، بiديj  ر{اوي ويوسفZال.
.يناير m` ،)والحياY الشريعة برVامج (Vت الaiيرY. باليUود المXلميg عالقة. ٥__^

.رVدY حيدر،
^__h .ودUم العرب اليUم او{اعUفي ومشاركت Yياسية الحياXاسرا|يل في ال .Yيرaiت، الV `� وفمبرV.

.احمد الريXوVي،
^__u .قضية gطيXية رؤية.. اليوم فلUZسياسية ف .Yيرaiت، الV ^مايو ٥.

.�bيق Zbير،
^__h .ودية في محطاتUالي .Yيرaiت، الV ^^ د}نبر.

.داغي الZرW الديg محيي علي
^__u .ي على ردVوXالري roالم بشXاسرا|يل م\ ال .Yيرaiت، الV t يوVيو.

.الXرفاpي وابرا]ام سامي، كلي�،
^__h .] Yة ياfاj :ام[ي ابراpرفاXسنوات.. ال giXوالمن�ى ال .Yيرaiت، الV `u ]يوليو.

.محمد البوريني،
.يوليو[ V uت، الaiيرY. اjر� ومو{وعات المغاربة اليUود iUpير. ^__^
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.حgX الXرات،
^__u .افحةlير مzp ب {د حملةaبالمغرب والتنمية العدالة ح .Yيرaiت، الV u ابريل.

Yيرaiت الV.
^__u .مغربي عالم aيiي gطينييXل� لل�لlاسرا|يل م\ ال vبشرو .Yيرaiت، الV ^u مايو.

.^__u اسرا|يلي استياء gري للمطرب اغنية مlشام الم[ sعبا .Yيرaiت، الV `� sمار.
^__h .Yمعا]د gلميXود م\ المUحي�ة المدينة يf در (المدينةlالم YيرXالنبوية ال gشام الب[ .(Yيرaiال 
.د}نبر ^ Vت،

^__h .و[عp ودUالعربي العالم في الي .Yيرaiت، الV ^^ د}نبر.
^__u .ودية }ماعاتUي sدZنشط بالp لتحويل gلميXالم gم عUدين .Yيرaiت، الV `t فبراير.
^__u .ير }ديد فيلمzالمغرب في }دال ي .Yيرaiت، الV ^۳ يناير.
.د}نبر ^^ Vت، الaiيرY. واbنطg وينتZد بالمحرقة يش�ك مlر إjواr مرbد. ٥__^
^__u .اء فيZل Yيرaiت بالV امش على[ دري الدوحة }ولةVوالي ا]ربة: أiري المغربية التzp حالف عملp 

.مارV ` sت، الaiيرY. الحضارات
.يناير ٥^ Vت، الaiيرY. السرا|يل مراعاY فيلم مg مشا]د pح�c المlرية الرقابة. ^__^
.يناير V ^mت، الaiيرY. اسرا|يل يعري فني عمل أي p~يد المlرية الرقابة. ^__^
 Vت، الaiيرY. إر]ابيات مXلXل عرض في ما{يتاr وال�ويت ظبي ابو: عليه اسرا|يل احتiاج رغم. `__^
.Vوفمبر _^

^__^ .dخرية سالXة في الU{الوحشية موا .Yيرaiت، الV `t وفمبرV.
الaiيرY .إر]ابيات مXلXل {د يUودية حملة ظبي، أبو pل�aيوr مg اعالVاUpا Xpح� امري�ية bركة. `__^
.Vوفمبر `^ Vت،

^__` .sامات يرفض }واد بال فارUpاالسرا|يلية االمري�ية اال .Yيرaiت، الV ` وفمبرV.
.اكتوبر V ^mت، الaiيرY. المنار pل�aيوr يعر{ه مXلXال pنتZد واbنطg للXامية معاد اVه بaعم. ۳__^
^__h .اXVل فر{~p رkح Yا المنار قناUzل لبXلXالشتات م .Yيرaiت، الV ۳ اكتوبر.
^__٥ .rيمن\ االرد �.اكتوبر _V ۳ت، الaiيرY. اسرا|يلي-امري�ي لطل� pلبية الشتات مXلXل ب
^__٥” .Yار�Xفي ال Yالعمار “eة.. امام لعادjرf ريةlالتطبي\ {د م .Yيرaiت، الV ^_ ]يوليو.
. د}نبر ٥` Vت، الaiيرY. اليUود بمحرقة iVاد لتش�يك واوربي امري�ي غض�. ٥__^
.  د}نبر ٥` Vت، الaiيرiV .Yاد أحمدي p~يد وحماs اليراr متlاعدY دولية اداVات. ٥__^
^__۳ .rاروb ر على عرضjy ودUالي gالعراقيي YرiUاسرا|يل الى ال .Yيرaiت، الV `u ابريل  .
.   يوVيو V ^۳ت، الaiيرY. العراق عZارات على اسرا|يلية ]iمة ودينية اقتlادية اطماع وراء]ا. ۳__^
.د}نبر V ^mت، الaiيرY. الربي\ في رأسUم مZXط [يارY يعتaموr عراقيوr يUود. ٥__^
.يوVيو �^ Vت، الaiيرY. لليUود عZارات بي\ بحرمة ي�توr العراق bيعة. ۳__^
^__u .rنوي ايراp يمkنp مرpييم موZالنا[ية المحرقة لت .Yيرaiت، الV `يناير ٥.
^__u .rمغاربة أما[يغيو rعوXشاء يVداقة }معية الf اسرا|يلية. Yيرaiت، الV `� يوVيو.

.عمر ال�اسي،
.Vوفمبر V `mت، الaiيرY. بالمغرب ا}تماع في اسرا|يل مشاركة يديg االسالمي العدالة. ٥__^

.الو]اب عبد المXيري،
^__h .gودي ]و مUالي .Yيرaiت، الV ^^ د}نبر.
^__h .ودUاالستعمار وحركة العربي العالم ي .Yيرaiت، الV ^^ د}نبر .

.اكرام لمعي،
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^__h .ودUظل في الي Yارkاالسالمية الح .Yيرaiت، الV ^^ د}نبر.

.bاؤوe منشه،
^__h .ودية رؤيةUود يUالعربي العالم لي. Yيرaiت، الV ^^ د}نبر.

.حلمي موسى،
^__h .ود عربية رؤيةUالعربي العالم لي .Yيرaiت، الV ^^ د}نبر.

Ahdath Maghribiya] المغربية االحداث[

.المغربية االحداث
. ماي u` احداث {حايا ارواd على pرحما البيkاء بالدار اليUودي بالمتحف opبيني ح�ل pنkيم. ٥__^

.مايو h^ المغربية، االحداث
 _۳ المغربية، االحداث. المغرب يUود حوe فريد فني معرض الZادم ماي Ubر غاية إلى فني حدث. ٥__^
.يناير
^__u .rمعوb اء في لي�يZل eالية حو�bر اjwات في اVماوية الدياXالمغربية، االحداث. ال `u ابريل.
 ال�ني والحج الديني الحج بيg اسرا|يل [يارY. ابي� pل في مغاربة فناVوr: سياسية/فنية قضية. ٥__^

.مايو ` المغربية، االحداث. الZومي الXياسي والموقف

Asharq Al Awsat]  االوسط الشرق[

.ب. c. ا
.مايو _^ ،tm۳m العدد االوسط، الشرق. الحداد المXلميg يشاطروr البيضاء الدار يUود. ۳__^

.ب.c.وا مZن\ ولحgX علي، اaVوال،
#لعا.۳__^ #لمغال#]ا# # #يتXلي#بر# # # #ستZباالj#eاروgb#r#مة#لا#سرم# # # #لياه#لا# #}يار#jر#يو[وم# #|يرا#سإة# #عيgX#بل# # ى#

Zي# #eعو#gفتد#عو#م# #لم�تا�# # # #|يلرا#ساال�# # #سيئ#bل#ك:اv#بر#لاي#في# #op#قتوي#في# #لشا.ه# #لعاط،#ساالورق# ،m_hhدد#
. سبتمبر ^

.طلحة }بريل،
^__۳.Uي# #لمغاود# # #يXتiUنرب# # # # # #rف�و# #Yو#عدرUp# #للiUم# # # #Yيرا#ساى#لار|# #لشا.ل# #لعاط،#ساالورق# ^^،`tmhدد#
.مايو

.حgX ]ادي، }ع�ر
^__h.لباي#ف# #ميال#ساالالد# #ليUاارY#ح”ت#Vا#كة# # #لماg#مaءا#}“ود# #يند# #غية# #معر# #عنUة#لaو# # #لشا.ا# #لعاط،#ساالورق# دد#
m۳`^، ^� مايو.

،rالله عبد الدامو.
#لشا.”٥__^ #pبح“ط#ساالورق# # #�#عي[“ار#ثg”y#ع #لعماaب#حم# # #|يلرا#ساالل# # #مZXي#في# # #يبم#له#سرأط# #لليUق# # # ي#فود#
Yيلة قديمة بيعة سو� المغربية و}دy vوZXالعدد االوسط، الشرق. لل mt٥u، ^^ وفمبرV.
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.محمد الراوي،
^__h.[#حيلf# # #�rااiل# #ليا# #ليUاة# # #لمغاي#فة#يود# # #bحر#مرب# #للتة# # #غضي#في#bال# #rوZع# #لشا.ة#ثال#ثاوg#يد# رق#

.يوليو `` ،�m۳٥  العدد االوسط،
#i�pي.۳__^ # # #لبيضادار#لارات# # # #Xpلاء# # #لضاط# #علد#يد#}g#موء# #يUى# #لمغاود# # #ليام#]دد#ع.رب# #يZوم# #ستg#عل# yالcة#
.مايو _^ ،tm۳m العدد االوسط، الشرق. العربية البلداr في يUودي ipم\ أكبر يش�لوr ل�نUم

.منlف الXليمي،
#لخار#يو[.۳__^ #}يار# #|يلرا#ساالة# # #لتZاي# # #لطاg#عدا#فوى# #|�ا# #ليUاة# # #لمغا#بة#يود# # #|يلرا#ساالد#فو#لارب# # #pني# #eلشااو# اي#
.سبتمبر ۳ ،m_h٥ العدد االوسط، الشرق. الرباv في اكداe حي في فاjر بمطعم

.االوسط الشرق
#ليUا.۳__^ # #لZاود# #بغg#موr#ماد# #|يرا#ساى#لإداد# #يشيل# # #rلتعا#بدو# # #XVاالل#ما# #معU\#|را#لاي#Vا# # #VتZا.م# # #سعواادات# ة#

.يوليو m__m، ^m العدد االوسط، الشرق.  ]iرUpم رافZت التي الXرية الدرامية للحملة اسرا|يل في
^__۳.Uي# #لمغاود# # #مXيي#فوا#}ر#jرب# # #Yلبيضادار#لار# # # #مXiاء# # #طنيو#لادY#حو#لاg#يد# # #مليا#حوة# # #gعb# #Zpارات# #eال”و

.مايو u^ ،tmh٥ العدد االوسط، الشرق“.  لالر]اب
#|يرا#سا.۳__^ #Xpتغل# # # #لعمليال# # # # #بيا#]االرات# #يUوY#عد#لة# #لمغاود# # #للiUرب# # # #YارUلي# # #لشا.ا# #لعاط،#ساالورق# ،tm۳tدد#
`m مايو.

#يلا.^__^ #لباي# #ليUا:ا[# # #لمغاودي# # #حيو#لاي#بر# #لماد# #Vتخاال�#bر# # #لتشاات#با# # #يعير# # #سي�ا[#فواذاة# # #rاوzل# �ي#لا�#لا#
lي# #مiلى#لإل# # #لناس# #بعواب# #حنواوا#ياد#بو#عد# #لlا”ي#ف�#bر#p.ا# #{م“رY#يو# #gحال|# #pحاال”ة# #bتاالاد# “ي#كرا#

.سبتمبر ^^ ،tumm العدد االوسط، الشرق“. العادية ”ب االVتخابية حملته ظروc ويlف
#لمغا.٥__^ # #قبا:رب# #eمااzتXلم# # # # # #يخg#ير# #لlاالd#م”ي#حرج# #لتا#حg#م“رY#يو# #ل�اه# #ثيار# #لمشا.ة# # #سيحروع# # #eبيو# ه#pو#
.د}نبر mtu�، ۳ العدد االوسط، الشرق. عZارية كنو[ الى الخربة الZديمة
^__h.تشXم# # # #للحXق#با#سار# # # #gاzل# #ليUا:ي#Vا# # #لمغاود# # #|يرا#ساي#فة#بار# #يعل# #l�VاوV#rا# # #لشخlياام# # # # #لشا.ة# رق#

.ابريل _۳ ،m^t٥ العدد االوسط،
^__٥.Zل# #مzياء# # #للiر# # #eلمغاش#كرا#مي#فد# # #بير# #بية# #gمأ|# #مXلمية# # # # #gا#حوj#ات#ماUي# #لشا.ود# #لعاط،#ساالورق# دد#
mu^u، u ابريل.

.الله عبد مlط�ى،
^__h.لمغا# # #يXتضيرب# # # # #pم~#مأوeف# #|مالي#لدور# #مXلمية# # # # #gا#حوj#ات#ماUي# #لشا.ود# #لعاط،#ساالورق# ،m^hmدد#
^٥ sمار.

.محمد مXتعد،
ير.___^ |# #م�تس# # #lpاال�# #eلرا#ساالا ي |# # غاv#بر#لاي#في# #ي مغاادر# #ل # #لشا.رب# عاط،#ساالورق# #ل t_`^،hدد#
.Vوفمبر

.fال� النعماVي،
#ح�.^__^ #pعاروb#rة#مو# #jطد# #لنZة# # #يUل# #لمغاود# # #|يرا#سالس#Vو#pورب# #لشا.ل# #لعاط،#ساالورق# t٥u_،uدد#
.مايو

#ل�نيXا.^__^ # # # #يشت# #بحي#فرع# #�#سب #ZVل# #يUل# #لمغاود# # #ممzل.س#Vو#pورب# # # #ليUاو# # #لمغاي#فود# # #ين�رب# # #rاءات#عادو
.مايو � ،`t٥u العدد االوسط، الشرق. يتUدد]م jطر بو}ود اسرا|يل
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 Assabah [dباlال]
.مولود []ير،

^__h .Yاومة ذاكرZمتحف في التحرير و}يش الم qقا عمر الشيoوحي ابرا]يم: بV صlj ءاa{ gله مaمن 
.b .n .uتنبر ۳tm، ^۳` العدد الlباd،. الخاn بماله موله ال�ي للمتحف

dباlال.
^__h .ةlZال Yيرzمغربي لعالم الم gيiباسرا|يل س .،dباl٥^` العدد ال�، ^h ابريل .n .�.

Assahra al-Maghribia ]المغربية الlحراء[

.حا[م fاغية،
^__u .غيرp YرkV ود الى العرب ال�تابUحراء. اليlالعدد المغربية، ال u^٥�، m sمار.

.المغربية الlحراء
^__u.{#لملاة#لال# # #يXتZبك# # # # #|يرل# #لعماaب#حس# # #|يلرا#ساالل# # #بي.ي# #يتر# #a:لمغا# # #عمليي#في#سا#سال#عا#فرب# # # #لXاة# .الم#

.فبراير �` ،�u^۳ العدد المغربية، الlحراء
^__u.Zينع# # # #pحد# #لشاة#سا#|ر#لات# #فير# #لlة# #لiا�#حا# #لملواة#لال# # #لما.االوeوs#لار#كواj#rك# #pم~# #لعار# #لما# #لzاي# ي#Vا#
.مارu^u�، `m s العدد المغربية، الlحراء. اbبيلية في اليوم الXالم ا}ل مg والحاjامات لال|مة

،\Vعبد الما rالرحما.
^__u .ت.. حق كلمةa[ يةVيوUlحراء .امري�ا في الlالعدد المغربية، ال u^m`، `^ ابريل .

.احمد iVيم،
^__u.Uبعض# # # #pمنم# # #لعماaب#حو[#فى# # #|يXرالrل# # #مغه# #مغي#بر# #يlة#بار# #Vتخاالي#فوp#rو# # #|يليرا#ساالات#با# # # .ة#

.مارu^u�، ^t s العدد المغربية، الlحراء

rاXعV ،غاy رياض.
^__u .ل� ]لlp افةZzه ما الpدXياسة افXحراء. الlالعدد المغربية، ال u^٥�، m sمار.

.الو]اب عبد المXيري،
^__u .ية الدعايةVيوUlحراء. الضحية دور واحت�ار الlالعدد المغربية، ال u^٥h، u sمار .

assahifa al-usbu’iya ]الlحي�ة[

ياسيg، وVادية ،.ب. ا
^__h.لمطلا# # # #pحوب# #غضل#يو# #لمغا�# # #غضى#لاة#بار# #بن�# #ليواء# #للحZس# # # #ل�واد# #]يرا# #لlحي�ا.ة# # # # #لعاة،# ٥u،^-t`دد#
.``. n. ابريل

بنعبدالوي، والمختار ،.ب. ا
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^__h .Yورf وديUطورت اليp حي�ة،. المغربية ال�]نية في كبير بش�لl٥` العدد الu، ^-t ،ابريل n .m.

.د]شور وغ�ور احمد، بو[،
^__h.اXلح# # #gاzل# #بنبي،#Vا# # #عبيو#بة،#كر# # #عبد،# #للاد# #]يرا#باه# #لمحiام،# # # #لlاوب# #|يرا#سواق#يد# #bياالرg#مق#|ا#ثول# ف#

. _`-n .u. يوليو[ ۳`-� ،_�` العدد الlحي�ة،. ال�املة pر}متUا“ الlحي�ة ”pنشر االسرا|يلي

.د]شور وغ�ور احمد، بو[،
^__h.[#حل#eااوXلي# # #لحlاار# # #eعلو# #|يرا#سام#عدى# #قلل#}اg#مل# #�kV# #WااXلح# # #gاzل# #لlحي�اي؟#Vا# # # # #لعاة،# دد#
.�-n .u. يوليو[ ۳`-� ،_�`

.د]شور وغ�ور احمد، بو[،
^__h .ت كيفVتحدثِ الموساد كاp gع gحي�ة، بركة؟ بlيوليو[ ۳`-� ،_�` العدد ال .n .�-t.

،rلطي�ة بوسعد.
^__h.ي#فV#Yلعلمادو# # # #Vيا# #لخlواة# # #fيو# #محم.ة# # #لطا:وr#كارد# #يZر# #لتاة# #بUدرs#يي# #pمg#يد#لاا# #oاس#سUiل# # .ل#

.٥`. n ماي، u- ابريل _u_، ۳` العدد الlحي�ة،

.محمد حاpمي،
#بع.۳__^ #}يار#jر#يو[ارY#ي[د# #|يرا#ساة# #للمغل# # # #لXاق#ير#ط:رب# #pمالالم# #لمغاg#مر# # #لlحي�ا.رب# # # # #لعاة،# ،�^`دد#
`^-`t تنبرb .n .`�.

.احمد حرو[،
^__h.ل�نا# # #rلتش�يلاا# # # # # #حماي# #لlحي�ا”eرو[#حد# # # # #منkم“ة# # # #مUو# #كناr#}ر# #Yعرا#يالاو#rأوf#اة#لاlل# .رY#يو#

.n .^h. يوVيو ut، ^۳-^m` العدد الlحي�ة،

.}و[يف fباغ،
^__h.{#]بف#يوf# #لlحي�ا”eاغ# # # # #لiيا“ة# # #لحال# #يعالي#لا# #cأيرb#عئ#gاUلي# # #لlحي�ا.ود# # # # #لعاة،# ،ut`دد#
^۳-^m يوVيو .n .^٥.

.الlحي�ة
^__h .ر كيفkود الى المغاربة ينUالي gيحييXحي�ة،. والمl٥` العدد الu، ^-t ابريل .n .u-``.

.محمد المباركى،
#عل.۳__^ #ملش#ما#]ى# #متUماV#eور#}و#لف# # # #لمUاة#قال#عة# # #لما#بدي# #من:اد#سو# #Yبار#gلة#كر#ب#gUط�ئp# # # # #سما# #لغاوم# در#

._`-b  .n .mتنبر t`-^` ،�^` العدد الlحي�ة،. والتل�يق

،cسعيد منا.
^__h.lب# #مZدد# #eلعملياا# # # # #Vتحاالات# # #لعمليواة#يار# # # # #ستشUاالات# # # #لي:ة#ياد# #لتش�ياد#حاق#حg#مس# # # # #مZي#فك# ة#ماو#
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APPENDIX E: LIST OF CONSULTED ARCHIVES

Moroccan Archives

Les Archives de la Bibliothèque Générale de Rabat
La Direction des Archives Royales

French Archives253

Les Archives du Quai D’Orsay (Paris).
Les Archives Diplomatiques de Nantes.
Les Archives Militaires de Vincennes.
Les Archives de l’Alliance Israélite Universelle (Paris).

Local Family Archives (Akka)

Nouhi Brahim Museum
al-kantâwî muHammad lâmîn.
al-wannâsî Family
muHammad ’uHammâm
al-rasmûkî Family

253 Although I was not able to personally visit these Archives because I was declined an entry visa by the
French Consulate in Casablanca, I was still able to access some of the relevant document through the aid of
some scholars who provided me with their personal collections. I would like to acknowledge their
assistance.
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APPENDIX F: TRANSLITERATION

The transliteration system used here is based on (Park and Boum 2006:xix-xxi).

Although I will be using words from Arabic, Moroccan Arabic, Berber, and Hassaniya, I

will still apply the same system despite the differences between these languages.

- I use capital letters such as D [ض] , S [n], T [v], H [d], and Z [ظ] for emphatic

consonants. Examples: qaDiyya [ ي ض ###ق ### ة### ], ‘aSr [ l ###ع ر### ], bâTil [ ل###طا###ب ], Hamâs [ م ###ح ###sا ], and

maHZûr [ورkمح].  

- [‘] represents the letter [ع]. Example: ‘alî [علي].

- Long vowels are marked by a circumflex over the short vowel [â, û]. Example:

hishâm [شام[], ûballâ [اوبال].

- [’] represents the letter [أ]. Example: ’asîf [اسيف].

- It should be noted that sometimes when I transliterate certain words in

Moroccan Arabic I might use the consonant [d] for [Z]. This is normal in Moroccan

Arabic in which [d/د] can be confounded for [dh/ذ] and [D/ض] for [Z/ظ]. Example: [ �#######]ذ ]

can be either dhahaba or dahaba; [ح�ظ] HafiZa or HafiDa.

ض n ش s ] ر ذ د خ d ج ث ت ب
D S sh s z r dh d kh H j th t b

ء ي و W r م e ك ق c غ ع ظ v
’ y w h n m l k g/q f gh ‘ Z T
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APPENDIX G: ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ANRT National Telecommunications Regulatory Agency.
CAM: Le Comité d’Action Marocaine.
CCIM: Conseil des Communautés Israélites du Maroc.
CDA: Critical Discourse Analysis.
CDT:
CSCA: Conseil Supérieur de la Communication Audiovisuelle.
DGCA Direction Générale de  la Communication audiovisuelle.
ISESCO: Islamic Educational and Scientific Organization.
MN: Mouvement National.
MP: Mouvement Populaire.
ONA: Omnium Nord Africain.
PCM: Parti Communiste Marocain.
PDI Parti Démocratique de l’Indépendance.
PJD: Parti de la justice et du développement.
PI: Parti istiqlâl.
PPS: Parti du Progrès et du Socialisme.
PRN: Parti des Réformes Nationales.
PUM: Parti de l’Unité Marocaine.
RNI: Rassemblement National des Indépendants.
PNRR: Parti National pour la Réalisation des Réformes.
UC: Union Constitutionnelle.
UMT: Union Marocaine du Travail.
UNFP: Union National des Forces Populaires.
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APPENDIX H: GLOSSARY

a‘yân: notables

‘ahd: a pact.

‘aqd bay‘: sale contract.

al-amân: safe passage.

aSl: original source

‘aTTara: itinerant traders, sing. ‘aTTâr.

al-‘unSuriyya: racism.

al-‘uqûd al-‘aqd: legal documents.

‘umalâ’: agents.

‘urf: tribal customary law.

bakhusha: jude signature

baraka: form of supernatural and protective charisma.

blad-siba: land outside the control of the central government.

blad al-makhzan: land under the control of the central government.

Cadima: Forward.

commenda: partnership.

darija: Moroccan Arabic dialect.

dha‘îf: Untrustworthy

drâwî: pejorative word for black.
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faddân: small agricultural garden.

Falashi: Ethiopian Jew.

fatâwâ: legal opinions.

Harka: military expedition with the intent of subduing rebellious tribes.

Hassaniyya: southern Arabic dialect.

hiba: respectful fear.

Himâya: protection

HiSn: fortress.

hujjaj: legal evidence.

ijâra: lease contract.

Iklân: black sharecropper, also type of date.

isnâd: Genealogy.

jizya: poll tax.

jâm‘a: Tribal political group.

jnûn: spirits.

kharâj: Tax on agricultural land.

khazîna: treasure-trove.

khurafa: Folktale.

kuttâb: Religious Qur’anic school.

lawH: The customary law will be written down and preserved on boards and planks.

madrasa: Religious islamic school.
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madhhab: school of jurisprudence.

al-maHkama: court

Makhzan: central government.

mellah: Jewish quarter.

milk khâS: private ownership.

mqaddam: local administrator.

al-murîd: novice religious apprentice.

al-nahda: revival and awakening.

nawâzil legal rulings.

net-intifada and e-djihad: Act of hacking official American and Israeli websites.

nukta: joke, pl. nukat.

Oued: Dry river.

qiSSa: story.

qSûrs: fortified villages, sing. qSar.

rahn: mortgage.

rasm: legal document.

riba: usury.

SaHîH: Trustworthy

SâliH: religious saint.

shâhd: witness.

sharî‘a l-islâmiyya: Islamic law.
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sharikat a‘mâl: labor partnership.

sharikat ‘aqd: contractual partnership

sharikat mâl: financial partnership.

sharikat milk: proprietary partnership.

sharikat wujûh: credit partnership.

al-sharya: sale.

al-shaykh: religious scholar.

siba: dissidence.

sîdî: honorific title that implies the possession of baraka.

SulH: personal settlement.

tâjir: merchant.

tashalHît: Berber dialect in southern Morocco.

tbarguig: gossiping; barguaga: gossiper.

tibr: gold powder.

udayn: Berber term for Jews.

al-wathâiq al-aSliyya: Legal documents.

al-wifâq: Agreement, pro-entente Jewish-Muslim movement.

yahudi: Jew. 

zawiyya: religious brotherhood.
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APPENDIX I: FIGURES

Figure 1. Synagogue of the mellah of Tagadirt, Akka. © Aomar Boum.
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Figure 2. Talghisht Spring, Akka. © Aomar Boum.

Figure 3. Shrine of sîdî shanâwîl, Akka. © Aomar Boum.
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Figure 4. Mellah of Tagadirt, Akka. © Aomar Boum.
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Figure 5. Mellah of Taourirt, Akka. © Aomar Boum.
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Figure 6. Jewish Shops, Market of Tagadirt, Akka. © Aomar Boum.

Figure 7. Alliance Israelite Universelle School, Tagadirt, Akka. © Aomar Boum.
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Figure 8. Jewish Cemetery of Rahala, Akka. © Aomar Boum.

Figure 9. Shrine of Rabbi Rebbi Chaffar Hamaian, Rahala Cemeetry, Akka. © Aomar Boum.
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Figure 10. OuHamam Showing his Manuscripts, Akka. © Aomar Boum.
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Figure 11. Rahn Manuscript, Akka. (© al-nûHî ibrâhîm Museum)
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Figure 12. Sale Manuscript, Akka. (© al-nûHî ibrâhîm Museum)
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Figure 13. El Maleh’s letter to yusuf al-mrybTî, Akka. (© al-nûHî ibrâhîm Museum)
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Figure 14. El Maleh’s letter to yusuf al-mrybTt, Akka. 
(© al-nûHî ibrâhîm Museum)
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Figure 15, Joubib Hana, Akka. (© al-nûHî ibrâhîm Museum).
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Figure 16. Saraf Ilyahu, Akka. (© al-nûHî ibrâhîm Museum)
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Figure 17. Saraf mardkhin ban ilyâhû, Akka. (© al-nûHî ibrâhîm Museum)
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Figure 18. Jibida bant yusuf, Akka. (© al-nûHî ibrâhîm Museum)
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Figure 19. Saraf Abraham, Akka. (© al-nûHî ibrâhîm Museum).
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Figure 20. yusuf ban mardkhîn, Akka. (© al-nûHî ibrâhîm Museum).
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Figure 21. Members of Saraf Family of Akka in Their Annual Visit to the Tomb of Rebbi Abu
Hatsera, Israel. (© al-nûHî ibrâhîm Museum).
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